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1873.

REPOET OF THE COUNCIL,

Read at the Axniveksaky Meeting on the 27th May.

The Council have to submit to tlie Fellows the following

Report on the financial and general comlition of the Society :

—

Members .—During the year ending April 30, 1873, there

have been elected 221 Ordinary, 1 Honorary, and 3 Honorary

Corresponding Fellows, of which number 27 have paid their

Life Compositions. These numbers are a considerable advance

on those of the previous year (when 100 members were elected),

and the increase is the largest the Society has obtained since

1864. The losses sustained by death amount to 53, of whom
one was an Honorary and four were Honorary Corresponding

Fellows. Thirty-two have been lost by resignation; making

the net increase 140. In 1872 the net increase wms 78; in

1871, 26 ; and in 1870, 101.

Finances .—By the balance-sheet for the financial year

(January to December 1872), Appendi.v A, it will be seen that

the net income of the Society was 61197. 7.f. 9c7. This sholfs

a marked increase over that of the previous year, viz.,

56377. 3s. 7d. The amount received from subscriptions of

Members was 50707. 4s. i>d.

;

in 1871 it was 46337. 14s. ;
in

1870, 48977. 10s.
;
and in 1869, 40767. 10s.

A comparison of the expenditure aide of the balance-sheet

shows also an increase over that of previous years, being, in

1872, 58717. 13s. 2d., or, more correetly (deducting the outlay
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on account of Congo Expedition), 5146f. 13s. ‘Id. In 1871 it

was 3726Z. 4s. Ad., and, in 1870, 3845Z. 10s. ^d. The amount
expended in the promotion of expeditions, and the increased

cost of publications, account for this increase.

The Finance Committee of Council have held, as in previous

years, monthly meetings throughout the year, generally presided

over by the Treasurer.

The annual Audit has been held during the present month

;

the auditors being,—for the Council, the Eight Hon. Sir Thomas
Fremantle, Bart., and Sir Charles Nicholson, Bait

;
for the

Fellows at large, General Sir George Balfour, m.p., and H. Jones

AYilliams, E.«q. The Council take this opportunity of express-

ing their cordial thanks, in which they believe the whole Society

will join, to these experienced gentlemen for the time and pains

they have so cheerfully given to this important task.
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Statement showing the Receipts and Ex- ' Statement showing the Progress

PENDiTURE of the Society from the Year of the Investments of the

1848 to the 31st Dec. 1872. Society from the Year 1832
to the 31st Dec. 1872.

Year.

Cash
Receipts
within the

Year,

Cash
Amounts
invested in

Funds.

Deducting
Amounts
invested in

Funds ; actual

Expenditure.

£. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d.

1848 696 10 5 755 6 1

1819 778 3 0 1098 7 6
1850 1036 10 5 877 2 10
1851 1056 11 8 906 14 7
1852 1220 3 4 ’ 9'j5 13 1

1S.1:! 1017 2 6 1675 6 0

1854 2565 7 8 2197 19 3
1855 2584 7 0 2ti36 3 1

1856 3372 5 1 .533 i6' 0 2814 8 1

1857 3142 13 4 378 0 0 3480 19 9

1858 3089 15 1 .. 2944 13 6

1859 3471 11 8 950 o' 0 3423 3 9
1860 6449 12 1 466 17 6 5406 3 7
1861 4792 12 9 13.58 2 6 3074 7 4

1862 4659 7 9 1389 7 6 3095 19 4

1863 5256 9 3 1837 10 0 3655 4 0
1864 4977 8 6 1796 5 0 3647 7 10
1865 4905 8 3 1041 5 0 4307 4 5
1866 5085 8 3 1028 15 0 4052 15 0
1867 5162 7 11 1029 0 6 3943 17 4
1868 5991 4 0 18.57 3 9 4156 17 10

1869 6859 16 0 2131 5 0 4646 0 8
1870 8042 6 1 3802 6 0 3845 10 6
1871 6637 3 7 1000 0 0 3726 4 4
1872 8119 7 9 1999 4 6 5871 13 2

In 1856 a Treasury Grant of lOOOf. for the

East African Expedition received.

In 1860 a Treasury Grant of 25001 for the

East African Expedition received.

In 1869 Legacy of Sir. Benjamin Oliveira,

15061 17s. Id.

In 1870 Legacy of Mr. Alfred D.ivis, 18001

In 1871 Legacy of Sir Roderick Murchison,

10001

In 1872 Amount of Mr. James Young’s Grant
for the Livingstone Congo Expedition, 200W.

End
of the
Year,
Dec. 31.

Cash
invested.

Amount
1 of

j

Stock.

'1
1

£. s. d. £. s. d.

' 1832 3657 10 0 ! 4000 0 0
ii 18o3 4130 0 0

1

4500 0 0
1834 4426 0 0 ' 4800 0 0

1835
i

4426 0 0 4800 0 0
.1 1836 : 4426 0 0 , 4800 0 0

i
1837 4426 0 0 ' 4800 0 0

1 iy;!S
i

4426 0 0 4800 0 0

:

1839 4129 15 0 4.590 0 0
‘ 1840

'

3788 10 0 41,50 0 0
1 1841 2801 0 0 31.50 0 0
! 1842

;
2801 0 0 31.50 0 0

1843 2219 18 6 2578 4 4
" 1844 2219 18 6 2578 4 4
1845 2219 18 6 2578 4 4
1846 1933 1 0 2278 4 4

1847 2133 1 0 2502 6 2

1848 1886 16 8 2224 1 10
1849 1886 16 8 2224 1 10

,

1850 1886 16 8 2224 1 10

,
1851 1886 16 8 2224 1 10

:
1852 1886 16 8 2224 1 10
1853 1662 14 10

j

2000 0 0
, 1854 1662 14 10 2000 0 0

;

1855 1662 14 10 2000 0 0
1
1856 2216 4 10 1 2600 0 0

^ 1857 2594 4 10
1

3000 0 0

1858 2594 4 10 1 3000 0 0
1859 3544 4 10 4000 0 0

' 1860 4011 2 4
1

45P0 0 0

1861 5369 4 10
1
6000 0 0

1862 i 6758 12 4 1 7500 0 0

; 1863 8596 2 4 t 9500 0 0

:

1864 10365 7 4 11500 0 0

1865 11406 12 4 12500 0 0
1866 12435 7 4 13.500 0 0
1867 13464 7 10 14500 0 0
186.8 1,5321 11 7 16250 0 0
1869 174,52 16 7 18250 0 0

1870 192.50 0 0 6700 % 0

1871 20250 0 0
1
4700 0

1872 22249 4 6 6700 0 0

Asset Accocnt.
£. s. d.

Freehold House. Fittings, and Furniture, estimated 1 on n, n n o
(exclusive of Map Collections and Library) .

. j
“ ’

Funded property 6,700 0 0

Total £26,700 0 0
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Livingstone Aid Expeditions.—As the Fellows have been

informed by the Eeports, published from time to time in the

‘ Proceedings,’ there are at present two Expeditions on foot

under the management of the Society, endeavouring to carry

supplies to, and co-operate with. Dr. Livingstone. The expenses

of one of these Expeditions—the “Livingstone East Coast

Expedition,” are borne by the lavingstone Search and Relief

Fund, which was raised by public subscription in tlie early part

of the year 1872. This fund is treated as an account separate

from the general finances of tlie Society. The Council have to

report that the total amount subscribed was 5388Z. 6s. lid.
;
and

that, after the payment of all the liabilities incurred by the

first Expedition under Lieut. Dawson, a balance remained of

3175Z. 16s. 6d. The new Expedition, under Lieut. Cameron,

was augmented, with the approval of Sir Bartle Frere, by two

persons since it left England, and its expenses have been greater

than was originally anticipated, but it is believed that, after all

the cost of finally equipping and starting it for the interior has

been defrayed, there will be a balance of about 300Z. reserved

towards the expenses of its return to England. The statements

of accounts recently received from Zanzibar are at present under

examination by a professional accountant.

The means for the support of the “ Livingstone Congo Expe-

dition ” were provided by the munificence of Mr. J. Young, of

Kelly, to the extent of 2UOOZ., and the account is not treated

separately from the general aftairs of the Society. The whole

of the sum was expended in tlic outfit, passage, and final equip-

ment of the Expedition, which left the coast for the interior in

March last.

Publications .—The 42nd volume of the ‘Journal,’ which is of

much larger size than usual, is nearly ready for delivery. The

l^th volume of the ‘ Proceedings ’ has been completed during

the winter, and Parts 1 and 2 of Adume XVII. issued, or ready

for issue, to the Fellows.

The great interest excited by the recent discoveries of Dr.

Livingstone in Central Africa, along tlie course of the River

I.ualaba, has induced the Council to publish a volume of

translations of the narratives of various Poituguese travellers

in the same regions
;

particularly the remarkable journey of
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Dr. Lacerda, near the close of the la^t century. Lacerda’s

narrative, which forms the bulk of the volume, has been trans-

lated by Captain R. F. Burton, who has also revised the other

portions. This volume, bound in similar style to the ‘Journal,’

will be issued on the same terms to the Fellows, namely, gratis,

on their applying at the Society’s office.

Library.—1043 volumes of books and pamphlets have been

added to the library during the year : 27 only were obtained by

purchase, the rest being donations or exchanges.

Among the more important additions are—a costly volume

of photographs of California, presented by Mr. AYatkins, of San

Francisco, and Mr. J. H. M'Clure, of Manchester
;

‘ The Botany

of the Speke and Grant Expedition,’ presented by Colonel

Grant
; the second volume of the superb monograph on the

Balearic Islands, entitled ‘Die Balearen in Wort und Bild,’ pre-

sented by the anonymous author ; the two handsome volumes

of the Italian geographical work by Visconti Giaramartino,

entitled ‘ Diarie di un Yiaggio in Arabia Petrea,’ Ac. ;
the

‘ Journal of the Museum Godeffroy
;

’ the cojiiously illustrated

work on ‘ The Great French Cambodian and China Expedition,’

by our Medallist, Lieut. F. Gamier
;
extensive series of photo-

graphs of the Rocky Mountains, presented by Professor Hayden,

Official Geologift of the United States.

Tlie library continues to be consulted by private students

and officers of the public departments. The Library Committee

of Council has held occasional meetings, and superintended the

Librarian’s work. The Committee are glad to report that a new

Catalogue for entering press marks and additions is nearly

ready for use, and hope that the whole of the books will soon be

duly entered and more available for prompt reference than they

have hitherto been.

Map-Room .—The total accessions to the Map Collection#

since the last anniversary have been 633 Maps on 3.522 sheets

(of these, 514 maps on 2421 sheets are by presentation, and 119

maps on 1101 sheets are by purchase), 18 Atlases, and 10

Diagrams. The maps by purchase consist chiefly of those on

large scales, published in Germany, Austria, Russia, Italy,

Belgium, Holland, &c., on which 128Z. has been expended.

The following are the principal accessions :

—
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667 Ordnance Sheets of the Survey of Great Britain and Ireland.

Presented by the Secretary of State for War, through

Sir H. James, r.e.. Director.

394 Sheets of the Indian Survey. Presented by the India OflSce,

through Colonel H. C. Thuillier, Surveyor-General of

India.

69 Sheets of Admiralty Charts. Presented by the Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty, through Admiral G. H.
Richards. C.B., Hydrographtr.

72 Sheets of French Charts. Presented by the Depot de la

Marine.

38 Sheets ot Danish Charts.

261 Sheets of Austrian Surveys.

15 Sheets of the Belgian Surveys.

27 Sheets of the Danish Surveys.

245 Sheets of the French Government Maps.

70 Sheets of the German Surveys.

120 Sheets of the Dutch Surveys.

48 Sheets of the Italian Surveys.

15 Sheets of the Portuguese Survey's.

12 Sheets of the Russian Surveys.

14 Sheets of the Spanish Surveys. By Coello, in duplicate.

66 Slieets of the Swedish Surveys.

48 Sheets of the Surveys of Switzerland.

38 Sheets of the United States’ Surveys.

45 Chinese Maps, the collection of William Lockhart, Esq.,

and R. Morrison, Esq. Presented by them.

30 Ancient Maps of Europe, from the Christy Collection.

Presented by A. W. Franks, Esq.

4 Sheets, Lithologie du fond des Mers. Presented by
M. Delesse.

Parts 1 and 2 of the Biblical and Classical Atlas, by Dr.

V W. Smith and G. Grove, Esq. Presented bv J. Murray,
Esq.

7 Sheets of the Harbour of Colombo—proposed improve-

ments. Presented by H. W. Bristow, Director of

Geological Survey'.

Numerous Maps by Dr. A. Petermann, from the ‘ Mittheil-

ungen.’
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Grants to Travellers .—The sum of 67f. 17s. llcZ. has been

expended in the purchase of instruments for the East Coast

Expedition, under Lieut. V. L. Cameron, e.x. ; and a sum of

12d?. 11s. 4d. for the purchase of instruments for Lieut. W. J.

Grandy, r.n., of the Livingstone Congo Exploration. lUOZ. was

granted to Dr. Dillon, second in command to Lieut. Cameron,

towards the expenses of his outfit, and a further sum of lOZ. 10s.

has been expended for Meteorological instruments deposited

at the Consulate, Zanzibar, as standards of reference for the

African Exploring Expeditions. The oOOZ. subscribed to the

Livingstone Search Kelief Fund, in January 1872, comes also

in the past year’s account. The total amount contributed

by the Society to the various Livingstone Search Expeditions

(besides the value of instruments taken from store) has been

801Z. 19s. ScZ.
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ILtbirarg Htgulati'ons,

I. The Library and Map Room will be open every day in the

week (Sundays excepted) from 10'30 in the morning to 4'30 in

the afternoon,* except Good Friday, Easter Monday, Christmas Day
and the day following

;
and it will be closed during the third week

in September, in order to be thoroughly cleaned.

II. Every Fellow of the Society is entitled {subject to the Rules') to

borrow as many as four volumes at one time.

Exceptions :

—

1. Dictionaries, Encyclopfedias, and other works of reference

and cost. Minute Books, Manuscripts, Atlases, Books and
Illustrations in loose sheets. Drawings, Prints, and unbound
Numbers of Periodical Works, unless with the special written

order of the President.

2. Maps or Charts, miless 'by special sanction of the President and

Council.

3. New Works before the expiration of a year after reception.

III. The title of every Book, Pamphlet, Map. or Work of any
kind lent, shall first be entered in the Library-register, with the
borrower’s signature, unless applied for by a separate note in his

hand.

IV. No work of any kind can be retained longer than one month:
but at the expiration of that period, or sooner, the same must be
returned free of expense, and may then, upon re-entry, be again
borrowed, provided that no application for it shall have been made
in the mean time by any other Fellow.

V. In all cases a list of the Books, Ac., or other property of the

Society, in the possession of any Fellow, shall be sent in to the

Assistant Secretary on or before the l.st of July in each year.

VI. In every case of loss or damage to any volume, or other
property of the Society, the borrower shall make good the same

;

and all or any property shall be considered as lust, and recovery of

its value be capable of being enforced, which is not returned within
four months after application for it.

VII. No stranger can be admitted to the Library except by the

introduction of a Fellow, whose name, together with that of the^
Visitor, shall be inserted in a book kept for that purpose.

VIII. Fellows transgressing any of the above Regulations will be
reported by the Secretar-y to the Council, who will take such steps

as the case may require.

By Order of the Council.

On Saturday the Library is closed at 2’30 p.m.
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no Barchard, Fiancis, Esq. Horsted-plocc, Uckjield.

Barclay, Chailes George, Esq. 30, Phillimore-gardens,’ Kensington, B”.

Barclay, Hugh G., Esq. 3Ionkhoms, Wooilford, Essex.

Barclay, Wm. L., Esq,, b.a. Leyton, Essex.

Barford, A, H., E«q., m.a. 1, CornwalUten'ace, Pegent*s~parh, X. IB.

Baring, Capt. Evelyn, r,a, 11, Berheley-square, W.

Baring, John, Esq, Oakwood, Chichester,

Baring, Thomas, Esq., M.p., F.R.s, 41, Upper Gronen(^‘street, B'.

Barkly, Sir Henry, k.c.b.. Governor of the Cape.

Barlee, Frederick Palgrave, Esq. Perth, Western Australia. Care of G.
Laurence, Esq., 12, Marlboro' -road, Lee, S.E.

120 Barlow, Frederick Thomas Pmtt, Esq. 26, Putland-gate, *?,B'’.

Barnes, Robert, Esq., M.D. 31, Grosvenor-street, W,

Barnett, Edwd. Wm., Esq, 25, Lancaster~gate, TB.

Barnett, H. C., Esq., J.P. York, West Australia.

Bams, John W., Esq, Bhaitulpore, Punjauh, India; care of Messrs. Grindlay.

Barr, Edward G., Esq. 76, Ilollmid-parh, TB; and 36, Mark-lane, E.C.

Barrett, Benjamin, Esq. Licensed Victualleis' School, Kcnnington-lane, *?.TB.

Ban-ington, George, Viscount, m.p, 20, Cavendish-sqpujre, IB.

Barrington B ai'd, Mark J., Esq., B.A., F.L.S. (Her Majesty’s Inspector of

Schools), Oakendule, Kenwood, Sheffield ; and United University Club, S'. B’^

Barrow, John, Esq., F,R.s., P.s,A, 17, Hanover-terrace, Pegent’s-park, iV. IB.

T30 BarrVj Alfred, Esq. Shortlands, Bromley,

Bartholomew, John, Esq. 17, Brown-square, Edinburgh.

Barton, Alfred, E^q., m.d. Oriental Club, H'.
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Bateman, James, Esq., F.R.S., F.L.S. 9, Hyde-park-gatc Southy TF.
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Bates, General Heniy, c.B. 2, Sussex-placey Hyde-parky IF.
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Bateson, George, Esq. Heslington-hall, York.
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1858

Beldam, Edw., Esq. Poyston, Berts.

1858 Bell, C. Davidson, Esq., Surveyor-General, Cape of Good Hope. Cape Tov:n..

Care of the S. A. Pub. Library, Cape Town. Per Messrs. H. S. King and Co.

1874 Bell, H. Douglas, Esq. 64, OokUy-sqnare, -S’. TT.

1868 Wm. A., Esq., b.a., m.d. 18, Hertford-street, Mayfair, W.

1871 Bell, Major, W. M. Pelgrave-mansions, S. W.

1874 Bell, William Moore, Esq. Wigton, Cumberland.

1864 Bellamy, Edward, Esq.
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1856 Benson, Robert, Esq. 16, Craxen-kill-gardens, Bayswater, W.
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1830 Bentham, George, Esq., Pres. L.3., F.P..S. 25, Wilton'-place, S, W,

1868 Bentley, George, Esq. Vpton^park, Slough.

1870 iqo^Benyon, Wm. H., Esq. Stainley-hall, Pipon, Yorhshire.

1859 Berens, H. Hulse, Esq, Skicross, Foot's Cray, Kent.

1865 Bemaid, P. Esq. 16, Leadenhall-street, E.C.
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1872 Berthon, Peter Hy., Esq. 20, Margarct-strcct, Cavendish-sqmre, IE.

1871 Best, Commr. Jno. Chas. 91, Westbourne-terrace, ffyde-park, W.

1863 Best, William, Esq, Kelstone, Millbrook, S. Hants.

1867 Best, William John, Esq, Franklin-street, Belfast.

1867 Bethune, Alexander M., Esq. Otterhum, Hamlet-road, Upper Norwood ;
and

122, Leadenhall-street, E.C.

1842 Bethune, Admiral C, R. Drinkwater, c.B. 4, CromweU-rd., South Kensington, W,-

1836 200 Betts, John, Esq. 11b, Strand, W.C.

1866 Bevan, William, Esq. 12, Bolton-gat'dens^ South ICensin<jton, W,

1873 Bibby, Edward, Esq. Care of John Bibby, Esq., Hart-hill, Liverpool.

1862 Bicker-Caarten, Peter, Esq. 30, Northumherland-place
,
Bayswater, TV.

1871 Bickersteth, Ven.-Archd., D.D. The Prehendal, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

1868 I Bickmore, A. S., Esq., ai.A. 252, Pearl-street, New York.

1866 Bicknell, Algernon S., Esq. Zl, Onslow-^uare, S.W.

1860 Bidder, G. Parker, Esq,, c.E. 24, Gt. George-st., S. TV.; and Mitcham, Surrey, S
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1865
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1868 I

1850
!

1871
i
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I

1858
'

1862
I

1872
I

1867
j

1858

1861

1870

1867

1870

1860

1867

1869

1870

1849

1871

1862

1873

1869

1874

1868

1865

1857

1872
'

1861 i

1868

1857
I

1868

1873
j

1857
j

1854

Biddulph, Geo. Tournay, Esq. 43, Cliaring-cross, iS-.BV

Bidie, Geo., Esq., M.D., &c. Madras Establishment, Madras. Care of Messrs,

H, S. King and Co.

210 Bid well, Chaides Toll, Esq. //.J/. Consul, Balearic Islands. Care of If. J,

Bidwell, Esq., Audit Office, Somerset House, B'.C,

Bigge, Frederick W., Esq. Knole, Front, Sussex,

Biggs, C. H. Walker, Esq. 2, Alexandraderrace, Beading.

Bigsby, John J., Esq., M.i>., f.r.s. 89, Gloucester-place, Portman-square, TV.

Birch, Hon. J. F, Woodford, Colonial Secretary, Singapore,

Birch, H. W., Esq. 46, "Welhech-street, Cavendish^sqtiare, TV,

Birch, John William, Esq. 9% Keic Broad-street, E.C.; and 27, Cavendish-

square, TV.

*BircMlI, Captain B. H. H. Jutiior Carlton Chih, S'. TV.

*Bird, Richard, Esq. Wyngan-ho'tse, Fulham, TV.

*Bischoffsheim, Henri Louis, Esq. 7o, South Audley-street, TV.

220 Bishop, George, Esq., f.r.a.s. Union Club, S.W.; and The Meadov'S,

Twickenham, S.W.

Bishop, Janies, Esq, 11, Portland-placc, T\’.

Bishop, Wm. Henry, Esq, 8, Prince of Walcs-ierrace, Kensington-palace, TV,

Bisson, Capt. Frederick S. de Carteret, it.i.M. 70, Bemers-street, VC.

Black, Andrew H„ Esq. 23, Boyal-crescent, Glasgow,

*Black, Fitincis, Esq, 6, Kot'th-hrulge, Edinburgh.

Black, Thomas, Esq., Superintendent P, and 0. Steam Karigation Company’s

Dockyard, Oriental-place, Southampton,

Blacker, Louis, Esq. Fhwermead, V'imblcdon-par'k, S.W.

Blackie, Thos. M., Esq., F.S.A. Chippingdiill School, WithamyEssex,

Blackie, W. Graham, Esq., PH. DR. 36, Frederick-street, Glasgow.

230 Blackraore, W., Esq, Founder's-conrt, Lothbury, F.C.

*Blackstone, Frederick EUiot, Esq., b.c.l. British Museum, TT^C.

Blagden, Robert, Esq. Junior Carlton Club, PaU-mall, TT'.

Blaine, Henry, Esq. 2, Cleveland-road, Castle-hxll, Ealing, TT'.

Blair, Captain H. F., R.E. 16, Clarendon-terrace, Ilyde-park, TV.

Blair, William Edward, Esq. TTindAam Club, (S. TV,

Blake, Brig.-Gen. H. W.

*Blake, Wollaston, Esq., F.R.S. 8, Devonshire-place, TV.

Blakemore, Ramsey, Esq. Wimbledon, S. TV.

Blakeney, William, Esq., R.N. Hydi'ographic-office, S. TV.

240 Blakiston, Matthew, Esq. 18, V'llton-crescent, S. TV.

Blakiston, Captain Thomas, R.A. 18, TTjVfon-c/'t'WH?, .S’, TT.

Blanc, Heniy, Ksq., M.u,, &c. Care of Messrs. H. S. King and Co., 45,

Pall-mall, S. TT".

*Blanford. W. T., Esq., F.G.S. 12, Kcppelstreet, Pussell-sqitare, W.C,

Blanshard, Richard, Esq, Fairfield, Lymington, Hants.

Blencowe, W, Robert, Esq. The Hook, Lewes.
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1839

1864

1866

1861

1868

1872

1837

1863

1871

1868

1858

1850

1863

1861

1861

1858

1865

1872

1866

1845 1

1856

1858 1

1871
j

1872

1860

1866

1865

^7

1861

1854

1871

1871
I

1862 I

*Blewitt, Octavian, Esq. 4, Adelphi-terrace, Straridj W.C,

Blore, Edward, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S., P.S.A., &c. 4, Manchester-squarej W,

Blow, William Wootton, Esq. Care of Robert Evans, Esq,, Belvedere-park,

North Kent,

Bloxsome, Oswald, jun,, Esq. Berrington-hall, Leominster,

250 Blumberg, George F., Esq. Mansfield-house, Clifton-gardens, Maida-vale,

W,

*BlundelI, Charles Weld, Esq. huie, Blundcll-hall, Great Crosby ; and Brooks'

Club,

Blunt, Jos., Esq.

Blunt, Wilfred S., Esq. "Worth, Cramley, Sussex,

Blyth, Henry, Esq. 53, Wimpole-street, S,W,

Blyth, Philip P,, Esq. (j.p. for Middlesex). 53, Wimpole-street, W,
Bohn, Henry G., Esq. 18, Henrietta-street, Covent-garden, W.C. ; and North-

end-house, Twickenham, S, W.

Bollaert, William, Esq. 36, Weymouth-street, Bodland-place, W.
Bolton, Major Francis John, 12th Regiment. 2, Westminster-chambers,

S,W,

Bompas, George Cox, Esq. 15, Stxnley-gardens, Kensington-park, W,
260 Bonney, Charles, Esq. Adelaide, Australia.

Bouaor, George, Esq. 49, Ball-mall, S.W. ; aid 2, Bayswater-terr,, Kensington-

square, W.

Bonwick, James, Esq. St. Kilda, Melbourne, Care of W. Beddoic, Esq,, 22,

South Audley-street, W,

Booker, Samuel, Esq. 47, Albany, Old Hall-street, Liverpool; and Deme-
rara,

Booker, Wm. Lane, Esq. Care of Messrs. F. C/Brien and Co., 43, Parlia-

ment-street, S. W,

Borrer, Dawson, Esq, Altmont Ballon, Co. Carlow, Ireland.

Botcherby, Blackett, Esq., m.a. 174, Brompton-road, S.W.

Botterill, John, Esq. Flower-bank, Burley-road, Leeds,

Bourne, John, Esq., c.E. 21, Richmond-road, Bayswater, W.

Bousfield, William, Esq., b.a. 31, Stanhope-gardens, Queen s-gate, W.

270 Boustead, John, Esq. 34, Craven-street, Strand, W.C.

Boutcher, Emanuel, Esq. 12, Oxford-square, Hyde-park, W.

Bouverie, P. P., Esq. 32, Hill-street, Berkeley-square, W.

Bowell, Wm., Esq., f.e.i.s. Chandos-house, Hereford; and Gate-house

Grammar-school, Hereford.

Bowen, Charles Christopher, Esq. Ou'istchurch, Canterbury, New Zealand.
Care of A. 0. Ottywell, Esq.,1, Westminster-chambers, S.W,

Bowen, Sir George Ferguson, k.c.m.g., M.a., Governor of New Zealand,

Boweis, Captain Alexander. Care of Messrs, Fraser and Co., Peiiang.

Bowes, John, Esq. Warrington, Lancashire,

Bowie, John, Esq. Conservative Club, S, W,

<
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1869

1868

1856

1869

1865

1866

1868

1862

1845

1874

1869

1870

1862

1863

1859

1868

1872

1867

1871

1859

1833

1834

1862

1867

1874

1873

1858

1852

1865

1861

1868

1860

1854

Bowker, James Henry, Esq. Basutoland^ South Africa. Care of Messrs. King
and Co.j Coi'nhillj E.C.

280 Bowly, William, Esq. Cirencester.

Bowman, John, Esq. 9, King VrUliam-street, E.C.

Bowra, E. C., Esq., Commissioner of ilaritime Customs. Nlagpo, CJdn i ; and

KeidandSf East Grinstead, Susscj:,

Bowring, John Charles, Esq. Larlheore, Exeter.

Bowring, Samuel, Esq. 1, Westhonme-park, TB.

Bowser, Alfred T., Esq. Croinxell-honse, Hockney^ E.

Boyce, Rev. W. B., Secretary to Wesleyan Missionary Society. 'SYcsJeyan

Mission-honse, Bishopsgatc-street, E.C.

Boyd, Edward Lennox, Esq., f.S.a. 35, Clecelmd-sgnarey Hyde-parky W.

Boyd, William, Esq. Petc/heady Aherdeenshii e.

Boyle, Richard Vicars, Esq., c.s.i.. Engineer in Chief to the Government

Railways and Teleginph. Japan. Care of Mc'.srs. (Jrladl'y and Co.,

55, Parliamcnt-streety S. IV.

29o*Bragge, William, Esq., C.E. Shirles-hilly Skeffcld.

Braithwaite, Is.uc, Esq. 27, Austin-frkirSy E.C.

Bramley-Moore, John, Esq. Langlcy-h.lge, Gcrrard's-cross, Bucks,

Brand, James, Esq. 109, Fenchnrch^streety E.C,

Brand, James Aiuswortli, Esq. 50, Old Brood-streety E.C,

Brander, Captain William M,, 24th Foot. Chatham.

Biandis, Dr, D., f.l.s. Director of Forests, (Xilcutta. Care of TT. H, Allen,

Esq.y 13, Waterlix>-placey S.W,

Biassey, Thomas, Esq., M.i*. 24, Pu/7; Lane TV. ; and Konaanhnrst Court,

Battle.

Braybrooke, Philip Watson. Assistant Cuhnial Secretary, Ceylon, Messis.

Price and Co., Cracen-streety W.C.

Brereton, Rev. John, ll.d., f.S.a. Bedford,

30o*Breton, Commr, AVm. Henry, r.x., m.r.i, 15, Camdea-crcsccnt, Bath ; and

The Rectory, Ciiannouth^ Dorset.

Brett, Charles, Esq.

Bridge, John, Esq. Ifcatley-honse, near Lymin, Cheshire.

Bridgeraan, Granville, Esq. 29, Thiitte-groce, S.Y'.; and Junior Conservntke

Club, King-streety Si. Jameses.

Bridger, Captain W. Milton, r.N, Army andXavy Club, S.W.

Bridges, Nathaniel, Esq.

Brierly, Oswald W., Esq. 8 , Lidlington-place, Harrington-squarc, Hampstead-

road, K.W.

Briggs, Colonel J. P. Lantern Tower, Jedburgh.

Bright, Sir Charles T., f.r.A.s. 2d, Duke-street, Westminster, N. TT.

Bright, Henry Arthur, Esq. Ashfield, Knotty Ash, Liverpool.

jio Bright, James, Esq., m.d. 12, WelUrigton’Squarc, Cheltenham.

Brine, Colonel Frederic, R.E. k.t.s. A.r.c.E., Executive Engineer, Punjaiib.

Athen(eum Club, N. TV. ; Army and Navy C/h6 , (S. W. / Garrick Cl\d), H.C.

;

and 3, Leiyhani- terrace, Plymouth,
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1861

1863

1864

1872

1862

1856

1856

1870

1863
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1868

1856

1864

1860

1874

1865

1861

1867

1867

1856

1858

1859

1863

1862

1858
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1864

1858

1870

1852

1856

1863

1873

Brine, Captain Lindesay, K.N., Boldre-hottse, Lymington, Hants; United Service

Club, S. W. ; and H.M.S. ‘ Briton,’ East Indies.

Bristowe, Henry For, Esq. 6, Chesham-place, ;S. W., and 22, Old-squure, Lin-

coln’s-inn, W.C.

Broadwater, Robert, Esq. 3, Billiter-square, Fenchurch-street, E.C.

Brodie, Walter, Esq. Orsett-house, Orsett-terrace, Eyde-park, W.

Brodie, William, Esq. Eastbourne, Siissejc,

•Brodrick, The Hon. George C. 32a, Mount-street, W.

*Brooke, Sir Victor A., Bart. Colebrooke-park, Co. Fermanagh, Ireland,

Brookes, Clifford J., Esq. Calcutta. Care of W. G. Thorpe, Esq., 1, Biches-

court. Lime-street, E.C.

320 Brookes, Thomas, Esq. Mattock-lane, Ealing, W.

*Brooking, George Thomas, Esq. 33, Sussex-gardens, Hyde-parh, Tl'l

^Brooking, Marmaduke Hart, Esq. 11, Montagu-place, Bryanston-square, TV.

Brooks, Wm. Cunliffe, Esq., M.P., M.A., F.S.A., &c. 5, Grosvenor-square, S. W. ;

Barlotv-hall, near Manchester
;
and Forest of Glen-Tanar, Aboyne, Aber-

deenshire.

Broughall, William, Esq. Broadwater, Bourn, Tunbridge-wells.

Brown, Colonel David (Madi-as Sttff Corps). India.

Brown, Daniel, Esq. The Elms, Larhhall-risc, Clapham, S,

Brown, Edwin, Esq., r.G.s. Burton-on-Trent.

Brown, James, Esq. Bossington, Yorkshire,

Brown, J. B. Esq, 90, Cannon-street, E.C. ; and Bromley, Kent.

330^Brown, James R., Esq., F.E.S.S.A. Copenhagen. 84, Caversham-road, iV. H’.

Brown, John Allen, Esq. Surrey-lodje, Somerset-road, Ealing, H''.

Brown, Richard, Esq., c.c. 115, Lnnsdowne-road, Notting-hill, 11".

Brown, Robert, Esq. 4, Gladstone-terrace
, Hope-park, Edinburgh.

Brown, Samuel, Esq. 11, Lombard-st., E.C.; and The Elms, Larkhall-rise,

Clapham, S.

Brown, Thomas, Esq. 8, Hyde-park-terrace, Hyde-park, H'.

Brown, William, Esq. Loat’s-road, Clapham-park, S.

Browne, H. H., Esq. Moor-close, Binfield, Bracknell.

Browne, John Comber, Esq,, Superintendent and Inspector of Government

I

Schools. Fort Louis, Mauritius.

I
Browne, John H., Esq. Montpellier-laum, Cheltenham,

340 Browne, Samuel \\ oolcott. Esq. 58, Porchester-terrace, Hyde-park, 111

Browne, Captain Wade, 35, Charles-street, Berkeley-square

,

IV,

j

Browne, W illiam J., Esq, Merly-house,Wimborne, Dorsetshire.

j

Browne, Wm. A. Morgan, Esq. Grove-house, The Glebe, Chamqmn-hUl, S.E.

Browning, H., Esq. 73, Groscenor-street, Grosvenor-square, and Old
Warden-park, Biggleswade.

•Browning, Thomas, Esq. 6, Whitehall, S. W.
Brunton, John, Esq., M.I.C.E,, F.G.S, 13a, Great George-street, S, W,
Brunton, R. H., Esq., F.G.S., &c. 1, Oxford-villas, Balham, S'.!!’.
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1873

Bryaut, Walter, Esq., It.D., F.R.C.S. 'Sdx, S'lSMix-square, Hyde-parh-gardens, B'.

*BuccIeuch, His Grace the Duke of, K.G., F.8.S. Dalkeith Palace, near Edinhurgh ;

and Montag>i-hoiise, Whitehall, S. W.

|350*Buchanan, Thos. Ryburn, Esq. AH Souls’ College, Osfurd.

Buckley, John, Esq. Care of Messrs. Dalgety, Du Croz, and Co., 52,

Eombard-street, E.C.

I

Eudd, J. Palmer, Esq. 30, ConvxalDgardens, South Kensington, H.

I

*Bulger, Major George Eiuest, F.L.S., &c. Care of Mr. Booth, Z'd’l ,
r.egent-st., B’.

I

*£011, W’iiliam, Esq., r.l..s. King’s-road, Chelsea, S.W.

[
Euller, Sir Edward SI., Bart., M.p. Old Palace-yard, S.W. ;

and Dilhorn-hall,

I
Cheadle, Staffordshire.

Duller, Walter L., Esq., PX.s. Wanganui, Xeio Zealand. Care of Mr. J. lun

Voorst, 1, Patemoster-roic, E.C.

Bullock, Captain Charles J., it.K. Hydrographic-office, S. B^.

*Bunbury, Sir Charles Janies Fox, Bart., F.R.s. Barton-hall
,
Bury St. Edmund s.

Bunbury, E. H., Esq., m.a. 35, St. James' s-strcet, S. B'.

360 Bundock, F,, Esq. Wiitdham Club, S. B

.

Bureh, Isaac Howe, Esq. Burlington-chiunbers, 180, Piccadilly, W.

Burges, IViUiam, Esq. Fethard, Co. Tipperary.

*Burgess, James, Esq., ii.u..x.s., .^rchteological lleporter, &c., to Government.

Bombay. 8, Mcrchiston-terracc, l.dinhurjh. Care of Messrs. TrUbncr,

L’idgate-hill, E.C.

*Burke, Samuel Constantine, Esq. 84, Harbour.street, Kingston, Jamaica,

Burn, Robert, Esq, 5, Clifton-place, Sussex-sgiiare, B'.

Burne, Slajor 0. F. Indi'-office, 8". IV.

Burney, Commr. Chas., it.x., Superintendent Greenwich Hospital Schools, S.E.

*Burns, John, Esq, Castle Bewiyss, by Greenock, K.B,

*Burr, Hitrford, Esq. 23, Eatmi-ploce, S. W. : and Aldermaston-conrt, Berkshire.

370 Burrows, Sir J. Coiily, 62, Old Steine, Brighton.

Burstal, Captain E., r..s. 9, Park-villas, Lo’cer Xoncood, S.

Burt, Chailes, Esq. Eriars'-Stile-lodge, Bichinond-hiil.

Burton, Alfred, Esq. 64, Marim, St. Leonard’s.

•Barton, Decimus, Esq., F.r..s. 1, Gloucester-houses, Glonccster-crescent, B'.

•Burton, Capt. Richd. Eras.. 13th Kegt. Bombay AM. Athenviim Club; 14.

Montagu-place, Montagn-sguare, W. Care of E. Arundell, Esq., Admi-

ralty, Spring-gardens, S.^^

.

Burton, B’illiam Samuel. Esq. South-viila, Begent's-park, X. B:

Bury, William Coutts, Viscount. 48, Rutland-gate, S. TV.

Bush, Rev. Robert Wheler, ai.A. 29, Milner-square, Islington, X.

Bushell, Dr. Sathaniel, Berklry-street .icMemy, Liverpool.

380 Bushell, Dr. S. W., JI.P. Poulton, Winjham, Knit.

Busk, Capt. Hans, d.l., i.t..D.. F R.s., Hon. d.c.l. 0-xford. 21, Ashley-phce,

8. W. ; and United University Club.

Busk, William, Esq., M.C.P., &c. 28, Be.-sboronjh.gardcns, S.TT.
1868 0
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1861 Butler, Cliarles, Esq. :jy Conmught-plaC€y Syde-park, W.

1867 Butler, E. Dundas, Esq. Geographical Department, British Museum, W,C,

1860 *Butler, Rev. Thomas. Dector of Langar, Nottinghamshire,

1871 Butler, Capt. W. F., 69th Regiment.

1870 Butter, Donald, Esq., M.D., &c. Ilazeheood, Chnrch-road, Upper Normod, S.E,

1870 Buxton, Fiancis W., E>q., b.a. 23, Upper Brook^street, IT.

1869 Buxton, Henry EdmunJ, Esq., b.a. Dank-house, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk,

1873
5 go*Buxton, John H., Esq. Brenery, Spitdficlds, E.C,

1858 *Buxton, Sir Thomas Fowell, Bart. 14, Grosvenor-creiceiit, TH ; and Warlies,

Waltham-ahhey, Essex.

1830
I

•Cahbcli, B. B., I%q., M.A., F.u.s., F.s.A. 1, Bricl-court, Temple, E.C,

;

52,

I

Portlnvl-plicc, W. ; and Aldu'ich, Sussex.

1866 * Caldbet'k, Ciptaiu J. B. TP. and 0. Sup. at Aden). 122, Leadenhall-strect,

\

E.C. C'/rcof Mrs. Oddbeck, Sunntes'tde,2\, Ilighhunj-hill, N,

1861 I

Calthorpe, The Hon. -Vugustus Gough. ZZ, Grosvenor^sqmre, W,

1855
j

•Calthorpe, F. H. Gough, Lord. 33, Grosvcnor-square, TT.

1854 !
Calvert, Fredciic, Esq., Q.C. 3S, Upper Grosvenor^strect, W.

1871 •Cama, Dorabjee Pestionjee, Esq. 3 and 4, Winchester-street-huildings, E.C,

1861 Cameron, Donald, Esq., M.r. Auxhnacarry, Invo'ness-shire.

1872 Cameron, Capt. Donald R., n.A. 4, Cainpdcn-g}'Ove, KeTtsingion^ W.

1858 400 Cameron, Major-General Sir Duncan Ale.xander, r.e., c.b. New Zealand.

1873 '
Cameion, Henry L.-vett, Esq. 25, Grannlle-phcc, Portman^square, TE.

1864 Cameron, .T., Esq. 32, Great St. Helenas, E.C.

1866 Cameron, R. IV., K>q. 2-’, South Williim-strcct, New York. Care of Messrs.

Bruoh'i and Co.. St. Peter's-chambers, Cornhill, E.C.

1871
j

Campbell, Allan, Esq.

1873
,

Gnmpbeil, C. H., E.-^. 10 E<don-p'lacc, iS.BI

1861
[

C.unjibell, Reai-.Admiral FreJerick, R.X.

1866
!

Campbell. >ir George, K.C.S.I., it.c.L., Lieut.-Goveinor of Bengal; and Athenreum

j

ciu'}, s. ir.

1844
I

*Campbe!I, James, f>q. Grovc-housc, Hendon, Middlesex; and 37, Segmour-

I

sticrt, tr.

1857
j

Canijibfll, James, Esq., Surgeon R.N*. The Grange, Chigicdl-row, N.E,

183?^4lO*C.uiipbcli, Janies, Esq.,jun, Hampton-conrt-grecn, S.^V,

1863
j

*Campbeli, James Duncan, K.-q. Peking. Care of II. C. Batchelor, Esq., 155,

]

Cannon-street, E.C.

1869' CanipMl, bobert. Esq., j.r. 31, Lowndcs-squrre, S.W.; and Buscot-park,
' LeJ.l'de, Gl'jHceders\ire.

1872 : Campbell, KnUit, K-p Lednock-bauh, Cvinrle, Perthshire.

3872
j

Campbell, Will,am, Esq. A't'/- Club, Gla’^goir.

ISo'i Camrbell-J..hn 5t.'n, A. K., E^q., F.R.S. Ileatherh-y, Sandhurst, near Wokina-
ho,n, Be I C'.

« •I
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Campos, Dr. J. B. Gonsalvez. Marariham, Brazil.

Canning, Sir Samuel, C.E. The Manor-house, Abbots Lon<jlei!, near V>\itf>jrd, Herts.

Cannon, John Wm., Esq. Castle-grove, Tuam.

Cannon, Lieut.-General R, 5, Park-villas, Folkestone.

420*CardwelI, Edward H., E-q. 11, Croiawell-pltce, S. Kensm/ton, IE.; O'f'j.il

and Cambridge and Giu rick Clidjs.

*Cardwell, Viscount. 74, Eaton-square, S. IT.

*Carew, R. Russell, Esq., J.P. Carpenders-parh, ^yatford, Herts
; and Ojienfa:

Club, W,

Carey, Lieutenant H. C. (late i.N*.) Ahiia-rooil, Southport.

Carey, Rev. Tupper. Fineld, Baiant, St/isburg ; and 15, Hyde-park-iardetis, IV.

Cai-frae, John, Esq. 31, St. SK'ithin^s-lane, E.C. ; and Juiihr C<msenati>

'

Club, King-street, St. Jaines’s,

Cargill, John, Esq., Member of the Legislative Assembly of New Zealand and

Legislative Council of Otago. Dunedin, Otago, Keu' Zealand.

^Cargill, Wm. W., Esq. 4, Connaught-place, Jlgde-parh, IV.

CiU'illoii, John WiUon, Esq., F.S.S., &c. ’WonnkUl, Jhuton.

Carleton, Colonel Dudley. 42, Berkeleg-square, IV,

430 Carlingford, Lord. 7, C/rlton-gardens, S. B’.

^Cai-michael, L. M., Esq., ll.A., 5th Lancers. Oxford and C'lnbi idge Club, S, IV.

*Carneg:ie, David, Esq. Lastburg, hg Watford, Herts,

Carnegie, Commander the Hon. J., R.>'. 26, PaU-mall, i'. IV.

Carr, William, Esq. Dene-park, near Tunbridge.

Carter, Lieut.-Colonel Hugh Bonham, Cold'tream Guards. Guards* Club, S. IV. .•

and 1, Carlisle-place, Vietoria-street, 5.11'.

Carter, Captain Thomas Tupper, R.i:. Care of Messrs. 11. S. King and Co.,

45, Pall-mall.

Carter, Theodore, Esq. 10, Hanovcr-strcct, Bgc-lanc, S.E.

Cartwii^ht, Col. Henrv, Grenadier Guai\h, m.p. Lijdon-hall, Banbury,

Cartwiight, William, E-sq, Care ff H. C, Bateheljr, Esp, 2, hmj Wdll'-Vn-

street, E.C.

440*Carver, Rev. Alfred J., D.D., Master of Dulwich College. Dulwich, S.E.

Casberd-Boteler, Coramr. W. J., R.y. The Elms, Tvplow ;
atid dsaial 'nil

Militarg Club, PiccadiUg, IV,

Casella, Louis P,, Esq, 147, Holhorn-h-irs, E. C. ; and South-groie, Htghgatc, A

.

Cathcaid, Major Andiew. 16, Gi'osvcnor-street, 5.1V.

Caton, R. Redmond, Esq., F.S.A. Union Club ; and Biidrooh-housc, ^^Jxt-

manor, Lincolnshire.

Cattley, Edwai*d, Esq. o4, WtTjurn-sqnare ; and St. Pcierd'urg.

Cave, Amos, Esq. 109, Kew-road, Kennington-park, S. ; and Eathbone-place,

Oxford-street, W.

Cave, Captain Laurence Trent. 75, Chester-square, IT.

Cave, Right Hon, Stephen, M.r. 35, Wilton-placc, S. IT

,

Cayley, Dr. Henry.

450 Chadwick, Jcb..e, 6 LitOi'irch-terracc, Osmaston-roud, Perhj.
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1863

1871

1865

1874

1858

1866

1870

1863

1870

1861

1872

1873

1864

1873

1855

1853

1870

1858

1856

1857

1872

1869

1874
I

1872

1872

1871
j

1830

1849

1856

1869

1870

1863

1870

1872

1873

Challis, John Henry, Esq. Reform Club, S. W.

•Chalmer, Lieut Reginald, 60th Royal Rifles. Reshawur, East Indies.

Chambers, Charles Haieourt, Esq., M.A. 2, Chesham-place, 8'.TF.

Champain, Major J. U. Bateman, B.E. ChisIwlmAodge, Queen s-road, Richmond.

Champion, John Francis, Esq. High-street, Shrewsbury.

*Chandless, William, Esq. 5, Poriman-street, Oxford-street, IE.

Chapman, Capt. E. F., R.A. The Grove, Tunbridge.

*Chapman, Spencer, Esq. Roehampton, S. TFl

Charles, Rev. D., b.a. (O-ton), d.d. University College, Aberystwith, South Wales.

460 Chamock, PJehard Stephen, Esq., PH.DR., F.S.A. S, Grwj’s-innrsquare, W.C.; and

The GrOVCf Hammersuiith.

Chatwood, Samuel, Esq. 5, Wenticorth-place^ Bolton.

Chauntrell, Fred Dandas, Esq. 63, Lincolns-inn-fields, W.C.

Gheadle, Walter, Esq., B.A., 3r.D. Camb. 2, Hyde-park-place, Ciimherland-

gate^ W,

Oheetham, Samuel, Esq. 11, Bumford-place, Lkei'pooJ.

Cheshire, Edward, Esq. 3, Vanhrtigh-po.rhj Blachhenth, S.E, ^ and Consei-votivc

C/u6, S. W.

Chetwode, Augustus L., Esq, 7, Suffolh^street^ Pall-mall-east, S.W,; and

ChUton-kouse, Thame, Oxfordshire.

Chichester, Sir Bruce, Bart. Arlington-coxtrtj Barnstaple.

Childers, Right Hon. Hugh C. E., 3i.p, 17, Prince*S’-gardens, W. ; and Australiu.

Childers, John Walbanke, Esq. Cantleg-hall, near Doncaster,

47o’'‘Chimmo, Commr. William, R.N. H.UT.S. 'Nassau.* Care of the Hydrogra-

phic-officet S. W.

Chinery, D., Esq., Consul-General for Libeiia. 30, Oracechurch-street, E.C.

Chinnock, Frederick George, Esq. 86, Comufall-gardens, Queen*s-gate, W,

Cholmley, Harry Walter, Esq. Hoicshcon, near York.

Christie, James Alexander, Esq. Flushing, Falmouth.

Christie, T. Beath, Esq., M.D, Ealing,

Church, Colonel Geo, Earl, Care of J, W, Barry, Esq., 19, Great Winchester-

street, E.C.

Church, W, H., Esq.

Churchill, Lord Alfred Spencer, 16, Eutland-gate, S.W.

Churchill, Charles, Esq. Wegbridge-park, Surrey.

480 Churchill, Henry A., Esq., H.M, Consul, Zanzibar. Care of Messrs, King and

Co., 45, Pall-mall, S.W.

Clapton, Edward, Esq., M.D., &c. St. Thomas*s-street, Southicark, S.E.

Clark, Lieut. Alex, J. 14, St, James s-sqxuire, S.W,; and Evesxell-house,

Maindee, Newport, Monmouthshire.

Clark, Chiules, Esq. 20, Belmont-park, Lee^ Kent, S.E.

Clark, George Thomas, Esq. Dowlais-house, Dowlais, Glamorgan,

Clark, Sir John,' Bart. 38, Cornwall-gardens, W.;'aiid Tdipronie, Ahoyne,

Aberdeenshire,
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1859
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1871

1863

1870

1860

1858
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1861

1858

1871

1866

1865

1856

1863

1854

1854

1861

1852

1859

1873

1868

1869

xxxiii

Clark, John Gilchrist, Esq. Speddock, Dumfries, Dumfriesshire.

Clark, J. Latimer, Esq. 5, Westminster-chambers, Victoria-street, S. W, ; and

Beechmxmt, Dulwich, S.E.

Clark, Robert, Esq. 46, Chepstow-tjillas, Baysicater, 11”.

Clark, William, Esq. The Cedars, South Soricood.

490 Clark, Rev. W. Geo., m.a. Trinity College, Cambridge,

Clai-k, W. H., Esq. 6,
Leinster-terrace, Hyde-park, TV.

*Clark-Kennedy, Alexander W. M., Esq., F.Z.S., fColdstre.am Guards). G wild’s

Club, Pall-mall, .S'.TV. ; 14, Prince’s-garJens, 8'. TV. ; and Kaochgray,

County Kirkcudbt ight, X.B.

Clarke, Col. A., e.e. Army and Nary Club, <S. TT^.

Clai-ke, Captain F. C. H., e.a. Adair-house, St. James's-sguarc, 8.11'.

Clarke, Joseph, Esq. North-hill-tilla, Highgatc, X.

*Glarke, Rev. W. B., m.a. St. Leonard’s, Sydney, Xew South TThfes. Care of

Messrs, Richardson, Cornhill.

Clarke, W., Esq, 44, Ladbroke-grove, TTl

Claude, Eugene, Esq. Villa Ilelcetia, Carlton-road, Tufnell-park, X,

Clayton, Captain John W., late 15th Hussars. 14, Portman-square, TV.

500*Cleghom, Hugh, Esq., M.d. Stravithy, St. Andrew’s.

Cleghom, John, Esq., MA.S., M.S.A., &c. 3, Spring-gardens, S.W.

Clements, Rev. H. G. United University Club, S. TV.

Clements, Robert George, Esq. 97, Victoria-park-road, E.

Clerk, Captain Claude. Military Prison, Aldershot, Hants,

Clermont, Thomas, Lord. Ravensdale-park, Newry, Ireland.

*Cleveland, His Grace the Duke of. Cleveland-house, 17, St, James’s-square,

S. IV.

Clifford, Sir Charles. Hatherton-hall, Cannock, Staffordshire,

Clifford, Charles Cavendish, Esq. House of Lords, S. TV.

Clifford, Henry, Esq., c.E. 1, Lansdown-place, Blackheath, S.E.

5 10 Clinton, Lord Edward. Army and Xavy CM, S. TV.

Clipperton, Robert Charles, Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Xantes.

Clive, Rev. Archer. Whitfield, Hereford.

Clowes, E., Esq. Salisbury-sqnare, Fleet-street, E.C.

Clowes, George, Esq. Duke-street, Stamford-street, Blackfriars, S.E.;

Charing-cross, S.W. ; and Surbiton, Surrey.

Clowes, William, Esq. Duke-street, Stamford-street, Blackfriars, S.E.

;

Charing-cross, S.W. ; and 51, Glouccster-terrace, Hyde-park, TV.

Clowes, William Charles Knight, Esq., M.A. Duke -street, Stamford-street,

Blackfriars, S.E. ; and Surbiton, Surrey.

Cohbold, John Chevalier, Esq. Athenavm Club, S'. TV.; and Ipswich, Suffolk.

Cochrane, Rear-Admiral the Hon. A., c.B. Junior United Service Club, S’. TV.

*Cochrane, Kenneth, Esq., Elmbani, Galashiels, N.B.

520 Cock, Edward, Esq. Kingston-on-Thames,

*Cockhum, Captain James George. Gth Regiment, Belfast.
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1862

1859

1865

1841

1871

1873

1872

1857

1861

1862

1865

1868

1867

1841

1854

1848

1873

1835

1867

1872

1838

1866

1855

1871

1862

1869

1861

1865

1868 I

1868

1861 i

1871 !

i

18f54 :

1864
j

1363 I

Cockerton, Richard, Ksq. Comvoall^^ardens, South KensiTigton, TT’I

Cockle, Captain George. 9, Bolton-gardens, South Kensington, W,

Cocks, Colonel C. Lygon (Coldstream Guards). Creditm, Devon.

Cocks, Major Octavius Yoite. Park-street, Groseenor-squai'e, W.

Cocks, Reginald Thistiethwayte, Esq. 43, Churing-cross, S. \V. ; end

22, Hertford-street, Mayfair, TF.

Cockshott, Arthur, E^q., M.A, Eton College.

Codrington, General Sir William, G.c.B. 110, Eaton-square, iS'. TF.

Coe, Rev. C. C. Seymour-street, Leicester,

530 Coghhin, Edwai’d, Esq. Training-institution, Gray*s-inn-road, TT.C,

Coghlan, J., Esq,, Engr.-in-Chief to the Government. Buenos Ayres. Care of

H. C. Forde, Esq., 6, Dnke-street, Adelphi, Tl’C

Coghlan, Lieut.-Gen. Sir William il., K.C.B., R.A. Pamsgate, Kent.

Colchester, Reginald Charies Edward, Loid. 1, Vfilton-street, IT’

Cole, William H., E-'q. 64, Portland-place, W.

Colebrook, John, Esq. 15, JJans-place, Chelsea, 1?. TF.

Colebrooke, Sir Thomas Edward, Bart., f.r.a.s, 37, South-st., Park-lane, W.

Coleman, Everard Home, Esq., f.r.a.3. Begistry and Becord Office, Adelaide-

place, London-bridge, E.C,

Coles, Charles, jun., Esq. 86, Great Tov:er-street, E.C,

Coles, Jno., Ei-q, Mdch'im, Surrey.

5 40* Collett, William Rickford, Esq. Carnarvon ; and Carlton Club, S.W,

Collier, C. T., Esq., Barrister of the Middle Temple, Oriental Club, W,
Collingwood, Lieut. W, huUa-office, S. W.

Collinson, Heni'v, Esq. 7, Deionshire-place, Portland-place, TF.

Collinson, John, Esq., c.E. 37, Porchester-terrace, Hyde-park, W,

Collinson, Vice-Admiral Kicliard, c.B. Haven-lodge, Ealing, TF; and Enited
Sej-vice Club, S, TT’.

ColHs, Capt. Gustavus W. Berry, 6th Royal Regiment. Care of Mrs. ColUs,

Bart'jn-terrace, Datchsh, Devon.

Colquhoun, Sir Patrick M. de, Q.C., LL.D. 2, Kitufs-hench-walk, Temple, E.C.

Colviil, William H., Esq., Surg. H,M. Jnd. Army. Lawn-bank, Hampstead;,
and Baghdad,

Colville, Charles John, Lord. 42, Eaton-place, S. TF

550 Colvin, Binny J., Esq. 71, Old Broad-street, E.C.

Colvin, Captain W. B., Royal Fusiliers. Care of Messrs. Cox and Co., CrCig's-

court, S.]V.

Combe, Lieut, B. A.

Combe, Thomas, Esq., 3f.A. University Press, Oxford.

Comber, Colonel A, K. (Dep.-Commd, of Assam, Goalpara). Care of Messrs..
Woodhead.

Commerell, Commr, J. E., v.c,

Conder, Rev. John, IldVjrooke-hoHse, Kew Wandsworth, S.W,
Coney, Rev. T., ji.a.
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1861

1872

1868

1871

1859

1863

1856

1860

1852

1860

1872

1830

1872

1872

1862

1856

1860

1874

1857

1872

1871

1874

1853

1864

1868

1868

1868

1865

1860

1868

1873

1869

1853

1856 !

1873

1873

1863

Constable, Captain Chas. Golding, IJT. 6, Harleij-road, St. John’s-nooJ, J.IF.

*Cook, F. L., Esq, 3, Cronurell-placef South Kensington.

560 Cook, H. Esq., M.D., &c. Care of Messrs. Forbes and Co., 12, LcadenlodL

street, E.C.

Cook, Henry, Esq. Grammar-school, Wantage, Berks.

Cooke, Lieut.-Col. A. C., R.E. Bermuda.

Cooke, E. W., Esq., a.r.a., f.r.s., P.L.S., F.z.s., p.g.s., Accad. Bell. Art. Venet. et

Holm. Sooius. Glen-Andred, Groombridge, Sussex; and AthenoevmCbA, S. H'.

Cooke, John George, Esq. 25, Austin-friars, Old Broad-street, E.C.

Cooke, Nathaniel, Esq. 5, Ladhroke-terrace, Kottmg-hill, IF.

Cooke, Kobt. F., Esq. 50, Albemarle-street, Tl'.

Cooke, William Henry, Esq., Q.c. 4, Elm-court, Temple, E.C.

Cookson, F., Esq. Teddington-haU, Teddlngton.

Cooley, William Desborough, Esq. 13, College-place, Camden-toxn, .V. IF.

570 Cooper, Alfred, Esq. 9, licnrictta-street, Carendish-square, IF.

Cooper, Commr. B. J. Mouart, Torquay.

Cooper, Sir Daniel. 20, Prince's-gardens, South Kensington, S. IF.

Cooper, Lieut.-Col, Edward, Gienadier Guards. 5, Bryanston-square, IF.

Cooper, Lieut.-Col. Joshua H., 7th Fusiliers. Dunboden, Mullingar.

Cooper W. W., Esq. 19, Berheley-squ irc, W.

Coote, Captain Robert, r..s. Shales, Bittern, Southairqiton.

Cope, Charles Rogers, Esq. Edgbaston, Wamx'ich.

Cope, Henry, Esq. 35, Princes-square, Baysicater, IF.

Copland-Ci-awforJ, Lieiit.-Gen. R. F., r...t. Sudbury-lodje, Ilirroic, Middlesex,

580 Copley, Sir Joseph William, Bart. Sprotborougk, Doncaster.

Coik and Onery, Eail of. 1 , Grafton-street, IF.

Cork, Nathaniel, Esq. Ivy-lodge, 9, Warutck-road, 'Upper Clapton, K.E.

Corner William Mead, Esq. Esk-d tic, Ilotvard-road, Woodside, South Xoru.'owl

:

and 105, Leadcnhalt-street, E.C.

Cornish-Brown, Charles, Esq. Clifton-lodge, Farqnhar-rood, Xoricood, S.E.

Cornthwaite, Rev-. T., M.A, Forest, Walthatnstou:.

Cornwell, James, Esq., ril.DR. Purhrook, Crcsccnt-icood-road, S; denhani-

hill, S.E.

Cory, Frederic C., E-q., M.D. Portland-villa, Buckhurst-hill, Etsex ; and

Kassau-place, Commercial-road, E.

Cosson, Emihus Albert de. Esq. Care of J. G. IFaft-, Esq., Chatte n-'-odgjc:.

Kmgston-on- Thames.

Coster, Guillaume F., Esq. 11, Park-crescent, Begent's-park, N. IF.

590^Cosway, William H.alliday, Esq. Oxford attd Cambridge Club, S.W,

Cottesloe, Lord. 20, Eatun-qAace, S. Tl'.

Cottrill, Robert Alfred, Esq. Stanmell-house, Stanwell, near Staines.

Courtenay, J. Irving, Esq. 3 Ploicden-buildings, Temple, E.C.

Courtenay, L. W ., Esq. British Post-office, Constantinople. Care of R.

Wood, Esq., 139, Fleet-street.
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Bectok

1862

1857

1854

1871

1871

1862

1865

1870

1867

1848

1873

1857

1866

1873

1861

1859

1856

1864

1868

1860

1860

1862

1863

1852

1874

1872

1859

1857

1860
f

1853

1862

1870

1865

1872

1868

Coward, WiUiam, Esq. Sock-bank, Zordship-lane, Bvlwtch, SS.

*Cowell, Lieut.-Col. Sir J. C., K.C.B., B.E. Suckingham-palace, S. H'.

Cowley, Norman, Esq. 4, Montagu-place, Montaguraqaare, H’.

Cowper, Sir Charles, K.C.M.G. 3, Westminster-chaTnbers, S.

Cowper, Henry Ang. (H.M. Com. Pnerto Rico). Care of Messrs. Woodhead',

44, Charing-cross, iS.W.

6oo*Cowper, Sedgwick S., Esq. 3, Upper SkiXlimore-place, West Kensington.

Coysh, John S., Esq. Levant-house, St. Helen’s-place, E.C.

•Cracroft, Bernard, Esq., m.a. Trin. Coll. Camb. Oxford and Cambridge Ch'b,

S. W. ; and 8, Savile-row, S. W.

Crane, Leonard, Esq., M.D. 7, Albemarle-sireet, W.

Crawford, Robert Wigram, Esq. 71, Old Broad-street, E.C.

Craufurd, George Ponsonby, Esq. Buenos Agres ; and Travellers’ Club, S. TT'.

Craufiird, Lieiit.-Gencrai James Robertson, Grenadier Guards. Travellers’ Club,

S. W. ; and 36, Brines’s-gardens, W.

Crawfurd, 0. J., Esq. Athenaeum Chib,'S.W.

Creswell, Alf. Aug., Esq. 1, Capel-conrt, E.C. ; and Sadford-vicarage,

Notts.

Creswell, Rev. Samuel Francis, B.D., p.e.aa Principal of the High SehaoL

Dublin.

6io*Creyke, Captain Richaid Boynton, R.S. Gristhorpe-hall, Filey, Yorkshire,

Croker, T. F. Dillon, Esq. 19, Pelham-place, Brampton, S. TP.

Croll, A. A., Esq., c.E. Southvcood, Southicood-lane, Highgaie.

Croll, Ale.T., Esq. Mavis-bank, Grange-road, Upper Noncood.

*Croskey, J. Rodney, Esq. 43, Portsdoicn-road, Maida-hill, TT. ; and 30',

Parliament-street, W.

Crosse, Rev. Thomas, D.C.L., M.P..A.S. Hastings.

Crossman, James Hiscutt, Esq. Bolls-pari, Chigwell, Essex.

Crowder, Thos. Mosley, Esq., M.A. Thomton-hall, Bedale, Yorkshire.

Crowdy, James, Esq. 11, Serjeants’-inn, E.C.

Crowe, Francis, Esq., ll.d. 22, Westboui-ne-park-road, W.
620 Crnikshank, Donald, Esq. Junior Naval and Military C/«5, 19, Dover-street, IP,

Cull, Richard, Esq., F3.A. 13, Tavistock-street, Bedford-sguare, IV, C,

Camming, William Fullarton, Esq., M.D. Athenaium Club, S.W.; and
Kinellan, Edinburgh.

Cunliffe, Roger, Esq, 24, Lombard-street, E. C. ; and 10, Queen’s-gate.
South Kensington, W.

Cunningham, John Wm,, Esq,, Sec, King's College. Somerset-house, IV.C. ;
and

Harrow, AO.W,

Cunynghame, Lieut.-Gen. Sir A. T., k.c.b. United Service Club, Pall-mail, S. IV.

Cunynghame, Sir Edward A., Bart. Army and Navy Chib, S'. IT.

Cure, Capel, Esq. 51, Grosvenorstreet, W.
Curling, Lieut. J. Jas., r.e. 10, Stanhope-gardens, South Kensington.

Carrie, A. A. Hay, Esq., c.E. 18, Acqua Sola, Genoa.
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1843

1839

1872

1867

1872

1874

1863

1864

1870

1865

1867

1868

1857

1859

1868

1866

1838

1874

1863

1873

1869

1873

1866

1866

1874

1861

1846

1868

1840

1870

1865

1866

1856

1865

1869

1868

1862

1860

1870

630*Ciirsetjee, Manocigee, Esq., F.E.S.N.A. Villa-BycuUa, Bombay,

Curtis, Timothy, Esq.

Cust, Robt. Needham, Esq. 64, St. George’s-sijuare, S. W.

Cuttance, John Eras. J., Esq. Cleveland-house, Greville-road, Kilbum, N. W.

Czamikow, Caesar, Esq. 29, Mincing-lane, E.C.

Dadson, Arthur Jas., Esq. 11, Mark-lane, E.C.

Dalgety, Fred. G., Esq. 16, Hyde-park-terrace, W.

Dallas, A. G., Esq. 3, Ennismore-gardens, Brince’s-gate, S. W.

Dallas, Geo. E., Esq. Foreign-office, S.W,

D’Almeida, W. B., Esq. 19, Green-park, Bath.

640 Dalrymple, Geo. Elphinstone, Esq. Logie, Elphinstone, Aberdeenshire

Dalrymple, R. G. E., Esq.

Dalton, D. Foster Grant, Esq. Shanks-house, near Wmcanton, Somerset.

DalyeU, Sir Robt. Alex. Osborn, Bart. B.M.’s Consul at Bustchuk, Bulgaria.

Dalziel, William R., Esq. 5, Gresham-park, Brixton, S.

I

Darner, Eieut.-Col. Lionel S. Dawson. 2, Chapel-street, Grosvenor-square, W.
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Messrs. Baker and OHphant, 37, Walbrook, E.C.
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1872
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1868
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1863

1864
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1850

1839
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1842

Forahaw, Thomas, Esq. TTie Bower, Bowdon, Cheshire.

Foreter, Hon. Anthony. Newsham-grange, Viinston, Darlington, Durham.

Forster, Right Hon. William Edward, M.P. 80, Dccteston^square, S.W,; and

Barley, near Otley.

Forsyth, T. Douglas, Esq., c.B. (B.C.S.), Commissioner, Jullundhur, Punjaub.

Care of Messrs, Sinclair, Hamilton, and Co., 17, St. Helen’s-place, E.C.

Forsyth, William, Esq., M.P., Q.C. 61, Eutland-gate, S. W.

Sgo^Fortescne, Hon. Dudley F. 9, Hertford-street, Mayfair, W.

Foss, Edward William, Esq. Trensham-house, Croydon.

Foss, G. Lush, Esq. Icy HousefSouthville, Bristol.

Foster, Ebenezer, Esq. 19, St. James’s-place, St. James’s, S. fV.

Foster, Edmond, jun., Esq. 79, PortsJowa-road, Maida-xale, W.

Foster, H. J., Esq.

Foster, James Murray, Esq., L.M.D., P.K.C.P., F.s.A., &c. Naseerah, Assam,

Bengal. Care of Joseph Foster, Esq., Collumpton, Devon.

Fowler, A. Grant, Esq. 3, St. German’s-place, Blachheath.

Fowler, J. T., Esq. Gocemment Inspector of Schools, Adyar, Madras, India.

Care of Rev. A. Wilson, National Society’s Office, Sanctuary, Westminster.

fowler, John, Esq., c.E. Thornwood Lodge, Campden-hill, W.

goo’Fowler, Robert N., Esq, M..t. 50, Comhill, E.C.; and Tottenham, N.

For, Lieut.-Colonel A. Lane. 10, Upper Phillimore-gardens, Kensington, W,

For, D. M., Esq., Chief Engineer of the Simtos and St. Paulo Railway. St.

Paulo, Brazil,

fox, Francis E., Esq., b.a. Falmouth,

For, Samuel Crane, Esq. 31, Canibridge-gardens, Notting-hill, Tl'.

Flanks, Aug. W., Esq. 103, Victoria-street, S. W,

Franks, Charles W., Esq, 2, Victoria-street, <?. W. I

Fraser, Captaiu H. A., i.x. Zanzibar. Care of Messrs. Grindlay.

Fraser, Jas. Grant, Esq., c.E. 9, Great Queen-street, Westminster, S'. TK
Fraser, Captain T. Otago, New Zealand,

gio Frater, Alexander, Esq. Canton. Care of James Frater, Esq., Town-house,

Aberdeen.

Freeland, W., Esq. Chichester.

Freem,an, Henry W., Esq. Junior -itheneeam Club, S.W.

Freke, Thomas George, Esq. 1, Cromwell-houses, Kensington, W.
Fremantle, Captain Edmund Robert, P..N. 4, Upper Eccleston-street, S. W.
Freme, Major James H. Wrentnall-house, Shropshire; and Army and Navy

Club, S.W.

French, Colonel P. F. 14, St, James’s-square, S. W.
Frere, Bartle John Laurie, Esq. 45, Bedford-square, H'.C.

Frere, George, Esq. 16, Great College-street, S.W.
Frere, Right Hon. Sir Hy. Bartle Edw., p.c.K.c.B., o.c.s.l., D.c.i,. Wressil-lodge,

Wimbledon, Surrey ; and 22, Prince's-gardens, W.

^
g 2o Frere, William Edw., Esq., F,R.A.8. The Rectory, Bitton, Gloucestershire.
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1869

1873

1872

1863
j

1865

1860

1868

1866

•Freshfield, Douglas W., Esq. 6, Stanhope-gardens, South Kensington, and

United University Club, iS. IF.

•Freshfield, W. Dawes, Esq. 64, Westboarne-ierrace, W.

Friedrichsen, Aug. Daniel, Esq. 76, Jermyn-street, S. W.

Fuidge, William, Esq. 5, Park-row, Bristol.

Fuller, Thomas, Esq. 119, Gloucester-terrace, Hyde-park, W.; United Uni-

versity Club, S. IF.

Fussell, Rev. J. G. Curry. 16, Cadogan-place, S.W.; and Kiloskehane-castle,

Templemore, Ireland.

Fyfe, Andrew, Esq., M.D. 112, Brompton-road, S.W.

Fytche, Major-Gen. Albert, C.S.I. 2 1 , Lowndes-square, S. 11'.
; and Eeform Club,

S.W.

1863

1858

1872

1855

1869

1873

1848

1850

1871

1854
I

1873
I

1869
'

1865

1866

1863

1859

1866
,

1866 '

1873

1873

1870

1865
j

1859
‘

1866

1865

1859

*GabrieUi, Antoine, Esq. 6, QueerCs^ate^terracey Kensington, W.

930 Gaisford, Thomas, Esq, Travellers* Club, (S.IK

Gale, Henry, EUq., C.E. 9, Little Stanhope-street, 2{ayfair,

Galloway, John James, Esq.

Galsworthy, Frederick Thomas, Esq, 8, Queen*s-gate, Ilgde-park, W,

Galsworthy, Robt, Herbert, Esq. 61, Gloucester-place, Fortman^square, W,

Galton, Captain Douglas, R.E. 12, Chester-street, Grostenor-place, SeW»

Galton, Francis, Esq., M.A., F.R.s. 42, Futland-gate, S.W,; and 5, Bertie-

terrace, Leamington.

Gaiton, Theodore Howard, Esq, 78, Queen s-gate
;
and Badzor-ko.y Droitwich.

Gammell, Major Andrew. Lntmtochtg, Kincardineshire, N.B,

Gardiner, H. J., Esq. 6, Orsett-terrace, Westhoume-terrace, TV.

940 Gardner, Christopher T,, Esq, British Consulate, Canton.

Gardner, Captain G, H,, R.N. 7, James-street, ^yestboume•terrace, TV.

Gardner, John Dunn, Esq, 19, Park-street, Park-lane, W.

Gascoigne, Frederic, Esq. Parlington, Yorkshire.

Gassiot, John P., jun., Esq, The Culvers, Carsh ilton, Surrey.

Gastrell, Lieut.-Col. James E. (B. Staff Corps). Surveyor-GeneraVs Office,

Calcutta. Care of H, T. Gastrell, Esq., 36, Lincoln s-irm-jields, TT'.C.

Gatty, Charles H., Esq., M.A. Felbridge-park, East Gnnstead, Sussex,

Gawler, Colonel J. C. Tower of London, E.C.

Geiger, Jno. Lewis, Esq. 8, Duke-street, St. James's, jS. TV

Gellatly, Edward, Esq. Uplands, Sydenham.

950 George, Rev. H. B. Kew College, Oxford.

Gerstenberg, Isidore, Esq. Stockley-house, North-gate, Regent*s-park, N.W^

Gibb, George Henderson, Esq., 13, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.

Gibbons, Alderman Sir Sills John, Bart. Calvert*s-buildtngs, 17, Southicark-

street, S.E.

Gibbs, H. Hacks, Esq. St. Dunstarts, Regenfs-park, N. TT'".
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1868
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1861

1868
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1864
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1862

1864

1873

1872

1867

1857

1854

1857

1866

1870

1864

1869

1874

1868

1863

1861

1860

1864

1863

1864

1871

1865

1861

1856

1874

Gibbs, James, Esq. Clifiomille, Beckenham, Kent.

Gibbs, Jno. Dison, Esq. The Willotcs, Enjlefield-green, K.

Gibson, James Y., Esq. Edinburgh. Care of Messrs. Williams and Xorgate.

Gibraltar, Right Rev. .and Hon. C. A. Harris, Bishop of. Gibraltar Palace, Malta,

Gill, Lieutenant VY. J., r.e. Junior United Service Club, Charles-street, S.W.

960 Gillespie, Alexander, Esq. Hcathfield, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey.

*Gillespie, William,. Esq. [of Torbane-hill). 46, Melville-street, Edinburgh,

*Gillett, Alfred, Esq. 60, Eaton-sgwire, S. lY. ; and Banbury, Oxon.

*Gillett, William, Esq. 20 Belgrave-square, S, W,

Gilliat, Alfred, Esq.

Gilliat, Algernon, Esq. 76, Westbcurne-terrace, Hyde-parh, W.

Gillies, Robert, Esq., c.E. Dunedin, Otago, New Zealand.

Gladstone, George, Esq. 35, Vcntnor- Villas, Cliftomdle, Brighton.

Gladstone, J. H., Esq., I'h.dk. 17, Pembridge-square, HL

•Gladstone, Robert Stuart, Esq.

9 70* Gladstone, W. K., Esq. Filzroy-park, Highgate, N.

Glanville, Silranus Young, Esq. 52, Threadneedle-street, E.C.

Glass, James George Henry, E-q. 23, London-street, Edinburgh. Care of

Messrs. King and Co., 45, Pall-mall, S. TT.

Glass, H. .4., Esq. St. Kilda, Vanbrugh-park, Blackheath, S.E.

Gleig, Rev. G. R., m.a. Chaplain-General, Chelsea-hospital, S, W.

Glen, Joseph, Esq., Jlem. Geogr. Soc. of Bombay. Oriental Club, W.
Glover, Capt. John H., R.s. Lagos.

Glover, Robeit Reaveley, Esq. 30, Great St. Helen's, E.C,

Glover, Colonel T. G., r.e. Barwood, Hersham, near Esher, Surrey.

Glyn, Sir Richaid George, Bart. Army and Navy Club, S'. lY.

980 Goldney, G. Esq., ji.F. 40, Hill-street, Berkeley-square, lY.

Goldsmid, Bai tie. Esq. 32, Notlingham-place, Marylehone, lY.

Goldsmid, Sir Francis, Bait., 31.P. Inner-circle, Begent's-park, ALIY.

Goldsmid, Maj.-Gen. Sir Frederic John, K.C.S.I., c.B. 1, Southwell-gardens.

South Kensington ; and United Service Club, S. W,

Goldsmid, Julian, Esq. 49, Grosvenor-street, 5'. TY.

Gooch, Thomas Longridge, Esq. Team-lodge, Saltivell, Gateshead-on-Tyne.

Goodall, George, Esq. Messrs. Cox and Co., Craig’s-court ; and Junior Carlton

Club, TY.

•Goodenough, Captain J. G., r.n'. United Service Club, S. TY.

•Goodenough, Lieut.-Col., R.A.
,
Care of Messrs. Cox and Co., Craig’s-court, S. TY.

Goodwin, William, Esq. Claiighton-park, near Birkenhead,

990*GoolJen, Charles, Esq, United University dab, S, W.

Gooldin, Joseph, Esq. 18, Lancaster-gate, TY.

1 •Gordon, Major-General the Hon, Sir Alexander H., K.c.B. 50, Queen’s-gate-

j

garder,s. South Kensington, W.

(

Gordon, Arthur Leo, Esq. Wardhouse, Aberdeenshire
; and 42, Duke-street,

j

St. James’s, S. TY
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1873
j

1870

1866

1853

1859

1802

1870

1868

1835

1873

1846

1870

1872

1872

1867

1868

1869

1858

1874

1871

1868

1870

1863

1861

1865

1860

1862

1873

1867

1872

1870

1830

1871

1873

Gordon, J. Newall, Esq. Tice-Consnl, Brazil. Morro VclKo, Miu'is

Geraes, Brazil.

Gordon, Russell Manners, Esq. 38, Alpha-road, St. John*s-icood, X. fT.

Gore, Augustus F., Esq., Colonial Secretary. Ber/ierara,

Gore, Richard Thomas, Esq. 6, Queen-square, Bath,

Gosling, Fred. Solly, Esq. 23, Spring-gardens, S. W.

Goss, Samuel Day, Esq., ii.D. Ill, Kennington-parh-road, S.

lOooGottlieb, Felix Hem y. Esq., J.P. Singnpore, Bast Xndies.

Gough, Hugh, Viscount, Lough Cutra Castle, Goi t, Co, Gahcag.

Gould, Lieut.-Colonel Francis A. Buntingford, Herts,

Gould, Rev. Jas. Aubrev. Bachiiighampalace-hotel, W.

Gould, John, Esq., F.R.S., p.l.s. 26, Charlotte-street, Bedford-sqiiarc, B’.C.

Gould, Rev. Robert John. Stratjield Mortimer, near Beading,

Gourley, Colonel E., m.p. Care of J, J. Stephens, Esq
, 1, St, 2Iarg-axe,

E.C,

Gowlland, Staff-Commander John Thoma«. Admiralty Survey, Sydney, AV"’

South Wales. Care of Captain Davis, Hydrographic-office, Adiniralt'i,

S.W.

Grabham, Michael, Esq., 3I.d. Madeira, Care of C. B. Blandy, Esq.,

25, Cmttched-friars, E.C.

Graeme, H, JI. S., Esq.

lOioGiaham, Andiew, Esq., Staff Suig. R.y. Army and Xavy Chib, S'. TV.

Giaham, Cyril C., Esq. 9, Cleveland-row, St. James's, S.W. ; and Debroe-housc,

Watford, Herts.

Graham, James Ibmry Stuart, Esq. 1 Be'tjrave-road, Shcpherd's-bush.

Giaham, J. C. TV. Paul, Esq. 1, Carlisle-place, Victoria-street, S.W.; atid

Brookes* s Club, St. James*s-street, S. TV.

Graham, Thomas Cuuinghame, Esq. Carlton Cluh, *?. TT, ; aui Dunlop-house^

Ayrshire.

•Grant, Andrew, Esq. Oriental Club, Hanover-squarc, TV

Grant, C, Mitchell, Esq. 15, George-strcet, Hanover-sqnare.

Grant, Daniel, Esq.

^Grant, Francis TV., Esq. Army and Xavy Club, S. TV.

Gi-ant, Lieut.-Col. James A., C.B.. c.s.i. E. India IT, S, Club, S.W. ; and

7, park-square, Begent's-park, iV-Tl". ; and Balavil, Dingwall, X,B.

i02oGrant, Lieutenant J. MuiTay, Inspector Cape Frontier Police, Cape of Good Hope.

Care of Messrs. Bidgway, Waterloo-place, TV.

Grant, Colonel TV. Fi-ancis. X 6, ^4^ any, TT^.

Graves, Rev. John. Underbarroic-parsonage, Milnthorpe, Westmoreland.

Gray, Andrew, Esq. 1, Lime-street-sqnare, E.C.

Gray, Charles TV., Esq. 19, Begent's-park-road, A'.TT^

Gray, John Edw., Esq., ru. dr., f.R.S., z.s, and L.s. British Museum,

W.C.

Gray, Mathew, Esq. St. JohiTs-park, Blachheath, S.E.

Gray, Robert Kaye, Esq. Si. Jo*n*s-park, Blackheath.
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1^71
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1869

1871

1874

1857

1870

1871

1865

1858

1858

1860

1858

1872

1857

1865

1830

1866

1837

1873

1864

1868

1861

1839

1863

1836

1872

1867

1869

1855

Gray, I,ieat.-CoI. William. 26, Prince’s-gardens, W.; and Darcy Lerer-kall,

near Bolton.

Greathed, Lieut.-Colonel Wilberforce, W. H., c.B. 7, Queen-street, Mayfair, W.

lOloGrearcs, Rev. Richard W. 1, Whitehall-yardens, S. W,

Green, Captain Francis, 58th R^ment.

Green, John Henry, Esq. 8, Weighton-road, South Penge-park, S.E.

Green, Joseph E., Esq. 12a, Myddelton-square, E.C.

Green, Rev. W., m.a. Otaplain to the Tower of London.

Green, Colonel Sir W. H. R., K.O.S.I., c.B. 36, St. Georg^s-road, Eccleston-

square, S. W.

Greene, Captain John Clinton, r.a.

Greenfield, Thomas Challen, Esq. 84, Basinghall-sfreet, E.C. ; and 6, Outrani-

villas, AJdiscombe.

•Greenfield, W. B., Esq. 59, Porchester-terrace, Hyde-park, W. ; and

Union Club, S. W.

Greenup, W. Thomas, Esq. kVoodhead-road, London-road, Sheffield.

lo4oGreg, Thomas, Esq. 8, Eaton-square, S.W.

Greg, W. R., Esq., Comptroller of H.M.S. Stationery Ofiice. Wimbledon, S. W.

•Gregory, Augustus Charles, Esq. Surveyor-General, Brisbane, Queensland,

Australia.

Gregory, Charles Hutton, Esq., c.E. 1, Delahay-street, Wesmirtster, S, W.

•Gregory, Francis Thomas, Esq. Queensland.

•Gregory, Isaac, Esq. Merchant^-college, Blackpool.

Gregson, George, Esq. 26, Harley-street, Cavendish-square, W.

Grellet, Henry Robert, Esq. Care of L. MenUendorff, Esq.,67 , Great Tower-

street, E.C.

•Grenfell, Henry R., Esq., M.P. 15, St. James’s-place, S. W.

•Greswell, Rev. Richard, M.A., F.B.S. 39, St. Giles’s-street, Oxford.

l05oGrey, Clnu-les, Esq. l^,Carlt<m-house-terrace, S.W
•Grey, Sir George, K.c.B. Grosvenor-mansiems, S. W.

Grey, Captain H. (Bengal Staff Corps). 4 Foulis-terrace, TT.

Grierson, Charles, Esq. Care of IF. Grierson Jackson, Esq., 12, Surrendale-

place, Sutherland-gardens, TF.

Griffin, Daniel, Esq. 18, Leadenhall-street, E.C.

•Griffith, Daniel Clewin, Esq. 20, Gower-street, W.C.

Griffith, John, Esq. 16, Fmsbury-place-south, E.C.

Griffith, Sir Richard. Eenderoyde-park, Kelso, N.B.

'

Griffith, Richard Clewin, Esq. 20, Gower-street, W.C.

Griffiths, Arthur Edward, Esq. 2.5, Talbot-square, Hyde-park, W.
io6oGriffiths, Captain A. G. F., 63rd Reg. (Major of Brigade, Gibraltar), St. Mary’s-

vale, Chatham.

Griffiths, Willi.am, Esq., j.p, 24, Great Cumberland-place, TF ; and The
Welkin, Lindfield, Sussex.

Grindrod, R. B., Esq., M.D., LL.D., F.L.S., &c. Townsend-house, Malvern.
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1861
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1857
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1865
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1860

1853

1853

1853

1861

1863

1869

1862
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1863

1853

1865

1858

1872

1871

1862

1861

1830

1869

1861

1863

1830

1872

Royal Geographical Society. xlLx

Grmlinton, J. J., Esq. GoJ&mbOy Ceylon, Care of Edtcard Esq,,C,B,y

3, Storey*s-gatOy Wesiminstery S,W,

Grosvenor, Lord Richard, M.P. 33, Upper Grosvenor-streety ir.

Gruneisen, Charles Lewis, Esq. 16, Surrey•street. Strand, W.C.

Gunnell, Captain Edmund H., R.N. Army and Navy Cluh, S.W»; and

21, Argyll-roady Campden-hill, W,

*Gumey, John H., Esq. North Eepps, Norwich.

Gurney, Samuel, Esq. 20, HanoterAerrace, Kegent*s-parh, AITT.

*GWynne, James Eglinton \V., Esq., C.E., F.S.A., J.P., &c. 97, Harley-street, ir.

;

and Cli^~housey Dovercourt, Essex.

lOjoGwyther, John H., Esq. Meodoiccrofty Lower Syderiham, S.E.

Habicht, Claudius Edward, Esq. 38, Eaton-square, S'.!!'

Hadheld, William, Esq. 11, Intemess-road, W,

Hadley, Henry, Esq., M.D. Needwood-lodge, Bay*S‘hilly CheltenJiam,

Hadow, P. D., Esq. Sudbury^riory, Middlesex.

Halcombe, Rev. J. J, Charterhouse, E.C.

Hale, Rer. Edward, M.A. Eton College; and United University Club,

Haliday, Lieut.-Colonel William Robert. United Service Club, S,W.

Halifax, Viscount, g.c.b. 10, Belgrate^sq., S.W.; and Hickleton, Yorkshire.

*Halkett, Rev. Dunbar S, Little Bookham, Surrey.

io8o*Halkett, Commander Peter A., R.N.

Hall, Charles Hall, Esq. Watergate^hiMsey Emsicorth,

Hall, Henry, Esq. 109, Victoria-street, S, W.

*Hall, James MacAlester, Esq. 15, Woodside-crescent, Glasgow.

Hiill, James Tebbutt, Esq, Fore-street, LinieJwuse, E,

Hall, Admiral Robert, C.B. 38 Craven-hill-gardens, TV. ; and Admiralty, S.\V-

Hall, Thomas F., Esq,, F.C.S. 29, Waricick-square^ -S^.TT’.

Hall, Admiral Sir William Hutcheson, K.C.B., F.R.s, United Service Club,

S. TV. ; and 48, Phillimore-gardens, Ke-nsington, TT’,

Hallett, Lieut. Francis C. H., r.r.a.

Halloran, Arthur B., Esq. 3, Albert-terrace, St. Leonard's, Exeter.

i090*Halpin, Capt. R, C. 38, Old Broad-street, E.C.

*Harailton, Andrew, Esq., Lieut. 102nd Regiment. The House of Falkland,

Fyfe ; and Naval and Military Club, -W.

Hamilton, Archibald, Esq. South Barrow, Bromley, Kent, S.E.

Hamilton, Lord Claude, 19, Eaton-square, i?. TT’. ; and BaroJis-court, County

Tyrone,

Hamilton, Captain Henry G., E.N. 71, Eccleston-sqxiare, S. TT’.

Hamilton, Captain Richard Vesey, R,N. Keyham, Bevonport,

Hamilton, Col. Robert William, Grenadier Guards. 103, Eaton-square, 5'. TV.

Hamilton, Rowland, Esq. Oriental Club, TV,

Hamilton, Terrick, Esq. 121, Park-street, Grosxenor-square,

Hamilton, Walter, Esq. 48, Sydney-strcet, Brompton, TT’.
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1853

1853

1860

1874

1866

1861

1874

1870

1857

1837

1874

1859

1870

1840

1864

1864

1864

1864

1861

1S71

1870

1868

1873

1853

1869

1859

1871

1865

1874

1863

1870

1865

1838

1872

1872

I looHamilton, Rear-Admiral W. A. Baillie. Macartney-house, Blachheaih, S.E.

Hampton, Lord, f.e.S. 41, Eaton-sqnare, S.W. ; and Westicood-parh, Droit-

icich, Worcestershire.

•Hand, Admiral George S., c.B. U. S. Club, S. W,; and IT.M.S. ‘ Victory,’

•Handley, Benjamin, Esq. Lima, Peru ; and 74, Market-place, Sheffield.

Handley, Captain Francis (late l.v.), 101, Sloane-street,

Hanham, Commr. T. B., R.^r. Manston-house, near Blandford, Dorset.

•Hankey, Blake Alexander, Esq.

Hankey, Reginald, Esq. 71, Chester-square, S.W.; and Arthur's Club, >?. H’’.

•Hankey, Rodolph Ale.ranJer, Esq. 51, Wanrick-squ-irc, 6*. TF.

Hankey, Thomson, Esq. 45, Portland-place, TT.j

iiio'Hanmer, Lord, f.e.s. 59, Eotoii-place, S.W. ; and Eanmer-hall and Bettis-

field-park, Flintshire.

Haiberton, Viscount. 60, Eutland-gate, IV.

•Hansard, Henry, Esq. 13, Great Queen-street, W.C.

Harlwrd, John B., Esq., M.A., Chaplain B.tt. 69, Victoria-park-road, E,

•Harcouit, Egerton V., Esq. Whiticell-kall, Fork.

•Hardie, Gavin, Esq. 113, Piccadilly, W,

Harding, Jfajor Charles. Grafton Club, 10, Grafton-street, Piccadilly, IV.

Harding, J. J., Esq. 1, Barnsbury-park, Islington, E.

Hardinge, Capt. E., r.k. 32, Hyde-park-sqnare, IV.

Hardinge, Henry, E.sq., M.D. 18, Graftun-street. Bond-street, TV.

il2o*Hargrave, Joseph, Esq. Fort Garry, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Care of
the Hudson Bay Company, 1, Lime-street, E.C.

Harley, Colonel R. W., C.B. Junior United Service Club, Chandos-street, TT;

Harper, J. A. W., Esq. 23, Grostenor-road, Pimlico, S. TV. ; and Lloyd’s, E.C.
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ii^oHarrison, Charles, Esq. 3, Great Tower-street, E.C.

Harrison, Charles, Esq. 10, Lancaster-gate, TV
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Hector, Alexander, Esq.

Hector, James, Esq., F.E.S., M.D. Care of E. Stanford, Esq.

Heeley, W. E., Esq. New Travellers' Club, George-strect, TK

Heinemann, N., Esq,, PH.D. 2'i,Tbrk-place, Portman-square, Wl

Helme, Richard, Esq. Walthamstow, Essex.
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•Heywood, James, Esq., F.R.S. Athenceum Club, S.W. ; and 26, Kensington-
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S.W.
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Hills, Lieut.-Colonel James, V.C., R.A. 14, St. James’s-square, S.W.
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•Hodgson, James Stewart, Esq. 8, Bishopsgate-street, E.C.

I22oHodgson, Kirkman Daniel, Esq., M.p. 8, Bishopsgate-street, E.C.

•Hodgson, William H., Esq. Treasury-chambers ;
and 1, Whitehall-gardens, S. H "

Holdich, Lieut. Thos. Hungerford, R.E.

•Holford, Robert S., Esq. Dorchester-house, Park-lane, TF.

Holland, Rep. Fred. Whitmore. Evesham, Worcester.

Holland, Colonel James. Southside, The Park, Upper Ebrwood, S.D.

Holland, Loton, Esq. The Gables, Osborne-road, Windsor.

Holland, Robert, Esq. Stanmore-hall, Great Stanmore, Middlesex.

Holland, Lieut. Swinton D., E.s. Dumbleton, Evesham.

Hollingworth, Hy. Geo., Esq. AVu Kiang, China; and Chestnut-grove,

Wavertree, Liverpool.

lajoHolme, J. Wilson, Esq., JI.A. Downswood, Beckenham, Kent, 8.E.

•Holroyd, Arthur Todd, Esq., M.D., f.l.s. Master’s-ofiice, Sydney, Kew South

TVufes. Care of Edgar Howell, Esq., 3, St. Paul's-churchyard, E.C.

Holroyd, He .ry. Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 2, Elm-court, Temple, E.C,

•Holstein, The JIarquez de Souza. Lisbon, Care of Messrs. Kraentler and

MieviUe, 12, Angel-court, E.C,

Holt, George, Esq. Vnvm-street, WUlenhall.

Holt, Henry T. W., Esq. 6, King’s-road, Clapham-park ; King and Co.,

Comhill.

Holt, Lieut. Sydney A., it.N. Care of Messrs. Hildreth and Ommanney,

1 41, Korfolk-street, Strand, W.C.

Holt, Vesey, Esq. 17, Whitehall-place, S.W.

Home, Capt. Robert, E.E. 25, Kidbrook-road, Blackheaih, S.E.

Homfray, William Henry, Esq. 6, Storey’s-yate, S. TF.

i24o*Hood, Sir Alex. Acland, Bart. St. Andrie's-park, Bridgwater, Somerset.

•Hood, F. Jacomb, Esq. Conservative Club,S. TF.

Hood, Henry Schuback, Esij. War-office, &tV'. ; and 10, Kensinytun-par’.-

gardens, TK
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Hooker, Joseph, Esq., c.B., M.D., t.R.8., &c. Director of the Eoyat
Gardens, Kew.

Hooper, Alf., Esq. of London Club, Old Broad-street, E.C.

Hooper, George Norgate, Esq. 139, King Henry’s-road, Adelaide-road, N. IT.

Hooper, Rer. Robert Poole. 29, Camhridge-street, Brighton.

Hopcraft, George, Esq. 3, Billiter-square, E.C.

Hope, Alei. James Beresford, Esq., ii.p. ArhJow-house, Connaught-place,
Hyde-parh, W. ; and Bedgebury-park, Hurst-green, Kent.

Hope, Capt. C. Webley, E.N. H.MH. ‘ Brisk,’ Australia; Messrs. Hallett # Co.

l 25 oHope, Percy, Esq. Mosely-luildings, Manchester.

Hopkins, Capt. Darid, Ji a.t. Kew Calabar, near Bonny, W. Africa. Care
of Company of African Merchants, 6, Water-street, Liverpool.

Hopkins, Edward M., Esq. 66, Great Camberland-place, Hyde-park, H'.

Hornby, Rer. James John, D.D. Head Master of Eton College.

Home, Francis, Esq. Berrybands, Surbiton.

Horrex, Theophilus, Esq. 18, Connaught-sguare, Hyde-park, W.
Horton, James Africanus B., Esq., M.D., &c. Care of Messrs. McGrigor and

Co., 25, Charles-street, .S.IK

Hoseason, Captain John C., K.N. United Service Club, S. W.
Hoskins, Capt. A. H., e.n. Army and Navy Club, S. W. Care of Messrs.

Woodhead.

Houghton, Lord, d.c.l,, f.r.s. Travellers' Club, S.W.; The Hall, Bawtry ; and
Fryston-hall, Ferrybridge, Yorkshire.

i 26oHoTell, William Hilton, Esq. Gotdbum, New South Wales. Care of Mr. IT.
Chamberlin, 74, Fleet-street, E.C.

Howard, John, Esq., c.E. Exmouth, Devon.

Howard, Morgan, Esq. Temple, E.C.

Howard, Samuel Lloyd, Esq. Goldings, Loughton, Essex.
Howard, William, Esq. 3, Roslyn-bank, Lyndhuvst-road, Hampstead, N. W.
Hubbard, J. Gellibrand, Esq., M.p. 24, Princds-gate, Hyde-park, W.
Hubbard, William Egerton, Esq. 63, Eaton-sguare, S.W.
Hubbax'd, \Mlliam Egerton, Esq., jun, 63, Eaton-sguare, TK
Hudleston, Wilfred, Esq. 23, Cheyne-walk, S. T7.

Hudson, Jno., Esq. 5, Crosby-sgaare, E.C.; and Thatched House Club, St
James's, S. \V. *

1 2 7oHudson, George B., Esq. Frogmorc-hall, Hertford. New Unicersitu Qub St
James's-street, S.W.
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Hughes, Captain Sir Frederic. Ely-house, Wexford.
Hughes, James, Esq. 328, Camden-road, N.
Hughes, William, Esq. 8, Devonshire-terrace, Kensington, TP.

Hume, Edmund Kent, Esq.

Hunt, John Percival, Esq., M.i>. 78. Grosvenor-road, Highbury-new-park, N.
Hunt, William Thomas, Esq. 1, Pembridge-villas, Bayswater, W.
Hunter, Major Edward. Junior United Service Cluhj 5. TV,
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Hutchins, F. Leigh, Esq. Eltham, Kent, S.E,
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Hutchinson, Edward, Esq. 8, Sumner-place, South Kensington, IF.
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Imray, James Frederick, Esq. 89, Minories, E. ; and Beckenham, Kent,

S.E.

Ingall, Samuel, Esq. Forest-hill, Kent, S.E,

Inglefield, Admiral Edward A., c.B., F.R.S. United Senice Club, S.W. ; and
10, Grove-end-road, St. John’s-wood, K. IF

Inglis, Commander Charles D., U.S. 7, Albemarle-street, IF.

Ingram, Hughes Francis, Esq. Unicersity Club, S. W.

Inskip, Staff Commander G. H., r.n, U.M. Surveying Vessel ‘ Porcupine f and

9, Torrington-villas, High-road, Lee, S.E.

Inskip, Rev. Robert Mills, c.B, 57, Coburg-street, Plymouth.

Irby, Frederick IF., Esq. Athenaeum Club, S. IF.

Irvine, James, Esq. 18, Devonshire-road, Claughton, Cheshire.

I300*lrviug, John, Esq. Care of Messrs. Ebsworth and Sons, 4 , Corbet-court,

Gracechurch-street, E.C.

Irwin, James V. H., Esq. 4, Boscovet-gardcns, Begent’s-park, S. IF.

1873 Jackson, F. H. IVai'd, Esq. 9, Albion-street, Hyde-park, H’.

1871 ' Jackson, Henry, Esq., Lieut, late I.tf. (Chief Suiveyor of the Province of

j

Wellington). Kew Zealand.

1871
I

Jackson, Richd. Belgrave, Esq. 16, Addison-terrace, Kensington, IF.
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,

Jackson, Robert Waid, Esq. 28, Invemess-rocul, Hyde-park, IF.
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Jackson, Thos. Hughes, Esq. Manor-house, Birhenhead.

Jackson, William, Esq, 44, Portland-place, IE.

Jackson, Wm. Chas., Esq. XJnicersities Club, 71, Jermyn-street, jS-TE.

Jacomb, Thomjis, jun.. Esq. 23, Old Broad-street, Gresham-house, E.C.

i5loJames, William Bosville, Esq. 13, Blomjield'-road, Maida-hill, TE-

James, William Morris, Esq. 8, Zyndhurst-roaJ, Hampstead, Jf.lE.

Jamieson, Hugh, Esq. Junior Carlton Club, /S'. IE.

Jamieson, Robert Alexander, Esq., li.A. Shanghai. Care of J. F. Watson, Esq,,

St, Hanstan’s-Buildings, St. Bunstan's-hill, E.C.

*Jaqaes, Leonard, Esq. WentbriJge-house, Pontefract, Yorkshire.

*Jardine, Andrew, Esq. Zanrick-castle, Stirling.

Jardine, Robert, Esq. Casttemilk, Zockerby, E.B.

Jarrad, Lieut. F. W., R.Jr. H.3T.S. ^Porcupine,’ and Aton-house, Langley^

Barrel, near Chippenham.

Jefferson, Richard, Esq. A 4, The Albany, IE,

Jeffreys, A. F., Esq. Eernhill, Bournemouth ; and 21, Saoiville-streei, TE.

I320jcffreys, J. G., Esq., F.B.S. Ware-priory, Herts.

Jejeebhoy, Sir Jamsetjee, Bart. Bombay.

Jellicoe, Charles, Esq. 12, Carendish-plaee,W.

Jenkins, Capt. Griffith, i.s., c.b. East India Club, Si, James's-square, S.W.

;

and Beruren, Welshpool, Montgomeryshire.

Jenkins, R. Castle, Esq. Beachley, near Chepstow.

•Jennings, William, Esq., M.A. 13, Victoria-street, Westminster, S. W. ‘

Jenoure, -llfred. Esq. Eev, Surrey.

Jermyn, Rowland Formby, Esq. Tl’ar-q^ce, /J.IE.

Jervis, Theodore, Esq. 80, Thistle-groee, IE.

Jessop, Captain Thomas. 37, Clarges-street, PiccadiUyi TI”.

lyjoJessopp, Rev. Augustus, M.A., Head Master, King Edward VI. School,
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•Jeula, Henry, Esq, Lloyd's, E.C.

Jocelyn, Hon. W. Nassau, Secretary of Legation. Stockholm.

•Johnson, Henry, Esq. Messrs, Johnson, 7, Bedford-row ; and Worthing, Sussex.

Johnson, John Hugh, Esq,

Johnson, W. H., Esq., Civil Assistant G. T. S. India. Care of F. Brew, Esq.,
Claremmt-road, Surbiton.

•Johnston, Alexander Keith, Esq,, jnn. Care of Mr. Turner.

Johnston, A. R., Esq., F.R.s. Jleathcrley, Sandhurst, near Wokingham, Berks.
Johnston, J. Brookes, Esq, 29, Lombard-street, E.C.

Johnston, T. B., lh,q., F.R.8.E. 4, St. Andrew-square, Edinburgh.

i34oJohnston, Thomas, Esq. 12, Belvedere, Bath; and King Edward VI.
Gramnu-ir-school, Bath,

Johnstone, Colonel H. C., c.B., f.r..v.s. Murrec, Bunjaub, India. Care of
Messrs. H. S. King and Co., Comhill, K.C.

•Johnstone, John, Esq. Castehiau-house, Mortlake, ;S. IE.
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Johnstone, W. Woods, Esq., JI.D. 44, Princess-square, W.

Jolley, Wm. Rowe, Esq., M.A., Hon. Chaplain to the Queen.

Jones, Captain Felii, late IJt. Pemside, Church-road, Westo<c-hiU, Upper

Jfoncood, S.

Jones, Captain H. M., v.C.

Jones, Lient.-Col. Jenkin, Royal Engineers. 1, Lermard-place, Circus-road,

St. John's-Kood, N. W. ; and India.

Jones, John, Esq. 338, Strand, W.C.

Jones, Rev. John. 1, Crowland-terrace, Church-road, IsUnjton, X.

i 35 oJonffi, Staff-Commander Jno., E.1I. 6, Edwardes-square, Kensington, IV.

Jones, Robert, Esq. The Manor-house, St. John’s-icood-park, X. IV.

Jones, Sir W illoughby, Bart. Cranmer-haU, Fakenham, Korfolk.

Jones, Winslow, Esq. Heavitree, near Exeter.

•Jordan, Wm. Leighton, Esq. 1, Powis-square, Xatting-hill, W.

Joshua, Moss, Esq. Melbourne.
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Kane, Dr. William. Dinan, Cotes du Xord, France.

Kantzow, Captain H. P. de, R.S. United Service Club, S. W.
Kay, David, Esq. 10, Up/per Phillimore-ptace, Kensington, IT.

Kaye, Sir John W., K.C.S.I., P.R.S. India-office, S.W.

l 36oKeating, Hon. Sir Henry Singer. 11, Princds-gardens, S. W.
•Keightley, Alfred D., Esq. Milnthorpe, Penrith, Westrnoseland.

Keir, Sim9n, Esq. Conservative Club, S. W.
•Kellett, Rear-Admiral Sir Henry, k.c.b. Clonmel, Ireland.

•Kemball, Col. Sir Arnold Burrowes, K.C.S.I., c.B., IndUm Army. United

Service Club, S. W.

Kemp, Geo. L., Esq., Manager of the Standard Insurance Co. (of England)

Calcutta. Care of Messrs. A. TK Sag and Co., 10, Old Jevcry Chambers,

E.C.

Kemp, Rev. Henry William, B.A. The Charter-house, Hull.

Kempster, J., Esq. 1, Portsmouth-place, Kennington-lane, Surreg, S.

Kennard, A(him Steinmetz, Esq. 7, Fenchurch-street, E. C.

Kennedy, Henry Hyndham, Esq. 5, Clarendon-place, Hyde-park-gardens, W.
i37oKennedy, John, Esq., M.D. East India United Service Club, 14, St. James’s-

square.

Kennedy, Rev. John, m.a. 4, Stepney-green, E.

Kennion, Rev. George Wyndham, B.A. St. PauVs-vicarage, Hull.

Kenrick, George, Esq. 6,
Percg-villas, Campden-hill, Kensington, H’’.

Kerr, Aleiander, Esq. (Banker), Wellington, New Zealand. Care of Norman
S. Kerr, Esq., M.D., Markgate-street, near ^unstable, Bedfordshire.
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1862
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1867
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1866

1861

1859
;

1870 i

1849
I

1870 I

1869 1

Kerr. Staff-Commr. J. H, b-N. Bydrographic-office, S. W.

Kershaw, Wm., Esq. 16, St. Mary Axe, E.C. ; and Suffolk-hdge, Brixton-

road, S.

Keysell, Francis P., Esq. Grote-house, Cheshunt.

•Kiddle, W. W., Esq. Linton-vdla, Clarendon-road, Southsea,

Kimber, Dr. E. Murchison-Aouse, Dulwich, S.E.

i 38oKing, Lieut.-Colonel Edward R., 36th Regt. Junior United Sereice Club, S.W.

King, Henry S., Esq. J.P. 65, Comhill, E.C.

;

45, Pall-maU, S.W.; Manor-

house, Chigwell, Essex ; and Junior Carlton Club, S. W,

King, James, Esq. 12, Claremont-terrace, Glasgow.

King, John, Esq. Compton-Jteld-place, Guildford, Surrey.

King, Lieut.-Col. W. Ross, Hnatt., f&a. Scot. Tertowie, Kinellar, Aberdeen-

shire ; and Ai-my and Maty Club, S. VF.

•Kingsley, Maurice, Esq. 2 Woodsije, Harrow-on-the-hill.

•Kinnaird, Hon. Arthur F., M.P. 2, Pall-mall-east, S. TT’’,

Kinnaird, George William Fox, Lord, K.G. Bossie-prionj, Inchture, N.B. ; and

33, Groscenor-street, IF.

Kirk, John, Esq., m.d. Care of J. F. Boyers, Esq., 25, South-castle-

street, Edinburgh.

Kirke, John, Esq., Barrister. C. Thorold, Esq., Welham, Betford, Motts.

ijgoKirkland, Major-Gen. John A. Vesey. 17, Whitehall-place, S.W.

Kisch, Daniel Monhigu, Esq. 47, Gloucester-square, Byde-park,

•Kitson, James, jun.. Esq. Spring-bank, Beadingley, Leeds.

Kitto, Richard L. Middleton, Esq. Church-hill-tilla, Fryerstown, Victoria,

Australia.

•Kjaer, Thomas Andreas, Esq. Gathersgaden No. 26, Copenhagen.

Knight, Andrew Halley, Esq. Care of B. Philpott, Esq., 3, Ahchurch-lane, E.C.

Knollys, General Sir William T,, K.C.B. Eaton-square, S.W.

Knollys, Major W. W. (93rd Highlanders). 102, Belgrave-road, S.W.
Knowles, George, Esq., c E. 11, Queen's-gardens, Hyde-park, TF

Knox, Alex. A., Esq, 91, Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
iqooKnox, Thomas G., Esq. India. Care of Messrs. B. S. King and Co., 45,

PaU-mall, N.W.

Kopsch, Henry, Esq. Custom-house, Shanghai. Care of B. C. Batchelor, Esq.,

155, Cannon-street, E.C.

Kyd, Hayes, Esq., M.R.C.S. Wadebridge, Cornwall.

Labrow, Lieut.-Colonel Valentine H., f.o.a., fus.s. Mitre-court-chambers,
Temple, E.C.; and Club-chambers,S.W-

Lackersteen, Mark H., Esq., M.D., &c, 29, Queen Anne-st., Cavendish-sq., W,
•l.affan. Colonel Robert Michael, B.E. Army and Navy Club, S. W.
Laiug, Arthur, Esq. 18, Eensmgton-gardens-square, Hyde-park, W.
Lamb, Hon, Edward William. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia.

* ««
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j

1873

1873

1863
I

1867
;

1863 i

\ix

Lamb, Lieut. Henry, I.2J. H.M, India Store Icpartmenty Behedcre^road,

Lamheth, S.

^Lambert, Alan, Esq. Heath-lodge, Putney~heath, 5'. tV.

i4loLambei-t, Charles, Esq. 2, Queen-sfreet-place, Upper Thames-street, U.C.

Lambert, Wm. Blake, Esq,, c.E. 3, JUrden-road, Blackheut/i, S.B,

Lament, James, Esq. Gartmore-house, Stirling,

Lamplough, Charles Ed\vai*d> Esq. City of London Club, E.C.

Lampi*ay, John, Esq. 16, Camden-square, AT.TF.

Lamprey, Jones, Esq,, M.B., Surgeon-Major 67tli Regiment.

Lampson, Sir C. M., Bart. 80, Baton-square, S, TT".

*Lance, John Henry, Esq., f.l.S. 27i.e Holinwood, Dorking,

Lang, Andrew, Esq. Danmore, Hunter-river, Hew South W.des ; and Denmore,

Teignmouth, Devon.

Lange, Sir Daniel A. 21, Regent-street, W,

r42o*LangIer, John R., Esq., b.a. Wesleyan Training College, \ye$tmnster ; atul

Gothic*vill(Xs, 2, Bridge-road-west, Battersea, S'. TV.

Langley, Edward, Esq. }yell-hall, Eltkam, Kent,

Langworthy, Edward, Esq. Gap-house, Ifolyport, Jfatdenhcad,

Lanyon, Charles, Esq. 3, Paper-buildings, Temple, E.C.

Larcom, Major-General Sir Thomas Aiskew, Bart., R.E., k.c.b., f.r.s. Heath-

field, Fareham, Hants.

Lorcom, Lieut. T. H. Care of Messrs. StUwell, 22, Arundel-street, W.C.

Lardner, Colonel John. United Service Club, S. W.

Lai*ge, Robert Emmott, Esq. Vernon-lodge, Teddington ; and 13, South-square,

Lincoln*s-inn, W.C.

Larnach, Donald, Esq. 21, Kcnsington-palacc-gardens, Tl’.

Lasseter, Frederic, Esq. The Grove, Hanwell, W.

l43oLatrobe, Ch. J., Esq. Clapham-house, Lewes, Sussex.

Laughton, Lieut. -Col. George Arnold (Bombay Staff Coi-ps). Superintciident

Bombay Survey, Bombay,

Laughton, J. K., Esq, Royal Kaval College, Greenwich.

Law, Geo., Esq, 1, Rayinond-buildings, Gray's-inn, W.C,

Law, Hon. H. Spencer, h.a. 40, Eaton-place, S, IF.

Law, Jas., Esq. 22, Gower-street, W-

Lawrence, Alexander, Esq. Clyde-house, Thurlow-road, Hampstead; and

Windsor-chamhers. Great St. I/elen*s, E. C.

Lawrence, Fred. W. Esq, Oahleigh, Beckenham, Kent.

Lawrence, Lord, G.C.B., G.C.s.i. 26, QueeKs-gate, W.

Lawrence, Philip Henry, Esq. 12, WAitehall-place, S.W.

l44oLawrence, W. F., Esq. Kew University Club, W.

Lawrence, W. L., t^q. Sevenhampton-manor, Andoversford, Gloucester.

Lawrie, James, Esq. 63, Old Brocui-street, E.C.

Lawson, William, Esq. 21, WaU^arn-grove, Fulham, S.W.

*X.ay, Horatio N., Esq.
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1833

1853

1862

1861

1861
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1869
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1856

1873

1867

1873

1857

1869

1873

1866

1859

1873

1869

1872

1852

1859

1872

Layard, Right Hon. Austen H., D.C.I.. 130, Piccadilly, W.

•Layard, Captain Brownlow Villiers (3rd W. India R^.). Junior United

Service Club; and 38, Upper Mount-street, Dublin.

•Leaf, Charles J., Esq. Old-change, E.C. ; and The Eylands, Konjvood, S.

Leaf, F. fi.. Esq. Burlington-lodge, Streatham-common, S.W.

Learmonth, Andrew James L., Esq. 72, Brooh-street, W.

i45oLeaTer, J. Cristopher, Esq., Jtostheme-house, Castlenau, Barnes, Surrey,

Lebonr, G. A., Esq. 28, Jermyn-street, S. W.

•Le Breton, i’rancis. Esq. 21, Sussex-place, Begenfs-parh, A’'. TT.

Leckie, Patrick C., Esq. 7, Palace-road, Eoupell-park, Streatham, S,

Lecky, Squire Thornton Stratford, Esq., Lieut. Royal Naval Reserve. 4, St.

Domingo-grove, Buckfield-road, Liverpool, N.

Lee, John, Esq. Grosvenor-cottage, Loughborough-road, N.TI'.

Lee, John Dunkin, Esq. Sorthvcood-park, Cowes, Isle of Wight.

•Lees, Lieutenant-Colonel Nassau, D.C.L. Athenaeum Club, S. W.

Le Feuvre, W. H., Esq., c.E. 68, Bedford-gardens, Kensington, W.

•Lefevre, Sir John George Shaw, M.A., D.C.L., F.B.S., Vice-Chancellor of the

University of London. 18, Spring-gardens, S.W.

i46oLefroy, General John Henry, e.a., p.b.s. Athenaeum Club, S.W,

Leggatt, Clement Davidson, Esq. 43, Tnvemess-terrace, IT.

Legh, Wm. John, Esq. 38, Belgrave-sguare, S. W. ; and Lyme-parl;, Cheshire,

•Lehmann, Frederick, Esq. 15, Berkeley-square, W.

Leigh, John Studdy, Esq., F.G.S. 6, Talbot-road, Westbourne-parh, W.

Leigh, Roger, Esq. Barham-court ; and Hindley-hall, Bindley.

Le Mesurier, Henry P., Esq., C.E. 21, Stanley-crescent, Kensington-

park, W.

Leslie, The Hon. G. W. 4, Barley-street, RT.

Leslie, William, Esq. Warthill, Aberdeenshire, N.B, ; and Carlton Clubi

Pall-mall, S. W.

L’Estrange, Carleton, Esq. Carlton Club, S. W.
l47oLetts, Thomas, Esq. 2, Crown-buildings, Queen Victoria-street, E.C.

Leverson, George B. C., Esq. 18, Queensberry-place, Cromwell-road, N.IK
Leveson, Edward J., Esq. Cluny, Crescent-wood-road, Sydenham-hill, SB.
Levi, Professor Leone, f.s.a., &c.. Doc. Pol. Econ. Univ. Tub., Con. Gen. for

Paraguay. 19, Eichmond-crescent, Barnsbury, B.; and Farrar’s Buildings,
Temple, E.C.

Levinge-Swift, Richard, Esq.

Levinsohn, Louis, Esq. Vernon-house, Clarendon-gardens, Maida-hill, W.
•Lewin, Frederick Deal try. Esq. Morelands, St. John's-park, Blackheath, S.E.
Lewin, Capt. Thomas (Beng. StaffCorps). East India United Service Club, S. W-
Lewis, Jos., Esq., F..A. Castle Carrow, Carrick-on-Shannon,

Leycester, Captain Edmund JM.. k,n. 17, Eastboume-terrace, Paddington, W.
i48oLichfielJ, Thomas George, Earl of. Shugborough, Staffordshire.

Liebenrood, Captain J., e,n. Belmont-lodge, Lee, Kent; and 35, Moray-place.
Edinburgh,
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Royal Geographical Society. Ixi

Ligar, C. W., Esq., Surveyor-General of Victoria. 4, Hoyal Uxchange^avenuCy

E.C,; and Melbourne, Aii^ntha.

Light, Rev. John. 13, Kotting-hill-terrace., TT.

I Lilford, Thomas Lvttleton Powys, Lord. 10, Grosvenor-place, TV.

j

Lindsay, H. Hamilton, Esq. Windhani'placc, Bryanstvn-sqnare.

j

Lindsay, Major-General the Hon. J., Grenadier Guards, M,p, 120, Pori»zan-sg., TV.

Lindsay, Loid., M.p. 47, Brooh-street, Grosvenor-square, IV

1 *Lindsay, Colonel Robert J. L., M.P., v.C. Lockinge-house, Wantage, Berks p

I
and 2, Carlton-gardens, S* IK

*Liudsay, William S., Esq. Manor-house, Shepperton, Middlesex,

I

l49oLindsey, Mark John, Esq. 32, Ludgate-hill, E. C. ; and Bumt-ash-lane, Lee, Kent,.

Linton, Robert P., Esq., F.R.C.S., M.u.i. 14, St, James's-square, iS'. IK

Little, Archibald J., Esq. Shanghai ; IS, Park-street, Grosi'enor-sq^iare, TK

Little, Simon, Esq. Caluntra-house, Wexford, Ireland,

Littleton, The Hon. Henry S. Teddcslcy, Penkridge, Staffordshire.

Lloyd, Francis Avlmer, Esq. 22, Queen's-terrace, Fincldey-road, W. TK

Lloyd, Hon. George A, Sydney, AT. S. IK ; George-yard, Lombard-street, E.C,

Lloyd, Percival, Esq. The Limes, Crouch-hill, Hoimscy.

Lloyd, Sir Thomas Davis, Bait. United University Club, iS'.TK ; and Bronwydd^

Carmarthen,

Lloyd, W., Esq. Myood-house, Wedneshury, Staffordshire,

i50oLloyd, Rev. William V., ai.A.

j

Lluellyn, Capt, Richaj'd. 20, Montagu-square, TK
Lluellyn, Major William R., R.A. Dover Castle, Dover,

Lobley, James Logan, Esq., F.G.S. 50, Clarendon-road, W',

Lobo, Manoel da Gama, Esq., M.D. Bio de Janeiro,

Loch, George, Esq.

Loch, Henry Brougham, Esq. Government-house, Isle of Man,

Loch, John Charles, Esq, Hong-Kong,

Loch, William Adam, Esq. 8 , Great George-street, Westminster, jS.TK

Locke, John, Esq. 83, Addison-road, Kensington, TK

15 loLockhart, William, Esq., P.R.C.S. Park-vUlas, Granville-park, Blachheath, SJE, p

and China,

Lockhart, Captain Wm. Stephen Alexander.

Lockwood, James Alfred. United Arts Club, Hanover-square, TK

Logan, Sir T. Galbraith, k.c.b., ai.p, 40, Ilyde-park-square, H’.

*Logan, Sir William Edmond, F.R.s. Montreal, Canada,

Lomonossoff, M. Alexis de. Irkoutsk, East Siberia.

LondesboroughjWm. Henry Forester, Lonl. Berkeley-square, TK

Long, George, Esq., M.A. 2,' Bhine-tillas, Portfield, Chichester,

*Long, W. Beeston, Esq.

Longden, J. R., Esq. Government-house, Trinidad. Care of Mr, A, Walker,.

13, King's-road, Bedford-row, W.C,

i520*Longley, Major George, r.e. 60, PnnGes-gaie, TK
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IrODgman, Thos., Esq. Patemoster-row, E.C.

Longman, William, Esq. 36, Hijde-park-square, W.

*Longstaff, Capt. Llewellyn Wood. Ganstead-hall, Hull.

Lonsdale, Arthur Pemberton, Esq.

Looker, William Robert, Esq. Jfelboui-ne, Australia. Cure of Mr. Ashhurst,

16, Bishopsgate-street-icithm, E.C.

Lothian, William Schombei-g, Marquis of. To, Bruton-street, TP.

Lovell, Thomas, Esq., 3I.I.C.E. Zuchjwu-, India.

Lovett, Capt. Beresford, n.E., East India United Senice Club, 14, St. James’s-

square, S. IP.

Lovett, Phillips Cosby, Esq. Ziscombe-liouse, Ziscombe, Zeigldon Buzzard,

Bucks.

1550L0W, Alev. F., Esq. 84, Westboume-terrace, IP.

Low, S. P., Esq. 55, Parliament-street, S. TP.

Lowden, Rev. George Rouse. St. Zeonard-tiWi, Ilanicell, Middlesex.

Lowe, Captain W. Drury. Myria, Bettics-ij-Coed, Zlanncst, North Wales,

Lowry, Joseph Wilson, Esq. 39, Robert-street, Hampstead-road, N.W.

Lowther, Capt. Marcus, E.N. Thornton, Syde.

Loyd, Colonel W. K. Union Club, S. W.

Luard, C.iptain Charles Edward, r.e. TVar-office, WltUehall.

Luard, Wm. Charles, Esq. Zlandaff-house, Cardiff ; arul Athenanm Club, S.W.

Lubbock, Sir John, Bait, M.P., F.R.S., &c. Iliyh-elms, Beckenham, Kent.

I 54oLudlow, Edgar John David, Esq. Care of Geo. Perry, Esq., 67, Charloxcood-

street, St. George’s-road, S. 117

Lugard, General Fdght Hon. Sir Edward, G.c.B. E 3, Albanq, IP

Lumsden, Colonel P. S., C.S.I., Quartermaster-General, Bengal Army. Care of
General H. Zumsden.

Lush, Sir Robert, Q.C. Balmoral-house, Avenue-road, Regent’s-park, N. W.

Lushington-Tilson, Rev. W. R. Tilson Marsh, M.A. Oxford and Cambridge

Club, S. IP. ; Conservatiie Club, IP ; ami Stretham Manor, Isle of Ely.

Lyall, George, Esq. 73, Eaton-place, S. IV.; and Iledley, near Epsom.

Lycett, Sir Francis, K.C.n. 18, Hiyhbary-jrove, Highbury, N.

Lydall, J. 11., Esq. 12 , Southampton-buildings, C/uincery-lane, IP.C.

Lydgate, Robert, Esq. Castle Guildford School, Guildford.

Lydgate, Wm., Esq.

l55 oLye, John Gaunt, Esq. 18, Prince of Wdles-terrace, Kensington, Ip

•Lyell, Sir Ch.irles, B,art., m.a., ll.d., f.r.s. 73, Harley-st., Cavendish-sq.,W.

Lynch, Thomas Kerr, Esq. 31, Cleveland-square, Hyde-park, IP.

Lyne, Francis, Esq. V2, Blomfield-terrace, Harro'x-i oad, IP

t c
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1862

1867

1864

1855
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1872

1861

1860

1873

1871

1871

1860

1859

. Macaulay, William, Esq. 122, LeadcnhaJl-street, E.C.

Macbraire, James, Esq. Broadmeadoics, B&nrAck’-on-Tvieed.

Macdonald, Chessborough C., Esq. 32, Behize-parh, Hampsteady E. W,

Macdonald, William, Esq. Tokohama, Japan,

Macdonnell, Sir Richard Graves, K.C.M.G., C.B. 58, Curzon-btrcet, Mayfairy TT’.

MacEachen, Archibald, Esq. 56, Brunsirick-streety Glasgo”'.

i56oMacfarlan, John G., Esq. The Tower, Bichmond-briJge.

Macfarlane, Donald H., Esq. 62, Portland-placc, ll'

MacGregor, Lieut.-Col. C. M. Bengal, Care of Messrs. II. S, King and Co,,

65, Comhill, E,C,

MacGregor, Duncan, Esq. Athetueum Club, S, IT.

*MacGregor, John, Esq., M.A, Athenceum Club, ^S'.W.

MacIntyre, Patrick, Esq., f.S.a,, Off. Assoc. Inst, Act, 1, Muida-vale, Wl

Mackay, Dr. A, E., R.N. Admiralty, Somerset-house, W,C,

Mackay, Rev. Alexander, ll.d. 1, Hatton-place, Grange, Kdinijurgh,

Mackay, Nevile F., Esq. 2, Elm-court, Temple, E.C,

Mackean, Thomas W. L., Esq. Bank of British Columbia, 5, East India-

avenue, E.C,

J 57oMackelvie, Jas. Tannock, Esq. Care of Messrs. Sinclair, Hamilton, and Co.,

17, St. Leonards-place, E.C., and 7, Albemarle-street, 11*.

Mackenzie, Right Hon. Holt, f.r,a.S. Athenaeum Chib, S. Tl*. ; 28, Wimpole-

street, W,

Mackenzie, J. J., Esq. Sidney-lodge, Wimbledon-common.

Mackenzie, James T., Esq.

Mackenzie, John H., Esq. WalUngton, Carshalton, Surrey,

Mackenzie, William, Esq., M.d.C.b. 3, Talbot-s[uarc, Ilyde-parh, 11*. ; u/ic?

East India United Semjice Club, S. 11*.

Mackeson, Edward, Esq. 13, Hyde-pxrk-square, 11*.

ilackinlay, D., Esq. Oriental Club, 11*.

Mackinlay, John, Esq., J.P., ll.i.C.E., Chief Engineer and Inspector of Machi-

neiy, H.M. Dockyard, and Surveyor to the I’oit, Bombay. Cate of Charles

Bannerman, Esq., 193, Camberwell-new-road, Kennington, S.

Mackinnon, C. D., Esq, Care of Messrs. J. Clinch and Sans, 31, Ahchurch-

lane, E.C,

i58o*Mackinnon, Wm. Alex., Esq., M.P., F.R.s. 4, Hyde-parl.-place, W,

Mackinnon, W., Esq. Balinakiel-by-Harbert, Argyleshire.

Mackintosh, Alex, Esq. 9, Talbot-sqmre, Hyde-Park, 11*.

Mackintosh, Alexander Brodie, Esq, Oriental Club, 11.; and Dunoon, Scotland,

Mackirdy, Major-Gen. Elliot, 69tli Regiment. U.S. Club, 11,

Mackley, Thomas Cole, Esq. Fcrndale, Streatham.

Maclagan, Colonel Robert, R.E. Care of Messrs. Crawford, Colcin, and Co.,

71, Old Broad-street, E.C.

Maclaine, Murdoch G,, Esq, 6, Princes-square ,
Layswater, Tl*.

Maclean, William Crighton, Esq., F.G.3, 31, Camperdoicn-pl.. Great 1 annouth.

MacLeay, George, Esq. PendeU-court, Bletchingley.
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l59oMacL«)d, Lieut. Angus, K.N. S.M.3. '* Excellent’' FortsmoviK

Macliver, David, Esq. 24, Mall, Clifton, Bristol.

•McClure, Joseph Henry, Esq. 2, Woodland-terrace, Higher Broughton,

Manchester.

Maclure, Andrew, Esq. Madure,Macdonald,'andMacgregor,Z7, Walbrook,E.C

Maclure, John William, Esq. Fallowjield, near Manchester.

Macmillan, Alex., Esq. 16, Bedford-street, Covent-garden, W.C

MacMurdo, Major-General, C.B. Eose-bank, Fulham.

Macnab, Duncan Macpherson, Esq. Union Club, S. W.

Macnab, John, Esq, Findlater-lodge, Trinity, near Edinburgh.

Macnair, Geoige, Esq. Oriental Club, Hanover-sguare, W.

iSooMaepherson, Daniel, Esq. Cadiz; and 1, King-street, St. James’s, S.W.

Macpherson, Hugh Martin, Esq. E. I. United Service Club, S. W.

Macpherson, William, Esq, Rustic-house, Putney.

Macturk, John, Esq. Tillicoultry.

MacVicar, Lt. Jno. A., 93rd Highlanders. Forth Camp, Aldershot,

Me.Mpin, Donald .4. L., Esq., R.N. H.M.S. ‘ Favourite,’ Queensferry, N.B.

McAlpin, Kenneth W. A. G., Esq. Warsaw-vUla, Aldershot.

McArthur, Alex., Esq. Raleigh-hall, Brixton-rise, Brixton, S.

McArthur, William, Esq. 1, Guyder-houses, Brixton-rise, S.

McClintock, Admiral Sir Francis Leopold, p.k.s. United Service Club, S'.ir.;

and H.M. Dockyard, Portsmouth.

l6io*McConnell, W. R., Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 12, King’s-Bench-walk, Temple,

E.C.; ard Charleville, Belfast. .

McCosh, John, Esq., M.D. Junior United Service Club, S.W.

McNair, Major John F. A., R.A.

McDonald, James, Esq. Oriental Club, Hanover-sguare, W.

McEuen, D. P., Esq. 24, Pembridge-square, Baysveater, TT.

McGregor, Duncan, Esq. Clyde-place, Glasgow.

McGrigor, Alexander Bennett, Esq. 19, Woodside-terrace, Glasgow.

•Mclvor, W. G., Esq., S’lq). of Chinchona Plantations, Ootacamund, Mad/ as.

Care of Mr. E. Rumpus, Holborn-bars, E.C.

McKerrell, P.obert, Esq. 45, Invemess-terrace, W. ; and Mauritius.

McKerlie, P. H„ Esq. 26, Pemcndge-villas, Rayswater, W.

i620M‘Clean, Frank, Esq., M.A., C.E. Femcliffe, Tunbridge-wells.

•McLean, Hon. John. Oamaru, Few Zealand. Care of Messrs. Redfern,

Alexander, and Co., 3, Great Winchester-street-buildings, E.C.

McLeod, Majoi-Gen. W. C. 14, St. james's-square, S', TP.

M'Leod,Walter, Esq. Head Master of the Royal Military Asylum, Chelsea, S. 11'.

McMahon, Colonel A. 46, Ebury-street, W,

M‘Neil, The Right Hon. .Sir John, g.c.b. Granton, near Edinburgh.

MeVean, Colin A., Esq. Surveyor General of Japan. Ca/-e of Rev. D. Me Vean,

Brunessan, Scotland.

Magrath, Colonel John R., Madras Artillery, Ret. Percy-house, Horn-park,
Lee, S.E.; and East India U. S. Club, 14, St. James’s-square.
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Major, Henry, Esq., b.a. Sherwood-house, Mansfield-road, Nottingham.

Major, Richard Henry, Esq., F.S.A. Athenceum Club, S. IE. ; and British

Museum, W.C.

i630*Makins, Henry F., Esq. 19, Princeof Wales-terrace, Kensington-palace,W,

;

and Reform Club, S. W.

Malby, John Walter, Esq. 15, Eichmond-tillas, Seven-sisters’-rd., Holloway, N.

Malby, Thomas, Esq. 2, Park-villas, Seven-sisters’-road, Holloway, N,

Malcolm, Jlajor Edward Donald, r.e. . Chatham.

Malcolm, James, Esq. 22, Prince’s-gate, Knightsbridge, W.

Malcolm, W. E., Esq. Bumfoot, Langholme, near Carlisle.

Malleson, Colonel G. B. Care of Coutts and Co., Strand, W.C.

Mallet, Chas., Esq. Audit-office, W.C.; and 1, Queensho’-terrace, Bays-

water, W.

Man, Captain J. Alexander (Commissioner of Customs for Formosa, &c,) Care

of P. J. King, Esq., 10, St. Stephen’s-square, Bayswater, W.

Man, Captain William. Care of B. F. Stevens, 17, Henrietta-street, Covent-

garden, Hie.

lOqoMan, William, Esq. Woodford, Essex.

JIann, James Alexander, Esq., m.b.a.s. Enfeld-villa, Enfield,

Mann, Robert James, Esq., m.d. 5, Eingsdoun-villas, Wandsworth-common,

S.W.

Jlanners, George, Esq., F.s.A. Lansdowne-road, Croydon.

Manners-Sutton, Graham, Esq., 7, Gloucester-terrace, Hyde-park, W.

Mannei's-Sutton, Hon. Robert Henry. Brooke, Norfolk; and 21, Cambridge-

terrace, Hyde-park, HI

Manning, Frederick, Esq. Byron-lodge, Leamington; and 8 , Vover-street, W.
Mansell, Caftain A. L. Hydrographic-office, Admiralty, S.W,

Mantell, Sir John lies. Swinton-park, Manchester ; and Windham Club, S. W,

Slantell, Walter Baldock Durant, Esq. Wellington, New Zealand, Care of

J. G. Cooke, Esq., 25, Austin-friars, E.C.

l650Mantle, Wm. John, E.sq., Northgate, Lincoln.

March, Edward Bemaixi, Esq., H.M. Consul, Fiji Islands. Care of Messrs,

F. O'Brien and Co., 43, Parliament-street, C. HI

Margary, Aug. R. Esq. China.

Margetts, William G., Esq. Allamira, Stonebridge, Willesden, N.W.

Margoschis, John Thomas, Esq. Trichinopoly, South India, Care of Arthur

Margoschis, Esq., St. Augustine’s College, Canterbury.

Mariette, Prof. Alphonse, m.a. 27, St. Stephen’s-square, Bayswater, HI

Markham, Captain Albert H.Tstings, B.N. 21, Ecclcston-square, C. HI

^

Markham, Clements Robeit, Esq., C.B., f.r.s. India-office, C. Hi ; 21, Eccleston-

I

square, S. W. ; and Athenevum Club, S. W.

j

Marsden, Rer. Canon. Higher Broughton, Manchester.

Marsh, Jlatthew Henry, Esq. Oxford and Cambridge Club, S. W,

l 66oMarshall, Ch.arles H., Esq. 29, I'ork-tcrrace.

!
Marshall, J. G. Don, Esq, 15, Brock-street, Bath.
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1868
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1860
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1867

Marshall, John, Esq. Auciland-lodge, Queen’s-road, Richmond, S. W.

Marshall, William, Esq. 71, Momington-road, W.

•Marsham, The Hon. Robert. 5, Chesterfield-street, Mayfair, TT.

Marshman, J. C., Esq. 7, Kensington-palace-gardens, H’.

Marten, C. Rous, Esq. Wellington, Mew Zealand.

Marten, Elliott, Esq., Vice-Consul, Sarawak. Care of TT. T. Marten, Esq.,

30, Great St. Helen’s, H.C,

Martin, Francis P. B., Esq.

JIartin, Henry, Esq. Sussex-house, Highbury-neic-pari, M.

i670*Martin, Richard Biddulph, Esq. Clarewood, Bickley, S.E.

Martin, Thomas, Esq. 5, Compton-tenace, N.

Martin, Wm. Coleman, Esq. Shireoaks, Worksop, Notts.

•JIartindale, William, Esq. 66, Upper Thames-street, E.C.; Gresham Club,

E.C. ;
and Gainshorough-lodge, Legtonstone, Essex.

Mason, Charles, A. J., Esq. 3, Gloucester-crescent, Jhjde-parh, W,

Master, Chas. Hoskins, Esq. Barrow-green-house, Oxted, near Godstone,

Surrey.

Masterman, Edwaid, Esq. 30, Threadneedle-street, E.C.; and 27, Clement’s-

lane, Lombard-street, E.C.

Masterman, Edward, jun., Esq. 57J, Old Broad-street, E.C. ; and Walthamstoie.

•Matheson, Ale.rander, Esq., M.P. 33, South-street, Park-lane, W.; and

Ardross Castle, Boss-shire, N.B.

•Matheson, Sir James, Bart., P.B.S. |13, Clexeland-row, S. W. ; and Achany,

Bonar-bridge, Sutherlandshire, 4'C-

ihSoJIathew, George Buckley, Esq. Care of Messrs. Boddington and Co., St. Helen's-

place, E. C.

Mathews, William, Esq., it.A. 49, Harborne-road, Birmingham.

Mathie.'ion, James Ewing, Esq. 77, Lombard-street, E.C. ; and 16, Queen’s-

gardens, Baysirater, TV,

JIaude, Col. Francis Cornwallis, K.A., T.C., &c. Army and Navy Club, S.W,

Maude, Colonel G. A. Boyal Mews, Pimlico, S. IT’’.

Marrogordato, Lucas, Esq. Belgrave-mansions, Grosvenor-gardens, S.W. ; and

Messrs. Balli, Brothers, 25, Finsbury-circus, E. C.

Mawbey, Henry, Esq. 12, Clare-road, Gotham, Bristol.

Marwcll, John, Esq. Lichfield-house, Bichmond.

Jlajwell, S]r William Stirling, Bart., M.p. 10, Upper Grosvenor-slreet, TV. ; and
Keir, Dunblane, N.B.

JTay, Stafl-Commr. Daniel John, R.N. Care of Case and Loudensack, 1, James-
street, Adclphi, W.C.

iSqoM.ayer, Joseph, Esq., F.S.A. 68, Lord-street, Liverpool.

Jlayers, William S. F., Esq., Cliinese Secretary, H. B. M. Legation, Pekin. Care

of James TT'csf, Esq., 2, Cowper’s-court, Cornhill, E.C.

Jlayne, Captain Richard Ckirles, P..N., c.n. 80, Chester-square, S. TV.

5Iayo, Captain John Pole. Army and Navy Club, S. W.
Mayson, John S., Esq., j.p, 5, St, James’-square, Manchester,
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1872

1871

1862

1874.

1854

1838

1871

1868

1871

1866

1871

1867

1871

1837

1865

1868

1863

1873

1848

1870

1868

1859

1866

1872

1874

1861

1868

1853

1861

1857

McCall, John, Esq. 17, GracechurcTt-street, E.C.

Meade, The Hon. Kohert Henry. Colonial-office, S. ly. ; and 3, Belgraie-

square, S. W.

Measom, George Samuel, Esq. St. Margaret’s, Islexcortli.

Medhnrst, W. H., Esq. Athenxum Club.

*MedIycott, Commander Mervyn B., RJi. Care of Messrs. VToodhead.

I 700*Meinertzhagen, Daniel, Esq. 10, llutland-gate, S.W.

Melvill, Major-General Sir Peter Melrill, Jlil. Sec. to the Bombay Gov.

27, Palmeira-square, Brighton.

Melvill, Philip, Esq., F.R.A.s. Ethg-house, Lostmthiel, Cornwall.

Mercer, Henry C., Esq., B..t. Denham-lodgc, Uxbridge.

Merewether, Colonel Sir William Eockyer, K.C.S.I., C.E. Kurrachec. Care of

King and Co., 6.5, Comhill, e.c.

MeiTitt, Douglas, Esq. Lyndhurst, Irvington-on-Rudson, Xew York, U.S.

Care of H. T. Thorloch, Esq., 9, Canning-place, Liverpool.

Messiter, Chaides A., Esq. Barwick, near Yeovil, Somerset.

ilessum, Josiah Young, Esq., R.N. (ControllerofH.M.’s Packet Service). General

Post-office, E.C. ; and Bedford-villa, Sydenham-road, Croydon.

Metcalfe, Frederic Morehouse, Esq. IFisJecA, Cambridgeshire.

Methven, Captain Robert. 44, Chester-square , S. W.

r 7 io*Mexborough, John Chas. Geo., Earl of. 33, Dover-strect, W. ; and Methley-

park, near Leeds.

•ilichell, Lieut.-Colonel J. E., R.H.A.

Michell, Robert, Esq. India-office, S. 11'

•Michie, A., Esq. 26, Austin-friars, E.C,

Michie, Honouiable Archib.alJ, Q.c. o, Bury-sircct, St. James’s; and Beform

Club, S.W.

Middleton, Rear-.4dniiral Sir G.X. Broke, Bart. R.M.S. ‘ Hero,’ Slieeimess

;

and Broke-hall, Suffolk.

^Midwinter, William Colpoys, Esq. St. Michaefs-rcctory, Winchester; and

Akyab, British Burmuh,

*Miers, John William, Esq , C.E. 74, Addison-road, Kensirigton, 111

Miland, John, Esq. Clairville, Lansdoten-road, Wimbledon.

Mildmay, Capt, Herbert St, John (Rifle Brigade). ' 19, Charles-street, Berkeley-

squarc, W-

lyzoMiles, Captain Samuel Bariett (Bomb.ay Staff Coips), Political Agent in Mekran.

Care of Messrs. Triibner, 60, Paternoster-row, R. C.

Miller, Capt. David, r..X, United Service Club, Pall-Mall, S'. 11'.

*Miller, Captain Henry M.atthew, R.l\. The United Service Club, »?. 11'., and

Eernside, Seccnoaks.

Miller, Kobei't Montgomerie, Esq. Culvcrdcn-grovc, Tunbridje-uells.

*Miller, Admiial Thomas. United Service Club, S. H'.

MiUigan, Joseph, Esq. lb, Sorthumberland-strcct,W.C.

Mills, Arthur, Esq. 34, Hyde-park-gardens, H'.
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Mills, John R., Esq. Kingsu:ood4odge, Tunbridge-xceUs.

Milman, Lieut.-Colonel Everard Stepney, Retired, Royal Artillery. 9, Berkeley^

square, W.

iMilne, Admiral Sir Alex., K.C.B, G.C.B. United Service Chib, S. W.

ij^oMiIner, Rev, John, B.A, * St. Vincent.*

Milton, Viscount, M.P. 17, Grosvenar-street, W,

Mitchell, George, Esq. 22, Bolton-street, Piccadilly, W.

Mitchell, Sir William. Strode, Ivyhridge, Devon.

^litchell, William Aug., Esq. Marlboro*-viUa, Lea-bridge-road, E,

Mitford, A. B., Esq. 1, Albert-terrace, Knightsbridge ; and Travellers*

IMocatta, Frederick D., Esq. 9, Connaught-place, W.

Moffat, Rev. Dr. Robert. 64, Knoivle-road, Brixtoii-road, S'. TV

Mofifatt, George, Esq. 103, Eaton-square, S.W.

^loffitt, John, Esq. “ GeneralRegister Officeof Seamen** G, Adelaide-place, E.C,

i;4oMoir, Maciae, Esq., m.a., &:c. Braefit, S. Hampstead, A'. TV ; Reform Club;

The Century Club; The Highland Society of London ; The Caledonian Society

of London ; The Scottish Corpor. Hall, E.C. ; and 4, Brick-Court, Temple, E. C,

Moleyns, Major T. A. de, r.a. Woolwich.

Mollison, Alexander Fullerton, Esq. Woodcote, Tunbridge-icells,

^loneta, Don Pompeio (Chief Engineer, Argent. Repub.). Buenos Ayres.

Montagu, Jno. M. P., Esq. Downe-haU, Bridport, Dorset, and Union Chib, S. TF.

^lontague, JInjor Horace. 11 CUfton-villas, Maida-hiU, TF.

^lontefiore, Sir Moses, Bart., F.R.S., F.R.S.N.A, 7, Grosvemor-gate, Park-lanCr

W.; and East’clifdodge, Ramsgate.

^lontgomerie. Major T. G., Engrs., 1st Assist, Trig. Sui^ey, Care of Messrs,

Alexander Fletcher Co., 10, King*s-arms~yard, Moorgate-street, E.C,

Montgomery, Robert I\Iortimer, Esq.

Montgomery, Sir Robert, K.C.C., G.C.S.I. 7, CornwaU-gardens, Qu€en*s-gate, TF*

X 750^Ioody, General R. C., R.E. Caynham-house, near Ludlow, Shropshire.

^loor, Rev. Allen P., m.a., f.r.a.s. St. Clement's-vicarage, Truro,

Moore, Adolphus W., Esq. India-office, S. TT',

Moore, II. Byron, E«q. Survey-office, Melbourne, Australia,

Moore, John Cai rick, Esq., f.r.s. Corswall, Wijtonshire ; Geological Society,

W.C,; and 23, Bolton-street, TF.

Moore, John, Esq. 36, Mark-lane, E.C.

Mooie, Joseph, Esq. Brockwell-house, Dulwich,

Mora, Diego d’Ehson, Esq. 2, Brook-street, Cheetham, Manchester.

^Moran, Benjamin, Esq. 20, Norfolk-terrace, Bayswater, TF. ; ando, Westminster^

chaiidx:rs, Victoria-street, S. TF.

Morant, Capt. J. L. L. (R. Mad. Eng.''. Momitstnart, Ootacamund, Neilgherries,

Madrtis Presidency. Care of Messrs. Thresher and Glcnny, 152, Strand W.C,

ijCoMore, R. Jasper, Esq. Linley-haV, Salop,

Morgan, Delmar, Esq. 19, Queen*s-gardens, Hyde-parh, TF.

Morgan, D. L., Etq., Deputy Inspector-Geueral, E.x. 9, Spring-garHens, ^.Tf.
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Morgan, Junius Spencer, Esq. 13, Prince’s-gate, Hyde-park, W.

Norland, Lieut. Henry, late ijt. Assistant Dockmaster, ^c., Bornhay.

•Morris, Charles, Esq. University Club, S. W.

Morris, Edwd. Ellis, Esq. Bedfordshire Middle-class Public School^ Bedford,

Morris, Eugene, Esq. Care of M. JuU, Esq., 40, Jermyn-street, W.

•Morrison, Alf., Esq. 1

6

, Carltm-house-terrace, S. TT.

Morrison, Colonel J. C. D. 40, Alhion-road, Finchley-road, N. H'.

I 77oMonison, Pearson, Esq. Bratton, Chittlehampton, N. Devon.

Jlorson, Thomas, Esq. 124, Southampton-row, Eussell-square, W.C.

Mosenthal, Adolph, Esq. 18, Aherdeen-parh, Highbury, X.

Moser, Robert James, Esq. 45, Bedford-square, H'.(7.

Mott, F. T., Esq. 1, Be Montfort-street, Leicester.

•Mount, Frederick J., Esq., M.D., Surgeon-M.ajor and Inspector-General of Prisons,

Bengal Army, &o. 12, Durham-villas, Kensington, IF.; and Athmamm
Club, S. IF.

•Mounsey, Aug. Henry, Esq. British Embassy, Vienna. Care of It. H. Mounsey,

Esq., Castle-street, Carlisle,

•Mowatt, James, Esq., li.A. 74, Upper Gloucester-place, A’’.1F. ; and Caius

College, Cambridge.

•Jlozley, H. IV., Esq., ir.A. Eton College.

Mudie, Charles Edward, Esq. Muswell-hill,

i 78oMueller, Ferdinand, Esq., H.D., PH.i>R. Director of the Botanical Gardens,

Melbourne. Care of Messrs. Dulau and Co., 37, Soho-sguare, IF.

Muir, Thomas, Esq. 24, Tork-terrace, Itegent’s-park, N.W,

•Muir, Thomas, jun.. Esq. Madeira; and 24, Tork-terrace, Begenfs-park,

A'. IF.

Muller, Albert, Esq. Eaton<ottage, South Konvood, S.

Munster, His Excellency, Count. (.Ambassador of the Geiman Empire.)

German Embassy, 9, Carlton-house-terrace, S. TF.

Munton, Francis Kerridge, Esq. 21, Monfagu-street, Eussell-square, IF.C.

•Murchison, John H., Esq. Junior Carlton Club, S. HA

Murchison, Kenneth R., Esq. 24, Chapel-street, Park-lane, IF. ; and Junior

United Service Club.

•Murdoch, Sir Thomas W. Clinton, e.c.ji.G. 8, Park-street, Westminster,

S. IF. ; and 88 , St. George’s Square, S.W.

MuiTay, George J., Esq. Purbrook-house, Cosham, Hants; and Junior Carlton

Club, S. IF.

l 790*Murray, G. S. D., Esq. Care of J. H'. Barkings, Esq., The Firs, Lee, S.E.

•Murray, Henry, Esq. Garrick Club, Garrick-street, IF.C.

•Murray, James, Esq.

Murray, John, Esq. 50, Albcmarle-street, HA; and Kewstead, Wimbledon,

S.W.

Murray, T. Douglas, Esq, 34, Portland-placc, IF

•Murray, Lt. IF., 68th Beng. N. Inf., Topo. Assist. G. Trig. Survey. Mussoorie,

India. Care of Messrs. H, S. King and Co.
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1870 Murray, William Vaughan, Esq., 1I.E.I., &c. 4, Westbouine-crescent,

Myde-park, IF.

1865
I

Mussy, H. G. de. Esq., a.D.
i

1865
I

1868
I

1861

1870

1871

1859
I

1872

1873

1857

1869

1870

1868

1807

1856

1873

1872

1370

1870

1870

1865

1856

1868

1869

1868
,

1871
^

1836
I

!

1873
I

1864

1858
I

1857 •

Nairue, P. A., E&q. 2, Grote-kilU Camhervcell, S.

Napier, of Magdala, Lord, G.C.B., F.R.S.

l8ooNapier, William, Esq.

Napier, Wm. Jno. Geo. (Master of Napier.) 1, Queen Square^ ’Westminster,

S. W, j and Thirlestone-castle, Selkirkshire.

Nares, Captain G. S., r.n. Care of the Hydrographer, Admiral G. II. Eichards,

*Nasmjth, Capt. David J., 1st Assist. Trigonometrical Survey, 5, Charlotte-

street, Edinburgh,

Nayler, Geo., Esq. (Surgeon). 3, /S’ai/V^-rotr,* TV.

Nelson, George Henry, Esq. 1, Hillside, iri/n6A'(fon, S'.M'.

Nesbitt, Henry, Esq. 12, Victoria-tillas, Kilbum, AMI'.

Neville, Lieut.-Col. Edward. 30, Clarges-street, Piccadilly, W.

Newail, Wm, Johnstone, Esq. 33, South-street, Park-lane, TV*.

Newbatt, Benjamin, Esq., F.S.S., &c. 7, Vkarage-gardens, Campden-hUl, W,
iSroNewdigate, Lieut.-Col. Francis W. (Coldstream Guards). 26, Seymour-street,

TV.; and Byrkley-lodge,Heedwood Forest, Burton-upon-Trent.

Newman, Thomas Holdsworth, Esq. 9, Gt. Caniberland-place, Hyde-park, TV.

Newton, Alfred P., Esq. 15, Sheffield-gardens, Campden-hilly W.
Newton, Wm., Esq. 11, Mitre-court, Temple, E.C.

Nicholas, W.. Esq. 2, ShirXey-xillas, Prospect-hill, Walthamstow, E.

NichoU, Heuiy Joim, Esq, 16, Hyde-park-gate, TV.

Nichols, James, Esq. 22, Laurence Pountney-lane, E.C. ; and “ TJte Mount.'*
Henley, Suirey.

Nichols, Robert C., Esq. 5, Sussex-place, TV.

Nicholson, Sir Charles, Bart., d.c.l., Chancellor of the University, Sydney. 26,
Devonshire-place, Portland-place, W.

Nicol, Geo. Wm., Esq, Care of Messrs. Glyn, Mills, ^ Co., 67, Lomhard-st.E.C.

i8;o*iiicol, Robert, Esq. Eefoi'm Club,S. W.; and Westminster-palace-hotel, S.W.
Nicol, Wm., Esq, 41, Victoria-st., S.W.; and Fawsyde, Fennef, Eincardine.

Nicols, Arthur Hobeit, Esq. 11, Churck-rotc, Hampstead, A". TV.

Nicolson, Vice-Admiral Sir Frederick Wm. Erskine, Bart., c.B. 15, William-
street, Loirndes-sqnare, S. TV.

Nimmo, Rev. R., b.a„ r.n. Mill-house, Grantchester, near Camhridqe, and
H.M.S. ‘ Bellerophon*

Nissen, H. A., Esq, Mark-lane, E.C.

Niv, John H., Esq. 77, Lombard-street, E.C.

‘Xolloth, Captain JIattheNr S., K.N. 13, Norti^-Urrace, CamherweH, Sj:.;
and United Service Club, S, W.
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North, •Alfred, Esq. 23, Lansdo'cneorescent, Kotting-hilly W,
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Nourse, Hemy, Esq. Consei'vative Club, S. HI

*Oakeley, R. Banner, Esq, 13, Lyderstreet, St. Jameses, H^

Oates, Frank, Esq. Meanicood-side, near Leeds,

OMlTie, Edward D., Esq. Yuljillar, Clarence-rieer, New South Waf^s. Care

of Messrs, Marryat and Sons, Laurence PountneyJane, E.C,
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rectory, Ongar, Essex,

Ommanney, Admiral Erasmus, C.B., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. 6, Tallot-square, Hyde^
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Packe, William, Esq. 1, Catendish-square, S.W.

Page, George Gordon, Esq., c.E. 4, Great James-street, Gray’s-inn, W.C.

Palmer, F. J., Esq., E.x. 8, Cullumstreet, E.C.

•Palmer, Captain George, R.X. H.M.S. ‘Rosario’ Australia; and Cavers,

Haicick, Roxburghshire, W.-5.
*

•Palmer, John Linton, Esq., Snrg. E.!?. 40, Rock-park, Rockferry, Cheshire.

Palmer, Joseph, Esq., B.A., &c. IVells, Somerset.

Palmer, Rev. Jordan, >1. A.,F.s.A.,Chaplain to St. .\nn*s Royal Society. Streatham,S,

Palmer, J. Horsley, Esq. 56, Cromtcell-road, Qaecn’s-gate, S. TF.

•Palmer, Samuel, Esq.

i870*Palmer, T. G. A., Esq. 5, Paper-buddings, Inner Temple, E.C.

Pannel, Chailes S., Esq. WaltonAodge, Torquay.

•Papengouth, Oswald C., Esq., c.E. Care of TF. Bornibrook, Esq., 6, Regent’s-

squarc, W.C.

Parfitt, W. S., Esq., C.E. Montevideo. Care of Mrs. Parfitt, Eevizes, Wilts.

•Paris, H.E.H. le Comte de.

Parish, Captain A. Bembridge, Isle of Wight.

•Parish, Capt. John E., E.S. Army and Navy Club, S.W. Care of

Messrs. Stilwell, Arundel-street, Strand.

Parish, Sir Woodbine, K.C.H., F.E.S., &c. Quarry-house, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

Park, James Dickson, Esq. 48, Queen’s-gatc-garde)is. South Kensington, TV.

Parker, Capt. Francis G. S., 54th Regiment, F.G.S., A.i.c.B. Jullundhur, Punjab.

l83oParker, James, Esq, 45, Leinstcr-square, Hydc-park, W.

Parkes, Sir Harry S., K.C.B., &c.

Parkin, George Lewis, Esq. 22, Park-lane, Tl^.

I

•Parkyns, Jlansfield, Esq., F.Z.S. Arthurs Club, St. James’s-street, S. W. ; and

59, Prince’s-square, Bayswater, W.

Parry, Edward, Esq. 284, Camden-road, N.W.

•Parry, Francis, Esq. Junior Atheneeum Club; and 102, Piccadilly, W.

Pasco, Captain Crawford, P..X. Care of Case and Loudensaci, 1, James-street,

Adelphi, TF. ; Proc. to Capt. J. E. Davis, R.>’., Hydrographic Office.

Pass, Elias de. Esq. 2, Kensington-gardcns-terracc, ffyde-park, W. ; and The
Lodge, Bembridge, Isle of Wight.

Pasteur, JIarc Henry, Esq. 38, Mincing-lane, E.C.

Paterson, John, Esq. 19.A, Coleman-street, City, E.C.

\ iBgoPaton, Andrew A., Esq. ff.B.M.’s rice-Consul, Missolonghi, Greece.

Pattereon, Jas. Wilson, Esq. Roscland, Wavcrley, Baltimore Co., U.S.A.

Pattinson, J., Esq. 21, Bread-street, E.C.

Paul, J. H., Esq., M.D. Cambeneell-house, Cambericell, S.

Paul, Joseph, Esq. Ormonde-house, Eyde, Isle of Wight.

Paxton, Robert Ch.as., Esq. 24, Stafford-terrace, Fhillimore-gardens, W.
•Paynter,\\ ilham. Esq., F.R.A.s. 21, Beijrave-square, S.W.; and Cambcrnc-

house, Richmond, Surrey, S. W.
Peacock, George, Esq. Starcross, near Exeter.

»
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1872
;

Pears, Rev. S. A., d.d.. Head Master of Repton School. Hepton^ Derbyshire,

1863
j

Pearse, Captain R. B., R.N. Hyde-park-street,

1874 iQOoPearsoQ, Colonel Alfred. 46, Hydc-parh-squarc^ IP.; arid Vnitcd Ser}:ice

I

Club,S,W.

1853
I

Peckover, Alexander, Esq., F.L.S. Wisheach,

1860
I

*Peek, Sir Henry William, Bart., M.P. Care of G. Thorpe^ Lsq., 21, Dastcheapy

! E.C,

1872
I

*Peel, Captain Francis. GrynisdyhCf Lacey-jrecn^ Princes Pasboroujh, Bucks.

1858 Peel, Right Hon. Sir Robert, Bart., ii.P. 4, WJutehall-gardefis, S', IP. ; and

Drayton~manor^ Tamicort/i,

1871 Pemhi'oke, George R. C. Heibert, Eail of. Wilton-housej Salisbury ; and

10, Victoria-squarey Pimlico, S’- TP.

1868 *Pender, John, Esq. IS, Arlinyton-street., TP.

1863 ^Pennant, Colonel S. S. Douglas. Penrhyn-castley Bangofy K.B.

1859 *Penrhyn, Lord. Penrhyn-castley Bangor,

1874 Pt'pjs> Hon. Walter Courtenay. TPnd/iawi Club, St, James's-sguarcy S', TP.

1853 iqioPercy, Lieut.-General the Hon. Lord Henry M. (Guards), 40, Eaton-

sguarey S. W.

1365 Pereira, Francisco E., Esq.

1860 Perkins, Sir Frederick, M.p. Southampton,

1865 Perkins, William, Esq. RosariOy Ar^en^iTt^ Bepuhlic, Care of the Central

Argentine Railway Co., Pahnerston-buildingSy Old Bi'Oad-street,

1859 Perry, Sir Erskine, Member Indian Council. 36, £'a^on-y>/ace, *9. W.

1865 Perry, Gerald R., Esq., British Consulate, Stockholm.

1859 Perry, Sir William, H.B.M.'s Consul-General, Venice, Athenmum Club, S,W,

1862 *Perry, William, Esq. 9, TPartctcA-road, Upper Clapton, K.E,

1862 Peter, John, Esq. Conservative Club, -S'. TT".

1857 *Peters, William, Esq.

1860 i920*Pethenck, John, Esq. 48, Lancaster-roady Westhournc-parhy TP.

1860 Petrie, Major ^lartin, 97th Regiment. Hanover-lodge, Kensington-parky TP.

1871 Fetter, G. Wra., Esq. Streatham-grove, S.

1866 Pharazyn, Robert, Esq. Wellington, Kew Zealand, Care of Messrs, Scale

and EogerSy 24, Mark-lane, E,C.

1367 Phayre, Maj.-Gen. Sir Arthur, C.B., K.C.S.i. E.India UnitedScrviceCluhyS.W,

1854 Phelps, William, Esq. IS, Montagu-place, P%,ussell-squarey TP.C.

1862 I *Phene, John Samuel, E&q., F.G.S. 5, Carlton-terrace, Oakley-street, -9. TP.

1873 *Philbrick, Fredeiick Adolphus, Esq. 28, Avenue-road, A’’. IP,

1860 Philip, George, Esq, 32, Fleet-street, E.C,

1872 Philipps, Herbeit Rees, Esq. India-o^e, i9. TP.

1872 i 93 oPhilipps, Sutherland Rees, Esq., M.D. Exminster, Exeter,

1857
j

Phillimore, Captain Augustus, K.N. Hurley Manor-house, Great Marlow ; and

j

United Service Club, S, TP.

1859
I

Phillimore, Charles Bagot, Esq. Hurley Manor-house, Great Marlow j and

j

Indioroffice, S.W.
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1871
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1871

1871

1869

1870

PhiUimore, Wm. Brough, Esq., late Capt. Grenadier Guards. 5, Johnstreet,

Berkeley-square, W.

Phillips, Major-General Sir B. Tnarell. United Service Club, S. W.

Phillips, Edwd. Aug., Esq. Chantry-lodge, oi. Abbey-road, St.John’s-’cood, A. B

.

Phillips, Geo., Esq. Bclle-vue-lodje, Beaufort-street, Chelsea, S'.TT.

Philp, Capt. Fras. Lamb. (BoyalScots Greys) Aldershot. Care of Cox and

Co., Crai<fs-court ; and Army and Xavy Club, S. B

.

Philpott, Edward P., Esq., M.D., LL.D. Boole, Dorsetshire.

Pickering, John, Esq. 28, Springfield-moant, Leeds.

i94oPickersgill, IVm. Cunliffe, Fsq. 53, Prince’s-gate, S-bV.

Pierce, Josiah, Esq. 12, Beauforl-gardens, Brompton-road, S. TP.

Piggot, John, jun., Esq., F.s.A., &c. The Elms, Citing, Maldon, Esser.

Pigott, r.obt. Turtle, Esq. Torrington-vitlas, Lee, Kent; and 36, Southumpton-

street. Strand, VL.G.

1864

1852

18.55 i

1865

1852

1870 ;

1859
i

1867

I

1871
j

1872
I

1865 1

1860

1866

1856

1870
^

1855

1866

1835 !

1860

1870

1857
I

1863
;

1874

1871
'

1868

*Pi"ou, F. A. P., Esq. Dadford^ Kent,

•pike, Captain John \V,, R.N. United Service Cluh,S.'Wn

Pilkington, James, Esq. Blackburn,

PilktDgton, William, Esq. War-office.

•Pim, Captain BeJford C, T., r.n’, Behize- square, Hampsteadi W.'n'’./ and

Senior and Junior United Service Chib, S. W,

Pimblett, James, Esq. Tatenhill, Burton-on- Trent,

r95oPlnne7, Colonel William. 30,
Berheley-square, IF.

Plant, Nathaniel, Esq. Hotel Exchange, Rio de Janeiro; and Be MuntforU

house, Leicester.

Platt, Lieut.-Colonel Chas. Rowley. 4, Bolton-strect, Piccadilly, IF.

Plaister, W. H., Esq., m.r.c s., Tottenham, Middlesex.

Plarer, John, Esq. 22, Cat'penter-road, EJgbaston, Birmingham.

Playfair, Lieut.-Col. Robert Lambert. H.B.M. Consul-General, Algiers. Care

of 3lessrs. H. S. King and Co., 4.5, PuU-mafl, S. IF.

Plowden, Charles C., Esq. Bclgrave-mansicns, Giosccnor-gardens, i?. TF.

•Piowes, John Heniy, Esq. 39, Yorh-terrace, Regenfs-park, AMI’,

Plunkett, Major-Gen. tlte Hon. Charles Dawson. United Service Club, i?, TF.

•Polle.tfen, Captaui J. J. India.

i 96o*Pollington, John Horace, Viscount. 8, John-street, Bei'heley-squarc, F7

•Ponsonby, The Hon. Fredeiick G. B. 3, Mount-street, Grosvenor-square, M’.

Pook, Captain John. 6, Colfe's-villas, Letjcisham-hill, S.E.

Poole, C. 51., Esq., C.E, 8, Cambridgc-tcrrace, Koiting-hill, TF.

Pope, Captain Wm. Agnew. 18, Portland-place, TF.

•Porcher, Captain EJwin A., R.N. 60, Chester-s ptare, S. TT'.

Porges, Theodore, Esq. St, JameJs-placc, S.W.
; and Austin Friars E.G,

Portal, Wm. Richd., Esq., M.A. Tonge-house, Lower Korwood,, S,

Potter. Archibald Gilchrist, E^.q. WoO'Jham-lodge, Lavender-hill, ^yandsu'orthy

\ S.W.

1867
j

Potter, B’m. H., Esq. Care of G. T. White, Esq., Kinrara, Tcoting-commoa.
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I
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i
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!
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1860

1872
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1
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i970*Pounden, Captain Lonsdale. Junior United Sereice Chib, S.W.; and Browns-
teoed, Co. Wexford,

Povab, Key. John V., M.A. 11, Endsleigh-sireefj TT'I.C.

*PoweiI, F. S., Esq. 1, Camhndge^sqiuxre, Hyde-p'irhj n”.

Power, EdwarJ, E-q. 45, Belsize-park, IIa)np'ite<id.

Power, E. Kawdon, Esq. (Retired Li-^t, Ceylon Civil Seivice). Bejicood’

lodge, Tenby, South Wttles ; and Thatc/ied-house Ciub, *5. TF,

Pownall, Julia Fish, Esq. 03, Biiesell-squaref TF. C.

Powys, The lion. C. J. F.

Powys, The Hon. Leopold.

*Piance, Reginald H., Esq. Frognal, Hampstead,

Preedy, Colonel H. William. The Chantreg, Ihidbunj, Woiccstershire.

iqSoPrentice, Edward, Esq. Care of Rev. H. Wullt r, The Yicaragej Leytonstone,

*Pievost, Admiral J. C. 1, Burton-street, Eaton-s/iuore, TFi

Price, Chailes S., Esq. Bryn Beru'en, Neath,

Price, F. G. H., Esq, 1, Fleet-street, F.C.

Price, James, Esq. 35, Chepstoir-phjce, Baysicater, W.

Price, James Glenie, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. 14, Clement*s-inn, W.C.

Prichard, Iltudus Thomas, Esq. 29, GranxUle-park, Blackheath, S.E.

•Prickett, Rev. Thomas William, m.a., p.s.a. 11, LypuUt-terracc, ChcUe^lhavn;

and United University Club, PalUmall East, W.

Prideaux, Capt, W. F,, Bombay Staff Corj>s. Care of Messrs. King and Co,j

45, Pall-mall, S. W.
Prince, Joim Sampson, Esq, 28, Gloucester-place, Ifyde-piirh, TT”.

l990*Pringle, A. Esq. JaiV-, Selkirk, N.B.

Pringle, Thomas Young, Esq. Reform Club, S'. BY
*Prin»ep, Edw, Aug., Esq,, B.C.S., Commissioner of Settlements in the Punjanb,

Umritsur. Care of Messrs. H. S. King and Co., 65, Cornhill, E.C.

Pritchard, Lieut.-Col. Gordon Dougl.is. Bengal,

Pioctor, Samuel, Esq. (^Head Master, Borough Schools, San Fernando, Trinidad).

Care of E. H. Penney, Esq., 17, Lime-street, E.C.

Prodgei-s, Edwin, Esq. The Rectory, Ayott St. Peter s, Herts.

Front, John William, Esq., m.a., Barrister-at-Law, Athenceum Club, S. BY ;

and Neasdon, Middlesex, N, TT.

Pryce-Jones, John, Esq. Grove-park School, Wrexham.

Puget, Lieut.-Colonel J., 8th Hussars, Longford, Ireland.

Puleston, John H., Esq. 2, Palace-gate, Kensington, IF.

20ooPuIIer, Artliur Giles, Esq. Athenoeutn Club, 8. BY ; Ari/tar’s Club, -^.BY; and

Youngsbury, B ar^,

Punsfer,Wm. B., Esq. 1 and 2, Grosvenor-villas, Merton-road, B an</seroW/t, S. BY

Purcell, Edward, Esq., ll.d. B’AiYcAttrcA, Monmouth.

Purdon, Lieut. George Frederic, R.N.

Pusey, Sidney E. Bouveiae, Esq,

Pycroft, Sir Thomas, K.c.s.r, 17, Cleveland-gardens, Hyde-park, BY
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1869
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Quin, Lord George. 15, Belgrave-square, S.W.

Quin, John Thomas, Esq. Care of Mr. Lambson, Bpsom,

Quin, T. Francis, Esq. Bathurst-fiouse, 418, Clapham-road, Clapham, S.

Radeliffe, Sir Joseph P., Bart. Cuversicall-castle, Cheadle, Staffordshire.

20IO*Radstock, Graville Augustus, Lord. 30, Bryanston-square, W.

Eae, Edwaid, Esq. Claughtou, near Birkenhead.

*Rae, James, Esq. 32, Bhillimore-jardens, Kensington, W.

Eae, John, Esq., M.D., LL.D. 2, Addison-gardens-south, Holland-oillas-road,

Kensington, W.

Eaikes, Francis Wm., Esq. Junior Carlton Club.

Raleigh, Piev. A., D.D. Arran-house, Bighbury-neic-park.

Ealli, Eustratius, Esq. 93, Lancaster-gate, TV.

Ealli, Pandeli, Esq. 17, Bclgrave-square, S.W.

Ralston, \V. R. Shedden, Esq., m.a. British Museum, W.C.

Pmmbaut, John, Esq., M.D. The Grange, Godstone, Surrey.

loioEamsaj’, Alex., Esq. 45, Norland-square, Notting-hill, TV.

Ramsay, F. W. Hutchinson, Esq., M.D. 1 5, Soinersct-street, Portman-square, W.

Ramsay, Admiral G. United Sereice Club, S. W.

Ramsay, John, Esq. Islay, N.B,

Piamsden, Richard, Esq., B..A. Camp-hill, Nuneaton, Wamcickshire,

Randell, Thomas, Esq, Castle-green, Taunton.

Rankin, William, Esq. Tiernaleague, Carndonagh, Donegal.

•Fuinsom, Edwin, Esq. Kempstone, near Bedford.

Rassam, Hormuzd, Esq., Assistant Political Resident, Aden. Care of Eev. F.
Moran, St. Margaret’s, Twickenham, S. TF.

Ratcliff, Colonel Charles, f.s. A. Athenaeum Club, S.W. ; Edgbaston, Birming-
ham; and Downing College, Cambridge,

lOJoRatcliffe. Rev. Thomas, B.D., &c.

Rate, Lachlan Macintosh, Esq. 9, South Audley-street, W.
Ravenscroft, W. H., Esq. 19, lansdoicne-road, W.

Ravenshaw, E. C., Esq., M.II.A.S. Oriental Club, W. ; and 36, Eaton-sq., W.
Eavenstein, Ernest G., Esq. Alpha-cottage, Lom-road, Brixton, S.TT.

Rawlmson, Sir Christopher. Evcrleigh-house, Marlborough, Wilts; Manydown-
park, Basingstoke ; and United Unkcrsity Club, S. W.

•Rawlinson, Major-General Sir Henry C.,K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., P.R.s. Athenaeum
Club, S.W. ; and 21, Charles-street, Bcrkelcy-square, W.

Rawson, His Excellency Rawson Wm., C.B., Governor-in-Chief of the Windward
Islands. Barhadoes.

Ray, Captain Alfred William. The Lodge, Brixton-oval, S. W.

I

Ray, George H., Esq., M.D., Bengal. 14, St. Jameds-square, S. W.

I

loqoRead, Frederick, Esq. 45, Leinster-square, W.
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1861

1857
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1861

1869

1872

1830

1866

1834

1864

1830

1861

1858
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1872

1867

1870

1870

1868

1860

1857

1874

1864

1873

1859

1873

1865

1864

1864

1874

1862

Reade, W. IVinwood, Esq. 13, Alfred-place, Bedford-square, W.C.

Redhead, R. Jlilne, Esq. Springfield, Seedleg, JIanchester ; Conservative Club,

S. W. ; and Junior Carlton Club, S. Tl''.

*Redman, John B., Esq., c.E. 6, West/ninster-chamhers, Victoria-street, S.W,
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Russell, Jesse Watts, Esq., D.C.L., f.r.s.
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shire ; and The Priory, Rcigate, Surrey,

1862 Somerset, Capt. Leveson E. H., r.n. Care of Messrs, Chard, 3, Clifford's-inn,

Fleet'Street, E, C.

1855 Sopwith, Thos., Esq., m.a., C.E., F.R.s. lOo, Victoria-sti cef, ^y€stmiaster,

S. IE.

1860 I SoutheskjThe Right Hon. Janies Carnegie, F^rl of. Kinn lird Castle, Breehiu, X.B.

1 860 Southey, James Lowther, Esq. Care ofMessrs. Stilicell, Arandel-street, Strand.

1869 Southwell, Thomas Arthur Joseph, Viscount, Windham Club, S'. TE

1872 Spalding, Captain H., 104th Regiment. Maval and Mc'itary Club, Piccadilly.

1865 228oSpaIding, Samuel, Esq, Thornlehjh, Sydenham-hdl, S.E.

1870 Spaiks, J. Hyde, Esq. Conservative Club, S, ]E.

1874 Sparrow, William, Esq. AlbrightondiaU, Shreicsbury,

1873 Spence, Jas. Mudie, Esq. Erlington~house, y hidley^rangc, Manchester,

1873 Spence, Jno. Bergei
, Esq., f.g.S., &c. ErUngton-hfdl, \yhalley~ronjc, Manchtster.

1870 Spencer, Admiral the Hon. J. W. S, 5, Portman-street, TE.
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1874' Speucer, Walter, Esq. 26, Great Queen-streetf Bloomsbury ; and Cavendish

Club, 307, Eegent-street^ W.

1867 Spicer, Edward, Esq. 19, Keic Bridge-street, E.C.

1863 Spickernell, Dr. Geo. E., Piincipal of Eastman’s Royal Naval Establishment..

Eastern-parade, Soidhsea,

1855 *Spottiswoode, William, Esq., F-R.S. 50, Grosvenor-place, 3.W,

1859 229o’'‘Spratt, Rear-Admiral Thos. A. B., C.B., F.r..s. Clare-lodge, Nevill-parh, Tnn^

bridge-voells, Kent,

1866 Spruce, Richard, Esq., ph.dr. lTW6urn, Castle Hoicard, York.

1871 Square, William, Esq., F.R.C.S. 22, Portland-square, Plymouth.

1859 Stafford, Edward W., Esq. Colonial Secretary of Kew Zealand. Care of

J. S. Tytler, 19, Castle-street, Edinburgh.

1853 Stanford, Edward, Esq. Charing-cross, S.W.

1855 Stanhope, Philip Henry, Earl, Pres. Soc. of Antiquaries, f.r.s. 3, Grosvenor^

place-houses, Grosvenor-place, S.W.; and Chevening, Sevenoaks, Kent,

1860 Stanhope, Walter Spencer, Esq. Cannon-hall, Ba/msley, Yorkshire.

1870 Stanley, Lieut. Henry, r.k. Admiralty Su/'vey, Melbourne. Care of Captain

J, E, Davis, R.y.

1872 Stanley Walrasley, Esq., c.E. Care of Messrs, Cutbill, Son, and Delungo^

10;i, Cannon-street, E.C.

1869 Stanton, Chailes Holbrow, Esq. 1, Mitre-court-bnildings, Inner Temple, E.C.

1863
]

230oStanton, George, Esq. Coton-hill, Shrewsbury ; and Conseixatke Club, jS. ir.

1867 Stanton, Henry, Esq. 1, River-street, Myddelton-square, W.C,

1871
!

Stark, Wm. Emery, Esq. Chancellor-villa, Parh-road, Hesi Dulwich, S.E,

1870 Starling, Joseph, Esq. Borcsford-loJgc, Dyke-road, Brighton,

1856 ' Statham, John Lee, Esq. 60, Wimpole-street, IK

1868 Staveley, Major-Gen. Sir Charles, K.c.B. Gozeimment-house, Devonport ; and
United Service Club, S.W,

1869 I

Staveley, Miles, Esq. Old Sleningford-hall, FJpon.

Stebblng, Edward Charles, Esq, National Debt Office, 19, Old Jewry, E.C. :

1863 and The Aspeas, Sanhury.

1867 Steel, Capt, J. P., k.e. Junior United Service Club, (?.1K Care of Me^^srs.

Grindlay and Co., 55, Parliament-street, S. IK

1868 Steel, William Strang, Esq. Care of Messrs. Houstoun, Steel, and Co., 3, East

j

Indl’-avenue, E.C.

1871
1

23 ioStein, Hon. Robert. Poit Louis, 2Ianritius. Care of Robt. McKerrell, Esq.,
1 45, Invemess-terrace, IK

1870 Stenning, Charles, Esq, 3, Upper Eamilton-terrace, N.W,

1872 Stephani, Albert, Esq. (Kt. of Bederkesa), LL.d., ph.d.. Secretary to Chamber of

Commerce and Industry for Silesia. Tt'oppau, Silesia. Cat'e of the Ausho-
llungariaix Consulate, 29, St. Swithin's-lane, E.C.

1830 •Stephen, Sir George, Melbourne, Careof Mr. H. IK Bavenscroft, 7, GrayU-
inn-square, W.C-

1870 •Stephens, Thomas Wall, Esq, North-villa, Regent*s-park, A^. IK
1869 Stephenson, B. Charles, Esq. 12, Boll<m-row, Mayfair, W.

f
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1868

1857

1866

1869

1874

1855

1841

1873

1869

1874

1871

1866

1860

1869

1872

1873

1870

1860

1863

1868

1860

1845

1868

1867

1868

1866

1861

1858

1864

1873

1860

1868

1865

1853

1853

Stephenson, Henr}- P., Esq. 8, St, Mary-axe, E.C.

Stephenson, Sir R. Macdonald, c.E. 72, Lancaster.gate, 'll'. ; and East^cottage,

Worthing,

Stepney, A. K, Cowell, Esq, 6, St. George's-place, Knightshidge, S'. W.

Stenart, Colonel T. E., Bombay Aj-my. Esgair, Machynlleth, Wales.

232oSterens, George Richard, Esq. 12, Abingdon-tillas, Kensington, TT.

Stevens, Henry, Esq., P.S_a. 4, Trafalgar-square, ll'.C.

Stevenson, Thomas, Esq., F.s.A. leer Heath, Bachs.

Stewart, A. J. R., Esq. 34, Wimpole-street, W.; and Arjs-house, Co. Donegal.

Stewart, Capt. C. E., jr.A. (Bengal Sta£F Corps). 14, Sussex-gdns., Hyde-parh,W.

Stewart, Gilbert McLeod, Esq. 1, Westminster-chamhers, S’. IF.

•Stewart, Captain Herbert, 3rd Dragoon Guards. Korwich.

Steward, Rev. Dr. James. Losedale, Alice, South Africa. Care of Do'jcrt

Toung, Ksq., Offices of the Free Church of Scotland, Edinburgh.

•Stewart, Major J. H. M. Shaw, Royal Madras Engineers.

Stewart, J. L., Esq., m.d.. Forest Department, India.

233oStewart, \Vm., Esq., mJ). Care of S. Watson, Esq., 32, Inrerness-terrace,

Sayswater, >F.

Stewart, Admiral Wm. Houston, CM. 53, Waricici-square, S.W., and Admi-

ralty, S. W.

Stilwell, Henry, Esq., M.D. Moarcroft, Eillington, Exbridge.

Stirling, Capt. Frederick H., R.N. JI.M.S. ‘Hero;’ and United Service Club,

S.W.

Stirling, Sir Walter, Bart, 36, Portman-square, TF

Stock, Thomas Osborne, Esq. 44, Eastbourne-terrace, IF,

Stocker, John Palmer, Esq. 93, Oxford-terrace, Hyde-parh, IF.

•Stokes, Rear-Admiral John Lort. United Service Club, S.W. ; and Scotchicell

,

Saverfordveest, Wales.

Stone, David H., Esq., Alderman. Sydenham-hill, S.E,

*Sto}j, Edwin, Esq., m.a.

2340Stovin, Rev. Charles F. 59, Warteici-square, S.W.

Strachey, Major-General Richard, K.E., C.S.I., F.K.S. India-office, S. TF.

Strange, Lieut.-Col. Alesander, F.KA India Store Department, Belcedcre-

road, Lambeth, SJI.

Stratford de Redcliffe, Stratford Canning, Viscount. 29, Grosvenor-square, 11.

Straton, Rev, N. D. J. Kirkby-wharf, Tadcaster,

Straughton, Joseph, Esq. Coc&ermouth, Cumberland.

Strickland, Edward, Esq,, C.B., Commissary-General. Care of Sir Chas. E.

M‘Grigor, Bart., ^ Co., 25, Charles-strect, St. James's-square, S. IF.

•Strode, Alf. Rowland Chetham, Esq. Dunedin, Otago, Kew Zealand. Care of

J. G. Cooke, Esq,

Strong, F. K., Esq., K.H. Hamburg, Gertr-any. Care of Alfred Strong, Esq.,

j

Junior Athenexum Club, Piccadilly, W.

I

Stronsberg, Dr. Bethel Henry. 5, Grosvenor-place, S. W.

I

235oStrutt, George H., Esq., r.B.A.S. Bridge-hill, Belper.
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Tear of '

Election.

1858

1873

1859

1861

1866

1873

1872

1872

1858

1857

1865

1869

1862

1862

1873

1361

1869

1869

1871

1871

1857

1836

1862

1S63
I

1871

1864

1852

1852

1859

1866

1857

1861

1861

1873

1869

1865

Strutt, Captain Hammel Ingold, F.R.A.S. Boijal Mail Steam Packet Company,

Southampton.

Stuart, Lieut.-Gen. Charles. 5, Granville-pJace, Portman-square, W.

Stuart, Lieut.-Col. J, F. D, Crichton. 25, Wilton-crescent, Belgrave-sq., S.W.

Stuart, Right Hon. Sir John. Loch Carron, Ross-shire ; and o, Queen^s-gate,

Hyde-park, W.

Stuart, Major Robert. Janina, Albania.

Sturgeon, Wentworth, Esq. 3a Clevehind-row, St. Jameses, TV'.

Sturt, Henry, Esq., jun. 27, Gordon-square, W.C.

Styan, Arthur, Esq., F.S.A. 28, Norfolk-crescent, Hyde-park, TV.

Sudelej, Charles G. Hanbury Tracy, Lord. 5, Bolton-roT, TV. ; and Toddington,

near Broadway, Worcester,

a^boSuliran, Rear-Admiral Sir Bartholomew J., R.X., k.c.b. Bournemouth.

Sullivan, Captain T. W., C.B., R.N.

Summerhayes, William, Esq., M.D. Upper St. Giles's, Norwich.

Surridge, Rev. Henry Arthur Dillon, m.a. 21, Bemers-street, TV.

Surtees, Colonel Charles Freville. Chalcott-house, Long Bittern, Surrey.

Sutherland, Geo., Esq. Rose-hill, Derby.

•Sutherland, George Granville William, Duke of, F.R.S. Staffofd-ho’ise, St.
James's-palace, S'.ir.

Sutherland, Robeit, Esq. Etjliam-rise, Surrey.

Sutherland, Thomas, Esq. 38, Thurloe-square, S. TT.

Sutton, W. P., Esq., Ln.D., F.S.A., &c. Colleyiate Schwl, 45, Emma-place,
Stonchouse, Plymouth.

23 yoSwan, Major Percival. l\i, Piccadilly, W.
Swanzy, Andrew, Esq. Sevenoaks, Kent.

•Swinburne, Rear-Admiral Charles H. Solmewood, Henley-on- Thames.
•Swinburne, Commr. Sir John, Bart., K.N. Capheaton, Kewcastle-on- Tyne.
Swmhoe, R., Esq., H.B.M. Consul, Taiwan. 33, C<i,rlyle-square, S. W.
Syme, Henry, Esq. 60, Palace-yardens-terrace, Campden-hill, >7.
Symonds, F., Esq., M.D. Beanmont-street, Oxford.

•Synge, Colonel Jlillington H., r.e. Ahercliff, Aherstohe, Hants.

Tagart, Courtenay, Esq. EocMeaze Point, Durdham Boven, near Bristol.
Tagart, Francis, Esq. 31, Cracen-hill-yardens, Hyde-park, TF.

238oTaintor, Edward C., Esq. (Imperial Chinese Customs). China. Care ofH C.
Batchelor, Esq., 2, King William-street, E.C.

^

*Tait, Robert, Esq. 14, Queen Anixe-street, TV.

Talbot de Jlalahide, James Talbot, Lord, f.h.s. MalahiJe Castle, Co. Dublin
Taylor, Commander A. Dundas, i.x. 6 , Laun-terrace, Blackheath. S.E.
Taylor, Charles, Esq. Church-honse-school, Ealing, TV
Taylor, George X., Esq. Sational Bank, Old Broad-street E C

f
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Tear of
Election.]

1873

1865

1871

1863

1870

1867

1854 I

1863
j

1873
j

1865

1864

1860

1857

1872

1870

1830

1863

1854

1872

1865

1864

1874

1869

1869

1872

1863

1863

1848

1866

1861

1854

1865

1862

1867

1847

1858

Taylor, Jas. Banks, Esq. Thatched-house Club, St. James’s, S. ir.

Taylor, Rer. Jas. Hudson. 6, Pyrland-road, Xewington-yreen, J.

•Taylor, John, Esq. The Socks, Bath; and Booth-hall, Blackley, Lancashire.

239oTaylor, John, Esq. Grenadodge, Sichmond.

•Taylor, John Fenton, F.sq. 20, Neic-street, Spring^gardens, S. Tl'.

•Taylor, John George, Esq. H.B.M. Consul in Kurdistin, Diaibekir. Care of

Jfessrs. O'Brien and Co., 43, Parliament-street, S. H'.

•Taylor, John Stopford, Esq., M.D. 1, Springfield, St. Anne-street, Liverpool.

Taylor, Maj.-Gen. R.C. H., C.B. 16, Baton-place, S. IT.; and Carlton Club, S. W.

Taylor, Wm. Richard, Esq., Deputy-Commissary, Fort George, Lnvernesshire.

Teede, Chas., Esq. 12, GranviUe-parkt Blachheath. .

Temple, Sir Richard, K.C.S.i.

Templeton, John, Esq. 24, Budge-row^ E. (7.

Tennant, Professor Janies. Strand, W»C.

240oTerrero, Maximo, Esq, (Consul-General for Republic of Paraguay.) 88, Behize-

park-gardens, N. TK

Teschemacher, Edward Fred., Esq. 1, ffighhtii'y-park-north, 3,

•Thatcher, Colonel E.i.C.

Thomas, G., Esq.

Thomas, Henry Harrington, Esq. 8, Camden’Crescent, Bath,

Thomas, James Lewis, Esq., War-office, Horse Guards. 26, Gloucester~$treetf

Wancick-squarej S, W, / and Thatched House Club, St. James*s-street, S, W.

Thomas, John Henwood, Esq. East India Dept., Custom-house, E.C,

Thomas, J. R., Esq., Staff Assist. Surg. Castle-hill, Fishguard, Pembrokeshire,

Thomas, R. Gerard de V., Esq., M.A. Eyhorne-house, Maidstone ; and

Universities Club, Jermyn-street, iS.ir.

Thompson, Lieut.-Col, George, C.E., Cordoba, Argentine Confederation. Care of

Messrs. Parlane, Graham, and Co., Buenos Ayres ; Messrs. Lumh, Wanklyn,

and Co., 10, Angel-court, Throgmorton-street, E.C.

24io^Thompson, Henry Yates, Esq. 32, Ennismore-gardens, S.W.

Thompson, Lieut. Richard, R.E. B. E. Office, Colchester.

Thomson, James, Esq. Dunstable-house, Bkhmond.

Thomson, James Duncan, Esq., Portuguese Consul. St. Peter*s-chamhers,

Comhill, E.C.

•Thomson, J, Turnbull, Esq., Chief Surveyor. Otago, Hew Zealand.

Thomson, John, Esq. 42, Burton-road, Brixton-road, S.

•Thomson, Ronald Ferguson, Esq., Ist Attache to the Persian Mission.

•Thomson, Thomas, Esq., M.D,, F.R.S. The Cottage, W. Earleigh, Maidstone.

Thomson, W. T., Esq.

•Thome, Augustus, Esq. 4, Cullum-street, City, E.C.

242oThomton, Edward, Esq., C.B. Hai'row.

Thornton, Rev. Thomas Cooke, m.a., m.r.i. Brock-hall, near 11 eedon,

Northamptonshire.

Thorold, Rev, A. W. 31, Gordon-square, W.C,
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Year of j—
Election.

1868

1871

1859

1872

1865

1864

1861

1874

1868

1873

1872

1839

1873

1862
j

1865

1853

1853

1873

1856

1866

1859

1866

1846

1873

1858

1864

1863

1864

1863

1867

1859

1869

1865

1863

1862

Thorold, Alexander W. T. Grant, Esq. MeJsley, Great Grimsby, Lincolnshire.

Thorpe, Wm. Geo., Esq., F.G.s. Gloucester-house, Larkhatt-rise, S. W. ; and
Barton s-house, Ipplepen, Newton Abbot, Devon.

Thuillier, Colonel H. L., C.S.I., Surveyor-General of India, f.e.s. Calcutta.

Care of Messrs. Grindlay and Co., 55, Parliament-street.

Thuillier, Capt. Hy. R., E.E. Emg and Co., Pall-mall.

Thurburn, C. A., Esq. 16, Kensinyton-park-yardens, Nottiiiy-hill, W.

*Thurburn, Hugh, Esq. 103, Westbourne-terrace, IV.

Thurlow, The Hon. Thos. J. Hovell. Dumphail, Torres, X.B.

243oTighe, Colonel Fiederick. Possana, Ashford, County WicHow
; and Travellers'

Club, Pall-mall, 8. IV.

Tilley, Heniy Aithur, Esq. Hanwcll, Middlesex, IV.

*Tind.ile, Thomas P., Esq. Wuldinyfold, Sussex; and Eoerly, Lincolnshire

;

Conservative, Paleiyh, and Juhior Carlton Clubs, S. IV.

Tinline, George, Esq. 17, Prince’s-square, Bayswaier, IV.

•Tinne, John A., Esq. Briarley, Aiyburth, near Liverpool.

Tipping, George B.,Esq. Coombe-lodge, Kingston-hill, Surrey.

Todd, John, Esq. Eastcote-lodge, St. John’s-park, Blachheath, S.E.

Todd, Rev. John W. Tudor-hall, Forest-hill, Sydenham, S.

•Tomlin, George Taddy, Esq., p.s.A. Combe-house, Bartonfields, Canterbury,

Tomline, George, Esq. 1, Carlton-house-terrace, S. IV.

344oTomUuson, John, Esq. St. Peter's-college, Peterborough.

Torrance, John, Esq. 5, Chester-place, Hyde-park-square, IV.

Torrens, Sir Robert Richard, K.c.M.G. 2, Gloucester-place, Hyde-park, IV. ;

and The Cott, Bohn, near Ashburton, South Devon.

Townshend, Commander John, E.N. Lona, Weston-super-Mare.

Townson, Wm. Parker, Esq., B.A. Cantab. Care of Miss Townson, Ash-house,
Cuton, near Lancaster.

•Torvry, George Edward, Esq.

Towse, John Wrench, Esq. Fishmongers’-hall, London-bridge, E.C.

Towson, J. Thomiis, Esq. Secretary Local Marine Board, Liverpool.

•Toynbee, Capt. Henry. 12, Upper Westhoume-terruce, W.
•Tozer, Rev. H. F., m.a. Exeter College, Oxford.

I
245t>Tracy, The Hon. C. H. 11, George’s-street, IV.

•Travers, Arch., Esq. 28a, Addison-road, Kensington, W.
Tremenheere, Jlajor-General C. W., c.B., r.e. 1, Porchester-square, Bays-

voater.

Tremlett. Rev. Fi-ancis W., M.A., D.c.l., dp..ph. Belsive-park, Hampstead.
N.W.

Trench, Captain Frederic. Naval and Military Club, Piccadilly, W.
•Trench, Major the Hon. Le Poer,E.E. 32, Hyde-park-gardens, W. ; and Ordnance-

survey-office, Pimlico, S. W,

Trestrail, Rev. Frederick. St. Johns-road, Newport, Isle of Wight.
Trevelyan, Sir Charles Edward, Bart.,K.c.B. 8, Grosvenor-crescent, S.W.

«
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Year of

election.

1830

1864

1867

1871

1869

1872

1872

1870

1867

1862

1835

1865

1852

1857

1864

1834

1873

1870

1863

1867

1864

1863

1863

1849

1858

1865

1862

1873

1859

1869

1862

1868

1861

1844

1874

Royal Geographical Society. Ixxxix

Trevelyan, Sir Walter CalA'erly, Bart., if.A., F.S.A., F.L.S., f.r.s.n.a., &c. Athe-

nccxtm Clvh, iS. B". ; Wallinjton, Northumberland
;
and Nettlecombc^ Somerset.

Trinimei”, Edmund, Esq, Care of Messrs. Trimmer and Co., Neio CiY^-

chambers, Bishopsgate’Street, E.C.

246oTntton, Joseph Herbert, Esq. 54, Lombard-street, E.C.

Trivett, Captain John Fredk., R.N.R. The Homestead, Hackney-common, N.E

^

Trotter, Capt. Henry, R,E. Care of Messrs. Eichardson, 23, Cornhill, E.C.,

Trotter, Captain J. Moubrav. Naval aiul Military Chib, Piccadilly, B’.

Treuenfeld, Richard von F., Esq. 3, Great George-street, VCestminster,

Trutch, J. W., Esq. (Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works). British Columbia,

Tiyon, Captain George, R.N., C.B. Army and Nary Club, TB.

Tuckett, Francis Fox, Esq. Frenchay, near Bristol.

’•‘Tuckett, Frederick, Esq, 4, Mortimer-street, Cavendish-square, W,

Tuckett, Philip D., Esq. 28, Cleveland-gardens, Hyde-park, W'.

247oTudor, Edward Owen, Esq., F.S.A. 1, Portugal-street, Grosvenor-square, W.

Tudor, Henry, Esq. 12, Portland-plaee, IB,

Turnbull, George, Esq.,c.E., f.r.a.s. 23, Cornxcall-gardens, South Kensington, B'.

•Tumbol!, Rev. Thomas Smith, F.R.S. University Club, S. B^. ; and Blofeld,

Norfolk,

Turner, Hon. George, 7, Hrook-street, Hanover-spiare, TB.

Turner, Major-General Henry Blois, Bomb. Eng, 1Z\, Harley-street, B”.

Turner, Thomas, Esq, Guy's-hospital, Southxcark, S.E,

Tweedie, Captain Michael, R.A. WooUcich.

Tweutyman, A. C., Esq, Tettenhall-tjcood, near yColverhampton.

Twentyman, William H., Esq. BaxensxcoHh, St. John*s-\vood-park, N,Wm
248o*Twiselton, Hon. E. F, Biitland-gate, ^.B”,

Twiss, Sir Travers, D.C.L., F.R.S. 3, Paper-hnildings, Temple, E.C.

Twyford, Captain A. W., 21st Hussare. P.esident Commissioner, H. MCs
Convict Prisons, British Guiana. Care of A, J, Murray, Esq., 7, White-
hall-place, S.W. ; and Reform Club, ^.TB.

Tver, Edward, Esq., C.E., F.R.A.S. 15, Old Jev:ry~chamhers, E.C,

*Tyler, George, Esq. 24, HoUou:ay-place, Holloxray-road, N.

Tyler, W, James, Esq. West-hill, Sydenham, Kent.

Tytler, Colonel W

.

Fraser, Aldovcrie, Pnverness,

Underdown, E. M. Esq., 3, King*s-Bench-u:alk, Temple, E.C.

Underhill, Edward Bean, Esq., ll.d. Derment-lodge, Thurlow-road, Hamp-
stead, N, W.

Unwin, Howard, Esq., C.E. 24, Bucklersbury, E.C.

249oUssher, John, Esq. Arthur^s Club, St. James*s-street, S.W,

Vacher, George, Esq. Manor-hotise, Teddington.

Valentine, William J., Esq. Homedale-hoitse, Gypsy-hill, Upper Norwood;

and 18, Cornhill, E.C.
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^

1872
I

1362
I

1865
'

1856

1852
j

1855 '

1866
I

1871

1863

1862

1862 i

1837 .

1857

1852

1865 I

1865
1

!

1873

1857

1871

1858 1

I

1872 !

1863 I

1863
1

Vallentin, James R., Esq. 55, Covc-cross, E»C.

Vander Byl, P. G., Esq. 126, Harley-streetj W.

Vane, G., E?q. Ceylon. Messrs. Price and Boustead, Craven-st., Strand, ir.C.

Vaughan, James, Esq,, F.R.C.S. Builth, Breconshv'e,

Vayasour, Sir Henry M., Bart. Bane End, ^yare, Herts.

Vavasseur, James, Esq. KnoGk7iolt,near Sevenoaks, Kent.

Venner, Captain Francis John S. Bilston-honse, Upper Xoricood, S.E. ; and

Elmho.nh, near Worcester.

?5ooVereker, Lieut,-Col. the Hon. Chas. Smyth. The Avewie, Beulah-hiU, S.E.

Vereker, The Hon. H. P., H.M. Consul at Charante. 1, Portman-

square, W.

Venier, Edward Wingfield, Esq., M.p. The Ashe, Bray, Ireland,

Verney, Comrar. Edmond H., r.n. .32, South-street, Grosvenor-square, W.

*Verri>-'y, Mijor Sir Harry C., Bart., F.R.A.s. Travellers* Club, S'.!!".; and

32, South-streLt, IT.

Verrey, Chaides, Esq.

Verulam, James Walter, Earl of. Gorhamhunj, near St. Alban*s ; Barry-kill,

Surrey ; and 3Iessmq-haU, Essex.

Vile, Thomas, Esq, 75, Oxford-terrace, TT.

incent, ^1. C., E-^q., Piofessor of Economic Geology and Metallurgr; Inspector

of Mine«, &c. Cincinnati, U.S. ; and 127, Strand, London.

\ jncent, Lieut. Charles Edward Howard. Poyal United Service Institution,

Whitchall-ynrd, S. IP.

25 loVincent, John, E.>q. 7, Granville-parh, Blackhcath, S.E.

\ ine, Lieut. Win. W., r.n. Ivanhoe-tUla, Waverley-road, Southsea.

Vines, William Reynolds, Esq., f.r.a.s. Care of Sydney H, Vines, Esq.,
Guy's hospital, K.C.; and A, TUavies-inn, Hoiborn-hill, E.C.

Vivian, Hon. H, Crespigny. Foreiyn-ofice, iS’.lF.

Vivian, Major Quintus. 17, Cheshain-street, Belgrave-square, S.W.

Vyvyan, ^ir Richard Rawlrnson, Bart., F.R.S. Treloicarren, Cornivall.
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Wade, R. B., Esq. 13, Seymour-streef, Porfman-square, B'

Wade, Thos. F., Esq., C.B., H.B.M. Secretary of Legation. Pekin, China.

Wagner, Heniy, Esq., m.a. 16, King-street, St. James*s, S. TV.

Wngstaff, William Racster, Esq., ai.D., ji.a.

352oWaite, Charles, Esq., LL.D., Principal of St. John’s College. Weighfon-road
South Penge-parh, S.E. *

Waite, Henry, F^q. 3, Victoria-street, Pinilico, S'. TP.

*Waite, Rev. John.

W'akley, Thos. Finsbury Septimus, Esq., C.E. College-terrace, Guernsey.
W^alford, Lionel N., Esq. 66, LoKndes-square, S. W.
Walker, Albert, Esq. Aucklmd Club, Xew Zealand. Care of L. C. Walker, Esq

3. Hartley-villas, LansdoKne-road, Croydon. >
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Walker, Major-General C. P. Beauchamp, c.B. 2, Cranlcj-pl cc,

sqiuire, S. \V, ; and United Service Club, S. Tir.

Walker, Capt. Campbell (Mad. Staff Corps). 17^ Lunsdov nc-roaJ, Softnij-

hiU, TFl ; and The Grange, Alnmonih, XortJiumherlind.

Walker, Edward Henry, Esq., Consul at Cagliari. Care of Meisrs. Tn'ininond.

*Walker, Frederick John, Esq. The Priorg, Bathu-ich, Bath.

2530*Walker, Colonel James T., F.R.S., Royal Engineers. Supt. Gt. Trig. Suiveyof

India. Dehra Boon, Imlia. Care of diessrs. H. S. King and Co., Pall-iivdi,

19.11".; and 17, Queensherry-place, ConvjcalBro ’d, So>ith Kensington, 9.11'.

Walker, John, Esq. 15, Zo*tghborotigh-road, North Brixtoa.

*Walker, John, Esq.

*WaIker, Captain John, 66th Foot. Broom-hill, Colchester.

*Walker, Capt. J. B. East Bank, Oxton, Birkenhead; and Old Calahar, near

Bonny, West Africa.

Walker, K. B. X., Esq. Care of Mr. Blissett, 38, South Castle-strcci, Liverpool

*Walker, T. F. W., Esq. 6, Brock-street, Bath; and Athenm.im Club, i?, 11'.

Walker, Rev. William. Grammar-school, Ilanley-castle, Upton-on’Scecrn,

Walker, William, Esq., F.s.A. 48, HUldrop-road, Tufncll-park, N.

Walkinshaw, William, Esq. Hartley-grange, Winchfeld, Hants,

2540*WalIace, Alfred Russell, Esq. The Dell, Grays, E^sex.

Wallace, Rev. Charles Hill, m.a. 3, Harley•place, Clifton, Bristol,

Waller, Edmund, Esq. Hoe^street, Walthamstoic, E,

Waller, Rev. Horace. The Vicarage, Leytonstone.

Wallich, George C., Esq., M.D. Tcrrace^honse, St, George*sderrace, Herne^

hay.

Wallroth, Chas. Henry, Esq. Woodclyffe, Chislehnrst.

Walpole, Capt. the Hon. F., ii.p. 14, Bean-street, Parh-lane, Tl". ; and Pain-
thoipe-hall, Long Stratton, Norfolk.

Walpole, Rt. Hon. Spencer, m.p., f.r.s. 109, Eaton-sgnire, S'. IF.

Walter, Henry Fraser, Esq. Pappleicick-hall, near Nottingham,

*Waltham, Edward, Esq. \Yatcombe-house, Stocbcell-green, *9.11'.

255oWalton, J. W., Esq. 26, Savile-roic, W.

Walton, R. G., Esq., C.E. Bombay,

Ward, Edwin, Esq., F.z.s, Tork-house, 69, Avenne-road, St. JohKs-icood, N. IF.

*Ward, George, Esq.

Ward, Admiral J. Hamilton. Oakfield, Wimhledon-parh, S. IF.

Ward, Captain the Hon, Wm. John, r.n. H.M. Legation, Washington. Care

of Messrs, Chard, 3, Clifford's Inn, E.C.

Ward, William Robert, Esq. Nea-house, Christchurch, Hants.

Wavdlaw, John, Esq. 44, Princess-gardens, Hyde-park, *9. IF.

Wardlaw, Major-General Robert, c.B, United Service Club, *9. IF.

Warner, E., Esq. 49, Grosvenor-place, S. IF.

256oWarre, Arthur B., Esq, 109, Onsloui-sguare, S. IF.

Warre, Rev. Edmond, M.A. Eton College.
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Warn, Major-General H. J., c.b. United Service Cluhy S.W,

Warren, Charles, Esq. 17, ffanover^street^ Peckhanif S.E,

Warren, Captain Richard Pelham, Wortin^-house, Basingstoke,

Wateihouse, George Marsden, Esq. Care of Jfessrs, Morrison and Cb., 4, Fen-

church-street ,
E.C.

Waters, T., Esq., Surveyor-General to the Japanese Government. Care of

Albert Bobinson, Esg,, 30, Apdeg-roadi Clifton, Bristol.

Wales, Edward, Esq. Glenthorne, 15, Harmer-street, Gravesend.

Watkins, John, Esq., F.U.C.S., F.s.A.

Watney, John, Esq. 16, London-street, Fenchurch-street, E.C,

25 joWatson, James, Esq. Endsleigh-street, W.C,

Watson, James, Esq., Barrister-at-Law. LangJey-housc, Langley, Bucks.

Watson, John Harrison, Esq. 2S, Queensborough-terrace, Kensington-gardens, W.

Watson, Robert, Esq. 32, Invcrness-road, Bayswater, W.

Watson, Robert, Esq. Falcott-house, North-hill, Sighgate, N.

Watson, Robert Spence, Esq. Moss Croft, Gateshead-on-Tyne,

Watson, Thos., Esq., Poiduguese Vice-Consul, Cape Town, Care of J, B.

Tuoinson and Co,, St. Peter*s-chambers, E.C.

Watson, Wm. Bryce, Esq. 5, Lime-street-square, E.C.
;
and 29, Duke-street,

St. James's, S, TV.

Watt, Robert, Esq., C.E. Askley-avenuc, Belfast,

Watts, H. Cecil, Esq. 15, Bandolph-road, Maida-hill, TV»

258oWatts, John, Esq. Over Court, near Bristol,

•Waugh, Maj.-General Sir Andrew Scott, Bengal Engineers, F.R.S., late Surveyor-

Geneial and Superintendent Great Trig. Survey. Athenceum. Clvh, S.W.i
and 7, Petersham-terrace, QueerCs-gate-gai-dens, South Kensington, S.W.

Waveney, Lord, &c. 7, Audley-square, TV
;
and Flixton-hall, Harleston.

Webb, Edward B,, Esq., C.E., &:c. 34, Great George-street, S.W.

Webb, Geo. P,, Esq. Junior Athenaeum, Club, Piccadilly, TV
*Webb, Capt. Sydney, Biversdale, Twickenham.

*Webb, William Frederick, Esq. Army and Navy Club, S'. TV

• Webber-Smith, Major-General James. 14, Cambridge-square, Hyde-park, TV
Webster, Alphonsus, Esq. 44, Mechlenburgh-square, TT’.C.

Webster, E., Esq. North-lodge, Ealing, IT".

259oWebster, George, Esq., M.D,, J.P. Dulwich, S.E.

Webster, George, Esq. AO, Finshnry-circns, E.C,

Webster, James Hume, Esq. Kcifh-lodge, Upper Nor'i'ood.

Weguelin, Thomas Matthias, Esq., M.P. Peninsular and Oriental Steam JVan-
gation Co., Moorgate-street, E.C.

Weise, Jno., Esq. 103, St. George's-road, Pimlico, S'. TT".

Weller, Edward, Esq. 34, Bed-lion-square, TV.C.

Wellings, Henry, Esq. 44, Thistle-grove, South Kensington, TV.

Wellington, Arthur Kichard, Duke of, Jlajor-Geneial, d.c.l. Apsley-house,
TV. ; and Strathfeldsaye, Hampshire,
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1870
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*Wells, Arthtu-, Esq. Nottingham.

1872
I

Wells, J. C., Esq. Southhorough, Bickleg, Kent.

1864 ’ iSooWells, Sir Mordaunt, late Chief Puisne Jud^e, Bengal. 107, Fic^orta-sf., S. W,

1862
,

Wells, William, Esq. 22, Bmton-street, W.; and Redleaf, Penshurst, Kent.

1863 Welman, Charles, Esq. Nortonrmanor, Taunton,

1868 Wentworth, William Charles, Esq.

1874
I

* West, Rev. Arthur Nugent. Albourne-place, near JIurstpierpoint ; and Junior

j
Oxford and Cambridge Club, Piccaddhj,

1857
j

West, Lieut.-Colonel J. Temple,

1870 West, Raymond, Esq., Bomb. Civ. Serv,

1873
,

West, William Nowell, Esq. 30, Montagu-street, Pu&sell-square, Tl". C.

1872 > Westendarp, Chaides H., Esq. 51, Lixnsdoicne-road, Kensington-park, W.

1873 1 Western, W. T., Esq. 11, Montagvc-iillas, Pichinond, S.W.

1863 26io*We8tlake, John, Esq. 16, Oxford-square, TE.

1853 1
Westmacott, Arthur, Esq. Athenceum Club, S.VT.

1852 i

Weston, Alex. Anderdon, Esq., m.a. 74, Queen*s^gate, TV.

1862
i

Westwood, John, Esq. 8 and 9, Queen-street-place, Soiithu:ark-bridge, E.C,

1830
j

*WeyIand, John, Esq., F.R.S. Woodrising-hall, Norfolk,

1866 1
Wharncliffe, Lord. 15, Curzon-street, W,

1861 Wharton, Rev. J. C. Willesden-vicarage, NW,
1858

!

Wheatley, G, W., Esq. 150, Leadenhall-sireet, E.C,

1869 Whichelow, Rev. James Sherer. 7, Crotxland-terrace, Church-road, Islington, N,

1853
I

^Whiafield, Edward Wrey, Esq., b.a. South Elkxngton-vicarage, L<mth,

1839
' 2620*Whishaw, James, Esq., f.S.a. 32, Hareicood-squarc, A'.TT^

1867
’ Whitaker, Thomas Stephen, Esq. Ecerthorpe-hall, East Yorkshire; and Con-
I servative C/«6, S. W.

1868 Whitby, Rev. Thomas, m.a., &c. St. JoWs-terrace, Woodhouse 2Ioor, Leeds,

1857 White, Arthur D,, Esq., m.d, 56, Chancery-lane,

1865 White, Lieut. Arthur Wellesley, R.A. 10, Pencester-street, Dover.

1873 White, Francis W., Esq. Ningpo, China, Care of H. C. Batchelor, Esq.,

2 King William-street, E.C.

1857 White, Henry, Esq., f.s.a., j.p. 96, Queen*s-gate, Hgde-park, TT. ; and
The Lodge, HilUngdon-heath, near Uxbridge.

1869 White, Robert Owen, Esq. The Priory, Lewisham, S.E.

1366
^

White, \V, A., Esq., H.M. Consul, Dantzic. Care of G. C, Poicland, Esq.,
I Librarian*s Dept., Foreign-office, S.W,

1852 M hite, William Foster, Esq, Treasurer, St. Bartholomew*s-hospital, E.C,

1863 ' 2630*White, William 0., Esq. 10,A*W-sf,, E.C.; and Barnsfield, near Dariford,

\
Kent.

I

1873 *Whitehead, Chas., Esq., F.S.A, Barminj-house, Maidstone.

1862 ;

Whitehouse, William JIatthew Mills, Esq. 46, Chepstoic-place, Bayswater, W. >

and Hardwicke-house, Studley, Warwickshire.

Whitford, John, Esq. Care of Messrs, Sinclair, Hamilton aiid Co., 17, St,

Helen*s-place, E.C. ; and Alfred-street, Liverpool.

1873
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Whitmee, Rev. S. J. Samoa, South Pacific, Care of Pev, J. Mullens, London

Mission House, Bloomfield-^street, E.C.

Whymper, KdwarJ, Esq. Toicn-house, Haslemere.

Whyte, M. B., Esq, 8J, Behjruve-road, S,W.

Whyte, W. Anthony, Esq. Consen'afiee Cluh, S. B’.

Whytt, Ebenezer, Esq. The Grove, HCjhgate, AT.

Whytt, P. Falconer, Esq. The Grove, Ilijhgote, H,

364oWiggins, Joseph, E^q. (Exam, in Navig., &c.). 4, The Elms, Sunderland.

W^’ilder, Frederick, Esq. Turley-had, Reading.

Wilkins, J, E., Esq. 4, Paper-huildings, Inner Temple, E.C,

W^ilkinson, Alfred, Esq. 14, Elvaston-place, South Kensington, S, B”.

*Wilkinsoii, Major A. Eastfield, b.a. Oudh Commission, India ; 7, Cavendish-

place, Brighton ; and Army and Xuvy Club, S. W.

W'ilkinson, Frederick E., Esq., M.D. Sydenham, Kent, S.E.

Wilkinson, Dr. G. 4, St. John's-icood-iillas, St> John's-uood, X. B”.

Wilkinson, J. J., Esq. 31, Biile-street, \Cestminster, -S’. TF,

Wilkinson, Sir John Gardner, d.c.l., f.r.s. Brynfield-honse, Pieynoldston,

Goicer, Glamorgan,

Willans, John Anderson, Esq. 2. Glasgoic-terracc, Lupus-street, Pimlico, S. B''.

265oWilIcock, J. W., Esq., q.C. 6, Stone-buildings, Lincoln’s-inn, V/.C,; and

Rosenstend. Avenue-road, St. John’s-uood, N. B'.

Willems, Edouard Henri Leonard, Esq. 79, Seymour-sfreet, Hyde-parJ:, W,

Williams, Frederick G. A., Esq. Chripel-stairs, Lincoln’s-inn, TT.C.

William'5, F. M., E'^q. Goonvrea, Penan, Aricorihal, Cormcall,

W^illiains, Henry Jones, Esq. 10, Ilerefirnd-strect, Farh-lane, B".; and 82,

\

King William-street, E.C*

Williams, Henry R., Esq. 183, Camden-road, N.

( Williams, John Robert, Esq, Junior Carlton Club and Carlton-chambers,

;
Id, Regent-street, W. "

^ Williams, Michael, Esq. TreguUoK, Scorrier, Cof-nivall.

I

Williams, Major-General Sir Wm. F,, Bart., K.C.B., D.C.L., Commander-in-
' Chief, Canada. Army and Xuvg Club, S.W.

Williams, W. Rhys, Esq., m.d. Royal Bethlehem Hospital, S,

266oWilloiighby, Henry W Esq. 35, Montagu-squnre, B”.

Willis, Colonel G, H. S., C.B, United Service Club, Pall-mnll, S. W.

Wills, Peter Turner, Esq, Blnckheath-park, Blachheath, S.E,

Wills, William Heniy, Ej»q., J.p, Haudhomden, Clifton Bmen, Biistol.

l-Vihon, Alexander, Esq. Gatewick-house, Beckenham,,

Wilson, Major Charles William, R.E. Adair-house, St, James’s-square, S. BL
Wilson, E., Esq. Hayes-pdace, Bromley, Kent,

AViIson, John Peter, Esq. The Mount, Totnes, South Devon.

Wilson, Robert B. W., Esq. 3, Beaufort-gardens, B’

Wilson, Robert Dobie, Esq. 15, Green-street, Grosvenor-square, B^.

2f«7oWilson, Samuel King, Esq. 3, Portland-terracc, Rtgent’s-park, X. B',
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IVilson, Thomas, Esq. 38, De Benmoir-road, Kinjslmd, X.

Wilson, Rev. T. Given, B..\. 2.3, WyncU-road^ Fo) cut-luU, S.E.

Wilson, Major Thomas, R.N.

Wilson, William Thomas, Esq. Deut:, near Cvloijne.

Wiltshire, Rev. Thomas, M. A., F.G.S., F.L.S. 25, Gnniv tile-park. Leu idtjui, S.E

.

Winch, W. Richard, Esq. Chislehiirst, Kent.

Winchester, C. A., Esq. Oriental Club, Tl'.

WinJram, James, Esq. (Bankei). 80, Kinj William-sti eet, E.C.

Wingate, T. F., Esq. 18, Alhion-street, ILt/de-jxtrk-squore, IE.

268oWinslow, Eugene Henry, Esq. War-office, Pall-niaU.

Wiseman, James, Esq. 1, Orme-squire, Baysicater, Tl".

W iseman, Commr. W,, R.y. 8 S, Dcljrace^roadj -?.Tr. ; and La<jos, Tr. Africa.

Care of Messrs. Case and Loudensack, 1, Janies-strcet, Adelphi, ir.C

Wodehouse, J, H., Esq., H.M.’s Commissioner and Consul-General for the

Sandwich Islands.

Wodehouse, Sir Philip, K.c.B.. Governor of Bombay. Care of L. B. Wodehovsc,

Esq.i 17, 1{al/~moon-$trcety PicCddiUyy U'.

Wollf, Sir Henry Drummond, k.C.m.g., m.p. 15, Butland-gatey iS'.W.
;

anti

Mhen(zvm Clahy S. W.

Wonnacott, Jno., Esq., f.G.s. S:c. 15, Eaddington^road, Stohe, Dei'onport.

Wood, Captain AIe.\ander (Bombay Staff Coips). EeatIModge, Abbeij-icood,

Kent, S.E,; and 14, St. James^s-squme, S. IT.

Wood, Chas. Malcolm, E<q. Heath-lodge, Abbey Hootf, Kent: and Junior

Athcnceuni Club, S. W.

Wood, Gilbert, E^q. Bercg-idla^ Warren-road, BcxlegJicathy Kent.

269oWood, Henry, Esq. 10, Clevcland-sqnore, Ilgdegxirh, H'.

*Wood, Richard Henry, Esq., f.s.a. Crumpsalf near Manckester.

Wood, Captain T. P. Uolly-banh, Rusthalf Tunhndge-v.dls.

Woodhead, ^lajor H. J. Plumiid^e, 44, Charlng-cross, S'. TE.

Woodifield, ALithew, Esq., m.i.c.c. General Colonial Manager, Cope Copper
Mining Co., Namaqnaland, Cape of Good IIojk'. 43, Ladbrokc-grove-road,

Koitaijdilll, ir.

*Wuodroffe, .Tolin W. Allen, Eiq. 14, 7ViH/-/o'c-ro./c?, Hanpisteady A'. H'

Woods, Samuel, Esq. Mickleuam, near Dorking, Surrey.

Woolcott, George, Esq. 78, Palace-gardcns-terracc, Kensington, IT,

*Wonns, George, E'q. 17, Pin'h-cres''ent, Partland-jilace, B’

Worthington, Rev. James, p.t>. 27, John-street, Bedford-ro'r,^ TT.C.

27CoWorthington, J. Hall, Esq. Alton-hiU. Oaton, 7iear Birkenhead.

* Worthington, Richaid, E^q. 7, Champion-par '., DJentnark-hill, S.E,

Wotton, William G., Esq., ii.D. 15, Clement's-inn, B'.C.

*Wyld, Jame, Esq. Charmg-cross, TT’.C.

Wylde, W. H., Esq. Foreign-office, S. W

.

Wynne-Finch, Charles, E^q. 4, Upper Brook-street, B’.

*Wythes, George Edward, Esq. Kj-ping, Essex.
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Yardley, Sir William. Hadlotc-pari, Tattbndge, Kent.

Teats, John, Esq., LL.D. 7, Beaufort-square, Chepstow, Monmouth.

York, Most Kev. William Thomson, Ai-chbishop of, f.r.s. Bishopsthorpe, York.

^yioYorke, Lieut.-General Sir Charles, k.c.b. 19, Soiitti-st., Grosxenor-square, TT.

*Yorke, Colonel Philip J., F.R.s. 89, Baton-place, W.

•Young, Allen, Esq. 1, St. James's-street, S. W.

•Young, Charles Baring, Esq. 4, Hyde-park-terrace, W.

•Young, Charles Edward Baring, Esq. 12, Ihjde-park-ierrace

,

11'.

•Young, James, Esq.

Young, James, Esq, Kelly, lYemyss Bay, by Greenock.

Young, John, Esq., F.S.A. Vanbrugh-fields, Blacliheath, S.E.

Yule, Colonel Henry, C.B., Beng.al Engineers. Messrs. Grindlay Co., 55, Par-

liament-street, S. TV.

1804 27 l 9Zwecker, J. B., Esq. 2, Denmark-terrace, Brcntford-road, TI.
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Admiralty (Hydrographic Office)
Agricultural Society (Ko3'al)
Anthropological Institute
Antiquaries, Society of
Architects, Inst, of British (Royal)
Arts, Society of
Asiatic Society (Royal)
Astronomical Society (Royal)
Athenaeum Club
British Museum, Library of
Cambridge Union Society

Unueusity, The Library
Colonial Office
Dublin, Royal Irish Academy

' Trinity College Library
Geological Society (Trin.

Coll.)

Edinburgh, Royal Society of—
,
The Library of Advocates

, Geological Society op
Education Depart.ment, Library of
Engineers, Institution of Civil

!

Exeter, Albert Memorial Museum
Foreign Office, Library of
Geological Society
Geology, Museum of Practical
Her Majesty the Queen, Library of
Horticultura L Society (Roj-al)
Hudson Bay Company’s Libkart
Hull Literary* and Philosophical
Society

India Office, Library of the
Lancashire and Cheshire, Historic

Society* of
Linnean Society
Literature, Koyal Society of

Liverpool Literary and Philosophi-
cal Society

,
’•'Liverpool Mercantile jMakine Asso-

' ciation
London Library, the

;

Man'chester Cheetham Library
Free Library

*

Literary and Philo-
sophical Society

Meteorological Office
?iEWCASTLE-LPON-T\*NE LiTERARY AND
Philosophical Institution

Oxford, The Bodleian Library* at
, Hadcliffe Observatory*

’•‘Post-Office Library and Literary
Association

Royal Artillery Institution, Vool-
wicH, S.E.

— — Library, AVool-
wich, S E.

Koy'al Dublin Society
Royal Institution

•

Society
Salford Royal Museum and Library,
Peel Park, Salford.

Society of Biblical Arch.eology*.
S'rAFF College, Faknbobougu Station,
Hants.

Statistical Society
Trade, Board or, Library of
Travellers’ Club
United Service Institution (Royal)
Victoria Institution,b.Adelphi-ter.W.C.
AVar Department, Topographical
Depot

Zoological Society

EUROPE.
Amsterdam

Athens .

Belgium .

Berlin

Bremen .

Christiania
Copenhagen

Dijon

Darmstadt .

Dresden . .

Florence. .

, Dutch Geographical Soc.
. Royal Acad, of Sciences
. University Library
. Koyal Acad, of Science
. Geographical Society
. Academy of Sciences
. Geographical Society
. German Polar Society.

. University Library
. Hj'drographic Office

. Royal Danish Ordnance
Surve}’

. Royal Society ofSciences

. of North-
ern Antiquaries

. Academie des Sciences,
Arts et Belles-Lettres

. Geographical Society

. Statistical Society

. Italian Geographical Soc.

. Ministry of Public in-
struction

, National Library of

Frankfort. . Geographical Society
Geneva .... Geographical Society of

.... Soc. ot Natural History
Genoa .... Museo Civico di

*GoTiiA . . Perthes, .M. Justus
Hague (the) . Royal Institute for Geo-

graphy and Ethnology
of Netherland India.

^^le^pzig^^ }
^**^^*^*y

Jena ITnivers>itj' of
Leipzig .... Verein von Freunden dor

Erdkunde zu
Lisbon .... Roj'al Acad, ot Sciences
Madrid .... Uo^al Acad, of Sciences
Milan Lombardo-Yeneto Insti-

tute of
Munich. , . . Bibliotheque Centrale

Militaire
Geographical Society of

.... Koyal library
Paris ..... Institut National

Academie des Sciences



xcviii Institutions presented loith ‘ Journal ’ and ‘ Proceedings'

EUROPE

—

continued.

Paris ..... Annales de TAgriculture
et des Regions Tropi-
cales (^iadinier, JM.)

Bibliotheque Nationale
Depot de la Guerre
Depot de la Marine

—

Ministere de la Marine
et des Colonies

—

Societe Asiatique
Societe d’Ethnographie
Societe d’Encourage-
ment pour I’lndustrie
Ivationale

— Societe' de Geographic
Pestu Hungarian Academy of

Sciences
^Prague .... Bohemian Royal Mu-

seum
Rome Accaderaia dei Lincei
St. Petersburg Imperial Academy of

Sciences

St. Petersbcrc Imperial Geographical
Society

Stockholm , . Bureau de la Recherche
Geologiquede la Suede.

. . Royal Acad, of Sciences
Straseurg . . . ^Municipal Library

. . , Societe des Sciences Ma-
turelles

Tubingen , . . University Library
Utrecht . . . Royal Dutch Meteoro-

logical Institute
Venice Armenian Convent Lib.
Vienna .... Imperial Academy of

Sciences
' .... Imperial Geographical

Society
.... Imperial Geological In-

stitute

..... Meteorological Society
Zurich Society of Antiquaries

..... Society of Naturalists

ASIA.
Bombay .... Geographical Society

.... Asiatic Society
Calcutta , . . Asiutic Society of Bengal

. . . Geolog. Survey of India
. . . Public Library

Dehra Dhoon. Great Trigonometrical
Survey of India, Li-
brary of

Japan Asiatic Society
Kurrachee , . Gen. Lib. and Museum
Madras .... Literary and Philosoph.

Society
Shanghai . . . Royal Asiatic Society

(North China Branch)
Singapore. . . Joumalof Indian Archi-

pelago

AFRICA.
Cairo Egyptian Society
Cape Town , . The Public Library

AMERICA.
Albany .... New York State Library
Boston .... American Society of Arts

and Sciences
' Massachusetts State Li-

brary
' Public Library

Society of Nat, History
Brazil .... Historical and Geogra-

phical Institute of
California . . Academy of Sciences
Chicago .... The New Library
Chile University of
Mexico .... Geographical and Sta-

tistical Society of
New Haven. . Yale College Library
*

. . Silliman’s Journal
New York . . Geographical Society

(Cooper’s Institute).

Philadelphia, Academy of Natural
Sciences

• —
,
American Philosophical

Society

y Franklin Institute
Quebec .... Library of the Parlia-

ment of Canada
San Francisco Mercantile Lib. Associa-

tion
Texas Soule University.
Toronto. . . Department of Public In-

struction for Upper
Canada

, Canadian Institute of
Washington. . Congress Libraiy^ of

• Smithsonian Institution
. N ational Observatory

Worcester . , Antiquarian Society

Adelaide . . Library of the Legisla-
ture

• . South Australian Institute
Melbourne . Public Library
* — . Mining Department
Sydnef. . , . University Library

. Royal Society

^ • • • Public Library
Victoria , . . Royal Society

New Zealand , Library of the House of
Representatives

AUSTRALASIA.
Tasmania
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NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS TO WHOM THE EOYAL PKEMIUMS
AND OTHER TESTIMONIALS HAVE BEEN AWARDED.

1832.

—^Mr. Richard Lander—

R

oyal Medal—for the discovery of the course

of the River Niger or Quorra, and its outlet in the Gulf of Benin.

1833.

—Mr. John Biscoe—

R

oyal Medal—for the discovery of the land now
named “Enderhy Land” and “Graham Land,” in the Antarctic

Ocean.

1834.

—Captain Sir John Ross, r.n.—

R

oyal Medal—for discovery in the

Arctic Regions of America.

1835.

—Sir Alexander Burnes—

R

oyal Medal—for the navigation of the

River Indus, and a journey by Balkh and Bokhara across Central

Asia.

1836.

—Captain Sir George Back, b-N.—

R

oyal Medal—for the discovery of

the Great Fish River, and its navigation to the sea on the Arctic

Coast of America.

1837.

—Captain Robert FitzRoy, r.n.—

R

oyal Medal—for the survey of the

Shores of Patagonia, Chile, and Peru, in South America.

1838.

—Colonel Chesney, r.a.—

R

oyal Medal—for the general conduct of the

“Euphrates Expedition” in 1835-6, and for accessions to the geo-

graphy of S3iria, Mesopotamia, and the Delta of Susiana.

1839.

—Mr. Thomas Simpson—

F

ounder’s Medal—for the discovery and
tracing, in 1837 and 1838, of about 300 miles of the Arctic shores of
America, ,

Dr. Edward Rhppell—

P

atron’s Medal—for his travels and researches

in Nubia, Kordofan, Arabia, and Abyssinia.

1840.

—Col. H. C. Bawlinson, e.i.c.—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his travels and
researches in Susiana and Persian Kurdistan, and for the light thrown
by him on the comparative geography of Western Asia.

Sir R. H. ScHOMBURGK—Patron’s Medal—for his travels and re-

searches during the years 1835-9 in the colony of British Guayaua,
and in the adjacent parts of South America.

1841.

—^Lieut. Raper, r.n.—

F

ounder’s Medal—for the publication of his work
on ‘ Navigation and Nautical Astronomy.’

Lieut. John Wood, i.n.—

P

atron’s Medal—for his survey of the Indus,

and re-discovery of the source of the River Oxus.

1842.

—Captain Sir James Clark Ross, r.n.—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his dis-

coveries in the Antarctic Ocean.

Rev. Dr. E. Robinson, of New York—Patron’s Medal—for his work
entitled ‘ Biblical Researches in Palestine.’

1843.

—^Mr. Edward John Eyre—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his explorations in

Australia.

Lieut. J. F. A. Stmonds, r.e.—

P

atron’s Medal—for his survey in

Palestine, and levels across the country to the Dead Sea.

1844.

—Mr. W. J. Hamilton—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his researches in Asia

Minor.

Prof. Adolph Erman—

P

atron’s Medal—for his extensive geographical

labours.

1845.

—Dr. Bbke— Founder's Medal— for his extensive explorations in

Abyssinia.

M. Charles Ritter—

P

atron’s Medal—for his important geographical

works.
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Ig40 , Count P. E. DK Stbzelecki—

P

oimder’s Medal—^for his explorations

and discoveries in the South-Eastern portion of Australia, and in

Yan Diemen’s Land.
Professor A. Th. Middexdorff—

P

atron’s Medal—for his extensive

explorations and discoveries in Northern and Eastern Siberia.

1847

.

—Captain Charles Sturt—^Founder's Medal—for his various and
extensive explorations in Australia.

Dr. Ludwio Leichhardt—^Patron’s Medal—for a journey performed

from Moreton Bay to Port Essington.

1848.

—Sir James Brooke, Rajah of Sarawak and Governor of Lahuan

—

Founder’s Medal—for his expedition to Borneo.

Captain Charles Wilkes, u.s.m.—

P

atron’s Medal—for his Voyage
of Discovery in the S. Hemisphere and in the Antarctic Regions, in

the years 1838-42.

1849

.

—Austex H. Layard, Esq., d.c.l. m.p.—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his

contributions to Asiatic geography, researches in Mesopotamia, and
discoveries of the remains of Nineveh.

Baron Ch. Hugel—

P

atron’s Medal—for his explorations of Cashmere
and surrounding countries, communicated in his work entitled
‘ Kashmir und das Reich der Siek.’

1850.

—Col. JoHX Ch. Fr^moxt—

P

atron’s Medal—for his successful explora-

tions of the Rocky Mountains and California
;
and for his numerous

Discoveries and Astronomical Observations.
The Rer. D.a.vid Livingstoxe, of Kolobeng—a Chronometer tVatch

—

for his successful explorations of South Africa.

1851.

— Dr. George Wallin, of Finland

—

25 Guineas—for his Travels in

Arabia.

Mr. Thomas Brunner—25 Guineas—for his explorations in the Middle
Island of Few Zealand.

1852.

—Dr. John Rae—

F

ounder's Medal—for his survey of Boothia and of

the Coasts of Wollaston and "Victoria Lands.
Captain Henry Steachey—

P

atron’s Medal—for his Surveys in'

Western Tibet.

1853.

—Mr. Francis Galton—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his explorations in

Southern Africa.

Commander E. A. Inglefield, r.n.—

P

atron’s Medal—for his Survey
of the Coasts of Baffin Bay, Smith and Lancaster Sounds.

1854.

—Rear-Admiral William Henry Smyth—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his
valuable Surveys in the Mediterranean.

Captain Robert J. M. M‘Clube, r.n.—

P

atron’s Medal—for his dis-
covery of the North-West Passage,

1855.

—The Rev. David Livingstone, m.d., &c.—^Patron’s Medal—for his
Scientific Explorations in Central Africa.

Sir. Charles J. Asderssos

—

a Set of Surveying Instruments—for his
Travels in Sonth-lVestern Africa.

1856.

—Elisha Kent Kane, m.d.—

F

ounders Medal—for his discoveries in
the Polar Regions.

Heinrich Barth, phil. dr.—^Patron’s Medal—for his explorations in
Central Africa.

Corporal J. F. Church, of the Royal Engineers—a Watch and Chain
for his scientific observations while attached to the Mission in Central
Africa.

1857.

—Mr. Augustus C. Gregory—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his explorations
in Western and Northern Australia.

Lieut.-Col. Andrew Scott Waugh, Bengal Engineers—Patron’s
Medal—for the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India.

1858.

—Captain Richabd Colliksos, r.n.—

F

ounder’s Medal—for his Dis-
coveries in the Arctic Regions.
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1858.—Prof. Alex. Dallas Bache, Superintendent U. S. Coast Survey

—

Patron’s Medal—for his extensive Surveys of America.1859.

—Captain Kichard F. Bdrtox—

F

ounder's Medal—for his Explorations

in Eastern Central Africa.

Captain John Palliser—

P

atron's Medal—for his explorations in

, British North America and the Rockv Mountains.
Mr. John Macdouall Stuart—

a

Gold Watch—for his Discoveries in

South and Central Australia.

1860.

—Lady Franklin—

F

ounder's Medal—in commemoration of the dis-

coveries of Sir J. Franklin.

Captain Sir F. Leopold McClintock, e.x.—

P

atron's Medal—for his

Discoveries in the Arctic Regions.

1861.

—Captain John Hanning Speke—

F

ounder's Medal—for the Discovery
of the Great Lake Victoria Xyanza, Eastern Africa, &c.

Mr. John Macdouall Stuart—

R

ation's Medal—for his Exploiations

in the Interior of Australia.

1862.

—Mr. Robert O'Hara Burke—

F

ounder’s Medal—for ids Explorations
in Australia.

Captain Thomas Blakiston—

P

atron's Mi dal—for his survey of the

River Yang-tsze-kiaug.
Mr. John King—a Gold Watch—for hi- mcritorioni? conduct while

attached to the Expedition under Mr. E. O'Hara Burke.

1863.

— Mr. Frank T. Gregory—

F

oimder’s Jledal—for his explorations in

Western Australia.

Mr. John Abrowsmith—

P

atron's Medal—for the very important ser-

vices he has rendered to Geographical Science.
Mr. William Lanosborough—a Gold Watch— for successful Explora-

tions in Ausir.dia.

Mr. John M‘Kinl.ay—a Gold Watch—for successful Explorations in

Australia.

Mr. Erudup.ick Walker—a Gold Watcii—for succe—ful Explorations
in -•Vu-trali.i.

1864.

—Captain J. A. Grant—

P

atron's Medal—for his journey from Zanzi-
bar across Eastern Equatorial Africa to Egypt, in company with
Captain Speke.

Baron _C. VON der Decken—

F

ounder’s Medal—fur his two Geo-
graphical Surveys of the lofty Mountains of Kilima-njaro.

Rev. W. Gifford Palgr.\ve

—

the sum of 2.5 Guineas—for the purchase
of a Chronometer or other Testimonial, for his adventuious Journey
in and across Arabia.

1865.

—Captain F. G. Montgomerie, r.e.—

F

ounder's Medal—for his Trigono-
metrical Survey of North-West India.

Mr. S. W. Baker—

P

atron's Medal—for his relief of Capts. Speke and
Grant, and his endeavour to complete the discoveries of those
travellers.

Dr. A. Vameery—the sum of 40 Pounds—for his Travels in Cential

Asia.

1866.

—Dr. Thomas Thomson, m.d.—

F

ounder's Medal—for his Researches in

the Western Himalayas and Thibet.
Mr. W. Chandless—

P

atron’s Medal—for his Survey of the River
Purus.

M. P. B. DU Chaillu

—

the sum of 100 Guineas—for his Astronomical
Observations in the Interior of Western Equatorial Africa.

Moola Abdul Medjid—a Gold Watch

—

for his Explorations over the

Pamir Steppe, &c.

1867.

—^Admiral Alexis Boutakoff—

F

ounder’s Medal—for being the- first to

launch and navigate ships in the Sea of Aral.

h 2
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Dr. Isaac L Hates—

P

atron’s Medal—for his memorable expedition,

in 1860-61 towards the open Polar Sea.1868.

—Dr. AuGrrsTUS Peteemank—^Founder’s Medal—^for his zealous and,

enlightened services as a writer and cartographer in advancing Geo-
graphical Science.

Mr. Gerhard Kohlfs—

P

atron’s Medal— for his extensive and im-
portant travels in the interior of Northern Africa.

The PpXDiT employed by Captain T. G. Montgomerie— a Gold fVatch.

—for his route survey from Lake Mansarowar to Lhasa, in Great
Thibet.

Edccatioxal Prize :

—

Mr. John Wilson—the sum of Five Pounds—for successful competition,

in Geography at the Society of Arts examination.

1869.

—Professor A. E. Kordekskiold—

F

ounder's Medal—for the leading
part he took in the recent Swedish Ext^editions in the North Polar
Eegion.

Mrs. Mart Somerville—

P

atron's Medal—in recognition of the able-

works published by her, which have largely benefited Geographical
Science.

Schools’ Prize Medals :

—

Political Geography.—Hr.G. Richmond, Liverpool College (Gold Medal).
Jas. Dearden Wilde, Manchester Gi'ammar School (Bronze Medal).

Physical Geography.—Wm. Grcndv, Rossall School (Gold Medal).
Geo. Wm. Gent, Rossall School (Bronze Medal).

Educational Prize :

—

Mr. John Kidney

—

the sum of Five Pounds— for successful competi-
tion in Geography at the Society of Arts examination.

1870.

—Lieutenant Fras. Gaenier (of the French Imperial Navy)—Patron’s
Medal—for his survey of the course of the great Cambodian Kiver
during the years 1866-8.

Mr. George W. Hayward—

F

ounder’s Medal—For his explorations
in Eastern Turkistan.

Schools’ Prize Medals:

—

Political Geography.—Gt.0. Wm. Gent, Rossall School (Gold Medal).
Jas. Hr. Collins, Liverpool College (Bronze Medal).

Physical Geography.—Geo. Grey Butler, Liverpool College (Gold
Medal).

Martin Stewart, Rossall School (Bronze Medal).

Educational Prize :

—

Mr. Thomas Richard Clarke—the sum of Five Pounds—for successful
competition in Geography at the Society of Arts examination.

1871.

—Sir Roderick I. Murchison, Bart.—Founder’s Medal—in recognition
of the eminent sendees he has rendered to Geography durin<r his
long connection with the Society.

A. Keith Johnston, ph. dr.—

P

atron’s Medal— for his lon<r-
continued and successful services in advancing Geography, and
especially for his merit in carrying out his scheme of Physical
Atlases.

Schools’ Prize Medals:

—

Political Geography.—

G

eo. Hogben, University School, Nottino-ham
(Gold Medal).

=

Richd. Naylor Arkle, Liverpool College (Bronze Medal).
Physical Geography.— McAlister, Liverpool Institute (Gold

Medal). '

Wm. Gershom Collingwood, Liverpool College (Bronze Medal).
Educational Prize :

—

Mr. John Armstrong

—

the sum of Five Pounds—for successful com-
petition lu Geography at the Society of Arts examination.
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1872.
—Colonel Hy. Yule, c.b.—Founder’s Medal—for tlie eminent services

he has rendered to Geography in the publication of his three great

works, ‘A Mission to the Court of Ava,’ ‘Cathay, and the Way
Thither,’ and ‘ Marco Polo.’

Egbert Berkeley Shaw,— Patron's Medal—for his Journeys in

Eastern Turkistan, and for his extensive series of Astronomical and
Hypsometrical Observations, which have enabled us to fix the

longitude of Yarkand, and have given us, for the first time,

the basis of a new delineation of the countries between Leh and
Kashgar.

Lieut. G. 0. Musters, R.n.—

A

Gold Watch—for his adventurous Jouiney

in Patagonia, through 960 miles of latitude, of which 780 were pre-

viously unknown to Europeans.

Karl Mauch

—

the sum of Twenty-five Pounds in acknowledgment of the

zeal and ability with which he has devoted himself, for a series of

years, to the Eiploiation of South-Eastern Africa.

Schools’ Prize Medals;

—

Physical Geography.—S. E. Sprixg Rice, Eton College (Gold Medal).

A. S. Butler, Liverpool College (Bronze Medal),

Political Geography,—W. G. Collixowood, Livei-pool College (Gold
Medal).

W. C. GRAHAil, Eton College (Bronze Medal).

Educational Prize :

—

Mr. Geo. M. Thomas

—

the sum of Five Pounds— for successful com-
petition in Geography at the Society of Arts Examination.

1873.

—Mr. Ney Elias.—Founder’s Medal—for his survey of the Yellow Eiver

of China, in 1868 ;
and for his recent journey through Western

Mongolia.

Mr. H. M. Stanley.—Patron's Medal—for his discovery and relief of
Dr. Livingstone.

^Ir. Thomas Baines.—

A

Gold Watch—for his long-continued seivices to

Geography, and especially for his journeys in South-Western and
South-Eastern Africa.

Captain Carlsen.—

A

Gold Watch—for his discoveries in the Arctic

Seas, and for having circumnavi^ted the Spitzbergen as well as the
Kuva Zembla groups.

Schools’ Prize Medals :

—

Physical Geography.—W. C. Hudson, Liverpool College (Gold Medal),
W. A. Forbes, Winchester College (Bronze Medal).

Political Geography.—S. E. Spring Rice, Eton College (Gold Jledal),

A. T. Xuxr, University College School (Bronze Medal).
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ACCESSIONS TO THE LIBRARY,

From ]\L4.y 27th, 1872, to Mat 27th, 1873.

[ TrV/i London is the place ofpublication ^
the itocct London is omitted

Titles of Boohs. Donors.

Abbot. F.—Rosiilts of Five Years’ Bleteorological Observations at Hobart

Town, T.asiiiania. 1872 .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Ad.\n50N, BI.
—

'Yovage to Senegal, etc. IToO .. .. J. V. H. Irwin, Esq.

Alcock, Colonel.—Relative Power of Xations. 1872 . . . . The Author.

America, Haiidhiuk for Immigrants to the U. S. of. 1872, Blas.sachusetts,

Ed. Jarvis, Esq.

Andr-u, C. G.—Den Danske GraJmaeling. Kjobenhavn, 1872. The Author.

Anselmi. T.—Trattato di Prouunzia inglcse. Napoli, 1867 .. The Author.

Archer, IV. II.—A.bstiaot.s of Specification of Patents. Victoria, 1871.

The Patent Oefice.

Arconati, B'i.'Contc G.—Diario di un Viaggio in Arabia Petrea, 1865. Torino.

1872.

Atlante per servire al Diario .. .. The Author.

Artemiefe, BI.

—

Statistical Section, Russian Geographical Society. St. Peters-

burg . . . The Society.

AscasO, D. Bernardo BIonreal y.—CTtrso elemental de Gcografia. Bladrid, 1871.

The Author.
Aufreee. a.— Della Sella.

Au'tralia.—Ceiisus of South Australia, 1872 .. The Census Depart3ient.

Baiien-Powllu, G. S.—New Homes (Australia and Now Zealand). 1871.

The Author.

Badex-Powell, H. B.—Handbook for the Arts and BTanufactures of the Punjab.

Yol. I. Economic Products of the Punjab. Lahore, 1872. The Author.

Baden-Powell. VY.—Canoe Travelling, Baltic, 1871 .. .. The Author.

Baedeker, K.—Mittel- und Nord-DeutschlanJ. 1872.

Sud-Deutschland und Ocsterrcich. 1872.

Paris Handbook for Travellers. 1872. C'ohltnz.. The PrisLisiiER.

B.aek, K. E. von.—Beitrage von K. E. von Baer und Gr. von Helmersen. Peter’s

(ics Gro.ssen B'erdienste um die Erweitcrung der gcographischeu Keiint-

iiisse. St. Petersburg, 1872 .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Bai.i i;t, a.

—

Rio Grande do Sul, etc. Anvers, 1873 . . . . The Author.

Balearic Isles.—Die Balearen in VVort und Bild geschildert. 2nd vol. Broek-
liaus, Leipzig, 1871.

Die eigeutlichen Balearen. Leipzig, 1871.

The Author, through the Publisher.



Accessions to the Library. cv

Titles of Books. Donors.

Baoteika, Le Vicomte de sa da.— Droits du Portugal (Cotes occidentales

d’Afrique). Lisbonne, 1856 .. .. .. .. TisCunde

Baetolomeo, P. de S.—Viaggio alle India orientali. 1796 .. By PrncuASE.

Behm, E.—Geograpbiscbes Jahrbuch, 1872. Gotba .. .. By Puecua>e.

Beke, C. T.—The Idol in Horeb. 1871 .. .. .. The Author.

Bengal, Tables of Heights taken in, 1865. Eoorkee, 1866. The Iadia Office.

Belgeaa'd, M. E., and G. Lemolse.—L'Etat probable des caux courantes du
bassin de la Seine.

Etude sur le regime des eaus du bassin

de la Seiuc, Sept. 1866. Paris, 1870 .. .. .. The Author.

Bergsji.a, P. a.—

O

bservations made at the Magnetical and Meteorolosrii al

Observatory at Batavia, 1871 .. The Goveexmext, Xeiheelaxds Ixuia.

Beex’aedix’, M.—Classification de 100 Caoutchoucs et Gutta-perchas. Gand,
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Bethexcouet, J. de.—

T

he Canarian ; or, Book of tho Conquest, etc., of tlio

Canarians in 1102. Composed by P. Boutier and J. Le Verrier. Translated
by It. H. Major. 1872 .. .. .. .. The Hakluyt Sooietv.

Bethuxe, Admiral.—Tables for Travellers. 1872 .. .. Tho Author.

Beverley, H.—Census of Bengal. Calcutta, 1872 . . Tho Ixdia Office.

Bisselius, j.—

A

rgonauticon Americanorum. No. 1 . . J. V. H. Irwin, Esq.

Blackie, W. G.—The Imperial Gazetteer. Supplement Vols. I and II. 1873.
W. G. Blackie, Esq.

Blome, E.—The Island of Jamaica. 1672 .. .. D.\xtel Hanubuey, Esq.

Bolton, F., and H. S. "Wilson.—

J

ournal of the Society of Telegraph Engineers,
^872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Editors.

Bombay—Annual Eeport of Jails. 1871 .. .. The India Office.

Bontier, P .—See Bethencourt.

Bonwick, J.—The Mormons and tho Silver Mines. 1872 .. The Author.
Boston and Maine Railroad and Steamboat Connections. Massachusetts

Edward Jarvis, Esq,

Boston State Board of Health Eeport, 1872.

Bouideaux, Nouveau Conductour de le'trauger a. Bourdeaux, 1862.

S. M. Dbach, Esq.
Bowen, G. F.—On the Colonial Museum at Wellington. 1872.

Address to the New Zealand Institute. 1872. The Author.
Brooks, W. A.—Euphrates the Road to the East. 1872 .. The Author.
Bruhxs, C.—Alexander von Humboldt. 3 vols. Leipzig, 187:!. By Purchase.

Eesultande aus den metcorologischen Bcobachtunn-en 1870.

The Editor.
Buccari, Der Golf von. Prag, 1871 .. .. The Axoxy.mous Author.
Bulger, G. E.—Bangalore to Calcutta, etc. Secunderabad, 1809. The Author.
Burton, E. F.—Zanzibar City, Island, and Coast. 2 vols. 1872. The Author.
Calcutta.—Abstract of Results of Meteorological Observations. 1872.

Calcutta Observatory.
Calvert, J.—^A Trip over the I.owcr Himalayali Range, etc. 1873.

The Author.
Cameron, A. M. Science of Language. Calcutta. 1871. The Rehala Society,



CVl Accessions to the Library

Titles of Books, Donors,

Canada, Beport of Progress of Survey ot 1870-71. Ottawa, 1872.

The SuRTETOB-GElfEBAL.

Cablston, F. F.—Minnesteekning afer Erik Gustaf Geijer. Copenhagen.
The Acthoe.

Cabpenteb, Dr.—Eeport of Scientific Eescarches. 1872 .. The Avthok.

Carribbeana : Tetters and Dissertations. In 2 vols. N.D. D. Hanbeby, Esq.

Chapman, C.—From Southampton to Cape Town. 1872 .. Ths Author.

Chepelew, M.—Le Defile et lea Glaciers de Monzarte dans la chaine du Tian
Chau. Paris, 1871 .. .. .. .. .. .. M. L. Beasset.

Chronpmeters on Trial for Purchase by the Board of Admiralty, Bates of.

1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. Gbeenwich Obseevatoey.

Clarke, F. C. H.—The Franco-German War, 1870-71. 1873.

Topographical Depart, op the War Office.

Coffin, J. H. C.—The Transit of Venus in 1874. Washington, 1872.

Commodore B. F. Sands.

CoLLiNGwooD, C.—Katuialist on the Shores and Waters of the Chinese Sea.

1868 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Colton’s Journal of Geography. New York, 1871 .. .. By Purchase.

Consuls, Commercial Eeports from, in China, Japan, and Siam. 1866-4!8.

Lord Arthur Bussell.

Cora, Guido.—

C

osmos progressi della Geografia e scienza aflini. Torino, 1873.

The Editor.

Crowther, Bishop.—Niger Mission. 1872 .. .. .. The Author.

Daly, Chief Justice.—Address to the American Geographical Society. 1873.

The Author.

Dana, J. D.—Corals and Coral Islands. 1872 . . . . . . By Purchase.

David.—

B

ronze Medallion of Capt. Frankh’n, b.n. 1820.
Dr. Gray, British Museum.

Delesse, M.—Lithologie du Fond dcs Mere. Paris, 1872.

Kevue de Geologie pour 1868-69. Paris, 1872.

Beport BUT un Me'moire intitule' Dtude des de'formations subies par
les terrains de la France. Paris, 1872 .. .. .. The Author.

Denison, Sir W.—Varieties of Vice-Eegal Life. 2 vols. 1870. By Purchase.

Desgodins, C. H.—La Mission du Tibet, 1855 k 1870. Verdun, 1872.

Deux Bluettes etymologiques en reponse a M. le Cte. H. de Charencey. Paris,
1872. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Dickson, W.—See Wadstrom.

Dovb, H. W.—Die Monats- und Jahres-isothermen in der Polarprojection, etc.

^rlin, 1864 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Deach, S. M.—Buie for filling all Magic Squares. 1873.

On the Base Length of Great Pyramid, etc. 1872. The Author.

Ecclisse, Bapporti auUe osservatori dell’.

Totale di Sole, 22 Dec. 1870, in Sicilia .. Commiss. Italiana.

Elliot, H.—Profiles, Sections, etc. To accompany F. V. Hayden’s Beport on
the U. S. Geolog. Survey of the Territories. New York, 1872.

The States Geologist.
Ellis, G. E.—See Eumford.
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of the Royal Geographical Society. evil

Titles of Boohs. Donors.

Eelenmeyeb, E.—Die Aufgabe des chemischen Unterrichts. Munchen, 187 J

.

Tbe Author.

Falconer, W.—St. Paul’s Voyage from Caesarea to Piiteoli, etc. ; with Xotes by
Tbos. Falconer. 1872 .. .. .. .. T. Falconer, Esq.

Fedchenko, a.—

L

etters from Kokand. Translated by E. Jliclu ll.

E. Michlll, Esq.

Findlat, a. G.—The Lighthouses of the World. 1872-73.

Sailing Directory for the Mediterranean Sea, etc. IStlS,

Directory for Navigation of the North Pacific Ocean. 1870.

Directory for the South Pacific Ocean. 1871.

Memoir Descriptive, etc., of the Northern Atlantic Ocean.

1873.

Memoir Descriptive, etc., of the Southern Atlantic Ocean. 1871.

SaUing Directions for the Indian Ocean. 1870.

Sailing Directions for the Indian Archipelago. 1870.

A. G. Findlay, Esq.

Funders, M.—Coasts of Van Diemen's Land, etc. 1801. S. M. Drach, Esq.

Forchhaaimee, P. W.—Zur Topographie von Athen. Gottingen, 1873.

The Author,

Feeeden, W, von.—C“’ Jahrbuch der Deutschen Seewarte fiir 1872. Hamburg,
1872 .. .. The Author.

Fuss, V.—Die astrouomische Strahlenbrechung. St. Petersburg, 1872.

The Acadeity.

Gannet, H.—Lists of Elevations of the Uuiteil States West of the IMississippi

Eiver. Washington, 1873 .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Gaenieb, F.—Voyage d’E.vploration en Indo-Chine, 1S6G-CS. 2 vols. and
Atlas. Paris, 1873.

Ginsburg, 0. D.—The Exploration of Moab. 1872 .. .. The Author.

Girard, J.—L’Orographie sous-marine de I'Oce'an atlautique. Paris, 1872.

The Author.

Gladishef and Muravin.—

F

rom Orsk to Khiva in 1710. Edited by M. J.

Khanijkof in 1857. Abstract by E. Michell . . . . E. Michell, Esq.

Grant, J. A.—The Botany of tbe Speke and Grant Expeditiou, etc., 1872.

The Author.

Gregorief, W.—Did the Oxus ever flow into the Caspian ? .. E. Michell, Esq.

Hall, A.

—

See Harkness.

Hall, Admiral Sir W. H.—The Slave Tiade on the Ea.^t Coast of Africa (extract

from ‘ Voyage of the Nemesis ’) . . . . . • • • The Author.

Haecoubt, a. F. P.—Himalayan Districts of Kooloo, etc. 1871. The Author.

Harkness, W. M., and A. Hall.—

R

eports on Observations of Enke's Comet

during 1871 W.vshington Commiss. of Congress.

Hayden, F. V.—IT. S. Geological Survey of the Territories. New York, 1872.

The States Geologist.

Haydon, G. H.—Five Years in Australia Felix. 1816 •• By Purchase.

Hector, J.—Transactions, New Zealand Institute. Wellington, 1871.
’ The Editor.



CVlll Accessions to the Library

Titles of Books. Donors.

Heevet, E.—Memoires couronnes, Sodete d’Etlmographic. Paris, 1872.
The Authoe.

HEfiiLiN, Th. TON.—Keisen nach dem Jsordpolar-Meer in 1870. Braunschweig,
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By PcKCHASE.

Hosie.—See Stoftel.

Hottes, J. C.—The Finding of Livingstone by H. M. Stanley. (Compiled by)
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The PvBLiSHER.

Heex Thsang.—

P

rincipalities of Totharistan. Xotes by Col. H. Yule. 1872.

Col. H. Yule.

Hugiies, G.—Amoy and the Surrounding Districts. Hong Kong, 1872.

The Authob.

Hulbbet, J. B.—Clini.ato, etc., of Canada. Montreal, 1872 .. The Authok.

Huheoldt, a. Ste Bruhns.

Huxtee, tv. TV.—Orissa. 2_vol8. 1872.. .. .. .. The Authoe.

The Annals of Rural Bengal. 1871 .

.

Hutshe, G. L.—The Red River Expedition, 1871

Jacob.—Reison in den Philippinen. Berlin, 1873

Jakvi.s, Ed.—lucrearo of Human Life. Boston, 1872.

Iniroigi-ation into the United States. Boston, 1872.

The Authoe.

By PUKCHASE.

The Author.

The Author.

Jexner, T.—Xames of Parishes in England. ICCS. .. . . S. M. Dbac'H, Esq.

JoHAXSE.v, A.—The Islauel of Bulama. 179-1 .. .. ..D. H.a>tjuet, Esq.

JoiixsTOX, A. Keith.—

T

he Handy Royal Atlas. .. .. By Purchase.

Johs.stox. T. B., and Col, J. A. Robertson.—

H

istorical Geography of the Clans
of Scotland. 1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. The Authors.

Jones, F.—Direct Highway to the East. 1872.. .. .. The Author.

Joule, J. P.—Observations of the Meteoric Shower of Nov. 27,1872. The Author.

Kennedy, A.—New 2ealand to England, etc. 1872 .. .. The Author.

Kino, C.—Jlountaineering in the Sierra Nevada. 1872 .. By Purchase.

Kolaba.—Report on Condition of the Government Observatory. 1872.

The India Office.

Koetazzi, j.—

B

e.stimniung der Langen-Ditferenz zwischen Pulkowa, Stooliholm
und Helsingfors. St. Petersburg .. .. .. .. The Author.

Lartet, E. and H. Christy.—

R

eliquiae Aquitauicie. 1872 .. The 'riiusTEES.

Laube, G. C.—Die Echinoiden der Oesterreichisch-Ungarischeu oheren Ter-
tiarer-ablagerungen. Wien, 1871.

Laughton, J. K.—Au Introduction to the Study of Nautical Surveying. 1872.
The Author.

Lemoine, G.—Sur Ics Variations du Monde, de repartition do la Pluie etc
1880.

’ Paris,

Ponts et Chaussees. Versailles, 1872 .. .. The Author.

et M. E. Belgrand. See Belgiand.

Levy, W. H.—Blindness and the Blind. 1872 .. .. The Author
Linbemann, E. a.—Florale Chersonensis. Odessa, 1872.

Prodromus Florae Chersonensis. Odessa, 1872.

The Author.

<
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CIXof the Royal Geoyraphical Society.

Titles of Boohs. Donors.

Linnean Society, Additions to the Library, 1872 . . . . The Society.

Livingstoxe, D.—Despatches to H.M.'s Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs

in 1870-72 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Foiiciox Offici;.

Ludwig, E.—Geologische Specialkarten des Grossherzogthiims He-sen. Darm-
stadt, 1871 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Thu Avtiioi!.

iJlAcDoxELL, W.—Keniarks on the Kivor Plate Eepuhlics. 1872. Tliu Authoi:.

Madras.—Public Instraction in Math-as, 1870-71 .. The IxM.v Offk i:.

Magicon.—

P

redictions relating to America. Xew York, 1872. The Authoi:.

jM.ilte-Bf.uk, V. A.—De'couverte la plus importante en Geographie. Puri?, 1872.

Thu Althui:.

Maekh.ati, A. H.—The Cruise of the jRo-'nrfo. 1873 .. .. The Authoi:.

Meade, H.—A Eide through the Distiubcd Districts of Xew Zealand, 1871.

By PlT.CHA'L.

Meroatok, G.—Cosmographicie Modi tat iones. Amsterodami, 1032.

By Purchase.

Michell, E.—Summary of Statistics of the Eu.?siau Empire. 1872. The Author.

See Kostenko.

See Gregorief.

See Fedchenko.

Meiuoranduni on the Coimtry of the Turcomans. 3Iap.

E. Michell, Esq.

Mhiing Magazine and Eeview .. .. .. .. .. The Editor.

Mitchell’s Miscellany. Xow York, 1873 .. .. .. The Editor.

^loxTGOMERY', T. G.—Tiuns-Himahiyan Explorations, 1S71. Dchra Dun, 1872.

The IxDiA Office.

Moritz, A.—Exercise? liypsomutiiqucs (Kasbek). Titlis, 1800. The Author.

and H. Kieier.—

S

aininlimg tor llulfstafeln. Titlis, 1870.

Tlie Authors.

Xares, Cajit.—Investigations of the Gibraltar Straits Current, 1871. Eeixirt,

1871 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Admiral EiliiaeD'.

Xautical Almanac for 1870 .. .. .. .. .. The Admiralty.

Navy, Statistical Eeport. Health of the Navy for 1870 .. The Adtiiealty.

Newberrv, J. S.—Geological Survey of Ohio. Columbus, 1871.

The Ohio Survey.

New Zealand, Eesults of the Census of. 1871 .. .. The Def.aetmext.

Norway.—Norsk Meteorologisk Aarbog, 1871.

Cantate ved det K. Norsko Frederiks Universitets namufest for H. M.
Kong Carl, 1872. Christiania, 1873.

Eapport an Congres interuatioiial (St.-Putershourg) sur rfilat de la

Statistique ofBcielle de Norvege.

Beretning om den Almendelige Htlstelling for Tromso, 1870. Tiomso,

1872 Tllu rxiVEESITY.

G5rstld, a. S.—Bidrag tU Kundskab om Egefamilien. Kjobenhavn, 1871.

Tlie Author.

Oettingex, O. von, und K. AYeihr.auch.—

M

etcorologische Beobachtungen in

Dorpat, 1866-1871. Dorpat, 1872 .. .. .". .. The Compiler.



Accessions to the Librarycx

Titles of Books. Donors.

Oldham, W.—North-Western Provinces of India. The Ghazeepoor District.

Allahabad, 1870 The India Office.

Oliver, D.—Flora of Tropical AJrica. 2 vols. 1871 .. .. The Author.

Orleans County.—Archives of Science. 1872 .. .. .. The Editors.

Parliamentary.—North-West American Water Boundary (Boundary Question}.

Statement of Moral and Material Progress, etc., of India. 1871.

Keport of Slave Trade, East Coast of Africa. 1871.

East India (Marine Surveys}. 1871.

Complaints of Portuguese Kesidents in British Guiana. 1871.

Importation of South Sea Islanders into Queensland. 1871.

Queensland South Sea Islanders. 1869.

Fiji Islands. 1871.

Deportation of South Sea Islanders. 1869.

Emigration to New South Wales. 1871.

Communication with India through Turkey
;
Euphrates Valley

Route. 1872.

Select Committee on Slave Trade ; East Coast of Africa. 1871.

West Coast of Africa. 1865.

The Gambia Settlement. 1870.

West Colony on the River Chuphat, in Patagonia. 1871.

Lord Arthur Russell.

Petehmann, A.—Dr. Livingstone’s Erforschung des obern Congo. Gotha, 1872.

Dr. Petermanh.

PcsELET, D.—Dependence or Independence. 1872 .. .. The Author.

Quetelet, a.—

T

ables de la Mortalite et leur De'veloppement. Bruxelles, 1872.

Observations des Phenomenes periodicpues pendant 1870.

Unite de I’Espece humaine. 1872 .. .. The Author.

R.VNS03I, E.—Visit to Sbamyl’s Country in 1870 .. .. The Author.

Reade, W.—The African Sketch Book. 2 vols. 1873 .. The Author.

Reiss, W., and A. Stubel.

—

Alluras tornados en la Republica de Colombia,
1868—09. Quito, 1872.. ,. .. ., .. .. The Author.

Richtofen, Baron.-
1872

-On the Provinces of Chili, Shansi, Shensi, etc. Shanghai,
•• •• •• •• .. .. .. The Author

Robertson, J. A .—See Johnston.

Robinson, J.—Notes on Natal. 1872

Rohlfs, G.-—Mein erster Aufeuthalt in Marokko. Bremen, 1873.

Rosnt, Lbon de.

—

Variety orientales historiques. Paris, 1872.

Boss, A. M.—The Birds of Canada. Toronto, 1871

Ross, E. C.—Tribes of Oman. Muscat, 1872

Ross, W. A.—Pyrology
; or Fire Analysis. 1872

Rowlands, C.—H. M. Stanley : the Story of his Life, 18-11 to 1871.

The Publisher.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

The Author.

i
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of the Royal Geographical Society, CXI

Titles of Books. Donors.

Busden, G. W.—^Discovery, &c., of Port Phillip. 1872 .. The Aetiiok.

Kussia, The Armed Strength of. 1873.

Eemford, Count, Complete Works of. By G. Ellis, Boston. 2 vols. 1872
The Authou.

Kessell, H. C.—Meteorological Observations. Sydney, 1872. The Obsekvatoky.

Sands, B. T.—Astronomical and Meteorological Observations. Washington,
1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Commodore Sands.

Saelot, de.—

C

atalogue de Livres anciens, etc. Paris, 1872 .. The Aethor.

Saxony.—Kalender, etc., fiir das K. Sachsen, 1873. Dresden The Society.

ScHERZEB, K. VON.—Oesterrcichisch-Xjugaribcho Expedition nach Siam, etc.

Stuttgart, 1872 . . . . . . . . . . . . Dr. K. voN Scherzer.

ScHt'BELEK, F. C.—Die Planzenwelt Norwegens. Christiania, 1873.

The Aethor.

ScHWEizERHOF, VON.—Panorama der Vierwaldstatter Alpen. Zurich, 1871.

The Aethor.

Selwyn, a. E. C.—On the Gold Fields of Quebec and Xova Scotia. Halifax,

1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Aethor.

Sexe, S. a.—

O

n the Else of Land in Scandinavia. Christianij, 1872.

The Aethor.

Shelly, G. E.—The Birds of Egv-pt. 1872 The Aethor.

Shefeldt, E. W.—Eeports on Ship Canal by the Way of the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec. Washington, 1872 .. .. .. .. The Aethor,

Siam.—Voyage de Siam. Paris, 1786 .. .. .. .. By Perchase.

Silver, W.—The Colonies of the British Empire. 1872-73 .. The Peblisheb.

SoNKLAR, Karl.—

D

ie Zillerthaler Alpen. Winterthur. .. The Author.

Spence, J. M.—Primera Ascension al Pico do Xaiguata. Caracas, 1872.

The Author.

Spirit Levels taken in the Punjab. 1863. Debra Doon, 1869. The India Office.

Stanley, H. M.—How I found Livingstone. 1872 .. .. By Purchase.

Steen, A.—Lairen om homogene tunge Vaidskcrs Tryk paa plane Arealer.
Copenhagen, 1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Stevens, H.—-Bibliotheca Historica. 1870 .. .. .. The Publisher.

Sebastian Cabot — John Cabot = 0. Endeavoured by. 'Boston,
1870 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

Stoffel, Baron.—Military Eeports addressed to the French War Minister,

1866-70. Translated by Capt. Holmes .. .. .. The War Office.

Strev-e, Otto.—

T

abulie Quantitatum Bcsselianarum pro annis 1875 ad 1879.

Petropoli, 1871 .. .. .. .. The Imp. Acad, of Eessia.

Stebel, a .—See Eeiss.

SwiNHOE, E.—Catalogue of the Birds of China, etc. 1871 .. The Author.

Sydney, Visitors’ Guide to, etc. Sydney, 1372 .. .. .. The Publisher.

Tehuantepec, The New Eoute of Commerce by. 1872.. .. Presented.

Thompson, S.—Catalogue of Photographs, British Museum Collections. 1873.

The Author.

Translations of Military Memoirs. Issued by the Topographical Dept, of the

War OfBce The War Ofitce.

• •



CXll Accessions to the Library

Titles of Boots. Donors.

Topinakd, P.—Lea Paces indigenes de I'Australie. Paris, 1S72. The Author.

Toplet, W.—Comparative Agriculture of England and Wales. 1871.

Tlie Author.

On the Agricultural Geology of the Weald. 1872. The Author.

Geology of the Straits of Dover. 1872 .. .. The Author.

Teejieshebe, C. W.—Arab Tribes in Vicinity of Aden. Calcutta, 1872.

The IxDi.u Office.

TEOVEPaDGE, T. C.—Physical Geography of Turkey. 1872 .. The Author.

Tuuk, H. X. VAX DEX.—Les Manuscripts Lampongs de Baron Sloct van de
Bcele. Leide, 1808 .. .. .. .. ,. .. The Publisher.

Tyloe, A.—On the Cinve of Denudation, etc. 1872 .. .. The Author.

Uniform System of Meteorological Observations, Suggestion for. Utrecht, 1872.

Presexted.

United States, Handbook for Immigrants to. 1872. Massachusetts.

Dr. Ed. Jarvis.

Venus.—Papeis on the Traissit of Venus in 1874. Washington, 1872.

CoaOIIsS. OP COX’GRESS.

Vesuvius, Xatiiral History of. 1743 .. .. .. Capt. Titter.

Victoria, Mineral Statistics of. 1871.

Queensland. Census of Brisbane, 1872 .. The Coloxtal Office.

Vox' Freedex', W,—Die Xoi-malwege der Hamburger Dampfer zwischen dem
Kanal und Xew-York in I8C0-C9. Hamburg, 1872 .. The Author.

V adstroji, C. B.—Colonisation of Western Coast of Africa. Edited by W.
Dickson. 1794 . . D. Hax'buby, Esq.

M ALKER, J, T.—Grcneral Report on the Great Trigonometrical Survey of India
iluring 1807-88.. .. .. .. .. • The Ix'dia Office.

M EBBES, Col.—The Kaietur Falls, British Guiana. 1872 .. The Author.
AVeihrauch, K,—See Oettingen.

AVrite, AA^.—Post Office Gazetteer (Canada). Montreal, 1872 . . The Author.
AAhitx'EY, J. D.—Geolog. Survey of California. The Yosemite Guide Book.

The States Geologist
A\ HVMPER, E.—Scrambles amongst the Alps in the Y'eai'S 1800-1869. 1871.

The Author.
AVickh.asi, H. A.—From Trinidad to Para, etc. 1873.. .. By Purcilwe.
AAixthbop, T.—The Canoe and the Saddle. Boston, 18G3 .. J. V. Irwix, Esq.
AYooi), J.—Journey to the Source of the Oxiis ; with an Essay on the Geoo-raphv

of the Valley of the Oxus, by Col. H. Y'ule. 1872 .. J. Murray, Esq.
Y’’ouxg, AA".—The AYest Indian Common Place Book. 1807 . . D. Haxlury, Esq.
Y^ule, H .—See Huen Thsang.

See AA^ood, J.
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PERIODICALS.

Academy .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The PrBLTSiier.-J,

African Repository. Washington .. .. .. .. The PrBUsHEr.s.

Alpine Journal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The PrELisHEiis.

Athenmum .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Ediihrs.

American Naturalist .. .. .. .. .. .. The Proi’Eietok.

Ausland (Das). Augsburg .. .. .. .. .. By Pl echA'i:,

Australian Almanac for 1S72 .. ., .. .. .. The Editok.

Bibliothcque univer-sclle et Revue suissc .. .. .. The PrELisHEi;-!.

Bookseller .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The P^ELI^HI r..-'.

Brazil and River Plate Wail .. .. .. .. The Puelishles.

Canadian Journal of History, Science, and Art .. The Canadian' In'stitvte.

Church Missionary Intelligencer . . . . . . . . . . The Puelt-hees.

Colonial Intelligencer The Peblishebs.

Dresden Kalender, 1871-1872 .. .. .. .. .. Dr. C. Bei'hn's.

Field .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Pebleshees.

Pood Journal The Peblisiiees.

Godeffroy, Journal des Museum. Heft 1. Hamburg, 1873. .. By Purchase.

Illustrated Travels, 1872-73 .. .. .. .. .. The Publishers.

Malte-Brun’s Nouvelles Annales des Voyages .. .. .. The Editor.

Mercantile Marine Magazine .. .. .. .. .. The Editor.

Mining Magazine and Review .. .. .. .. .. The Editor.

Natal Mercury The Prorrietor.

Nature .. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. By Purchase.

Nautical Magazine By Purchase.

Newton’s London Journal of Arts and Sciences .. ., .. The Authors.

Ocean Highways. Geographical Record. 1872 ., .. The Editor.

Petermanu. Mittheilungen aus Justus Perthes’ Gcogr. Aiistalt. &c. Gotha
Dr. Peteejun'X.

Pheenix, The . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Photographic Journal The Editors.

Publishers’ Circular .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Quarterly Review .. .. .. .. ., .. .. The Publisher.

Revue des Cours scientifiques . . . . . . . . . . The Publishers.

Scientific Opinion The Publishers.

Statesman’s Year-book .. .. .. By Purchase.

Translations of Foreign Military Memoirs .. .. .. The AV.ar Office.

Triibner’s Literary Record .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Wesleyan Missionary Notices .. .. .. .. .. The Publisher.

Wiirttembergisches IJrkundenbuch in Stuttgart. Stuttgart, lS49-18o8, 1871.



CXIV Accessions to the Library

TEANSACTIONS OF SOCIETIES, &c.

EUROPE.

Great Britain' an'd Ireland

—

Anthropological Review .. .. The An'thbofolooical Society.

ArchiEologia : Proceedings and Transactions of the Archaeological Society.

The Society.

Juumal of the East India Association .. .. .. The Council.

Journal of the Horological Society .. .. .. The Society.

Journal of the Photographic Society .. .. The Society.

Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean Society .. The Society.

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society of England . . The Society.

Journal of the Royal Geological Society of Ireland .. The Society.

Journal of the Geologists’ Association .. .. .. The Association.

Journal of the Liverpool Numismatic Society. Liverpool, 1873.

The Society.

Journal of the Royal United Service Institution .. The Institution.

Journal of the Society of Arts .. .. .. .. The Society.

Journal of the Society of Telegraph Engineers .. .. The Society.

Journal of the Statistical Society of London .. .. The Society.

Memoirs of the Philosophical Society of Glasgow .. The Society.

Memoirs of the Philosophical Society of Manchester .. The Society.

Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society .. .. The Society.

Philosophical Tiansactions of the Royal Society of London. The Society.

Proceedings of the Aborigines’ Protection Society . . The Society.

Proceedings of the Geological and Polytechnic Society of the West
Riding, Leeds .. .. .. .. .. .. The Society.

Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers .. The Institution.

Proceedings of the Literary and Philosophic Society of Liverpool.

The Society.

Proceedings of tlie Royal Artillery Institution . . . . The Institution.

Proceedings of the Royal Horticultural Society . . . . The Society.

Proceedings of the Royal Institution .. .. .. The 4i>f7iTCTioN.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London .. .. The Society.

Proceedings of the'Royal Society of Edinburgh .. The Society.

Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries . . . . The Society.

Proceedings anti Transactions of the Royal Dublin Society. The Society.

Proceedings and Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy.
The Academy.

Proceedings and Transactions of the Zoological Society. The Society.

Publications of the Hakluyt Society .. .. .. The Society.

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society .. .. The Society.

Quarierly Weather Report.. .. .. The Meteokological Office.

Ea Icliffe Observatory, Results of Observations, &c.
The Eadcliffe Tbustees.

t *



cxvof the Royal Geographical Society.

Titles, Donors,

Report of the British Association for the Advancement of Science.

Tlie A^'ociation'.

Report of the Committee of Council on Education. Parts 1 and 2 of
Appendix By Pi la h.vse.

Report of the Borough Library, 1871-2. Salford . . The Co^ijiittee.

Royal Colonial Institute Journal .. .. .. .. The Ixstitute.

Scottish Meteorological Reports .. .. .. .. The Society.

Sessional Papers of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

The Is'^TITl TE.

Transactions of the Edinburgh Geological Society .. The Society.

Transactions of the Ethnological Society . . .. .. The Soitety'.

Transactions of the Historic Society of Laueashue and Cheshire.

Tlie Society.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature .. .. The Society.

Fb.ynce

—

Annales hydrographiques, etc. . . . . The Erexcu Adjiir.alty.

Bulletin de la Societe d’Encouragement pour ITndustrie nationale.

The Society.

Bulletin de la Societe de Geographie .. .. .. The Society.

Comptes-rendus de I’Acade'mie des Sciences . . . . The Academy.

Journal de la Societe asiatique. Paris .. .. .. The Society.

Me'moires de TAcademic des Sciences de Dijon . . . . The Ac-adejiy.

Rapport annuel fait a la Societe d’Ethnographie . . The Society’.

Revue maritime et coloniale .. .. The Ebexch Admibalty.

Gerytant

—

Abhandlungen herausgegeben vom Naturwissenschaftlichen Vcrcines zu
Bremen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The Society.

Abhandlungen und Sitzuugsbcrichte dor mathematisch-physitalischen
Classe der K. Bayerischen Akad. der Wiosenschaften. Miinehen.

Dr. W. Koch.

Bulletin dor Ahademie, &c. .. .. .. .. The Acadeyiy.

Abhandlungen fiir die Kunde des Morgeulaudes. Leipaig,

The Society.

Beitriige zur Statistik der freien Stadt Frankfm-t am Main, etc.

The Society.

Gen.-Register der Verhandlungen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt.

Wien, 1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. The Society.

Jahibiicher der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften. Wien, 1871.

The Editor.

Jahre.sbericht dor Schlesischen Gesellschaft. Breslau .. The Society'.

Jaliresbericht der Norddeutschen Seewarte . . . . Tl;e Society.

Jahresbericht des Vereins fiir Erdkunde zu Dresden .. The Society.

Me’moires de la Soeie'te des Sciences naturelles. Strasbourg. The Society.

Mittheilungen aus dem Osterlande. Alteuburg .. .. The Society.

Monatsberieht der K. Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu

Berlin The Ac.4demy.

Kotizblatt des Vereins fiir Erdkunde. Darmstadt .. The Society’.

• XLIII. i



CXTl Accessions to the Library

Titles. Donors.

Schriften der K. physikalisch-okonomischen Gesellschaft zu Koni^berg.
The Society.

Schriften der Universifat zu Kiel .. .. .. . . The TJsitebsitt.

Vortrage, &c., von der Verein fiir die Deutsche Nordpolfahrt. Bremen.
The Society.

Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft. Leipzig.

The Society.

Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fiir Erdtunde. Berlin, 1872 The Society.

Zeitschrift des K. Sachsischen Bureaus. Vol. XTV. 1868. Dresden,
1870.

Belgium

—

Aunalcs metc'orologiques. Bruxelles.

Annuaire de 1’Academic royale dea Sciences, etc. Bruxelles, 1873.
The Acadesiy.

Bulletin do 1’Academic .. .. .. .. .. The Academy.

Centierao Annivera.Tire (1772-1872) de I’Academie ’ A. Queteilt.

Austkia

—

Jahrhuoh und Verhandlungen der kaiaerlich-kuniglichen geologischeu
Eeichsanstalt, Wien. .. .. .. .. The Isstitctb

Jahrhucher fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus .. 0. Jelinek.

Mittheilungen der K. Akad. der Wissenschaften .. The Academy.

Mitethilungen der K. K. geographischen GeseUscbaft.. The Society.

Italy

—

Annali del Museo civico di Storia naturale. Genova, 1870.

Marquis G. Dobia.

Memorie del Keale Inst. Lombardo, Milan .. .. The Institute.

Switzerland

—

Bibliothcque universelle ct Revue suissc . . . . The Editors.

Genera—
Le Globe : Journal ge'ographique de Geneve .. .. The Publisher.

Me'moires de la Socie'te' de Physique . . . . . . The Society.

Zurich—
Mittheilungen der naturforschenden Gesellschaft .. The Society.

Vierteljahrsschrift der Gesellschaft, <!fcc. . . . . . . The Editor.

Mittheilungen der antiquarischen Gesellschaft .. .. The Society.

Holland

—

Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Tolkenkunde, Kederlandsch Indie.

The Government.
Magnetical anil Meteorological Observations, Batavia. The Government
Nederlandsch Meteorologisch Jaarboek .. .. The Institute
Verslagen eu Mededeelingeii der Konioklijke Akademie van Weten-

Bchappcn, &c., te Amsterdam .. .. .. .. The Academy

Denmark

—

Fcrhandlingen og dets Medlemmers. Copenhagen .. The Society.

< «
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Titles. Donors.

Me'moires de la Societe royale des Antiquaires du Nord. Copenhagen.
The SociETT.

Oversigt det Kongelige Dauske Videnskabemes Selskabs. Copenhagen.
The Society.

Nobway and Sweden

—

Fatig Statistik. Christiania .. .. ... .. The UNrYEnsiTY'.

Folkmsengdens Bevsegelse . . . . . . . . . . The Ac.ydemt.

Kongliga Svenska Veteuskaps-Academiens Handlingar. Stockholm.

The Academy.

Kongsviner Lillestrom Jernbane.

Norsk Meteorologisk Aarbog.

Noyes Handel og Skibsfart .. .. .. .. The Uniyebsity.

Portugal

—

Boletim e Annaes do Conselho ultramarino.

Historia e Memorias da Academia real das Sciencias de Lisboa, Classe

de Sciencias moraes, Politicas e Bellas Lettras.

Quadro Elementar das Hela^oes Politicas etc.

The Royal Acad, op Sciences, Lisbon.

Russia

—

Annales de I’Observatoire central de Bussie .. The Obseevatoey.

Comptes-rendus de la Socie'te imperiale geographique .. The Societt.

Jahresberioht der Nicolai-Hauptsternwarte. St. Petersburg.

The Obseevatoey.

Melanges physiques ct chimiques de I’Acade'mie imperiale des Sciences
de St. Pe'tersbourg.

Me'moires de I’Acade'mie, &c. .. .. .. .. The Academy.

Proceedings and Transactions of the Russian Geographical Society.

The Society.

Spain

—

Almanak nautico. Cadiq . . . . . . , . The Observatory.

Anuario del real Observatorio de Madrid.

Observaciones de Marina . . . . . . . . The Observatory.

Resiimen de las Actas de la real Academia de Ciencias exactas.

The Academy.

ASIA.

Bombay Geographical Society’s Journal ..

Bombay Meteorological Reports ..

Calcutta Meteorological Reports ..

Journal of the East India Association ..

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal ...

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Madras .

.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India

Proceedings of the United Service lustitute of India

.. The Society.

The India Office.

The India Office.

. The Association.

The Society.

The Society.

The Society.

The India Office.

The Institute.

*2



CXVlll Accessions to the Library

Titles. Donors.

Keport of the North China Branch of the Eoyal Asiatic Society.

Shanghai, 1868 The Societt.

Eeports of the Government of India

—

Bombay Presidency.
Madras Presidency.

Home Department.
North-Western Provinces.

Foreign Department.
Public Works Department.
Scinde Eeports .. .. .. .. The India Office.

ThePhojnix.. .. .. .. .. ,. .. The Editob.

AFRICA.

Bulletin de ITnstitut egyptien . . . . . . . . The Institute.

Bulletin de 1’Academic d’Hippone. Bone .. .. The Academy.

Proceedings of the Sleteorological Society of Mauritius. The Society.

Tableaux de la Situation des Etablissements fran^ais dans I’Algerie.

La SociETE hist, algebienne.

AMERICA.

American Agricultural Eeports .. .. The Amee. Geogeaph. Soc.

Anales de la Univeraidad de Chile. Santiago .. .. The Univeesity.

Anales del Museo publico de Buenos Aires . . . . H. Bubmeistee.

Annual Report of the Secretary of the Navy, Washington

.

The Seceetaey.

Annual Report of the Trustees of the Museum of Comparative Zoology.

The Tecstees.

Boletiii de la Sociedad de Ciencias fisicas y naturales de Caracas.
The Society.

Boletin de la Sociedad Mexicana de Geografia, &c. . . The Society.

Journal of the Franklin Institute .. .. .. .. The Institute.

Memoirs of the Peabody Academy of Arts and Sciences. Salem.
The Academy.

Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.

The Academy^
Proceedings of the American Academy .. .. .. The Academy.
Proceedings of the American Association for the Advancement of

Science, Cambridge, U.S The Association.

Procealings of the American Geographical and Statistical Society of New
York .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Tiig Society.

Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society . . The Society.

Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History . . The Society.
Proceedings of the Cahfomia Academy of Sciences, San Francisco.

The Academy.
Proceedings of the Essex Institute .. .. .. The Institute.
Eeports of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences. The Academy.
Eeports (3 & 4) of Geological Survey of Indiana, 1871-72. Indianapolis,

E. T. Cox.
^

I •
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Titles, Donors.

Reports of the Minister of Agricultare, Washington. The TJ. S. Senate,

Reports of the Sanitary Commission, Washington . . The Commission.

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge . . . . The Institute.

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections .. .. .. The Institute.

Smithsonian Reports . . . . . . . . . . The Institute.

South American Missionary Magazine .. .. .. The Seoretaky.

The Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, with Proceedings of Natural

History Society of Montreal .. .. .. .. The Society.

AUSTRALASIA.

Monthly Notices of the Royal Society of Tasmania . . The Society.

Sydney Meteorological Reports .. .. .. G. W. Smalley, Esq.

Transactions of the New Zealand Institute .. .. The Institute.

Transactions of the Royal Society of N. S. Wales .. The Society.

Transactions of the Royal Society of Victoria .. .. The Society.

Victoria Mining Reports The Seceetasy of Mines.

Victoria Statistical Reports .. .. .. .. The Secretaey.



( cxx )

ACCESSIONS TO THE MAP-ROOM,
Fkom Mat 27th, 1872, to Mat 26th, 1873.

ATLASES.

31 ips, Charts, 4c. Donors.

Adolf Stieler’s Handatlas fiber alle Theile der Erde und fiber das Welt-
fjebaude, neu bearbeitet von Dr. Aug. Petermann, Dr. Herm. Berg-
haus und Carl Vogel. Parts C, 7, 8, 9, 10, each containing 3 Maps.
Gotha; Justus Perthes. 1872 The Publisheb.

Dr. K. von Spruner’s Handatlas fUr die Geschichte des Mittelalters und
der neuern Zeit. Di itte Autlage. Nen bearbeitet von Dr. Theodor
Menke. Parts 5 and 6, each containing 4 Maps. Gotha ; Jnstus
Perthes. 1S72 .. .. .. .. .. .. The Publibhes.

Atlas des C impagnes de I’Empereur Napoleon en Allemagne et en France,
1805- 9. Engraved under the direction of Lieutenant-General Pelet.
20 Sheets. 1844 .. .. .. .. .. By PuBcaaASE.

Historische Atlas van Noord Nederland en zijne overzeesche Bezittingen,
van de 16'“' eeuw tot op heden 1865. By Mr. G. Mees. 1867. 14
Maps .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Atlas of the British Empire in America, with the French and Spanish
Settlements adjacent thereto. By Henry Popple. 1750 (?).

From the Christy Collection,
Through Augustus W. Fbakks, Esq.

Lithologic du fond des Mers, par M. Delesse. 4 Maps.
No. 1. Carte Lithologique des mers dc la France.

„ 2. Carte Lithologique des mers dc I’Europe.

„ 3. Carte Lithologique des mers de I’Ainerique.

„ 4. Carte des mers anciennes et actuelles de la France.

The Author.
T. A. von Slentzer’s Kartbok for Skolans Lfigre Klasser. 24 Maps.

Stockholm; L. J. Hierta. 1872 .. .. .. The Publisher.
I. Four Slieetsof Handatlas derneuesten Geographie fur hohere Bildunt>s-

Anstalten, von Scheda und Steinbauser, in IS BlUttem.—II. FcTur
Sheets of Steinhauser's Schulatlas .. .. Ant.veia & Co., Vienna.

Four Sheets of a small School Atlas . . ..Messrs. Holzel, Vienna.
An Historical Atlas of Ancient Geography, Biblical and Classical, com-

piled under tlie superintendence of Dr. Win. Smith and >Ir. Grove.
Parts I. and II. London

; Murray, Albemarle Street.

The Publisher.
The Imperial Atlas of Modem Geography. By W. G. Blackie Ph D

F.H.G.S. 87 Maps, with Index. London ; Blackie and Sons’, 1872.
’

UI. ULACKIE.
Atlas historique et topographique de la Guerre d’orient [Crimea] en1851-6 redigees sur Its documents officielles et les renseigncments

authentiques r^ueillis par le corps d’etat-major. Grave et publie par
les soins dn Depot de la Guerre. 53 Maps and Views.

FbeNCH MlNISTfeBE DE LA GUEBBE.
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Maps, Charts, 4 c. Donors.

Atlas to accompany a Relation de I’expedition de Chine en 1860, redige'e

an depot de la Guerre, d’apres les documents officiels. 1862.

Fbesch Mixisteke de la Gverke.

Meyer’s Handatlas der neuesten Erdbeschreibung in 100 Karten. Bedigirt

von L. Eavenstein. Hildburghausen, Bibliograpbiscbe Institute. 1872.

By PCBCHASE.

Statistical Atlas of European Russia. By Timirjase'V. Parts I. and II.

St. Petersburg
;
A. Ilyin . . . . . . . . By Pebchase.

La Suisse : Atlas Politique, Geologique, Hydrographique, Commercial,

Industriel, etc. Par J. Gerster. 12 Maps. Neucbatel, Jules Sandoz.

1871 By PcRCHASE.

I. Die Monats und Jahresisotbcrmen in der Polarprojection, nebst Dar-

stellung ungewolmlicber Winter dutch Tbermiscbe Isametralen. Von
H. IV. Dove. Atlas of 20 Maps. 1861.—II. Atlas Antiquus. 12

Maps of the Ancient World. By Dr. H. Kiepert. Eiftli edition.

Berlin; D. Reimer .. .. .. .. .. By Pcecha.se.

I. Bibel-Atlas. Von Th. IMenke. 8 Sheets.—U. Orbis Antiqui Descriptio :

An Atlas illustrating Ancient History and Geography by
_
IS

Maps. By Tli. Menko. Fourth edition. 1860.—HI. Dr. Karl

von Spruuer's Historico-Geographical Handatlas. 26 Maps. 1861.

—IV. Allgemeiner Missions Atlas. By Dr. R. Grundemann. Parts

4, 0,6, 7, 8, 9. 1871. Gotha; Justus Perthes .. By Pcbchase.

I. Atlas van Nederland en de Overzeesche Bezittingen. Door J. Kuyper.
16 Maps. Fifth Edition. 1872.—IL Gcmeente-Atlas van Nederland,

naar ortioielle bronnen ontworpen. Door J. Kuyper. 7 vols. 1872.

Leeuwarden; Hugo Suringar .. .. .. By Pcbchase.

Grosser Handatlas des Hiuunels und der Erde. Von H. Kiepert und
C. F. Wieland. 70 Maps. 44th edition. 1873. Wedraar, Geo-
graphisches Institut .. .. .. .. .. By Pcbchase.

Tenerife, geologisch, topographisch dargestellt. Ein Beitrag zur Kennt-
nUs vulkanischer Gebirge. Von K. v. Fritsch, G. Hartung und
W. Reiss. 2 Maps, with 5 Plates of Sections and Views, and Text.

Winterthur, J. Wurster & Co. 1867 .. .. By Pcbchase.

Neuer Atlas von Hellas und den Hellenischen Colonien, bearbeitet von

H. Kiepert. Parts 2 and 3. Berlin; Nicolaische Verlagsbuchhand-

lung. 1870-1 By Pcbchase.

THE AVORLD.

Kartograpliische XJeberslcht der Kaiserl. Deutschen Consulate, aufgestellt

im Auswiirtigen Amte des Deutschen Reiches. April, 1872. Eedi-

girt von H. Kiepert. Berlin ; Reimer. 1872. Lord Odo Rcssell.

A Map of the AVorlJ, showing the Submarine Cables already laid, and

those projected. By Willuim Abbott, Stock Exchange, London.
The Acthor.

I. A Chinese Geography of the Globe, with Maps.—IL Hemispheres,

outhne drawn from European Maps, names in Chinese characters.

William Lockhabt, Esq.

Erdkarte in Mercator’s Projection, bearbeitet von H. Kiepert. 8 Sheets.

Berlin; D. Reimer. 1860 .. .. •• — By Pcbchase.

Chart of the World. By Hermann Berghaus. 8 Sheets. 6tli edition

Gotha; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. .. •• By Pcbchase.



CXXll Accessions to the Map-Room

EUKOPE.
Maps, Charts, Sfc. Donors.

Geneeal

—

Two Sheets of Cteneral-Karto von Europa, von J. Scheda, in 25 Blattem.
Scale 1 inch = 35 miles (geo.)- -• -• Astabia & Co., Vienna.

One Quarter-sheet of a School Wall-map of Europe.
Messrs. Holzel, Vienna.

I. Karte von Europa. By Dr. A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 80 miles.

6tli edition. 1871.—II. K. von SprunePs Historisclie Karte von
Europa, West-Asien, und Nord-Afiika. 1800. 15 Sheets. Gotha ;

Justus Perthes .. .. .. .. .. By Puech.\se.

General-Karte von Europa, von Josef Bitter von Scheda. Scale 1 inch = 36
mdes (geo.). 25 Sheets. Wien, Autaria & Cie. . . By Pcechase.

Map of proposed Railway from England to India. By Alexander F.
Campbell. Scale 1 inch = 400 miles . . . . The -^uthob.

Centeae—
29 Sheets of the Carte Topographiqne de I’Europe centrale. Scale 351535-

Feexcu Ministekede ea Gcekke.

I. A'Map of the Seat of War between the Russians, Pole*, and Turks. By
Andrew Bury. Scale 1 inch= 25 miles. 1769.—II. Thirteen sheets ofa
general Map of the Empire of Germany, Holland, Switzerland, Italy,

and Sardinia. By Captain Chauchard. Scale 1 inch = 8 miles.

1800.— III. A new Map showing the Seat of War between the Allied
Powers and France. Scale 1 inch = 30 miles. London ; C. Smith.
1807 .. .. .. .. From the Christy Collection,

Through Augusti s W. Fbanks, Esq.

17 sheets of Scheda’s Map of Central Europe. Scale Wien
;
An-

taria <Sc Cie. .. .. .. .. .. .. By Pvrciiase.

British Isles—
Okdsaa'ce Slrvet Maps

; 677 sheets, and 60 area books.

O.vE IscH Genebal Map

—

Ireland, sheets 24, 51, 62, 95, 99, 109, 117, 118 (with hills).

Six Inch Co>nty Maps

—

Aberdeen, sheets 38, 39.

Banff, sheets 2,3, 4, 8, 10, 15, 17, 21, 22, and 28.

Flint, sheets 11, 14, ik
' —

^

Hants, sheets 52, 53, 58, 60, 65, 66, 67, 68, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 80, 81, 84, 88.

Kent, sheets 15, 16, 27, 28, 29, 39.

Surrey, sheets 6. 12, 13.

Parish Maps, 5J33 scale—
Aberdeen—
New Deer, 39 sheets ; Strichen, 17 sheets.

Berks—
Wiukfield, 20 sheets.

Elgin—
Bimie, 10 sheets; Dallas, 17 sheets; Diamie, 11 sheets; Duffus, 18

sheets
; Elgin, 29 sheets ; Knockaiido, 23 sheets

; liufford, 21 sheets

;

TJrquhart, 24 sheets.

Flint—
Halkin, 7 sheets ; Holywell, 16 sheets.

Hants—
Bramshaw, 7 sheets : Breamorc. Fordingbridge, Hale, Rockbonmc, and
North and South Charford, 31 sheets ; Chawton, 6 sheets ; Christchurch
and Holdenhurst (det.). 35 sheets; Ellingham, Ibsley, Harbridge and
Ringwood, 29 sheets ; Haitley Mauditt and East and West Worldham,

( «
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Maps, Charts, &c. Donors.

9 sheets ; Holilenhurst’and Cliriatclmrch (det.), 11 sheets ; Michcldever,
15 sheets; New Forest, 25 sheets ; Tichborue, Cheriton, Beauworth,
and Kihneston, 15 sheets.

Inrerness—
Alvie, 17 sheets

; Dores, IG sheets ; Kingussie, and Inch, 8 sheets.

Kent—
Benenden, 12 sheets; Newenden, 3 sheets; IVittershani, 8 sheets; Wood-

church, 12 sheets.

Surrey—
Chertsey, IS sheets; East and West Effingham and Ho^^leT, 14 sheets;

Send and Ripley, 11 sheets; Shere 13 sheets; Windlcsham, 19

sheets.

Towns, 5 feet = 1 mile.

London and its Environs, new aeries, sheets II. 89, 90, 99, 100; III. G7, 72,

73.

Dublin, sheets XVIII. 79, 80, 89, 90 ; XXIII. 22, 32, 33, 44, 45, 46.

Towns, scale

—

Aberdeen, 55 sheets.

First Comsusstoneb of Works, through Sir H. James.

A new and accurate Map of the Kingdom of Ireland. By Thomas Jeflreys.

Scale 1 inch = 12 mUea. 1759 .. From the Christy Collection.

Through ArersTVs W. Franks, Esq.

A new Map of Metropolitan Railways, Tramways, and Miscellaneous Im-
provements. deposited at the Private Bill Office, November 30tli, 1872,

for Session 1873. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. London ; E. Stanford.

The IThlisueb.

Four Maps of Liverpool. By Dr. Hume. 1. Ecclesiastical
;
2. Histoiical;

3. Municipal ; 4. Jloral and Social. Scale 4’4 inches = 1 stat. mile.

Rev. A. Hume, d.c.l.

Austro-Hungarian Empire

—

Le Eoyaume de Hongrie. Par S. Janvier. Scale 1 inch =25 miles. 17G9.
From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus W. Franks, Esq.

Karte der ZiUerthaler Alpen. Von Carl von Sonklar. Scale 1 inch = 2
miles (geo.). Gotlia; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. Dr. Peteemann-

I. Spccial-Karte von Dalmatien, in 21 sheets, with an index map
;
also

6 duplicate sheets.—II. Seven sheets of Special-Karte von Lngarn,
Kroatien und Slavoni'en, K. K. Militar-Grenze, Siebenburgen, —
III. General-Karte dcs Konigreichs Biihmen, herau^gegeben vom
K. K. Militiir-Geog. In^titute. 18G5. Scale 555^1. 1 sheets.—IV. Nine
sheets of Special-Karte von Steiemiark, mit Kanithen, Krain, Istrii.n,

uiid dem K. Ung. Kiistcnlande. Scale —V. General-Karto dcs
Kdnigreichs Galizicn und des Herzogthumes Bukowina, herausgege-
ben vom K. K. Milit'ar-geographischen Institute. 18G8. Scale
11 sheets.—VI. General-Karte dc" W 1.

- . '. ben durch das
K. K. Militiir-geog. Institute. '• sheets.—VH.
L'mgebungs-Karte von Bruck a. d. Leitha. Scale 9 shect.s.

VHI. Umgebungs-Karte von Franzensbad und Eger. Scale 4
sheets.—IX. L^mgebungs-Karte von Krakau. 1870. Scale 4
sheets.—X. Llmgebungs-Karte von Ofen-Pest. 1871. Scale 55^.51.

4 sheets.—XI. General-Karte dcs Grossfurstcnthuins Siebenburgen.
IVien. 1872. Scale 553551. 4 sheets.—XII. General-Karte der Her-
zogthumer K'arnten und Krain, Gorz u. Gradiaka, u. Istria 553355- 4

sheets.—XIII. General-Karte des Horzogthum.? Stoyermark. Wien.
1842. Scale

ssj'jss- 4 sheets.—XIV. Strassen Karte der Westlichen

Alpen, nebst Supplement zur Strassen Karte der Westlichen Alpen
nachgetragen bis 1870. Scale 1 inch = 10 miles. 2 sheets.—XV.
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iicfS, Charts, 4fC. Dmors.

Eisenbahn Istradirrmgs-Karte von Osterreich. 4 sheets.^—XVI. Sixty
sheets of Spezial-Karte von Ungam, soweit sie bis jetzt erschienen iat.

Scale mV)5 is-
Also an index map.—XVII. Plan von Teplitz mit seinen

Emgebungen. Scale 55J35. 1 sheet. 1832.

K. K. lIiiJT. Geog. IssTiTCT, Vienna.

tvestern sheet of Karte des Erzherzogthums Oesterreich Ober und Enter
des Enns, und des Herzogthunies Salzburg. Wien ; Antaria & Cie.

1871 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Pdblishees.

One sheet of a nine-sheet Map of Steiermark for schools.

Messrs. Holzel, Vienna.

MS. plan of the Harbour of Sefenico and the Roadstead of Vodica, to show
the system of contoured depths.

Captain Henky Littrow, Inspecteur Maritime a Fiume.

Vulker und Sprachen- Karte von Osterreich, und den Unter-Douau-
L'andern, zusammengestellt von H. Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 42 miles
(geo.). Berlin; D. Keimer. 1809 .. .. .. By Purchase.

I. Goneral-Karte der Vojvodschaft Serbien und des Temescher Banates,
daun der Vier Granzregimenter, von Emanuel von Eriedberg. Scale
1 inch = 4 miles. (gcot. 1853. 4 sheets.—II. Hiihenschichten-Karte
von Mahreu und 0. Schlesien von Prof Carl Kdristka in Prag. Scale
1 inch = 0 miles (geo.). Wien und Olmiitz ; Eduard Bolzel.

By Purchase.

Karte von Schlesien, K. u. K. Oesterr. Antheiles, von E. Czermak.
Scale 2555J5 . Troppau ; Buchholz und Diebel. 1872. By Purchase.

I. Ten sheets of Scheda’s Slap of Austria, on the scale of —H' Seven
sheets of Geologische C^bersichts-KartederOsterreicIiisch-Ungarischen
Jloiiarohie nach den Aufnahmen der K. K. Geologischen Reichsanstalt,
bearbeitet von Franz Bitter von Hauer. Scale pAsij-— Geognos-
tische Uebcrsichts Karte der Oesterieichischen Monarchie, von Wil-
helm Haidinger. 1845. Scale 1 inch = 12 miles (geo.). 9 sheets.

—

IV. Fifty-four sheets of Administiativ-Karte von Xieder-Oesterreich,
herausgegeben vom Verein fiir Laudeskunde von Nieder-Oesterreich.
Scale 55!^.—V. Ethnographische Karte der Ostcrreichisch-Urigarischen
Monarcliie, von Carl Freiherm von Czoemig. 1868. Scale 1 inch =
22 miles (geo.).—VI. Die Cesterr. u. Ungar. Eisenbahnen der Gegen-
wart u. der Zukunft. 1873. Scale 1 inch = 25 miles (geo.).—VII.
Kohlen-revier Karte des Kaiserstaates Osterreich, von Johann Pechar.
Scale 1 inch = 28 miles (geo.).—VIII. Geologische Eebersichtskavte
des Herzogthumes Steiermark, von Dionys Stur. 1865. Scale 535555 .

4_ sheets.—IX. Plan von Wien. 1873. Scale 1 inch = 660 feet.

—

X. Schiffahrts-Karte des Donau-Stromcs innerhalb der Griinzen des
Osterreicliischen Kaiserstaates, herausgegeben von dem K. K. Staats-
Ministerium, zusammengestellt vom Alexander Moering. 1859. Scale

55 I53 . 87 sheets. Wien ; Antaria & Cie ‘By Purchase.

Belgium

—

I. A Map of the Frontiers of the Emperor and the Dutch in Flanders and
Brabant, from a survey made under the direction of Le Comte do
Ferrari s. Scale 1 inch = 3 miles. London; W. Faden. 1789.
II. Plan rentier de Bruxelles. 1774.

From the Christy Collection,
Through Augustus W. Franks, Esq.

Specimen sheets of each of the Belgian Survey Mans
I

Sheet 32, Louvain,

zslira] >. 23, Malines.

(
Plan du Champ de Bataille de RamiUies.
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Plan du Champ de Bataille de Waterloo.
Planchette No. 6, Feuille XLV. St. Ghislain.

Donors

XXXIX. Braine le Comte.
XLV. Jurbise.

Lit. Merbes le Chateau.
XLV. Belooil.

,
No. 5,

< No. 3,

No. 1,

No. 1,

VCamp de Beverloo.

Merbes le Chateau, 's.w., n.w., se., n.e.

Lieut.-Col. F. Hexrion'el, Depot de la Guerre, BruseUes.

I. Nouvelle Carte de la Belgique. Scale 1 inch = -1 miles (geo.).—II.

Atlas Hydrographique, Koutier et Administi atif de la Belgique. Scale

inaW - 1869- 9 sheets.—III. Carte Atcheologique, Ecelesiastique et

Nobiliaire dela Belgique. Scale 1 inch = 3 miles. 1S71.—IV. Carte
industrielle de la Belgique et des contre'es voisines. Scale 1 inch = 7

miles (geo.). 6 sheets—V. Carte des concessions houilleies de la

Belgique (Liege, Hainaut, and Namur). Scale Ti-Jns- 2 sheets.

Bruxelles ; Ph. van der Macleu, Etablissement Gcographique.

Dexhark- By Purchase.

Twelve sheets of the Danish General Staff Survey Maps ; Six on the scale

of viz. Svendborg, Faaboig, Kudkjbbing Bogensed, Arii, Middel-
fart ; and six on the sc.de of

:,5 !i55 ,
viz. Sunder Bjerge, Endelave, Traelle

Noes, Skamlings Banke, Hejls, Taps, with index map to Kaart over

Jydland .. .. .. .. .. Daxish Minister op War.

I. Two sheets of Karte im Maastabe von von den Herzogthiimem Hol-
stein und Lauenburg, in 8 Bliittem.—11. Generalkaart over Sjielland,

Moen, I.aalaud og Falater i udgivet af generalstaben. Kjoben-
havn. 1869. 2 copies.—III. Seven photo-lithographs of the original

Surveys of tl^e north-west of Fionia and Jutland on the scale of

G. Klingsey,
Generalstabens Topografiske Afdelung, Kjbbenhavn.

Adolph Bull’s Atlas over Danmark. Scale In 22 sheets, viz. Fyen
og Laugeland, 2 sheets; Jylland, 14 sheets; Sjaelland, 4 sheets;
Lolland og Falster, 2 sheets. Also Bornholm, in 1 sheet. Scale ;

and a general Jlap of Denmark, shaded according to population.
Copenhagen

; C. Steen and Son. 1856-69 .. By Purchase.

Oversigtskaart over Skovones Fordeling og Udbredelse i Kongeriget Dan-
mark af F. Weyen. Scale Copenhagen ; G. E. C. Gad, 1869.

, By PURCHARE.
Iceland—

L’ppdrattr Islands (Carte dT^landc) a fjdrum blodum. Executed under the

direction of Mr. O. N. Olsen. Scale 1 inch= 6) miles f geo.). Literary

Society of Iceland. 1845. 4 sheets. Three copies, coloured to show—1, Physico-geographic ; 2, Administrative
; 3, Hydrographic.

T- By Purchase.
Frasce— '

I. Sixty-four sheets of the Nouvelle Carte Topographique de la France, u
I’e'chelle du —II. Forty-four Plans des Villes de France. Scale

HI. Twenty-six sheets of the Carte Topognqihique de la Fiance,2o6oo'

a re'chelle du
par Mieulet.
Scale

index map.—IV. Massif du Mont Blanc, leve

Scale jnJra- Paris, 1865.—V. Environs de Versailles.

..French Ministere de la Guerre.

I. A Plan of Paris and the adjacent country. By Mr. John Koeque. 1748.

Scale 1 inch = 350 yards. In 7 sheets.—II. Geometrical Survey of

the Environs of Toulon. Scale 1 inch = f mile. W. Faden. 1794.

IV. A new Map of Provence. By Henry Overton. Scale 1 inch = 6

miles. 1746.—IV. Plan geometral de la ville de Bordeaux. Par
M. de Toumy. 1754.

From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus W. Frahes, &q.
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Gebmaxt

—

1. Empire of Germany. By L. Delarochette. 1759. Scale 1 inch = 20
miles.—It. La Haute et Basse Alsace. Par Le Eouge. 1713. Scale

1 inch = 4 miles.—HI. Les Duches de Lorraine et de Bar. Par Le
Eouge. Paris, 1743. Scale 1 inch = 6 miles.— IV. Carte choro-
graphique et militaire d’une partie de la Saxe et do la Boheme. 1778.

' —V. Plan de I’alfaire de Soest. Par P. W. de Baur. 1766.—VI.
Plan du sie'ge de Cassell. Par H. D. Gerlach. 1762.—VII. Plan du
siege de Mindcn. Par F. W. de Baur. 1766.—VIII. Plan de la

levee du siege de Biunswic. Par Prince Fred. Aug., Due de Bruns-
wic; de'lin. par J. O. Henneman. 1763.—IX. Tableau des Guerres
de Frederic le Grand. Par Muller et d Engelbrecht.—X. Plan de la

bataille de Tonhausen pres de Minden, Par Guillaume Eoy. 1759.
From the Christy Collection,

Through Avgustus W. Feaxks, Esq.

General-Karte vom siidwestlichen Deutschland. TVien, 1865. Scale

lasiOT- 12 sheets .. .. K. K. Miut. Geog. Ixstitvt, Vienna.

Hohenschichten-Karte von dem Grossherzogthume Hessen und den
angranzenden Liindcrn. in dein Maasstabe von jxiroi;- Beaibeitet
im GrossherzogUchen Hessischen General-quartiermeister Stabe. 2
sheets .. .. The Director of the Hessian Gexekal Staff.

I. Viilker- und Sprachen-Karte von Deutschland und den Xachbarlandern.
Zusammengestellt von H. Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 42 miles (geo.).—II. Wandkarte des Deutschen Eeiches. Von Henri Kiepeit.
Scale 1 inch = lOJ miles (geo.), 1872. 9 sheets.—III. Historische
Karte von Els.assund Lothriagea. Von Eichard Boeckh und Heinrich
Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 10 miles (geo.). 1871.—IV. Die DeutscU-
Franzdsisohen GrcnzIauder. Scale 1 inch = 10 miles (geo.). 1871.
Berlin; D. Eeimer .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Special-Karto von Dout.schland, und den benaohbarten Gebietcn. Von Lud-
wig Eavenstein. Scale 1 inch = 12 miles (geo.). 12 sheets. Hild-
burghausen; Bibliographisches Institut, 1872 .. By Purchase.

Sudwest-Deutachland mit Elsass und Ostl. Lothringen vor Ausbruch der
franzosischen Eevolution, 1789. Entworfen von Th. Menke ; bearbeitet
und gezeichnet von B. Hassenstein. Scale 1 inch = 14 miles (>»eo.^.
Gotha; Justus Perthes. 18i3 .. .. ,. Dr. Pet’ermaxn.

Uebersichts-Huhen-Karte von Baden und Wiirftcmberg nebst Hohenzollem
Von IVilhclra Jordan. Scale Stuttgart

; j. B. Metzler. 187L
By Purchase.

Kaite von Dcut.sehland, mit Hauptriicksicht auf natiirliche Bodengeslal-
tung By E. yon Sydow and H. Berghaus. Scale 1 inch = 30°miles
(goo.). 3rd edition. Gotha ; Justus Perthes. 1866. By Purchase.

Kartell und Mittlieilungen des Mittclrheinischen GcologiscJicn Vereins.
35055' 16 sheets. Darmstadt; G. Jonghaus. By Purchase.

Also a duplicate copy of sheet 16. Presented by the

Mitteleheinische.v Geol. Vereix.
I. Geologische Karte von Deutschland. Bearbeitet von Dr. H von Dccl cn

1869. Scale 1 inch = 20 mUcs. 2 sheets—II. Der Oberschlesisch-
iolm;,t'he Bcrgdi»trict mit Hinwcglassung des Diluviums. Von O.
^egenhardt. ticale Tuifecs* 2 sheets.—HI. Geognostische Karte vou
Ubersdilt^i-n, und den angrenzenden Gebieten. Bearbeitet von Hr.
erd. Enemer. Scale toJhr). 12 sheets.—IV. Geologische Karte tier

Magdeburg bis zum Harz. Von Julius Ewald.

, 1; , ,
“i” twot- I slm-ts—V. Geognostische Uehersichtskarte

Bearbeitet von Dr. Ernst
Scale —\ I. Plan des

.
A.AJ.

^>eiss uud Dr. Hugo lisspeyres. 1867.

<

r

€ ^
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f^elilaclitfeldcs von Koniggiiltz. Scale 5^. 4 slieets.—^VII. Die
Ijefestigte Position von Chlum. Scale jj'jj.—VIII. Plan des Gefeclits-

terrains bei Gradlitz. Scale osJsih.—IX. Plan des Gefechtsfeldes von
Trautenau nnd des von Soor. Scale Plan des Gefeclitstcr-

rains bei Tobitscbau. Scale jjJiy,. —XI. Plan des Gefecbt&Wdcs von
Gitschin. Scale —XII. Plan des Gefechtsfeldes von Nachod,
Skalitz und Schweinschaedel. Scale ,5^.—XIII. Gefechtsfelder von
JliincUengratz und Podol. Scale 2 sheets.—XIV. Plan des

Gefechtsfeldes von Podkosl. Scale —XV. Plan des Gefechts-

feldes von Kdniginhof. Scale 5 —XVI. Plan der Stadt Kdniginhof
und umgegend. Scale —XVII. Margch-Eouten-Karten der Preus-

sischen und Xord-deutschen Armee, 18G6. Von Goessel. Scale 53®^'
3 sheets. Berlin; J. H. Neunninn .. .. By Purchase.

2S1 sheets of the Topographical Survey of Prussia, on the scale of nroii-

By Purchase.

I. Fifteen sheets of the Gradabtheilungs-Karte
-njirotii

from engraved plates,

viz. 1 , 9, 14. 64, 66, 69, 89, 109, 167, 184, 276, 304, 310 E., 312a. 316 B.—
II. Five lithographed sections TraOTs. US. HI, 167, 190, 219.—HI.
Three sheets of the Gradabtheilungs-Karte viz. 35, 36, 37.— IV.

Sis sheets of the Map of the Environs of Berlin viz. 18, 19, 20,

34, 33, 36.— Map of Hohenzollern 55)^55, edition with hachures and
contours. Colonel Zimsierjianx.

Chief of the Topographisohe Abtheilung, Berlin.

1. Karte vom Preuasisctien Staate, mit besonderor Beriicksichtigung der
Communicationen. Scale snifem- Pifth Edition. 1870. 12 sheets.

—

II. Situations-Plan von Berlin, rait dcm Weichbilde und Charlotten-
burg, von Major Sineck. Scale 15^. 4 sheets. 1871. Berlin; D.
Iteimer By Purchase.

Post- und Eisenbahn-Kurte von dem Prcussischen Staate. Prepared in the
Cours-bureau of the General Post Department m Berlin. Scale
1 inch = 11 miles (geo.). 1870. 9 sheets.. .. By Purchase.

I. Topographisohe Karte der Gegcnd um Berlin. Aufgenommon von Vogel
von Falkenstein; revidirt von J. Schultz. Scale —11. Topo-
graphischo Karte dor Umgegend von Potsdam. Seale —III. Topo-
graphische Karte der Umgegend von Coin. Scale —IV. Topogra-
phische Karte der Umgegend von Magdeburg. Scale lisiOT-—V.
Topographisohe Karte der Umgegend von Breslau. Scale moiOT.
Berlin; Simon Schropp .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

I. Geologische Karte von Preussen und den Tiiuringischen Staaten.
Sheets 237, 238, 239, 255, 256, 257, 274, 275, 276, 2'»5,

296, 297, 329, 330, 343, 344, 359, 360.—II. Gcologischeu Karte der
Provinz Preussen. Von Dr. G. Berendt. Scale 3517535. Sheets 2, 3, 4,

5,6,7,8,12. Berlin ; J. H. Xeumann .. .. By Purch.Vse.
Italy

—

Pianta di Roma. Scale 1 inch = 656 feet. Per Luigi Piale. 1853.

Robert Morrisox, Esq.

Carta topografica del Ducato di Modena. "Wien, 1819. Scale 55J55. 9
sheets .. .. .. .. K. K. Milit. Geog. Institut, Vienna.

I. Carta Itineraria del Regno d' Italia, a corredo del! Itinerario Generale
Militare. Scale 1 inch = 14 miles (geo.). 1868. 6 sheets.—II.

Carta della Sicilia. Scale tootj. 48 sheets and index map.—III.

Four sheets of Carta delle Provincie Kapoletane. Scale jssoira-
—IX.

Twenty sheets of Gran Carta degU Stati Sardi in terrafirma. Scale

35555-—X. Duplicate copies Of the neighbourlioods of Potenza, Melfi,

and Laurino. 6 sheets ; reproduced from original drawings by photo-

graphy. Scale 33^55.

CoRro DI SiATO Maggiore, through General H. Parodi.
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Netkeblands— , „ . ™
I. Thirty sheets of Topographische en Milifaire Kaart van het Koningrijk

der Nederlanden, op den Schaal van in 62 hladen.—II. Topog:ra-

phisehc Atlas van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden, op den Schaal

Tan ,5^, in ]9 hladen.—III. Four sheets of Choro-Topographische

Kaart van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden, door den Lnitenant-

Gencral Kraijenhoff, in 9 hladen.—IV. Nieuwe afstandswijzer van

het Koningrijk der Nederlanden, in 6 hladen.—^V. Topographische

Kaart van de legerplaats hij Milligen, op de Schaal van 53J55.—VI.

Hoogtekaait van Nederland, op de Schaal van
Colonel H. Eoni de Loo,

Director of the Topographische Inrigting.

Waterstaafs Kaart van Nederland. Scale 35^. 50 sheets, ’s Gravenhage,

Martinus Nijhoff. 1865 By Pubchase.

I. Landhourv Kaart van Nederland. Door Dr. W. C. H. Staring. Scale

1869. 6 sheets.— II. Nieuwe Kaart der Spoorwegen nnd
Stnjomhootvoarten van het Koningrijk der Nederlanden. Door P. H.
IVitkamp. Scale I8"2.—III. Kaart van de provincie Zuid

, Holland. Scale jj,^. 1867. 9 sheets, ’s Gravenhage ; J. Smolders

and Oie, .. .. .. •• •• •• •• By Ptbchase.

Geologische Kaart van Nederland. Door W. C. H. Staring. Scale 25^.
28 sheets, including a title-sheet, index map, map of the elevations of

H' Hand, a diagram showing the extent of country which would he
flooded by an inroad of the sen, and a sheet indicating the'geological

order of the strata, and the symhoL and colours employed. Haarlem

;

A. C. Kruseiuan .. .. .. .. ., By Pcechase.

PiUSSIAN r.lIPIRn

—

SI sheets of the Nouvelle Carte de la Russie, copie'e et traduite d’aprhs la

carte do I’etat-major russe. Scale

Fbesch SIinistere pe la Gi'eere.

Geological Map of the Donetz River basin, from surveys made during
1864-TO. Scale 1 inch = 6 miles. St. Petersburg. 1872.

1. Post Map of European Russia. Scale 1 inch = 23 miles (geo.) 1871.

12 sheets.—11. Telegraph Map of the Russian Empire. Scale

1 inch = 29 miles (geo.) 4 sheets.—III. Railway Map of European
Russia. Scale 1 inch = 56 miles (geo.). 1872. 2 sheets.—IV. Plan
of St. Petersburg. Scale 5 inches = 1 mile. 1868. 4 sheets. (In

Russian characters.) St. Petersburg ; A. Ilyin . . By Pckchase.

I. Karta ofver Storfurstendomet Finland, utgifven nf bfverstyrelsen ftir

landtmateriet. Scale 1872. 30 sheets.—H. Karta ofver Stor

Furstenddmet Finland, af A. W. Ekluiid. 1840. Scale 1 inch = 25
miles .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

I. Map of a portion of the River Dniepr from the town of Krementehuga
to Limana. Scale 555,55. 1863. 35 sheets with an index map.

—

II. Map of portions of the River Dniepr from the town of Kremen-

,

tchuga to Markusow Island. Scale 1863. 16 sheets.—HI. Blap
of a portion of the River Northern Dvina from Ustiog Velikii to

Archangel. Scale
55J5,. 1861. 46 sheets with an index map—

IV. Jlap of portions of the River Northern Dvina from Ustiog Velikii

to Archangel. Scale 53^. 1861. 27 sheets.—V. Map of a portion

of the River \0\g3. between Tver and Kaliazin. Scale 55(55.
1860.

57 sheets.—VI. Map of a porlion of the River Volga between Kaliazin
and Ryhin-k. Scale 5,'55. 1861. 42 sheets.—VII. Map of a poition

of the River Volga between Rybinsk and Tetiush. Seale tkoc- 1881.

50 sheets, with an index map and enlarged plan of Rybinsk.

—

VHf. Map of portions of the River Volga between Rybinsk and
Tetiush. Scale 1861. 26 sheets. (All in Russian characters.)

St. Petersburg; C. Rottger and Co By PobchASB.
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Spain and Portugal

—

I. Mappa ou Carta Geographica dos Eeinos de Portugale e Algarve.

Scale 1 inch = 6 milea. London, 1790.—II. Spain and Portugal. By
W. Faden. Scale 1 inch = 30 miles. 1796.

From the Christy Collection,

Through Acgustcs \V. Franks, Esq.

I. Ten finished sheets of the Atlas of Spain by Don Francisco Coello.

Scale 55^ : also 3 provisional sheets, on the scales of and ^7,^53
-

H. General Map, Espana y Portugal. By Don Francisco Coello.

Scale 1 inch = 28 miles (geo.). Madrid. 1863 Bon Francisco Coeuo.

I. Eight sheets of the TopographicalMap of the Kingdom ofPortugal. Scale

Wmo-—II- Carta Geographica de Portugal, publicada por ordem de

Sua Magestade, levantada em 1860-65, sob a direc^ao do Conselhciro

F. Folque. Scale —HI- Carta Chorographica dos terranos em
Yolta de Lisboa, redigida c gravada no Deposito Geral da Guerra, sob

a direc^ao do General de Brigade F. Folque. 1869. Scale r 55^15
.

—

IV. Carta Topographica da Citade de Lisboa, levantada sob a direc^io

do General FUippe Folque. 1871. Seale —Y. Plano Hydro-
graphico da barra do Porto de Lisboa. Deposito Hydrograpbico.
1857. Scale 3 inches = Imile (geo.).—VI. Plano Hydrographico da
barro do Porto, levantada sob a direcQao do Conselhciro F. Folque, por

- C. M. Batalha. 1871. Scale 5^.—VII. Carta da Berlenga, Farilhoes
e Enseada do Peniehe. Deposito Hydrographico. 1871. Scales

fofes 13353
-—VIII. Signaes convencionales adoptados para 03 tra-

halhos Topographicos e Hydrographicos executados em Portugal.

General FmpPE Folqpe,
Director Geral dos trabalhos geodesicos.

Swedes

—

I. Topograflaka Corpsens Karta ofver Sverige ; Sodra Delen. Scale
11 sheets

;
in duplicate.—II. General Karta ofver Sverige, utgifven af

Topograflska Corpsen. 1870. Scale —III. Karta ofver Kalmar
Lao. Topografibka Corpsen. 1871. Scale 25o'535

.—IV. Eikets ekono-
miska Karteverket. Scale 35

*

55 . 24 sheets.—V. Karta ofver Kyko-
pings Lan. 1866. Scale 555553 . In duplicate.

Baron Victor de Vegesack,
Director of the Kongl. Topograflska Corpsen.

Two sheets of the Geo^afisk-Statistisk Atl.is ofver Sverige. Af Dr. J. M.
Larsson. Scale 1 inch = 5J miles (geo.) Stockholm ; L. J. Hierta.
1872. 1 . Skane och Bleking, IMalmbhus, Christianstads och Blekinge
Liin. 2. Vpland, Up^ala och Stockholms Lan .. The Pibushee.

Four sheets of Sveriges Geologiska XJndersiikning ; Tolfte Haftet
; viz. 42,

43, 44, 45, each sheet with an explanatory handbook. Scale 35
*
55 .

Otto Tokell,
Chef de la Eccherche Geologique de la Sui-de.

Karta ofver Norra Sverige. Af August Hahr. Scale 1 inch = 14 miles
(geo.) 2 sheets. Stockholm, Norsedt and Co. 1871.

By Pl ECH-ASE.

Switzerland

—

Febersiehtskarte des Schweizcrischen Pegel und IVitterungsst.ationen-
netzes. Scale 1 inch = 8j miles

;
geo.). 1871 .. M. Ziegler.

Also a duplicate presented by the Eidgenossisches BALEVREAr, Berne.

I. Topographische Karte von Thun, 23J55
.—II. Elements de topographic,

13333-—III- Karte des Cantons Luzern, 555555
.—IV. Two cuttings from a

general Map of Switzerland.—V. A small outline sketch of the vicinity

of Amsoldingen.—VI. Sheet 2 of the 3Iap of Canton Vaud, 35)53 .

—VII. Sheet 10 of the topographical Map of Canton Luzern, 5 .^53
.

—
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VIII. A Map of the Canton Graubundten von G. W. Mengold. Scale

I inch = 3i miles. In duplicate.—IX. Carte des Chemins de fer,

Postes et Telegraphes de la Suisse, jsssiB- 1° triplicate.

H. MijLLHArPT ET PiLS, Bemc.

Part III. (12 sheets) of the Topographical Atlas of Switzerland,

The Fedebal Staff Bureau.

I. Ten sheets of the Geologische Karte der Schweiz, mit Zugrundelegung
der Dufour’schen Karte der Schweiz. Scale, ysnVao-—H- Karte der

Schweiz. Von K. Leuzinger. Scale ijrJotns- 2 sheets.— III. Karte der

Posten, Telegraphen und Eisenbahnen der Schweiz. Von B. Leuzinger.
Scale 535'i^. 1871. 4 sheets. Berne; J.Dalp .. By Purchase.

Carte du Canton de Ncuchatel par A. de Mandrot. Scale TiaPiM- Keu-
chatel; Jules Sandoz. 1870 .. .. .. .. The Publisheb.

L Carte Geologique de la Suisse. De B. Studer et A. Escher. Scale
4 sheets.—II. Carte des Cantons Geneve, Vaud, Xeuch&tel et Fri-

bourg. Scale —III. Karte des Kantons Graubundten. Scale
—IV. Karte des Kantons Ziirich. Scale 1868.—V. Karte

desKantons Aargau. Scale —VI. Karte der Kantone Schwyz
und Zug. Scale 33;^.—VII. Karte des Kantons Basel. Scale

—VIII. Karte des Kantons Schaflhausen. Scale Karte
des Kantons Tessin. Seale Archaologische Karte des
Kantons Zurich. Von Dr. Ferd. Keller, 1863. Scale —XI. Four
sheets of Carte du Canton de Vaud, diiige par la Commission topo-

graphique du Canton de Vaud. Scale 35J55 . Winterthur ; J. Wurster
and Co By Purchase.

Turkey and Greece

—

I. General-Karte der Europtiischen Tiirkei und des Konigreiches Grie-
clienland. Herausgegeben von Josef Bitter v. Scheda. Scale 1 inch =
12 miles (geo.) On 13 sheets, including a Pian von Constantinopel.

Scale 2J inches = 1 mile (geo.). 1SC9.—II. Karte des Bosporus, mit
Constantinopel und den umliegenden Ortschaften. Von C. Stolpe.

Scale 355535 .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

I. Carte de la Grece modeme. Scale 35^55
-—G- Carte trigonometrique de

la Morce. Scale —III. Carte genOale de la Morfe et Cyclades.
Par le Commandant Boblaye. Scale 55^.—Plan d’Athiines moderne.
Scale 35J55

.—V. Carte de la presqu’ile de Gallipoli. Scale -
3J55 .

French MiNrsTERE de la Guerre.

Special-Karte von Bosnien, Hercegovina und den Paschaliks von Novi
Bazar. Wien, 1865. Scale I sheets.

K. K. MiLtT. Geog. Institut, Vienna.

I. Carte generale de I’Empirc Ottoman en Europe et en Asie. Dressee
par Henri Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 42 miles (geo.). 4 sheets. 1867.
—II. Carte de I’Epire et de la Thessalie. Dessinee pat Henri Kiepert.
Scale 2 sheets. 1871. Berlin, D. Beimer . . By Purchase.

General

—

ASIA.

General Map of Asia. By Hermann Moll. 1770 (?). Scale 1 inch = 3
degrees From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus W. Franks, Esq.

I. An outline Map of Asia. Scale 1 inch = 144 miles. W. and A. K.
Johnston, Edinburgh.—II. Two copies of a Map sliowing Eoutes from
India into the interior of Asia. Scale 1 inch = 110 miles. Stanford,
Charing Cross, London . . . . . . Eobebt Morrison, Esq.

General-Karte von Asien. By H. Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 140 miles
(geo.). 4 sheets. Weimar, Gcographisches Institut. By Purchase.
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—

Maps, Charts, ^c. Donors,

Slap of Central Asia. Scale 1 inch = 60 miles (geo.). 186.'!, revised to

1873. 4 sheets, in Russian characters. St. Petersburg, Topographical

Depot .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By PcKCUASE.

I. A Slap of the Country of the Upper Oxus ; from Colonel Yule’s essay in
‘ Wood’s Oxus.’ Scale 1 inch = 50 miles. 4 copies.—II. A Map
illustrating the derangement of a portion of the Chinese Slap of

Badakslian and Wakhan.—III. A reduction of a Chinese Map of the

Upper Oxus region, with autograph inscriptions by Julius Klaproth.

—IV. A plan of the fort called Yangi-shahr, or new town of Y’arkand.

Scale 1 inch = 300 feet. Calcutta, 1870.—V. Sketch for a Slap to

illustrate the route taken by the Y'arkand expedition of 1870. Scale

1 inch = 30 miles. In 4 sections.—VI. A Slap of a portion of Eastern

Turkistan to illustrate the expedition to Yarkand, undertaken under
T. D. Forsyth, Esq., c.b., in 1870. Scale 1 inch = 30 miles. Calcutta,

1871.

Arabia

—

Originalkarte zur t'bersicht dor Forschungen H. von Slaltzan’s in Sud-
Arabien, 1870-71; sowie der Reisen A. von Wrede, 1843; Slunzinger

and Sliles, 1870. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 20 miles

(geo.). Gotha; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. .. Dr. PEXEiaiAXtf.

Burma

—

A Slap showing proposed lines of overland communication between Burma
and China. By J. Coryton, Esq. Scale 1 inch = 60 miles (geo.).

The Authob.
Chinese Empire

—

I. Two copies of the Jesuit missionaries’ Slaps of China and Tartary, from
Du Halde’s Atlas. Scale 1 inch = 30 miles. Date 1711 .—II. A Map of

the Chinese Empire. By S. SV. Williams. 1861. Scale 1 inch = 2^'.

—III. An outline Slap of the North-Eastern piovinces of China.
Scale 1 inch = 30 miles.—IV. A sketch Slap to accompany a report

on the feasibility, and most effectual means, of introducing railway
communication into the Empire of China. By Sir Slaedonakl
Stephenson. 1864. Scale I inch = 40 miles.

Robert SIobrisox, Esq.

Karte der Westlichen Slongolei, zur Ubersicht der neuesten Eussischen
Reisen. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 55 miles (geo.). 1872.

—II. Originalkarte der Reisen von SLatusowski und Pawlinow in der

Westlichen Slongolei, 1870. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 28

miles (geo.). 1873. Gotha ; Justus Perthes .. Dr. Petermann.

I. A native plan of the city of Nan-king, on roller,—II. A native Slap of

the Hwang-hoo, with a European SIS. sketch of the water passage
from Maou-hoo to Tsing-hoo, on roller.—III. Native plan of Amoy.—

•

IV. Native plan of Han-kow, on roller.—V. Plan of the settlement at

Shanghai from a survey by Mr. F. B. Youel, b.n,. May 1855. Scale

1 inch = 220 feet.—VI. Native plan of Pekin, on roller.—VII. Native
Map of Sung-kiang-foo, on roller.—VIII. Native plan of Hwang-poo,
on roller.— IX. Native map of Yun-nan. on roller.—X. Native Map
of Shan-hae-kwon and Gulf of Peh-chih-li.—XI. A manuscript Map
of Corea.—XII. Native plan of the city of Shang-fcze.— XIII. Plan of

Hwong-poo and Shang-tsze.—XIV. Native plan of Hang-chow-foo.

—

XV. 3 native plans of towns, not identified.

WitLiAM Lockhabt, Esq.

East Indies

—

Land en zeekaart der Banda Eilanden. Door P. C. Bans, ofBoier der Artil-

lerie. Zamengesteld en opgenomen door A. Guyot. Banda, 1871.

Scale 1 inch = li miles. With a special Map of Banda Island.

Scale 3 inches = 1 mile. The Hague ; Smulders and Co.

The PcBLisHEr.s.

ha^OL. XLIII.
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Karte des sudlichen Theiles von Luzon nnd benachbarter Insein, auf
Grundlage der Coello’schen Karte zur Eeise von F. Jagor. Gezeichnct
von Bichard Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 14 miles (geo.').

K. Kiepeet, Esq.

Carta originale del Viaggio di Beccari e d’Albertis nella Nuova Guinea
ovesta (Aprile 1872), costrutta da Guido Cora. Scale 1 inch = 10
miles (geo.). Turin; Guido Coia. 1873 .. .. The Author.

Algemeene Kaart van Nederlandsch Indie, door S. H. Seme, 1870. In
4 sheets. Scale 1 inch = 5(J miles (geo.)—II. Topographische Kaart
der Eesidenlieu van Java, yotos- prepared under the direction of
Colonel W. C. von Schierbrand ; viz., Bagalen, 4 sheets

; Banjoemass,
3 sheets ; Djoejo-karta, 4 sheets ; Kadoe, 2 sheets ; Pekalongan,
1 sheet ; Semarang, G sheets ; Soerakarta, 6 sheets.—III. Kaart van
Ja\a. Door S. H. Seme, 1872. Scale 1 inch = 22 miles (geo.),

’s Graveuhagc ; J, Smulders and Co. .. By Pckch.\se.

India

—

Maps of the Government Survey op India.

,
Indian Atlas. Sheets 3, N.w., s-E.; 10, s.E., n.e., s.w. ; 11, N.w., s.E. ; 51, S.E. ;

72, s.w. : 87, s.w. ; 125, s.e., s.w. ; 131, s.w. Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.
Central Provinces and 'Vizagapatam Survey. Sheets 4, 17, 41. Scale

1 inch = 1 mile.

Central Provinces Survey. Degree sheets 3, 5. Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.
Sindh Revenue Survey. Sheets 21, 30, 34. 35, 49, 51, 56. 60, 63, 65, 73,

83, 90, 92, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 101, 102. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
Chota Nagpore Survey. Sheets 42, 44, 54. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
Gwalior and Central India Survey. Sheets 6.e, He, 40, 51. Scale 1

inch = 1 mile.

Gwalior and Central India Survey. Degree sheets 4a, 5. Scale 1 inch
= 4 miles.

Oude Revenue Survey. Sheet 28. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
Sindh Revenue Survey. Sheets 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11. Scale 1 inch =

4 miles.

Rewah and Bundelcund Survey. Sheets 1, 2. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
Ben ah and Bundelcimd Survey. Sheets 10, 12, 17. Scale 1 inch =

4 miles.

District Pumeah. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile. 18 sheets.

District Ramree. Sheets 1 and 2. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
District Dumoh. Sheets 2, 4, 6, 8, 10. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
District Hazareebagh. Sheets 1, 2, 3, 3a, 5, 6, 10. 11, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18.

Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.

District Lohardugga. Sheets 3, 4, 5. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.
District Peshawur. Sheets 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Scale 1 inch

= 1 mile.

Cantonments and City of Delhi. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 8 sheets.
Cantonment and environs of Kurrachee. Scale 16 inches = 1 mile. 53

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Kurrachee. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 7
sheets.

Cantonment and City of Agra. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 15 sheets.
Cantonment and City of Umballa. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 14 sheets.
Cantonment and City of Peshawur. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 10 sheets.
Caiilonnient and environs of Jalindhur. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 12

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Meerut. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 16
sheets.

Cantonmtnt and environs of Meerut. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 4 sheets.
Cantonment and environs of Philor. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 6 sheets.
(.'antonrnent and environs of Seetapore. Scale 8 inches 1 mile. 6

sheets.
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Cantonment and environs of Nowslieera. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile, d

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Eawul Pindee. Scale 12 inches = I mile.

7 sheets.

Cantonment and City of Bareilly. Scale 16 inches = 1 mile. 2] sheets.

Cantonment and enwons of Cawnpoor. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile, 10

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Soallcote. Scale 12 inches = 1 mi'e. l.'i

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Fyzabad. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile, i

sheets.

Cantonment and environs of Abbottabad. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 2

sheets.

Cantonment and civil station of Mount Aboo. Scale 1 inch = 200 feet.

2 sheets.

The Plateaux of Mount Aboo. Scale 1 inch = 1000 feet, i sheets.

Tlie Plateaux of Mount Aboo. Scale 4 inches = 1 mile. 2 sheets.

Eastern British Frontier. Scale 1 incli = S miles. 2 sheets.

Berar. Scale 1 inch = 8 miles. I sheet.

Berar. Scale 1 inch = 12 miles. 1 sheet.

Korth-west Provinces with Oudo. Scale 1 inch =: 16 miles. 4 sheets.

Civil station and environs of Chindwara. Scale 12 inches = 1 mile. 4

sheets.

Suddia cantonment. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Country round Delhi. Scale 2 inches = 1 mile. 2 sheets.

Sketch Map of North-West Frontier. Scale 1 inch = 2 miles. 1 sheet.

Chota Nagpore division. Scale 1 inch =16 miles. 1 sheet.

Chota Nagpore division. Scale 1 inch = 8 miles. 1 sheet.

City and environs of Tonk. Scale 10 inches = 1 mile. 2 sheets.

Town and civil station of Khundwa. Scale 16 inches = 1 mile. 4 sheets.

Town and civil station of Khundwa. Scale 8 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Tributary Mehal of Sarauda. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile. 2 sheets.

Station and environs of Gowhatty. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Attock Fort and environs. SetUe 12 inche.s = 1 mile. 3 .sheets.

Ootjir Fort. Scale 1 inch = 500 feet. 1 sheet.

City and environs of Punnah. Scale 8 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

City and environs of Dholpoor. Scale 1 inch = 500 feet. 1 sheet.

Fortress of Aseergurh. Scale 16 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

City and environs of Bundi. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Plan of Bijawar. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Plan of Chutterpore. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Hurdwar, Myapoor, and Kunkhul towns. Scale 8 indies = 1 mile. 1

sheet.

Plan of Fort and City of Ulwur. Scale 6 inches = 1 mile. 1 sheet.

Cossya and Garrow Hills. Sheets 33 and 34. Scale 4 inches = 1 mile.

Paehmari Sathpoora Mountains. 1 sheet.

Skeleton Map of Oude. Seale I inch = 4 niilcs. 6 sheets.

Punjab Map. Sheet 5. Seale 1 inch = S miles.

Andaman and Nicobar Islamls. 1 sheet.

Portions of the rivers Gundok, Gogra and Ganges. Sheets 1, 2, 3, Scale

1 inch = 4 miles.

Portion of Ganges Kiver. 2 sheets.

Portion of Ganges and Jamoona Rivers.

Heb Majesty's Secretarv of State fob Inwa,
through the India Office.

Outline map showing the lines of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway Co.

Scale 1 inch = 60 miles. With an enlarged plan of the Island of

Bombay. Scale 1 inch = 1200 yards.

Blue book, with 5 Maps illustrating the survey operations of the right and
left columns conducted with the Lushai Expeditionary Force, Eastern

k 2
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Frontier, 1871-72. Simla ; office of the Superintendent of Government
printing. 1872 C. K. Mabkham, Esq.

Aufnahme der Insel Minicoy. Ton Capitan J. P. Basevi. Scale H5333 .

Gotha ; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. .. .. Dr. Peteejiaxx.

A Map showing all the Tea localities of the Assam Company in the
Forehat and Mnttuck districts of Upper Assam. 18(54. In duplicate.

Messrs. Moore and Jvpp.

I. Country between Itawiil Piudee and Attock, showing the Camp of Exer-
cise. Scale 1 inch = 2 miles.—lU. Country round Eawul Pindee,
showing the Camp of Exercise, 1872-3 Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.

—

III. Country round Hnssnn Abdul, showing the Camp of Exercise,
1872-3. Scale 1 inch = l mile.—IV. A Sketch Map of the Garo Hills.
Seals 1 inch = 4 miles. Surveyor-General's office, Calcutta. 1872.

C. It. Markham, Esq.

I. A Map of Hindoostan, or the Mogul Empire. By J. Eennell. Scale
1 inch = 40 miles. London. 1788.— II. The Southern Countries of
India, from Mailras to Cape Comorin, illustrating the Campaigns of
1782-4. Scale 1 inch = 10 miles. London

; Faden. 1788.
From the Christy Collection.

Through Acorsirs \V. Fb.axks, Esq.

I. A Plan showing the triangulation in the Survey of Bombay Harlwur,
1SG2-3. Scale 1 inch = 5 cables.—II. Chart of Bombay Harbour,
surveyed by Lieutenant K. IV. Whish, i x. 1802-3. Scale 1 inch =
500 yards. C sheets . . . . . . . . The Ixnia Office,

Through Mr. Markuaji.

Six 51S. Maps. By John W. Barut, f.g.s., Superintendent Canal Irriga-
tion, Bliawulpoor :

—

1. Map of the Ahmedpoor Lunimah and Khanpore Nizamnts in
the Bhawulpoor State. 18(19. Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.

2. Slap of the Ooch Nizamut in the Bhawulpoor State. 1869.
Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.

3. Map of the Bahawalgurh Xizamut in the Bhawulpoor State.
1869. Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.

4. Map of the Lines of Irrigation between the Jumna and Sutlej
Eivers. Seale 1 inch = 8 miles.

^

5. Sketch Map, illustrating the direction of the Overflow from the
rivers Sutlej, Chenab. and Indus in 1871. Scale 1 inch = 4
miles.

6 . Diagram illustr.iting the Eise and Fall of the Sutlej Eiver at
Bhawulpoor during the year 1870 . . . . The Acthor.

A MS. Map of a portion of the Eunu of Cutch. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile-
(geo.).

A Sketch Map of India, showing the IJncs of Eailway and Electric Tele-
graph. Bj John 1\ alkcr. Iscalc 1 inch = 70 miles.

Ceylon—
Engineering Plans for the improvement of the Port of Colombo •

1 Jlap of the Environs of Colombo, with a Memorandum on the

o
Colombo H.irbour. Seale 6 inches = 1 mile.- Neighbourhood of the Lake, to accompany the

t.cological Sections.
3. Sections and Borings in the Colombo Lake, showin" th- Stratam natural colours. Scale 1 inch = 10 feet.
4. Plan of the Lower Kelani Ganga, to accompany Gcr logical

Sections. Scale 1 inch = 8 chains
5. Tracing of proposed Dockyaids.
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6. Plan of the Fort of Colombo, and of the Inner Harbour, to

show the positions of the borings, with Geological Sections.

Scale 1 inch = 1 chains.

7. Sections of borings in the Kelani Ganga, showing the Strata

in natural colours. Scale 1 inch= 10 feet.

Surveyor-General's office. Colombo. September 1871. J. L. Grixlin'ton, Esq.

Through H. IV. Bristow, Esq.

Persia, &c.

Typus communicationis maris Caspij, cum Persico et Euxino. Tracing of

Ancient Map . . . . . . . . . . .. Rev. G. AV. Lowe.

Karte der Kaukasus-L'andcr und der augr'anzenden Tiirkischen und Persi-

schen provinzen Armenien, Kurdistan und Azerbeidjan. A'on H.
Kiepert. Scale 1 inch = 21 miles (geo.). 4 sheets. Berlin

; D.
Reimer. 1854 .. .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Kpssiax Empire

—

Special-Karte von Xord-Sibirien zwlsohen Jenisei und.Lena, Von A. Peter-

manu. Scale 1 inch = 42 miles (geo.). Gotha ; Justus Perthe.“.

1873 Hr. Petermaxx.

Post Map of Asiatic Russia. Scale 1 inch = 88 miles geo,). 1871. 2

sheets.—H. Topographical 3Iap of the Mining District of the Altai

(gov. Tomsk). Scale sheets. (In Russian characters.) St.

Petersburg ; Ilyin’s Cartogiaphic Institute. 1868.. By Purchase.

Syria axd Pai.e.stixf.

—

Carte de la Syrie Meridionale, comprenant les montagnes du Liban et les

tcrritoires des Drouzcs et des Maronitos. Par H. Kiejx;rt. Scale

1 inch = 4 miles (geo.). Berlin ; D. Reimer. 1860. By Purchase.

A Map of the Holy Land. By A. de Mandrot. Scale Keuchatel

;

Jules Sandoz. 1872 .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.

Turkestan

—

Karta Turkestanskago, General G ubematorstva. Scale 1 inch = 30 miles

(geo.). 2 sheets. (In Russian characters.) St. Petersburg ; Colonel
Ilyin. 1872 .. .. .. .. .. .. Xey Elias, Esq.

Also a duplicate copy .. .. .. .. .. By Purchase.
Map of the East Coast of the Caspian Sea, and the Country of the Turco-

mans, with a Memorandum. By Robert Michell. 3rd February, 1873.

Sir H. Rawlln.son.

Ubersichts Karte der vom Rus.sischen Gebiete im Osten des Kaspischen
Meeres nach Chiwa fiihrenden Strasson, nach Recognoscirungen des

K. Russischen Generalstabcs. Zusammengestellt von H. Kiepert.

Scale 1 inch = 42 miles (geo.). Berlin ; D. Reimer. 1873.

By Purchase.

Egypt

—

AFRICA.

1. Original-Skizze des Bahr Scraf nnd seines Gebietes, nach den Beobach-
tungen von Ernst Slarno, 1872. Scale 1 inch = 28 miles (geo.). 2

copies.— II. Original-Karte von AVerner Slunzinger’s Erforschungen der

Gebiete der Habiib u Beni-Araer A'dlker. Von A. Petermann. Scale

1 inch = 7 miles (geo.).—HI. Original-Karte von Hoch-Sennaar, ziir

Ubersicht der Reisen von Ernst Marno, 1870-1. Scale 1 inch = 14

miles (geo.). Gotha ; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. Dr. Peteiuian.n.

Central

—

Cartii del Bacino del Rusizi e Tanganyika Nord, secondo Stanley, Living-

stone, Burton, Speke. Costmtta da Guido Cora. Scale 1 inch = 28

miles (geo.). Tni in ; Guido Cora. 1873 .. .. The Author.
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Special-Karte der Lander in Suden desTsad-see’s, znr Uberaicht der Reisen
von G. Rohlfs, 1866. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 11 miles
(geo.). Gotlia ; Justus Perthes. 1872 .. .. Dr. Peteumann.

Eastern

—

Livingstone’s Reisen iii Inner Afrika, 1866-72, und Stanley’s Reise zum
Tanganyika, 1871-2. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch=70 miles
(geo.). In duplicate. Gotha; Justus Pertlies. 1873.

Dr. Petermann.

Zambezia e paizea adjacentes, mappa coordenado pelo Marquez de S.i da
Bandeira. Scale 1 inch = 50 miles. Second edition. Lisbon, 1867.

Viscount Devkat.
A sketch of tbe Limpopo region, showing Mr. Button’s routes, 1860 to

1871, and the localiiies in which gold is found . . Mr. Bitton.

Korth

—

Hydropbilacium Africm, pimeipuum in ^lontibus Lunre situm, Lacus et
Flumiua prsecipua fundens, ubi et nova inventio Origiuis Xili descri-
bitur. Tiacing of ancient Map Rev. G. \V. Lowe.

I. Ville^d Alger. Scale —II. Carte dcs parties centrales du Sahara.
1862. Scale 1 inch = 70 miles (geo.).—HI. Oasis de Gourara, de
Ouogucrout. &o. Scale rjoW—IV. Oasis de Timmi, dn Touat, du
Tidikelt. &o. Scale V. Regeuce de Tunis. 1857. Scale
lonvio-—VI. Carte du Maroc. Par lo Capitaine Beaudoin. 1818. Scale
rnisra-—^ H- Cartes dts Ikisse-Egj-pte, Moyenue-Egypto et Ilaute-
Egypte. Par Linant de Bellefonds. Scale

FitENCH MinIsTEBE DE L.A GuEEBE.
Die Franzbsischen iMilitkr-Expeditionen in Marokko, 1866 und 1870. Von

A. I’etermanu. Scale I inch = 28 miles (geo.). Gotlia
; Justus

Perthes. 1872 .. .. .. .. Dj._ Peieumann.
South

—

I. General Plau of parts of the division of Queenstown, Capo Colony.
Surveyed by order of Government. Scale 2 inchc6= l mile. No. VI.
1870 ; No. yil., 1871. Each in duplicate.— II. A Map of the terri-
toiy ot Griqua-l.ind West. Roughlv surveyed for Government bv
Francis H. S. Orpen, Civil Commissioner, 1872. Scale 1 inch = lii

•• Francis H. Orpen, Esq.
Route Map from D'IJrbau to the northern frontier of the Transvaal Re-

(eco ). On 9 sheets. MS Thomas Baines, E^q.
Plan of a Trigonometrical Survey of the Line between David’s Grave andPlatberg (proclaimed by Sir H. Barkly). By T. E. de ViiliersGovernment Surveyor. Copied by John Sanderson.

'

Detailed Map of the Rev. Dr. Livingstone’s Route across Africa. Bv TArrow-smith. 1857. Scale 1 inch = 60 miles. 2 copies.
^ '

J- Arrow-smith, Esq.
MS. Map of Route from the Tati Settlement down the Tuli and LimnonoEiv ms to Delagoa Bay, 1870. By Frederick Elton. Scale 1 ineh= 15” *' " " •• •• The Authok.

\\ i STKRN

—

OriginalkartevonG.RoliIfsReise vouGudjanach La^os 1866 7 Vn,.A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = 35 miles f-mf r- in V \ “
Pertlies. 1873

toeo-)- Gotha; Justus

A new Survey of the river Congo. By George Maxwell S ^
•2) mUes. Loudon; R. H. Laurie! mS" 2 coS:

=

A. G. Findlay, Esq.
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A Sketch Map of Oil Eivers (Niger), showing relative positions of Terri-

tories of rival Chiefs, and general direction of connecting Creeks.

By W. Nichols Thomas.

British-
north AMERICA.

A Map of British Columbia to the 56th parallel s. lat. Compiled and
drawn at the Lands and AVorks Office, Victoria, B.C., under the direc-

tion of the Honourable J. W. Trutch. Scale 1 inch = 25 stat. miles.

London; Edward Stanford. 1871 .. .. .. By Purchase.

Carte de la province de Quebec. Par Eugene Tache". Scale 1 inch = 12
miles (geo.). Quebec. 1870.. .. .. J. O. Beaubiex, Esq.

Operations of the Siege of Quebec, under Admiral Saunders and Major-
General Wolfe, 1759. Seale 2 inches = 1 mile.

From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus A\’. Franks, Esq.

LTnited States

—

Maps accompanying the volumes of Land Office Reports for the years
1867-8-9-70, showing the Progress of the Public Surveys, and the
distribution of Minerals. Scale 1 inch = 60 miles.

Willis Drummond, Esq.

A set of Post-route Slaps. Compiled by the Topograplier of the Post-Offico

Department, and published by authoiity of that department, complete
to June 1872 ;

—

1. Post-route Map of the State of Maine. Scale 1 inch = 81
miles.

2. Post-route Map of the States of New Hampshire, Vermont,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut. Scale 1 inch
= 6 miles.

3. Post-route Map of the State of New York, with parts of sur-
rounding States. Scale 1 inch = 6 miles.

4. Post-route Map of the States of Pennsylvania, New Jersev,
Delaware, aud Maryland, and district of Columbia. Scalo
1 inch = 6 miles.

5. Post-route Map of the States of Ohio and Indiana, with parts
of adjacent States. Scale 1 inch = 8 miles.

6. Post-route 3Iap of the States ot Michigan aud AVisconsin, with
parts of surroundiug States.

AV. L. Nicholson, Esq.
Topographer, Post-Office Department, Washington.

Bancroft’s Map of California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona. Scale 1 inch =
20 miles (geo.). San Francisco. 1872.

A Map of Augusta Co., Virginia. Prepared under the direction of the
Board of Survey of Washington College, Va. By Major Jed. Hotch-
kiss, Topographical Engineer. Scale 1 inch = 1 stet. mile. In 2
sheets .. .. .. .. .. .. .. The Author.

I. A Map of the Yosemite Valley. By C. King and J. T. Gardner. 1865.

Scale 2 inches = 1 mile.—11. A Map of a portion of the Sierra Nevada
adjacent to the Yosemite Valley, from surveys by C F. Hoflman and
J. T. Gardner. 1863-67. Scale 1 inch = 2 miles—HI. Two sheets of

a Map of Central California. By the State Geological Survey. Scale

1 inch = 6 miles. 1871 .. .. .. J. D. Whitney, Esq.,

State Geologist.

Karte des San Juan od. Haro Arehipels. Von A. Petermann. Scale

1 inch = 7 miles (geo.). Gotha ; Justus Perthes. 1872.

Dr. Petermann
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Colton’s Map of Florida. Scale 1 inch = 40 miles. New York ; Colton.

1870.

A sketch of the environs of Charlestown in South Carolina, illustrating

the siege in 1780 .. .. From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus W. Frasks, Esq.

Three sheets of the “ War Department Weather Map ” of the United States,

for December 3rd and 4th, 1872. Brig.-General Albekt F. Mtee,
United States Army.

Wbst Indies

—

A Geological Map of the Republic of Santo Domingo. By William M.
Gabb, 1872. Scale 1 inch = 6 miles .. .. The Author.

A plan of the City and Harbour of Havana. By Thomas Milton. 1739.

Scale 4 inches = 1 mile .. Prom the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus W. Franks, Esq.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Mappa topographico do Va'le do Rio Madeira. For Francisco Keller.
186S. Scale 1 inch = 3‘97 miles.

Kaart van de Kolonie Suiiname, op de Sc’iaal van in 4 bladen.

Colonel H. Rom de Loo.

Carte du bassin de la Plata. Par le Colonel Coffinicres.

French Ministers de la Guerre.

Mapa de la Repiiljlioa Argentina y de las Republioas oriental del Uruguay,
Paraguay y Cliile. I'ublicado por Pablo E. Coni. 1868. Scale 1 inch
= 25 miles C. H. Wallhoth, Esq.

Trabalhos Hydrographicos do Norte do Brazil, dirigidos pelo Capit&o de
Fragata d’A. N. I., Jose da Costa Azevedo : Primeiros tracos geraes
da Carta particular do Bio Amazonas no curzo Brazileiro, levantada
pelo St. Joio Soares Pinto, Capitao tenente d’A. N. I. 1862-64.

J. Bentob, Esq.

Carte de I’lsthme de Panama et de Darien, et de la province du Choco,
par M. Augustin Codazzi. Redige'e par H. Kiepert. Scale 1 inch =
11 miles (geo.). 2 sheets. Berlin; D. Reimer. 1857.

By Purchase.
I. An old aiS. Map of the narrows of the Orinoco River opposite Punta de

SanPhilipe. 1764.—II. A Map of the United States of Venezuela
By Bonifacio Coronado Millan. 1871. Scale 1 inch = 50 miles.

A. Jenoure, Esq.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND.
3 co^es of a aiap of Westem Australia, showing explorers’ routes to 1872Compdcd in the Surveyor-General’s Office, Perth, W.A.

The Colonial Office.
Plan showing the Adelaide and Port Darwin Telegraph line Scale

1 inch = 50 miles. 2 copies .. .. F. R. S. Dutton, Esq., f.r.o.s.
A Map of the principal triangulation in the province of Wellington ByHenrj Jackson, F.B.G.S., Chief Surveyor. Scale 1 inch = 8 Sat.miles^

18i2. 3 copies Henry Jackson, f.r.g.8.

uberland-Telegraph, nebst Ubersicht dcs ganzen

- 1
Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch- 140 miles (geo.). Gotha; Justus Perthes. 1873.

Dr. Petermann.
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Maps, Charts, ^c. Donors.

Map of Victoria, constructed and engraved at the Surveyor-General’s
OfiSce, Melbourne. Published by authority of the Government,
August 1872. Scale 1 inch = 8 miles .. Captain R. Kobeetson.

Atlantic

—

OCEANS.

Temperatunr van bet Zeewater aan de Oppervlakte van bet gedeelte van
bet Noorder Atlantiscben Oceaan, gelegen tusschen 30’-52'’ N. lat. cu
0-.'0° w. long. Koninklijb Nederiandscb Meteorologisch Instituut

;

Etiecbt, 1872. 12 monthly charts bound, with explanation.

C. R. Mai!KHA3I^ Esq.

Arctic

—

I. Originalkarte zum Nachweis der Scbiffbarkeit des Sibiriscben Eismecres
und Novaia Zemlia. Von A. Petermann. Scale 1 inch = GO miles.

—

II. Originalkarte zur i'bersicbt der Neuen Norwegischen Aufnabmen
(von 1871) des N O. Tbeiles von Novaia Zemlia. Von A. Petermann.
Scale 1 inch = 10 miles. Gotha; Justus Perthes. 1872.

Dr. Petermaxti.

I. Chart of Baffin Bay, from Disko to the furthest point of Smith Sound.
Scale 1 inch = ij'’.—II. Originalkarte von Nordost-Groenland von
Julius Payer. Scale .. .. Clements R. Maekiiaji, Esq.

CHARTS.
British Ahmibalty

—

Section I.

No. 108 The Wash (England, east coast).

154 Approaches to Falmouth (England, south coast).

1170 A i B Holyhead to Liverpool. 2 sheets.

2010 Morecambe Bay (England, west coastj.

2105 Bill of Portland to St. Alban’s Head.
2208 Portland Harbour (England, south coast).

Section II.

No. 120 River Schelde (North Sea).

Section IV,

No. 87 Cape Finisterre to Cape St. Vincent (Spain).

Section V.

No. 180 Sicily, sheet II. (Mediterranean).
187 Palma to Catania,

i
188 Catania to Cefalu.
190 Girgenti and Catania (Sicily).

202 Port Pola and tlie Brioui Llands.
409 Port of Alicante.
1434 Trieste Bay (Adriatic).

1448 Pearl Rock, Gibraltar.
1483 Channels hading to Venice.

Section VI.

No. 271 Newfoundland, Cape Onion to Hare Bav'.
273 Newfoundland, St. Lunaire Bay.
289 Newfoundland, Bonny Bay.
292 Harbours, &c. in Newfoundland.
293 Fogo Island to Cape Boiiavista (Newfoundland).

2282 Arctic Ocean and Greenland Sea.
2857 River Potomac.
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Section VII.

No. 2640 Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, stream and drift currents.

Section VIII.

No. 454 Port Morant (Jamaica).

804 Approaches to Point a Pitre (Guadeloupe).
805 St. Anne Anchorage and Port du Moule (Guadeloupe).

1688 Porto Santo Bay (Madeira Islands).

2144 Port of Limon (Costa Elea).

2485 Barb.idos Island.

Section IX.
No. 533 Georgetown and Mouths of Demerara and Essequibo Elvers.

1156 Nickerie Paver (South America, cast coast).

1749 Rio de la Plata, Monte Video to Buenos Ayres.

Section X.

No. 48 Skiilgate Inlet.

1462 Anchorages adjacent to Fitzhugh and SEllbank Sounds (British

Columbia).
2189 Ports adjacent to Principe and Grenville Channels (British

Columbia).
2190 Nass Bay (British Columbia).
2426 Port Simpson.
2448 Fitzhugh and Smith Sounds.
2449 Lama Passage and Seaforth Channel.
2453 Blown and Edyc Passages.

Section XI.

No. 8a to 8e Rod Sea. 5 sheets.

757 Gulf of Suez.

1357 Cape Formosa to Fernando Po (Africa, TTest Coast).

Section XII,

No. 753 Entrance of the Persian Gulf.

754 Entrance of Dumrah Itiver (Bay of Bengal).
755 False Point Anchorage (Bay of Bengal).
750 Malianmldee and Davey River entrances (Bay of Bengal)
840 Nicobar Idands.

2838 Strait of Julial (Red Sea).

Section XIII.

No. 128 Bingo N.ida and Ilariraa Nada (Japan).
132 Misima Nada to Bingo Nada.
210 Yaniada Harbour (Japan, east coast'.
929 Cagay.in Snlu (Sulu Sea).
946 Slalludu B ly (Borneo, north coasth
991 Notske Anchorage (Yeso, east coast).
992 Akishi Bay (Yeso, east coast).

993 Anchorages in Y'eso Island.
2192 Anchorages in South of Saghalin Island.
2317 Japan, Nipon, Kiiisiu and Sikok, and part of the Korea.
2875 Seto Vchi, or Inland Sea of Japan.

Section XIV.
No. 719 Dusky and Breaksea Sounds (New Zealand)

720 Preservation and Chalky Inlets (New Zealand)
1006 Lacepede and Guichen Bays f Australia^
1007 Rivoli Bay and Port Mac-donell (South Australia'!
1014 Port Victor to Guichen Bay.
1015 Guichen Bay to Glenelg River.
1016 Bass Strait to Gabo Island.
2179 Botany Bay and Port Hacking.
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Section XV.
No. 731 Gilbert Islanda (Pacific).

732 Gilbert Islands, Kingsmill Group.
765 Union Group.
766 Ellice Islands.

767 Taumota, or Low Archipelago.

936a & B New Caledonia and Isle of Pines.

980 Caroline Islands.

981 Caroline Islands, Seniavina Isles.

982 Anchorages in the CaroUue Islands.

983 Marshall Islands.

98-1 Eomanzofl' Islands.

985 Minerva Beefs.

1386 Eapa Nui, or Easter Island.

CVind and Current Charts for Pacific. Atlantic, and Indian Oceans.

Hyduographic Offjce, Admikalty,
Through Admiral G. H. Eichakds, k.k., Hydrographer.

Atjsteiax

—

Chart of the Golf von Trieste, von Freg.itten-Kapitan T. Oesterreicher.

1867. Scale 1 inch = 1 mile.

The Austbiax Mra^Tny of Mauise.

Dakish

—

38 Charts published by the Siikaart-.^rchiv at Copenhagen.
1 & 2. Ostersuons Nordlige Deel. 1869. Scale 1 inch = 6 roile.s.

3 & 4. Ostersoens Mellemste Deel. 1869. Seale 1 inch = 6 miles.

5. Sundot og Belterne med OstersOen til Oland. ISIS. Scale 1 inch
= 6 mites.

6. Kattegattet. 1870. Scale 1 inch = 4 miles.

7. Skagerrak. 1872. Scale 1 inch = 5 miles.

8 & 9. Nordsdeu. 1870. Scale 1 inch = 15 miles.

10, 11, 12, & 13. Kattegattet. 1860. Scale 1 inch = 2 miles.

,
14. Sundet, Nordfra, med Isefiorden. 1845.

15. Oresund. 1842. With pl.in of Helsiugdr.

16. Kjdhenhavn, med lobene dcrtil.

17. Sundet, Sydfra, med opgangen til Ostersden. 1843. iin'r;®}.

18. Bogestrommen med farvandet Vordingborg Forbi. 1870.

19. Sundet fra Kullen til Stevns. 1849.

20. Store Belt (Langelands Beltet) med Smaalandene. 1835. 715^5.

21. Store Belt, mellem Sprogo og Langcland. 1869. ,5555.

22. Store Belt (Samsoe Beltet). 1832. i.jjJjsj.

23. LUle Belt. 1850. 775505.

24. Kielcr Bugt. 1838. 77,4^.
25. Neustadt Bugten. 1838. 77.7555.

26. Bornholm med omgivelter. 1865. Scale 1 inch = IJ miles.

27. Liimfiorden oamt ilariager og Banders fiord. 1830. 7,5555.

28. Helgolands Bugt. 1862. Scale 1 inch = 5 miles.

29. Binnen Helgoland. 1846. 775555.

30. Kjobenhavn’s Indre Eed. 1864. 3J55.

31. Grbnsuud. 1864 17^55.

32. Gjedsdr Bev, med lobene til Nysted. 1865. 75I75.

33. Island, med omgivende Dybder. 1871. Scale 1 inch = 20 miles.

34. Island, vest kyst, Stykkishdlmr. toJoo.

35. Island. Kaart over I’ollen i Skuttilsfiord. 1865.

36. Grdnland. Skizze kaart over den sydligo deel af Griinland. 1863.

Scale 1 inch = 10 miles.

37. Gronland. Skizze k.rart over vest-kysten af Gronland. 1866.

Scale 1 inch = 10 miles.

38. Grdnland, vest kyst. Arsufc Fjord. 1866. Scale 1 inch= 1 mile.

The DAS1.SH HTnBOGKAPmc Office.
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French

—

Xo. 2993 La Mer Eouge. 1871.

2991 Plan (le I’entre'e (le la Forth. 1871.

2995 Plan de I'entree de la Biviure Humber. 1871.

2996 Plan de la Bale de Tees. 1871.

2997 Plan de I’entree de la Tay. 1871.

2998 Plan du Port do Sunderland. 1871.

2999 I’lan de I’entree de la T}’ue. 1871.

.3000 Plan du Port d’Aberdeen. 1871.

3002 Carte de la Mer de Chine. 1871.

3003 Carte des lies Philippines, Ccdbhes et Molinjues. 1871.

3004 Detroit de Pe-tche-li. 1871.

3005 I’orte de Yate' (Xouvelle Caledonie',,

3006 Entree de la Cazamance (Quest Atrique). 1871.

3007 Cute nord-ouest d’Hspagne, entre la Poiiite de I’Kstaca et le Bio
Mino. 1871.

3008 Eivieres MeUacory et Forieaniah (Quest Afrique). 1871.

3009 Bade de Pernambuco (Bresil). 1871.
3010 Eivieres Brass et St. Xicolas (Quest Afrique). 1871.

3011 C.irte de la partie sud de I’lle de Mindanao. 1871.

3012 Port Caledonia et Port Escoces (Isthme de Darien,. 1871.

3013 Eiviero Cameroon tQuest Afrique'. 1871.

oOlG Goulet Anglais (Patagonie). 1871.

3017 Bale Liberia i Patagonie). 1871.
3018 Port de Cartagene (Sud Amerique). 1872.

3019 fours de la Cazainancc (Quest Afiique). 1871.

3021 Plan de rembouc-hme de la Seine. 1871.

30231 Carte partienliere de la ciite septentrionale d'Afrique.

3024/ 10“' et 12"“ feiiille. 1871.

3026 Port de Tarragone (Mer Mcditerranee). 1871.

3027 Plan de la Baie d'Ergastiria (Groce). 1871.
3028 He de Paques ou Bapa Xui (Sud Pacifique). 1872.
3029\Carte particuliere de la cote septentrionale d’Afrique.
3030/ 6“' ct 9"“ feuille. 1872.
3031 Carte des Hes Sumatra, Java et Boi-neT). 1872.
3032 Cote ouest de France, Ouessant a la Loire. 1872.
3033 Cote ouest de France, Lorient a la Gironde. 1872.
3036 Carte partienliere de la cote septentrionale d’Afrique. S"“

feuille. 1872.
3037 Baie Corisco (Quest Afrique). 1872.
3038 Plan du Havre de St. Jean (Terre Xeuve). 1872.
3039 Eiviere du Vieux Calebar (Quest Afrique). 1872.
3040 Eiviires de Bonny et duXoavem Calebar (Ouest Afrique). 1872.
3041 Cote est d’Austialie. 8'"' I'enilh-. 1872.
3043

3044
3046
3048
3049
3050

3051
3058
3059
3060
3061

3062
3063

cote septentrionale d’Afrique. 7"

1872.

1872.

Carte particuliere d
feuille. 1872.

Baie aux Outariles (Terre Xeuve). 1872.
Mouillage du Petit Havre (Guadeloupe).
I’lan du la Baie de Barquero (Espngne).
Mouillage de Molh-ndo (Pern). 1872.
Entree de la Itiviia-e Manllin, Port Abtao et

(Chile) 1872.
Passu A ictory et Puerto Bueno (P.dagonic). 1872.
Plan do I’entiee du Bio Xervion (Esoagnel 1870
He de la Trinite- (Trinidade). 1,872.'

Plan du I’ort de St. Jean ('I'erre XYuve) 1S7 >

'”''“feuine‘‘‘'i87-^“
"^’Afrique.

Gollb de Corinthe (Grece). 1872.
I’lan de la Baie de Holyhead. 1872.

Port Montt.

11“
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3064 Cute suil-ouest de Tahiti, entre Paea et Ataiti. 1872.

3065 Cote sud-ouest de Tahiti entre Ataiti et Tehupo. 1872.

3066 Detroit do Preveza (Giece). 1872.

3068 Mouillage de Sa. Juan Banti&ta (Juan Fernandez I.). 1872.

3073 Plan de Whitehaven (Xouv. Ecosse). 1872.

3076 Des Printain et Eedang (Peninsule Malaise). 1872.

3077 Tringano et Port de la Grande Eedang (Golt'e de 8iam'. 1872.

3079 Port de Tello Motou. Riviere Gorontalo, Baie Dwaal et Baie
Lobie i^Celebes). 1872.

3087 Carte particuliere des cotes de Suede, de Winga aux Paternoster.

1872.

3088 Baie Calandorang et Baie Clarendon (Be Balabac, N. Pacifiipie).

1872.

3089 Port Sud (He Balabac). 1872.

3090 Port Xord (lie Balabac). 1872.

3091 Port Sorsogon ( Luzon ;. 1872.

3092 Port Sibonga, Port Gabo, Port Surigao (Philippines). 1872.

3093 Partie sud de ITle de Samar (Philippines). 1872.

3094 Port Palapa (Samar I.). 1872.

3098 Baie Laguinmanoc, Port Mariveles, et GolfedeJIagnoc (Luzon).

1872.

496 Eoute des Batiments a A'apenr dans I’Ocean Indien, d Aden an
De'troit de la Sonde et retour. 1872. 5 Maps, witli letterpioss.

Depot hes Cartes et Pl.vxs he la Makixe, P.iris.

German

—

Segel-Karte des Siidlichen Theils der Ost-see zu Preiissens See-atlas,

herausgegeben von dem Koniglichen Ministerium des Handels. Zweite
Ausgabe. Scale 1 inch = 6 mQes. 4 sheets. Berlin; D. lieiiiiei.

1870 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. By Pi RcHASE.

Six Charts of the German Coasts of the North Sea ;
—

1. Die Deutsche Biicht der Xordsee. Scale 1871. 4 sheets.

2. Ostfriesische Inseln, Westlicher Theil, mit der Ems Miindung. Seale

TwiBira- 1

3. Ostfriesische Inseln, Ostlichcr Theil, mit Jade und WeserJInndung.
Scale -ninOT!' E’7’2.

4. Specialkarte der Eider. Scale 1871.

5. Lbersichtskarte der Schleswig-Holsteincshen WestkUstc. Scale

.. loi'oaa-
1869. 2 sheets.

6. t'bersichtskarte der Jade, Weser und Elbe Mundungen. Scale

luijintu*
1871.

Herausgegeben vom Marine Bliuisterium. Berlin; D. Eeimer.
By Plrciiase.

jMISCELLAXEOUS.

Photograph of a raised Model of France. Scale 1 inch = 2 degrees.

Thomas Sopwith, Esq., f.r.g s.

A Diagram or Projection of the Barometer, Thcrnionieter, Depression of

Wet Bulb, Hourly Direction and Velocity of Wind, and Eainfall, as

recorded at Madras Observ.itory, aiwut the time of the Cyclone of May,
1872, By X. Evcr.ird Pogson, Assistant-Government Astronomer.

Physikalische Karten voii A. Stcinhauscr.
1. Warmverbreitung.
2. Oceanographie.
3. Magnetismus der Erde .. .. Axtari-V and Co., Vienna.

I. Schiehten Eelief Karte des Herzogthumes Kiirnthen. By Captain

Fischer von See ; after the Hypsometrical ilaps of Steinhauscr and

Streffleur. — H. Paper Eelief Maps of Upper and Lower Austria,
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Bohemia, Environs of Lyon, and of the Bed of the English Channel.

—III. Illustrations on the Methods of Hill-drawing in modem use.

Captain Fischer yon See, Vienna.

Four Photographic Views of St. Paul de Loanda . . Lieutenant Gbandt.

. I. Chinese Landscape, on roller—II. Sixteen copies of old Chinese and
Manchoo Inscriptions.— III. Chinese view of the “Golden” and
“ Silver ” Islands in the Yang-tsze-kiang.— IV. Ten scrolls, with
Chinese or Manchoo characters.—V. A copy of the Singan inscrip-

tion, on roller.—VI. A Chinese scroll, partly Astrological, partly
Astronomical .. .. .. .. Willi-Im Lockhart, Esq.

A projection of so much of the Celestial Sphere as is visible throughout
the year from any one selected spot, with a Planisphere projected for

the latitude of London. By Major-General Harness, b.e.

The Author.

Four MS. Planispheres, on Stereographic projections of the Earth and the
Heavens. 1757 .. .. .. From the Christy Collection,

Through Augustus \V. Franks, Esq.

22 Vorlegeblatter fiir Plan u. Terrain-Zeichnung, von Otto Wolf. Scale

Tibc- Berlin; J. H. Neumann .. .. .. .. By Purchase.
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INSTRUMENTS LENT TO TRAVELLERS.

H. Whitelt, Esq., in South Peru, March 28, 1867—

Pocket Aneroid, No. 89. graduated to 15 inchee, by Cary.

Hypsometrical Apparatus, and 3 Boiling-point Thermometers, by Casella.

Lieut. V. L. Camkeoit, r.it., Zandbar, 1872—

Two Aneroids, Nos, 176 and 236, gradoated to 15 Inches, by Cary.

One Compass prismatic, with Lens.

One Artificial Horizon, small, Capt. C. George’s pattern.

One Do. Do. roofed.

One Hypsometrical Apparatus, and 7 B. P. Thermometers.
One Brass Protractor, 6emi<ircular.

One Kain Gat^ and Measure.
One Sextant, 8-lacb, by Troughion.
One Sextant, 6-inch, by Cary.

One Theodolite, 5-incb, with stand, by Troughtoo.
One Astronomical Telescope.

Also New Instruments to the value of 671. 17j. lid.

Lieut. W. J. Grakdi', xjr., Congo Expedition, 1872—

One Prismatic Compass, with stand.

One Artificial Horizon, roofed.

Two Hypsometrical Apparatus, with 7 B. P. Thermometers,
One Sextant, 6-inch, by Cary
One Scale, German Silver, Standard of Measure 18 inches.

Also New Instruments to the value of 1231. lls. 4<f.
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PEESENTATION

OF THE

ROYAL AND OTHER AWARDS.

(At the Anniversary Meetiny, May 2&th, 1873.)

EOYAL MEDALS.

Thk FoHniWi's McOiil for the year 187.3 wa.s awarded by the

Council of the Society to Air. Ney Elias, for the enterprise and

ability ho displayed in snrveyinpc the now course of the Yellow

lliver ill China, in and for his recent jouniey through

Western Mongolia, via t'liassutai and Kohdo, during which he has

taken a large series of oh.servations for fixing positions and alti-

tudes. The A'ietoriti or Patron's Medal had been awarded in

advance, on the lilst October, 1872, to Jlr. H. AI. Stanley, for his

Relief of Livingston!', and for bringing his valuable journal and
papers to England, as related in the ‘ Ihoccedings ’ of the Society,

v(d. xvi. p. 441.

The Pi;i>n i n i made the following introductory remarks regarding

the Alcdals of tin' year:—

•

“ As our pi.eeeding's this year in regard to the distribution of the
Royal medals nrr peculiar, perhaps it in.ay be satlsfactorj- to the
Fellows if I give a brii'f explanation before calling up the Aledallists.

The Fellows ,ire aware, then, that the Society presents t’wo Gold
Aledals yearly to those who we think have rendered the greatest
serx-ice t.i Gc.grajihy at the time of the award. Last autumn, after
the medals of tin- yi_ar had been presented. Air. 11. Al. Stanlev
arrived in Englaml. with the very gratifying intelligence that ho
had not only fonml and relieved Livingstone, but had travelled
with him r..un.l the northern end of Lake Tanganyika, and had
brought his journals. legisters of observations, and other papers to
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England. This service appeared to us of such importance that

after due deliberation the Council decided to award to Mr. Stanley

one of the medals of the following year, and as Mr. Stanley’s stay

in England was limited, I announced the award to him at a public

banquet, which was given by the geographers in his honour before

his departure to America. In due course the medals were pre-

pared, and, with the approval of the Council, I at once forwauled

Mr. Stanley’s medal to America, through the United States Minister

at this court, who duly acknowledged the honour. It appears,

however, that before the medal reached America, Mr. Stanley had

left for Spai'', and it remains accordingly in the hands of Mr. Fish,

the Foreign Minister of the United States, to await his return.

I regret much that Mr. Stanley should not have been able to attend

hero this day in person to have received the medal at my hands, as

I am sure we should have been glad of the opportunity of marking

our appreciation of the really gallant .service which lie performed

in relieving Livingstone, and of showing by the cordial reception

of our Medallist that we are sincerely gratified at such honours

having fallen to the lot of an American citizen.”

On presenting the Founder’s Medal to BIr. Elias, the President

addressed him as follows :

—

“ Sir,—The Council of the Loyal Geographical Society has for

many years past watched with an ever increasing interest the

ardour and abilitj' which have been displayed by you in geo-

graphical research. The adventurous journey which you made in

1867 up the Tsien-tang River, and your careful exploration of its

course for 140 nautical miles, with the aid of sextant and chrono-

meter, were an earnest of your powers as a skilful and accurate

surveyor. Those powers were brought more jirominently before

us when, in the course of the following year (in company with

Mr. H. G. Hollingworth), you travelled 4(.K) miles from Shanghai

by the Grand Canal, and then conducted an exhaustive survey

of the new bed of the Yellow River for 070 miles from Kai-

fung to the sea. Of such importance, indeed, to geographical

science, and so highly creditable to yourself, did my predecessor

in this chair. Sir R. I. Murchison, consider the information

to be which you were thus able to furnish regarding ‘ that

remarkable phenomenon, the diversion by spontaneous movement

of the waters of the great Hoang-IIo,’ that he gladly gave a place

in our Journal to your Map and Memoir, and further drew special

.VOL. XLiir. I
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attention to your journey in his Anniversary Address for 1871.

A supplementary memoir on the old course of the Yellow Eiver,

which you surveyed in 1870, -^tas also published by us in the same

volume of the ‘ Journal and it was noted to your particular credit,

and as an example well worthy of imitation by travellers in

little known countries, that you fixed all your positions by astro-

nomical observation, and worked your traverses with the care and

regularity of a professional surveyor.

“ It has been, however, through your journey of last year from

China to Europe that you have now taken rank among us as one

of our most accomplished and successful travellers, and have thus

secured the geographical blue ribbon of the year. To say that

you have travelled from the Great Wall of China through the

almost unknown steppes and mountains of Mongolia, a distance of

nearly 2500 statute miles, to the Eussian frontier, and have con-

tinued your route from that point for 2300 miles further to liijni

Novogorod, where the railway system of Europe first commences,

would give a very inadequate idea of the value and importance

of your journey. That which has influenced the Council of the

Eoyal Geographical Society in awarding to you the Eounder’s

Gold Medal of the year—even more than your being the only

Englishman who has ever traversed the Asiatic continent from
end to end upon this line—has been the indefatigable industry

which you have displayed in carrying through your entire route

a continuous series of observations. I find on referring to the
register—Istly, that 231 astronomical observations have been taken
by you for latitude and longitude; 2ndly, that altitudes are
recorded at nearly every station (106) between Kalgan and Bisk,
obtained either from boiling-point or aneroid observations, thereby
giving a section of the whole route, which measures nearly 2000
geographical miles

; and 3rdly, that a continued traverse was car-
ried on between Kuei-hua-cheng and Suok, about 1340 geographical
miles, without intermission. These are achievements which would
reflect credit on the practised ofScers of our Engineer services, who
are charged with great national geodetical operations. That they
should have been accomplished, at his own expense, by a young
amateur surveyor, who, in the words of Sir E. I. Murchison,
‘ pursued his travels in China through a pure love of geographical
exploration, during holidays taken from active commercial pur-
suits,’ does, indeed, strike one with astonishment.
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“ Mr. Xey Elias, in presenting to you this medal on behalf of

the Council of the Eoyal Geographical Society, I take leave to

record my opinion that you have J)erformed one of the most extra-

ordinary journeys of modem times, and one which, accompanied

as it is with solid scientific results, will live in the memory of

geographers, after travels which are the mere record of personal

adventure have been long forgotten. I congratulate you. Sir,

that, at so early an age, your name should be inscribed on our

‘ golden roll’ of geographers, and I feel assured that we may yet

look to many future triumphs that await the continued prosecution

of your travels.”

Mr. Net Elias replied :

—

“ Mr. President,—I have to express my most heartfelt thanks for

the great honour you are bestowing on me to-day and also for your

kind and encouraging remarks, and for the way they have been

received by the Society. I have only to add, that at the same time

that I accept with the utmost gi-atitude this much valued prize, I

regret that circumstances did not admit of my carrying out the last

journey as originally planned, and in a way that would have rendered

it all the more worthy of so magnificent a reward. Nothing, how-

ever, can be more gratifying than to find our efibrts so splendidly

and so kindly rewarded, even though not attended by the fullest

measure of success
;
and as it is I shall endeavour to regard this less

in the light of laurels for the past than as an encouragement to future

efibits, and shall make it my aim, in any further explorations 1 may
be engaged upon, to maintain the Society’s high reputation for geo-

graphical research, and endeavour to earn for it, rather than for

myself, any possible distinction that lies in my power.”

OTHER AWARDS.

A Gold Watch, with a suitable inscription, was awarded to

Thomas Baines, for his long continued services to Geography, and

especially for his journeys in South-Western and South-Eastern

Africa, and the Route Maps constructed by him over large tracts

of the interior.

The Peesidext, in announcing this award, stated that the watch

would be presented to Mr. Baines on his return to England.

A similar watch was awarded to Captain Carlsen, for his dis-

l 2
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coveries in the Arctic Seas, and for having circumnavigated the

Spitzhergen as well as the Kova Zemhla groups.

His Excellency Baron Hochschild, Swedish Minister, received

the watch on behalf of Captain Carlsen, the President addressing

him as follows :

—

“ Excellency,—The merits of 3'our countryman. Captain Carlsen,.

are so conspicuous as a navigator and discoverer that the Council

of the Royal Geographical Society of London have resolved to

present him with a gold watch, in token of their admiration and

esteem.

“ In 1863, Captain Carlsen, in the brig Jan Mayen, circumnavi-

gated Spitzbergen, being the only navigator who has ever accom-

plished this feat. In 187 1 he also, in the schooner Solid, circum-

navigated hTova Zembla, and discovered the relics of the famous

Dutch Captain Barents, which are now preserved in the Museum at

the Hague. At present he is serving on board the TegetTioff, in

Lieutenant Payer’s Austrian Expedition to the Arctic Seas, and

will share in the credit of such discoveries as they may make along

the Siberian coast.

“ It will enhance, we think, the value of the honorary award

which we desire to present to Captain Carlsen if your Excellency,

as the representative in this country of his Majesty the King of

Sweden, and j'ourself a zealous friend to Geography, will consent

to convey to him the gold watch which 1 accordingly place in your

hands.”

Bahox Hociischilp, in receiving the watch, said :—“ It is with

great pleasure, Mr. President, that I act as the representative of

Captain Carlsen on this occasion. It is a great honour to he
deemed worthy of such a testimonial from the Council of the Royal

Geographical Society, and I trust that Captain Carlsen will

continue to labour in the same direction, and strive to achieve still

more for science and civilisation.”

PUBLIC SCHOOLS PRIZE MEDALS.

Mr. Francis Galton, on being called upon by the President te
state fas Chairman of the Public Schools Prizes Committee) the
results of the examinations of the year, spoke as follows ;

“ It is my pleasing duty to announce that there has again been an
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increase in the number of candidates for our medals, and of schools

who have furnished those candidates. In 1871, 10 schools sent 25

boys; in 1872, 11 schools sent 38 boys; and in this year, 16 schools

have sent 48 boys.* The reports of the Examiners, which will be

published, show that the peiformance of the candidates is very

creditable to them. Last year Eton entered the lists for the first

time, and this year Winchester has also joined company ; it is a

great pleasure to us to witness the success of these old and renowned

schools in our examinations.

“ The Committee of Prizes, being anxious to inform themselves

of the views of the Head Masters on their programmes of examina-

tion, circulated a few questions on various points, inviting criticism

and suggestions. It has been a great gi-atification to us to bo

assured that in all important matteis our efforts have given them

much satisfaction. I will read short quotations from two of the

letters as examples. In answer to an inquiry whether our examina-

tion accords fairly with the range of study at the schools, the Eev.

Charles Abbott, D.D., Head Master of the City of London School,

simply states—‘The Papers do not “ accord with the range of study’’

in my school as it is, but they accord with it as it ouglit to be.’

“ The Eev. George Butler, Head Master of Liverpool College, who
has fumished us with so many Medallists, has sent us a long and

valuable communication full of instructive suggestions. He con-

eludes by saying ;

—

•“ ‘ I desire to bear empliatic and grateful testimony to the good which has
been effected by the Koyal Geographical Society as represented by the Public

Schools Prizes Committee. They have encouraged the study of Geogi'aphy by
•offering liberal rewards. They have guided the studies both of Teachers and
Pupils in the Public Schools by tlieir published direotios'.s, and by the recom-
mendation of books. And they have drawn the attention of Book-Students

to the really practfeerf ends for which Geograjihy should be studied, by tJie

* The following are the awards of the Exuniiuers for the year :—

P

hysic

.

vt
Oeogr.iphy ; Gold Medal, W. C. Hudson, age IS, Liverpool (.'ollego ; Bronze
Medal, W. A. Forbes, age 17, IVineliester College. Hunonruhhj Mndinned, A. C.

Cole, ago 18, Eton College; It. C. IJeade, age lU, Eton College; If. H. Hancock,
age 15, Bristol Grammar Schixd; H. Louis, age 17, City of London School;

If. M. Richardson, ago 17, Winchester College: G. S. Pawlc, .age 17, Haileybury
College : G. R. Townsend, age 17, Haileybury College ;

IV. S. Widdicombe,
age It), Haileybury College.

PoLiTic.^L Geogbapht '.—Gold Medal, S, E. Spring Rice, ago 10. Eton College;

Bronze Medal. A. T. Xutt, age —,
University College School. Bonourahhj

Mentioned, A. Williams, age 18, Uppingham School : W. L. Kingsford, age I6‘,

Rossall School ; G. H. Sing, age 16, Liverpool College ; S. H, B. Saunders
.age 16L Dulwich College; A. Hassall, age 19, Uppingham School.
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appointment of Examiners, not only eminent for their literary and Mientific

attainments, but distinguished for their original researches and intimate

knowledge of distant countries and their products. The acceptance by such

distinguished men of the office of Examiners for the Public Schools’ Prizes ia

of th^ highest value to the cause of Geographical study, not only because it

ensures the highest order of examination, bnt because it enhances the value of

any reward which the successful student may obtain.’

“ I will here remind the Society that, the subject of our special Paper

of this year being Central Asia, we had the good fortune to secure for

our examiners no less authorities than our own President, Sir Henry
Eawlinson, for Political Geography, and the President Designate of

the Eoyal Society, Dr. Joseph Hooker, the eminent botanist, and

who was a celebrated traveller in former days in the Sikhim

Himalaya, for Physical Geography.

“ I will now heg your especial attention to the following paragraph

in the Eev. Mr. Butler’s letter, which, coming as it does from a
Head Master of a school which has gained more than its quota of

university honours, and who himself is a classical scholar of the

highest distinction, very effectually meets objections that used to be
frequently made to our examinations. He says :

—

“‘I may also bear testimony to the fact that time given to geographical
study at school is no hindrance to academic studies. The three last instances-

of College and University honours gained by the jiupils of Liverpool College
bear out this. A scholarship and au exhibition at University College, Oxford,
and a Bell University scholarship at Cambridge have within the last few
weeks been gained by former Medallists of the Royal Geographical Society.
It will be a sari.sfaction to the Committee to be assured that the encouragement
given by them to literary and scientific pursuits of a general and in some
sense of a popular character does not seem to weaken the power of application
required to classical and mathematical studies.’

"

Mr. Gallon and the Hon. G. C. Brodrick introduced the prize-

men to the President, who addressed the Gold Medallist for Phy-
sical Geography as follows :

—

“ Mr. Hudson,—I have the pleasure to present you with our first
'

Gold Medal of the year, and congratulate you on this honourable
testimony to your proficiency in the study of Physical Geography,
The alumni of the Liverpool College occupy a prominent place
among our prizemen, thereby testifying to the excellent course of
geographical instruction pursued in that establishment. Believing,
as I do, that such geographical studies form a most important
element in the proper education of an English gentleman, I ear-
nestly hope that the example of Liverpool College maybe generalljr
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followed, and that your own success may excite others to similar

exertions.”

Next followed the Bronze Medallist in Physical Geography :

—

“ Mr. Forbes,—You are the first prizeman, I believe, who has come

up from Winchester College. I am delighted to find that the college,

which has produced so many of our best scholars and statesmen,

should have now admitted a systematic study of Geography into

the curriculum of the school. I congratulate you on your success,

and I trust that your fellow collegians will, in future, often come

forward to compete for the Geographical Medals.”

On the Gold Medallist for Political Geography being presented,

the President thus addressed him :

—

“ Mr. Spring Eice,—I had the pleasure last j’ear of presenting you

with our Gold Medal for Phj-sical Geography ; this year you have

borne off the same honour in Political Geography, being thus the

only ' double first ’ who has yet appeared on our roll of prizemen.

Having myself had the advantage of looking over your examination

papers, I may say I have been astonished at the extent and accuracy

of your knowledge of the Political Geography of Central Asia.

Your success, certainly, does the greatest credit to your Eton
training, as well as to your own ability and industry, and I heartily

congratulate you on having gained the medal which I now put into

your hands, and which, I hope, you will ever cherish as an honour-

able and proud distinction.”

Mr. Nutt, the Bronze Medallist, being absent on the Continent,

was represented by Mr. McGee, a master of the University College

School. The President said :

—

“ I am happy to present you with the Bronze Medal, which has

been awarded to your pupil as the second prizeman in Political

Geography, and I will add that, judging from the general scope and

correctness of his answers, his aggregate number of marks would

have run the first prizeman very hard if he had taken up all the

questions, instead of limiting himself to nine out of twelve.

Geography must be well taught at University College School, to

have produced such a result, and Mr. Nutt must be a very ready

and promising scholar. I sincerely congratulate you on your

pupil’s success.”
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The President, in conclusion, said ;

—

“ Among those who have been honourably mentioned by the

Examiners, and whose names I propose to read to you, Mr. Cole, of

Eton College, the son of an old Fellow of our Society, has been

brought so conspicuously forward that it has been determined to

present him with an Atlas, so that he may rank immediately after

the Medallists. I am informed that Mr. Cole and Mr. Spring Eice,

who have thus shown such remarkable proficiency in geographical

studies, are both excellent mathematicians, and also stand very high

in Classics. And I am the more anxious to mention this circum-

stance as an impression has gone abroad that scientific pursuits,

such as acquiring a knowledge of Physical and Political Geography,

interfere with the study of Classics and Mathematics, whereas

I believe that all such studies mutually assist each other, as

they certainly contribute in almost equal proportions to form a

thoroughly educated gentleman.”
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ADDRESS
TO

THE ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.

Delivered at the Anniversary Meeting on the ‘IQth May, 1873.

By Majoe-Geneeal Sie H. C. Eamt^inson, k.c.b., etc.,

Pbesident.

Gentlemen,

I am glad to be able to address you again in tbis noble hall,

where, by the kind favour of the Senate of the University of

London, we are still permitted to hold our meetings. We have

not altogether abandoned the hope that, in consideration of the

services which we render to the public by facilitating the dis-

cussion of manj' questions of deep national interest, the Govern-

ment may, sooner or later, see fit to provide us with suitable

accommodation for our gatherings, either in a separate building or

as joint occupants of some Central Hall of Science ; but in the

mean time we thankfully accept the generous assistance afforded us

by the governing body of the University of London, and trust that

they will find their reward, not merely in the grateful acknow-

ledgments of a body of Geographers, but in the growing taste for

Geographical studies which through their aid we have been enabled

to diffuse abroad, to the great advantage of our national character

as explorers and scientific travellers.

I am also happy that at this Anniversary Meeting, which

terminates my allotted two year.-?’ tenure of office, I do not yield up
a “ damnosa hsereditas ” into the hands ofmy successor, but that, on

the contrary, I leave the Society in a more flourishing condition

than it has ever previously attained—more flourishing in numbers,

in income, in reputation, and, above all, in the extent of its sphere

of usefulness. During the past year, as you have learnt from the

Eeport of the Council, 225 new Fellows have been elected, which,

after deducting losses by death and resignation, gives a net
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increase to our numbers of 140—a larger reinforcement than

we have received in any year since 1864. It is indeed with

great satisfaction that I am able to announce that the Society,

including Honorary Members, now numbers 2700 Fellows
;
that

our annual income exceeds £6000 ; and that our capital, obtained

from bequests, accumulations of subscriptions, &c., amounts to about

£25,000, which is partly invested in the freehold property in

Savile Kow, and partly in public securities. Eemembering also, as

I do, that the prosperity of a Society like ours depends not so

much on the number of its members, as on their knowledge and
efSciency—not so much on the extent of its resources as on the

purposes to which those resources are devoted, I am proud to be
able to refer to the pages of the forty-second volume of the ‘ Journal,’

which is now on the eve of publication, and to the record of our
proceedings during the past year, as the gauge of our prosperous

condition. Never, since our foundation in 1830, have we shown
greater activity than during the period now under review, in fitting

out expeditions, and furnishing correct Geographical information
to the public. Three African expeditions have been organized
under our auspices, two of which are now pushing their way into
the interior from the east and west coasts respectively. We have
revived also the long-slumbering but not forgotten question of Arctic
discovery, and hope that, ere another year has passed over us,
we may, in co-operation with other scientific bodies, have induced
the Government to send an exploring expedition up Smith Sound
towards the Pole. Our evening meetings have been numerously
attended by all classes—from Princes of the Blood to the humble
working student—all eager for information on that subject of
special interest at the present moment, “ the Geography of Central
Asia; ” and I believe I may say that, with the help of maps and
dia^ams and explanatory notices, the intelligent curiosity of the
public on this topic has been amply gratified. Of our publications,
tio, we may be justly proud. The ‘Journal’ of the year is the
largest we have ever published, containing as it does above 500
pages of most valuable Geographical matter, while we are also
issuing gratuitously to the Fellows, a supplementarj^ volume con-taming translations of the travels of the Portuguese in CentralAfrica. I must also notice the many valuable add'f +V, t
h.™ w to coiteio. of l;: “uL fminatmg guidance of Mr Keith Tnhr,o+ ^

i- .

tuscri

o..a. to all th, Gove™nte“ tS™ 1"°.
Geographical docuarenfe „hieh .it T
and the appeal has been nobly responded tomy responded to, upwards of 3500
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sheets having been during the year added to our store, equally

valuable as specimens of the most elaborate Cartography and as

records of the latest Geographical data.

OBITUARY.

Commodore Mathew Foxtaise Maueat.—This eminent Corre-

sponding Member of our Society, of Huguenot descent, was born in

the State of Virginia, on the 14th of January, 1806. At the age of

nineteen he received an appointment as midshipman in the Lnited

States Yavy, and in 1834 his first work, ‘ Maury’s Xavigation,’

appeared, which was at once accepted as a text-book in the Xavy

of that country.

In 1837 he was promoted to the rank of lieutenant, and shortly

afterwards met with the accident through which he was lamed for

life. Being thus unable to perform the active duties of his profes-

sion, he devoted himself to advance its progress by Essays, some of

which contributed greatly towards the establishment of a naval

academy. In 1842 he was appointed Superintendent of the Depot

of Charts and Instruments at Washington, when he at once com-

menced that task of unravelling the winds and currents of the

ocean, and measuring its depths, which has rendered his name so

famous throughout the world.

The charts aud sailing directions published by him shortened

the passage to California by 30 days ; to Australia, by 20 days
;
and

to Rio Janeiro, by 10 days. They led to the Meteorological Con-

ference at Brussels, when a system of general observation on

meteorology and hydrogiaphy was agreed to and afterwards

adopted by the civilised world.

The illustrious Humboldt declared him to be the founder of a

new science, and every commercial country acknowledged the value

of those services which, in general terms, may be said to have

reduced the period of transit across the ocean one-fourth. The

results of his labours and investigations were given to the world in

his well-known work, ‘ The Physical Geography of the Sea,’ which

has been translated into the languages of France, Germany, Holland,

Norway, Spain, and Italy. As a thorough practical man, all his

labours had for their main object the security and economy of time

in navigation.

Occupying a highly responsible position in the service of his

country, he did not hesitate when his State, \ irginia, seceding from

the Union, called upon him for his services, to resign his position in
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the Federal navy. We, gentlemen, have nothing to do with that

great struggle ; but we may rest assured that the pain of seveiance

from the Union was greatly enhanced by the feeling that in so

doing he in a great measure had to abandon the labour of his life.

This resignation led to his residence in this country for a

considerable period, and we had consequently the advantage of

hearing his opinion at several meetings of this Society, and oppor-

tunity was taken to pay a tribute to his services in the furtherance

of navigation by a public dinner. The University of Cambi’idge

conferred upon him the degree of LL.D., and the Emperor Napoleon

invited him to the Superintendency of the Observatory at Paris.

He preferred, however, when the war w'as over, to accept the Chair

of Physics in the Virginia Militaiy^ Institute ; here, surrounded by his

family and fr iends, he displayed the same vigour and energy which
had characterised his whole life, and he so gained the confidence and
kind feeling of the Academic Board that, when it pleased God, on
the 1st of February, 1873, to remove him from this world, it was
ordered that the library-hall of the Institute should he draped in.

mourning for thirty days.

There is a feeling abroad that one who has done so much for navi-

gation and commerce should not be allowed to pass away without
an acknowledgment from this generation, which has benefited so
greatly by bis labours ; and it is proposed to hand down his memory
by a monument similar to that which was erected to the memory of
Horsburgh. It is hoped, therefore, that an international light-
house may be established, which will by its name convey to future
ages the estimation in which the services of Commodore Mathew
Fontaine Maury were held.

P. M. G. v.i.v DEF. M.4.ELE.V, another of our Honorary Corre-
sponding Members whose loss w^e have to lament, was a dis-
tinguished Belgian geographer, known as the founder of the
EtaUhsement georjraphique of Brussels, which dated from the year
1830, and to the management of which he devoted all his talent
and energy. Like our own Arrowsmith, the maps and atlases he
produced in the eouise of a long and industrious life are too
numerous

^

to specify. His first great work was the ‘ Atlas
Universel,’ in six volumes, which appeared in 1827; quickly fol-
lowed by his second, the ‘Atlas de I’Europe,’ coiiteining 165
maps, which was published in 1829. These two works met with
great success, and obtained for him a European reputation as a
cartographer.
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Tlie Eoyal Academy of Belgium admitted him as a member in

1829, and medals were decreed him hjthe Societc de Statistiqne nni-

verselle of Paris and the Societe des Lettres et vSciences dn Tibre in

1830 and in 1831. During the years 1S31-8 appeared in succession

the eight -volumes of his ‘ Dictionnaires geographiques des Pio-

vinces d’Anvers, des deux Flanders, du Hainaut, de h'amti)-, de

Liege, du Limbourg et du Luxembourg,’ Yan der Maelen remained

in full acti-vity almost to the last day of his long and successful

life. At seventy-four years he pursued his daily routine with the

same vigour and regularity as he had done throughout. Indeed he

was at that time occujjied on one of his larger works, a new map of

Belgium- on a large scale, and in twenty sheets. Thi.s work he did

not live to complete. He was seized -noth an intestinal inflamma-

tion, which carried him off on the 29th of May, 1869.

JoAQUiM Jose da Costa de Macedo was the son of Agostinho Jose

da Costa de Macedo, a distinguished professor of philosophy, and

was bom in Lisbon in the year 1777.

SenhoT Macedo held the post of perpetual secretary to the Eoyal

Academy of Sciences of Lisbon. He was a Councillor of the King
of Portugal and a Gentleman of the Eoyal Household. In 1856

he was invested in the high office of Gmrda Mor de Real Archivo,

equivalent to our Master of the Rolls.

Eetired from active service, he died on the 15th of March, 1867,

in the village of Gollega (district of Santarem), in the 90tb year of

his age.

Besides his speeches at the Eoyal Academy of Lisbon, which have

been published in the collections of that scientific body, he was the

author of the following works ;
—

‘ Contributions to the History of

the Voyages and Discoveries of the Portuguese. 1819.’ ‘Additions

to the above mentioned. 1835.’ ‘A 3Iemoir, in which it is in-

tended to prove that the Canary Islands were unknoivn to the Arabs

before the Portuguese. 1843.’ ‘ On the state of Arabian Navigation

in the time nearest to Islamism, and on the Arab Invasion of

Spain. 1849.’ ‘A Memoir on the Place from whence the Eeligious

Doctrines of Paganism were spread through Asia. 1849.’ ‘ On
the knowledge of the Greek Language, and of its Literature in

Portugal, to the end of the reign of D. Duarte. 1854.’

This eminent Portuguese savant was elected Honorary Corre-

sponding Jlember of our Society in 1863.

Fekxaxdo da Costa Leal, one of our Honorary Corresponding

Members, was born at Oporto in 1825. He was the son of
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Fernando da Costa Leal, Lieutenant-General in the Portuguese

Army.

After concluding his studies in the Eoyal Military College, he

entered the in&ntry arm of the service in August 1842. In 18oo

he reached the rank of captain, and was appointed aide-de-camp

to the Governor-General of Angola. In 1856 he was appointed

Governor of Mossamedes (Little Fish Bay), in South-West Africa, a

post which he filled until 1859, and to which he was re-appointed

in 1862, having served in the meantime in Angola as lieutenant-

colonel of the garrison. In 1868 he was appointed Governor-

General of Mozambique, where he died, eight months after he had
taken possession of his governorship, on the 29th December, 1869,

in the 44th year of his age, mourned by all who were acquainted

with his virtues and noble character. His name, owing to his great

ability and integrity, must be quoted among the most worthy func-

tionaries of the Portuguese colonies. He was a Councillor of His
Most Faithful Majesty, an officer of the Most Noble Order of the

Tower and Sword, and a knight of the Order of S. Bento de Aviz,

and of Our Lady of the Conception of Villa Vicosa.

The map of Angola, published in Lisbon in 1863, on a large

scale (two sheets), and subsequently (1864 and 1870) on a smaller

scale, was drawn by the Marquis de Sa’ da Bandeira, conjointly with
Senhor Fernando da Costa Leal.

In the ‘ Annaes do Conselho Ultramarine ’ may be found several
interesting reports on Mossamedes, sent by this distinguished Portu-
guese officer to his Government.

Eev. Adam Sedgwick.

—

By the death of this eminent geologist,
one of the original members of our Society, and for many years a
fellow-worker in his special branch of science with our late Pre-
sident, Sir Eoderick Murchison, our Society has sustained one of
its severest losses during the past year.

Professor Sedgwick was bom on the 22nd of March, 1785, at
Dent, m Yorkshire, his father being at the time vicar of the parish,
and a man of much local influence. In 1804 he entered at Trinity
College, Cambridge, where he took his bachelor’s degree in 1808,
classing as fifth Wrangler. In 1810 he was elected to°a Fellowship
of his college, and in 18l8 was chosen to fill the Chair of Geology
founded by Dr. John Woodward. He was ordained in the same year
and was also elected a Fellow of the Eoyal Society. It is recorded
that his knowledge of geology at the time of entering on the duties
of the Woodwardian Professorship was of the most scanty descrip-
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tion ; but he applied himself conscientiously and energetically to

study, both in the field and in the closet, and so effectively that in

two years we find him communicating to the Cambridge Philoso-

phical Society a paper on the physical structure of Devonshire and

Cornwall. In the early years of his Professorship he employed his

winters in study at Paris, where he benefited by the instructions

and acquired the friendship of Cuvier and Blainville. The first

paper which he published in conjrrnction with Sir Roderick Mur-

chison was “ On the Structure and Relations of the Deposits con-

tained between the Primary Rocks and the Oolitic Series in the

North of Scotland,” and bears the date of 1828. Others followed in

succession in the years from 1831 to 1842; some of them on the

geology of different parts of Continental Europe which he visited

in company with Sir Roderick during this period. In 1829 Sedg-

wick was elected President of the Geological Society, and in 1833

was President of the British Association, which met that year in

Cambridge. In 1871, after half a century of successful labour, he

resigned his professorial chair.

It is not the place here to dilate on Sedgwick's labours as a geo-

logist, or to enter into the controversy in which ho was engaged in

the later years of his life, with Murchison and others, regarding

the limits of the Cambrian and Silurian systems. It is sufficient to

state that he was one of those vigorous workers at this compara-

tively early stage of the science who established the principles on

which Geology as a science must rest ; and he was equally eloquent

and forcible as a speaker and as a writer.

He died on the 27th of January, 1873, in the 88th year of

his age.

Mr. JoHS Arrowsjiith.—This eminent geographer was the last of

a family which has held the foremost rank in our science for a great

portion of a century, and was one of the few remaining Fellows who
aided in establishing our Society in 1830. Since that period he has

been familiarly known to most of us, and in 1862 be received our

Patron’s Gold Medal for the very important services he had rendered

to Geographical Science. He belonged to an old family in the

southern part of Durham, and was bom on a farm at Winston, a

picturesque village on the banks ofthe Tees, 6 miles east of Barnard

Castle, on April 23, 1790; he died in Hereford Square, Old

Brompton, May 2, 1873, having just completed his 83rd year.

He received but an imperfect education, and came to London

February 14, 1810, to join his uncle, Aaron Arrowsmith (who was
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A nativG of fliG sam© locality as iiimsGlf), and. who had thou attained

great distinction as a geographer. Aaron Arrowsmith, senior, com-

menced his career with Mr. Faden, at a period when geogTaphical

discovery was so vigorously pursued at the end of the last century,

and John Arrowsmith aided his uncle in the production of very many

noble maps and charts, which were given on a scale almost unknown

in modem cartography. His uncle died in Soho Square in 1822,

and was succeeded by his sons, Aaron and Samuel. Aaron Aitow-

smith, junior, constructed the well-known Eton Atlas of Compara-

tive Geography, but soon left the profession and graduated at

Magdalen College, Oxford. liYhile there, he drew the maps of the

once popular Bible Atlas, which was published under his brother

Samuel’s name. He took holy orders, and died about 1861.

John Arrowsmith, soon after his uncle’s death, left his cousins

and commenced his excellent London Atlas. After several years of

unremitting toil, during which he lived with the utmost frugality,

the first edition was published in 1834. It is reviewed in the

* Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society,’ vol. iv. p. 320. This

fine work at once established his fame. He subsequently greatly

extended this atlas, and also produced a very large number of other

important works. It is only by a retrospect that we can judge of

the extent of his labours, and there is scarcely a map now extant

that does not bear the impress of his patient toil in the oolleption and
arrangement of materials, often most crude and discordant, to show
the progress of discovery. Thus the first work he performed for our

Society was a map of the journeys (up to 1832) of his friend.

Captain Sturt, our Medallist, in Southern Australia. The results of

this exploration, which traced the course of the Murrumbidgee and
Murray rivers to the sea, decided to a great degree the controversy

which then raged as to whether the interior of Australia was a vast
inland sea or a burning desert. How steadily Mr. Arrowsmith
worked with the materials which subsequently flowed in is shown
by the present maps of Australia, now almost covered bv travellers’

routes, and which owe their present form very much to his views.
He has left some very fine and elaborate maps of each of the oreat
Australian colonies unfinished, and awaiting the perfection he wished
for, but could never attain. The second map he executed for the
Society was the one drawn by our respected Medallist, Sir George
(then Captain) Back, of his terrible journey on an errand of mercy to
the Arctic Sea, down the Great Fish or Back Eiver, in 1833-4. This
was the commencement of that noble .series of enterprises which

c
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afforded our geographer for many years an ample field for his

powers, and these were fully occupied on all the northern countries

between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
«

His cousin Samuel died in 1839, and he then purchased a part of

the collection made by his uncle Aaron, together with the house,

No. 10, Soho Square, where he lived till 1861, at which date he

gave up his more active occupations. While living there, he worked

•earnestly and conscientiously on African discovery for his friend

Dr. Livingstone, while that prince of travellers was encountering

and surmounting difficulties, till then unheard of.

To enumerate the various works on which he has been engaged

would form a long list, and very many of them are still unpublished.

It may he affirmed that no man arrived at higher excellence in

cartography, or bestowed more care or patience in endeavouring to

attain it; no man was actuated by a more earnest spirit in his

profession, which he pursued, without regard to emolument, to the

last day of his long life.

Sir George Pollocr.—The late Field-Marshal Sir George Pollock,

0.0.8., had been for twenty years one of oar associates, and in 1856-7

served as Member of Council. This distinguished officer was the

son of Mr. David Pollock, a Westminster tradesman, and was bom
in 1786, the youngest of three brothers, all of whom rose to emi-

nence in their respective professions. He is recorded to have

received his early education at the Woolwich Academy
; and as

early as the year 1802, when scarcely 18 years of age, he commenced
his military career as Cadet in the East India Company’s service.

He obtained his commission as Lieutenant in the Eo^'al Artillery in

time to take a conspicuous part in the brilliant campaigns of Lake
and Wellesley in the years succeeding 1803. He was present at

the storm and capture of Dieg ; and gained distinction in the

trenches of Bhurtpore in 1805. At the close of the same year he

was selected by Lord Lake to command the Artillery with the

detachment under Colonel Ball, which was sent in pursuit of

Holkar. In 1818 he was appointed Brigade-Major, and in 1824

Lieutenant-Colonel. In the last-mentioned year he was nominated

hy Sir Edward Paget to command the Bengal Artillery attached to

the force under Sir Archibald Campbell, and served with great dis-

tinction in this capacity throughout the Burmese campaign. From
this time his reputation was established as one of the best officers

in the service.

It was in the memorable Afghanistan campaign of 1841, how-

VOL. XLIII. ?W
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e^er, that onr deceased Associate, now Major-General, came most

prominently into public notice. Invested with the command of the

forces west of the Indus, his task was to force the Khyber Pass and

relieve Sir Eohert Sale and his beleaguered annj^ in Jellalabad.

The way in which he accomplished this great feat of arms, deemed

by so many authorities at the time all but impossible, is a matter of

history too well known to need repetition here. Por this service

he was rewarded by being nominated Knight Grand Cross of the

Order of the Bath, and by a formal vote of thanks from both

Houses of Parliament, besides a pension of lOOOh by the Board of

Directors of the East India Company.

On his return to England he was appointed by the Crown one of

the Directors of the East India Company. He was also decorated

with the Knighthood of the Star of India, and on the death, in

1871, of Sir John Burgoyne, received the appointment of Constable

of the Tower of London. Thus honoured and respected, the last

years of his long life were spent in well-earned repose. He died

on the 6th of October last, and was binied in Westminster Abbey.
General Charles Eichard Fo.x was the son of the third Lord

Holland, and giand-nephew of the celebiated statesman Charles
James Fox. He was bom in 1796, and entered the Navy in 1809,
in which profession he served till 1813, having been present at the
siege of Cadiz in 1810 and that of Tarragona in 1813. In June 1815
he entered the Army as Ensign in the 85th Foot, and between
that date and 1865 he passed through the various grades of rank to
that of General, which he attained in September of the latter-men-
tioned year. In 1824 he served at the Cape of Good Hope, during
which time he made a tour into Caffre Land, of which he has left
in MS. a detailed and interesting narrative in which he describes
his interview with the celebrated chief “ Gaika.” In June 1824
he married Mary Fitz-Clarence, second daughter of the Duke
of Clarence (who was raised to the rank of a Marquis’s dauo-hter in
May 1831).

°

Lady Mary Fox died in 1864; and General Fox subsequently
married Katherine, second daughter of the late Mr. John Maherley,
M.r. He died in April of this year, at the age of 76, after a tedious
and protracted illness.

Our deceased associate was one of the original members of the
Society, and always took an interest in its proceedings. He
served on the Council in the years 1836-8, and again in 1860-1,
and 1864.
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He may be said from his earliest years to have been an active

and enterprising traveller. In his childhood and youth he accom-

panied his father and mother in tours through Spain, Portugal,

France, Switzerland, and Italy; from 1818 to 1820 he was in the

Levant ; in 1832 at the Cape of Good Hope,

Between 1822 and 1830 he visited Malta, France, Holland,

Belgium, the Ehine, and Nova Scotia. Between 1830 and 1860 he

was constantly travelling in Europe; and in 1865 he went once

more to the East, visiting Smyrna, Cyprus, and Syria.

He was, as all travellers should be, an industrious taker of notes,

and his long series of private journals, commencing in 1802, when
he first travelled in Spain (being then only six years old), and con-

tinuing from that date with hardly a break through every year of

the present century up to 1872, show with what diligence and

intelligence he took advantage of every opportunity to gather

information about foreign countries.

The journals kept during his tours in Greece and Asia Minor,

and at the Cape, are particularly interesting read at this distance

of time ; and throughout these diaries many facts and observations

are noted which are now much more valuable than the writer

believed them to be at the time.

The same remarks may be applied to those parts of his journals

which relate to his home life. He had from his youth great

social advantages, and he turned these advantages to good account.

At Holland House, in his father’s lifetime, was to be found a

gathering of men distinguished in politics, literature, and wit,

such as it would have been difficult to meet with elsewhere in

London ; and his constant contact "vvith this intellectual and refined

society has enriched his journals wdth many curious anecdotes and

remarks.

General Fox was well known to numismatists as a collector of

Greek coins. His cabinet contains a most choice and rare col-

lection, in the arrangement of which he has shown the same

patient diligence and love of recording facts which distinguish his

journals. Though the collection consists of many thousands of

pieces, the history and provenance of each coin is noted wherever

it could be ascertained
; a practice which, if it were more generally

followed by collectors, would greatly lead to the advancement of

numismatic science.

In 1856 General Fox published engravings of unedited or rare

Greek coins in his collection. Part 1 ;
Part 2 of which followed in

m 2
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1862. It is to be regretted that he did not continue this useful

publication, the engravings in which are admirably executed.

Few of the Fellows of this Society were better known or more

generally beloved and esteemed than General Fox; ho was warm
and constant in liis friendship, full of charity and consideration for

the failings and misfortunes of others, and ever ready with a kind

word or deed to help those who seemed abandoned or forgotten by
the busy world.

His conversation, full of quaint racy humour, and anecdoles

drawn from the stores of his varied experience, had a peculiar

charm from its freshness and vivacity, and still more from the

thorough honesty and sincerity which marked eveiy utterance of

his mind. He had too real a conviction of the value and power
of truth ever to stoop to dissimulation, and of him it might be
truly said that his nature was incapable of guile.

COLOXEL WiLLrAM He.net Sykes.—This well-known Indian officer

and public man, who died soon after our last anniversary, namely,
on the 16th of June, 1872, had served on several occasions on the

Council of our Society
; first in 1851, and again in 1855 and in

1860-1. He also contributed a paper to our Journal, vol. viii.

(1838), “On the Use of Conunon Thermometers in Measuring
Heights,” which was reprinted in 1854 as portion of the pamphlet
‘ Hints to Travellers,’ which is compiled and edited by a Com-
mittee of our Council. The late Colonel Sykes was born in 1790 ;

entering the Indian Army in 1804, he was engaged in active service
through the years 1804 to 1818. After that, till he finally quitted
India in 1831, he was employed as Statistical Eeporter to the
Government of Bombay. In 1840 he was elected to a seat at the
Board of Directors of the East India Company. He represented
Aberdeen in Parliament from 1857 to his death.

Sir Donald Friell McLeod, whose death by an accident at a rail-
way stetion on the 28th of November last attracted so much public
attention, was a well-known and much esteemed Indian statesman,
having held, during the later years of his career in India the post
of Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab. He was born in India in
1810, his father being the late General McLeod, of the Bengal
Engineers, and his pandfather. Donald McLeod, a Scottish laird of
Ross shire. According to custom he was sent home to be educated,
not, however, at so early an age as to prevent him from acquiring the
r^e accomplishment of speaking the native language with feultless
idiom and pronunciation, a circumstance which had much to do with
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his after success in dealing with British and native interests at

critical periods of Indian history. He returned to India in 1826,

and retired from service in 1870. So liberal had he been throughout

life in his hospitality and in his donations to charitable objects that

he had little beyond his pension when he finally settled in England.

He niaixied, in 1854, the daughter of Sir Eobert Montgomery, but

left no family. We had the honour to enrol him as one of our Asso-

ciates soon after his return to England, in 1871, and he was a

constant attendant at our evening meetings.

Captaix H. B. Lynch.—By the death of Captain Henry Blosse

Lynch, of the late Indian Xavy, Companion of the Bath and Knight

of the Lion and Sun of the 1st class of Persia, Her Majesty’s service

loses a meritorious ofiScer, and the Eoyal Geographical Society an

old and distinguished member. He died at Paris, on the 14th of

April last.

Of a good old Irish stock—the Lynches of Castle Carra, county

Mayo—he succeeded to the family estate of Partry as the eldest

surviving son of Major Henry Blosse Lynch, who served in the

expedition to Holland and in the campaigns of the Peninsula, and

who, at the storming of Ciudad Kodrigo. in command of the ad-

vanced guard of Pack’s brigade, received honourable mention in

the AVellington Despatches for having made all opposed to him
prisoners. Other members of the family followed a similar career,

and, though the services of the subject of our notice were on a

different field, they were characterised by the same ardour and

devotion.

He began his professional career at an early age, in 1823, when
he was employed on the surveys of the Persian Gulf. Having

classical tastes and a love for languages, neither the climate nor

the confined space in the ill-conditioned ships of the day deterred

him from applying closely to their study. Having obtained his

commission as lieutenant, he was appointed Arabic and Persian

interpreter to the squadron in the Persian Gulf, where (till 1832) he

was greatly trusted in condueting affairs with the independent Arab

chiefs, and in examining the means of communication between the

Gulf and the countries on either hand, under orders from H.M.

Envoy in Persia. Xext he is to be traced as a passenger to Europe

in the feat of crossing the Nubian Desert, on the northern limit of

Abyssinia, to the Nile and Egypt, after a perilous shipwreck in the

Bed Sea. In 1834, nominated by the Crown as second in command
in Chesney’s Expedition to the Euphrates, and subsequently by
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the Indian Government as chief of an armed flotilla on the rivers of

Mesopotamia, we find him np to 1842 engaged in extending our
geographical knowlege of the great rivers, and in successful efforts

to promote postal and commercial intercourse between India and
Europe by these routes. In 1842, in a time prolific of wars, he
was charged with a command, off the Indus, to keep up communi-
cations with the army of General Sir Charles Xapier in Scinde.

From that period to 1851 his duties were of a civil nature as Assist-

ant to the Commander-in-Chief of the Indian Navy, and for a term
he officiated for that functionary during his absence in England

;

he was also a member of the Oriental Examination Committee of
Bombay. War with Burmah, in 1851, saw him in command of a
squadron of steam frigates in the Irrawady, engaged till 1853 in
all the operations against the enemy. For these services he was
created a Companion of the Bath at the close of the war. Eetiring,
after an active service in India of 30 years, he took up his residence
in Paris, where his great personal influence and experience enabled
him to render further good service in the negotiations conducted
there for concluding a treaty of peace with Persia in 1857.

In speaking of his professional usefulness, Henry Blosse Lynch is

justly characterised in Markham’s ‘ Memoir on the Indian Suiveys,’
“as an excellent observer and daring explorer;” for of the same
school of oflScers as Welsted, Ormsby, and Wybard, he personally
traversed many of the wildest regions of Asia, as the phrase goes
“with his life constantly in his hand.” He was even more gifted
than them as a, scholar and linguist, and in having those rare
qualities of geniality, tact, and temper, which command the respect
of the wildest, and win the less barbarous. Orientals. Geographical
science, indeed, is indebted to such men as Lynch for its mcTst useful
data; for, both in his published ofiScial reports, and the ‘Journal’
of our Society, we find the maps and papers connected with hisname conveying the soundest information. Happily, he lived to
witne^ss the extended commercial intercourse between Mesopotamia
and the adjoining countries, with Europe on the one hand and withfcdia on the other, which he had striven so well to initiate. As aFe ow of our Society of 36 years’ standing, the absence of hiswell-known face will leave a void amongst us not readily refilled.

S them." 1^—, is

Chahlks WHiTE._The late Mr. Charles White. Justice of the
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Peace for the county of Middlesex and city of Westminster, was for

many years one of the most regular attendants at our evening

meetings. He took an active interest in the Society’s affairs,

•especially in all that related to financial transactions and social

gatherings, and his genial character endeared him to a large circle

ef friends. He served for three years on the Council of the Society,

and fulfilled, with much assiduity, his duties as member of the

Financial Committee, which holds monthly meetings throughout

the year,and entails no little labour on the gentlemen who compose

it. In the prolonged negotiations connected with the purchase of the

freehold house we now occupy, he took much interest. He took

a pleasure, in the later years of his long and honourable life, in the

promotion of works of benevolence and utility, and in associating

with those who were engaged in scientific pursuits. As a

magistrate he was held in so much respect by those who had

the best opportunity of judging, that the Assistant Judge at the

Middlesex Sessions, Sir W. H. Bodkin, addressed the Court, after

the Grand Jury had been charged, on the subject of the loss the

Bench had sustained by his decease, speaking in high terms of

his good sense, judicial merits, and humanity.

He died on the 18th of February, at the ripe old age of eighty

years.

E. W. Keate.—His Excellency Eobert W. Keate, Govornor-in-

Ghief of the West African Settlements, died at Cape Coast Castle on
the 17th March, in his 59th year. The position of affairs at the

Gold Coast called Mr. Keate to that place, immediately on his arrival

in West Africa to assume the government, and he succumbed, after

three days’ illness, to the local fever.

Mr. Keate, who was born in 1814, was the second son of the late

Mr. E. Keate, Serjeant-Surgeon to Her Majesty, and Inspector-

General of Army Hospitals. He was educated at Eton and at

Christchurch, Oxford. He was called to the Bar in 1844, appointed

Civil Commissioner to the Seychelles Islands in 1849, Lieutenant-

Governor of Grenada 1853, Governor and Comraander-in-Chief of

Trinidad 1856, Governor of Natal 1867, and Governor-in-Chief

of the West African Settlements 1872.

He married in 1860 Henrietta Jemima, fourth daugnter of Dr.

Murray, of Woodbrook, Trinidad, and leaves issue two sons and

two daughters. »

Mr. Nathaniel Beardmore, member of the Institute of Civil

Engineers, was bom at Nottingham in 1816. From his earliest

youth^ he evinced a taste for engineering. He served his articles
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for five years to the late Mr. J. M. Eendel, 'whom he left in 1839^

and commenced business for himself. Soon after, however, he be-

came Mr. Kendel’s partner, with whom he -worked for some years.

In 1846-48 he took an active part -with Mr. Eendel and others in the-

construction of the Edinburgh Water-works, and was connected

•with the supply of water to many of the large to-wns in the Nortlr

of England.

Hydrological questions were his speciality, and he has given to-

the world, as the result of many years of careful study and laborious

research, his well-known book the ‘ Manual of Hydrology.’ This

work, in addition to some purely technical tables, which were

originally published 'in 1850 as a separate volume, entitled ‘ Hydrau-

lic Tables,’ contains much valuable and admirably condensed infor-

mation on the subject of tides, rainfall, and evaporation, with a

description of many well-known rivers. This part of the book is

illustrated with plans and sections of the rivers Thames, Avon,

Severn, Po, Adige, Keno, Seine, Tiber, Nile, Hooghly, and Ganges.

By careful reading and the observations ho obtained of the rainfall

in mountainous districts, and the flow of rivers in almost every

part of the world, he acquired a surjrrising knowledge of different

countries ;
and from his conversation he was often supposed to be

a great traveller. It is related that once, when at dinner, the

conversation relating to the Himalaya, an old Indian officer w'ho

was very familiar with that part of the country turned to him and
said, “ Then you also have been there.”

For upwards of twenty years Mr. Beardmore was engineer to the

Eiver Lee, in Hertfordshire
;
the new -works under the Act of 1851

were carried out according to his plans and designs, and he vastly

improved the navigation. He was much engaged on the Eiver
Thames, having, since the passing of the Thames Navigation Act
of 1866, acted as consulting engineer to the Conservancy Board.

His opinion was much sought for on water questions abroad as
weU as at home. His sound judgment and clear head rendered him
able in reporting on hydraulic questions, and in giving evidence,
which he frequently did in arbitration cases and trials at law.
He reported on various extensive works to the Public Works

Loan Commissioners, and gave impoitant evidence before th&
Eoyal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the water supply
to London and other large towns, and also before that appointed to
investigate the best means for preventing the pollution of rivers.

He had enjoyed comparatively good health up to about two years-
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before his death, but then the continual strain of mental exertion

began to tell upon the physical frame, and he died on August 24th,

1872, in the 57th year of his age, after an attack of congestion of

the lungs, from which he had not strength to rally in his then

enfeebled state of health.

He was high-minded, generous, and unselfish. In his professional

career his activity was remarkable, and his life was one of eminent

industry and usefulness. He took a high standing among his

brother engineers. Possessed of an enthusiastic love for his pro-

fession, of an untiring zeal and perseverance, together with genuine

goodness and friendly sympathy, he has left a large circle of friends

to mourn his loss.

Our losses by death during the year include also the following

gentlemen Mr. T. Graves Archer, Mr. T. E. Auld, Mr. J. E.

Anderdon, Sir David Baxter, Bart., Viscount Boyne, Mr. J. Brench-

ley, Mr. J. P. Brown, Mr. G. F. Chambers, Mr. J. Chapman, Sir

W. 17. Clavering, Bart., Mr. J. Cubitt, Mr. A. Grant, Admiral the

Hon. J. Gordon, Mr. T. Gillespy, Mr. E. W. Grenfell, Mr. J. A.

Guthrie, Mr. J. Hollingsworth, Mr. W. S. Hale, Mr. Charles Home
(a retired member of the Indian Civil Service, who had attracted

some notice by his writings on Natural History), Dr. W. C. Hood,

Mr. J. Hunt, Mr. T. Lee, Major-General Sir E. Macai-thur, Major

W. Montagu, Mr. W. Morgan, Major-General L. S. O'Connor, Mr.

J. Power, Mr. F. Pike, Mr. A. S. Petrie, Mr. J. E. C. Pryce, Eev. T.

O. Short, the Hon. Edward Stirling, Mr. H. Steny, Mr. John Walker

(cartographer to the India Office, and in 1852-3 member of our

Council), Captain J. Walmsley, Captain W. M. Wolfe, Captain Sir

W. H. Walker, Mr. James Walker, Mr. H. C. Walton.

Admiralty Survey's.*

The following is a brief account of the suiveying operations

which have been carried out by the Admiralty during the past

year.

On the East Coast of England.—The Porcupine, under Staff-

Commander John Parsons, has been employed chiefly on the

Essex and Suffolk coasts. A complete re-survey of the port of

Harwich has been made, rendered necessary by considerable

changes in the depths, produced both by natural and artificial

By Admiral G. H. Kichards, Hydrogmplier to the Admiralty.
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causes. In the neighbourhood of Yarmouth and Lowestoft, where

changes are constantly in progress, fresh surveys have been made

;

some of the hanks were found to have moved materially to the

southward, and what had until lately been a principal channel was

closed up to navigation.

The survey was then carried south between Orfordness and the

Naze, and is now in progress.

West Coast of England .—The Lightning, which had been for some

years employed on surveying service, was found no longer sea-

worthy, and broken up
; no vessel being yet available to take her

place, the surveying partj’, under Staff-Commander J. H. Kerr,

have been during the past year employed -with boats in making a

re-survey of Menai Straits and the neighbouring shores of Carnar-

vonshire, where considerable changes were found to have taken

place since the last survey made in 1837.

Portsmouth.—-This survey, which is principally connected with

the deepening of the entrance to Portsmouth Harbour and with the

examination of Spithead and the banks of the Solent, continues to

be carried on in a steam launch by a small party under the direc-

tion of Staflf-Commander D. Hall, and much accurate and useful

work has been completed during the last season, including a re-

survey of the harbour of Portland on a large scale, and an examina-

tion of Southampton "Water.

Mediterranean .—This survey is still carried on in H.M.S.
Shearwater. It w'as stated in the last report that, by dint of great
exertions on the part of Captain Nares and his officers, an elaborate

survey had been completed of the Gulf of Suez and a portion of the
Eed Sea. This work has lately been published by the Admiralty.
The re-survey of Port Said and its approaches was also completed by
Captain Nares during the past year. This officer having been ap-
pointed to the Challenger, was superseded, in April of last year, by
Commander Wharton, who is now conducting the survey. In June
last he left Malta to complete the examination of the Dardanelles,
which, together with the narrow western portion of the Sea of
Marmora for 25 miles eastward of Gallipoli, was finished by the end
of October. During this survey some very complete and interesting
experiments were made on the currents both in the Dardanelles
and Bosphorus, which proved the existence of strong under-currents
running counter to the almost invariable surface set from the Black
Sea through both these straits into the Mediterranean. The details
of these experiments, with iUustrations, are in course of publication
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by the Admiral tj". A survey xvas next made of the roadstead of

Dede Agatch, the terminus of the railway from Adrianople.

In January the Shearwater visited Cape Bon, on the coast of

Tunis, to select the site of a new light-house, which has long been

required there, and for which the British Government are supply-

ing the lighting apparatus; subsequently she resumed the survey

of the coast of Sicily, and is now about to proceed on a re-examina-

tion of Port Said and its approaches.

Japan .—The Sylvia, Commander St. John, has been actively

employed on the examination of these coasts during the past year.

The season commenced with a survey^of Goza Harbour, Muro Bay,

and the coast and off-lying dangers^ in the neighbourhood of Cape

Sima, on the east side of Nipon; subsequently Susaki and Nomi
harbours, on the south coast of Sikok, were surveyed

; these ports

afford good shelter and serve as harbours of refuge for vessels

when caught off the coast in heavy weather. The Baunga

channel has been partially sounded, the anchorage off the island

of TJimi Sima and the adjacent coast examined, and the eastern

part of the Strait of Simonoseki re-soimded. In the latter part

of August the Sylvia, having been several years in Japan, and

requiring repairs and new boilers, was ordered to England. On
her voyage she carried a line of deep soundings for telegraphic

purposes from the entrance of the Gulf of Aden to the Seychelles,

thence to Mauritius and Natal on the eastern coast of Africa,

the depth of water on these lines varying from 2200 to 2500

fathoms. The ship arrived in England in April, and was put

out of commission after one of the most successful surveying

voyages on record. She will be thoroughly refitted, and it is

hoped, at no distant date, will resume her labours in Japan.

The Eastern Archipelago .—The Nassau, Commander Chimmo, has

likewise just returned after an absence of something under three

years
; she had been employed during 1872 principally among the

Sulu Archipelago, and in clearing away the dangers of the Sulu

Sea. Many difficulties were met with which impeded the progress of

this work, among them the hostility of the piratical tribes which

infest these regions, and which obliged the parties to be always

armed and on the look-out ; on a late occasion one of the boats was

attacked, and some of the officers and crew wounded, in return for

which their town was destroyed and severe punishment inflicted

upon the pirates. The Nassau returned to Singapore by the Flores

and Java seas, examining the various dangers in the track of
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vessels by that roTite to Australia ; she reached Malta by the Suez

Canal in March, when she was put out of commission and is now
being prepared for further surveying service on the eastern coast of

Africa.

Cape of Good Hope.—This survey has been completed as far as

circumstances will admit ; the soundings which are still required to

render it perfect will be obtained as opportunities offer. Xavigating-

Lieutenant Archdeacon and his assistant have been transferred to

Western Australia, the survey of which has been commenced.

West Indies.—During the season of 1872, Staff-Commander

George Stanley and his two assistants, with a hired schooner, have

completed the survey of the Island of Dominica, and carried the

soundings beyond the 100-fathom line. During September the

Windward Islands were visited by a severe storm, when every

vessel lying in the roadstead of Dominica, including the surveying

schooner, was driven ashore. The latter was totally wrecked and
several lives lost. The surveying party have proceeded with an-

other vessel to Jamaica, which important island has long required a
thoroughly good survey, and which it is hoped will now be carried

out to its completion.

Newfoundland.—Xavigating-Lieutenant Maxwell, who is in charge
of this survey, has with his two assistants in a small hired steamer,
completed the examination of Trinity Bay, and has commenced
that of the south coast of the colony at the Burgeo Islands, com-
pleting the coast for a considerable distance to the eastward.
Soundings have also been obtained in the neighbourhood of Sable
Island. The accurate survey of the south coast of Xewfoundland,
indicating as it does the safe approach to the several harbours of
refuge, is of great importance to the increasing trade with the River
St. Lawrence.

Queensland. -Staff-Commander Bedwell, with one assistant, has
during the past year made a minute examination of the Brisbane
River, and has also examined the Bar at Wide Bay. The survey
of the coast has been extended 50 miles to the north, from Keppel
Islands to Cape Clinton.

JVew South TTaZes.—The survey of the inner waters of this colony
are still in progress by Xavigating-Lieutenant Gowland, at the
expense of the Colonial Government. During the past season the
inner waters of Broken Bay and the course of the Hawkesbury
River have been surveyed as far as the flow of the tide.

rictoria.-The surveying party on this coast, under the direction
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of Xavigating-Lieutenant H. J. Stanley, have been employed during

1872 in completing the sounding of the western coast of the colony,

and in the suiwey of King Island, at the western entrance of Bass

Strait; about 120 miles of exposed coast has been examined, and a

large area sounded over.

South Australia .—The surveying party in this colony, under the

direction of Staff-Commander Howard, were employed during the

early part of the last season on the west side of Spencer Gulf;

Poi-t Lincoln in the south-west comer of the gulf was surveyed,

and the work carried northward to Pranklin Harbour, where it

joined the survey of 1871. The whole of this extensive gulf is,

therefore, now completed. During the latter part of the year,

the southern coasts of Kangaroo Island were examined, and the

circuit of the island completed.

The extent of coast line examined during the year has been over

200 miles, all of which has been cavefullj" sounded.

Western Australia.—The survey of this colony may be said to have

barely commenced, and the difiSculty of procuring a suitable vessel

in which to prosecute it, will probably for some time render its

progress slow.

Xavigating-Lieutenant Archdeacon, the officer in charge, reached

Fremantle in August last, and at the termination of the boisterous

winter season lost no time in commencing the examination of the

various passages between the islands and the reefs off the Swan
Eiver, in the absence of a vessel, working with boats, the first object

being to ascertain whether that spacious sheet of water, known as

Cockburn Sound, can bo made available for navigation by large

vessels.

Deep-Sea Exploring Expedition .—In the last notice of the Hj’dro-

graphical Surveys it was announced to be the intention of the

Admiralty, on the recommendation of the President and Council of

the Eoyal Society, to despatch an expedition for the exploration

of the Great Ocean Basins, and for scientific research and discovery

generally. This intention has now been realised, and in December

last H.M.S. Challenger, a frigate-built ship of about 1500 tons,

sailed from England under the command of Captain G. S. Xares.

In addition to a staff of naval surveyors, there has been attached to

her a body of scientific naturalists, under the direction of Professor

Wyville Thomson, f.r.s. The ship has been admirably equipped,

and no expense has been spared to render her in every respect

perfect
; she has been abundantly supplied with all the scientific
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xnstmments and apparatus necessary to carry out the physical iii-

Testigation of the deep sea, and for the collection and preservation

of natural history specimens, and fitted with all the mechanical

appliances which modem science could suggest, in order to sound

and dredge, and obtain temperature and other observations at the

greatest depths. On leaving England the Challenger proceeded to

Lisbon, Gibraltar, Madeira, Teneriffe ;
thence across the Atlantic

to the West Indies, and by the latest accounts had reached Ber-

muda. Continuous lines of deep soundings and temperature obser-

vations had been carried throughout this track, and many interesting

discoveries have been made in several branches of natural history.

The deepest sounding obtained between the Canary Islands and

St. Thomas’s in the West Indies was 3150 fathoms.

After exploring the region around Bermuda, the ship will recross

the Atlantic to the neighbourhood of Ayres, thence sail southerly

to the Cape de Verde, subsequently traversing the equatorial

region to Brazil, and the whole of the present year will be passed

in the South Atlantic. Departing from the Cape of Good Hope

early in 1874, she will visit Kerguelen Island, penetrate to the icy

barrier in the south, thence to Australia and New Zealand; Torres

Straits, the Malayan Archipelago, the Philippine Islands, and

Japan will be successively visited, and the neighbouring seas ex-

plored ;
the Pacific Ocean will then be traversed, and the ship will

return to this country, after a voyage of circumnavigation probably

extending over three years. Such is briefly the programme laid

down, and up to the present time all has gone prosperously and

successfully with the Challenger. A brief and popular journal of

the proceedings of the voyage will be published from time to time

by Professor Wjwille Thomson in the pages of ‘ Nature,’ as a

prelude to the full scientific account of the expedition, which will

no doubt appear shortly after its termination.

General Bemarhs .—In addition to the Hydrographical Surveys

which have been executed during the past year by the regular sur-

veying service, a considerable quantity of valuable information has

been received from the ofiBcers of H.M. ships employed on foreign

stations and from others.

It would bo difficult to mention every source from which such

information has been received, but among the most prominent con-

tributors are Captains John Moresby and C. H. Simpson of H.M.

ships Basilisk and Blanche, and Messrs. T. L. Mourilyan and W. F.

A. Grant, Navigating Officers of those ships, also S. T. Leckie, k.n.e..
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commaBding one of the Pacific Steam Xavigation Company’s steam-

ships. The Blanche made, in 1872, a six months’ cruise among the

South Sea Islands, during -which time she -visited the principal

islands in the Caroline, Marshall, Gilbert, and Solomon groups,

as well as Xew Ireland and Xew Hanover, describing and

making plans of several unknown anchorages, these, as well as

the nautical remarks accompanying them in reference to these

little known regions, have been published for the benefit of

seamen.

The Basilisk also -visited the Ellice Islands, Santa Cruz, and Xew
Hebrides groups, and several detached islands in the western part

of the South Pacific, when every opportunity was taken advantage

of in collecting useful information, and in making such surveys

as the hurried nature of her -visits would permit. On other oc-

casions, while -visiting the settlement of Somerset, at Cape York,

Captain Moresby and his navigating officers have lost no oppor-

tunity of adding to and correcting the charts where imperfect.

The Barossa, Captain Lewis Moore, likewise visited the Marshall

and Gilbert islands recently, in search of a ship-wi-ecked crew, and

some useful information has been received from Xavigating Lieu-

tenant Eenn, of that vessel.

Mr. Leckie, of the Eoyal Naval Eeserve, has long been a valuable

contributor to the Hydrographical Department, and has made many
essential corrections to the charts, especially to those of the western

portions of the Straits of Magellan and the channels leading north-

ward into the Gulf of Pesias ; for the great pains he has been at

in all his voyages to collect and communicate useful information,

his name deserves special mention in this report.

Summary.—The usual Tables of Tides, Lights, and Hydrogra-
phical Xotices, &c., have been published during the year, as well

as the following nautical works, viz., new editions of Sailing Direc-

tions for the West Coast of Africa, from Cape Spartel to the Eiver

Cameroons, including the Cape Verde Islands, Canaries, and Azores.

Directions for the Xorth Sea ; a new volume, part 4, for the Northern

Coast of China, Corea, Tartary, and Japan ; a revision of the Direc-

tions for the West Coasts of France, Spain, and Portugal ; and a

volume of hydrographical remarks, relative to the islands of the

Pacific.

Among the 73 new charts which have been engraved and pub-

lished since the last yearly report, may be specially mentioned a

Physical Atlas, showing the Winds, Currents, and other pheno-
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mena prevailing in the Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans, during

the different seasons ; a chart of the Gulf of Suez ; a new series

of the Bed Sea, in 5 sheets ; New Caledonia, in 2 sheets ; the

Island of Barbados ; and a sheet of the Inland Sea of Japan.

More than 1400 sheets have been added to or corrected, and the

number of chaibs printed for the navy and the public during the

period has been 158,700.

New Publications.

—

Petermann’s ‘ Geographische Mittheilungen.’

—

The chieffeature of the year in this important geographical Journal

are the Arctic papers contributed by its editor. They contain the

most minute and faithful records of the gradual advance of know
ledge from all sides, and from all nationalities, in Arctic Geography.

Most interesting, perhaps, at Ihe present time among the Asiatic

papers are those which deal with the journeys of Eussian travellers

in Eastern and Central Asia. Thus, we have an account of

Prjivalsky’s travels from Pekin towards the Koko Nor, in Western
China ; Matusovski’s and Palinow’s, in Central Mongolia

; and of

Fedchenko’s journey through the Khanate of Kokan to Karategin
and the Northern Pamir. The present state of our knowledge of

the most northern portion of the Asiatic continent, extending into

the Arctic seas between the rivers Lena and Yenisei, and near
which the Austrian Polar Expedition of 1872 is believed to have
wintered, has been placed in the clearest light by an essay describing

and critically examining the results of every journey which has yet
been made in the vicinity of the North Cape.
The Mittheilungen has also kept us fully alive to the movements

of travellers and explorers in all parts of Africa, containing intelli-

gence from Mun Zinger, in Northern Abyssinia
; Ernest Mamo, on

the Upper Nile
; Dr. Schweinfurth, in the basin of the Bahr-el-

Ghazal
; Dr. Nachtigal, in the countries of Soudan, round Lake

Chad ; Mauch and others, to the south of the Zambezi
; and Hugo

Hahn, in Damara Land ; whilst the papers by Dr. Behm, which
treated of the results of Dr. Livingstone’s recent work on the
Lualaba, supposed to be the Upper Congo, have been considered so
important as to require translation for our own Journal.

In Australia, Gilmore’s journeys in search of the remains of the
Leichhardt Expedition, which are here carefully recorded and
mapped, have done much both to elucidate the movements of that
unfortunate traveller and to add to our knowledge of the region
which lies westward of the great central line of telegraph.
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Professor Mohn, the Director of the Norwegian Meteorological

Institute, has contributed a most instructive essay on the results of

all the observations for temperature in the deep seas between Green-

land, Northern Europe, and Spitzhergen.

M. EmU vonSydowhas also continued his admirable descriptions

of the progress of European surveys and cartography ;
this series

•of papers is of the highest value to the practical geographer, and

examples are not wanting of the beneficial effect which the criti-

eisms they contain have exercised on the more recent sheets of the

greater and topographical surveys now in progress.

BruJtn’a ‘ Life of Humboldt.’—The scientific biography of Hum-
boldt, the great father of Physical Geography, which has recently

been completed, after three years of labour, under the editorship of

Professor Bruhns, ofLeipzig, demands cordial welcome at our hands.

The work was undertaken in the year of the centenary of Humboldt’s

birth, and the various parts of it which treat ofHumboldt’s personal

life, his travels in America and Asia, and of the varied contributions

to many branches of science, have been written by the men best

qualified in Germany to deal with each 'subject ; the whole forms

the most fitting tribute to the memory of the great philosopher.

Ocean Highways .—This publication has amplyfulfilled the promise

to which I referred in my last Address, of becoming, under its new
editorship, an important Geographical Journal. Since then, articles

of great value have appeared in the successive monthly parts,

together with numerous original maps—all, as a general rule, refer-

ring to geographical subjects of great public interest at the time.

Thus, during the summer months of last year, while public atten-

tion was powerfully drawn to the subject of Dr. Livingstone’s

discoveries in Central Africa and to the remarkable exploit of Mr.

Stanlej’, there appeared a valuable sketch-map by Keith Johnston,

giving the positions of places mentioned by Livingstone and his

routes; and several editorial articles written with great spirit and

knowledge of the subject. A map by Ravenstein, delineating the

routes and discoveries of Schweinfurth, was also a meritorious and

timely publication. There have also appeared several important

maps on the countries of Centr^al Asia, translated and popularised

from Russian authorities. Such are the map of the country be-

tween Krasnovodsk and Khiva from Skobolef ;
that of the region

between the Caspian and the Oxus ; and that of Central Asia,

which appeared in the August number. Amongst the numerous

articles containing valuable geographical information, I may men-

VOL. XLIII. n
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tion also those on Arctic subjects ; some of which are illustrated by

valuable maps : Grandy’s paper on the Congo, with map, in the

January number ;
and Dr. Brandis’ article on the distribution of

Forests in India, also with a map, in the number for August. Besides

these chief contributions, each monthly part contains reviews of

books on Geography and Travels, resumes of the doings of Geogra-

phical Societies at home and abroad, and a great variety of miscel-

laneous information bearing upon geographical subjects.

Guido Cords ‘ Cosmos!—A new Geographical Magazine, under tho

title of ‘ Cosmos,’ has been started at Turin by Signor Guido Cora-

The first and second parts contain articles on the recent Italian

Expedition to New Guinea of Beccari and D’Albertis ;
on Lake

Tanganyika (a useful resume by the editor, with a map, of the

various explorations in the basin of this famous African lake) ;
on

Eussian Possessions in Central and Northern Asia, by Luigi Hugues j

on Giles’ Journey in Central Australia (with a map) and the Con-

tinental Australian Telegraph (also with map), and on the Colo-

nisation of the Island of Yesso (with map). Besides these, each part

contains a large number of minor notices. A periodical of this

character, so fully up to the mark in these rapidly progressing times,

is an encouraging symptom of healthy intellectual life in Italy. The

maps at present are only copies or adaptations of others published

in England and Germany ; but they are favourable specimens of

cartographic art, and, together with the copious information given

in the text of the progress of Geography in all parts of the world,

place in the hands of Italian readers the means of acquiring a know-

ledge of all that is passing in this department of human activity.

BvUettino della Societa geograjica italiana.—The eighth volume of

the ‘ Bulletin of the Italian Geographical Society ’ was published in

October, and is the last that has reached us. From the Compte

rendu of the administrative proceedings of this Society, of the

4th June, 1872, we learn that the distinguished geographer and
founder of the Society, the Commendatore Cristoforo Negri, had

been replaced in the Presidency by the Commendatore Correnti,

and bad been invested with the title of Honorary President, with

the functions attached to that post of conducting the foreign cor-

respondence. The eighth volume of the ‘ Bollettino ’ contains

several original memoirs by Italian travellers and writers, besides

correspondence and minor notices relating to almost all subjects of

current interest in Geography and the allied sciences.
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Voyage dlExploration en Indo-CMne.—^Lieutenant Francis Gamier,

of the French navy, to whom we gave our Patron’s Medal in 1870

for the part he took in the Expedition under Lagree through Cam-

bodia and Yunnan to the Yang-tsze, has 'now given to the world

the complete namative of this important journey. As will he re-

membered, Lieutenant Gamier succeeded to the command on the

death of his chief, whom he left in the capital of Yunnan whilst

he himself undertook a perilous journey to the head-quarters of the

Mahommedan rebels at Tali-fu. The work he has now published

is in every way worthy of the splendid undertaking the results of

which it is intended to record. It consists of two large quarto

volumes of text, illustrated with many hundred wood engravings

from drawings made by members of the expedition. Besides these

there are two atlases in large folio, one containing 22 sheets of

maps and plans, and the other 47 plates, lithographed from draw-

ings made by Lieutenant Delaporte. Some of the plates are coloured,

and those especially which depict the colossal ruins of the Cambo-

dian temples of Nakon Vat and Ongcor Vat are very striking. Before

the expedition started on its long journey up the Mekong, Captain

Lagree devoted much time to the study of these marvellous ruins.

Our library is indebted for a copy of this fine work to Lieutenant

Gamier and to the Ministre de la Marine.

Switzerland.—Oar much esteemed Corresponding Member, M. J. M.
Ziegler, with his usual punctuality, has furnished us with a Eeport

of the Progress of Geography in Switzerland. According to his

account the subject most worthy of mention, as in former years, is

the continuance ofthe “ ISivellement de Precision,” and he furnishes

us with a copy of the Proceedings of the 11th sitting of the Swiss

Geodetic Commission, which has this work in its charge. The
eminent surveyors and physicists, MM. Plantamour, Denzler, and

Hirsch, who constituted the Commission at this sitting, have not

yet, according to our correspondent, arrived at definite results
; but

they have satisfactorily determined two points of direct communi-

cation with the German levelling—one at Bale and the other at

Constance. The aim of Swiss surveyors has been for several

years the attainment of the utmost possible precision in all that

relates to the topography of their rugged country, both in its hori-

zontal and its vertical configuration. M. Ziegler himself has con-

tributed in no small degree to this result, by devoting eight years

n 2
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to the task of fixing the altitudes of the granitic masses forming the

eastern pendent to Mont Blanc ; the list of which he communicates,

and which is well worthy of a place in our ‘ Proceedings.’

Another of our Swiss Honorary Correspondents, Professor Paul

Chaix, has sent us a copy of the General Table of Limnimetric and

Meteorological Stations for Switzerland for 1871, and has pointed

out in a valuable letter, forwarded at the same time, a few general

facts suggested by the results. These comprehend a grouping of

districts according to the amount of the yearly rainfall, and a

hydrometric summary of the different river-basins and lakes, show-

ing with accuracy the regulating influence of these latter on the

drainage of the countries through which the rivers flow. The

details are too lengthy to be here given, and will find their proper

place in our ‘ Proceedings.’

Aectic Exploration.—In my Address of last year I announced the

despatch of the Swedish Arctic Expedition, with the intention of

wintering in Mossel Bay, on the north side of Spitzbergen, and

of exploring by means of sledge-parties during the spring of the

present year. The expedition consisted of the Polhem steamer

(commanded by Lieutenant Palander, with Professor Nordenskiold

on board), which was to winter ; and the brig Gladan and steamer

Onhel Adam, intended to take out supplies and return before the

winter set in. Unfortunately the two latter vessels were caught

by the ice, and have been forced to winter off Spitzbergen, and it

is feared that the necessity for supplying their crews will have
the effect of crippling the resources of the Polhem. hTevertheless,

we may entertain the hope that the gallant Swedes will persevere

in their entei-prise and do some useful geographical work during

the present season. Four fishing-vessels from Korway were also

frozen in, and forced to winter off Grey Point, and eighteen men
retreated to Ice Sound, on the south-west side of Spitzbergen in

open boats. On hearing of these disasters the Norwegian Govern-
ment immediately chartered the sealing steamer Albert, and des-

patched her, under the command of Captain Otto, with relief,

including two wooden houses to be erected on shore for the men in
Ice Sound. The Albert sailed in hov'ember, but was driven back
by stormy weather. Then Captain John Ejelson, in the Isbiorn,

made a gallant attempt to reach Spitzbergen in mid-winter. He
sailed from Tromso on the 24th December, but the extreme cold
rendered navigation almost impossible. On the 8th of January the
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Ishiom sighted Bear Island. The vessel was one mass of ice, and

this audacious effort to reach Spitzbergen in mid-winter was un-

willingly relinquished. Thus the hardy Norwegian fishers, as well

as the Swedish explorers, have been obliged to pass a Spitzbergen

winter without being relieved. But the spring is now well

advanced, and by this time succour must have reached these brave

men from Norway.

The Norwegian sealing vessels made some very important

discoveries to the eastward of Spitzbergen during July and August

of 1872. Captain Altmann and Captain Johnsen, sailing in a

north-easterly direction from the Rijk Ys Islands, re-discovered the

extensive island which was first discovered by an English ship in

1617, and named Wiche’s Land. Captain Nilsen, in the same

season, rounded the eastern point of Wiche’s Land, and sailed along

its northern coast. This re-discovered land, with the tracks of the

three Norwegian vessels, have been delineated on a chart by Pro-

fessor Mohn, of Christiania, to whom geographers owe so much for

his exertions in collecting and putting into shape the observations

of his adventurous countrymen.

The Austrian Arctic Expedition, under the command of Captain

Julius Payer, sailed in June 1872, with the object of rounding the

north-eastern end of Novaya Zemlya, and pressing to the eastward

through the Polar Sea to the north of Siberia. Captain Payer
hopes to be able to explore this sea through the favour-able opera-

tion of the warm Siberian rivers on the ice-cold Arctic Ocean. He
is accompanied by his old comrade Lieutenant Weyprecht, and by
the Norwegian explorer Carlsen, the only commander who has

circumnavigated both Spitzbergen and Novaya Zemlya. Captain

Payer intends to pass his first winter on the shores of Cape
Chelyuskin, and if unable to reach Behring Straits in the second

season he will abandon his steamer, the Tegctlioff, and proceed up
one of the Siberian rivers. The Tegethoff vra.s accompanied as far as

Novaya Zemlya by Count Wilizec, in the little Isbiorn. The latest

news of the Tegethoff was from the coast of Novaya Zemlya, when
the Ishiom parted company in August. The ability and high

qualifications of Captain Payer, as well as his Arctic experience,

give every reason for the hope that his efforts wiU be rewarded by
success.

In my Address last year I mentioned the important voyage of

Mr. Leigh Smith to the north and east of Spitzbergen, in the

summer of 1871, when he reached a latitude of 81° 24' x. In
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1872 this ,1(1venturous yachtstnan undertook another voyage in

his yacht the S<intjtsnn, Init it was an unfavourable season, and no

discovery "as tuado. Mr. Leigh Smith is a man who will not be

daunte<l by one failure. He will persevere until a favourable season

enable.s him to do really iinpoitant work, and this year he has

again sailed for Spitzhergen.

The captains of onr Hnglish "haleis. courageous and intelligent

men, who ye.aily brave the dangers of ice navigation, are often led

into unvisiteil regions in the pursuit of whales, and are thus in a

position to record useful geographical discoveries, and to funiish

the liydrographer with materials for adding to or correcting the

Arctic ch.d'ts. In the sea.son of 1872, Captain Adams, of the

Arrlir, went up rond's Inlet into Eclipse Sound, and thence,

throimh Navy Itoaid Inlet, into Barrow Strait. He also as-

cend'd .Vilmiralty Iidet for a considerahlo distance, and his dis-

envciies have been iii.sortcd on the latest edition of the chart.

Captain Gray, of the Eclijwe, who alway.s goes to the sea on the

eastern side of Greenland, reported the existence of an unusual

extent of open water in the summer of 1872.

In luy .Vddres.s for 1871-72, I had tho pleasure of announcing

that the Arctic Committee appttintocl hy our Council had drawn
up a lleport, which was adopted; and that the litianiniity of all

Arctic aiithcritie.s on the roitte that should he taken hy an ex-

ploring expedition in the unknown Tolar region would enable me
to bring tho snhjoct of Arctic exploration to the notice of other

learned societies, ami suh-equently to that of the Government. The
views of other seit ntifK’ societies and of eminent men of science,

as to the import.inee of Arctic expl.,ration, coincided with those
of onr own I 'oimcil. ami I was thus in a position to bring tho snb-
jeet before Her M.ijesty't, tiovernment for favourable coii.sideration.

Ao'ordingly. eii tie' loth of December I had an interview with the
Chani'el'.or of the Exchequer .and the First I.ord of the Admiralty,
accorapaui.-'l by a deputation, cimsisting of Sir Henry Holland, the
rresid.-nt of the Koy.,! In-titution ; Dr. Carpet, (er, the President
of thi' IbiM-b Ass. ci.ition : Dr. Hooker, the futme Tresident of the
Koval S n’icty. and by several eminent Arctic rfficers. I submitted
to the r gbt honourable gentlemen the opiniom of our Arctic Com-
mittee an.l the views expressed by several scientific societies with
wh, .m I had conimuniratod ; and I represented that the collective
evidence of these seamen and men of science could leave no
donbt with reganl to tho value and importance of tho results which
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a well-appointed Arctic expedition, in the direction of Smith
Sound, must yield. I also alluded to the way in which Arctic

exploration redounded to the national honour and repute
; and

contributed to keep alive that sjurit of cosirage, enterprise, and

self-denial which is so essential to the character of the seamen of

a great maritime nation.

Both Mr. Goschen and Mr. Lowe made numerous imjuiiies

respecting the equipment of .an Arctic expedition and the scien-

tific results to bo attained by it, .and, after .a very favourable

reception, Mr. Lowe concluded the interview by assuring the

deputation that the subject .should receive careful and mature

consideration.

The rojdy from the f'hancidlor of the Kxchciiuer, written De-

cember 31st, was not .so favourable as h.ad been anticijiated, although

it left room for hope that the .Arctic expedition so ardently desired

by this Society and the country generally would only be postjmned

for another year. Mr. Lowe said that there seemed to be no

pressing no(?cssity for despatching an expedition this ye.ar, and

that it would not Iw right to send out .a second scientific expe-

dition precisely at the moment when the public revenue had to

bear the burden of fitting out the Challni'jrT. In conclusion, Mr.
Lowe expressed regret that ho could not lecommend the sending

a Government exiiloring party to the Arctic Gcean this year.

In my reply, acknowledging the receipt of this letter, dated the

13th of January, 1S7.'5, I said that the ('ouneil wore glad to see

that the Chancellor of the K.xclieqner did not express an opinion

as to the exjrediency of sending an Arctic expedition at a future

time : and that we were thus emlxildened to hoj.e that the addi-

tional argrrurerrts in favour of Arctic exploration with which we
expect to be fortified, woitld lead to an exjxidition being sanctioned

later in the present year, which might leave England for .Smith

Sound in the spring of 1874, and thus' furnish a fitting iincl much
needed eour]ilement to the scientific voy-ige of the Challenger. The

Council of the lloyal Society has since ap])ointed a committee to

confer with our own Arctic Committee, and steps will thus be taken

once more to bring the srrbject of an Arctic expedition to the

notice of the Govemraent in a way which shortld lead to a satrs-

factory result. There seems to be good reason to hope that the

year 1874 will see the despatch of an exploring expeditiim to the

unknown and most interesting region which lies round our northern

pole, through the portal of Smith Sound.

»
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Meanwliile, the Arctic campaign of the present year may he

expected to yield good fruit, in spite of the postponement of an

English expedition. Payer and Weyprecht are wintering on the

Siberian coast, and the Swedes in the north of Spitzbergen. In-

telligence has also been received of Mr. Hall’s American Arctio

Expedition, from a portion of the crew, consisting of twelve men,

two women, and five children, picked up in an open boat off the

coast of Labrador, and brought into Eoberts’ Bay, Newfoundland.

Their story is, that the Polaris went up Smith Sound, as far as

82’’ 16', in the summer of 1871, that Mr. Hall made a sledge journey

up a strait 15 miles wide, and that he died of apoplexy in Xovemher
1871. The command then devolved upon Captain Boddiugton, the

sailing master ; and, in August, 1872, the ship is stated to have been

beset in 77^ 35', which would be near Whale Sound, in the northern

port of Baffin’s Bay. The men who have been picked up were-

carried away by the ice, according to their own statement
; and

they allege that the Polaris is left without boats, but with plenty of
provisions. According to this account, Mr. Hall’s expedition will

have added little or nothing to the discoveries of Kane and Hayes,

but it will be useful as furnishing another proof of the necessity fop

sending out a thoroughly-equipped Government expedition, if really

important results are to be obtained from Arctic exploration. Mr.
Leigh Smith has sailed again for his old Spitzbergen ground, re-

solved once more to strive for a passage through the ice, and
to achieve some new discovery. In this, his third Arctic voyage,
he is provided with a more suitable vessel. The Diana is a strong
little screw-steamer, built and strengthened expressly for ice navi-
gation, of 103 tons and 50-horse power. Mr. Leigh Smith has an ex-
perienced master in Captain Fairweather, and he is accompanied by
Mr. Eaton as a naturalist. The yacht Na/«pson goes out as a tender
to the Diana. The whaling fleet will also bring back valuable-
information respecting the state of the ice, and, perhaps, make-
some new discoveries. Captain A. H. Markham, r.v., has sailed
with Captain Adams, on board the Arctic, for Baffin Bay

; and on
his return he will report to us the results of the voyage and his^
observations on the present state of the ice in the direction of
the northern sounds. Thus many zealous explorers are now
prosecuting researches within the Arctic Circle, and may be
expected to furnish us with a large stock of fresh information next
autumn, which will be useful to the Arctic Expedition of 1874

Venetian Voyages to the North in the 14<A Century The Lost,
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Greenland Colony—The pre-Columbian Discovery of America.—

A

paper of considerable importance to historical geography has

been presented to the Society by Mr. Major, and will shortly" be

read at an evening meeting, in which he brings before the notice

of the Society two geographical documents, one Venetian, the other

Greenlandic, of the close of the fourteenth century. The authenticity

of the former had been disputed for three hundred years, and, so

late as 1836, had been declared in our own ‘ Journal ’ to be a tissue of

fiction, by the Danish hydrographer Captain Zahrtmann, in an article

so remarkable for its learning and ingenuity as to have carried with

it all but the force of demonstration, but Mr. Major has answered all

Captain Zahrtmann’s arguments, and succeeded in establishing the

truth of the documents from internal evidence.

The correctness of the second document had been impugned on a

very vital point, but Mr. Major has been able, by means of an impor-

tant geographical discovery of his own, to restore this valuable his-

'torical relic to its integrity, and from the evidence of the two docu-

ments combined to determine, beyond all dispute, the true site of the

lost Greenland colony, and to show that at that period, which was
a hundred years before the great voyage of Columbus across the

Atlantic, there still existed remains of the ancient Scandinavian

colonists in North America.

At the close of the 14th century a member of one of the most
ancient and noble families in Venice, Nicolo Zeno, at his own
expense, went on a voyage, rather of curiosity than discovery, into

the Northern Seas. For two centuries before his time the Flanders

voyage from Venice had been a matter of annual occurrence, but
chance gave to this voyage a very peculiar interest. Nicolo Zeno was
wrecked on the Feroe Islands, but fortunately fell in with Henry Sin-

clair, Earl of Orkney and Caithness, who was bent on increasing his

possessions by naval conquests, and who took Zeno into his service

as pilot of his fleet. After a year or two Nicolo Zeno sent a letter to

his brother Antonio inviting him to join him, which he did, and it

is from that letter of Nicole’s, and subsequent letters from Antonio

to a third brother. Carlo (a very distinguished man in Venetian

history), that the narrative of the movements of the two brothers

is derived. They comprise, in the first instance, some insignificant

expeditions in the Feroe and Shetland groups, but fortunately

treat at greater length on two much more important subjects,

viz., a visit by Nicolo Zeno to Greenland, disclosing some interest-

ing facts which, brought into harmony with recent observations.
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oresent a contemporaneous proof of the whereabouts of the lost

colony of the Ostrebygd, about which there has been so much dis-

pute, and to verify which the King of Denmark sent out Captain

Graah on his famous voyage of 1828-30. In illustration of this

portion of the subject, Mr. Major has adduced a highly important

geographical discovery of his own, the ignorance of which led

Captain Graah into gieat mistakes, and caused him to miss the

value of a most precious early document which otherwise would

have answered the question which he went out to Greenland for the

purpose of solving. This was nothing less than a Chorography

of the old Greenland colony and sailing directions for reaching

it from Iceland, written by Ivar Bardsen, the steward of the

bishop of the colony. In this route he speaks of some large

rocks midway between Iceland and Greenland, called Gunnbjorns

Skerries, which had formed a nucleus for the ice coming down

from the north, and on reaching which a south-west course was

to be taken. Captain Graah denied the existence of these rocks

as thus described, and so forfeited the guidance of these valuable

sailing directions. Mr. Major has discovered, by a legend in the

1507 edition of Ptolemy, that the island, of which these rocks

form the summit, was blown up by a volcanic eruption in 1456

;

and in a map by Van Keulen, of about the date of 1700, the

reef, 60 miles in length, formed thereby is laid down by the name
of Gombar Scheer, with soundings at the north and south ends

of 25 feet, whereas the nearest soundings northward range from

70 to 100 feet. Mr. Major further showed that Ivar Bardsen’s

Chorography had only to be read with common attention to

indicate the site of the old colony beyond all dispute.

In the letters of Antonio Zeno are narrated the observations of

some fishermen in North America in the last half of the fourteenth

century. Their interest consists mainly in their antiquity and in

their confirmation of those pre-Columbian discoveries of America
by the Northmen which had been mentioned by Adam of Bremen in

the 11th and Ordericus Vitalis in the 12th centurj', but on which so

much light has been thrown in the present century by the Danish
antiquary C. C. Eafn and others.

Antonio describes a voyage which he made with Sinclair and a
large fleet to the west to verify the fishermen’s story, and it has
been thought by many, and amongst others by the great geographer
Ortelius, that in this voyage the Venetians anticipated Columbus in
the discovery of America. Mr. Major has shown, however, that this
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was not the case ; hnt that, being driven hy a storm they knew not

whither, they lighted on the coast of Kerr}-, were refused admission

by the Irish, and were howled off the coast, which they followed all

along the south and east side of the island, and which they quitted

at its northern end, and finally made their way to Greenland. The

whole story had been written out by Antonio Zeno ; but a descendant

of his, named Nicolo Zeno, bom in 1515, when a boy, not knowing

the value of these papers, tore them up, but, some of the letters sur-

viving, he was able from them subsequently to compile the narrative

as we now have it, and which was printed in Venice in 1558. There

was found also in the palace an old map, rotten with age, illustrative

of the voyages. Of this he made a copy, rmluckily supplying from

his own reading of the narrative what he thought was requisite for

its illustration. By doing this in a blundering way, unaided by the

geographical knowledge which enables us to see where he goes astray,

he threw the whole of the geography which he derived from the

narrative into the most lamentable confusion, while those parts of the

map which are not thus sophisticated, and which are consequently

original, present an accuracy far in advance by many generations of

the geography even of Nicolo Zeno junior’s time, and confirm in a

notable manner the site of the old Greenland colony. In these

facts we have not only the solution of all the discussions which
have arisen on the subject, but the most indisputable proof of the

authenticity of the narrative
;
for it is clear that Nicolo Zeno, junior,

could not himself have been the ingenious concocter of a story

the straightforward trath of which he could thus ignorantly distort

upon the face of a map. I will conclude by observing that, if the

realities which Mr. Major has detected had been made clear to

people’s minds, as they easily might have been, three hundred

years ago, Martin Frobisher would have avoided the blunder of

taking Greenland for Zeno’s Frisland, which really meant theFeroe

Islands : a host of learned commentators during that period would
have been saved from confusing themselves and others by wild

speculations : the site of the lost Greenland colony would have been

established long ago on the highest possible authority, and the

Kings of Denmark, from Frederic II. downwards, would have been

spared the necessity of sending out a great number of unsuccessful

expeditions, and the name of a noble gentleman of the highest rank

in the Republic of Venice would have been protected from the

unwarrantable and infamous charge of being guilty of falsehood

and forgery.
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UxiTED States.—A convenient summary of the progress of geo-
graphy and scientific exploration in the United States of America
was given in the Annual Address of Mr. Chief Justice Daly, Presi-

dent of the American Geographical Society, in Pehruary last. We
learn from this discourse that Professor Hayden, whose exploration

of the wonderful district of the Upper Yellowstone I noticed at the
last anniversary, has since been occupied in similar investigations

in the territories of Utah, Idaho, and Montana, west of the Eocky
Mountains. The exploration of the YeEowstone Eiver district

having excited so much public attention, a liberal grant was made
by Congress in 1871-72 to continue the survey, and two parties (to

each of which a geologist, a topographer, astronomer, and meteo-
rologist were attached) were actively employed in the summer of
1872. One party, under Mr. James Stevenson, made a careful
survey of the Teton Eange, in Idaho. The second, under Professor
Hayden, explored the valleys of the Yellowstone, Madison, and
Gallatin, in the territory of Montana. The event of the season was
the ascent of the Grand Teton, which proved to be 13,762 feet high,
and therefore one of the loftiest peaks of Korth America. Four
passes over the Eocky Mountains were surveyed, varying from
6443 to 7271 feet in elevation. The region explored is inter-
esting as being the seat of the chief sources of the three great
rivers of North America—the Missouri, the Columbia, and the
Colorado. Astronomical observations were made by both parties
for latitude and longitude at every available point, and materials
obtained, for the first time, for a reliable map of this large extent of
rugged country.

Besides his minor papers on the Yellowstone and other districts.
Professor Hayden, as geologist to the territories of the United States,
has published several larger and more elaborate reports on the
surveys which he has carried out, all of which teem with informa-
tion of great interest to the Physical Geographer. One of them
relates to the geology of Wyoming, and another to Nebraska and
adjacent territories ; copies of which, together with an extensive
senes of photographs of large size, relating to the countries sur-
veyed, have been presented to our library by the author.

In the Address of 1871, my predecessor. Sir Boderick Murchison,
alluded in commendatory terms to the Topographical and Geo-
^gical Survey of California, carried out under the direction of
rofessor J. D. Y hitney. A series of handsomely illustrated quarto

volumes had been issued by the State Government, giving the
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results of the survey in various departments ;
but it is only recently

that the elaborately-executed maps have been prepared for publica-

tion. We are indebted to Professor Whitney himself for early

copies of some of the sheets, which are admirable specimens of carto-

graphic art. I feel pleasure in adding that our Council last autumn

elected this distinguished geologist and surveyor one of the Hono-

rary Corresponding Members of the Society. We are informed by

him that an important and long-desired reform has this year been

brought about, at his instigation, in the management of the geo-

graphical exploration of the western portions of the United States.

What was formerly the “ Geolcgical Survey of the Territories,”

under the direction of the Department of the Interior, is now the

“ Geological and Geographical Survey of the Territories.” One of

Professor Whitney's fonner assistants, Mr. Gardner, has been placed

in charge of the topographical work, which will henceforward be

systematically and skilfully prosecuted. The United States Coast

Survey in future will have charge of the main triangulation of the

interior and of the astronomical determinations of geographical

positions. Geographical science will be greatly benefited by these

new arrangements
;
for we must bear in mind that there has hitherto

never been in the United States a systematic Government Survey

like those of nearly all European countries, and that up to the present

time cardinal questions in the geographical configuration of the

Xorth American continent—such, for instance, as the continuity or

otherwise of the Eocky Mountain range with the Andes—have never

been definitely settled.

Before quitting the subject of North America, I must mention the

exploration of the stupendous canon or gorge through which the

Eiver Colorado flows in its course to the head of the Gulf of Cali-

fornia. According to Dr. Bell, in his paper published in the

39th volume of our Journal, this grandest of all the canons of North

America, 5(W miles in length and for long distances more than

2000 feet in depth, was first penetrated and traced by an adventurer

named White, who embarked with a companion on the upper course

of the river, and -was carried by the rapid current for many days

down the narrow and gloomy chasm. Since then Professor J. W.
Powell, under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, has under-

taken a survey of this wonderful gorge, and we are infonned that

his second report was published last year. He has successfully

navigated the river more than once through the wonderful series of

canons at the bottom of which it flows, and has made interesting
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geological observations throughout the region, which have a bearing

on the discussion as to the origin of these deep and narrow furrows

in the earth’s surface ; for example, he has found an extensive series

of “ feults ” mnning northerly and southerly across the Grand Canon,

the fissures of which have been vents for volcanoes, and are from 50

to 200 miles in length ; thus showing that these deep river-gorges

do not coincide with faults in the strata.

Other explorations, of more or less interest to geographers, ai’e

being carried on in North America, to which my limited space will

not permit me to give more than a passing allusion : such are the

surveys in connection with the Northern Pacific Eailroad, between

Lake Superior and Puget Sound, entailing the examination of 3843

miles of country ; Dali’s exploration of the Aleutian Islands
; and

Captain Jones’s surveys in the Uintah Mountains, a spur of the

Wahsatch range.

Central America.—An important geographical and commercial

undertaking, in which the Government of the United States has been

engaged for three years past, is that of the thorough exploration of

the Isthmus of Panama, with a view to setting finally at rest the

vexed question as to the best and most practicable line for a ship-

canal from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The ofBcer entrusted with

this arduous task was Commander Selfridge, of the United States

Navy, supported by a staff of surveyors and well-equipped body of

men. He commenced the work in the winter of 1870, and since

then has successively examined the various routes which have been
advocated by projectors. All were found totally impracticable,

except the most southerly line, namely, that from the Pacific to the
Atrato. A preliminary survey having led to favourable expectations

regarding this line. Commander Selfridge was sent again at the
close of last year to examine the country between Cupica Bay and
the Atrato, where he expects to find a depression in the Cordillera.

A canal at this point would, it is calculated, reduce the distance by
sailing-vessels, between New York and Hong Kong, from 110 to 83
days.

South America.

—

The magnificent cataract on the Potaro Eiver
in British Guiana, called the Kaieteur Palls, the discovery of which
by Mr. C. B. Brown I recorded in my last Address, has been
re-visited by the Hon. H. S. Bascom, Major B'ebber, and Lieutenants
Banfather and Jackson, of the 2nd IVest India Eegiment. The
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party took with them a professional photographer, and the result

has been the publication of a handsome volume, from the pen of

Colonel 'Webber, giving a narrative of the joumej' and description

of the Falls, illustrated b3' a large number of exquisite photographs.

The volume contains also much information regarding the geology

of the districts visited
;
and geographers may congratulate them-

selves on having, at so short an interval after its discovery, the

means of forming a fair idea ofa region so marvellous in its phj'sical

configuration.

We have not received during the past year anj-rfurther reports ofthe

progress of exploration in the interior lands of Brazil, Peru, and the

neighbouring States ; survey work is, however, steadilj- advancing,

at many points distant from each other. Thus we hear of progress

being made in clearing and levelling the route for a line of railroad

past the rapids and cataracts of the Madeira Eiver, which I described

in last year’s Address, and which has for its object the e.stablish-

ment of water communication between the fertile provinces of

Bolivia and Europe, rid the Amazons. The Chilian Government,

further south, is also continuing its work of suiveying and mapping
the southern parts of its teriitories. In the early part of 1872

Captain Vidal Gormaz, of the Chilian navy, was charged with the

exploration of the Bay of Seloncavi, Ijing between the mainland
and the island of Chiloe, his Eeport being published at Santiago

early in the present year. During the progress of this survey,

which was conducted with great care, a party of ofiicers from the

vessel, after exploring Lake Lanquihue, at the western foot of

the Andes, ascended the extinct volcano Calbuco, and attempted

also that of Osomo. IVe hope soon to obtain copies of Captain

Gormaz’ Eeport and the survey maps, for our Library and Map-
Collection.

East of the Andes, in nearlj^ the same parallels, a considerable

addition has been made to our knowledge of the configuration of

the mountain slopes by Mr. Crawford, the survej’or employed by
the Buenos Ayres Government to explore a route for a line of

railway, to cross the Pampas and the Planchon Pass over the

Andes into Chili. The course of the Eio Grande, and of other

streams flowing towards the Rio Negro, were for the first time

accurately laid down, and a series of levels taken across the

Andes. The Planchon Pass was found to be 8225 feet above the

sea-level, and a practicable, though somewhat tortuous, line for a

railway was found across it.
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It is probable we may soon bear of another adventurous exploit

of Commander Musters in this region, for, as I have recently been

informed by his brother, Mr. J. C. Musters, he had completed his

arrangements in March last for crossing the Andes from Valdivia

to the head-waters of the Eio Negr o, where he expected to be well

received by his former friends the Patagonians. He intended to

proceed to Eio Bueno, and to cross the Andes by Lakes Banco and

Lacar. He had heard of a great gathering of Patagonian Indians

on the eastern side, preparatory to a raid on a large scale on the

Argentine settlements—a state of affairs which would seem not at

all favourable to his enterprise.

Further north, in Paraguay, we learn that the Government is

preparing a scientific commission to explore the mineral, botanical,

and zoological productions of the country, and to report on its

geography, climate, statistics, and so forth. The members of the

Commission are to be chosen in Europe, and the Consul-General of

the Eepublic, Professor Leone Levi, has done our Council the

honour to invite them to recommend a qualified gentleman to serve

as geographer and statician. In a country so favourably situated as

Paraguay, reported on all sides to abound in natural wealth, but of

which we know so little, an expedition of this kind could not fail

to benefit the various branches of science.

Australia.—The event, in this portion of the globe, most inter-

esting to geographers is the completion of the Electric Telegraph

across the Australian continent. The first message was transmitted

by it to London in November last, just ten years after our late Medal-

list, John MacDouall Stuart, returned to Adelaide from his wonderful

journeys, which opened the way for this great international work.

When the Eoyal Geographical Society awarded Stuart the Patron’s

Medal in 1861 (before he had completed his discoveries), Sir
Eoderick Murchison, on the occasion of its presentation, enthusi-

astically alluded to this prospective telegraph line, and said:

“When this telegraphic communication from south to north is

opened out across Australia, may the first message transmitted be
‘Honour to MacDouall Stuart.’” In his last Address he again
alluded to it in connection with the approaching construction of a
line of telegraph

“

It would have been a bold prophecy in 1861
that should have predicted so early an extension of this very line
of communication.” As is well known, the surveying parties of
the telegraph expedition under Mr. Charles Todd were the imme-
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diate successors ia tlie footsteps of our Medallist, for tlie line is

carried directly over Stuart’s route. His name, however, was lost

sight of in the natural congiatulations which hailed its completion.

This hand-rail across the continent must have a very important

hearing on the question of the exploration of the western half of

Australia, as each of the eleven intermediate telegraph stations

on the long line will alford a point of departure or refuge for

any expedition attempting it. Another point will be the gain to

meteorology, as the daily weather reports, recorded at each of the

thirteen stations on the 1973 miles of its meridional length, will

hereafter alford a good insight into the peculiarities of the climate

of the interior.

It is to be regretted that Mr. Forrest’s proposal to the Western

Australian Parliament in August last was postponed. Mr. Forrest

has proved himself to be so able an explorer that complete success

would almost certainly have attended his endeavour to solve the

great problem of the nature of the country lying between the

Murchison Eiver on the west coast and the telegraphic line at

the centre of the continent. The adventurous journey of this

distinguished traveller, from Swan Eiver to Adelaide, along the

south coast, between April and August, 1870, has been recorded in

a former Address.

Several expeditions are, however, in the field to explore the

region in the reverse direction, i. e. from the telegraphic line

towards the west coast. First, that of Major Warburton, who
left the Peak Eiver (lat. 38° s.) with his camels and party in

October last, and reached Alice Springs, a station on the tele-

graphic line near Central Mount Stuart (lat. 22° s.). From this

point he despatched Mr. Burt, his second in command, to the

settled districts for fresh supplies. Mr. Burt performed a journey

of 800 miles on a camel in twenty-five days, reaching Adelaide,

and returning to Sharpways Springs on March 6, 1873. Major

Warbui-ton determined to remain at Alice Springs tiE the cool

weather came on, and would then proceed on his intended west-

ward route.

Another expedition, namely, that of Mr. Gosse, the South Austra-

lian Government explorer, was to leave Alice Springs on March 10th

for his journey to Western Australia.

A third expedition, under Mr. Ernest Giles, has been sent out

from Victoria, under the guidance of Baron von Mueller, who took

with him Mr. Carmichael as a volunteer, and Mr. A. Eobinson as

\OL. XLIII. 0
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an assistant. In his second attempt to penetrate from the tele-

graphic line towards the sonrces of the Murchison, he was baffled

by a vast salt expanse, which he named Late Amadeus. This was

on October 24th, 1872, lat. 24° 32' s., long. 129° 38' E. A lofty

mountain was seen 75 miles to the northward, and was named
Mount Olga. He passed through a varied country

; in some places

very arid, and in others most fertile, and brilliant with a diversified

flora. The spot reached was near the western meridional boundary

of South Australia, and although he was supplied with all neces-

saries for proceeding, he was compelled to return in consequence of

his companions not wishing to proceed. He was, by the last news,

however, awaiting the cool season to renew his journey toward the

head-waters of the Murchison, by skirting the south side of Lake
Amadeus, and then striking Mount Olga, where he is confident of

finding fresh water. Mr. Giles, in a former journey, had reached

nearly to the same meridian, but 100 miles to the northward of it.

His botanical and geological notes will prove of great interest.

In the Northern territory, Mr. Cleland and party had ascended the
Daly Eiver in boats for 100 miles, and had then found it was 200
yards wide. The Roper has been found to be a very fine river,

and the northern harbour of Port Darwin and its town Palmerston
promise to become of importance, from the proximity of the new
gold-fields, as well as from their good position for commerce.

I cannot quit the subject of Australian Exploration without
an allusion to the death of the well-known explorer, Mr, John
McKinlay, who died on the 31st of December last, at Gawler East,
South Australia. It will be in the recollection of all who have
watched the progress of Australian discovery that this meritorious
traveller was awarded, in 1862, a gold watch for his successful
explorations.

Asia. During the past year the Geography of Asia—and especi-
aUy of Central Asia—has attracted attention to an unusual extent
Commencing from the west, I propose briefly to notice the progress
of our pographical knowledge in respect to the various portion of
the Asiatic Continent :— ^

PaZestine.-As a continuation of the review of Explorations in

PI- I fceen fur-
nished by Captain Wilson, e.e., with the following complete resumeof the proceedings of the Palestine Exploration P^d

^
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In June, 1871, the executors of the Fund determined to take

immediate steps to complete the survey ofPalestine in an accurate and

systematic manner, and no time was lost in making the necessary

preparations. Captain Stewart, e.e., was entrusted with the conduct

of the survey, and two non-commissioned officers of the Eoyal

Engineers, good observers and surveyors from the Ordnance Sur-

vey, were selected to accompany him. The Committee were also

fortunate enough to obtain the services of Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake,

who had previously accompanied Mr. Palmer in his journey to the

Tib and Moah, and Captain Burton in his tour through the volcanic

xegion east of Damascus, and who was at the time in Palestine.

On the 8th November, 1871, Captain Stewart landed at Jaffa; hut

hardly had he commenced work when he was attacked by a severe

illness, which compelled him, after transfeiring the charge of the

party to Mr. Drake, to return to England, and eventually resign.

Lieutenant Condor, r.e., was appointed to succeed Captain Stewart,

and on his arrival at Nablus in July, 1872, assumed the charge of

the survey, which has since been carried on under his direction.

A base line, 4-2 miles in length, was measm-ed near Eamleh, on

the plain east of Jaffa, and from this the triangitlation was carried

away in a series of well-shaped triangles. The position of the

base line, with regard to the meridian, was fixed by observations

of Polaris ; and a series of observations for latitude were made of

Eamleh, giving results which agreed excellently with those derived

by triangulation from the Admiralty latitude of Jaffa. Bj- the end

of March, 1872, Mr. Drake was able to report that a complete con-

nection had been established between Jaffa and the triangulation’of

Captain Wilson’s suivey of Jenrsalem, and that 100 square miles

of country had been surveyed and drawn. The triangulation was

now carried northwards, and connected, in September, with a

second base, 4'5 miles long, measured on the flattest portion of the

great plain of Esdraelon. From this base the triangulation was
extended to the north and west; and on the 20th Januarj’-, 1873,

Lieutenant Condor reports that it had been carried to Haifa and Cai -

mel, and that 1250 square miles of country had been surveyed and

drawn on the sheets prepared in England. The calculated length

of the second base was found to agree with the measured length,

and the position of Acre, as derived from the triangulation, differs

but slightly from that assigned to it by Captain Mansel, r.n., on the

Admiralty chart.

o 2
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The survey is now in progress between Carmel and Jaffa, and

Lieutenant Condor hoped to be able to complete this section before

the hot weather set in.

In addition to the triangulation, observations for latitude and

variation are made at the principal places, and the altitudes are de-

termined by reciprocal angles of elevation and depression as well as

by aneroid barometer.

Tracings from the original survey, which is on a scale of one inch

to a mile, have been received in England, and bear testimony to the

high character of the survey, and the zeal and ability with which it

is being carried out. The Committee are now engaged in making

arrangements for its early publication.

In connection with the survey, special plans of interesting locali-

ties are made on a larger scale, as well as detailed plans of ruins,

tombs, &c. The names of all ruins, valleys, hills, &c., with any
traditions relating to them, are collected by Mr. Drake, who is also

a close observer of the native manners and customs. Meteorological

stations have been established by the Fund at four different places

in Palestine, and the surveying party is also provided with a com-

plete set of instruments. A geological map of Palestine is being
prepared by Lieutenant Condor.

A Palestine Exploration Fund has been formed in the United
States to co-operate with the English Fund, and an arrangement
made by which the survey of the country east of Jordan will be
undertaken by an American party. An expedition fully equipped
has recently left Beyrout for the east of Jordan, and we may soon
hope to obtain interesting details of its progress. The expedition is
commanded by Lieutenant Steever, of the United States Engineers
who is accompanied by Professor Paine and Mr. Vandyke, junior.

In 1870, Captains Mieulet and Dorien, of the French ^tat-Major,
proceeded to Palestine with a view of constructing a map of the
country ; they were actively employed three months, and during
this period, besides measuring a base on the plain of Acre, were
enabled to make a survey of about 1000 square miles. A i^ap is
now being prepared from the field sketches which were made on a
scale of TooViroi contains all names written in French and
Arabic.

The details of Canon Tristram’s expedition into Moab and Edom
during the winter of 1871-2 are on the eve of publication, and his
work will be found to contain much interesting information on the
topography of those countries.
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During the present year a beautifully executed map of the north-

em portion of Palestine, containing information derived from the

most recent surveys and expeditions, has been published by Mr.

John Murray, and the issue of a second sheet, which will complete

the map of Palestine, may be expected at an early date.

Mesopotamia.—In my last year’s Address I ventured to hope that

•occasion would ere this have been given, in connection with a pro-

posed railway between the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf, to

open up and extend our knowledge of the geography of the Tigris

and Euphrates valleys
; but I regret to say that these hopes have

not been realised. Various circumstances have combined to discou-

Jrage all railway enterprise in that region, and thus to prevent any

immediate steps being taken for executing surveys of the different

lines. It has been found, in the first place, impossible to raise the

capital necessary for an undertaking of this gigantic character

without some sort of guarantee from the British Government
;
and

Parliament has decided that the national interests are not involved

to that degree which would justify the public funds or the public

•credit being pledged in support of such an enterprise in a foreign

•country. The vicissitudes of political life, again, in Turkey have

prevented even that partial realisation of the scheme which at one

time seemed probable. Midhat Pasha, while employed as governor

of Turkish Arabia, had projected a line of railway from Tripoli on

the Mediterranean to Baghdad, and he would certainly have carried

•the project into execution, after his elevation to the Grand Vizier-

ship, if the reins of power had remained long enough in his hands

;

but his tenure of oflice was so brief that little or no progress was

made with the preliminary surveys, and, since his dismissal, the

scheme seems to have sunk into oblivion. The only prospect that

now offers of benefiting Geography by the creation of a railway

•system in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia is as a means of access to

Persia, where important concessions have lately been made to British

capitalists, which for their due development require a rapid and

unimpeded communication with Europe
; but such schemes are still

in the far future, and do not call therefore, at present, for serious con-

sideration. In the mean time it is satisfactory to know that Captain

Felix Jones’s map of the countries between the Persian Gulf and

the Mediterranean is rapidly approaching completion ; the whole

-of the elaborate work of the Anglo-Eussian Commission upon the

Turco-Persian frontier having been incorporated into the map to

represent its eastern boundary, while the valleys of the Tigris and
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Enplirates have been laid down, in great detail, from a compari-

son of all the really authentic materials that exist. An incidental

advantage, too, resulting from Captain Jones’s work has been that,

the attention of the Government having been thus drawn to the

inconvenient scale of the Foreign OfSee copy of the Turco-Persian

frontier map, which consists of 20 huge sheets. Sir Henry James-

has been directed to issue a reduced copy from his ofSce, which

shall admit of general circulation ; and I may add that the present

time is particularly opportune for giving publicity to this beautiful

specimen of British cartography ; since the two Governments, whose

frontier districts were surveyed by our engineers twenty-five years-

ago, are at length about to cany into effect the various adjustments

of territory which were then recommended by the Delimitation

Commission.

Persia .—Since our last anniversary, the Society has had the

advantage of becoming acquainted with the result of Sir Frederick

Goldsmid’s geographical labours in the east of Persia. Papers have

been read describing the jouiney of the Arbitration Commission

from Bunder Abbas through Kennan to Seistan, and reporting

fully on the districts that have been so long in dispute between the
Persian and Afghan Governments. The rapid journeys of former
travellers through the province of Seistan~of Christie, of Edward
Conolly, of Forbes, and of Pattinson—performed under circumstances-
which prevented anything like accurate observation, had yielded
vei-y imperfect results ; so that the value of the map executed by the-

Engineer officer. Major Lovett, under Sir F. Goldsmid’s orders,
together with General Pollock’s sketch-route along the Helmend
from the town of Best to the Lake, are all the more appreciated.
It now appears that a large canal, of which the traces are still to be
seen, bearing the name of Jui-Gersliasp, left the Helmend in an-
tiquity at Boodbdr, and penetrated oO or 60 miles into the desert to-
the south-west, where it watered the old capital, which was called
Agi-iaspe by the Greeks and Ram-sheheristan by the early Arabs.
The other great canal of Sind-rud, which watered the town of
Zaranj, and supplied all the lesser irrigating channels to the south
of the nver, was probably the same aim which now leaves the-
Helmend at the Bend-i-Koheh, and which has been assumed in most
of the recent maps to be the true bed of the river. The old Zarani
so celebrated in Oriental history, would thus be represented^;
some of the luins m the neighbourhood of Si koha

; while DosAaitA.
(or JeUaM>ad), to the north ot the river, which Macdonald Kinnior

i
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identified with Zaranj, would be in reality the Qumein of the Arabs

(the names having the same significance in Persian and Arabic of

“ the two horns ”), which was the native place of the famous Soffarian

dynasty. It has been now decided that the line of delimitation

between Afghanistan and Persia should follow the bed of the river

Helmend from the Lake to the Bend-i-Kohek, and from that point

should be marked by an arbitrary line drawn across the desert to a

peak in the southern hills
; so as to give to the Afghans the entire

right bank of the Helmend down to the Lake, together with the

left bank as far west as the Bend ; while the whole extent of Seistan

Proper, on the left side of the river below the Bend, and irrigated

by canals thrown off at the Bend, is allotted to the Persian crown.

The impartiality of this award may be judged of from the fact that

at first it was acquiesced in neither by one party nor the other

;

but wiser counsels have now prevailed, and although it must be

admitted that the distribution of territory, considered geographi-

cally, has not much to recommend it—inasmuch as it is indepen-

dent for the most part of any natural division—still it was at the

time the only practical settlement that was at all possible ; and it

will be respected probably in the future, when passions have cooled,

as under the circumstances a fair and equitable compromise.
It is most favourable to the interests of Geography that this system

of avoiding political complications by determining disputed lines

of frontier through the agency of mixed commissions, accompanied
by professional engineers, should be generally adopted in the East.

We have already seen the admirable geographical results achieved

by the several arbitration commissions which have surveyed the
Turco-Persian frontier, and more recently the Perso-Belooch and
Perso-Afghan frontier, and we may anticipate an equal geographical

success when the same practical treatment shall be applied to those

other localities which as yet have merely figured in diplomatic corre-

spondence. The frontier line, for instance, between Khorassan and
the Turkoman Steppes, which in the Russian maps is made to

follow the main stream of the Atrek to the vicinity of Bujnurd, but
which is defined by Persia as the northern watershed of the Atrek
and its right-hand afifiuents as far as Ahiverd, will assuredly at no
distant day require to be surveyed and mapped, no European,

as far as I am aware, having ever yet passed along the northern

slope of the Kuran-dagh, and its prolongation from the shores of the

Caspian to Serakhs

;

and in the same way a commission must
inevitably sooner or later visit the whole extent of the Afghan
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frontier, from Seistan by Herat, the Murghdb and Meimeneh, to

the Oxus, and along that river from Khoja Saleh to the Lake Vic-

toria of Wood, the political dependency of many districts upon that

line, such as Boshan, Shignan, and Darwaz, being still subject to

uncertainty, while the position of several important points is as yet

undetermined. In the mean time. Colonel Yule, indefatigable as

ever, has being doing all he can, in default of scientific obseiva-

tion, to throw light on the geography of the Oxus. He has edited,

with corrections and explanations, the valuable reports both of

Pundit Munphool on Badakhshan, and of Peiz Bukhsh on the

route from Cabul to Yarandk, and in his elaborate introduction to

Wood’s travels, which was published at the close of last year, he

has brought together and exhibited in a clear and connected form
everything that is known upon the subject. His most curious

discovery perhaps is that which relates to the origin of Klaproth’s

misapprehension of the geography of the Oxus, a misapprehension

which is apparent in all the pseudo travels that he concocted, and
which to the present day vitiates the maps of the Eussian Go-
vernment and hampers their diplomacy. Yule has discovered that
a certain square of the Chinese map, constructed in 1759, which
was the groundwork of Klaproth’s geographical knowledge, had
been accidentally turned round through an angle of 90°, so that the
district of Wakhdn, for instance, instead of being laid down in the
same parallel as Badakhshan, was placed in the map 100 miles to
the northward, and thus appeared to Prince Gortchakoff to be con-
terminous with Kara-tegin. Colonel kule’s memoir on the subject,
illustrated wdth maps, will appear in the forthcoming volume of the
‘ Joumal,’ and will well repay perusal.

h or must I omit to mention the facilities for extending our geo-
graphical knowledge of the various mountain-chains of Persia,
which are likely to be afforded through the concessions that have
been lately made to Baron Eeuter by the Government of that
country. The most important of these concessions relates to the
creation of a railway system throughout Persia, which shaU not
only connect, in the first place, the capital with the Caspian as the
easiest means of entry into the country, but shall also pro’dde in
tte sequel for the radiation of lines leading from Teheran to the
Persian Gulf, the Black Sea, and the Mediterranean. Measures
indeed, are being now organised for undertaking the preliminar,;
surveys which will be required to determine the lines of route to
the south and west that present the least engineering difficulties;
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and many portions of this vast country, which are now unknown

except from native report, will thus soon be represented on the

official maps. I may add that the accessions to our knowledge

of the geography of Persia, through the recent journeys and

observations of our Engineer officers, employed both in the tele-

graph department and with the arbitration commissions, are

already so considerable that Majors St. John and Lovett have

been employed by the India Office to construct a new map of

the country, which will admit of enlargement and improvement

as additional materials are accumulated.

I would further draw attention to the very excellent geographical

work in regard to Eastern Persia and Central Asia that is being

accomplished by the Topographical Department of the War Office.

A most valuable summary of all our recent information regarding

these countries has recently been issued “ for official circulation

only,” and the maps which accompany the pamphlet, and which

have been compiled from all available sources of inquiry, Eussian

as well as English, are by far the most complete and the most

reliable that have ever yet appeared. These maps, indeed, are of

so much interest and value that, although issued confidentially at

present, I cannot avoid expressing a hope that they will soon be

rendered accessible to the public.

And, in concluding this brief sketch of the progress of Geography

in Eastern Persia and Central Asia, I would point to the pending

operations against Khiva, and remind the Eellows that the march

of the Eussian columns across the Stepj>es, accompanied as they are

by professional topographers, is in reality a series of exploring

expeditions, each line of route lying through portions of country

never before mapped and surveyed, and the general result of the

campaign thus promising a vast accession to our geographical

knowledge. Although, indeed, there were extensive reconnaissances

previous to the concentration of the troops, both in the Turcoman

desert between the Caspian and Khiva and in the barren tract

intervening between the Lower Jaxartes and Oxus, still in no

single instance, I believe, had the line to be followed by the dif-

ferent columns been examined from beginning to end ; and in some

localities, such as in the interval between the Bukan Hills and the

Oxus, and again to the south-west of Khiva, it is thus possible that

difficulties may yet be found to exist that will essentially impede the

march, though not, of course, to a degree that can at all affect the

eventual success of the campaign.
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Kashgaria .—The interesting and exhaustive papers of Messrs.

Shaw and Hayward, published in the Journal of our Society, upon the

geography of Chinese Turkestan, have rendered us familiar enough

with the high-road leading from the frontiers of Ladak through the

towns of Yarkend and Yangi-Hissar to Kashgar; but we really

know very little of the vast region intervening on one side between

'Yarkend and Samarcand, and stretching on the other to the frontier

of China Proper. It is, therefore, of the utmost interest to us

that we now learn of the deputation of a well appointed mission,

under the guidance of that experienced diplomatist, Mr. Douglas

Forsyth, to the coui-t of the Ataligh Ghazi. The geographical im-

portance of this mission is so well explained in a letter which I

have recently received from Mr. Forsyth that, in preference to

offering any further observations of my own, I venture to publish

from it the following extracts :

—

An route to Simla,

“.tpril 2nd, 1873.

“ You will have heard that Lord Xorthhrouk has decided on sending an
Embassy to the Atalik Ghazee, and lias apjxiiuted me to the char^'e of it.

The expedition is to be well equipped, and we shall remain in Kaslmaria all
the 'wiutei.

^

this is a glorious oppsortunity for obtaining geograpiiical and
other scientific information; and nothing shall be wantin"' on my part to
secure complete exploration of parts hitherto unknown.

.
“ As you are aware, I have long turned my thonshts to Central Asia, and

was the first to propose opening out this country, and I induced Shaw to make
his briivc and successful voyage ot discovery. Our last expedition was not
properly equipped, but I was fortunate in having an amateiir -eonrapher inmy companion and assistant bhaw

; and though his researchel were neces-
sarily imperlect, It was very gratilying to find that your Society acknow-
Icdgcd so iiandsomcly his exertions.

“ On the present occasion, however, I am glad to say Lord Xorthhrookhas consented to allow me the services ot a protessional surveior, and ColonelU alkei has selected one of Ins best assistants, and one of the well-knownPundits to accompany me, and thus I hope to be able to lay l.efore the

foSiom and thoroughly' reliable in!

“ Should there he any topics to which you would wish me particularlv fr.turn my attention, I shall be glad to have your advice mtd^M faminformed by the Lnvoy, Mohamad Yakub Khan who has himsel/
as tar as K.ara.shahr, that there is a river which flows fnL 1 i
southerly direction towards Tibet, and that a le-ular caravan rome

®

tl^ city to Lhassa. The At.ahk sent one of his offic^racm he< lobi to Khoteu, who reports that the rnnntrT-
-Uesert ot

rather tlian a desert, in whfch gm^1“!^ a wilderness

animals ot all kinds are to be found ’
I am’verv noV

plenty of

5: “r
“ On our return it is probable we shall tsl-„ ti.

through Badukhshan, and thus be able .
‘ o™' the Pamir and

regions. Professional light on those
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“ We shall, probably, leave India in July, taking the route through Ladak
aud by the Chang Cbemno Talley.

“ T. D. Foesvth.”

The Eoj'al Geographical Society, I feel assured, takes the greatest

interest in Mr. Forsyth’s success, and will impatiently await the

reports that he may send us of his progress during the ensuing

autumn and winter. It is a further subject of congratulation that

our Medallist, Mr. Shaw, has just returned to India to resume his

functions as Commissioner at Ladak, so that his services will be

available on the spot to facilitate the passage of the mission through

the territories of the Maharaja of Kashmere, and to co-operate with

Mr. Forsyth in pushing discovery both to the east and west, after

the party has fairly taken up its position at the court of the

Ataligh.

Dardistan.—Dr. Leitner, the able and energetic savant who has

contributed so much to our knowledge of the countries lying

between Badakhshan and Kashmir, has recenti}’ arrived again in

England from Lahore, bringing with him a Siah Posh Kafir, as a

living illustration of the ethnology of the region. He has brought

also large collections of antiquities, statues, arms, aud coins, the

fruits of his own indefatigable researches ; and also numerous manu-
scripts of such of the races as possess any written character. These

latter, together with the Grseco-Buddhistic sculptures brought over

by Dr. Leitner, cannot fail to excite the interest of all students of

Asiatic history and ethnology. The collections, I understand, are

for the present deposited in the International Exhibition at Vienna.

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India .—This work during 1871-72

was canned on under the superintendence of Major T. G. Mont-

gomerie, R.E.
;
the great triangulation was extended over a total

direct distance of 396 miles, and with the secondary tiiangulation

a total area of 23,840 square miles has been covered with accu-

rately-fixed points for future topographical and geographical pur-

poses.

The operations were carried over various little-known parts of

India, one series passing through the wild territory south of the

Mahanuddy Eiver from Belaspur towards Jeypoor—a hilly tract

west of the coast between Calcutta and Madras, which has hitherto

been visited by very few Europeans. The work was much hindered

by the unhealthiness of the coimtry and the number of tigers.

A farther extension was made in Assam. In the south of India

the operations have embraced a portion of the west coast south of
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Coimbatore, which may he said to be almost terra incognita.

Though so near to Madras, the geography of that part of the country

has made very little progress since the beginning of the century,

survey operations having been mostly directed to our acquisitions

to the north, whilst Madras, which at first was most favoured as to

surveys, has made no progress. Hills, though known to exist to

the south of Ootacamund, were barely indicated on the maps, and

yet Major Branfill’s triaugulation now proves one of them, viz. the

Aneimudi Peak, in the Aneimallei range, to rise to an altitude of

8837 feet above the sea, or 200 feet higher than Dodabetta, which

has hitherto been supposed to be the highest peak in Southern India

;

and in determining the heights of the Aneimallei range, a valuable

addition has been made to the geography of Southern India.

A farther important addition has been made by that portion of

Major Branfill’s triangulation which extends about 120 miles along

the coast of Magalore, which covers a large gap which had been

left unsurveyed by the early operations of Colonel Lambton. A
large number of heights were moreover determined in the above

tracts by aneroid barometers, which wiU be extremely useful as

giving a general idea of the levels of the country.

Lieut. Rogers, e.e., also determined a number of heights by the
aneroid in Madras and in the Nizam’s territory, which will be
similarly useful.

All of these heights will be published hereafter in the forthcoming
volume of our ‘ Journal.’

The topographical surveys in Gujerat and Kattywar have made
considerable progress, and already cover a large portion of the
blanks which the atlas sheets of India have hitherto shown in that
quarter. The Kattywar survey embraces a portion of the Gir
Mountains, and during the season Capt. Trotter, r.e., in charge of
the survey, was fortunate enough to shoot four of the lions which
are still numerous in Kattywar, though they only exist in very
small numbers in two or three other places in India.
The regular survey operations in the Himalayas embraced por-

tions of the British districts of Kumaon and Gurhwal including
some of the south-eastern sources of the Ganges proper such as
those running from the Mana and Niti passes; the triangulation
was carried to the head of the Niti pass, and three stations were
established on peaks on the great ridge of the Himalayas from
which a good view was obtained of the Trans-Himalayan range
across the upper basin of the Sutlej. In this snowy range eight
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conspicuotis peaks were fixed. One of these is the celebrated

Eailas Purhat, which dominates over the Mansarowar Lake, and

reaches an altitude of 22,028 feet above the sea. The connection of

these peaks with the great triangulation will assist in determining

the topography of other parts of Tibet, as they are known to he

visible on all sides to very great distances in the interior.

Considerable progress has been made with the regular survey of

Kumaon and Gurhwal Mountains, and we may shortly expect to

have the finished maps of the whole ; the sheets already published,

on the scale of one inch to the mile, compare well with the Swiss

and Italian maps of the Alps, which is gratifying, as 'it is the first

time that it has been attempted to delineate the topography of

mountains rising to upwards of 25,000 feet on such a large scale.

In cartography Major Montgomerie has published a map of

routes in Korthem India, including the whole of the routes in the

Western Himalayas, Kashmir, &c., and extending to Yarkand on

the north-east, and to Afghanistan on the west.

Major Montgomerie has also commenced a series of Trans-

Frontier Maps, based on the operations of the Great Tiigono-

metrical Survey, and on the various explorations that have been

made from time to time by British and Asiatic explorers from the

side of India, more especially on those recently made by Asiatic

explorers. Two sheets of these Trans-Frontier Maps have already

been published, which -will be useful in studying questions con-

nected with the extensive frontier of British India, or with any of

the foreign territories lying bej’ond it.

The Trans-Himalayan and Trans-Frontier explorations, under

Major Montgomerie’s instructions, have been continued in various

directions on the western, northern, and north-eastern frontiers.

On the whole, great progress has been made, and one continuous

line of explorations beyond the frontier has now been cairied right

round India, and the terrce incognitce beyond the boundary have

been greatly diminished.

In his report for 1872, Major Montgomerie gives the details of

explorations made between Darjiling and Nepal on the south, and

Shigatze, in Great Tibet, on the north. The explorer, a native of

India, went right round the great Mont-Everest, penetrating on the

north to the Sang-po, or Brahmaputra Eiver, and thence south-wxst

over the Tingri-Maidan, the most extensive plateau on the south of

the Himalayan watershed. This plateau nowhere falls to a lower

level than 13,500 feet, and though it is drained by rivers which flow
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direct into India, it has not as yet been visited by a single European.

It is used by the Tibetans for grazing their flocks, and has from

time to time been crossed by Tibetan and Nepalese armies, though

the routes leading to it are such on the side of Nepal as to make it

difiScult for a man to pass with a load.

The path along the Bhotia Eiver is carried along the sides of a

precipice overhanging a chasm for nearly half a mile in one place.

Amongst other places this exploration has fixed the position of the

celebrated Buddhist monastery Sakya, which is second only to

that of Tashi-Lumbo. The route, 844 miles in length, opens out

550 miles of entirely new ground, and with its bearings, branches,

&c., elucidates the geography of nearly 30,000 square miles of what

has hitherto been all but terra incognita, though the source of the

Kosi Eiver, the largest tributary of the Ganges. The courses of

the upper feeders of the Kosi have, indeed, hitherto been a puzzle

to Indian geographers.

The exploration is interesting, as giving us some idea of the

topography of the mountains around Mont-Everest, the highest

in the world, and also because it determines the position of the

Himalayan watershed at two more points of this little-known por-

tion of the great range. As usual, the watershed has been found to

be far behind, or north of, the gi-eat peaks, which are visible from

the plains of India, and apparently forming a continuous chain.

During the season of 1871-1872, the Great Trigonometrical

Survey completed 10,310 square miles of principal, and 13,530

square miles of secondarj-, triangulation. Mr. Eossenrode, on
the Bider Longitudinal Series, and Mr. Beverley, in prosecuting

the Assam Talley Triangidation, encountered great difficulties,

owing to the wild and malarious nature of the country : but good
progress was made both on those series and on the Bangalor
Meridional and Mangalur Longitudinal Series. Major Branfill

who is conducting the latter series, has made the important dis-

covery that one of the peaks of the Anamalley Eange (8837 feet
above the sea) is higher than the Dodabetta Peak on the Niloiiis
which had hitherto been supposed to be the highest mountain in
India south of the Himalayas. Topographical operations have been
carried on in Guzrat, Kattywar, and Kumaon

; and the completion
of Captain Basevi’s pendulum observations has been entrusted to
Captain Heaviside.

Seven Topographical Surveys have been at work, under the
immediate superintendence of the Surveyor-General, in Gwalior,
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Khandesb, Vizagapatam, Belaspur, Malwa, Eajpatana, and tbe

Lnshai country. The ground occupied by each party is very wild

and unhealthy, for, as the more civilised parts of India are sur-

veyed, it is necessary to penetrate into the thinly-inhabited moun-
tains and deserts ; and thus the great work steadily advances

towards completion. There has been the usual activity in the

drawing and compiling branch of the Surveyor-General’s office at

Calcutta, and several useful general maps have been issued, while

great progress has been made in engraving the sheets of the Atlas

of India.

The Eevenue Surveys in the provinces under the Government

of India have hitherto been divided into two branches. The
native surveys, for settlement purposes and for the measurement of

fields, are useless for geographical purposes. But the professional

revenue surveys are most valuable and accurate
;
and the work of

such surveyors as Colonel Johnstone in the Punjab, as Captain

Tanner in Bhawalpur, and of others, forms an important addition

to our geographical knowledge of India. I dwell particularly on

the difference between the rough native surveys of fields and
village boundaries and the accurate professional revenue survey's,

because a passage in my Address of last year on this subject (p. 71)
may perhaps be open to misconstruction. It is verj* satisfactory to

find that the system of prosecuting the revenue surveys on strictly

accurate principles in all their details, and of entirely getting rid

of the old inaccurate native measurements, is to be introduced,

and that a proper cadastral survey has already been commenced in

the Moradabad and Muttra districts of the North-West Provinces.

The Madras Eevenue Survey, which has been executed on correct

principles from its commencement, has made good progress during
1871-72.

Russian Explorations in Northern and Central Asia .—Among the

latest achievements by Eussian geographers are the astronomical

observations of Schamhorst, who accompanied Kaulbar’s mission

to Kashgar, and by means of Pistor’s circle and four pocket chrono-

meters succeeded in determining 13 new positions on the route

between Tokmak and Kashgar. Scharnhorst has also taken a series

of magnetic observations in Turkestan, which will fill in the

gap left oetween observations in Siberia, Orenburg, the Caspian
Sea, Persia, and Afghanistan.

The expeditions of Prjivalsky to South-West Mongolia and the

Upper Hwang-ho, have produced results of much importance to
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Get^raphy. This traveller passed ten months in 1871 in exploring

the south and south-east of Mongers, between Dnlai-nor and the

frontiers of the Chinese province of Hansn. At the 'beginning of

last year he set out again from Pekin upon another expedition to

the same country, with the intention of penetrating to Lhassa in

Thibet, and, if possible, of reaching in that way Eussian Tmkestan ;

or failing this, of making his way into India or Southern China.

On the 5th March, 1872, he left Kalgan, and, having been

much detained on his road by snow-stoims and bad weather,

arrived on the 9th April at the Yellow Eiver. Prevented from

crossing that river at Munni Ula, and from entering the Ordos

territory, he was forced to make his way to Bautan, and to cross at

the same place as before, and, giving up all idea of entering Ordos,

to make the best of his way along the left bank of the Yellow Eiver

to Alashan.

On the 26th May he arrived at the Alashan town of Din-yuang-

ing in time to join a caravan of 30 Mongols and Tibetans who were

about to start for the temple of Chob-seng, in the province of Kansu,

five days’ march from Lake Koko-nor, and about the same dis-

tance from the town of Sining, which was occupied by the Mussul-

man insurgents, who had compelled the Chinese troops to evacuate

the town, and the Chinese amban (governor) to take refuge at

the town of Sa-yang-cheng, on the borders of Kansu and Alashan.

Chob-seng is 22 days’ march from Din-yuang-ing, and is situated

in the mountains north of Lake Koko-nor. Here M. Prjivalsky

expected to gather a rich harvest of zoological specimens, as, accord-

ing to the report of the Mongols, these mountains are well clothed

with forests, which abound in wild beasts, such as tigers, panthers
deer, musk, &c., and the yak or tangut butfalo and long-homed
antelope are to be found near Koko-nor. Later news of this
expedition is communicated by General Ylangali, the Eussian
Minister at Pekin, who telegraphed to say that Prjivalsky passed the
autumn of 1872 near Sining, north of Koko-nor, and intended
wintering near the lake.

Some interesting details of this expedition are given in the
‘ Transactions of the Eussian Geographical Society,’ where some
account will also be found of the insurrection of the Mussulmans
which is depopulating vast tracts of countiy and destroying towns’
and villages between Eussian territory and the Chinese province of
Kansu.
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In the last Anniversary Address allusion was made to the explora-

tions in the steppes of Tnrkomania to the east of the Caspian, and in

the vicinity of Krasnovodsk Bay. According to Colonel Stebnitzk\ 's

report, a further distance of 1 55 versts of the old river-bed of the

Ainu-daria has been explored during the course of last year, which,

together with the 282 versts explored in 1871, makes a total of 437

versts of explored river-channel, and it is estimated that not more

than 210 versts (140 miles) intervened between the most advanced

position of the Eussians and Khiva, which has been appropriately

termed the western gate of Central Asia. Explorations have also

been made at Mount Konren-t-iffh and along- the Atrek from its

tributary, the Simbar, to its embouchure in the sea.

In the autumn and winter of 1871, Colonel Maikosoff organised

three reconnaissances into the steppes, with the view of putting an

end to the raids of the Turkotnans, by striking a blow at their chief

centres of habitation. The first of these expeditions was directed

a little to the north of east from Krasnovodsk to Sari-Kamish, on

the road to Khiva ; the second to the Centre and Lower LVboi (the

old river-bed of the Oxus); and the third to the Atrek, between

which river and the Kara-su there is a long strip of so-called Tur-

koman temtory. Topographers accompanied all three detachments,

and exact route measurements were made on the march. The first

reconnaissance proved the practicabilitj' of the road from Krasno-

vodsk to Khiva, along its whole extent, for all kinds of troops,

notwithstanding Mouravieff’s and Yambery’s remarks to the con-

trary.

An important reconnaissance has recently been made by an

able Kussian officer, M. A. Charoshchin, of the sandy desert of

Kizil-Kuiu, lying between the Jaxartes and the Oxus, at the lower

part of the courses of these rivers. The only account of this

exploration which I have been able to obtain is that given by

M. Vambery, in the May number of ‘Ocean Highways,’ at p. 59 :

—

“ M. Charoshchin traversed the de.'-ert in various directions, and

visited parts of it w-hich w-ere unknown even to the Central

Asiatics themselves. His travels extended over all the principal

halting-statioris throughout the steppe ; the positions of the wells

were noted, and the encampments of the Turkoman and Kirghiz

tribes, which are numerous along the outlying hills at the foot

of the Karatau, and from Jizak to the well of Balta-chaldar.

According to the statement of these people the sands of Kizil-kum

VOL. XLIII. p
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are drifting year by year to tbe sontb, and it is feared that the

north-westerly part of the Khanat of Bokhara, as far as the allu-

Tiums of the Zarafshan, will soon be covered by them.”

As Krasnovodsk will undoubtedly become a great depot for the

Trans-Caspian trade, a few remarks on the route from thence to

Khiva will not be out of place.

The road from Krasnovodsk follows for some distance the shore

of Balkhan Bay, then enters the Kuwatagh Mountains, passing over

a rocky soil covered with small pebbles to the wells of Siuili, where

there is a large cemetery and traces of frequent encampments, thence

the road runs almost due east, over a perfectly level ground to the

wells and new Turkoman fort of Ilezli-ata, situated in a hollow with

a red clay soil, and surrounded by steep chalk cliffs 200 feet high.

Here there is a cemeteiy and a mosque, the walls of which are in-

scribed with the names of the Turkoman dead. From Hezli-ata

roads diverge in all directions, the Khiva road we are describing

continues across .sandy soil overgrown with grass and small bushes,

to the salt marshes of Bulmudsir, and thence to the wells of Ogla-

mish and Chagil
;
35 versts from the latter place is the elevation of

Begendzali-Kir, the highest point of the journey. The road con-

tinues for 10 versts over a level plateau, and suddenly descends a
procipitotis cliff to a salt marsh, 3 versts from the descent, in which
are the wells of Kiim-Sebsheng, in a hollow like Hezli-ata; the

southern liorder of this depression is formed by the above-named
Begendzali-Kir, the northern border is called Kaplan Kir, and is

part of the well known Chink (edge) of the Ust Urt plateau. 33
versts from Kum-Sebsheng the road gradually ascends the Kaplan-
Kir, and, after passing the wells of Kazakhli, crosses the Ust Urt for
.3.5 vershs over a hard, and therefore barren soil, to the welLs of
TTznn-Kui, which are remarkably deep and have excellent water-
25 versts beyond Uzrrn-Kui is the Chink, which is very steep hero'
40 versts beyond this descent of the Chink the road approaches the
large salt lake of Betcndal-kul, on the shore of which are numbers
of small shell-fi'h, of a similar description to those found at Kras-
novodsk Bay, and on the shores of the Ca.spian. Followino- the
norrii-ea.stei n shore of this lake, the road approaches the weTls of
Sari-Kamish, which are but 8 versts distant from the extremity
of the lake. Sari-Kamish is situated in a ravine, which, in all
probability, is the dried channel of the Amu-daria (Us-boi) 100 to
150 fathoms wide from hank to bank in this part, but considerably
wider near the lake where the banks are sloping

; its bottom is
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covered with sand, in which there is sparkling mica ;
in some

places, as at Sari-Kamish, it is covered with a growth of underwood

and deciduous trees of good size. The right bank is invariably

higher than the left. The road we have briefly described is gene-

rally over rocky ground, sands, or salt marshes ; the ascents are

gradual, the descents, though steep, present no great difiiculties

;

the water in the wells is slightly bitter, but is everywhere fit for

drinking, and good for cooking purposes.*

Another expedition, organised by the Eussian Geographical

Society, is that of Kuznetsoff, to the western -provinces of

Eussia, of which a report will shortly appear; another is Sta-

ritzky’s, to the Sea of Japan. M. Staritzky’s report on his

researches during five j-ears—1866-1871—in the Pacific Ocean,

the Sea of Japan, the coast of Eussian Manchuria, the Island of Sag-

halien, the Sea of Okhotsk, and Kamchatka, is very interesting. In

1868 his labours were interrupted by the disturbances caused by

the Manzi in the south of the Ussuri country, which obliged him

to take an active part in the defence of the country. He took a

number of astronomical observations, and determined precisely the

longitude and latitude of thirty-eight positions between 15° and 62°

N. lat., and 120° and 160° e. long. These observations have been

connected with the best Eussian as well as foreign suiveys in the

Pacific Ocean, and liave been coirected by the absolute longitude

of Vladivostok, which has been determined by six eclipses of the

moon, calculated by Curtazzi, astronomer at Pulkowa Observatory,

and corrected by lunar observations taken the same day at Pulkowa
and Greenwich, so as to reduce the longitude of Vladivostok to a

second. Staritzky also conducted a series of soundings which prove

the sea of Okhotsk to be of no great depth. Of sixteen soundings

taken by him in different pai-ts of this sea, the greatest depth was
360 fathoms, while the neighbouring waters are of great depth. In

the Pacific Ocean, 200 leagues from the Kurile Islands, there was

no bottom at 2100 fathoms; and the same result was obtained in

the Sea of Japan at 1800 fathoms. In the Indian Ocean, 100 leagues

from the island of St. Paul, the bottom was reached at 1650 fathoms.

M. Staritzky also measured the height of several mountains, among
others the volcano of Koriak in Kamchatka, which is 11,000 feet

high. He discovered the port of Kinegda in the north of Saghalien

* The route thus described from Krasnovodsk to Sari-Kamish is laid down on
the map published in ‘ Ocean Highways’ for April, 1873, p. 4, from the surrey
of Captian Skobolef.

p 2
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and the island of Moneron, which, had neTer before been visited by

a European. M. Staritzky’s maps and plans have been published

by the Hydrographical Department of the Ministry of Marine, and

are valuable additions to the hydrography and cartogTaphy of the

Korthern PaciBc and its coasts. Among the latest additions to

the cartography of Eussia is a geological map of that country by
Helmerseu, and part of a new map of the Caucasus, on a scale of

20 versts to the inch.

Before concluding this sketch of the progress of Eussian geo-

graphy, I will allude to a work which promises to be of the greatest

value to geographers—the ‘Geographical Lexicon of the Eussian
Empire,’ published by direction of the Eussian Geographical Society,

under the supervision of Semenoff. This comprehensive work will,

it is expected, be completed shortly. It contains every kind of

geographical and statistical information about Eussia, its mountains,
seas, rivers, tenitoiial di\isions, towns, population, Ac., Ac.

China .—One of the mo.it jemarkable journeys perfoimed, in recent
times, by a European in China, is that of Baron Eichthofen in

1871-2, from Peking through the north-westerly provinces of Shansi,

bhensi, and Sze-chuc-n. lihis accomplished traveller left Shanghai
for Pekin on September 27, 1871, and set forth orr his long journey
from tlie capital on the 2oth of October, accompanied by an inter-
preter and a Chinese servant. From Peking he proceeded, b}' way
of Kalgan, to Tai-yueu-fii

; thence, traversing the whole of Shansi
from north to south, he arrived at Si-ngan-fu, and afterwards
crossed the bin-ling Mountains to King-Kiang, near the borders of
the remote province of Kan-su. From King-Kiang he travelled,
vid Kien-chau aud Mion-diau, to Chiiig-tu, and thence to Su-chau-
fu on the Yang-tzc Kiang, whence he descended the great river to
Shanghai. Tliis journey, in addition to previous undertakings of
a similar kind through the central and eastern provinces of the
empire, have lendered Baron Eichthofen a high authority on
Chineso geography and products. As a geologist and skilled
oh-eiver lu other departments of .science, he has turned his oppor-
tunities to good ime, as may readily he seen by bis Eepoit on his
last journey to the Committee of the Shanghai Chamber of Com-
merce, vliieh contains olw.-rvations of great interest on the geo-^aphy, products, agiiculture, and trade of the districts he traversed.

Eepoit 18 divided into sections, each supplying details of great
value to the gcogiapher, although written mo. e especially for the
inlurmation of the commercial community. The principal of these
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sections are the following :—On the coal-mines of Chai-tang ; on

the geology of the distiict heyond the Great Wall near Kalgan
;
on

Mongolian commerce and products : on the “ loess,” as he prefers

to term the remarkable deposit of lich loam M'liich clothes to a

great depth nearlj' the whole of Xorthein China, and is the cause

of its great agricultural wealth and vast population (the Baron’s

theory of its oi igin is the gradual precipitation over the face of the

country, by the easterly rains, of the fine dust produced by the

decomposition of the rocks and high winds) ; on the basin of Tai-

chau and Hin-chau, and on those of Tai-yuen-fu and Ping-yang-fu

;

on the province of Shansi; on northern Shensi; and on the high-

road from Si-ngan-fu to Ching-tu-fu.

Baron Eichthofen has now returned to Europe, and it is to be

hoped he will soon give to the woild the results of his extensive

explorations, in a form generally accessible to the i eading public. I

am glad to be able to add that he has communicated to us, through

General Beauchamp Walker, of the British Embassj’ at Berlin, a

valuable paper on the distribution of Coal in China, which is in-

tended to he read at one of our evening meetings.

Africa.—South Africa.—Mr. St. Vincent Enskine, who distin-

guished himself a few years ago (in 18G3) by his successful attempt

to trace the Limpopo down to its mouth, has again accomplished a

joumej' of considerable extent and danger, through a new district

of South-Eastern Africa. The cliief object of his present jaurney

appears to have been a diplomatic one, the conveyance of messages

and presents from the Colonial Government of Natal to the chief

Umzeila, whose territory extends for a long distance parallel to the

east coast between the Limpopo and Zambesi rivers. Mr. Erskine

left Durb in on the 25th of June, 1871, proceeding to Inhamhanehy
sea; at which place he disembarked and commenced his journey on

foot in conipanj’’ with Mr. Dubois. He proceeded first to the mouth
of the Limpopo, to complete its examination, which had been left

unfinished on his former visit. The result of his survej' was the

conviction that the river was navigable for fifty miles from its

mouth by the smaller kinds of sea-going vessels
;

for, although there

were formidable bars at the entrance, channels of sufficient depth

existed between them, to admit with careful pilotage tlie entrance

of ships. He subsequently visited, a little further north, the river

known as Zavora on our maps—a lake-like stream, COO yards wide

in some places, hut flowing through a desert, sandy countiy. He
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next travelled to the Sabia Elver, through the country peopled by

the Umhlenga and Mondonda tribes of Kafirs. Thence he crossed

the sources of the Gorongosi, which flows into the sea between the

mouth of the Sabia and the Bay of Sofala, and reached the upper

waters of the Bosi, a large river whose embouchure lies a little

north of Sofala. Umzeila’s kraal was reached on the 22nd of

March, 1872, and he started on his return journey—a long weari-

some march by land via Lydenburg—on the 29th of July, reaching

the capital of Natal on the 25th of October.

The main results of this important journey are a description

of the vast bu-'h-covered plains extending along the east coast of

Africa from the Limpopo to the Zambesi, about 600 miles in length

and 250 miles in breadth
;
the discovery of many large rivers, not

hitherto indicated on any map ; and a vast amount of curious

information relating to the native tribes.

Mr. Erskine was provided with instruments for making a survey

of the country travelled over, and he employed them so well that

the positions of no fewer than 350 places were laid down by astro-

nomical observation for latitude ;
the chief position, namely, that of

Umzeila’s kraal (20^ 23' s. lat. ;
32’ 30' E. long.), being determined

by a series of cross observations for longitude and latitude. The
most northerly point reached was in 20° s. lat. He confirmed the

prior observations of Mauch regarding the existence, in this part of

Africa, of an extensive tract of plateau land from 3600 to 4000 feet

above the level of the sea, perfectly healthy and well-fitted for

occupation by Europeans. Unfortunately, Mr. Erskine’s journals

and records of observations, together with much other property,

were lost by the upsetting of a waggon in a flooded stream, when
near home, on the return journey. He has thus been unable to

fulfil his intention of presenting a complete Survey Eeport to the

Society. A journal kept in a pocket book remains, together with a
map of part of Umzeila’s eountry, on a scale of 8 miles to the inch ;

so that we may hope to have a sufficiently accurate record of some
part, at least, of this important journey.

Ur. Livingstone.—

1

have been in some doubt as to the proper
way of continuing my report to you on African exploration,
because, although I closed niy last Anniversary Address somewhat
abruptly with the bare announcement, received by telegraph, of
Mr. Stanley s anival at Zanzibar, still, at the commencement of the
piesent .se.sMon I was able to present you with a connected narrative
of all Livingstone’s previous proceedings -in fact, with as full a

t
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detail of the additions made through the great traveller’s late

explorations to our knowledge of the geography of Central xVfiica as

we possess at present—and I am naturally reluctant to take up

your time with the mere formal recital of a twice-told tale. But, on

the other hand, I am warned that the xCniiiversary Addresses are the

only permanent recoid of our geographical progress—intermediate

reports being confined to the ‘ Proceedings’—and I am constrained,

therefore, with a view to the continuity of the narrative, to travel

over much of the same ground. I proceed, then, to recoid that

Mr. Stanley, w'ho parted with Livingstone at Lnj-anyemhe in

March r872, was charged by the great traveller to bring all his

journals and letters, his register of observations and rough maps—
all the result.s, in fact, of his six years’ exploration of Central

Africa—to England
;
and well and faithfully he executed the com-

mission. An accident, which detained him for a .month at the

Seychelle Islands, retarded his arrival in England until the fii st week

in August, when our Geographical meetings were over for the season,

but an opportunity having occurred, at the meeting of the British Asso-

ciation at Brighton, to introduce Mr. Stanley to the British public,

and to make geneially known, through his addresses, the brilliant

discoveries which Livingstone had achieved in Centred Africa, the

most intense interest was excited throughout the country. We are

not yet in a position to trace Livingstone’s wanderings in detail, or to

lay down his entire route with mathematical accuracy
; for his journal

has been entrusted to his family, to be kept unopened till his return to

England, and his very extensive series of observations are being

worked out at his express desire by Sir Thomas Maclear at the Cape

of Good Hope
;
but in the mean time his despatches to the Foreign

Office and his letters to his private friends have, at any rate, so far

acquainted us wdth the general features of the liver-system which

he has been now for so many years exploring, that an outline map
of Equatorial Afiica has been constiucted by Mr. Keith Johnston ;

and I have the authority of Sir Thomas Maclear for stating that

the dehneation upon this map of the course of the livers, obtained

merely from the bearings and distances given in round nunihcrs in

Idvingstone’s letters, coincides with lemarkablo accuracy with the

positions that have been from his observations astrnnomically

determined. Living.stone's late discox-eries in ( 'eiitral Africa may
be thus briefly summarised ;— lie finds the water.'hed between the

streams running to the north and south to lie ujion an elevated

plateau, xvhich sketches along the parallel of 12“ south latitude
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for about 700 miles from west to east, and wbicli rises to a

height of about 6000 feet above the sea-level. From the eastern

portion of this table-land de-scend a multitude of streams which

fall into Labe Tanganyika at its southern end, after passing

through a sort of supplementarj- lake of extreme beauty, which has

the name of Liemha. Further to the west the waters drain off

apparently into four distinct valleys, all of which are at a much

lower level than Tanganyika, from which indeed they are

separated by a chain of hills, running down from the Balegga

Mountains, and forming the western border to the lake. The

eastenimost of these valleys is filled bj’ a river called Chambeze in

its upper portion, which in the first instance runs westward to

Lake Bangweolo. and then northwaid under the name of Luapula to

Cazembe's capital. After pas-ing through another lake, Moero,

the river tnke.s tlie name of Lualaba, and then flows northward

in the same direction as Tanganyika, till it reaches the seventh

degree of south latitude. Then it turns to the west, passing

through Lake Kamolondo and skirting the Manyema country in a

bend which circles round from south-west to north, until it is finally

lost sight of in a leedy lake, which is supposed to extend almost up

to the equator. The next valley contains the Fiver Lufira, or, as

Livingstone has named it, Frere’s Lualaba. This stream is not

inferior in size to the Luapula, and is believed to disembogue in

Lake Kamolondo, but it has not yet been followed down, nor

indeed has it been seen except by the Pombeiros, who crossed it in

a canoe near its source in iSt'tfi. The third and fourth valleys are filled

by the two arms of a river which is probably the most considerable

of the whole sy.-tem. The right aim of this river is called the

Lulua and the left the Loke or Kassabi. Both of these arms were

previously known; the Lulua and its nuiueroii.s feedeis having been

explored by the Pombeiros and by Gra^a, while the upper course of

tlie other arm, named the Loke or Kassabi, was visited by Living-

stone himself in and was followed down by Ladislaus Magyar

in 1850 to a point below the junction of the Lufira. Livingstone

gave to the united streams the name of Young’s Lualaba, and ascer-

tained, while staying in the neighbouring dis:rict of Manyema, that

the liver, after passing through a lake called Chehungo in the

country, but to which he gave the name of Lincoln, united with

the eastern branclies between Kamolondo and the unvisited lakes

near the equator. It does not appear that Livingstone ever saw
either the Lufira or the lower arm of the Kassabi, which he names
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Loeki or Lomame, but he obtained such reliable information

regarding them that we need not hesitate to lay down their respec-

tive courses on the map of Afiica.

Although Livingstone seems to liave believed, up to the date of

our last intelligence from him, that the whole of this water-sj-stem

west of Tanganmka, eompiLing three rivers of the first magni-

tude, and draining upwards of 200,000 square miles of tenitory,

found its way into the Kile, the geographers of Euroj)e have una-

nimously declared against the possibility of such a connection. Not

only is the bed of the Lualaba, in the Manyema country, at least

1000 feet below the bed of the Nile in the same latitude, but there

are ranges of hills to the south of the head-waters of the western

affiuents of the Nile which completely separate the two water-

systems. Indeed, a river, the Uelle, has been actually crossed by

Schweinfurth, in about 3” 30' N., which descends’ from these moun-

tains, and runs north-west towards Lake Chad, thus forming a

definite line of division between the two systems. Many other

arguments of physical geograjjhy relating to the volume of water,

the rainy seasons on the equator, and the period of flood, which

have been ably put together by Dr. Behm, and were read to our

Society at the opening meeting of the session, may be held to

prove, not only that the three-headed Lualaba cannot be the

Nile, but that it must be the Congo, and an expedition is now
on the way to verify by actual exploration this crowning point of

African discovery.

The most important geographical feat which was achieved by
Living.stone before he turned his steps to the sea-coast in the

spring of last year, wms his jouimey with Mr. Stanley round the

northern shores of Lake Tanganyika. Lip to that time he had

been firmly impressed with a conviction that 'Tanganyika Lake
was merely an exaggerated Lualaba, being, in fact, the most

easterly of the valleys which collected the drainage of the

southern mountains, and carried the waters northward to form the

Nile. He states, indeed, in a letter to Sir T. Maclear, that he had

watched for three months “ the majestic flow of the Tanganyika

to the north,” * and records the various details of physical evidence

whereby he had been enabled to verify this northern current ; so that,

if he had returned from Ljiji last year direct to L"nyan 3-embe,

the passage of Tanganyika into the Albert Nyanza, and its con-

' Proceedings,’ vol. xvii.. No. I., p. 69.
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sequent claim to be regarded as the true source of the Nile, would

have been accepted as an ascertained geographical fact. It was

most fortunate, therefore, that Mr. Stanley persuaded Livingstone,

before leaving the lake, to visit its noi-thern extremitj', in order to

satisfy himself by ocular observation as to its northern outflow ;
for

on the spot the travellers found that “ the Lusize Eiver flowed

in, not out, and except the small lagoon called Kivo, which too, with

the river of Luanda, gives its waters into the Lusize, the natives

knew of no large lake to the northward.” The question of Tangan-

yika is thus thrown back into greater mystery than ever. It

cannot be an inland sea, with no outlet, for its waters are fresh,

and the explanation of annual flooding, which applies to the shallow

fresh-water expanse of Lake Chad and the Lake of Seistan, is inap-

plicable to this deep and rock-girt basin. Where, then, is the out-

let ? Does the water drain off by underground tunnels through the

Kabogo Mountains into the Valley of the Lualaba, or is the Eufiji,

which enters the Indian Ocean between the seventh and eighth

degrees ofsouth latitude, in a delta thirty miles in width, an effluent

of Tanganyika ? These are questions which we cannot answer at

present, but which there is every reason to expect will be solved

before our next anniversary.

Our knowledge of Livingstone’s present whereabouts is not very

definite. He appears to have been so thoroughly impressed with

a belief of the identity of his triple Lualaba with the Nile that,

in spite of earnest longings to re-visit his native land, he could not

persuade himself to leave Africa until ho had fairly traced to their

sources in the southern mountains the western branches of the

great river he had explored in Manyema. Awaiting accordingly

at Unyanyembe the arrival of stores and supplies, which were partly

funiished by Mr. Stanley and partly by our own first Eelief Expe-
dition,—no sooner had they arrived than be started, in September
last, for the southern end of Tanganyika, intending fiom that

point to visit a certain mound, in about 1 1° south latitude, from
whence the Lufira and Lulua were said to flow to the north and
the Leeambye and Kafue to the south. From hence he proposed
to return northward to the copper-mines of Katanga, in the Kone
.Mountains, and afterwards he wLhed to exjilore the underground
dwellings in the Kabogo Mountaiius, of which he had heard such
an extraordinary account. Later still he was bent on visiting Lake
Lincoln, and following the river which flowed out of it, and which,
under the name of Loeki or Lomame, joined the Lualaba a little
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further down, to the great unexplored lake at the equator. His

expectation seems to have been that this lake communicated with

the Bahr-el-Ghazal, and that he might thus either return home hy

the route of the Kile, or retrace his steps to Ujiji
;
but if, as we

hope will be the case, either one or the other of the expeditions

which are now penetrating into the interior from the east and west

coast respectively, should succeed in opening communications with

him, before he is called on to decide on the line of his return

journey from the equatorial lake, it is far from improbable that,

with the new light that will be thus afforded him, he will continue

his journey along the Congo, and emerge from Africa on the

western coast.

I now go on to notice the various expeditions that have been

organised and sent out by the Royal Geographical Society to support

and supplement the explorations of Livingstone. It will be in the

recollection of the Fellows that when I delivered my last Anni-

versary Address I was only aware that Mr. Stanley had met and

relieved Livingstone, and was then on his way to England. Shortly

afterwards, however, we learnt that our own relief expedition, led

by Lieut. Dawson, was also returning home under circumstances

which were fully reported in my November Address. It is hardly

necessary, I think, to repeat the details of this unfortunate affair.

Let it sufiSce to say that Lieut. Dawson, under a misconception of

the true state of affairs, considered it to be his duty to break up
his expedition at Zanzibar, without proceeding into the interior,

and that accordingly he came to England with his companions

during last summer, and retired from any further connection with

the Geographical Society. But the Council of the Society, although

thus disappointed in their first attempt to communicate with Living-

stone, were not inclined to desist from further exertions in the

same direction. Acting as trustees for the subscribers to the

Livingstone Relief Fund, they availed themselves of the first oppor-

tunity that offered, in the deputation of Sir Bartle Frere to Zanzibar,

to fit out another expedition, which should take up and carry

through the duties that had been previously assigned to Lieut.

Dawson. Lieut. Cameron, of the Navy, accompanied by Dr. Dillon,

proceeded accordingly with Sir Bartle Frere’s mission to Zanzibar

during the winter, and thoroughly equipped with instruments,

stores, and supplies, has now gone up from Bagamoyo to Lake

Tanganyika, where ho hopes to obtain some intelligence of Living-

stone’s movements. The party had been further strengthened, with
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Sir Bartle Frere’s approval, by two volunteers, Lieut. Murphy, of

the Eoyal Engineers, and Mr. Moffat, a grandson of the well-known

African missionary, and they were already en route into the interior

at the end of the month of March, under full instructions from Sir

Bartle, which wuuld seem to provide for every possible emergency.

Owing to the dissensions still pi evading between Mirambo and the

Arabs, consideiable difficulty had been expeiienced in obtaining

porters for the baggage and .supplies of so large a party, and as the

rainy season was also just commencing, the travellers would be ex-

posed, no doubt, 'to some hardship befoie reaching the upper country,

but they were all in good spiiits; and with recovered health—for

Cameron and Murphy had both gone through the usual probation

of iuteimittent fever—were prepared to cany out thoroughly and

loyally the mission on which they were engaged.

Simultaneously with these proceedings we have been organising

an independent expedition, wlikdi it is intended should proceed up

the Congo, in order to reach the great equatorial lakes, and thus

afford Livingstone an easy means of retiring to the "West Coast,

should he also succeed in reaching the same point, by descending, as

he proi»sed, from Lake Lincoln through the Lomame and Lualaha

rivers. Wr. Young, of Kelly, Living.stone’.s great friend and patron,

wa.sso impressed with the feeling that this exploiation of the Congo

offered the most hopeful means of access to Livingstone in the centre

of the Afiican continent, that lie generously supplied funds for the

expen.ses of the expedition to the amount of 20001., and Lieut.

Grandy, of the Kavy, is now accordingly on his way from St. Paul

de Loanda into the interior, accompanied by a strong party of

Kroomen from Sierra Leone, and furnished with supplies, sufficient

not only fur their own party, hut destined also to relieve the wants
of Livingstone, if he should be met with on the ujrper river. Lieut.

Grandy will strike the Congo above the rapids that were visited by
Tuckey, and will from thence pro."eed on a track that has never
before been visited by a European, though well known to the native
traders, along this mighty river to the lake fiom which it is reported
to issue forth, and wliich is supposed to he identical, or at any rate
immediately connected, with the lake into which the Lualaha dis-
embogues. Lieut. Gr.indy has been mo.st generously treated by the
Colonial Government of fc-ionu Leone, thiougli its enlightened chief
Governor Ilenncs.sy, who is himself an ardent geographer and
takes the greatest interest in African discovery

; and the Portuguese
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authorities also, at St. Paul de Loanda, have further rendered every

assistance in their power.

I shall close this brief notice of the Livingstone Eelief Expedi-

tions hy referring to our resolution of last autumn, which awarded

our gold medal to Mr. Stanley for the services rendered by him

to geography in relieving Livingstone at Ujiji, and bringing the

great travellei’s journals and papers to England. The full value

of this service will not be recognised till Livingstone’s ob.'^ervations

are worked out and his route is dulj" laid down upon the map of

Africa; but we know enough to feel assured that the recent dis-

coveries in Central Africa are not inferior in interest to those for-

merly achieved by our great tiaveller in the southern part of the

continent, and that Mr. Stanley is thus entitled to the gratitude of

all geographers for having rescued and brought to Europe such

important materials.

Bilker's Upper Nile Expedition .—The movements of Sir Samuel

Baker upon the iNile have been watched with so much interest by

the public, and the anxiety as to his present condition is so geneial

and so profound, that, although his employment in Egypt is in no

way connected with the Geographical Society, I still think I am
only doing my duty in supplementing last year’s report with such

further particulur.s regarding him as have since come to hand. The
fullest and most trustworthy account, then, which has been received

of the expedition since it reached Gondokoro, in October, 1871, is

contained in the following letter, which was furnished by the cor-

respondent of the ‘New York Herald’ at Khartoom, and was duly

published in Ameiica in last December.

“ On the 7th d.-iy of November the merchant fleet reached here, compiising

ten sail, o\Mied by Mohammed Akad, who is the sole jropiietor of the ivory

establishment situateil south of Gondokoro. The expedition brought tidin;;s

from Sir t-amiiel Baker that you will [erhaps regard as more jirecious than

ivory. Baker himself has not written a hue either to Europe or to the

Egyi-tian Governineiit so far as I can learn. I, therefore, can only rej ort

what I have patiently gathered from the men who have seen Baker in the

equatorial regions. Although they- come ilireet troin there and from asso-

ciation with him, the leports must, until further advices, be received with a

ceitaiu degree ot caution.
“ When Sir Samuel Baker took his departure from Khaitoom in January,

1870, he entered into a contraet with the Sheikh Mohammed-el-Akad, stipu-

lating that the exph'iation between Gondokoro and the Allart Nyanza should

be undertaken on joint account, the proceeds realised from the sale of ivory to

be divided in the ratio of the number of men luriiished by- either of the con-

tracting parties. Akad agreed to furnish men for transportation purposes,

and to furnish the necessary provisions for Baker’s soldiers. Akad’s portion of
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the expedition was placed under the command of his son-in-law and partner,

Ahu Sant. But before the expedition had even reached Gondokoro, dissensions

arose. The Bari—negroes employed as carriers—revolted and ran away, thus

leaving the expedition witliout the necessary transportation. Baker accused

Ahu Baiit of complicity in the desertion of the negroes, and favouring and
encouraging that dissatisfaction among them that led to the desertion. Abii

Sant is certainly a great favourite with the negroes, and much respected by
them

;
hut this is hardly sufBcient reason for supposing that he would provoke

revolt to his own injury.

“On Abu Saut’s arrival at Gondokoro, Baker would not permit him to

unload his boat.s at the hank of the river, but compelled him to confine himself

to an island at the opposite side. Time, however, was pressing. The Egyptian
troop.s, with Baker, liad been already detained several months, and now with

an open quarrel on foot, the only prospect was one of Indefinite delay. In this

position Baker found himself forced to make what use he could of Abu Saut’s

influence in the country, and through him negotiated for a new party of negro

carriers. He was thus enabled to proceed towards the equator with 200 soldier.s,

leaving the remainder of his forces and all his baggage at Gondokoro under
command of Col. liaiif Bey.

“For several years past Akad has been in possession of several trading

stations in the criuatorial regions—namely, at
“ 1. Farschcle, in the district of Medi, six days’ march from Gondokoro.
“ 2. Faldro, three dayis' march from Farscheld (see Map).
“ 3. Fabo, eight hours south of Faloro (see Map).
“4. Fatuka, in the district of Fadjuli, eight hours east of Fabo. (On

Baker’s map it is called Fatiko.)

“5. Faue'r (Fauira on Baker’s map), situated on the Bahr Magango (the

Nile), in the di.strict of the Faloa tribes, four days from Fatuka.
“6. Musindi, residence of King Kamrasi, five days south of the river

Magango.
“ All these establishments bad to he inspected by Abu Saut, and therefore

he went on ahead of Baker, and visited Musindi, where he found that Kamrasi
had died, and was succeeded by his son Kabrega. The latter proved an old

acquaintance of Abu Saut, who was therefore received with much consideration.

Kamrasi's tribe is of a higher state of culture than the negroes of nortliern

tribes. Nakedness is prohibited—all are clothed. The residence of the king
is highly ornamented. The roof rests on ivory piUars, the walls are covered
with .silken and woollen stuffs, and the floors well carjieted. These luxuries
are provided by traders from Zanzibar, who have a station three days’ journey
south of Jlusindi, .situated in the distiict of Magango, the chief of which is

Kamra.si (y). Tlie pro[irietor of this trading station is Isa Mansur, who, like all

his companions, believes in Islam. He can command 800 muskets. The
tradei-H ot the Indian Ocean and the ivory traders of Central Africa meet each
other at Musindi, and from’ this point there i.s four days’ journey in a western
direction to the Albert Nyanza. In this district Abu Saut has been in the
habit of annually bargaining for about 500 cantars of elephants’ teeth, and
during this sea.son has returned, as usual, with a large cargo to the station at
Fabo.

“ Baker arrived at Musindi subsequently to Abu Saut’s visit, and doubtless
there had been reference to Baker in the conversation of Abu Saut with
Kabrega, the king, for the latter was informed of Baker’s coming and of his
purposes. He remained quiet, hut jealously watched the movements of the
expedition. The goods wiiicli Baker broiiglit with him were unpacked and
exliibited in his tents. The natives, invited by Baker, came to exchan-^e
ivory for the goods. In a short time small quantities of elephant tusks
had thus been bartered for. Tlie natives were much surprised that Baker—
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who, on his first visit, was satisfied to live, as they did, on ‘ melochies,’

a wild-growing vegetable, simply boiled in water—now bore the dignity of a

Pacha. The notion of the natives it should be remembered, is that there

exists no greater king than either Kabrega or Kamrasi.
“ One day King Kabrega regaled the Egyptian soldiers with a drink called

‘merissa’ (a beverage distilled of com). All drank, and drank to excess.

The men fell sick and fainted, the symptoms appearing dangerous. Piemedies

were promptly applied, and fatal consequences averted. The ‘ accident ’ had
been caused by one of Kabrega's courtiers, and Baker, highly incensed,

demanded the culprit to be handed over to him. This wa.s refused, whereupon

Baker ordered a bimbashi (that is, a captain) to go, accompanied by two sol-

diers, to fetch the culprit, if necessary, by force. Kow, a negro never permits

force to be used without taking revenge. When the soldiers came to fetch the

courtier, they were attacked by the natives and all three were killed. This,

of course, was the signal for a general attack. Baker declared war, and on

both sides the fire was opened. The issue did not remain doubtful very long.

Kabrega, in addition to an army of Lancers, has 200 muskets. Thirty soldiers

fell, and Baker was comixdled to give way. He retired before an overwhelm-

ing force, leaving arms and munition, as well as the ivory, tents, and all he

possessed, to be consumed by fire, in order to prevent their falling into the

hands of the enemy. In his retrogade movement Baker was pursued and
harassed during five days, until ho reached the Eiver Magango. Arriving

there ho remained twelve days before he was enabled to cross the river, no
ferry or boats being procurable. Baber attributes this disaster to the intrigues

of Abu Saut.
“ At Fatuka there is the largest trading establishment owned by Akad, and

here Baker demanded that the servants, under whose protection rested Akad’s
establishment, should henceforth take allegiance to the Egyptian Government,
the contract with Abu Saut having expired. The districts over which Abu
Sant traded must he thrown open, and Baker Pacha sent for the Vakil of the
Scriba (chief of the station), ntimed Weled-el-Melik, ‘son of the king.’ This
person sent two of his men to apologize for his non-apix;arance, owing to sick-

ness, and to take the orders of the Pacha. This circumstance confirmed
Baker’s suspicion of an intended ohstimacy on the part of the Turkish Eajah (?),

and of a refusal to obey orders. A tumult ensued. The negroes belonging to

Baker’s expedition joined in the melee, and attacked, subsequently, the Seriba of
Akad. Before the men of the latter could take means of dclence, several persons
were killed. The Danagla (men of Dongola) took to anus, and fired on the
coloured men. Baker’s forces opened fire on the tr.aders, who, following the orders

of tlieir chief, did not fire on the Egyptians, but retired. About 130 men,
Berbers and Danaglas, fell in the fight. The trading station has been taken
possession of by Baker, with all the goods, munition, stores, and also 300
donkeys.

“ Abu Saut, who during the occurrence was at Faho, has received from
Baker a letter stating that the Danaglas provoked the fight, and that he was
thus compelled to punish them. When Abu Saut reached Fatuka endeavours
were made to induce him to acknowledge the Ikct tliat the responsibility of
the occurrence rested on the trading association. This lie refused, believing

that the evidence given by his own men proved the contrary. Baker Pacha
was, in consequence, induced to call m the man Weled-el-Melik, and to instal

him as chief of the entire tr.uling establishment. A circular was sent to the
other branches, and the forces were ordered to swear allegiance to tlie Egyptian
Government, and to serve it henceforth. The Xubians held councils among
each other, and informed the Pacha in writing that they remained loyal to their

former master, and tliat force would be met by force.

“ Under these circumstances Abu Saut resolved to abandon the country.

#
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and to return to Khartoom. Owing to the warlike preparations he was unable

to secure men for the transportation of the 1000 cantars of ivory, which he

left behind at the Seriba of Fabo. The 400 men left in charge have received

orders not to fight in case of an attack being made by the Pacha, but simply

to abandon the Seriba and the ivory, to take to the boats, and return to

Gondokoro.
“ The trading enterprise of Akad is thus interfered with, and Abu Sant

proposes to go to Egypt, with the view of personally reporting to the Khedive.

“ Eegardinc' Sir Samuel Baker, whose contract expires very soon, we can

form no idea.° Whether he will renew the expedition, or whether he closes

his mission at Fatuka, and returns via Gondokoro and Khartoom, all is con-

jecture. In the mean time Mr. Higginbottam, the engineer, has mounted the

movable steamer destined to explore the Albert Kyanza. Mechanics and

machinists have been busied at Gondokoro, and we conclude that operations

will now commence.”

This letter is penned in a spirit evidently not favourable to Sir

Samuel Baker, and its statements, therefore, coh ured as they are,

must be received -with some reserve ; but there is no reason to ques-

tion the accuracy of the geographical details, in so far as they

concern the movements of our countryman upon the Upper Kile.

Baker has not penetrated further south, it would seem, on this

expedition than about 1” 30' of north latitude, nc r has he been able

to re-visit the western lake which he discovered on his precious

journey. The statement, at the same time—if it is to be so under-

stood—that the steamer has been put together at Gondokoro, is very

puzzling ; for it would bo impo.'-sible to take the vessel up the

cataracts and rapids south of that point, so as to launph it on the

lake ;
and the great object of the expedition, as far as geographical

discovery is concerned, would thus seem to have been given up.

In regard to the all-important question of Bakers personal safety

at the present time, it is sathlactorc’ to know that a succouring

party of seveial hundred men, under the military Governor of

the Soudan, left Khartoom during the winter, and had arrived

at Gondoki ro by the loth of Tlarch
j so that there is every

prospect of our e(.dntryman being .soon extricated from his

dangerous position at Fatuka, even supposing—which is hardly
prob.ible — that Mr. Higginbottam has not at an etirlier

period brought up reinforcements to his relief. I take this
opportunity of further annoimeing—what is not gem rally known—
that 6ir Samuel Baker's engagement with His Highne.-s the Khe-
diveh terminated at the close of last year; and that ihe American
officer, Colonel Furdey, who was reported to be charged with the
duty of leading a relief party from the east coast of Africa by
Kilima-Njaro and the Bariiigo Lake to the country of Kamrasi,
has been, in reality, entertained with a view of succeeding to the
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command of the expedition on Baker’s retirement. Colonel Purdey’s

party, which is said to be efficient and well equipped, is still, how-

ever, detained at Cairo, the idea of its entry into the Upper Kile

basin from the east coast having been definitely abandoned, while

its journey to Khartoom and Gondokoro, either now or later in the

year, is dependent on the intelligence that may in the mean time

arrive from the upper country.

Gonclusimt .—It remains, gentlemen, that I should now say a few

words on my retirement from the honourable position to which

you elected me two years ago, and the duties of which I have ever

since endeavoured to discharge to the best of my judgment and

ability. To say that these duties are not sometimes onerous, and

even painful, would not be true. Undoubtedly they involve very

considerable labour and no small share of responsibility. It is

impossible, indeed, for your President to conduct the affairs of a

Society numbering 2700 Fellows, however cordially and efficiently

he may be supported by his Council and Executive Staff, without

occasionally being guilty of saying, or not saying, something that

gives offence, and thus reacts unpleasantly on himself; but, at

the same time, the office of President of the Eoyal Geographical

Society is one both of honour and of power
; and affording as it

does the means of adding both to the knowledge and happiness of

mankind, it must ever be an object of ambition to those who take

an interest either in the promotion of science or the conduct of

public affairs.

The rules of the Society, at the same time, have hitherto pre-

scribed that the President shall only hold office for two years, and
shall not be eligible for immediate reappointment, and although in

the case of our late President Sir Eoderick Murchison, who was so

specially fitted for the position both on scientific and on social

grounds, the rule was habitually' violated, still it was felt by myself
and by the Council that our laws could not be disregarded in the

case of another President not similarly circumstanced, without to

a certain extent discrediting our Institution, and I prepared ac-

cordinglysome months ago to resign my functions at the Anniversary
Meeting into the hands of a successor. I must also, to avoid miscon-
ception, state that the Council were kind enough, notwithstanding
the manifest inconvenience of such a course, to propose again to

suspend the law in my favour—and prospectively the restriction

has now been actually removed by your vote of this morning—but
after three years’ experience I had found the demands upon my

VOL. XLIII. a
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time and attention which the conduct of your affairs imposed npon

me to he so excessive as to interfere seriously with my other

necessary occupations ; and I have therefore judged it absolutely

indispensable to solicit an interval of relaxation. In accordance,

then, with the law, and with my own wishes repeatedly expressed,

the Council proceeded to consider the somewhat difficult question

of appointing another President, and their choice fell upon Sir

Bartle Prere, who has already on many occasions presided over our

meetings, and who has every qualification necessary for permanently

holding the high office in question, if you should be pleased by
your votes to sanction the recommendation of the Council. Sir Bartle

Frere has been already communicated with upon the subject, and
although his views cannot he known for another week or ten days,

when his arrival is expected in England, still there is no reason ‘to

anticipate that he will be disinclined to accept of so honourable an
office ;

and in the mean time—that is, pending his decision—I am
prepared to continue to watch over your interests; With my best

thanks, then, for the support which the Fellows have always

afforded me, I now take leave of you as President, and ask your

indulgent consideration of any shortcomings you may have observed

during my tenure of office.

Postscript .—^As these sheets are passing through the press, we
learn by a telegram from Alexandria that Sir S. Baker, with his

wife and nephew, arrived at Khartoom from Gondokoro on the 29th

of June, having succeeded in suppressing the slave trade on the

Upper Nile, and having brought under the authority of the Egyptian
Government the country east of the Albert Nyanza to within 4° of

the equator. The most interesting piece of geographical intelli-

gence which is contained in this telegram, and which is said to be
given on the authority of Sir S. Baker himself, is that, after all,

the Albert Nyanza and Lake Tanganyika are one and the same
body of water ; a vessel launched on the river above the Murchison
Falls being capable of passing direct by Baker’s Lake to Ujiji on
the eastern side of Tanganyika, a distance of over 700 miles. This
however, is so entirely opposed to the results obtained by the per-
sonal observations of Stanley and Livingstone, that, pendiuo- its
confirmation by Sir S. Baker, and a full explanation of the grounds
upon which he has come to such a conclusion, I cannot recommend
the statement to the acceptance of geographers.

July 10, 1873,
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The Assam Valley, having the Bhutan Himalaya on tho
nortli, is bounded on the south by a broad mountain-system
4000 to 5000 feet high, emanating orographically from the hills

north of the Burmese provinces, and connected with the main
Himalayan system on the longitude of OG^-OS^ E, by the water-
parting of the Brahmaputra and the Irrawaddy. For 190 miles
it has a direction from east to west, and a mean breadth of 72
miles, and is known successively as the Naga and North Cachar,
the Jaintia, the Kliasi, and the Garo Hills, as it is in this suc-

cession inhabited by the people of the above names.
The Garo Hills, of which I am about to speak, form the

extreme western point of the system, extending west for 60
miles, from long. 91° to 90'^ e. Ascending the Brahmaputra from
the delta, the Garos are the first hills that break the horizon

;

and although the British Government have been in possession
of all the surrounding plain country for many years, since the
annexation of Assam, it was only in 1867 that a British officer

was appointed to the charge. Previous to that the intercourse

with the people was of a very limited and unsatisfactory nature.
A few attempts to enter the country had been made, but prema-
turely brought to an end by the sickness of the European
officers and the difficulties of carriage; so that even in 1870
no European officers had penetrated far into the interior and

VOL. XLIII. B
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independent villages, or had ever crossed the hills from
Mymensing to Gwalpara.
The area inhabited by Garo tribes is about 2300 square

miles, and the new civil station Tura is on the western side

overlooking the south bend of the Brahmaputra. I have given
these introductory remarks upon the geographical, position of
the Garo Hills, in order that those not familiar with the
minor subdivisions of our Indian empire may form a clearer
estimate of their position on the map of India.

The line of longitude 91° may be taken as the boundary
between the hills inhabited by the Ivhasi tribes on the east,

and the Garos on the west; the strip of almost uninhabited
forest and jungle that lies roughly on this line separates these
two hill peoples, and though only some 18 miles wide, is a com-
plete barrier between tribes differing so widely from each other
in appearance, manners, customs and language

;
and intercourse

between the true Khasis and Garos is very limited.
Dwelling intermediately between the Khasis and Garos, we

find a small clan called Migams or Langams (who are not true
Khasis), speaking a dialect of their own. They are under the
Seem of Kon^stoin, have a knowledge generallv of the Khasi
language, and frequent regularly the “ baths or markets in
Nongstom

;
they in some respect resemble the Khasi, but in

dress and customs are Garos, and like them cultivate ’cotton •

yet they never intermarry with the true Garo, and there is but
little intercommunication. They are a quiet civil people
“ joom ’’

cultivators, and build their houses raised off the ground
2 or 3 feet.

_

The Khasi custom of setting up monolithic stones
IS not practised by these Langams, whose funeral ceremonies
are quite difierent, and resemble those of tribes of Bodo extrac-
tion. j'ly first intercourse with the Langams was in the field
season ot 1866-1 when the survey was carried up to the line of
longitude J1

; the only Garos met with at that time were those
living on the outer southern slopes of the hills, and who turned
out and gav(3 very willingly ail aid required of them In theautumn ot 1869, having learnt from Capt. W. J. Williamson
the Deputy Commissioner of the Garo Hills, that he was pre’pared to give every assistance in his power, should we take upthe survey of his hill country, I determined, there bein- HttlSiwospoct ot onr obtaiiiing the same cordial aid on the Cacharrontier, to throw the mam strength of the partv into the unknown area west of 91° and to eltend the tidamrn ahon alon^'the southern face of the hills. The partv the%nfo,i i-?"’
l«.h I left CLato, after tl.e uSaVo, Se and ann t!anco ,a abtauung boats. The heavy ba-oam ood tents” vereto proceed by a ater down the Soormah, alrd fhrongb the many
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navigable streams into Sbiishang, while Lieutenant Beavan and
myself, leaving the boats at Sonamgunj, were to march, via

Laor, to Puna Tith on the Jadukatta, to visit Nongkulang,
and take up the triangulation there. I also wished to examine
the ground near the debouchment of the Um Blay, surveyed in

previous seasons.* The hills are well seen from Laor. the fine

mass of Maolangten rising abruptly to the east of the Jadukatta

;

this wall-like line of mountain, broken by the deep gorge of the
Lfm Ning, is the western extremity of the high Khasi plateau,

the fall in the hills being about 2000 feet, the valley of the
Um Blay marking the lowest part in the whole east and west

range of these hills. On the 19th we only got the short

distance of 2 miles, from the Police Thanna to Ilampur ;t for

the only way of getting to Puna Tith being by boats, the

necessary number could not be procured in one day. So we
employed ourselves shooting small birds in the jungle near the

village. This was situated on the edge of a fine wooded belt

running away from the hills on the right bank for some miles,

and covering a higher level of boulder and clay deposit 20 feet

or so above the level of the plains.

Sitjchyris ruficeps was very common in this jungle, and I shot

several specimens. Plenty of boats were ready by the next
morning, and in them we ascended the river ; tiie entrance to
the gorge, and for 4 miles up the river to Puna Tith is one of
the most beautiful scenes I have ever passed through. The
secondary sandstone, in thick beds, is the first rock seen as the
gorge is entered, dipping soutliward at about 25°, the harder
beds running out with the strike of the strata from the river

bank. When the gorge is fairly entered, and near the junction
of the first large tributary on the left bank, the strata are
nearly horizontal, and form high cliffs on the right bank ; above
this again, trap occurs, and the river has cut a very deep
channel tlirougli the mass, which rises perpendicularly on both
sides for some 200 feet.

The river is here very deep and perfectly still, and the re-

flections of the richly coloured dark green rocks capped with
trees and foliage, as we saw them about sunset, were most

* The bazaar at Puna Tith is a very large and well-kuown one. We were
short of good porters, and 1 was in groat hopes th.it we might pick up some
reeruit.s among the KInisis coming down from the villages in the hilh.

t In Laor and Ilampur, very large quantitii s of fisli are taken in the river and
bhecU near. These are dried in the sun and packed in bundles for the hill

markets
; in this state it is called siikti.’ and is a favourite article of food of the

Khiisi and Sinteng. Its smell is naturally very strong when stale and old. The
vUlagc of Ilampur was a very smelly place; near every house was a platform, with
posts all round it, on which were drying hundreds of fish, the larger hanging on
strings, the smaller placed on bamboo mats. Nets are spread over the whole to
keep off the crows and kites.

B 2
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lovely. Daring the day I had a long search for fossils in the

secondary sandstones, and followed a large tributary up to their

junction with the trap
;
so that the day was nearly spent wdien

we reached the site of the market-place at Puna Tith,

situated at the junction of the Kilang with the Dm Blay ;
the

place consists only of some half-dozen houses, . inhabited by
Xhasis, and the bazaar is held on the bank of the river. This

presented a very lively appearance the next day ; boats were

constantly arriving, laden with “ stikti,” plantains, rice, &c.,

from the plains, and generally manned by Bengalis. Long
lines of Kh^is, from villages up near Nongstoin—men, women,
and children—wound down the zigzag path, running upon the

steep spur behind the village. Some few of these people

brought lac and india-rubber, but they were generally empty-
handed, returning with heavy loads of the sukti.

. My sirdar w-as busy looking up recruits, and got some 20 men
to take service at Ks. 9 a month. They had a curious plan

here of keeping the lar-ge turtle, tethering them in the water

near the landing-place by a strong rope listened to their hind

legs, and thus keeping them until bought by some hill men
going in for a feast ; one we saw fastened in this way was a
remarkably fine specimen of Triotiyx Qangeiicus. We had
several things to provide, principally rice for the camp-followers,

which was laid in for our onward march
;
and with the new

coolies (porters) in addition to those we had started with, we
were now well oft’ for carriage. Failing to get axes, a man was
deputed to obtain some at the village of Nong-shing-riang,

near Nongstoin. The Khasi iron is excellent, and the axes
made at the above place are in form peculiar to this part

of the country
;
in the hands of an expert woodcutter they do

excellent work in jungle clearing
; the iron is soft, but admits

of being readily ground to a fine sharp edge, which will bend
but never chips off.

Another form of axe used by the people of these hills is in
shape similar to the stone celts found in Burmah,Munipur, &c.,

formed generally of jade ; this chisel-shaped piece of iron is

wedge-shaped at the head, and is fitted into a hole in the root
end of a bamboo, where the wood is particularly tough and close
grained. By this method it has the advantage of being either
set with the edge at right angles to the handle and used as an
adze, or in a line with it and used as an axe. With these axes
they fell tlie largest trees vdry rapidly.

The villagers living on the skirts of the forests, and parti-
cularly those who annually clear fresh forests for their cultiva-
tion, are most skilful woodsmen

; it is quite interesting to see
the clever w ay the trees are selected, then partially cut through.
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and a number all brought down together, by onfe or more trees

being made to fall upon them. From Puna Tith we crossed

the river Um Blay to the western bank, and a stiff ascent of

500 feet immediately follows, up the very scarped hill-side, in

the secondary rocks. A very pretty fern grew in abundance
around the stones and large boulders in a ravine bed, and I
found it afterwards very common in like situations in this part

of the hills, up to the Sumessary Valley. Beaching the edge of

the scarp w'e passed through some undulating ground, covered
with a not very dense copse-like growth, and gradually ascend-
ing, emerged out of it upon the flat open plateau, eKtending to

Nongkulang hill. The surface is a hard sandstone of the upper
cretaceous series, of precisely the same nature as that at Cherra
Poonjee

; the soil has been washed oft’ the greater portion, and
the streams flow over the surface to the south, in very shallow

water-courses, the only trees and vegetation growing along
their banks. These streams discharge their waters with very
fine foils into deep ravines, which have been cut back far into

the plateau, through the softer beds below. Into these ravines,

bounded by cliffs some 3o0 to 400 feet deep, it is almost im-
possible to descend, and the bottom is a mass of the densest
forest growth.
We encamped on the open plateau near a stream where we

found a sufficient depth of earth to drive the tent-pegs, and our
men got very comfortable quarters in the jungle near the
water. I was very fortunate to obtain, on this day’s march, a
very fine specimen of a rather rare eagle, Aquila hastata.

When the halt was made for breakfast I took the measurements,
while Lieutenant Beavan made a sketch of it to be coloured in
camp. It was then handed over to one of the Khasi coolies to

carry, but we never saw it again, for on calling for it the next
morning, some of them had cooked it the previous evening, not
Irnowing that it was wanted.

The next day, the 23rd, we continued our march westerly •

along the plateau, which retains the same character with a very
gentle fall, with the dip of the strata southward. Near the
Langain village of Maom^i, the nummulitic limestone com-
mences, and fine forest covers the Xongkulang ridge, save in

the more level spots, which have been cleared, and form very
productive land for cotton and hill rice grown during the rains.

The forest scenery is fine over the northern face, giving a
dense shade over the ascent to the highest point, w hero I had
placed the station in 18(16. The glades were cool, and the
limestone rocks damp and covered in places with magnificent
ferns.* Of the old platform built by me in the wdnter, 1866-7,

* Species of Sugenia and Goniopteris, Fsecilopteris repanda and vittaria.

4
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very little was to be seen ;
tbe wood was quite rotten, and the

jungle which I then cut down to within 2 feet of the ground,

was now of great height, and shut out everything, so that we
had plenty of work to do over again, and this was commenced
upon immediately after camp was pitched on the site of the old

village. As an instance of how village sites constantly change

—

in 1866 this was a large one of some 12 houses, and very sub-

stantially built. These were now all down and buried in high
grass

;
so that to have a clear camp and pitch the tents we

had to burn it, which was soon done in its then dry state.

The people had in the interim moved twice, building their

first village some 3 miles farther west
;
this they had to leave

after the first year, the site proving so unhealthy, and they
were then, 1869-70, living still farther away. Even the most
productive clearings they seldom cultivate and live on for more
than four years. On the 24th and 25th the work of clearing

and building the platform round the trigonometrical station

was continued, and men were started off to set up the marks
and show heliotropes at Landekar, Kokhlam, Marangthang, tl'c.,

so that the observations might be commenced. It was getting

more hazy every day, and it was with gi'eat difficulty that
distant marks could be discerned. On Christmas Day I em-
ployed myself drawing some birds I had shot, and broke up a
large quantity of the fossiliferous sandstone of the Nongkulang
hill, while my fellow-surveyor. Lieutenant Beavan, was engaged
in looking over and drawing some new fish which he had
collected. .

Lieutenant Beavan now knowing what had to be done in the
surveying line about here, I left him on the 26th, to meet the
head-quarter camp in the Mymensing district. I proceeded to
the foot of the hills at Bagholi, vitt Purjonkha

;
the road lies

through forest nearly the whole distance, and from Purjonkha
to Bagholi is over a slope of the nummulitic limestone, very-
rough and tiresome walking. The only good water is to be had
at Purjonkha, wliere I breakfasted by the side of the pretty
shallow brook. The Polyplectron pheasant is very numerous
about here, and they were heard calling in all directions in the
early morning. The beautiful Irena piiella, or fairy blue-
bird, sat in numbers upon a bare tree near the breakfast place

:

this bird is one of the most lovely of our Indian avi-fauna, but
does not extend into the Western Himalayas. Around Nong-
kulang I collected several good birds; among them, Tricha-
sfoma Ahotfii, Bly.

; Turdinus hrevicaudatus, Bly.
; Poma-

twhinus hjpoleueos, Bly.; and Zoothera marginaia, Bly.;
the damp limestone rocks, abounding in shells, and the fine
lorest growth, renders it a capital locality. At Bagholi, the

V
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drainage from the Puijonkha valley, after being lost in the
limestoue rocks, reappears in a large still stream just within the

hills ; its volume I am inclmed to think is greatly increased by
the water of the numerous large streams that descend from
Yindkii, Kutabram, &c., which are all lost in the limestone

there. The stream that issues at Bagholi, the Gabir, is too large

for the drainage area of the little Purjonkha rivulet. From
Bagholi, I skirted the base of hills to Gdlagora, and encamped
there about half a mile from the foot of the last spurs.

The hills here are of the supra-nummulitic series, and dip

at a high angle towards the plains, the dip decreasing north-

wards. Their appearance is identical with some portions of the

Sivahk hills in the north-west of India, and their age is pro-

bably near that of the lower division of the Sivalik formation,

or the Nahan group of Medlicott. These hills are rather more
open than we find the outer slopes further east in the Khasi
country, owing to the clearings that have been made. On the

steeper southern slopes, the forest once cut down, and on the

cultivation being given up, is succeeded by a rank grass, wdiich

hinders the growth for a long time of any trees
;
this grass is

fired every spring, which prevents, more than anything else,

the growth of such seedlings as may spring up. Owing to the

high angle of dip, the last spurs terminate in very steep slopes

upon the plains, and in places the marshes commence at their

very base—the alluvial deposits are thus found bedded against

the older rock, and there is no slope of talus whatever at the
base of the hills. The hill streams, such as the Eongsiang and
Mahadeo, are sluggish far up above their debouchments, and
are navigable for canoes, showing very clearly that a local

depression has been taking place over this area in very recent

times, which is marked by the large extent of marsh and open
water extending from Nazirpur (in Mymensing) into the

Sylhet district, and marked also by the very sudden falls in the

Oobdakalee River near Nazirpur, to the west of which there is

a marked rise in the whole country towards the Brahmaputra.
On the 27th I marched to Bamangaon, situated in Mymensing;
the weather was lovely, and the hills very clear, so that I could

cut in the position of new points as they came into view, and
roughly select those for future stations of trigonometrical

extension. Bamangaon is situated on the edge of a vast expanse
of very low country covered with high grass in the winter

season, intersected with muddy drainage ways, and dotted

with a few ponds, but quite under water during the rains.

This expanse of grass is the western extension of the marsh
and open water above mentioned. The “ Kyah ” partridge,

Ortygornis Gularis, Temm., was very numerous along the edge
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of this marshy tract, but yery difficult to put up without dogs.

Their loud peculiar call was heard on both sides when we got

up and struck the tents at sunrise on the 2Sth. The dew that

falls in these marshes at this time of the year is very heavy,

and a dense damp mist hung over the low country, through

which the sun’s rays strove to penetrate. Soon after leaving

Bamangaon the Kiver Gonassery is crossed, here a shallow,

broad stream, with sandy banks about 12 feet high, and we
reached Nazirpur, a large “ hath ” or market-place, by 9 A.M.

From this the fine peak of Kylas was well seen, and I looked

at it long and anxiously. The highest point in the Garo
Hills, it is looked at with interest, even veneration, by the

people of the plains
; by the Garos it is called Chikmung, and

is the last resting-place of the souls of all the race. Various

wild stories arc in circulation concerning attempts often made
by people from the plains to ascend to its summit. The Garos
themselves consider it haunted, and sinful to climb it and so

disturb the manes of their ancestors. I stopped to breakfast

in the hath of Nazirpur, and while waiting, my Hindustani
calashies discovered a fellow-countryman, holding an appoint-
ment under the Shushang Zemindar

;
this man brought me a

present of fruit and some milk, and we opened a conversation.

He of course had heard of “ compos w'alas ” and the conversa-
tion naturally led up to the peak of Kylas, which we informed
him we were soon bound for. He held out very little hope
of success

;
for besides the opposition that he said would be

offered by the Garos, he told a tale of a fakir, or holy man, who
had made a vow to pay a pilgrimage to the summit of Kylas,
and who for that purpose went as far as the village near, where
he put up for some time, and made a number of unsuccessful
attempts

;
but that after getting nearly to the top on every

occasion, his legs seemed weighed down, and he was thus pre-
vented at last from making a single step forward, and that all
grew dark around him. The Garos themselves, and the people
of the plains below, all said that any man visiting the “ Holv
Hill ” would be sure to fall ill and die soon after. 1 lauo-hed, I
fear, rather ironically at his tale (although I am quite sure
many of my men believed there was something in it), and told
him that he should soon see our heliotrope flashing'* from the
highest point of it. Seen from the plains near Ishushang,
K\las has a most imposing appearance

; it rises abruptly above
the mean level of the range, of trapezoid form, its upper surface
sloping gently to the east ; looking from the west of Shushan<r,
its shape is that of a truncated cone. The south and west face
IS almost perpendicular and consequently bare, and its hori-
zontal stratification is apparent, in bright contrast with the
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dark forest of the hill slopes below and around
;

its extreme
western and highest part was evidently covered with grass,

and this I decided should be the site of our trigonometrical

station. The whole line of its flat summit showed that forest

grew up to the edge of the southern slope.

After breakfast I parted with my friend, the Zemindar’s

official
;
reiterating my promise that he and all tiie country

round should see our heliotrope, and to be on the look-ont for

it, we parted, he ominously shaking his head and quite convinced

that if a fakir failed to get up, we certainly should.

From Nazirpur the march was continued to the left bank of

the Sumessary River, and we followed it up towards Shtlshang,

as we expected to And there some news of the main camp,
under Mr. Belletty’s charge

;
we soon met a man of the esta-

blishment, who told us the boats were a short way down the

river, but detained by a fall where the water was very rapid,

and that they would get up as far as they could that evening.

Nazirpur was centrally situated, with a fine large market twice

a week, from which we could obtain all our supplies, and would
also be within my proposed triangulation. I determined at

once to form the first head-quarter camp there, under some fine

mango-trees, scattered along a piece of ground raised slightly

above the surrounding low marshy laud, and giviug shade and
a dry position in wet weather. The 29th saw the whole of our
luggage transferred from the boats to this site, and camp
pitched

; the Khasi coolies putting up temporary shelter for

themselves near.

I did not leave for the hills until the 15th of the following
month (January), but much was done in the interval. Men
were sent off to clear the hill of AVajong Korong under Mr.
Doran, and to set up flags at other points. Mr. ilelletty pre-

j)ared his plane-table for the triangulation of the country west
of the Sumessary, and started on the 4th of January to select

and clear the hill of Joksangram, north-west of Shtlshang, a fine

commanding point forming a triangle with Kylas. Mr. Atkin-
son came in from some work at the base of the Khusi hills, and
was sent off with a fresh plane-table to sketch the ground west
of long. 91°. Official correspondence, and the regulation of
supplies for those going out and the main body in camp, gave
plenty to do. On the ord I walked over at 7 a.m. to Shushang
to see the collector of the Mymcnsing district, to arrange with
him about purwanas, or orders for supplies and assistance from
the head-men of the villages bordering the hills. The collector

had departed with his elephants shooting in the bheels near, so I
had my walk to no purpose ; he, however, came over on the
morning of the 6th, and asked me to accompany him, as he was

/
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going to beat the expanse of open grass country to tbe east. I

was glad of the opportunity of thus reconnoitring that part,

which I should otherwise have had to do on horseback and foot,

entailing immense labour; for very little or nothing can be

seen, save from the back of an elephant. I was thus able

during the day to select a good point near the village of

Lukhipur, on an artificial mound, which had once been the site

of a village. The country was so flat, and the waving sea of

grass so high, I was unable to get a ray longer than 4^ miles in

this direction. A few wild buffaloes are to be found in these

marshes, but not many at this time of the year, and there are a
few deer, but it is very dilBcult to see them in the high grass ;

pigs seemed numerous.

On the 7th, the building of the station close to camp was
commenced upon, and an elevated platform of bamboo had to

be erected, in order that the helioti'ope might clear the grass on
the Lukhipur ray. I could see that Mr. Belletty on one side,

and Mr. Doran on the other, were hard at work clearing their

respective hills, by the gaps that were being made in the forest

that covered them. On the 10th I proceeded to Lukhipur, to

observe at the station there ;
found that the platform on level

of ground was not high enough
;
the flag above Nazirpur mark

could just be seen through the theodolite, but not the helio-

trope
;
so a platform had to be run up of bamboo, fine clumps of

which grew in the village of Gouripur, and we proceeded at
once to cut down sufficient for the purpose, and by evening had
very nearly completed our task. 1 pitched tents in the village
of Gouripur in the evening on returning from work, as my men
thus got shelter in some of the houses. This village was a
good spec-imen of one in this swampy part of the district, built
upon an artificial mound and surrounded on all sides by marsh
and rice cultivation. To the north was a large open piece of
water, and this swarmed with ducks, geese, and every kind of
waterbird, whoso cries were heard far into the night as we
dropped oil’ to sleep. The next morning we were astir at dawn,
and off to the mark again, and had it finished ready for
observing at by 10 o’clock. Marangthang mark showed well,
and I got all my angles recorded by 4 p.m., in time to return
to Nazirpur. The day was most lovely, cool and bright, and the
hill range of the Garos beautifully sharp and clear; it wus
one of those days and evenings in the cold weather that the
Euiopean in India looks back upon, wdien he picks up renewed
health and strength, with the happiness the pure temperature
(so rarely expeneiiced) imparts. Bagged a brace of teal on the
way back; there is good shooting about if one had time to go
in for it. My assistant. Lieutenant Beavau, was now brouf^ht
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into camp very ill with fever and a touch of sunstroke ; he had,

after I left him at Nongkulang, selected a station on the hill of

Pundengroo, and was encamped there clearing it, when the

attack came on
;
he stayed there as long as he could, but at last

had to give in, and return to Head-quarter Camp for treatment.

Thus \va3 much valuable time lost, and his services—for I had
eventually to go and finish his work at Tigasin and Maraiig-

thang; but it is impossible in these hills to deirend on the

health of any man, and plans are constantly upset thereby.

Lieutenant Beavan having had a similar attack in the pre-

vious field season, when uorking in the North Cachar hills,,

and well knowing that such further exposure would probably
kill him, I determined, much against my own wishes, but solely

for the good of the service, to draft him to some other more
healtliy part of India, and I eventually sent him forward to

Mymensing for Calcutta.

Nazirpur is situated about 5 miles from the base of the hills

;

the intervening ground immediately north is rather higher
than the rest of the country, and is dry and open, so that there

is an uninterrupted view of the hills down to their very base,

where a dark line marks the site of several large villages

nestling amid luxuriant trees and fine bamboo clumps. The
hath, or market, is a very considerable one, and frequented
largely by the Garos

; these people are extremely timid of
strangers, and the first market day after the survey camp had
come in, a number of these people seeing my chuprasies about,
bolted ofif at once. They liave good cause, no doubt, to fear a
“ chuprasie”* in the plains, for they have very frequently been
robbed of their goods, and made prisoners of, by the retainers
of the Shushang Kaja

;
and if not by his orders, certainly

v inked at by him. I have no doubt that many raids by these
Garos on the people of the plains have been brought about by
such acts, which they, like all hill people, are not slow to

revenge. Confidence once established, they soon came to the
market in their usual way, and eventually supplied the whole
camp with firewood during our stay at Nazirpur, for which they
received regular payment.

It is only the outer Garos who come thus far into the plains
to market; the interior Garos very seldom venture out so far,

and depend on the former, their neighbours, for all luxuries
they require, and transmit their cotton to the plains by the
same hands. The 12th and 13th I was employed taking the
angles at Nazirpur .trigonometrical station, and on the 1 5th all

was ready for the trip into the hills to ascend and clear Kylas

* OfScial servant in semi-uniform, wearing a cross-belt and badge of bis depart-
ment.
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peak. On the afternoon of that day—^bright, sunshiny and

clear, but temperature delightful at this season—^^ve marched

across the open level country towards the gorge of the Gonassery

Kiver ;
on nearing this the scenery became extremely pretty.

The spurs from the hills run out fax- into the level rice grounds,

and terminate in little knolls, the last of which stand quite

alone, and must resemble islands in the rainy season. This

appearance, and the long narrow dead-level valleys running far

into the hills, gives the appearance of submergence, and is un-

questionably due to a former depression of the whole mountain

mass. These last low spurs and knolls are covered with rich

vegetation, and often ci-owned with a gigantic tree of the fig

family ;
tlie villages are long and straggling, buried and

covered in by tall bamboo clumps, and form a marked and

fine contrast with the ochre of the newly-cut rice fields. We
penetrated some short distance within the gorge and stopped,

when nearly dark, close to the first Garo village on the right

bank of the river, which we had crossed once below-, near a deep

pool with an overhanging hill above. We were now well

within the hills, low spurs shutting in the view on every side

;

the village and our camp was on a grassy plateau that skirted

tliis side of the river for another half mile. The villagers

turned out, brought wood, and promised some fowls next morn-
ing. Jackals were very numerous, and all through the night

their peculiar disagreeable bark was heard on every side. We
were called by the crowing of the jungle cocks early next
morning

; a few fowls were brought, a very necessary supply
when going upon such a trip, w-here it is often very difficult

to get even one a day. Two of the villagers were secured
as guides, and we started off at once into the bed of the
Gonassery

;
this we followed the whole day, now w-ading up a

long shallow reach, or crossing and recro.ssing it to follow the
narrow level strip of ground on either side. For the greater
part of the way the hills were low narrow ridges, very steep,
and covered with forest and dense undergrowth, so that no path
existed save the one in the river bed

;
during the rains, canoes

(dug-outs) can be taken up as far as Kuuchuug, the only
village in the valley. At points the hills terminate in a cliff
of about -200 to 300 feet or so, overhanging a deep still pool, the
rock completely covered with a lovely growth of various damp-
loving ferns. There were few fisli to he seen now, for the
tiaces of mdisciiininate poisoning were seen in every decent
sized pool. At regular intervals down it, a few yards out from
the bank, tripod seats are seen made of three bamboos, first
an\ eu into the sand and tied together about two feet from the
surface, in which is placed a small truss of grass. On these
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they sit and lay hold on the fish, as stupified by the poison

they turn up on the surface near. It is a dreadfully extermi-

natins: method, and adopted all along the base of the Garo
and Khasi Hills, when the streams fall after the rainy season,

that being the time when the fish ascend from the bheels and
large rivers in the plains ;

in these streams they are principally

different species of Barliis, commonly known as Mahasir.

Only in one pool, near the village of Kunchung, did I see

fish of any size, and these were evidently there on sufferance,

and taken out as the people wanted them ; for the body of water

not being great, they could all have been poisoned in an hour.

Kflnchung was a small place containing about five or six

houses ;
here we changed tlie guides ; while they were getting

ready all set-to cooking tlieir breakfasts in the bed of the river.

When this great meal of a marching day was over, we went

forwards up the bed of the river, which wound a good deal round

the points of the lateral spurs that descend to it. About 2
miles above Kunchung is a brine spring resorted to by elephants,

deer, &c.
;

it was selected at one time as the site of a “kote”
(an enclosure or stockade of trees) for catching elephants, and
the old stakes are still to be seen in places. Tlie river bed now
becomes much contracted and full of large masses of rock, and
is no longer passable. The path soon leaves it and ascends

several hundred feet, passing over a spur from the left, and
descends about a mile farther on to the junction of a stream

from the east, quite equal in size to the Gonassery, called the

Kungnu; here my tent was pitched on the Itith, there being'

only just room for it. The hills rose precipitously on every
side, clothed with fine forest; there was little underwood
near the streams and slopes, but among the rocks a pretty

fern {Pxeilopieris) grew in abundance. The sori, when rubbed off

on the palm of the hand and held in the sun, are seen to smoke
and gradually disappear, bursting with the heat, and scattering

the pollen. The natives of course say that the seeds actuallj'

do burn.

The Gonassery, flowing from north to south, the Eungnu from
due east, are bounded, the one on the west the other on the

north, by the steep escarpment of granite rising quite 400 feet

from the river bed. Tlie road from the junction of the tno
rivers leads up the salient spur formed by tlie faces of the

two scarps, and is very steep, lleaching the top of the ascent

we found ourselves on a plateau of about one mile in breadth,

extending up to the foot of another and last ri.«e in the hills

;

it is readily seen that these highest masses, including Kylas,

are the last remnants of the stratified rocks, now again in

their normal position. These outliers give the plateau a very
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irregular surface, but, overgrown with vegetation, appear level

when viewed from a distance. Chikmung, the village we
were bound for, is situated on this plateau, close in under the

sandstone crags of Daoguiung, and is inhabited by Atong Garos.

These people are in many points a distinct clan, their language

differing materially from the Garos around them. They form

a small isolated colony round about Kylas, occupying some four

villages
;
in personal appearance they differ, but wear much the

same dress.

Our reception was not a promising one, and at first they

scarcely took any notice of us, remaining in, and about their

houses; they seemed a bad lot, expressed in Hindustani by
the forcible word “ mugra.” They were disinclined to give

any aid whatever, and would not allow that they had any
head-man ;

and I observed rather uneasily, what is always a
bad sign with these people, that their womenkind and children

did not show anywhere
;
while at Kunchung they had all

turned out to look at us go by.

Our guide from that place was a capital fellow, and by dint

of some very loud talk shamed them into producing a fowl, as

an offering to the Sahib (myself), and two other men as guides

for our onward journey towards the next village, for 1 said

nothing about Kylas tlien ; but when this was arranged they
declined stoutly to let the two coolie loads of rice be placed in

the large bolbaug, or the men’s house
; this discussion being

set on foot, and the objection made, by one ill-looking indi-

vidual. At one time it seemed as if we should make nothing
out of them, but by patient talking the two loads of rice were
deposited in the place, and with two loads more served out to
all, I was enabled to start four men back to the plains for
another supply.

M’e left immediately the matter was concluded, and halted
for the morning meal, in a deep, beautiful forest glen, under
the high mass east of Wanrai called Daoguiung. Tlie head of
the Gunassery was passi'd in the next ravine, and we were soon
after on the watershed of the Kylas ridge. A considerable
number of canoes (dug-outs) are made in the forest about
Chikniiiiig

;
trees of proper size and form are selected and

felled, and the canoes cut and burnt out on the spot; after
which straight round poles, about as thick as the wrist, are laid
on the ground, and if these be uneven, are propped up on
forked supports—this entails much labour, as two or three
hundred yards of rough ground are often passed over in this
way—and the canoe is thus launched, in the middle of the
forest, as far as the first large stream

; it is then taken down
from pool to pool, to the navigable part of it, and thence these
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dug-outs find their way far into the plains, as indispensable

to the people as a carriage or cart in the other drier parts

of the country. They are generally seasoned by being kept
for some time under water in some pool, and weighted down
with large boulders for the purpose

;
they are generally about

16 feet long, and some on the Brahmaputra are of much larger

size.

Passing through some old clearings covered again with

young forest growth, we came on the fii-st stream flowing north-

wards, and as I knew that to go farther in that direction would
be leaving the peak altogether, I called a halt in the forest and
conferred with our new Garo guides as to the way to Kylas.

They' said they knew of no path ; there was not one
;
to the

peak they never went. I said a path must be made, and
offered Es. 10 to the first man who would show the nearest

Avay up
;
but they shook their heads, and said they would not

even cut a stick, suiting the action with their daos on a small
twig, which was expressive. Finding our guides of no use, I

sent Beni, one of my chuprasies, with our Bengali interpreter,

on to Etingshu, the next village on the north, to see what they
could effect. In the mean time I took ten men, telling off the
same number to the Naik

; sent him to make his way up by the
ravine, while I took a line straight into the forest, from a point
further on along the road. After groping about the forest, and
looking here and there through the trees, we tried a likely-

looking spur ; up, up we went, the ridge mostly clear and open,
and leading in the direction I knew'could only be the right
one

;
a rocky bit followed, and then the steady ascent again,

and looking through the branches of the trees, as small vistas

of the distant country showed now and then, and from the height
we had got, I felt convinced we bad hit the western flank of
the peak ; and we at length landed on its rather level main
ridge, along which I pushed as for as a fine open spot, on the
brink of a southern cliff. This commanded a splendid view of
all I wished^ to see—the rivers and bheels in the plains show-
ing bright as silver in tlie evening light. It was with feelings

of the very greatest delight and intense satisfaction that, after

picking up on the plane-table all the trigonometrical stations

around. I returned to camp, having put an end to all the wild
superstitious reports of both plain and hill people, that Kylas
was a peak not to be scaled—an absurdity' it nas quite im-
possible to talk them out of. My^ own men were now equally
elated at our success; they' had listened to many more talcs

about the mountain than I had. While we had been ascending
Kylas, the Naik’s party had been working their way' up the bed
of the ravine, and at last got up under the steep west side.
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where they found it so precipitous they could get no farther,

and so returned to the baggage and pitched camp.

The site of this was very gloomy, the high forest-trees

shutting out all light, while a pair of owls made the place

still more dreary by their discordant and disagreeable cries

when darkness set in. On the 18tli we were astir early, and
ascended the bill again, leaving the tent and luggage below.

I pushed on beyond the open point which we had reached on the

previous evening, keeping near to the edge of the cliff, and
cutting a path through the patches of a small species of bamboo,
reached at last the grassy south-west angle of the Kylas
plateau. The site was a splendid one, bringing in and giving

me for the first time an uninterrupted view towards the west,

along the high range to Tura and the lower sandstone ridges

running into the plains; the broad mountain river, the
Sumessary, flowing in great bends round lateral spurs, lay
almost at our feet, some 3000 feet below. The forest, at this

exposed south-west angle of the mountain, was, from its con-
stant fight with the storms of the summer monsoon, of rather
smaller growth, and those on the outskirts bore the marks in

their gnarled forms, while some were quite dead, and a con-
siderable open space was thus covered with grass alone. The
first thing done was to fire it, and not until this was done,
and the grass I'ell before the flames, fanned by the fresh breeze,
could we well see what a magnificent prospect we were in sight
of. It was the first time fire had ever invaded the sacred hill,

and the tall column of smoke n as seen all over the low country,
and told those in the camp at Nazirpurthat we had reached the
summit.

After selecting the site for the trigonometrical station, and
setting up the plane-table, and getting the rays to other points
laid out through the forest, all the men were set hard to work
felling trees and clearing the same. The headman and two
others of the village of Kungshu were brought up by my
chuprasies, who had gone on there the previous day

; but on
being asked if they would help cut the jungle, declined, saying
that if they did so, the demon of the mountain would turn
them mad. They did not seem at all happy in their minds,
and went off with great alacrity when told they might go. My
Khasi coolies worked hard, and a good day’s work %as "ot
through. I was also enabled to take a great number of angles
to natural objects for tertiary points, and to observe the vertical
angles to two or three of the principal stations. My assistant,
Mr. Belletty, I could see had not been idle, as the cleared
summits of several hills, and the white pyramidal marks set
up on them, showed.
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The weather was lovely, and the heliotropes flashed brightly

•at the principal stations I was connecting with. As there was
but little water near the summit, and that not very near, I sent

all the men down to the camp at night, and had only bedding

brought up for myself and servants
;
and we slept under a small

shelter of boughs, run up between two trees just witlu’n the

forest. I found it was very much warmer than down in the

plains, where the cold, from the excessive damp and fog, is

intense in the early morning.

On the 19th, leaving the work of clearing to progress, I

started with plane-table to reach the edge of the north-west

angle, or extreme northern point of the mountain, taking only

Eibai and a young Burmese lad, Mounghe. The forest growth

on the summit is neither high nor thick, and no underwood of

any consequence.

Fresh tracks of Mithans (Bos/ronfalis) were seen. The
breadth of the plateau, which has a gentle slope to the north,

is not more than one-eighth of a mile. It had evidently never

been resorted to by the natives
;
not a mark of a dao was to

be seen anywhere. The contrary is invariably the case in

frequented forests, for those who have ever travelled with these

hill tribes know their habit of cutting a twig now and again
as they walk along, in the same way as we swish about a stick.

On the edge of the steep fall I found a good spot for a
“maichan,” where 1 obtained a fine view over the Garo Hills

on the north and west, and laid the foundation of much future

work on the plane-table, and selected the fine isolated mass of

3Iungrhi, quite within the independent Giiro country, for

another trigonometrical station.

The country to the immediate north of Kylas was covered
wdth dense dark forest

;
it presented a flat appearance, the

rivers flowing in deeply-cut narrow valleys bounded by steep

regular slopes; the sombre green of all only here and there

broken by a bare bit of light-coloured clifl’ in the horizontal

sandstone. On the 20th the felling of trees was going on. Sly
Khasi coolies had heavy wmrk of it. Commencing at about 7
in the morning they worked, w ith an hour for a meal in the

middle of the day, until quite 5, or about 10 hours. To those who
cut down the greatest number of trees I gave “ baksliish,” the

best incentive to zeal in the world ;
and without these excellent

men the survey would have have been at a standstill altogether.

21st and 22n4 still clearing the troublesome way to Tigasin, a

station due east, which wms closed by the forest for some 300
yards. The pyramidal mark, some 2-5 feet high, was erected

over the station, so that should it hereafter be found to be

impracticable to retain a heliotroper on the peak, it might be

VOL. XLIII. c
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used for intersection at a considerable distance during hazy

weather. By covering in these marks with basket-work made
of freshly-split bamboo, which shows beautifully bright and

white in the sunshine, this is much assisted, while over the

mark itself I set up a long cylindrical basket, hke an elongated

gabion, covered with w’hite cloth ; this, in thick weather, can

generally be intersected by the wires of the theodolite telescope.

The 22nd was very cloudy, and the observations were very

wearying, the heliotropes only showing at long intervals and

generally becoming obscured just at the very moment they

were wanted to be seen ;
and Tigasin, although now open, never

showed at all
;
and I fear the man received but few blessings,

when it was evident occasionally, that with the sun full in his

face, he had not got his heliotrope properly aligned. By the

2Brd, being the sixth day we had seen the sun rise from Kylas,

all observations to the stations cleared were completed, and we
returned to the tent in the forest below. ^Ylnle on Kylas

I obtained a very pretty form of the genus Phyllornis, which
was new to me ;

it turned out to be P. chlorocephalus (Walden), a

bird hitherto only known from Burmah, and now added to our

Indian fauna. I also shot several specimens of the rather rare

warbler Ahrornis albogularis (Hodg.), which appeared here very
numerous.

Kylas being now done with, I determined to get round by
the northern side of the high main east and west range to

Tigasin
;
we retraced our steps to Cbikmung village, w'here a

good hour was spent in obtaining information about the road
towards the Nigam village of Nongmen, a place the position of
which I was acquainted with, from my former experiences in

the west Khasi Hills, during the field season of 1866-67, and
which knowledge now stood me in great stead, for they were
surprised to find I had been in that quarter and knew the
villages and headmen by name so well. After telling the
usual quantity of preparatory lies, with reference to their utter
ignorance of the place and the way to it, a very old man was
at last produced, who said he had been there once in his life

and migiht find the way, and we at last filed out of the place
down into the valley to the east.

After crossing the head of the Eiingrhi, we had a steep
ascent up the escarped slope which bounds it thence on the
south hank to the junction with the Biingnu

; we emerged out
upon a level flat of hard naked sandstone, onl^ covered with
scanty grass in the hollows. Crossing this we reached the head
of the Mahadeo valley, which has cut back into the sandstone
in high cliffs, and is a very striking physical feature of these
hills, showing the way in which they have yielded to the effects
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of denudation, so rapid here from tlie heavy rainfall. The
Mahadeo valley, seen from thus point, reminds one much of that

of Cherra Poonjee on a small scale. It was very deep, 2600
feet, the bottom and slopes up to the base of the cliffs covered

with magnificent forests. Midway between the northern cliff

and the plains, the bounding cliffs, quite 1200 feet, almost meet,

and thus form a grand amphitheatre.

Under a small rise on the watershed, camp was pitched early

;

I had here to put up a mark, and this hill I found was bare,

and afforded a fine view of the country both north and south.

The former side was seen to great advantage, and broad patches

of ochre-coloured grass showed here and there amid the dark

green woods which encircled them. Clearings were not nu-

merous, save towards the Garo side, where fresh patches of

newly-felled forest showed that the people had been hard at

work.

I obtained here, in the scrubby bamboo jungle that grew
near the top of the range, two interesting birds, Merula castanea

and Ahoricola atrogidaris. I also saw in an open grassy glade,

about half a mile off, a fine herd of mitbans grazing, but the
lateness of the hour and the difficulty of getting to it through a
broad belt of forest, rendered their position a very safe one.

Beyond the hiU of Balpukram, the watershed narrows con-
siderably into a mere ridge, and the path leads on across the
head of the Mahadeo valley, now on one side of it, now on
the other. The ground is much broken, owing in a great

measure to a north and south dislocation in the strata. A short

distance further on another plateau is reached, and the road
turns off to the northward and descends into the valley of the
Bao Tith.

We made several ineffectual attempts to find a road leading
direct along the main range to Pundengroo and Tigasin, but
failed

; the Garo guides either did not know or would not show
any other, save that to Nongmen, so after finishing observations
at the stations on the 25th, we made for that village.

The bed of the Bao Tith is crossed at the foot of the northern
slope, and was a very lovely glen, buried in magnificent forest

;

but after ascending the left bank, we came out on open fiat

glades of grass, with shallow streams flowing through them.
Deer (samba) were very numerous here, but there was no time
to stop and stalk them. It was dusk when we reached a small
stream with good water, and as the guides could not be

depended on as to the distance of the village, I pitched camp
by the edge of it. Night very cold, with a white frost, the site

being low and damp.
Nongmen was still, we found next day, two miles farther up

c 2
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on the other side of a considerable stream, the Mairam, which,

rising near this, flows due west, taking all the northern drainage

of the Kylas ridge, and then imiting with the Sumessary. We
got into Nongmen early, and I found there some Langams I

had preyiously had with me in 1867. After all the stories told

by the Garos of Ghikmung as to their ignorance of Nongmen
and its inhabitants, it was most amusing to witness the guides

salute them as old acquaintances
;
nor did they seem in the

least ashamed of their attempt to prevent our march in this

direction when reminded of it. Nongmen is a small place of

two separate hamlets, each of about ten houses.

We quickly changed the guides and went on towards the

base of the main ranges at Pundengroo, the road running
the greater part of the way up to the Bao Tith over open
narrow flats of grass lately burnt. The Bao Tith flowed in a

deep ravine, with precipitous sides, well wooded wherever the

trees could get a holding, and ferns growing in great luxuriance.

The bed was full of coal in pieces of considerable size, but

none occurred in situ. While breakfast was being prepared

I collected a quantity and made a fine fire, which burnt fairly

;

the Langams w^ere quite surprised to see that it was combustible.

The Khasi coolies of course knew of this quality, coal having
been quarried and used so long at Cherra Poonjee. After

climbing the steep slope of the right bank, we emerged into the
open clearing called Panjali. This plateau had originally been
covered w’ith forest, but was now under rice cultivation, and
the crop just cleared off the ground. Panjali was merely a clear-

ing with two or three huts, occupied on and off by the people
when the crops required weeding, &c. The nummulitic lime-
stone was noticed here, occurring in small outliers on the clear-

ing
;
beyond, on entering the forest, and the path taking the

course of a stream, it was largely developed. At the junction
of this stream with another from the south, I ordered the tent
to be pitched, as I found the road for Tigasin and that to the
plains here parted

; and taking the theodolite and plane-table
and a few men, I went oft’ at once to the former station, to take
one or two angles that remained to be observed.

The trigonometrical station of Tigasin was selected by me
on my previous visit to this side in 1867. It is situated on the
edge of the steep northern slope of the cretaceous sandstone
ndge. This has a very gentle fall to the south, and thus I
lound it impossible, without the expenditure of an enormous
sum of money, to clear the forest that intercepted the rays to
Kylas and Marangthang. I therefore selected a stout tree on
the highest part of the hill, and this, cut off at about 15 feet
from the ground, formed the stand for the theodolite

; around
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this tree, and clear of it, I erected a scaffolding and platform, so

that one could walk round (lay the telescope and observe, and
read off the angles) without shaking the instrument. By this

means it was only necessary to fell the nearest trees, and by
sending men up into the tops of those beyond to lop off the

boughs, the rays were very soon opened up. The lopping off

of the croums of trees was soon effected, as they fall by their

own weight after a very few cuts with the hatchet. I have
mentioned the word “ maichan,” and I may here give some idea

of what it is, because a great deal of the topography of this

part of the hills, was laid on my plane-tahle from these
“ maichans.” It is a platform built in the crown of the highest

tree on a commanding hill-top. These stations of observation

were sometimes as much as 120 feet above the ground
;
the

tree was ascended by a ladder formed of straight saplings,

lashed on to the trunk with cane, spars were laid across the forks

in the uppermost branches in the crown of the tree, and again

laid with bamboo firmly lashed down ; this formed a good plat-

form large enough for the surveyor to walk round, his plane-

table standing in the centre. Of course, with the slighest

breeze, the rolling was considerable ; but it was quite possible

to cut in one’s position, and get rays, and sketch in the country,

from such a vantage spot.

The view presented, when on a level with the tops of the
forest that stretched sometimes for miles, was very striking,

particularly the effect produced on first emerging out of the
forest below, where the range of view is confined to a few yards
only. It is the most rapid and effectual method of mapping a
forest-clad country; clearing such hills to the ground takes

many days of hard labour, and can only be resorted to for

trigonometrical work. A “ maichan ” can be built in about six

hours by men accustomed to such work as the cutting and
splitting of cane and bamboo ; and without either one or the
other of these useful plants it would be difficult to adopt the

method.
Tigasin was much farther than I had imagined, so that after

finishing the observations it was late, and before we had got far

on our way back, it became very difficult to follow the narrow
track. Torches of dry bamboo were made up, and we crept

along slowly and down the last rather bad descent into the bed
of the Daokikha. It is very disagreeable, fatiguing work, at the

end of a long day on foot, thus stumbling over blocks of stone and
fallen logs by the uncertain light throwm by a torch : nothing
brings out the character sooner, especially a bad one. e

waded up the last portion of the way in the bed of the Dao-
kikha, and I was heartily glad when the light of the camp fires
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glimmered througli the trees, casting their reflections on the

water ahead. It was past 9 o’clock when we got in
;
we had

been afoot since daylight, and had got over some 18 miles,

and I was not sorry that I had done with Tigasin for ever.

Many of my men had then to prepare and cook their own
dinners, and had not laid down by 12 o’clock. The gloom of

these forest camps was quite overpow'ering
;
the want of light,

the dark sombre green of the foliage, the stillness of the air,

and the rank damp smell of decaying vegetation, all intensified

the feeling, the only sound that broke the stillness being the
murmur of the stream close by and the croaking of frogs.

Yet they are not without great beauty
;
the jagged, denuded

surfaces of the grey limestones are set off by the elegant ferns

and palms that form the underwood, and by the moss-grown
trunks and roots of the trees.

We were now close in under the high scarp of Pundengroo,
which rose boldly on the west, the long wall of grey sandstone
cliff showing well against the forest at its base, and that which
grew up to the edge of its plateau. I had to visit this hill next
day, so we took the road to the plains N’a Jiigni. Path as-

cended a short distance over a low hill, where we left the lime-
stone rocks, and descending again into a higher part of the
Um Tiingkut. Here I noticed coal in fine thick beds, and where
the strata at the base of the cliff are very highly inclined.

The ascent to Pundengroo is upon the main watershed where it

is thrown off from the cliff. This spur, as one nears it, is ex-
tremely narrow, and a part, owing to a landslip, is cut right
across; it had, however, been bridged with bamboos by the
neighbouring villagers, who go up into the forest above for
canes; but for this, we should have had great difficulty in
getting up. The platform of Pundengroo forms one of the
strongest natural positions it is possible to conceive; imme-
diately above the bridge, the path up the scarped side begins,
and is very stiff for some 600 feet. I found that the station
cleared by Lieutenant Beavan was a very commandin'’" one for
plane-tabling, but the tree selected for the theodolite'^was too
high to admit of being observed from, and had in consequence
much motion. I had therefore to give up the idea of making
it a trigonometrical station, and returned to the valley below,
continuing the march over into the valley of the <Kono-sian<r’
and encamping at the first water found in the bed of the
till Hileng tributary. This stream issued from out the lime-
stone, whicli we soon came upon after crossing the watershed.
This formation continued a long way down. The bed of the
Kongsiang is broad, and for the greater part of the distance
dry, only now and then the water shows itself. The remainder
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of the channel, which is seldom less than 50 yards, is exceed-

ingly rough and eaten into curious shaped hollows and holes

;

during the rains these portions are of course boiling rapids.

The whole valley is forest-clad, and some fine india-rubber

trees are to be seen. Just before the junction of the Sen Kiver,

the fall of the Eongsiang is considerable, at the same angle as the

dip of the limestones, which turn over and disappear far below
the upper and newer sandstone series. Close to the junction,

the whole body of the water of the Eongsiang issues from a

cave in the limestone of the right bank, and thence into a deep
pool under the cliff of high-dipping thick-bedded sandstone
rock. This pool is noted for the very large number of fish

yearly taken out of it by poisoning the water. The fishing was
at this time over, but the many old camp fires about, and the
remains of temporary sheds and drying frames of bamboo,
showed that the fishing employed a large number of people
during the month of ^November. From this pool the river is

navigable the whole way to the plains. Cliffs of sandstone
occur on the left or western bank, but the spurs on the east are
low as they approach it

;
the scenery is very striking, and it is

novel to be thus able to travel by canoe do\vn' so small a stream
with high hills rising on either hand—a proof of the recent
depression the whole range has undergone, and the subsequent
silting in the plain and troughs of the lateral valleys.
At the Habiang Garo village ofMekura, I left the dug-out, and,

while waiting for the rest of my men, went in and sat down with
the villagers, who soon assembled round me. I made a sketch of
an old lady with heavy-laden ears of brass rings, and her like-
ness being a fair oue, 1 made an impression on them, and had
numerous offers from other lookers-on to take their likenesses.
As to the old lady, she was so pleased at the notice bestowed
upon her, that she said when I rose to depart, on my coolies
coming into the place, “ What, going so soon ? why don’t you
stay ? it is getting late

;
we can find you a hut.” I, however,

refused the good lady’s offer, and marched on to the open
plains, and skirting the base of the hills, encamped in the
Bengali village of Eang-gam, lying at the base of spurs thrown
off from Marangthang peak (13811 feet), the next station to be
visited.

I was on its summit by 8 o’clock the next morning, the
30th, and commenced observing the angles. The haze, how-
ever, became so dense, that at last it was very difficult to see
the points. Kylas, my most distant ray, could not be seen
with the naked eye, and the heliotrope only appeared like a
very minute red star in the field of the telescope.

To make matters worse, I was driven nearly distracted by the
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near its embouchment into the plains, which landed us under

the first terminal spur hounding the river on the right bank.

The breadth of the river is here 350 yards, about knee-deep,

and flowing with an easy current; but both above and below the

ford the depth is greater, and uniler tin.' banks it is considerable.

Fish seemed pretty abundant. The liills on either side for

some distance up are low, tlie highest >pur being that thrown

off Joksangram, and terminate precipitously just within the

gorge. Up to 3Iutehi (that, the t'ames>ary has a direct course,

but it then takes -everal great bends round a s]mr from the
north-west and south-east; the eharaeter of these outer spurs

is that of isolated masses rising about 500 to SUO feet above
the level of tlie streams, tlic connecting ridges being very much
lower; the saddles or lower parts, only 50, lUO, and 200 feet.

The ground, overgrown with dense jungle, is therefore most
intricat(> anil diftleiilt to maj) out. At intervals up the river

wo passed wtdrs of staki's and matting, carried (piite across the
river, with passages left here and tliere for the fish to pass;

these passages were guarded by scoo|vnets worked by hand, the
tisherinau sitting and patiently waiting for the fish as they
came up, and rai.-'iiig the lever of his net from time to time;
in otiiers basket-work traps are set.

I noticed that the platforms on which the fishermen sit are
screened on the lower side, or that from which the fish working
up stream would arrive, by matting 4 foot high. The way
leads up the bed of the river, as often in the water as over
the sandy margin, crossing and recrossing from bank to bank.
Wo stojiped about 12 o'clock, to breakfast, at a deep pool
called 31utchi Gliat, at the ba-e of a high cliff: the river had
hero to be cros.-ed, and while breakfast was being cooked, our
traps and men were ferried over and the ponies swam across.
Some fishermen were here busy at work; in the deep water at
the ba-e ot the clitVs a series of deep jiarallel nets were fixed,
three to four yards apart

;
the floats of hollow bamboo, Ivine-

flat on the .-urface. gave notice directly a fish was entamded,
and then a man put otY in a canoe and took it out ; thus we
saw several fine -pecimens caught, and they had made a "ood
bag. The ]iolice and men of the survey establishment
walked oiYwith tine dinners. William-mn giving the fishermen
a present f u- the whole lot, while we enjoyed a bh of fish broiled
for our iiwn breakfast.

At Mutcld tihat we left the river for a while, ascending- and
crossiugthe north-west .and sonth-ea-t spur, striking it a^ain
about two mde- further up. Scenery verv prettv, with striking-
views ot hylas and the Tura ranges. About '4 o’clock we
reached a hue rapid, below Ilywuk ; this looked so tempting that
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I put up my rod and whipped it for about an hour, taking out

about half a dozen nice “ mahasir,” running from 3 to 5 pounds.

The river was low, but at proper seasons tlie fishing must be

splendid. Above tliis rapid the river assumes a different

character, and is for two miles deep and .still. The Garo village

of Rywuk is situated about midway, and this short distance we
nero taken up in a canoe, and it was quite dusk w hen we reached

our tent, which was already pitclied on the sands of the left

bank. On the 1.5th a halt was jnade. for I had to go up to

observe at Agal, a jioint sidectcal by i\Ir. ISelletty. A jdace was

cleared for a depot camp away out of the l»ed of the river, among
the limestone rocks of the right bank, and a new disposition had
to be made. ^Ve only took one tent, a small Tfil, and all unne-

cessary baggage was left bediind ; thus .sever, il coolie loads were

.saved, and tlie men carried rice and provisions instead, for w('

knew that little or nothing was to b(3 obtained when once the

Tiira range was crossed, until wo got into the (iwalpara district

of As'ani.

The next rapid above Rywuk has a considerable fall, but not

sufficient to prevent the pas<,agc of canoes (dug-outs)
;
these

being dragged up over the lioulders close into the bank, or up
channels formcsl by piling boulders taken out of it on either

side, and thus allowing the canoe to partially float. Kylas,
and the Tura range, here towers above tlie valley, and forms a
splendid background. Got oft’ pretty early for Agal station,

the highest, most open point on the sandstone ridge to the

west, whence a very fine prospect is to be obtained over the

maze of low hills that stretch towards the plain-. The spur is

thrown off from the high point of Dorengo, and here terminates

at the angle formed by the Lookhaee nulla and the Suraessary.

On the opposite and ea.stprn .siile of the valhyv. at nearly the

same level, two broad plateau-topped .spurs marked the ex-

tension of the horizontal s.ind-.tene .strata we were standing on
;

and between the base of the steep slopes of these spurs and the

river occurred a consideralile belt of level ground with high

scrub and grass. These small southern jilateaus were isolated

from the next sudden ri.se of l.jhO feet in the hills, forming the

main high plateau, carrving the elevated mass of stratified

rock, Kylas.

Looking westward, a succession of spur,-, one beyond the

other, given off from the Tura range, met the eye, the strata

turning up against it. On .several lull-tops, the white

pyramidal marks showed the .steady advance of the trigono-

metrical stations, ami I was glad to see the trees thinning away
on the top of IMimanram. a high priint on tlie main range, which

has since been jToved to be the highest in the Garo Hilks, viz.
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3922 feet. The credit of clearing this is due to Mr. Belletty.

Very Kttle cultivation met the eye ; some large clearings of

forest occurred here and there on the slopes from the Tiira

range ;
all the hills southward were covered with jungle, and

a few clearings of bamboo marked the whereabouts of man, but

no villages were to be made out. Looking up the river north-

east, its course was visible far above Eywuk, and both that

village and Sejoo were conspicuous on the banks, from the long

pented roofs of the houses ; such houses are not to be seen in

the outer villages. I got a good round of [angles in a very

short time at Agal. The day was splendid and clear, and the

heliotropes flashed brightly. Keturning to Eywuk our plans

were matured, and we decided to cross the range to Baduri,

visiting the new station of Dorengo (also cleared and selected by
Mr. Belletty) on our way. The road strikes the ridge of the Agal
spur

;
and on the ascent, Williamson pointed out the site of the

first stand made by the ‘Garos, on an expedition he had accom-
panied to burn Baduri, some seven years previous, in 1863. The
spot was eminently well adapted for a stand

; a rugged band of

the limestone rocks here crossed the spur, and the only path led

through an exceedingly narrow fissure in the rock ; the Garos,

however, made a feeble resistance, although the ' spot was
stockaded, and after throwing a few spears, bolted. They
again opposed the expeditionary party, on the very steep slope

under Dorengo, by rolling large stones down it ; but only two
or three men and one officer were thus bruised, and they were
driven back again. Before we ascended the hill we had break-
fast in the last ravine-bed where water is found, none being
procurable on the immediate top. On reaching the crest of the
range, the baggage was all sent on to an open spot upon the
ridge, a short distance further, and near to which on the west
side exists a small spring of water. Williamson and myself
proceeded to the trigonometrical station of Dorengo, for I had
to observe the angles there to Kylas, Wajongkorong, Joksan-
gram, Mimanram, &c. The day was lovely’, heliotropes all

showing, so this work was soon got over, with"Williamson’s aid,
recording. I worked iu my plane-table a reconnaissance of the
country, and finished by taking a general sketch of Kylas and
the hills to the east.

It was delightfully cool and pleasant at this altitude now,
Mter coming up from the level of the Sumessary valley and
Durgapur. On reaching camp, worked until it got dark, ink-
ing in the pencil detail on the plane-table, and skinning
some birds my collector had brought in. We continued our
march the next day to Baduri, descending into one rather deep
valley

; forest scenery all the way, with some striking views of
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Kylas. The charred piles of old Baduri were to be seen

still, standing up out of a new growth of rank vegetation.

The new village had been erected a few yards off. The head-

man of the place met us on the road, about a half a mile from
it, and no doubt on recognising Williamson remembered the

past, and the treatment they had then received
;
but the fellow,

a fine-looking Garo, was very civil, and the punishment had
certainly done no harm.

In the evening, we walked some distance to the westward,

through the newly-cleared jooms, where I managed to fix my
position and cut in a number of hills to the northward, on rays

laid down from Kylas.

The next day’s march carried us to Lenksram, and we wound
up the day by a rather stiff ascent to the top of a fine cleared

hill, whence I could see some fixed points and thus connect

my position. The village was situated just above our camp,
and is a small outlying hamlet of Dara’ng-Giri.

We had now worked round to the back of the Tura range
;
a

principal spur, steep on the western face, was here thrown off

to the northward
;
three hills lying upon it marking its very

direct direction n.n.e. up to the Sumessary
;
while another hill

and straight line of bluff, on the other and northern bank, marked
the continuation of this lateral axis of elevation on that side.

This part of the march lay in the bed of the above small
lateral stream, which was very narrow and full of large round
blocks, and its steep sides clothed with luxuriant ferns. The
Sumessary at this higher part of its course, 25 miles from
where we had left it, was a large river nearly waist-deep, in

fact with a far greater body of water than is seen at Hywuk,
where a large amount no doubt disappears into the many
underground channels in the nummulitic limestone. The pools

were very deep and very beautiful
;
in some were large masses

of rock, rising out of the water. The stream looked so pro-

mising for fishing, that while the loads were passing over on
the bamboo raft, and breakfast was preparing, I set up my rod,

but without success, although I rose two fine fish.

We pushed on well this day, the 19th, and by sunset got

into Dawa, situated close under the high hill of Mungrhi, which
it was desirable to clear for a trigonometrical station.

20th February.—After writing and sending off letters, we
made an ascent of Mungrhi, passing up through the fine forest

on the w’estern slope. Some 50 men (coolies) were available. I

selected the highest and western end of the hill and com-
menced felling. After we had been there a short time, Judabir,

a heliotroper, came in from Shemshang Giri, with 20 men
from that village

;
these were a great addition, and a large
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amount of clearing was effected
;

fine views were presented as

tlie great trees came down, but I could not commence any
work, which had to be deferred until the return from another

hill I had selected 9 miles to the north-west
; but it was very

doubtful, situated as it was in the midst of the independent

villages, whether we could get there. On the morning of
the 21st, just as we had started, in came a small army of

men from Shemshang Giri and Negmundal. The Mundal or

headman of the former village was among them, and we took

him on with us
;
sending the wood-cutters on with Judabir to

the hill-top. Setting aside the importance of getting the hill

cleared so soon, it was most satisfactory and encouraging to see

that so many of these people will collect and give aid so

willingly and readily at the request of our survey chuprasies.

It showed that the latter were acting with good address, and
that a good feeling existed among the villagers, a people con-
sidered so inimical. We proceeded from Dawa, along the
southern face of a ridge running w.N.w., the slopes of which
had been a good deal cleared, and large patches of bamboo were
then going down before the axe, and terrible stuff it is to pass
through when l}dng on the ground. The path was very uneven,
over the many small narrow spurs thrown off to the south.
These spread out into a low flat forest-covered country, on the
Sumessary

;
and this expanded above Shemshang Giri into a

wide plain backed by the Tura range. This expanse of open
country, with a mean elevation of 1200 feet, is an interesting
physical feature, and does not find a counterpart in the
adjacent hill country. Thanks to the numerous clearings, I
obtained a great number of plane-table fixings, and did a good
day’s work. In the evening, on a hill near Norek, I put up the
theodolite, and took angles to Mungrhi, the flag of which was
up, and peak B (3Iimanram), but it nas so hazy, few natural
objects could be intersected. Camp was formed on the bank of
the stream, flowing through the village of Norek, a largish
village of 25 houses.

22nd February.—Off early at 6 o’clock back to the station of
the previous evening, but could do nothing owing to the haze,
and returned very disappointed. The headman of this place
had to pay’ up his arrears of revenue, he was very reluctant
over it, made feeble excuses, just short of refusal, and after
causing great delay, complied. Williamson (who had shonm
most praiseworthy patience with the fellow, who was negatively
impertinent, and \\ horn a good smack in the face would have
done much good, and brought him to his senses) then asked
him to accompany us and show the way on to the next village.
Ihe fellow said he must go and get some rice for the journey,
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and went off to his house across the stream, to comply as we
supposed, but immediately bolted ;

this was the sign to the

whole village, who followed his example in a general stampede

into the dense jungle around, with the exception of one man
who happened at the time to'he standing amongst our retainers,

and he was instantly secured, to point out the road to Kangap
Giri.

Now was shown the first signs of discontent and unwillingness

on the part of the mundals of the different villages, who up to

the previous day had been most communicative. They began

to say that they did not know the road, they could not go

on
;
and while Williamson and I trudged on in front, they

lagged behind the laden Khasis, and we had at last to stop to

let them come up. A long talk ensued, every kind of excuse

was made, defeated by Williamson’s arguments; they then

stated that thei ndependent Garos were up, and even tried to

frighten us by suddenly remembering that small-pox was raging

in the next villages. While this waste of words was going on,

the only guide, the man of Norek, watching his opportunity,

dashed off into the scrubby jungle, and was immediately out of

view. This was rather awkward, for no one knew the way
;
the

path we were on being a mere track, which might only lead to

some distant and freshly-cleared ground.

It being past 10 o’clock, we made the usual halt for break-

fast ; Williamson and I, discussing the turn of events, during the

meal, determined to push on and find the way in the best

manner we could. Such delays were very serious, and were
greatly against our doing much exploration

;
our supplies of

food could only last a certain number of days, and our base was
daily farther off.

Very fortunately, when the meal was over, and loads repacked,

two men came along the road from the side of Kangap
;
they did

not bolt as we expected, but turned back with us, showing the way
as far as a hill above the village, on to which I went to observe

from. The laden coolies rested below. Huri Sing, a head
constable, who spoke Garo well, was sent with a villager into

Kangap, to see if he could get a guide or two, to show the way
to the hill Shokadum : he returned, saying he could only see 7

or 8 men in the place, all the women and children having left it.

On rejoining the coolies at the foot of the hill, the mundals
actually proposed that we should return to Norek, although

they in the first instance had recommended the route via

Kangap, declaring the independent men would oppose our

advance. Williamson told tliem that if they would not show
the southern road to Shemshang Giri we would find it our-

selves, and failing, could find our way (the one we had come by)
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ourselves without their aid, and that therefore they might go

oif at once, so disgusted was he with their conduct. This shamed
most of them, and the Bong-kong Giri and Bawa mundals

went down the hill-side towards Eangap Giri, and we followed

behind them. The mundal of Shemshang, who had been the

worst and greatest liar of the lot, hung back to the last.

About half-w'ay down the descent into the little valley we
met 3 or 4 men with spears, and they turned back with us.

Arriving in view of the open space near the village, a small

stream separating us, we found all the men were out, armed
with spears and swords to the number of about 40, who called

out and made signs for us to stop. We walked on up to the

stream, when the headman, to our surprise, came forward with

3 rupees in his hand to present as a nuzzurana, and his men I

observed all laid down their spears on the ground for a second

or two, then raised them and came crowding round us as soon

as Williamson had accepted the present.

On being told that we wanted the road shown to the next vil-

lage, they waved tlieir swords and shouted
;
eight of the younger

men ran to the front, and started on before us into thejimgle path.

The whole matter now seemed simple enough ;
they were very

naturally suspicious of owr movements and visit, and believed

we were quite ready to commit mischief, as all armed parties

visiting them from afar would do, according to their past ex-

perience
; a return on our part they would have construed into

fear, and could not be thought of. Such meetings are always
very ticklish affairs, and an emeute may occur in a moment, and
like a spark swell into great proportions ; while every village

around would be up in a few hours, and easily cut off and
render the retirement of a small party very hazardous work,
especially when night set in.

^Ve reached the second village situated on the Eangap river,

from which these hamlets take their name, and here the brutes

of mundals from the outer villages again gave trouble, and
wanted to push on out of the place. Their apparent anxiety
and forebodings were of course very unpleasant, and had a
tendency to frighten the porters, on whom we depended for

everything. We decided that whatever designs the indepen-
dent Garos might have, it was the best course to remain in the
village than go on late and pitch in the open. So we chose a
spot in the village street, close to the large house of the men,
or bolbang, and thus ended my first introduction to an inde-

pendent Garo village. The night passed off perfectly quiet,

the people not making themselves even troublesome by
curiosity. We took all precautions against any surprise, and
kept half the guard with the arms, while the other moiety
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cooked by the river-side below. We were off pretty early the

next morning, and at this hour the cold was very great, from

the low situation of the village in the damp, wooded ravine.

Williamson presented the old lukmah with a pugri and a

cloth ; and the dirty old ruffian looked quite respectable after

they were put on. Some of the men then wanted to see the

breech-loaders fired, and Williamson smashed a bottle and fired

at a tree for their amusement, each successful shot being

received with a yell of delight. We then marched off for

Bong-kong Giri, whose lukmah, as well as Kangap, desired to

pay a nuzzurana
;
these village communities are closely con-

nected, and they look to each other for example ; and thus

Rangap having owned allegiance, Bong-kong and Rong-reng
followed suit. Here two or tliree of the obstructive lukmaiis

(headmen) were sent to the right about, and told to go to their

homes, which proved the greatest blessing. The Baduri man,
however, begged to be taken on, and seemed to be ashamed of

the part he had been lately playing. With the lukmah of

Negmundal all was plain sailing, and but little prevarication

went on.

In Bong-kong Giri I saw the first Garo wearing a kind of

crown ornamented with tinsel, the honourable distinction of a
man who has taken a life in a figiit or otherwise ; one only
finds them worn in the independent villages.

From Bong-kong Giri we marched tlirough a very level

tract of grass and forest trees, to the banks of the Sumessary,
or Shemshang, as it is called in this upper part of its course.

Some very fine “ sal ” timber is to be seen here, and it is the
principal forest tree.

The Shemshang is at this place a quiet stream about 30 yards
wide and knee-deep, with low banks of sandstone. The forest

is thinner in parts here, with open glades of high grass.

After fording the river, in which we had a delicious bathe
before breakfast, we passed over the flat ground on the south,

which soon gradually ascended and crossed a low spur, and our
path dropped into the gorge of the Chibok, up which a short

distance is the village of Negmundal, two miles distant on the
right bank and about 150 feet above the river; this had now-

very little water, but its broad, bouldery bed show-ed that it

was one of the large feeders of the Shemshang that rise in the
main iura range.

The spurs on either side were here steep, and covered with
primeval forest, extending thence to the summit of the range,

six miles direct distance to the south. The day was very hot,

and we w’ere glad to sit awhile in one of the larger houses of

the place. Williamson’s turn for w'ork had now arrived, and
VOL. XLIII. D
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he was busily taking down the deposition of the headman and

others, relative to the Raja of Shushang’s people, who has been

gradually extending his influence farther and farther into the

hills, and requiring annual payment from these Garos, varying

in amount and kind
;
failing which, threats of punishment had

been undoubtedly held out, such as the assessment of their

cultivated lands, and persecution in the markets of the plains.

The lukmah here agreed to take us on to Surramphang
Hath, a place where a large annual market is held, but only

attended by Garos. No Bengalis from the plains are ever allowed

to attend it, either as buyers or sellers
;
produce and com-

modities from the plains are brought up by the outer Garos ^

cotton being exchanged on the part of the interior villagers.

Among other things taken by the latter are large numbers of
dogs, which are kittened and eaten. We saw a great number
of these at Eywuk when on our return, the people were then
getting the supply ready. Colonel Houghton, the Commis-
sioner, had been very desirous that this market-place should be
discovered and its position fixed, and it was a most satisfactory

victory over the scruples of these Garos, and the lying
stories they had told of its position, with the difficulties that
would attend our getting there ; this victory was solely gained
at the expense of long and continued talliing. Leaving the
bed of the Chibok, we followed a low ridge overlooking the flat

ground in the Shemshang, passing through large clearings of
“ sal ” forest where splendid timber had been felled and burnt

;

at three miles we reached the river, where, on the opposite
high bank, was situated the village of Eong-reng Giri, the nearest
to the hath, on the east. The river was here still navigable
for small canoes during the rains, but at this season the rapids,
which occur at intervals between the large deep pools, are
shallow, and it would be too laborious work to drag them
over such places.

Fording the river here, we pitched the tent in the village;
raised clear above the forest on the high bank, the peaks on
fke Tiira range could be seen, and enabled me to cut in its
position with accuracy.
At 7 o’clock the next morning, the 24th, we left for the hath,

leaving all the coolies in the village, and four constables in
charge. The largest and most powerful independent village,
viz. Dilmagiri, is close to Surramphang, and it was very
necessary to be guarded, in how we entered it

; it can never be
contemplated what wild tribes like these may do to oppose a
party. Our total number of police, armed with muskets, was
only 17, two head constables and an inspector, leaving very
little margin as guard in camp for a “ dour ” of this kind, and the
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worst to fear is a panic- among the porters. Eecrossing the
river we marched through the forest on the south bank of the

Shemshang in a westerly direction, taking a short detour round
by a mere forest track. The forest was here principally of
“ sal,” with scarcely any underwood

;
grass growing about two

feet high. An hour' and a quarter’s walking brought us at last

to Snrramphang, close to the right bank of the Shemshang.
There was nothing very remarkable about the place

;
no

market had been held, it was evident, for a long time, and but

for the few low huts, no one would have supposed it to be a
market-place. The Shemshang murmured over its bouldery

bed, and the forest trees towering up around shut out the view
to the southward. On the opposite bank was Samandal,
and one or two men were seen, who shouting out a warning,
vanished.

The place is named from a tree called the Surram, com-
pounded with the preposition “phang,” below. After I had
marked off our route by bearing and distance on the plane-

table, and got the bearing from the guides, of several indepen-
dent villages lying near, we retraced our steps to Eong-reng
Giri, our party not being strong enough to beard the rise of
the numerous independent villages we had now got among, and
of whom nothing was known. Fixing the position of the hath
was more than we had ever expected to do.

The Government policy is to keep quiet with these people,
and not to bring on a row if it can be avoided

;
to this policy

Williamson has to act up, much against his own wish and
feelings, for sooner or later the pressure has to be brought to
bear, owing to some unprovoked murder case, or attack on
some neighbouring village by one of its independent neighbours.
On returning to Eong-reng Giri, we had a fine s« im in the

pool, then breakfasted, and started back eastward, following
the regular hath road the whole day—sal forests, more or less

open, with glades of grass—and crossing a few bouldery ravine
beds from the Tura hills.

At Shemshang the river is very sluggish, with bouldery
bottom, and numerous “ dug-outs ” were seen, which are much
used during the rains. The place consists of three separate
hamlets on the right bank, the middle one situated just east of
the junction of the C'hibok. Close beyond this we had to cross the
river to the other bank to avoid the rather long southerly bend
of the river. At the crossing, the river was deep, and men
and baggage had to be ferried over in canoes. The banks were
here of sandstone, about 30 feet to 50 feet high. Pea-fowl were
very plentiful, and several wmre bagged. In going after one I

bad a very narrow escape from being spiked in a pitfall made
D 2
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for deer, in a run leading to a patch, of cultivation; very

fortunately I slipped in near the edge, and fell between the

side and the sharpened bamboo stakes. These pitfalls are very

dangerous, and the following season a Garo woman met her

death from one, under the following unfortunate circumstances

:

The survey party coming suddenly into a patch of cultivation,

the Garos weeding it, bolted, as they usually do
;
this woman,

in her fright taking the line of the pitfall, received a spike

right through the femoral artery of the leg, and bled to death

in a few minutes.

25th February.—Before leaving Shemshang, I had to pay up
the wood-cutters who had cleared the hill of Mungrhi ; the

payments I alway^s made with my' own hand to the men them-
selves, never allowing the money to pass through the hands of

any native of the establishment—a rule that should always be
followed with a new people such as the Garos. Getting a shot

every now and then at pea-fowl, we got back into Dawa about
11 o’clock, meeting the men with letters half-way. After
breakfasting, I went on up to the station at Mungrhi to observe
the angles

;
the day was fortunately clear, and this was very

soon got over.

26th February.—Marched at 8 o’clock over Mungrhi, and
then along its northern spur to Doboo, through virgin forest.

Crossed the Lenkra stream close to the village
;

this receives

a number of small rivulets taking their rise some six miles
north. We followed the Lenkra for about 3 miles, and then
turned up into the lately cleared ridges, between that and
the Kungrit, another tributary of the Sumessaty. Several low
conical hills were seen from here to the northward, and marked
the main watei'shed ot the hills

; while the summits of others, far
down on the north base of the range, were also visible. In this
respect the country here much resemble<l that to the north of
Jaintia, but the vegetation is very different here; sal re-
places the oak and tir of the eastern hills. The low, narrow
ridges we were on ramified in every direction, trending to the
south, having steep sides and sluggish boggy watercourses
between them, where bamboo grew in great luxuriance, mixed
wth tree growdh. The larger streams, like the Eungut, flow
in broad flat valleys, and on the slopes on either side, the
sal forest comes in, extending here and there into the open
grassy belt. Looking towards the east or Khasi side, the line
of horizon was very flat, a bluff marking the fall into the
Sumessary drainage.

On the 27th we got into the valley of the Eungut, and passed
through the two hamlets of Daroo Giri, following the stream
for 5 miles, our path often through high grass, which must be
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a swamp in the rainy season. Then reaching another small

collection of houses, forming part of Daroo Giri, we left the

Eungut on our left, and ascended the low ridge, where I

obtained a fine point of view and survey station on one of the

low conical points we had seen the previous evening. These
higher masses are bosses of gneiss, harder than the rest of the

circumjacent rock, and have thus withstood the elfects of denu-

dation, like the fine mass of Kollong in the North Khasi Hills.

The ridges we were now on had a strike e.n.e. and fell abruptly

on the north, throwing off innumerable parallel narrow spurs

to the south only. Immediately below, on the north, was a flat

grassy expanse, triangular in shape, and in which 1 found was
both the source of the Rungut and the Chichira, a large stream
flowing into the Gwalpara district and tlie Brahmaputra. This
flat valley was bounded on the west by a steep hill of gneiss,

and this continuing w.s.w. was connected with Shokadum, and
marked the western extension of the main watershed; the

continuity of which eastward, as a mountain feature, is here
broken.

We encamped in the large village of Eong-reng. The people
were civil. Jungle fowl were numerous around the village. The
next day we followed down the valley of the Chichira

; fine sal

timber seen here, hills rising abruptly from the valley on either

hand. Nearing Gabul, about five miles down, we left the river,

crossed a low spur, and pitched tent in that village. William-
son and I, after some breakfast, marched on to Mejolgiri,* a
village some thirteen miles from the plains on the north, in

order that we might lay down the road the whole way across

the hills.

From the top of the ridge we obtained a fine view to -the

northward and to a great distance westward, for this point lies

upon the edge of the northern slope, and overlooks the valley
of the Brahmaputra, and the valleys below us on the north
could be followed from their source into the plain. The little

and new swift {Cypselus infumatus, fSclater; iectorum of Jerdon)
was here extremely numerous, and exceedingly fearless

;
their

nests were built in the palm thatch of the houses, about the
eaves and on the gable ends, no higher than the head of a
person sitting about the entrance, i took them off the nest
with my hand, and kept a couple as specimens, which I could
see the Garos did not quite like. By the time we got back to

our tent in the village of Gabul, we had done a good 18 miles.

1st March.—The supplies not having arrived from Gwalpara,

* Mejolgiri is a large village, and the residence of a mundal, who was rather

astonished to see us arrive.
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a halt was made
;
but at two o’clock I started down the little

valley in which Gabul is situated, and ascended the hill on the

east, to fix its position and cut in some of the points around.

I was rewarded by another fine view of the surrounding hills.

On returning to camp, I found our fresh supplies had come
in. Williamson, who had been ailing the last day or' two, was
here rather unwell, and I was uneasy lest he should get fever,

which takes such a serious form in these jungles.

All being ready for our return journey to Shtishang, we got
ofif about 8 A.M. on the 2nd March. Our road lay for a short

distance up the Chichira, when we turned off to the east,

through some rather dense jungle, to the village of Dambo,
situated on a good-sized stream from the north-west, called the

Mandu, and which is the principal feeder of the Chichira.

While Williamson remained in the village of Dambo, taking
depositions, and receiving the annual payments, &c., I crossed

the river and ascended the steep scarp opposite
; and to the

south-east, in a clearing on the top, I got a fine and extensive
view up the Mandu valley, bounded on both sides with very
steep forest-clad slopes. On returning to the village we
followed the northern base of the porphyritic granite ridge, and
by 5 P.M. reached the village of Eong-reng, which we had pre-
viously encamped in. From here we determined to follow a
new line of country, and visit and take over the independent
village of Nongsram, where a market is occasionally held. The
road out of Rong-reng lay due south, up a ravine draining to
the north, jungle much mixed with bamboos, and showing in
places that it had been cleared many years back ; some of
it was now undergoing a second cutting. Crossed the main
watershed by a low gully, and the path then lay down a
wooded ravine, thence into an open valley of grass inter-
spersed uith sal.

^

Path excellent all the way to Nongsram, a finely built Garo
village, situated at the junction of the small stream, called the

, Rongra, that we had been following down, and the larger, the
Riingdi, from the north-w'est. We had heard that Nongsram,
hitherto independent, would, if visited by the Deputy Commis-
sioner of the Garo Hills, own allegiance like all those in their
neighbourhood.

Ihe headinan in due time produced liis nuzir, his deposition
about different matters, and a certain murder case was taken
down

; and after breakfasting, we proceeded due south down
a small valley, the Rongdu, running parallel to and east of the
Rungdi, about half-way to Swang-giri

; we ascended by some
verj steep paths into the large clearing, and got in a good deal
of country.
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Swang-giri turned out to be a yery large village, paying

revenue to tbe “seem” or chief of Nongstoin. It is situated

•close above the junction of a large stream from tbe north-east,

which rises in the Khasi country, and is called the Dat river.

Steep bluffs rise very suddenly here on the east, and tower

above the village. Crossing this, the path became bad, and

after passing some old clearing, we descended, following the

bouldery beds of watercourses until we got into a more open

valley
;

it was dusk the latter part of our journey, and the’deep

ravines, shaded by high trees and ferns, soon became very dark,

so that some of the tilings got into Sudu-giri very late. This

was a very small place of some half-<lozen houses, another small

part lydng about a mile off to the north-east.

We had noiv got to the confines of a thoroughly forest

country. On all sides, dense high forest that had never been

touched by axe met the view. Through this we marched the

whole of the next day, tlie 4th of March, crossing one high flat

plateau descending into the level of the Kengchi, flowing south-

west to join the Sumessary. Our path ran with the course,

oftener in it than out of it ;
the fall very gradual, long stiU

shallow reaches, with sandy bottoms, separated by gravelly

bouldery falls. Just before reaching tbe junction with the

Sumessary, the roar of whose waters we could hear, we struck

up over a ridge, and descended again upon that river at a
place called Kutchu (now deserted). The scenery was here

very grand, and during the height of the rains must be truly

-SO; the whole body of the water is thrown over a steep and
sudden ridge of gneiss, which strikes east and west across the
bed, into a large deep pool below'. At this time of the year,

the reduced amount of water finds its W'ay through a deep cut

or groove by several small falls on the right bank. The bed of

the Shemshang in this gorge is choked with enormous sub-

angular blocks of gneiss and sandstone ; the former from the
right or w'est, the latter from the left, or east, bank. In this

deep north and south gorge, it makes its great fall to the very
low level at Seju, some 700 or 800 feet, in 10 miles. We here
left the river and ascended the hill-side, and encamped in the
jungle close to a small ravine with water, on a plateau to

the north of the Eong-kai valley. Owing to the forest and the

low grounds we had passed through, surveying was hopeless

work, save by compass-bearing ami timing the distance.

Descended into the Kong-kai, a fine gorge in the hills,

bounded by precipitous cliffs on both sides
;
higher up towards

its source, near the Nongmen, it is known as the Mairam, and is

densely wooded for its whole course. The river was crossed by
bamboo rafts, in deep still water. Both above and below this
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point' precipitous rocks closed in the bed of tlie Eong-kai, so

that it was impossible to follow it in either direction. The
ascent from here was very steep, until we gained the top

of a spur thrown ofi’ from Kylas, which we now saw again
before us. I obtained a splendid point for sketching in the
country, in a clearing at the end of this spur overlooking the

valleys of the Sumessary and the Rong-kai, and squared up a
large area. Rtingshu, where we breakfasted, was a short way
along the same spur, and was a rather large place, with one or
two well-built “ bolbangs.” That evening we got to the base of

Kylas, to the site of my old camp, and pitched tent in the same
spot in the dark sombre forest.

Started very early for Kylas, but on reaching the trigono-

metrical station, found the atmosphere frightfully thick from
combined haze and the smoke of jungle fires

;
for all the

clearings made during the cold season, and now well dried, are

fired at this time. i\Iany and many an hour of precious time

have I lost waiting for a fall of rain to clear the air, and trian-

gulation was in consequence terribly impelled after February,
There was nothing to be done but to leave the remaining sup-

plementary angles unobserved, and we returned, struck camp,
and went back to Eungshu. 3Jy fellow-traveller had, however,
seen and enjoyed the magnificent view from Kylas

;
for haze,

although against instrumental work, adds not a little beauty to

mountain scenery, especially in the early part of the day.

On the 7th, descended through fine wooded slopes to Seju
on the Sumessary, a fine large village on Ihe right bank;
made a sketch of it while breakfast was preparing and the
coolies and baggage were being ferried over. Capt. Williamson
had now to see into a murder case; information regarding it

had been accumulating, and we heard that the murderers were
in the upper village of Seju, and we were paddled up the deep
reach in a “dug-out,” with some police in another, and land-
ing, the headman was called on to produce them; we had a
great deal of talk, and the men not being produced or found,
the headman was made a prisoner. I rather pitied the poor
old man, for his own son was one of the murderers

; and still more
did 1 do so when I afterwards saw the son, a fine athletic vouno-
fellow and one of the best types of Garo I had seen. Lim^
stone slopes are not to be passed without a search for shells,
and I made an examination in the shady side above the pool

;
their plenty is quite astonishing, and I collected in about a
quarter of an hour some twelve different species, though none
new, as I had previotisly obtained them in like ground else-
where. After thus testing the molluscan wealth of the limestone
rocks, the minuteness of some of the shells appearing to give
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great amusement to my companion, whom I enlisted in my
service as collector, we- turned our attention to the rapid

below the pool. I put up my rod and got good sport, taking

one mahseer and nine basa, the last a siluroid fish, running

about 1^ lb., which I had never yet seen rise to fly. They
came at it most ravenously and afforded much sport, fighting

most actively and vigorously. This would be a splendid fishing

river later on after the first freshets. About 2 p.m. we dropped

down the Sumessary in canoes to Rywnk, reaching our old

camp just about sundown, thus completing the circuit of our

most interesting and pleasant tour ; and who would not envy

the life of a surveyor or district officer in a mountain district

of India ? However hard the work, or however detrimental it

may be to the constitution, it has charms and excitement no
other kind of life can produce.

The 8th was our last day in the hills. Kundahs (dug-outs)

fastened together into rafts took the whole party down the

river to Shushang; at the pool below Eywuk I took some
parting casts, and landed some nice mahseer, one of which was
rapidly transferred to the pot.

Williamson’s work was completed by the police bringing in

the two men concerned in the murder case, who had given

themselves up, owing to the pressure brought to bear on them
by the rest of their own community, and being now secured, the
old headman was released.

The son was, at Shushang, handed over to a party of the
Khasi police, who had some time previously come round to appre-

hend the men
;

for the murder having taken place in the Khasi
district at a village called Kongsopha, the murderers were
well known, and had been seen.

It was the old story—revenge for some former wrong. I left

India soon after, and so never learnt the flite of the well-made
young fellow, who, unmindful of the terrible position he wms in,

poled our raft the greater part of the way down the river. One
could not blame him

;
the part he had jilayed was a part

and parcel of a Oaro’s duty, probably instilled into, him by his

own mother’, and considered a right and honourable act by the

men of his race. Is it right in us to carry out the full penalty
of the law upon these wild tribes ? and is it not best to attempt
their improvement in the Andamans? where, if not improved,
they can at least be made useful, until their natural death.

Never tired of the ever-changing and lovely views as we
dropped down the winrling Sumessary—Kylas and the Trira

ever towering in the background—we got into Agarkote just

after dark, and thus passed away the last hours of the recon-

naissance we had made.
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GEOLOGICAL APPENDIX.

The geological formations of the country are the same as seen in the Khiisi

Hills, and have been described by Mr. H. B. MedUcott in a report entitled

“ On the Prospects of H seful Coal being obtained in the Garrow Hills, Bengal,”

and in his “ Geological Sketch of the Shillong Plateau.” We have a con-

siderable thickness of cretaceous rocks resting on gneiss, capped by nummulitic

limestone and later tertiary sandstones. These last, forming a very narrow

belt at the base of the Khiisi Hills, here further west, form a broad belt of

low ridges between the high metamorphic ridges and the plains. The section

in the Um Blay, near Puna Tith, has been fully described by Mr. Medlicott,

and I would refer the reader to his account of it. I followed up the first

large tributary from the north-east after entering the hills, for about a quarter

of a mile, to where the secondary sandstone forming the spur on the left bank
ended, and is clearly seen abutting against a steep surface of the amygdaloid
trap (the Sylhet trap of Medlicott). The massive distinctly- marked flows of

this rook dipped 20° northerly, and rose from here on both sides of the ravine

precipitously and high above the sedimentary rocks. These last have a very
slight inclination south, and apjiear to be here quite cut off by the trap). This
point is the most westerly known extension of the Sylhet trap), for I have
never come across it in the Giro Hills in any part I have visited, and I do not
think it will be met with there

; it occurs, too, where a decided change in the
physical aspect of the whole mountain mass westward takes place, where
the sedimentary rocks are less disturbed, and less elevated above the sea-

level.

I found fossils in the same relative piosition as those mentioned by Mr.
Medlicott, viz. in the lowest beds ; these differ much in composition from the
lowest beds we find a short distance north and west, where they rest imme-
diately on the gneiss. The fossils were by no means numerous, but scattered
through the rook here and there, so that it would take many days of hard
stone-breaking to make anything of a collection. The secondary sandstone
rises in a precipritous bluff to the west of Puna Tith, overhanging the Um
Kanchiang Hiver, and a broad plateau of hard sandstone beds, covered with
scanty grass and but few trees, extends all the way to Xongkulang. Only in
one place was a thin outUne of nummulitic limestone seen

; but°at Mao-ma
Si, about 2 miles north-east of, and with the rise in, the Nongkidang Hill, it

is seen in considerable thickness, 420 feet, the lowest bed at base of the
hill being 1340 feet above the sea. At 1760 feet fossiliferous sandstones suc-
ceed, and of these 150 to 200 feet cap the ridge, and are richer in the higher
beds. There is a decided thickening of these sandstones south of the ridve,
within a very short distance, for massive bedded, coarser, and non-fossilifero'iis
beds come in, resting on limestone, the uppier level of which is reduced to
1480_feet, and this difference of 280 feet is greater than the low dip of about
5° will allow for, and marks an unconformity' m the two dcpiosits. The above
section is seen in the first large ravine on path to Purjonkha. A ridn-e of
secondary sandstone bounds this on the west, and crossing it, the nummulitic
limestone is seen again dipiping 18^ west, marking a low north and south roll
in the beds.

A very interesting section is presented under Pundengroo
;
the steep scarp

of this hill bcar.s north and south, rising some 1700 feet froru the bed of theUm Tiingkut, a tiibiitary of the Um^Blay. In the bed of this river rolled
pebbles of gneiss occur, and 200 yards from its junction with the Daokikha the
lirnestone beds are seen, and turn up at 15° x.x.e. : it is here of no great
thiclrness, perhaps 200 feet, and rests apiparcntly conformable on secondary
sandstone, as one ascends, the ravine

;
the section is then lost, but a quarter
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of a mile further on in the bed of the same ravine, where the path strides it, the
sandstones, now close under the scarp, are as much as 70^, and 200 yards
further are perpendicular, strike sr.x.w. Coal-beds here occur, and an excel-

lent section is exposed in the bed of the stream and on the steep left bank.
The section measured here from e.x.e. to w.s.w. :

—

Sandstone
Coal
Sandstone
Coal

Sandstone
Coal

Sandstone

Thm carbonic shale

Sandstone

Coal

Sandstone

Feet. In.

unknown.
4 0
0 6

6 0
10 0
8 0

18 0
0 9
7 0
3 0

unknown.

Or about 20 feet of coal, for the beds are not very regular in thickness.

This north and south uniclinal bend of the whole mass of sedimentary
rocks has consequently produced the Pundengroo scarp, such a marked physical
feature of the country, and carried the secondary rocks to a much higher level

than they are found on the east towards Puna Tith. Following the ravine
up above the coal section, the massive sandstones are reduced in dip to 30'’

E.N.E., and rest on gneiss, and a short distance further, at the base of the scarp,

are almost level. Near the top of the scarp some inferior shaly coal was seen
lying about on the surface occurring in the highest beds, but the nummulitio
limestone does not occur, and is nowhere seen on the ridge all the way to
Kylas, and not until we reach the valley of the Sumessary, denudation
having removed it and the highest beds of the cretaceous rocks.

East of Pundengroo is the deep valley of the Mahadeo River. The lime-
stone was seen in its usual jxjsition above Emdung, 5 miles from its embouch-
ment into the plains, dipping 2.5^ south. I was unable to follow the valley
higher, and to observe the section near the junction with the secondary formation.
In the fine cliff sections exposed at the extreme head of the valley, coal was
seen in extensive beds, and ten well-marked ones were counted. The cliffs

cannot be less than 1000 feet high. The thickest bed, certainly not less than
10 feet, lay about half-way up, with two well-defined beds of less thickness
just above and within 30 or 40 feet of it. Time did not admit of a closer

inspection
;

it would have been a long and difficult matter selecting and
opening a path into the deep gorge where this section is to be seen. Here is

the finest and most extensive development of the cretaceous coal in this part
of the hills

;
and from the appearance of the beds and the long distance they

can be traced along the face of the cliff, I am inclined to think they may at
some future time be turned to profitable account. That in this area they have
a considerable horizontal extension is proved by their presence along the line
of ridge to Pundengroo, in the Bao Tith or Um Tith just north of that hill,

where the bed of the stream is full of large blocks of coal brought down from
above. 10 miles east, near Nongkerasi, north of Nongkulang, the section men-
tioned in a former paper,* finds an equally thick coal series which thins out on
the east. It is certainly the most extensive cretaceous coal deposit in the
Khasi-Garo Range

; unfortunately the beds lie in a part of the hills almost
uninhabited, and are at a somewhat considerable distance from the plains ;

the distance is, however, less than from the beds of nummulitio coal at Cherra

* In the ‘ Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal,’ 1870.
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Pooniee to the base of the hills at Teria, to where coal is taken m small quan-

tities, and the descent is much less. The beds in the Mabadeo valley are greater

in extent than the Cheira coal-beds, and are the most acces>ible,it a road were

made to Emdung, water communication with the plains existing here for

several months in the year.
v r vn

In the Gonassery the sections exposed along the outer line ot the hills,

showed the tertiary rocks to dip about 60“ south, the dip increasing towards

the plains. These sandstones continue the whole way to above Kunchuiig,

thick-bedded and soft, mostly of a pale grey colour, with but few strings of

pebbles. The high dip seen in the outermost section sinks to 10“ s. and s.s.w.,

here and there almost hoiizoiital, and I did not observe a northerly dip; a

series the whole way of low uniclinal waves. At Kuiichung a dip of 20° was

succeeded by nearly horizontal strata ;
two miles above Kunchfmg more shaly

and finer beds are seen, and a salt-spring occurs. Just beyond this, the

nummulitic limestone is separated from the thick-beddi d tertiary sandstone,

by a considerable thickness of hard, blue, nodular clays, dipping 65° to 70°

south-westward. The limestone that succeeds is of great thickness, and the

bed of the stream, which has cut its way through it, becomes quite impassable.

The limestone beds, at first dipping 50°, bend sharply over for 200 yards,

with a low northeily underlie, amt again resume the oiiginal high south and

we.steiiy inclination.

The steep spur that has to be ascended to avoid the rooky bed of the river,

is of secondary rock, and the path descends to the junction of the Kiiiignu, a

large stream ;
this and tlie Gonassery mark the junction with the metamurphic

rocks. The salient angle between the two rivers is a steep slope of gneiss,

the edge of a considerable plateau, on which rises the imposing mass of Kylas,

secondaiy sandstone, nearly hoiizontal and 500 feet thick. Immediately north

of the village of Cliikniung is another but smaller mass of the same formation,

called Daogiirung, and between that and Kylas is a road to llungshu and the

valley of the Suinessary. No coal is seen in the Gonasseiy section of the

secondary series. Between the edge of the metamorpliic plateau and the

base of the sandstone mass, the lowest beds are seen in outliers near Chik-

mfing
;
they consist of coarse blue and purple sandstone wuh quartz pebbles of

small size, very hard and compact wliere it rests immediately on the gneiss,

and might be taken for it on a casual glance. It is quite similar to some
beds at base of secondary senes seen on the high plateau ol the Khasi Hills to

the east and north-east. Crossing tlie watershed at the head of the Gonassery,

the secondary sandstones are lound dipping towards the east, still resting on the

gneiss
;
this upthrow carries them to a liigher level than at Daogiirung, and

finally they overtop all at Kylas, the uppermost beils being as high as the

higliest part of the Western Tiira range ol the metamorphio rocks. The
upper beds are fine and contain very few pebbles. Near the eastern summit
ot Kylas, at 2341 feet, very tlim carbonaceous shales are met with on the

path, showing that tlie coal fines out westward. North of Kylas, near
Kuugshu, tlie cretaceous rocks occur in two outliers upon the metamor-
phic spur, gradually falling with a low northerly dip. On the west they
bend over in that diiectioii sharpily, and disappear under the horizontal

nummulitic and newer sandstone in tlie valley of the Sumessary near Bywiik,
vide section sketched in Jlr. H. B. Medlicott’s paper, 'i'o tlie west of the

Sumessari’, north of Hywuk, cretaceous sandstone again composes some out-

lying masses at a high level near Badiiri, and on descending into the valley

of the Rungtiiiu, noith of tlie mctaniorpliic axis of elevation, they are met
with again at a far lower level consideiably dtsturhed with a high s.s.w. dip;
following this valley up to Lenksrain, it thinly caps the lulls on the north,
and continues to Chihong Giri, occurring upon a x.n.e.

-

s.s.w. minor lateral

axis of elevation in three conspicuous thick outliers. West of this, at Chibong
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Giri, thin beds cap the metamorphic, and have a westerly roll. All these

lowest beds north of the main ‘I'ura axis are much changed in composition,

are much finer, and show a considerable thickness of a pure, white, soapy,

kaolin-like rock. North of Chibong Giri the sandstone terminates abruptly

with the Shemshang River, which has cut down into tlie gneiss. North of

Kutchu, on the Sumessary, the secondary sand.stones have the same relative

low position, and are horizontal, the steep extremely straight lines of bluff

in which the plateau terminates, giving a very characteristic apiiearance to this

part of the river. Still higher up the Shemshang, horizontal sections are seen in

the low banks of that river up to Rong-reng Giri
;
but closer into the main range

of the Tiira they dip south, and such a section can be seen near the junction

of the Riingrhi with the Sumessary on the path to Surramphang, where it is

20°. The general horizontality of the sand.stones has given the country on

the Upper Shemshang the character of a flat, wide, open valley of considerable

extent—a good example of how physical features are affected by geological

structure. On the north bank, the plain is a good deal cut up by small ravines

concealed by the forest that covers the country. The extreme northern

boundary of the sedimentary rocks is, however, reached with the ridge of

gneiss running from the conspicuous and isolated hill of Mungrhi to Shokadum ;

a section at the junction was not obtained, but such a sudden termination of

horizontal beds would probably be against a rather steep face of the meta-

morphics. Mungrhi is gneiss of the kind seen in the Khasi Hills, of which
Kollong rock is a good example (porphyritic).

The Mfingrbi mass extends thence in a direct north-easterly direction, and
forms the northern steep scarp bounding the Mandu River, carrying it directly

into the same relative position this rock holds in the northern face of the

Khasi Hills. From this ridge (the main watershed) the whole extent of hill-

country is of the metamorphic rocks. It differs in one respect from the Khasi
side—no intrusive rocks were seen. I traversed the whole line to Mejolgiri

along the valley of the Chichira, where, if trap occurs at all, it could not fail

to show in the debris on cither side of the valley or in the bed of the river.

The beds seen above the nummulitic limestone near Rywuk, and which com-
pose the Agal ridge to the west of the Sumessary, are the same as the supra-
nummulitic first noticed by me at Nongkulang, and I propose to designate

them the Nongkulang series ; the fossils are identical. It is here quite con-
formable, no local unconformability being seen, as occurs in one or two spots

on the east. Also over a large area, no marked line of separation can he
-ound between the nummulitic limestone and the cretaceous sandstones

;
they

appear quite conformable.

There is evidence, I think, in all the sections, that the cretaceous rocks were
deposited on an originally sloping surface ot the metamorphics

;
that the isolated

masses of stratified rocks now seen dotted about the country owe their origin

and permanence to very local elevations on the upheaval of the whole moun-
tain system, and, being more yielding, were carried up, falling over into more
or less sudden uniclinal bends. The steady dip of the strata away from Kylas,
seen east and west of it, particularly on the south, is an instance of a very local

dome-like upheaval of that mass. The un«iual elevation of the whole range
has produced the north and south dislocations marked by the great and
repeated changes of level in the base of the sedimentary rocks so well dis-

played at Pundengroo, at the head of the Mahadeo, and between Kylas and
.Daogurung, these marked also by the lateral valleys. The Sumessary marks
the greatest line of rupture, all the sedimentary deposits being greatlv- lower
on the west than on the east ; and this line is continuous, taken up by the

courses of Piungdi and Chichira to Damra, at the base of the hill system on
the north. Medlicott’s conjecture of a bend in the crystalline rocks at Pliju

to form the base of Kylas, and thus bringing in the cretaceous, is proved

correct.
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In this section of the hiUs, -we have, looking at their general physical con-

struction, two main lines of elevation,—the northern and principal from

Laubersat, on the main watershed of the range on the south-east, continuing

north-west to Damra and Gwalpara
;
the southern, the Tiira, from hTongku-

lanv, Kylas, Mimanram, with a direction from e.s.e. to w.n.w. Interme-

diately, a third and subsidiary^ with a more north-westerly trend than the last,

extending from Kokhlam, Lumdekor, to klungrhi, well marked by the north-

ernmost extension of the cretaceous rocks. West of Mungrhi it forms again

a portion of the main watershed of the hills, and this line, extended north-west,

falls on Doobri, the last western outlier of the crystalline rocks. The south-

east, north-west, lines of main watershed are connected by portions nearly at

rio-ht angles, or with north-east, south-west directions. The main drainage

lines, from a certain regular airangemcnt and their intimate connection with

undoubted dislocations, appear to mark a system of great joints, with former

displacements of sections of the surface, which have occurred in the crystalline

rocks. Everywhere are to be seen interesting examples of how subsequent

denudation has affected the general aspect of these hills as they are traversed^

from west to east into the Kliasi and Jaintia districts. ^

'

Orographically there is a similarity which connects this area with the

Himalayas on the north, as shown m the great longitudinal feature marked by
the bend of the Brahmaputra, and successively by the Guddadhiir, in the Dooars,

and deep valley of the Mochu to Tiinakha in Bhutan, of which the Wangchu
is a supplementary feature or ramification. Again, the 'deep breaks through

the Garo range, of the Sume.Sbary and Um Pday, which together throw the

watershed of "the range to within 10 miles of its northern base, have corre-

sponding great gorges in the Bhutan Himalaya, viz. tlie Champanotee or

Matteesum and the Jlanass. AVhile proceeding east to long. 93°, we have the

next great geograplncal depression, with corresponding geological changes,

maiked by the Kopili, liaving as its vis-a-vis, on the northern side of the

Assam valley, the river Bliorolec. Such features cannot, I think, be acci-

dental, but must be connected with past orographical movements on the
contraction of the earth’s crust.

II.—On a 'Projected Railway Route over the Andes, from the

Argentine Rejnillic. By R. Crawford, m.a., c.e.

[lierid, December 0th, 1872.]

In' compliance with a request that I should endeavour, while
engaged upon the surveys for the proposed “Transandine
Railway ” from Buenos Ayres to Chile, hy the “ Planchon ” Pass,
to collect all such information as VDuld be of interest to the
Royal Geographical Society, I beg now to forward the results
of our explorations and observations.

I have had a map of a. portion of Chile and the Argentine
territory carefully compiled to a scale of yoyVdo’ the
results of our surveys and explorations marked upon it. On
examination it will he found that some important geographical
knowledge has been added to previously existing maps. For
instance, the Rio Grande, which takes its rise in the Andes and.
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after receiTing the contributions of various tributary rivers,

flows through the Pampas and falls into the Atlantic at about

latitude 31P 55' S. under the name of the Itio Colorado, was

found to be altogether difl’erent in direction and extent to what
had hitherto been supposed.

This river has its origin from two .^ejuirate sources. The h s.s

important one is that of tlu' Rio de los Ciegos, a very small

stream, which take.s its rise witldii one hundred yaids of the

watershed of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans at the Planehnu

Pass; after a short^nd unimportant conise this rivulet takes

the name of the Aznfre. w hidi in its turn is changed to that of

Valenzuela, and this latter again lo.ses itself at its confluence

with the Tordillo (about 2U miles from the watershed), the

united waters of the two rivers taking tht' name of Pio (Trande.

The other and more important source is the Pio Tordillo,

which, springing from near lat. .‘>5^
.s. ami long. TtP W'.. receives in

its course the waters of the Pio del C'obre, Pio de ^auta Ileleiia,

Pio de las Vacas, and Pio de las Cuevas, and of some minor

streams, aud terminates, as already explained, at its junction

with the Pio Valenzuela in what tlien becomes the Pio G-rande.

From this point to where the Pio Grande left the mountains
aud entered upon tlie Pampas was supposed to be api)roxi-

mately 81 miles, occuning (according to the map of tseiior

Eossetti, professor in the Univor.>itv of lJuenos Ayzes, which was
publislied in 187(1) in abozzt lat. .30’ 3' .s. and loizg. 09’ 25' w.,

whereas it has now boezz explored for a distazzce of 142 miles

down its course, azid even then there was no sign of its leziviug

the mountains and ezztering on the Panzpzis. as it wzis reported

to do at the much shorter distazzce of 81 zzzilcs. It was traced

down as far as lat. 30" 42' and long. 09’ 43', when the exjilora-

tion of the vzdicy had to be discozztizzized. in conseqzzeuee of the

absence of all vegetatimi azzd the impossibility of procuring

food for the mizlcs (the gz’ouzid being covered with volcanic

scorim azid cinders). 8ozzz(" new rivers tlowing izzto tlziz Grazzde

(not shown on other map>) were zuct with, azzd zzzarked dowzz in

their cori-ect positions. The most impozdant of these being the

Pio Chico, which is alzuost as laz-ge as the Grazzde itself at

their poizzt of junctiozz. With regard to tlze zuoziiztains zind

hill shading showzi upon tlze znap accoznpanyizzg tlzis lettez-, I

have preferred merely to have tlze results of our surveys and
exploratiozis given, as iufurznatiozi tlic (‘orreetDess of which

we were not certain of would be of bzzt little AciIuo to the

Geographical kSociety.

Before I left Ezigl'aud izi 3Iarcb 1871, the Assistant-Secretary

of the Society requested that particular zittezztiou should be

paid to the physical character of the eastern side of the
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Andes. I consequently availed myself of every opportunity for

malting notes and sketches of these mountains, which, although
very rough, serve to convey a correct idea of the character of
the Andes from Mendoza to the Planchon Pass.

As to their geological structure, they are principally of
igneous origin

;
numerous extinct volcanoes are to be found

among them, but the only active one we saw was the Planchon,
which geographers call Petroa. Basalt, lava, pumice-stone,
volcanic ashes, scoriae, and cinders abound on everv side

; but
stratified rocks are also to be found, limestone and sandstone
occurring in various places. Granite, as far as we saw, was not
of frequent occurrence. Many of the mountains consist of a
soft rock, in character somewhat like chalky clay, which, from
exposure to the air, is very much worn, the softer parts falling
away and the harder alone retaining their positions, assuming
in many cases fantastic shapes like the Gothic turrets of some
old, time-worn castle or church.
The variety of colouring in the soils which compose the

mountain slopes is sometimes most striking and beautiful, blue
red, yellow, and white meeting in strong contrast (not shaded
into each other), producing a wonderful effect. This is in a
great measure due to the almost tc>tal absence of vegetation
which is scarcely anywhere to be found among the Andes’
except in the valleys and near wafer. Along the eastern slopes
not a tree is anywhere to be seen, except an occasional one in
the most sheltered and protected spots

; but a coarse kind of
brushwood is common in manv places.
To turn now to the Pampas. They have been so often

described m books of travel that but little is left to be said ofthem Ihey are vast plains marked by but slight undulations
near the sea coast, but becoming more uneven and broken in
their surface as the mountains are approached, and on the eastern
half ot the continent tlieyare generally rich and fertile, covered
with high grass, but almost totally devoid of trees, the fewstunted specimens which are met with at rare intervals scarcelydeserving to be noticed. ^

Some peculiar-shaped sand-hills occur in different placesThp aie called Medanos” by the natives, and are generallyhollowed out in the centre to an equal or greater depth than

in orro?them"wr
Irequently encircle smaU lakes.

1 one ot them, where there was no trace of there ever havino-jeen a settlement, we found potatoes growing wild They were

those ohiehke tried to'Cen”™*
'"

-^early all the lakes we passed on the PamVs were salt.
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and the same peculiarity attaches, to a p^eat extent, to the

rivers in the same locality. This is especially the case during-

dry seasons, but after heavy rains, when the rivers are flooded,

they can sometimes be used for drinking-water, being at such

times less impregnated with salt.

The only rivers met with, until more than half the continent

was crossed, were the Salado and the Eio Quinto. I think,

however, that it is extremely doubtful whether they do not, in

reality form but one river. The Eio Quinto loses itself in a

large marsh called the Amarga, or rather it becorqes absorbed

in the loose sandy soil which forms the Amarga, and not far

from the same place the river Salado takes its rise. It is,

therefore, I think, highly probable that the water passes through

the porous soil from the one river to the other.

The Eio Quinto, follow ing the reverse to the ordinary rule of

rivers, becomes more important as you proceed up it. When
we travelled along it the season was very dry, and there was

little water in its sandy bed
;
during floods, however, it must

be a large river. At Mercedes it has cut a channel 1270 yards

wide and about 20 feet deep, and within this again, another

still deeper, 890 yards across and from 0 to 7 feet deep, below

the bottom of the other channel. The sand in the bed of the

river is mixed with innumerable small scales of bright yellow'

mica, which give it a rich and dazzling appearance.

Until the Rio Quinto is reached, and along its course, the soil

is fertile, but between the provinces of San Luis and Mendoza
there is an extensive desert covered with but little else than

pure whitish sand. Tow'ards the mountains the soil becomes

mixed with gravel, and, with the exception of wliere it receives

irrigation by natural or artificial means, it is not fertile.

The average height of the plains, at about 100 miles west of

Buenos Ayres, is irom 150 to 160 feet above the sea-level, and

it rises to about 2800 at the foot of the Andes. The highest

point of the Planchon Pass, at the summit of the range, is 8225

feet above the sea.

It may be well to guard against a possible misconception

arising with regard to the frontiers of the Argentine Republic.

There is a line of forts, but these are generally a few mud
huts collected together and a small ditch dug around them to

prevent the Indians, who seldom dismount from their horses,

coming into them. Many of these forts have only from 6 to 8

oi> 10 soldiers in them, others 20 to 30, and a few from 200 to

300 ; whereas at the Villa Mercedes, the only place of importance

along the whole line, there are generally upwards of 300 troops

stationed, it being the headquarters of the general command-
ing-in-chief on the frontiers. There are, for the most part, no

VOL. XLIII. E
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settlers anywliere near tlie frontier, and the Indians pass in and

out at pleasure.

The frequency of these invasions, especially of late, has been

such as to draw"down the almost universal condemnation of the

press on the administration of the War Department, and it is

not unlikely that energetic measures may be adopted by the

Government for the better protection of the frontiers.

The principal animals met with were small deer (Cervus

camyestris), which were very numerous on the plains, as were

ostriches (Phea), vizcachas, foxes, Patagonian hares, large

lizards (4 feet long), and two or three species of armadillo.

Among the mountains guanacos abound, and an animal about

the size of a small cat, like the chinchilla in colour and ap-

pearance, was seen; it was called by the natives the rock

vizcacha. Some wild eats were also met with on the plains

;

and pumas, both on the Pampas and among the mountains, but

none of the party saw a jaguar during the entire journey.

Condors were very numerous among the Andes, and some

eagles were seen. On the Pampas, three different kinds of

partridge u ere met with, as were also blue eagles, black bald-

headed vultures, other vultures, and a great variety of hawks,

and three or four different kinds of owls. Many kinds of wild

ducks frequent the lagunas, as do also white herons, storks,

rose-coloured flamingoes, and hombills, besides various kinds

of ibis and small white egrets with most delicate plumes.

Where trees were found, wild-pigeons were exceedingly numerous,
as were also doves and small green parrots.

Ko wild cattle were anywhere to be seen, and only on two or

three occasions were wild horses met with, and then in very
small numbers. I have endeavoured to touch upon all the
points of interest in connection with the expedition, and I hope
that the foregoing, taken along with my report, may furnish

some information not previously known.

Extracts from Mr. Crawford’s Official Report.

fVe left ^Mendoza upon the 17th February, and, marching by waj- of
San Carlo.s, eventually succeeded in joining the Chilian party in the valley of
las Lehas Amardlas on February 29th.
Tpon learning the results of their work up to that time, it appeared that

a practicable line had Iteen found over the Plnnchon summit, althoudi its
heisht above the level of the sea proved to bo 8225 feet.

°

During the jirogres.s of the surveys of the preceding season, although the
line did not reach the summit, it became lierfectly evident that the rate -of
inclination of the western slope of the Andes, and the height of the Planchon
a^s aho\ e the sea, were both very much greater than what had previously

been supposed, dho nc.xt step to be taken was to see if any tributary valley
to the leno offered greater facilities for ascending the mountains. Upon
examination, the only one which afforded any prospect of success in this
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direction was tliat of the Eio Claro
; but, although very favourable for a con-

siderable portion of its length, towards its source the rise is so rapid that all

idea of this route had to be given up.

There remained no help lor it but to abandon a considerable portion of

the line which had been traced up the bottom of the Teuo Valley, near the

river’s edge, and to endeavour, by rising gradually along the higher sloping

ground on the hill-sides, and by a zigzag course in the narrow gorges, to

attain to the required elevation, which was successfully accomiilished.

From the summit downwards, on the east side of the mountains, for

a considerable distance, no difficulty of importance presents itself
;
the line

naturally following the course traced out for it by the rivers Ciegos and
Azufre. It is not until after it enters the narrow and tortuous valley of the

Valenzuela that important obstacles are met with. These arise principally

from the very sidelong nature of the gi'ound and the rapid fall oi the river,

which is in reality a mountain torrent ; towards its lower end this valley

becomes less difficult for railway construction.

Up to this point there is no choice or selection as to the route to follow,

there being hut one practicable hue ;
but here the opening in the mountains,

through which the River Tordillo flows, seemed to oft'er a prospect of obtaining

a tolerable direct line to San Rafael
;
consequently the party, as already stated,

surveyed up the Rio Tordillo, through the Valley Hermoso, aud over the

lowest part of the watershed which separates the streams flowing respectively

into the Tordillo and Salado, in all a distance of 45 kilometres irom the

junction of those rivers, from which point downwards their united waters take

the name of the Eio Grande,

Unfortunately the height of this summit proved to be considerably more
than that of the Planchon Pass itself, and the distance across it so great as to

render the route practically impossible for a railway.

We therefore moved towards the valley of the Rio Grande on the 3rd of

TIarch, a military escort of twenty men having joined us the previous

evening.

Upon reaching the Rio Grande, two surveying parties were formed to

work independently of each other, so as to expedite the progress of the survey.

I accompanied the lower one, and penetrated as far down the valley as it was

possible for me to go, bearing in mind that I bad to return and pass over the

Planchon into Chile, and that the middle of March was considered to be the

latest date to which this could be deferred. Subsequently these explorations

were extended much further, and the Rio Grande examined for a distance of

135 English miles down its course; and even then there was no sign of the

Rio de las Barrancas, or of a termination of the mountains and the river enter-

ing on the Pampas (which is shown on maps as occurring at a distance of

only 81 English miles from the junction of the Tordillo and Valenzuela).

The valley of this river, which at first presents a fine open appearance, is

frequently narrow ed, and in many cases almost closed in, by high mountains

approaching the water’s edge. There are some open sjiaces along it at intervals,

but it is by no means an easy valley through which to trace a line of railway,

and towards its lower end it becomes almost inaccessible
;
the river cutting its

way through rugged igneous rocks with jicrjieudicular clifl's on either side, and

nothing but scori.e and tlie debris of extinct volcanoes covering the ground,

and obliterating all traces of vegetation.

Throughout the entire 135 English miles there is but one place where

a railway can leave the Rio Grande, and that is at one of the open spaces

before referred to, known as the ‘Llano Blanco.’ At the head of this the

Chinqucco, flowing into the Grande, has cut its way througli the more abrupt

mountains which shut in the latter on both sides.

This place, which occurs at kilometre 130 on the survey line, was selected

£ 2
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as the point at niiich to diverge from the Rio Grande ; hut, as there seemed

to he two directions, either of which might be taken, both had to he surveyed

in order to determine which was the better.

One was np a stream called the Vatra, and the other by the Chinqueco.

The former gave very good gradients as far as the summit called Yatraco, on
the east side of which, however, the descent was so abrupt as to render it im-
practicable. The line by the Chinqueco had therefore to he adopted.

On approaching the source of the last-mentioned stream the railway
pierces, by means of a tunnel IGOO yards long, through the summit known as

the Llano Blanco Pass, entering on the other side into the valley of the

Arroyo Pota-mayim, and thence, descending by the Manzano and Malargue,
crosses from the latter to the Kio Atuel at a short distance below this river's

junction with the Rio Salado.

From this point the line follows approximately the course of the Atuel
till nearly reaching San Rafael, which it approaches through the valley of the
Pintada, crossing the Rio Diamante just below the town.

Another and a shorter line into San Rafael was examined and surveyed,
but the gradients and works upon it were so heavy as to cause it to be
abandoned in favour of the one which was adopted.

Previously to this I had, as alreadv intimated, left the lower iiarty of
engineers to continue the surveys to San Rafael, and thence to the point in the
Pampas where they had been abandoned

;
and, on the 1.5th of iMarch, I joined

the staff from the west coast, and acconiiianied them hack to Chile over the
Planchoii Pass to the Teno Valley, following the line which had been surveyed
for the proposed railway and examining it carefully.

I left Valparaiso on the 14th of April, per steamer, for Montevideo, hut,
upon reaching the latter city, I was unable to proceed to Buenos Ayres till

the 11th of June, owing to that port being closed to all persons coming from
Uruguay, in consequence of an outbreak of yellow fever at Montevideo.”

Upon the surveying party, which I left on the east slope of the Andes,
having reached San Rafael w ith the line, the Government of Buenos Ayres,
considering it unnecessary to proceed further, issued instructions, through the
Governor of Mendoza, to discontinue the work, which was accordingly done ,-

tlie staff returning to Buenos Ayres, where the last of the expedition'arrived
on the 20th July, 18T2.

The_^ total distance from Buenos Ayres to Valparaiso by the proposed route
is 11035 English mile.s, of which ihere are already constructed 3195, leaving
still to be made 784 miles.

Charucter aivl rtculutritks of the Soil.

For some distance after leaving Bragado the land was of an inferior quality
hut it gradually became better, and the Pampas, as far as the survey was
continued, may be consldcicd to be generally rich and fertile. There are
very few “Pajanales,” and high Pampas grass only occurs at intervals in
isol.ited clumps. There is, however, a great scarcity of good water in the
country we travelled over, for the want of which the party suffered much during-
the hrst part of the journey. 1\ chad to sink wells, in which we generallv found
drinkable water at depths of from 10 to 21 feet. The surface-water cdlected
111 lagunas is generally so salt as to be unfit for use.

Shortly alter the survey had to be abandoned, and on the 29th of Novemberwe met with a low-Iying tract of land known as the “ Amarga it is coveredwith high coarse grass, and is of vast extent. We penetrated into it for a

w'lf^r i

reached the bed of the Rio Quinto, which

Aimr^*"
Proi^rly is absorbed in the sandy soil forming the
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The country to the south of the Amarga exhibits a more rolling and uneven
surface than we had hitherto met with on the Pampas.
From this place we followed the direction of tlie Hio Quinto upwards, its

banks becoming gradually fringed with trees, which in the neighbourhood of

Mercedes cover a considerable area.

From Mercedes to San Rafael our route (for reasons already explained)

lay so far from the proposed survey-line, that it would be useless, and might
jxissibly be confusing, to introduce a description of the country travelled over

into a Report on the Transaudine Rad way.
As the mountains are approached the soil becomes less fertile, being light

and sandy with a slight mixture of gravel, of which the substratum is com-
j^xised

;
when projx;rly iiTigated, however, it can be made to pioduce fine

crops, and assume the appearance of luxuriant vegetation. Mendoza and the
“ Potreros ” about San Carlos are good examples of what may be done in this

xespiect.

From San Rafael to the mountains the soil in the open country is of the

sandy mixture just described, interspereed with rugged portions where sand,

gravel, and loose earth cover the surface. There is also a great deal of brush-

wood in many pilaces.

Along the margins of rivers and streams there is frequently good grass to

be found, but elsewhere it is of an inferior, coarse quality, and by no means
plentiful. In the valley of the Rio Grande there arc not many places where
really good grass can be found, but along its tributaries and those of the

Tordillo the grass is much better, and large quantities of sheep and cattle are

there fattened during the summer season, being for the most part driven over

to Chile as the winter approaches.

At Mendoza these valleys are known as the “ Potreros of the Cordillera,

and are considered wonderfully fertile. The right to graze cattle in them is

let from year to year by the Government of Mendoza, the tenants (called

internadores) being usually Chilian subjects. Some of them remain the whole
year round, but few of those were met with, and nearly all the rude habita-

tions that were jiassed by the surveying party appeared to have been recently

deserted, no doubt for the winter mouths. This was not surprising, considering

the lateness of the season when the expedition reached this pioint.

Along the valley of the Valenzuela the grass is better, but towards its

upper end it is very poor, and when the Azufre is reached the soil becomes
exceedingly barren and the country desolate, the surlirce of the ground being

covered with minute volcanic scoria^. The hill-sides are totally devoid of

vegetation, and only in the vicinity of water is any green thing to be seen.

U[x)n passing over into Chile the aspect of the country gradually improves.

The valleys are at first exceedingly steejj and narrow, but they soon assume
a less rugged appearance

;
trees are seen, first m small isolated jiatches of

shrubs
;
afterwards in greater im]«rtance both as to number and size. The

fertility of the soil becomes by degrees more pronounced, until by an easy

transition the rich valley of Chile is reached.

Minerals.

On the west side of the summit, close to the line selected for the railway,

are situated silver and copper mines, and lower down, near Cypresses, as also

in the valley of the Claro, smelting-furnaces have been established.

These indications pwint with no uncertain hand to the confidence of capiitalists

in the hidden wealth ot the Andes.
On the Argentine side I have heard of but one mine being worked—a copper

lode of the Valley Hermoso. I can, however, see no reason to doubt that the

eastern slopes conceal treasures of a similar character to these found in Chile

;
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all that is required to develop them heing facilities afforded hy means of com-

munication with the outer works.

In the valley of the Chinqucco, through which the survey-line passes, a

quantity of magnetic iron-ore was discovered in the sand washed hy the river,

indicating rich deposits of this metal in the strata through which the river has

cut its way.
_ _

•

There is also a very imnortant deposit situated about midway between the

rivers Diamante and Atuel, not far from the base of the mountains. Here a

well, springing from the side of a high hill, discharges large quantities ot

bituminous matter into the valley below. From it issues also a yellowish

fluid resembling diluted petroleum, so that there is every probability that, were

means provided for transporting it to a maikct, a large trade would arise from

this source.

The Cerro Payen, to the south, is reported to he exceedingly rich in

minerals, but we had no opportunity of judging of the correctness of these

rumouis.

III .—Journey from Kioto to Yedo hy the Nahasendo Eoad.

By C. W. Lawkence, Esq., Second Secretary of Legation,

Japan.

[Read, January 13th, 1873.]

First Day.

Kioto to Otsu SEi."

Leaving Kioto on the afternoon of the 18th of June, ve
stopped the night at Otsu, a little town on the shores of Lake
Biwa, and only 7^ miles distant. The road is very pretty, it

winds through the mountains intervening between the fertile

valley in which Kioto is situated and the Lake of Biwa. A
little way out of Kioto, about a mile from the road, on the left,

is Yamashira, where are the remains of the Yashiki of Oishi
Kuranosuke, the leader of the 47 R6nins,t and also the large
temple of Yamashira Gobo. Otsu is a busy little town, and
the resort of pleasure parties from Kioto. In order to accustom
the people to European ways, the Kioto authorities ordered the
construction of a European house, and the site chosen w'as on
the shores of the lake, on the ground where a castle formerly
stood. AYhen the exhibition at Kioto was determined on, this
house was converted into an hotel, and, as a further attraction to
foreign visitors, on fine nights there was a display of fireworks,
and the garden was converted into a place of public resort. The’
view of the lake from the hotel is very pretty. On the left is
Mount Hiyeizan. The scenery along the whole eastern shore of
the lake i s very fine. It is either called the Lake of Omi (the

. -i English miles. 36 Cho make one Ki.
t A ide Mr. Mitford’s ‘ Tales of Old Japan.’
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province in which it is situated) or Biwa, from the supposed
resemblance of its shape to a Biwa, or native guitar. Its length
is about 70 miles. Otsu is near the south-east end, and from
here to the opposite shore it is not more than 5 miles across.

Second Ray.
Ki. Ch,..

Kusatsu 3 2-t

iroriyama 1 18
Musa 3 IS

The shortest way of getting to Kusatsu is to cross the lake

in a boat. By the road, however, there are several places

of interest to be seen—^the castle of Zeze, on the shores of the

lake; the village of Awadzii, famous as the site of a battle

between Yoshizaka and Yoritomo, rival Shoguns (commanders-
in-chief), in which the former was killed. The Ujikawa* issues

from this end of the lake, and is crossed by the bridge of Seta

;

from this bridge tradition relates that a famous archer, of the

name of Hidesato, killed with an arrow a gigantic ceutij^de

who lived in Mukamiyama,t a mountain lU miles distant.

This centipede had devoured the oflspring of a dragon who
lived in the lake, and the dragon, transformed into a woman,
persuaded Hidesato to avenge her. A little way down the

river is the Temple of Tshiyama, from which there is one of the

eight views for which the lake is renowned. At the entrance

of Kusatsu was a post announcing that beyond this spot

foreigners were not allowed to pass. The Tokaido runs through
the village of Kusatsu, the Nakasendo branches off to the left.

A walk through several villages and past several large temples
brought us to Moriyama, a clean-looking place, with the large

Temple of Tomomi at the entrance to the village. \)"e crossed

the bed of a large river, the Yasugawa, where cotton was
bleaching. In this district, besides tea and rice, hemp and
cotton are grown. Our resting-place for the night was at

Musa, in a country perfectly flat and iminteresting. Views of

sand hills and distant mountains. Mukamiyama a few ri on
the right.

Third Ray.
Ri. Ch^.

Echigawa 3 18
Takamiya 2 0

Prevented by heavy rain from starting till mid-day. Hoad
perfectly flat the whole way and lined w ith trees. Numerous
villages

; crossed several dry river-courses. Between Musa and
Echigawa is a large temple dedicated to Hackiman, the God of

Kawa or gawa, Japanese for river. t Yama, Japanese for mountain.
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War, and one called Oisono Mori, wliere the first man, Amano
Eoyarenomikoto, is worshipped. Takamiya is famous for its

hempen cloth, much used by the Japanese for dresses of

ceremony.

Fourth Fay.
PwL ClvC.

Toriimoto 1 IS

Bamba .. 1 0

Sa:na"ai 1 0
Kasiiivvabara 1 18

Masu 1 0
Sekigafiara 1 0

Leavin" Takamiya early in the morning we w'alked on to

Toriimoto ; road perfectly flat, lined with Scotch fir and
Masoniana

;

occasional glimpses of Lake Biwa. After leaving

Toriimoto the road ascends the pass of Tsurikari, and near the

summit is the tea-house of Tanakakurayemon. whence is another

of the eight famous views. Here one lias a view of the broadest

part of the lake. The high mountains on the opposite shore

with the wooded island of Chikubu make a very pretty distance.

In the foregrountl is the village of Isomura on the shore of the
lake, and a little to the left Hekone, the residence of the regent

Ikammo-no-kami. The road is very pretty all the way to

Samagai, with a fine view of Ibukiyama. The honjin* at

Samagai where we breakfasted was a very curious and ancient

one. Just in front of it was a river, of the water of which
Yamato l)ake-no-mikoto, a paladin of ancient days, drank when
poisoned by a devil, and was cured. The sjiot where he sat

down to drink has a building over it. Our resting-place for the
night was at Sekigahara, a place famous in Japanese history, as
here was fought, about 280 years ago, a battle which gave the
power to Tyeyasu, the first of the Tokugawa Shoguns or Taiefins.
It ended a long series of civil wars, and from that time until
the overthrow ot the Tokugawa Shoguns in 1868, Japan enjoyed
profound peace. The battle was fought between Tyeyasu and
the troops of Hideyori, the son of Taiko Sama. About half a
mile from the village to the left of the road is a stone platform
with a moss-covered enclosure, marking the spot where stood
Tyeyasu during the battle. It is at the foot of Mount
Aikawatdge. On the opposite side of the valley is Ibukiyama,
a mountain with the ruins of a castle near the summit. The
battle was fought in the l.otli year of Kaicho, on the 15th day
of the bth month. It lasted, onr guide informed us, from early
morn till night, and 10,000 men perished. A stone with a long

IS a halting-place, where formerly the daimioa rested on theirjourneys to and from Ytdo,
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inscription in Chinese marks the spot where the heads of the

chiefs slain in the battle were buried.

The boundary between the provinces of Omi and Mino is at

Nemonogatari near Inasu.

Fifth Fay.
Ri. Cho,

Tarui 1 18
Ak.isaka 1 Vi
Jliveji

o 8
Goilo 1 6
KanO .. 1 18

The first stage, road very pretty, lined with Scotch firs,

Masomana,&c. Four ri distant, in the mountain of Tadosan, is

the waterfall of Toro, said to be one of the finest in Japan, about
which there is a tradition that the goddess of the mountain
caused water to gush forth, which was alterwards converted into

sake, in order to please a dutitnl child whose father was very
fond of sake, but w as too poor to buy any. Near Tarui a road
branches off to liliuo, and thence to Owari, passing the castle of

Ogaki. At Tarui is the most important Miya or Shint& shrine
of the province of Mino, dedicated to Kumigama Shiki Daijin,

and in the mountain near is an iron tower, which was dedicated
to the divinity by the wife of Yoritomo. The road from
Akasaka to Jliyeji is very uninteresting, perfectly flat, through
paddy fields and across several small rivers with plenty of
W'ater in them. At Akasaka we vvere sold stone ornaments cut
from a soft stone called Kinshoseki. Just after leaving Miyeji
you cross a wide river in a boat, the Bokugawa, which is famous
for cormorant fishing.

Sixth Day.
KL Cho.

Ununia 4 S
Ota

Very long stage to Unuma, put down at ri ; in reality

over five. Kano, our resting-place of last night, was formerly a
castle town. Hardly any vestige left of the castle now. We
had telegraph poles by the side of the road hitherto; a little

way out of Kano they turned dotvn a road to the right, which
joins the Tokaido at Miya. Hoad perfectly flat all the way to
Unuma. Great part of the way traverses a pine forest. One ri

from Unuma, to right of road, on the summit of a conical hill,

is perched the Castle of Inuyama ; after leaving Unuma the
road enters a wild pass’ with a little lake on the left, and then a
short and steep descent brings one suddenly into the valley of
the Kisogawa, the largest river between Kioto and Yedo. The
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scenery was very fine, fiigh mountains, covered with trees, on

either side of the valley. The river rapid and broad, with

half-a-dozen flat-bottomed boats sailing against the current.

The Kisogawa enters the sea between Miya and Kuwana, as

also the two rivers we crossed yesterday—the Konogawa and the

Rokugawa. The Kisogawa is navigable 18 ri from its mouth.

The road keeps close to the river the whole way to Ota. It

crosses one little pass, the Kuannou-toge,^ where is a rock-cut

temple dedicated to the Buddhist divinity of that name. In

the neighbourhood of Ota is a large pine forest, and 2 ri to the

north is the celebrated sword manufactory of Kauemoto and
Kanemitsu, and a paper manufactory a few ri to the west.

Seventh Dtui.
Ri. Ch.V

Fiishimi 0
Mitake 1 5

HosokutiS 3 0
Okutu 2 0

Pino forest almost the whole way to Fushimi
;
formerly a castle

town, and now a very small place. Near here, in the mountain,

is the Oiii-no-Kiibiilzuka, or burial-place of a devil, a noted

robber of the name of Seki-no-Taro. We breakfasted at

Mitake, in a curious old honjin, built round a charming little

garden. In the fourth stage the scenery was very fine
;
the

road crosses the liiwa Togo, from the summit of which, on a fine

day, Miya can be .«een. We had gradually ascended for the
last two days, and the scenery was cpiite different from anything
that I had seen hitherto in Japan. The road traverses a barren
country, with brushwood here and there, but no trees visible

except the ancient Masoniana lining the road. The forests had
jirobably been cleared away for firewood. No villages or houses
to be seen, but in the bottom of the valleys paddy fields where-
ever possible.

Eighth Day.
Ri. Ch5.

Oi 3 18
Xakatsugaw.i 2 18

After leaving Okute the road rises rapidly and then follows
the crest of the mountains, crossing several small passes—13
they say. On either side is a very extensive view, wild to a
degree

;
a mountainous cormtrj', broken up into small valleys,

with no trees but covered with brushwood. The road as usual ,

lined with trees. The sun was very hot, but the great altitude
made the air cool. Alter Oi, the road leaves the mountains

Toge, Japanese for pass.
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and follows the valleys; it crosses several small passes and
then descends suddenly into the valley, in which iMakatsugawa

is situated. This valley is very picturesque. It is encircled

by high mountains. There are clumps of trees here and there

and a few small villages. The town of Nakatsugawa consists of

a single street, which stretches almost the whole way across the

valley. We passed a great many ponies, which were being led

away from Fukushima, where there is a yearly fair for ponies

of the province of Shizano.

Ninth Day.
Ri. Cbo.

Ocliiai 10
Ma 2;ome 1 5
Sumagomc 2 0
Mitono .. 1 13
Kojiri 2 13

Ochiai, a quaint little town. Towns and houses in Riso quite

different from other parts of Japan. Upper storey projecting

beyond the lower
;
roofs of wood, instead of thatch, with stones

on them. A stream running down the centre of street, which
in some places we saw used as a public bath, both for men and
women. Shortly after leaving Ochiai the road crosses the
Yufunesawa, a rapid torrent running between wooded hills, and
one of the tributaries of the Ivisogawa. After crossing the
ton’ent is the steep ascent of the Jikioku-toge, near the summit
of which is the boundary between the provinces of Mino and
Shinshiu, and a little temple dedicated to Irari Sama, where a
wonderful ointment is sold, the secret of the manufacture of

which was taught by the foxes attendant upon the god. The
pass of Jikioku is a long one, and the scenery is very fine the
whole way. The road crosses and recrosses the torrent

;
from

the summit of the pass the view is beautiful whichever way
you look. To the right is Mount Mesama, and before you the
valley of the Ararai, in which is situated the little town of

Sumagome. Delightful walk on to Mitono and Nojiri, the
approach to the former is curious ; aftei- crossing a torrent by
many rickety bridges you come upon some huge boulders, which
have the appearance of having once formed the base of a glacier.

Near Mitono also is a large rock called the Ivoyeiwa, from its sup-
posed resemblance to a carp. From Mitono to Nojiri the road
skirts the side of a mountain, with the Ivisogawa, here a roaring
torrent, a few hundred feet below'. Both sides of the ravine
charmingly wooded. Some of the distant mountains look
very high.
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Tenth Day.

Sawara
Agemasii
Fukusliirua

Ei. CIk".

2 0
3 5

2 18
’

Although it was the 7th of July, yet J7ojiri is so high that

the night was delightfully cool, and we slept without mosquito-
curtains. Eoad ascended the valley of the Kisogawa almost
the whole three stages. From Sawara fine view of Blount
Homagatake

;
this, with Ontake San and Nagisogatake, are the

three highest mountains of the range, which runs north and
south across the greater part of Japan, separating the provinces
of Shinshiu and Echigo from Hida and Etchiu. Of these
Ontake San is said to be the highest, but the height of none of
them has as yet been accurately as(!ertained. Fuji, which the
Japanese consider the highest mountain in Japan, is said to be
a little over 14,000 feet, and, judging from the amount of snow
on Fuji and Ontake San in July, one would conclude that
Ontake San was the higher of the two. Fuji, however, is close
to the sea. whereas Ontake San is in the centre of the island.

Near Agemasu is tlie Temple of Einsenji, overlooking the
Kisogawa, wliich at the bottom of a deep valley, runs between
some perpendicular rocks. On one of these is a little house
called Nezamenosato, about which tiiere is a tradition that a
man of the name of Urashima one day saved the life of a
tortoise, and as he was reposing here he was accosted by a
damsel, \yho toolc him to her father’s abode underneath the bed
of the river, where he was entertained by a king, the life of
whose daughter when transformed into a tortoise he had saved.
He lived liere 300 years, and was reminded of earth by a cock
crowing

; on taking leave he was given many presents, one of
which was a jewelled box, which he was told not to open. He
could not, however, resist the temptation, and he found nothing
inside it, but from young he became suddenly old. Hence a
beautiful box containing nothing is called ‘‘ tamatobako.”
Near Agemasu is a small waterfall. In former days Fukushima

was an important place. Here used to be a barrier—an eflectual
means of preventing people going to and from Kioto. It is
considered the best post town on the Nakasendo. A road
leads hence to the sacred mountain of Ontake San, 10 ri off.
It IS much visited by pilgrims in the summer months. On thesummit IS an image of Ontake, the counterpart of which is onthe summit ot the Tori Tof-e
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Eleventh Day.
Kl. CIm.

Mianokoslii 1 23
Yagohara 1 30
Narai 1 13
Kiyegawa 2 0

During first stage bad fine view of Kamagatake, near which
is a mountain called Sishosan, where crystals are found, and in

former days gold also. During the second stage we once more
crossed the Kisogawa, and then saw it po more. Our route had
lain close to it for the last five days. A little higher up the
valley it is joined by the Mitake river. Between Yagohara and
lYarai is the steep ascent of Tori Togo, the summit of which is

the highest point on the Nakasendo. From here one has a
very fine view of Ontake San and the other mountains of

Shinshiu. This road is much frequented by pilgrims
;
the tea-

houses at which they rest are adorned with banners, on which
are inscribed the names of the different religious sects to which
they belong. The rivers we now came to flowed towards the
western coast.

Tirel/th Day.
Ui. Clio. .

Motogama 2 0
Seba 1 0
Shiqjiri 2 0
Sliimonoswa 3 0

During the first stage the road descends the valley of the
Tamhagawa, a river which flows into the sea at Migata. About
half way to Motogama is the boundary of Kiso. Between Seba
and Shiojiri is the site of a battle fought between Takeda Shigen
and Ogasawara, whence one has a very extensive view of the
valley of the Tamhagawa. The scenery, however, very tame
after the valley of the Kisogawa. The villages much more
prosperous-looking. Shiojiri is a very picturesque little place ;

houses large, with gables
;
steep ascent after leaving Shiojiri,

the Shiojiri Toge
;
charming view from the summit, on one side

the Shinshiu range, and on the other the lake of Suwa and Fuji
in the distance. Much pasture all about here, and one would
think that sheep might be easily reared. The winter, however,
is very cold, the snow often 9 feet deep, so that it might be
difficult to find sustenance for the flocks in the winter.

The lake of Suwa is about 3 miles across, and is surrounded
by hills. At one end is the castle town of Takashima, and near
this issues a river called the Tenriukawa, which runs into the
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sea near Mitske in Eushiu. Shimonosuwa is famous for the

Miya of Suwa, and for some hot springs : one comes to the

surface just in front of the honjin, and forms the public bath

of the village. The water is uncomfortably hot to bathe in.

Thirteenth Day.
Ri. CInX

VVada 5 18
jSTagakubo 2 0

Very long pass after leaving, Shimonosuwa, the Wada Toge.

)Shortly after leaving the tomi to the left is the Miya. A long
flight of steps leads down to it. Looking back there are very
pretty views of the lake and the surrounding hills. The ascent

is very long and tedious, and part of it very steep. There are

several tea-houses on the road. At one of these, Nishi Mechiga,
there was a fight in 1864 between the Tycoon’s troops and some
Mito Eonins, who wished to present a petition to the Mikado as

to his assuming the power. ^The Eonins were defeated, and took
refuge in Echizen. In the winter the snow is very deep here.

There is a fine view of the volcano of Asama Yama and the

valley of Wada. From Wada to Nagakubo is a gradual
descent. The hills on each side of the valley are covered with
trees.

Fourteenth Day.
Ui. Clio.

Asliida 18
jMochidznki 1 B
Yamata 1 0
Shiwonacla 0 27
Iwamuratii 112
Odai 1 7

Steep descent after leaving Nagakubo, the Kasatorito'i-^ or
take-ypur-liat-ofl’ pass,” in honour of Asama Yama, of ^ hich

mountain one has a glorious view from the summit. Here is a
tea-house, very well situated, where they show you a stone which
appears to be much prized. It is rectangular in shape, almost
black, and on one tace of it, in light colomed stone, are the
supposed representations of the sun, moon, and stars. Asamalama was enveloped in the puffs of smoke which issue now and
then from the crater, and it was mid-day bedbre there was wind
enougli to dispel them. Tlie road from the Kasatoritoo-e toUiwake is umntere.sting

; it crosses a large river, the Chik

Z'ir*' 'T dt with .t^ception of the last stage it goes through paddy fieldsOiwake IS on the spur of Asama Yama, about a qLrter of the
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n ay up, I should think. It was quite cold here at night, and
in the morning the village was enveloped in clouds. The last

great eruption of Asama Yama was, I was told, about forty years

ago. Oiwake is a busy, picturesque place, consisting, like most of

the towns on the Nakasendo, of one long street. A road leads

hence to the seaport of Niigata, and another to Kuzasu, 18 ri off,

which is a favourite watering-place.

Fifteenth Fay.
El. Cho.

Kntsukake I 3

Karuizawa 1 16
tiiakamoto 3 0
Matsukla 2 18
Annaka 2 10

Eoad perfectly level for the two first stages; crosses the
plain to mountains opposite Asama Yama. Karuizawa is at the
foot of these, and here formerly was a barrier. Immediately
after leaving Karuizawa the road ascends the Usuitoge, the
death-place,"in ancient days, it is said, of the wife of Yemato-
dake-no-Mikoto, who had subdued the barbarous inhabitants of

the region, and when he returned to Kioto lie named the
country Adzuma, or Waga-tsuma (m\' wife). Adzuma also means
the country east of Kioto or Kuanto. The ascent of theUsuitoge
is steep, but not long. At the top is a tea-house and a de-
hghtful old Miya or Shinto shrine, to which you ascend by a
long flight of steps. Here I bought some curious sheets of
paper, called Kumano G66, with crows and hearts lithographed

on them, the use of which is in taking of oaths. The priest told
us that if a man forswore himself after swallowing one of these
crows or hearts he was certain to fall down dead. There is a
very fine view' from the summit of the Usuitoge. On one side

the Asama Yama and the mountains of Shinshiu in the distance,

and on the other you look down on wooded hills
; beyond these

huge rocks, and then the plain which extends to the Bay of
Yedo. The descent to Sakamoto is very long, and the last

part of it very steep. In one place there were large stones

supported by wooden props, the idea being to close the road by
removing the props. After Sakamoto you descend the whole
way to Annaka, following the valley of the iJsuigawa. The
villages here are large and prosperous-looking

;
the people all

occupied in reeling silk. For a couple of miles before reaching

Annaka the road is lined with magnificent Cryptomeria.
Annaka is a large place overlooking the Usuigawa.
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Sixteenth Day.
Ri. Cho

Itahana . 1 0

Takasaki
»> 0

Kuiagano . 1 19

Shiniacbi . 1 18

Honjo 2 0
Fukaya - 2.J

Pleasant walk from Annaka to Takasaki, along a perfectly

level road. Takasaki is a’ large town; the only one between

Kioto and Yedo on the Nakasendo. It is a busy place, in the

centre of the silk district. On the south side of the town is a
large castle, apparently in good preservation. We found signs

of Western civilization here, whic-h we had not seen since leaving

Kioto, viz., a shop with beer and wine. The road from here to

Yedo is perfectly flat, and a coach has lately been organised to

run between the two towns on alternate days, the distance being
about 70 miles. This neighbourhood is famous for its silk, that

of Shimamura, near Fukaya, being considered the best. Just
before reaching the latter place you pass a sort of fortress, the
habitation of a Hatamoto under the Tycoons. Near it is the
Temple of Fusaiji.

Seventeenth Dny.
Ivi. Cbo.

Kumagoc 2 27
Konosu 4 8
Okcgaw.a 2 0
Ageo 1 0
Oiiiiya 2 0

We had now got far down into the plain
; the heat was very"

great
; mosquitoes abounded, and the road was flat and

uninteresting.

Near Omiya is the Shinto shrine called Hikawa-no-Jinga,
where the Jlikado worships once a veai'.

Eighteenth Day.

Urawa
Waralii

ItaWaslii

Yedo

El. Ch.'i.

1 10
1 14
2 8
2 8

There is nothing of interest between Omiya and Yedo.
Nearly arabi the road crosses the Todagawa, which runs through
\ edo with the name of the Sumidagawa. The whole distance

^ Nakasendo is 136 ri, or about
310 miles. By the Tokaido it is 10 ri less, and the journey
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took ns twelve days instead of eighteen- With the exception

of the scenery near Fuji, the scenery on it cannot be compared
to that on the Nakasendo. It runs the greater part of the

way through a comparativel}' level country, sometimes quite

close to, and never far from, the sea, but through much more
populous and richer districts than the J^akasendo.

IV. Journey from Bandar Ahhas to Mash-had by Sistan, with

some Account of the last-named Province. By Major-General

Sir F. J. Goldsmid, E.c.s.r., c.b.

[BtUtZ, January 27th, 1873.]

On the 21st December 1871, accompanied by Major Bean
Smith and Mr. Gerard Thomas, I landed at Bandar Abbas,

with the intention of proceeding to Sistan, to carry into efiect

the Boundary Settlement, with which I had been entrusted. We
found Mr. Apothecary Kozario in waiting for us, and our Persian

Jiludar, or head-groom, had brought us down three horses from

a stud we had left the previous year at Bam, in Persia. In two

days after disembarkation our full preparations had been made,

and the day before Christmas Eve we left Bandar Abbas for

the interior. Whatever the merits of this port in a commercial

point of view, it is no more a Capua for the European traveller

of the present day than was the Gambroon of Shah Abbas to

the Shirleys, or to Mr. Bartholomew Plaisted when he visited it

some 120 years ago. To those Europeans who must needs

reside there, the hulk of the British-India Steam Agency gives

perhaps the best accommodation.
We accomplished the march toBam in sixteen days, inclusive

of four halts.

For the first 50 miles we passed along and from the sea-coast,

in a direction somewhat east of north-east, through a plain

country intersected by streams from the neighbouring moun-
tains, very sparsely populated, and containing widely separated

patches of wheat or barley cultivation, here and there a field of

thriving henna, with occasional date groves. “ Kaiah-i-kazi
”

(the Kazi’s Fort) and a village named “ Takht-i-kushkoh ”

formed exceptions to the general rule of solitariness
;
but on

entering the first of the rocky ranges which crossed our path,

and until emerging on the open plains through which runs tlie

river known as the “Eudkhanah-i-Duzdi” (the river of robbery),

or for nearly 40 miles to the north-east, the inexperienced

traveller might well imagine he had found a laud wholly
VOL. XLIII. F
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depopulated. He would see date palms, it is true, before

attaining tbe river bed, but hardly of a character to give life to

the picture. The usual vegetation observed, was that of the

Persian and Baluchistan deserts, the more prominent features

being the thorn, tamarisk, or jujube tree, the deleterious oleander,

and the healthier fodder-providing shrubs or grasses. We
encamped on the left hank of the Eudkhanah we had reached,

which, rising from natural springs, here runs from west to east,

subsequently turning to the south to change its name at Minab,
and thence pass under its new designation to the sea. At this

halt we had expected to meet our “ Mihmandar ” (caterer),

deputed by the Governor of Kirman to attend us ; but Jafir

Khan, the headman of tire district, stated he had gone on to

Khanu, a village distant betw een 30 or 40 miles, and was there
awaiting us. After a day’s halt we proceeded across a fine

plain, passing at one time through abrupt rocks, to the spot
indicated, dividing our march into two stages. At Khanu, a
fort-crowned village and headquarters of the Rudbar district,

we were met by a considerable cavalcade, headed by Chiragh
Khan, brother of the old Chief Nur-u-Din, receiving a visit from
the latter almost immediately on arrival. No “ Mihmandar ”

was here, as reported. It was now said he had taken another
road, so, halting on New Year’s Day, we moved on the 2nd
January two marches in a N.N.-easterly direction to Dosari, the
residence of anotlier petty chief, Jahangir Khan. This person
sent his son to meet us with a retinue, much as we had been
honoured with at Khanu ; but he could give us no tidings of
our “ Mihmandar.” From Dosari it became a question which
of two passes we should choose to cross the high snowy range of
mountains before us. That more generally known, lying to the
westward, the “ Deh-Bakri,” had been traversed by Major
Murdoch Smith, e.e., in 1860, and his account of it determined
me to select it for our present joumey. That to the eastward,
or “ Zornat, ’ was pronounced the better suited for camels, as it
was comparatively low and easy, and snow was thick on “ Deh-
Bakri.’ Further inquiry and deliberation at Dosari, caused me
to adhere to the original intention, and we accordingly marched
out from that place 17 miles to the north-west, eucampin" at a
cluster of huts, designated “ Daolat-abad,” on the plSn of
Jrruft, a district contiguous to that of Rudbar. Here at length
we were joined by the “ Mihmandar,” who brought a friendly
letter from the Kirman Governor. The man had been, it
appeared, nearly two months away from Kirman in quest ofmy camp.
From Daolat-abad we made a long march of 30 miles into
e mountains, ascending at one time to a height of some
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5,400 feet at tlie “ Sakht-dar ” pass, and halting only at about
two miles short of the higher one ot “ Deh-Bakri,” estimated at

7,800. Bain and snow, the straying of mules, and delays in

the progress of camels, want of fodder, absence of villages and
population, these or like causes compelled us to stay at a

miserable caravanseri near the summit of the last and loftiest

ridge for a whole day after reaching it. But on the day fol-

lowing we effected the passage, and by a second forced march
of 35 miles completed our descent, and traversed the plain

country to Bam, near which place we were met by Major Lovett,

E.E., Quartermaster-Sergeant Bower, k.e., and one or two of

our old native attendants.

My impression of the people in the tracts w'e had passed
through, was, that they were for the most part a poor, inoffensive

race, thoroughly under the control of their immediate chiefs.

In Kudbar, I understand that Nur-u-Din has authority over
2000 houses of ordinarj" peasantrj^ and 1000 houses of slaves.

Both he and his fellow-lairds at Dosari and Eudkhanah-i-Duzdi
are men of influence, and the two former advanced in years

;

but judging from appearances and hearsay, the Dosari man is

the most respectable of the three ; Nur-u-l)in’s brother Chiragh
Khan is an open and unmistakable drunkard; of Nur-u-Din
himself I have not the same conclusive evidence, but report is

decidedly against him. Jafir Khan did not scruple to* beg for

brandy. I have no reason, on the other hand, to doubt the
assertion that Jahangir Khan is a man of opposite tastes and
propensities. In some parts I noticed the villagers to have
countenances of a semi-Arab or Oman type, showing a mixture
of Slave and Sidi, with lean and squalid exterior. The
children were sickly in aspect, the women almost repulsive.

Our treatment by all grades was, as a rule, excellent, and my
experience of the 250 miles traversed leads me to the con-
clusion that any Persian-speaking Englishman, possessed of
ta(!t and principle, if only armed with a letter from, or to, the
Governor of Kirman, or other local authority, might spend a
pleasant winter month in the fine Eudbar and Jiruft districts,

shooting or exploring with comfort and safety. The black par-
tridge abounds in the lower plains, the grey partridge in the
mountain country.

We remained at Bam four whole days. It was my third

visit to this place, of which I have already submitted a short

account to the Eoyal Geographical Society. Only on the first

occasion, however, and when I was little more than a traveller

without retinue, ^d I obtain admittance to the fort, and that
through the personal kindness of the former Governor of Kirman.
As a rule strangers are not allowed to enter, and the rule applied

F 2
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to the oftlet iN of niy staff as to others. From Bam we marched,

OH till- moniiiifj of the 12th January last year, to the village of

Kruk, or 22 miles in a s.s.e. direction, and towards the line of

iiiouiit.iins \\e had crossed at Dcli-Bakri. This chain appears

to have no ^i-neric name of its own, but is distinguished by the

names of its more prominent points. Here, for instance, it

would he called i tosari, from the village of that name on the

south side, or hi tter idcntilied perhaps as " Jamalhara,” from a
high range so designated, and clearly a corrujition from the
Arahii- •• Jahal-rl-harid,” the cold motintain. From Knik we
turned K.N.i:. to ,V/izahad, IT miles, making a distance of

•in miles from llam, wln-n we could luive marched directly upon
it, as 1 did in IStitJ and 1871, in 28 miles. The retison of

the i/,/,i(i- was, houever, one which, tindi-r the circumstances, I

did Hot see cause to silt closely, and wc litid, as it was, to stay four

days at A/.i/ahad to prepare for the march across the eastern

skirt et the Kirman desert.

l.eaving .Vzi/ahad on the 17th January, we marched 1<S miles

F. hy N. to Kiihar Manzil. and on the day following shiftial our
camp -1 miles i; n.k. to I’um-i-reg. ]-'rom Bam to Nainiabad,
a \illage passeil hetweeu Azizabad and Kuhar IManzil, our roatl

ran through the plain country tind among the more fertile

jiarts of the Narma.shir district. The rich cultivation I had
noticed in former journeys was this year eipiallv remarkable,
and the walled fauns and hamlets, found at short distances
amidst w.itereoiirs' S ami green lields. gave unerring signs of
ruial prosperity in Bersia proper. The climate, moreover, was
delighttnl. bracing without sevoritv. From Naimabad, in a
north, rly direction, cultivation gein rallv ceases, even the low
but gr.iiefnl t.imari'k jungle t.-nU, and when the town or
large vill.igo of Fahraj is lett behind, the dese-rt m.av bs’

s.ud to Imoiu. hahrat |h.ss»'s,s,'s a fort in good preservation, is

coinpar.itiv. ly popul.nis, though the rejHirted 20Hn is jierhaps
cxi’es,i\r. aii'l lioists a good sge on tile .Vzizabad Biver, here
2oo fe, t wnte and full of a grass e.dh-d " Biraneh.'’

Fr.im F.dii.n to Sekuh.a in Sistan is from 22.'i t.i 220 miles,
(hireamp at '1 iim-i-reg was pitched just 11 mil. s on the road.
From t- at [s-int our march.-' w.-n—Shor f2-z. 22 miles e.n E •

Hnrn.-.-^ tnibs v.r., ami Ansr.rtrabad, ... mil. s. hlere we were
c..mj.. Ib-.l to h.dt lor tiM- il.iys, awaiting a h.sly of Fistan
B.ilii bis .1- s|.,u. he.l t.. me.-t ns. We Innl pushed rapidly
a. ross the luterv -ning desert, ami were , nt.-ring the mountain
ranges s.w. of >istan. .livnlmg by a emtinuous line to the east-
war.l ti.at pr..viiice tn.m tin- ..mlying B- rsian at.d Berstf-Balneli
distri.-ts anu-xe.l in re.-ent years to Kirman. The last hundred
miles traversed had been, tor about twothirds of the wav over
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a sometimes hard, sometimes sandy desert plain of vast extent,

marked by occasional ruins or predesigned landmarks. At
U miles from 'rum-i-reg is a strong tower of kiln-burnt bricks,

between 50 and 00 feet high, said to have been constructed by

A'adir Shah. From the summit, roachcil by a spiral staircase,

a view of the surrounding country may be obtained, but the

j)anorama is not recoinmended by variety. 1 letween Shor ( iez

and t'urg is another tf)\\er, in ruins, and a very old llabat or

caravanseri. 'i'he fort of <iurg, sitiiateil in a salt marsh near

our encamping ground, was held, it is believeil, by the Gurgi

JJaluchis, who inhabited these j»arts, until driven out by their

fellows at Gbuga and Kharan. A marauding party, supposed to

be from Clniga, had rlefeated a Persian detaclunent under the

(tovernor of Pampur in that very neighbourhooil not many
months, or jK'ibaps weeks, b< fore our coming there. Between
Gurg and Nusratrabail we passed throiigli a low mountain

range, the greater part of the way along a narrow pass, whence

we emerged bv a *• Ifarwazah,” or gate, of wbiidi the artificial

finish is attributed to Aailir. Fn.uu this delile, Xusratrabad

was discovered in the low country, in the form of two brown

castellated buildings, which on approach proved to be the old

and new stations respectively, each a walled emdosure for the

protection and location of armed men or jieaceful cultivators, us

the case might require.

From Nusratraliad we marched to Kilagh Ab, 2.3 miles, first

through rocks to the N.K., jiassing among them, easily and with

gradual gentle rise, to the outlet and watershed about 11^ miles;

then traversing a plain covered with tamarisk, shrubs, and

grasses, and low unconnected hills. IMuch granite of a bluish

grev c(dour was observed. Our general direction was N.E. by E.

During the nights rain came down so heavily that the road

became impracticable for camels, and a day’s halt was inevit-

able. ^Ve attempted to take adv.antage of the occasion, and

explore on foot a reported Tower of .Silence or Parsi burial-

place on the summit of an adjacent rock, but had to return

disapp(unted owing to the distance.

The next day we ai complishcd a bitter cold march of 30 miles

N.E. by E.. through bills and rocks, encamping at wells in the bed
of a stream near Turshab. \Vc had now entered a wild moun-
tainous region, and some of the peaks were of great height and
covered with snow. After jias-ing the watershed our actual

marching road was tolerablv level. To those unaccustomed to

Persian servants, a dinner and a bed, according to the civilised

acce[itation of the terras, would have appeared chimerical for

travellers cutting their own firewoo*! and lighting their own
tires in the bed of a Baluch mountain torrent ;

but, though such
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was to a great extent our situations, we were able to have and
appreciate both. Hence we pushed on in a general e.n.e.

direction for 35 miles, i.e. 10 miles to the passage leading out

of the hilly country, 1 mile further to a low range, and 10 more

to the plains of Sistan, unmistakably distinguished from the

stony slope by which it is reached from the s.w. Another

6 miles brought us to the “ Shilah,” or dry bed of a canal, and

only three remained to reach the resting-place for the night.

But our tents could not keep pace with us, and, moreover, went

astray ;
so we bivouacked in the open air, drawing our cots as

near to the central wood fire as convenient. On the following

day, rejoining our camp among some scattered tamarisk bushes,

after a four miles’ march over dry whitish soil, we halted at the

wells of Khak-i-Muhamad Darwesh to get all hands together,

and on the 1st February made a 30-mile march to Sekuha, the

more modern capital of Sistan. Our route was for the most

part across low inundated lands as before, and we passed many
tumuli and ruins. At about 7 miles before reaching our
encamping ground we rose to the Dasht-i-Sangbar, a tract which

appeu^^’'-^ distance like a range of pale cliffs of con-

siderable extent, and finally we found Sekuha itself amid utter

desolation, across a country so rugged and cut up, as though

it had been purposely rendered roadless and difficult of

transit.

kSlSTAN.

Xt would be somewhat embarrassing to define what at the
'

present day is meant by the term “ Sistan.” Intelligibly to
illustrate the case I see no better plan than to suppose two
territories, one compact and concentrated, which I will call
“ Sistan Proper,” tlie other detached and irregular, which may
Pe known as “ Outer Sistan.”

1. Sistan Puopeb.

This district is bounded on the north by the “ Naizar,” or reed
Ped which fringes the “Hamun,” or expanse; west by the
Hamun itself, of which the hill called “ Koh-i-Kwajah ” marks
the centre of the line

; south by a line comprising Sekuha and
all villages and lauds watered by the main Sistan canal • and
east by the old bed of the Helmand, from a mile or so above the
“ Band ’ at Kohak to the mouth.

The more northerly inhabited villages may be considered
“ Ivalah-i-hi ao and “Hindan.”

The western side is marked sufficiently by the “Koh-i-
Khwajah.
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The southern line should comprise Burj-i-Alam Khan as well

as Sekuha.
The eastern line may he designated by the villages ofKhwajah

Ahmad and Jahanabad, both on the left bank, or west of the

true bed, of the Helmand.
The area is estimated at 947 square miles. The fixed popu-

lation of Sistan Proper may be roughly stated at 35,000. To
this may be added a nomadic population of 10,000. In classi-

fying the first, I have been disposed to cousi'Jer one-third as

Persians, Baluchis, Afghans, and the other non-aborigines ; and
the remaining two-tliirds to be Sistanis. But the statement of

the Amir of Kaian that 20,000 Persians had come recently into

the country owing to famine and other causes, while held far

from admissible in its entirety, leads me to modify the pro-

portions to two-fifths and three-fifths. Therefore of 35,000 it

may be said that 20,000 are Sistanis and 15,000 settlers, the

greater part of whom are Parsiwans. I use this term in a
general rather than specific sense to indicate a Persian-speaking

people. Indeed with few, if any, exceptions, all the true

inhabitants of Sistan speak the Persian language. The nomads
are simply Baluchis.

Taking the aggregate at 45,000, and looking at the extent of
country comprehended, there would be found nearly 48 persons
to the square mile.

These figures are not dissimilar to those of certain European
counties or cantons,* and are eight times in excess of the
proportional result found for the whole of Persia. ;

Sistan Proper is a considerable tract of sand and clay
alluvium, generally flat, but irregular in detail. It has heaps,
hut no hills

;
bushes, but no trees, unless indeed three or four

tamarisks of aspiring height deserve the name ;
many old ruins (

and vestiges of comparative civilisation, but few monuments or I

relics of antiquity. It is well watered by rivers and canals, and
its soil is of proved fertility. Wheat or barley is perhaps the
staple cultivation

;
but peas, beiins, oil seeds, and cotton are also

grown. Among fruits, grapes and mulberries are rare, but
melons and water melons, especially the latter, are abundant.
Grazing and fodder are not wanting, and besides the reeds j

peculiar to Sistan, there are two grasses which merit notice,

that called “ bannu,” with which the bed of the Hamiin abounds
on the south, and the taller and less salt “ kirta ” on the higher
ground.

The expanse termed the Hamiin, which stretches far and wide
on the north, west, and south of Sistan Proper, is for the most

* Kircudbrightshire, for inatance, 1861 : area, 954 sq. milea; population 42,495.
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part dry, and the existence of a lake can only be certified at

the present day, at least in the early spring, by pools or hollows

of water formed at the mouths of the principal feeders, such as

the Khashriid on the north-east, the Farah End on the north-

west, and the Hehuand, where its old bed terminates at no great

distance from the Khashnid. The Harud and Khuspas were
both dry in the middle of March last. We crossed moreover a
perfectly dry, though grass-covered, level on entering Sistan from
the south-west, and an equally dry space on passing from the
province into Lash Juwain on the north. Yet the edge of the
Hamiin is tolerably defined on both these sides, first by the
‘‘ Naizar,” or reeds to the north, and secondly by a clay cliff of

irregular height called the Sangbar to tlie south.

The comparatively small area here described is termed Sistan

Proper by no capricious or arbitrary nomenclature. In adopting
the definition I have been guided by local practice and evidence.

When at Imam Khan’s residence, on the right bank of the
Helmand, I was informed that at a time of scarcity they were
provided with grain from “ Sistan.” When approaching Sekuha
trom the south, and within the latitude of the supposed Zirah
Lake, an old confidential Sistani in our service expressed much
annoyance, that, owing to negligence or ignorance, our guides had
missed the short track “leading into Sistan.” The banks of
the Helmand above Kohak may well be considered to involve
a separate report both in a geographical and political sense, and
so also Chakhansur on the uortli-east.

The water supply of Sistan is perhaps as uncertain as that of
Sind, though the general inclination to one bank, the left, is
more marked in the Helmand than in the Indus. The soil of
the tu o countries has much of the same character, and Sehwan,
V ith its rich corn-fields, might be found as like Sistan in
fertility as connected with it in etymology. Under these cir-
cumstances even the boundary lines which we have sketched
must be received with slight reservation. It is easy to see that
a pod year of inundation extends the borders of the so-called
lake to within the Xaizar; and there are well-defined beds of
dry canals intersecting the countiy, which prove the existence
erewhile of an extensive water system no longer prevailing.
The main canal of Sistan, confounded by some writers withtp parent river, bears the waters of the Helmand westward into

the hept of the country. They are diverted by means of a
larp ‘band or dam, known as the “Amir’s,” the “Sistan,”
or the Kohak band mdifierently. It is constructed of hori-
zontally thrown tamarisk branches, earth, and perpendicular
Stakes, and protpted trom damage by a fort on the left and atower on the right bank of the river. Although this diversion
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of the stream may be an artificial development of a natural

cause, and undoubtedly dates from a period long prior to recent

Persian occupation, it appears that the late arrangements have
been more maturely and better organised than those carried on by
the predecessors of the Amir of Kaian. The towns of Deshtak,

Chelling, Burj-i-Alam Khan, Bahramabad, Kimmak, and others

of less note are actually on the banks of this main canal. But
it is, moreover, the indirect means of supplying water to almost

every town and village in Sistan Proper. For from it proceed
minor canals, which carry its waters north and south, and by
these, in their ordinary course and occasional inundations, a
system of profuse irrigation is put in force, which, with an
industrious and a contented population, should be productive of

most extensive grain cultivation. To consider the main canal

here described as the river itself, is a theory which a brief

inspection of the locality' seems quite to disprove. On the one
hand we have a comparatively narrow passage abruptly turning
to the westward

; on the other, a broad and well-defined river-

bed prolonged in the old direction, into which the waters would
at all times fl.ow unrestrained but for an artificial embankment.
Whatever arguments, however, be used on this head, I feel

warranted in assuming the larger bed to be the original Helmand
for purposes of territorial limitation.

Experience of the climate from the end of January to the
middle of March enables me to report an extraordinary range
of thermometer, the fluid rising from 5° above zero to a maxi-
mum of 93°. Cold rvas the prevailing characteristic

; severe
heat more exceptional than severe cold. The winds were often
strong and continuous, usually cool, and sometimes sharp and
piercing. Snow fell on the 5th of February, but we were in-

formed that this circumstance, as well as the general severity of

the winter, was rare.

Provisions we found, as a rule, sufficient ; sheep somewhat
poor, and oxen indifferent. Bread was cheap and good, being
procurable to natives at less than a halfpenny the pound.
Yegetables were scarce, and rice was chiefly obtained from
Herat. The inundated lands were alive with water-fowl. Part-
ridges and sand grouse were occasionally seen. River fish

were plentiful enough, but confined to one species, the barbel.

II. Outer Sistan.

The country on the right bank of the Helmand, and to the
eastward of its embouchure in the Hamiin, extends to a distance
of 12(1 miles in length, or from a point between the Charboli
and Khuspas rivers north, to Rudbar south. In breadth the
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district of Ohakhansiir,- measuring from the old bed of the Hel-
mand, inclusive of Nad Ali, to Kadah, may be estimated at

some 30 miles. It produces wheat and barley, melons, and
perhaps a few vegetables and oil seeds. Beyond the Ohakhansiir

limits, southward or up to the Helmaiid, I can suppose no culti-

vation except that obtained on the river bank, and ordinarily

illustrated by patches of wheat and barley with melon beds.

On the opposite side of the river, in addition to the cultivated

portions of the bank, there is a large tract extending from above
Kohak, or the Sistan Band, to the gravelly soil helow the

mountain ranges vhich separate Sistan from Baluchistan and
Narmashir. Tlie distance from north to south of this plain may be
computed at 40 miles, and from east to west at 80 or 90 miles.

Ifhere is a fort in which the Sardar resides, and there are

about 150 houses outside, bearing the name of Chakhansiir. I

cannot ascertain that there are any other towns or villages in

the district so designated, excepting Kadah on the eastern
limit. The population consists of Sistanis or Parsiwans, of

Baluch nomads and Afghans, but I have no sufficient data to

speak confidently as to numbers. Major Lovett, who roughly
surveyed the locality, was unable to trace the “ Sheikh Nassoor

”

of Perrier, which was probably intended for “Chakhansiir,”
though two places and two names are recorded in the quarter-
master-general’s map. The lake formed by the waters of the
Khash and Helmand rivers he described as a “ wide expanse of
water with patches of reeds growing in the midst.” Between
the “ Band ” and Rudbar the fixed inhabitants are Baluchis, of
whom there are naturally many nomads also. The tribes are
chiefly Sanjarani and Toki, the Sardars jealously claiming to
themselves the former appellation.

From Banjar in Sistan, where our camp had been pitched for
many days, we moved in a northerly course to the Afghan
district of Lash J uwain, crossing a dry and for the most part
barren tract, scant of villages and population, but interestino-
in unmistakable evidences of bygone prosperity. Our approach
to the ideal Sistan Lake in this direction was through miles of
tar-spreading stunted reeds, the smoke of which, when burning,
presented but a mild contrast to the yellow guise of their
quiescent state. Beyond the broad fringe, the land was waste
and waterless.

The district of Lash Juwain, or Hokat, has been described by
4 errier and Conolly. It is of no great extent, and- apparently
little populated and sparsely cultivated. There are said to be
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but five villages in it which are really of any account in the

question of revenue. The fort of Lash stands on a high per-

pendicular cliif about 400 feet in height, overlooking the Farah
Eiver. The buildings, which Conolly not unnaturally thought
so insecure that many would fall down the precipice in the

twelve months succeeding his visit, are, I understand, those that

we now find there nearly thirty-three j’ears afterwards. The
word Lash, as stated by Conollv, means a cliff in Pashtu. As
for Juwain, I think it probably a contraction from “ Jui nao,”

the new stream, a name actually belonging to our encamping
ground immediatelv under and opposite to the fort of Lash.

Crossing the Farah Eud we moved in a northerly direction

along its right bank for a distance of some 35 miles, over a
country for the most part blank and desolate to Kalah-i-Eah,

where one or two village forts and outskirts showed signs of life

and means of subsistence. From this point we struck off in a
westerly direction, reaching the Harud or Harut Eud, which
marks the frontier of Persia, now perfectly dry, and there
encamped. During the march, Sardar Ahmad Khan took leave,

and 1 shall always pleasantly remember his courtesy and
attention to us wFile in his territory. He is a man of quiet,

undemonstrative manner, but of quick, intelligent eye and
expression. Of Conolly he speaks as of a friend, and I believe

with true regard
;
of Khauikoff his mention is less unconstrained,

but I have little doubt he has benefited in address and de-

meanour by intercourse with both travellers. The Sardar has
three sons, the eldest of whom, Shamsudin Khan, has been to
Kabul, and was present at the Ambala Durbar in 1869 ;

of the
two younger, one, a handsome boy, wore like Shamsudin,
European costume. We also made the acquaintance of Mu-
hammad Husain, the Sardar’s uncle, whom Conolly mentions
in 1839 as a favourite cliild of Shah Pasand Khan, grandfather
of the present chief. Ahmad Khan’s brother, Samad Khan, is

Governor of Juwain. The road from Lash Juwain to Birjand,
at first over a dreary plain or undulating tract, becomes less

barren and more mountainous on approaching the large village
of Duruh. The only mention I can find of this section of
country by former travellers is in a bare record of the names
and distances of five stages, which form part of a long route
given by KinuieP from Kandahar to Bushahr, with a remark to
the name Duruh, “ through a barren country called the Desert
of Despair.” From Duruh to the flourishing village of Hus-
ainahad, the older town of Sar-Bishah, the old fort and modern
village of Mod, and the capital town of Birjand, there are
mountains and plains at intervals with much wild vegetation,
and cultivation where there are inhabitants. The general
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direction of the hills appears to be M’.w. and S.E., with plains or
Talleys called “Julgah”of more or less extent, and in many
cases shut in like an amphitheatre. Birjand is well situated at

the foot of hills, and there are rather high mountains to the
westward. It has for many years been the principal city of

the “ Kaianat,” or divisions of the large Kaian district, of which
there are nine and a half “ Buluks ” or departments, so super-

seding Kaian, the original headquarters. The houses are much
in the style of the ordinary Persian dwellings, from two to four
mud domes marking the residence of one family ; but there are
signs of modem and more civilised architecture, which I under-
stand to represent a new bazaar in course of completion, and
attention seemed to be given here to the width and regularity
of a public tboroughfare. There are said to be some 25C0
houses in Birjaud, but I doubt that in such assumption the
census would show as many as five inhabitants to each house.
We were received by a cavalcade, headed by a small boy, a son
of the Amir of Kaian, sent out on a plea of ill-health of his
eldest brother, governor of the town during his father’s absence
in Sistan. The next morning, however, the invalid himself
called upon me, and I returned liis call in the “ Ark ” or citadel
the day following. M e were detained three days in Birjand for
camels. Promises were made and broken as usual.

We marched through a mountainous country and almost due
north to Kaian, the town which gives its name to the district,

but were five days in accomplishing this distance, only 67 miles,
having made four marches instead of three, and halted the
second day. e left Biijand on the 1st and reached Kaian
the 6th of April. The intervening stages were Ghiuk, Seh-
Deh, and Bum. I mention them especially, because I know of
no European traveller who has heretofore visited one or the
other, and they are not in any map that I have seen. The
first is the most picturesque and has the essential character of
mountain scenery. It is situated at the eastern extremity of a
basin rather than valley of highland, over which peer the crests
of majestic mountains in the tracts north of Birjand, where the
altitude, unless our barometers greatly misled us, is not far
irom bU(J0 teet above the level of the sea. The vdlage, crowned
by a dilapidated fort of stones and mud, consists oF some hun-
dred houses

;
but for these the occupants are said to be 120

only, about 150 having died or deserted during the recent
lamine. Near it are many fruit trees and gardens, and extend-
ing down the valley in narrow strips or literally steps, are beds
o green cultivation. The effect is good, although the colour is
monotonous. Even the green presents no strong contrast, but
blends, as it were, with the sober drab and earthy tints of the
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prevailing entourage. A stream of water runs in a westerly

direction down the valley, which is itself confined by the sur-

rounding hills to a narrow space trending rather from e.^.e. to

N.N.W. than due westward. There are many basins or valleys

near the encampment, like this one, possessing fruit trees, water,

and cultivation, but without the presiding village. Many of the

high mountain tops are clothed in reddish or greenish hues, and
the flatness of the incline is relieved by dark boulders. Vege-
tation is profuse and varied, and it is pleasant to know the pale

green colour, discerned apart from cultivation, to be produced

by a fine coating of grass instead of a mineral presence.

Descending to a broad high plain, we found Seh-Deh a tolerably

large village, but many families were said to have emigrated
thence owing to last years famine. We were showm some
beautiful specimens of the carpets for which the district is

famous—they are chiefly made at a place called Darakhsh.
Eum is a small village at the foot of hills, with domed mud
hovels, a fort of sun-dried brick and some protective stone

walls. The population, now reckoned at from thirty to forty

families, is reported to represent less than half the number it

contained two years ago.

Kaian, the ancient capital of the district, once overrun by
Uzbeks, later by Arabs, is a place of much local note, and has a
history of its own. It covers a considerable extent of ground,
and has large and numerous walled gardens. These stretch out

here and there like those of Kashan, and other centres of popu-
lation in Persia

;
but when approached they seem to rvant the

life and freshness their office implies. With all the space
covered by walls and buildings the population is limited by some
to 500 houses in the sense of families. 1 think there must be more,
though nothing like the 4000 houses and 10,000 inhabitants

stated by one of my informants. The town is built upon a
plain almost surrounded by hills and mountains. In the neigh-

bourhood is obtained fruit of many kinds, wheat, barley, and
saffron. A great amount of raw silk is exported, and some
little reserved for home manufacture. The inhabitants of Kaian,
much as those of certain villages in the district, are chiefly

Saiads, Mullahs, and the like, men with all the elements and
training of bigotry and intolerance, and with perhaps less regard
for authority than any other class. From our short experience
of Kaian, I should infer that the place was ruled in the secular
as in the religious sense, and acknowledged no resident temporal
power out of their community. Our camp was crowded with
white, green, and blue turbans, marking the several degrees of
learning or sanctity of the wearers, whose staring and inquisi-
tiveness with regard to ourselves it took some trouble to restrain

;
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at the same time I must record a complimentary visit from

several of their number, among vhom two or three showed
respectably in address and intelligence. According to these

persons we were the first Europeans that had been seen at

Kaian, and it is almost to be hoped that such is the case, when
we find so important a town marked in our best maps about

60 miles south, instead of the same distance north, of Birjand.

We had heard much of the Turkoman, or as they are here
called Alaman, raids on the district-we were traversing, and the

common report that these robbers were about, together with the

appearance in our camp' of one or two recent sufferers at their

hands, suggested the adoption of a route slightly different from
that by which, under original agreement, we were to have
moved towards Mash-had. No mounted escort was procurable

at Kaian, nor had any been given to us at Birjand. We were
told that there were no horses whatever for mounted guards,
all available cavalry being in Sistan, and the scarcity of grain
and fodder having lately reached its climax. Our escort con-

sisted of footmen only, hastily got together from stage to stage,

and armed with matchlocks of primitive construction. Inde-
pendently of these wo trusted to ourselves and attendants

; but
it was held advisable to march as much as possible in company
Avith the baggage, so as to concentrate our forces and protect our
property. I have mentioned that the mountain chains ran
much in a N.w. to s.e. direction, and the “julgahs” or valleys
between Avould naturally lie in similar lines, varying however
greatly in length and breadth, the first being limited by cross

ranges. Between Kaian and Bajistan, whither we were forced
by circumstances, lay the two large “julgahs” of Nimbuluk
and Gunabad. Instead of traversing the first and skirting the
second as before intended, or traA'ersing as much of one or both
as would secure a tolerably straight line to Mash-had (a better
route than all, had Bajistan been discarded and Avere there no
Turkomans and sufficient supplies), we Avere asked to skirt the
two plains, that is, to keep the hills on the southern side of each,
passing from one to the other in an oblique line. The theory
in these parts appears to be that the Turkoman never makes his
attack singly or on foot; that he is always one of a mounted
body ready to “ chapao ” or pounce upon the prey at full speed

;

that to carry out his object he aA'oids mountainous or difficult
country, and mainly seeks the open plain or valley

; consequently
that it behoves the ordinary caraA'an or traA’eller, insufficiently
provided to meet the enemy, to choose a detour amid the
hills, in preference to risking an unequal encounter in the level
country. Ignorant of the localities to be passed through, and
quite in the hands of our guides, we made a sort of compromise
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between a roundabout road, reported thoroughly safe, and

a direct one, reported fraught with danger
;
and this arrange-

ment took us on our way with a change of one station only from

the original programme, and little, if any, loss in respect of

time and distance. Constant rumours of the approach of Tur-

koman bodies, in numbers ranging between forty and one

thousand, reached us; but our progress was unmolested by
any.

Of the four stages passed between Kaian and Bajistan, a

journey of 80 miles in the aggregate, not one but offered some
attraction in point of scenery, and the climate was almost

perfect. The villages of Girimanj and Dasht-i-Biaz, on the

sloping ground at the south-western and western extremities of

the tine and extensive Nimbuluk plain, are pleasantly situated,

and the last may still be considered a flourishing place, notwith-

standing the common visitation. Kakhk is a village of happy
site, buSt on rising ground at the foot of snow-clad moimtains
and overlooking the valley of Gunabad, the vastness of which
gives it the appearance of a desert plain. There is the shrine

of Sultan Muhamad, brother of Imam Eaza, conspicuous under
its dome of painted tiles w'ith fanciful designs, and evidently held

in great esteem by the inhabitants. Zibad has perhaps less

striking features, but we passed Kalat on our way thither, a
large place on the hillside abounding in gardens and cultivation.

As we turned aside from the marching road to dismount at this

remarkable village, the inhabitants w'ere observed to be in

considerable alarm, leaving their homes or fields in haste, and
in some cases running up the contiguous acclivity. It soon
became evident that we were mistaken for Alamans, and it

required some persuasion on the part of our guides to restore

quiet and confidence. Kalat has a position assigned in certain

maps, but it is misplaced with reference to other villages.

Leaving Zibad on the 15th April, we continued to skirt the
hills among villages and cultivated lands, and after marching
15 miles entered the mountains which cross the western side of

the Gunabad valley. We pursued a somewhat dreary and cir-

cuitous route among these for about 9 miles further, when we
debouched upon a new valley, in which was the town of Bajistan.

There we were joined by our Mihmandar of Birjand, who brought
the good news that the camels, tents, and heavy baggage, from
which we had been separated for thirteen days, were coming in.

They had proceeded from the capital of the Kaian district by a
western route, avoiding the Nimbuluk and Gunabad plains,

and our halts had enabled them to overtake us. Bajistan is in

the Tun and Tabas district, and is explained to mean a place of
“ Baj ” or customs, the tradition being that the sea was once
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over the Kavir, or salt desert, in its vicinity. It has some manu-
factures of silk and woollen cloth (“ Bark ”), and the specimen

which I saw of the latter article struck me as superior. I was
visited by the Naih, or chief local authority, and an Akhund or

professor, and heard some strange legends of the place. One
was that in former days whoever drank the water of a certain

neighbouring spring went mad, and that Shah Abbas, having

certified the fact by an experiment on his Wazir, caused the

pernicious source to be blocked up and a healthful supply to

be obtained elsewhere.

We halted a day at Bajistan, and thence marched to Yimsi,

near an arm of the great salt desert of Khurasan. It is pre-

tended that this place takes its name from the Prophet Jonah,

who, when the sea reached so far, was thrown up there by the

whale. Apart from its similarity of name, I can find no grounds

for so strange a supposition ; but I cannot say that I have heard
it maintained beyond the limits of the district claiming the

venerable association. The map, follow ing Christie, has hitherto

shown the stage to be “ Oonshy ”
;
I think, however, that

Yunsi or Yunasi (if it came indeed from Yiinas) is the more
correct spelling. By all accounts famine has not spared this

village, and its mark is now visible in the poverty and reduced
population represented. We were met ou arrival by a number
of inhabitants on foot, headed by a portly personage introduced
to us as the Katkhuda. With the powers of a man in office,

this worthy combined the accomplishments of an athlete, and
ushered us into camp brandishing a pair of clubs with the facility

of a practised performer. From Yunsi we made a long march
of 30 miles to Abdullah-abad. There was little to break the
monotony of the vast plain traversed. On first starting we
crossed a bridge into the desert of Turbat

;
about midday we

passed the village of Mian Deh, equidistant from Mash-had
and Tabas, and our last five miles were through a succession of
old and new villages and gardens. A letter from the Prince-
Governor of Mash-had, in reply to one which I had sent ou
leaving Birjand, was brought to day, and apprised me of the
arrangements made by His Royal Highness for our fitting
reception in the city, and escort thither. The brother of the
Chief of Turbat came out for some miles to meet and conduct
us into camp, and a house and garden w’ere placed at the
disposal of the mission. The length ot this day’s march and
the prospect of another as long immediately succeeding, induced
us to halt on the 19th instant, on account of the heavy baggage.
The next day we moved to Turbat, and found the distance
o_ mdes. Two separate cavalcades came out to meet us ou our
way to this place, the second headed by the governor himself
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an(J forty horsemen. It was evident that orders had been
received and put into execution to treat us with due honour, a

proceeding which all precedent led us to expect from the

Hisam-i-Sultanah.

Turbat is the principal town of a district of that name south

of Mash-had, and is distinguished from a second Tui'bat not far

to the eastward, bv the affix “Haidari”; this compound mean-
ing the grave of Haidar, one of the holy men of Muhamadan
story. It enjoys a climate which, to judge from repute and our

own experience, must be fine and bracing, and we had ocular

demonstration of the excellence of its soil in the many gardens

and corn-fields with which it is surrounded. Cotton is grown,

opium cultivated, and silk obtained here
;
but this year owing

to past droughts and scarcity, attention has almost wholly been
given to the produce of grain. Haji Mirza Mahmud, the present

governor, a handsome Persian somewhat under middle age, is

an active energetic man, and appears to merit the confidence

reposed in him by the Hisam-i-Sultanah, whose favour it is

understood has raised him from the position of a household

servant to that of ruler of a district, in supersedure of a Shah-
zadah or prince of the blood royal. These promotions and
changes in Persia are, singularly enough, of everyday occurence,

and however marked the social distinction between individuals

while it exists, its existence at all is a continual uncertainty.

In a country where opportunity is construed as fate, and where
privileged domestics have the advantages of access over the

nearest friends and relatives of a man in power, it is not

unnatural to find even state officials supplanted by individuals

who have once filled the post of valet, groom, or personal

retainer of some sort. The Turbat district doubtless requires

a firm and constant supervision, and its present condition con-

trasts favourably with Conolly’s time, when Muhamad Khan,
the chief, plundered merchants and travellers, and disposed of

them wholesale to the Turkomans. We were very respectably

housed by the Haji, and his attention to our wants was marked
and unremitting.

From Turbat-i-Haidari, or Turbat Isa Khan, as it is often

called, from a former chief, to Mash-had the distance is a little

more than 80 miles. We accomplished this in three stages,

over a mountainous road, rising to a pass, during the first march
to Asadabad, 2250 feet above Turbat itself. The Godar-i-Baidar

commands a splendid view of the grass green hollows on its north

,

and notwithstanding incessant rain and inseparable discomforts,

there was much to charm the eye in the landscape presented.
Our second march was to Sharifabad

;
the rain continued, but

with less persistence and force than the day before, and the cold
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was not harassing. Owing to reports of late raids on this par-

ticular road, we were requested to move cautiously, sending off our

camels under a guard at night and keeping the mules close to

our own party. This precaution, as on former occasions, applied

to the passage of plains or valleys after partial descent from the

mountains
; hut we were now provided with a goodly escort, and

could send out horsemen to reconnoitre if required. In fact

we had at our disposal from Turhat, a strong troop of cavaliers

under a smart commandant, and, to all appearance, a good
working body. Sharifahad is the first postal station out of

Mash-had on the Tehran road, so that our march thence into

the former city was a retrograde movement. However, under
any circumstances, it would not have heen etiquette to have arrived

so near the Prince-Governor’s headquarters and turned away
without visiting His Eoyal Highness. Our servants, moreover,
had done continuous hard and good service, and were eagerly
longing for this particular break in the return journey.

From Sharifahad to Mash-had is a distance of 21 miles
; about

two-thirds of the way are through the mountain range, and the
remaining third is across the large plain on which stands the
city so eminently revered by the Shia Moslem. Indeed to the
whole Muhamadan world. Mash-had is a spot of special sanctity
and repute, and Suni and Shia both pay their devoirs at the
shrine of Imam Eaza. The Arabic word “ Mash-had,” signifying
a place of martyrdom or testimony in the cause of religion,

should apply to the death of the Imam in prison by the adminis-
tration of a poisoned date. On reaching the high land, whence
a view of the minarets and golden dome is first obtained, orthodox
Persian travellers bow reverentially in acknowledgment of the
locality which they have been privileged to visit. At certain
conspicuous points wdthin sight of the shrine are groups of
graves, to which it is believed the eye of the buried saint may
turn with profit to the departed. Yet with all this outer sem-
blance of holiness, and notwithstanding the presumable re-
spectability of the atmosphere, it is to be feared that the
Mash-hadi has no higher morale than his fellows. One of the
special attendants deputed to us from the Prmce-Govemor
informed me that the “ inhabitant of Khurasan was notoriously
a liar.” He was speaking with reference to certain current
stories about Turkomans, the truth of which he more than
doubted.

Among objects of interest observed during the recent journey,
perhaps the most notable in a general sense, was the “ Eeg-i-
uwan or moving sand, which tradition makes the resting-place

^ between Kalah Kah
and the Harud Eiver, near the Perso-Afghan frontier, where deep
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drift sand has become massed in a lon», broad, steep line from

top to bottom of the sonthern face, the rest of the surface being

quite clear. A mysterioi^s noise produced by this sand at un-

certain periods, and echoed at a considerable distance, is asserted

to bear a supernatural meaning ; the place is consequently one

of pilgrimage, to Afghans and other ^lu^’annidans, and many
make their way there to pay their respects to the supposed

shrine or consult the supposed oracle. The ascent is attended

with labour and difficulty, as \re were able to testify from
ocular evidence.

We were all "lad to leave Mash-had, a place so frequently

described by writers, from Tavernier and Chardin to the present

time, that detailed mention of it might now be supertiuous.

The dampness of the season and noxious exhalations made the

garden, however large and luxuriant, and notwithstanding its

privacy and many advantages, an ineligible spot for residence

under canvas. And the presence of the shrine aflected our

establishment to the detriment of efficiency. With fe^y excep-

tions its members were insensibly led to what in the eyes of a

European observer would be the verge of demoralisation.

V.

—

0)1 Discoveries East of Spitzbergeii and Approaches towards

the North Pole on the Spitzlergen Meridian. By C. E.

M.\rkham, Esq., C.B., F.R.S., Secretary r.g.s.

[iteaC February lOtb, 1873.]

A GoyERXMEXT Arctic Expedition must proeeedin the direction

which offers the tliree essential points that will justify the

Government in sanctioning its despatch, namely, the certainty

of exploring an unknown area of considerable extent, the best

prospect of the explored area yielding valuable results in

various branches of science, and security for the safety of the

explorei's. That direction is, in the opinion of all naval ^Crctic

authorities, by ymitli yound ;
and the reasons for that opinion

will. I trust, be fully explained in the coarse of the present

session.

But there are other routes by which the unknown region

around the North Pole can be approached, and all present

joints of geographical interest. In the direction of Spitzbergen

much has recently been done; and it has been thought desirable

that the meeting should be presented with a sketch of the

various discoveries' that have been made to the eastward of

G 2
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tlie Spitzbergen group of late years, and of the attempts to

attain a high latitude on the Spitzbergen meridians. "

The western and northern coasts of Spitzbergen have been
well known for nearly three centuries, and a brief allusion to

the natural causes which have enabled thousands of vessels to

visit them during the last 276 years, while the eastern shore

and its off-lying islands still await thorough exploration, is a

necessary preface to what follows.

The great Spitzbergen archipelago feels the effect of two

ocean currents flowing from opposite directions. The Polar

stream flows from east to west along the coast of Siberia,

receiving great harvests of drift-wood from the Asiatic rivers.

It then sweeps round the north end of Novaya Zemlya, and
drifts the polar ice and the Siberian trees upon the north-

eastern and eastern shores of Spitzbergen and its outlying

islands. Hence the eastern side is blocked up with ice during
most seasons, and its beaches are covered with drift-wood. The
Polar current also carries the ice down between Spitzbergen

and Greenland, and along the east coast of Greenland to Cape
Farewell, at the maximum rate, according to Scoresby, of from
8 to 12 miles a day. The warm current from the Atlantic

forks-off the south end of Spitzbergen. One portion flows on
to the Novaya Zemlya coast, where it eventually mingles its

water with the Polar current. The other branch flows up the

w'est coast of Spitzbergen and keeps itself comparatively free

from ice, although the ice streaming out of the Spitzbergen
fiords edges it off to some distance from the land. Meeting the
Polar current, its greater specific gravity, caused by its contain-

ing more salt than the Polar water, makes it plunge into the
depths, and for a time become a submarine current, flowing in

a direction contrary to that of the Polar current. Salt-water
weighs 28 per cent, more than distilled water, and the Gulf
Stream contains 35 thousandths of salt to 33 thousandths in
the Polar current. IMoreover, bodies of w'ater in rapid motion
do not readily interchange their temperatures, so that a warm
stream might flow beneath a cold stratum for a considerable
distance without mixing. Thus, wben Mr. Leigh Smith obtained
some sea temperatures at various depths, off the north-west
point of Spitzbergen, while the water on the surface was only a
degree or two above freezing, the temperature at 500 fathoms
was 52^, and once even 64’ Fabr. Scoresby also suggests that
the warm stratum is an extension of the Gulf Stream, which,
on meeting with water near the ice lighter than itself, sinfe
below the surface and becomes, for a time, a counter under-
current. The branch of the Gulf Stream which thus becomes
a submarine current, slowly and gradually mixes its waters-
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with the Polar stream as it loses its velocity, owing to the ten-

dency of the warm water to rise; and eventually becomes a

part of it. Thus Porchhammer has ascertained that the cold

current flowing down the east coast of Greenland from the

north contains Atlantic water. These oceanic movements
account for the ease with which western and northern Spitz-

bergen have been explored, while the eastern side still retains

many of its secrets, and invites the explorer.

Old Purchas wrongly claimed the discovery of Spitzbergen

for the ill-fated Sir Hugh Mdllonghby in 1553. and later map-
makers, to get rid of the claim, invented a “ Wlllouglibij Land”
between Spitzbergen and Kovaya Zemlya ;

but the fact is, as has

been satisfactorily shown by Mr. Rundall, that it was the coast

of Novaya Zemlya itself that Willoughby reached before he and
his crew met their dreadful end in the Lapland harbour.

In reality, William Barents, the gallant Dutchman, disco-

vered Spitzbergen in 1596. But he did not, as Dr. Beke and
Dr. Petermann suppose, sail up the east side and circumnavi-

gate the largest island in the group. That feat has never yet

been performed. Dr. Beke adopted the circumnavigation

theory from the statement in Gerrit de Veer’s Journal, that

Barents steered a little east of north from Bear Island. But
the Journal is vague, and other entries go to prove that the

ship of Barents was never on the east coast. De Veer speaks

of land on his right hand, and of an east wind coming off the

land. The question is set at rest by the nearly contempo-

raneous map of Hondius, which was specially prepared to illus-

trate the “ admirancla navigatio” of Barents, and published, in

1611, in the work on Amsterdam by Pontanus. It shows a

small portion of the western and northern shores of Spitzlrergen,

and the track of Barents. The great Dutch navigator sighted

land on the 19th of June, 1596, in 79° 19', near the extreme

northern end of the west coast; and at the western point he

found so great a number of birds that they flew against the

sails, so he called the point Vogelsang.

Although discovered I'ar from Spitzbergen, I cannot refrain

from digressing, for a few moments, in order to allude to the

relics of Barents which Captain Carlsen found in the ancient

winter quarters on Hovaya Zemlya in 1S71. Xo man had
entered the lonely dwelling, where the famous discoverer of

Spitzbergen had sojourned during the long winter of 1596, for

nearly three centuries. There stood the cooking-pans over the

fire-place, the old clock against the wall, the arms, the tools,

the drinking vessels, the instruments, and the books that had
beguiled the weary hours of that long night, 278 years ago. 1

regret that these precious relics could not have been exhibited
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at one of our meetings, before they were sent to their proper

abiding-place at the Hague. But I am able to place on the

table a small photograph of the group of relics, which has been

taken in Holland. Perhaps the most tonching is the pair of

small shoes. There was a little cabin boy among the crew,

who died, as Gerrit de Veer tells us, during the winter. This

accounts for the shoes having been left behind. There is a

flute too, once played by that poor boy, which will still give out

a few notes.

Barents called the newly-discovered land “ Greenland,” and

the early Dutch voyagers, who followed him, gave it the name
of “ Hieuland.” The English named it “ King James his New-
land but in a tract published by Hessel Gerard, in 161.3, the

land was called Spitzbergen,” a name which has since been

universally adopted.

Henry Hudson, in June and July 1607, only saw the north

and west coasts, like Barents before him
;
but his voyage led

to a succession of whaling ventures under the auspices of the

Muscovy Company, from 1609 to 1622, when several disco-

veries were made to the eastward. Thomas Edge seems to have

been the leading spirit in these undertakings ;
and the names

of Ralph Freeman, Deicrowe, Heley, Barkham, and others,

preserved in bays and straits, are those of the wortliy merchant-

adventurers who provided the means. In 1613 and 1614 the

English whalers discovered Hope Island, and other islands to

the south-eastward of Spitzbergen. In 1616 Captain Edge sent

a pinnace to the eastward, to explore Edge Island, and other

land on the east side, as far as 78^ N. Tliis pinnace was a boat

of 20 tons, with a crew of 12 men. She is portrayed on the

curious old chart of Spitzbergen in Purchas’s ‘ Pilgrimes,’ a copy
of which lies on the table, pulling up Stor Fiord. The pinnace’s

crew killed a thousand seahorses on Edge Island, and got 1300
tons of oil by the 14th of August. In 1617 Captain Edge
again led a whaling fleet to Spitzbergen. One of the ships, a

vessel of 60 tons, with a crew of 20 men, discovered the east coast

as far north as 79°, as well as extensive land still further to the

eastward, which is shown on the chart of Purchas, and called

Wiche’s Land. It is important to hear this in mind, for

Wiche's Land is certainly the “ King Karl Land ” of recent

explorers. In subsequent years there were frequent collisions

with the Dutch fleet, and the English found it more and more
difiicult to hold their own. Eventually, for many years, the
trade fell -almost entirely into the hands of the Hollanders.
But during the time that the English mariners were in the

ascendant in the Spitzbergen seas, from the voyage of stout
Hem-y Hudson in 1607 to about 1622, they did excellent geo-
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graphical work
;
which is shown on the chart of Purchas. Here

we have the whole of the west and north sides of Spitzbergen,

with their fiords and off-lying islets delineated and named, as

well as part of the strait between the main island and North-

East Land, called Sir Thomas Smith’s Inlet, but which was
afterwards named the Waygat or Hinlopen Strait, after a rich

Amsterdam burgomaster of tliat name. We have North-East

Land, called Sir Thomas Smyth’s Island. W'e have the whole

of what is now called Stor Fiord by the Swedes, with the west

and south sides of Edge Island, and Alderman Freeman’s Inlet

on its northern shore ;
and we have Wiche’s Laxd far to the

east, discovered by the English in 1G17, but never seen again,

or at least delineated on a map, until 1870.

Thus was the greater part of Spitzbergen fairly mapped by
the English, and names given to the principal features. Those

features were improperly named again by the Dutch, but the

more ancient English names ought on all occasions now to be

adopted, except, of course, those given by Barents, which have

a prior claim. The old names should be restored on all new
maps ; and we rejoice to see that Dr. Petermaun is, as a rule,

careful to preserve and restore the earliest name on every

occasion when the locality to which it was given can be clearly

identified.

The Dutch frequenters of Spitzbergen had made no material

addition to a knowledge of the group up to the end of the

seventeenth century. They never went beyond the Seven

Islands and Hinlopen Strait, on the north coast
;
and, in a bad

year, they went round to the east by doubling the south point

of Spitzbergen, and proceeding to a great fishery in Disco Bay,

off Edge Island. This is quite clear from what Frederick

Martens tells us, who went to Spitzbergen in 1G71, and wrote

the best account of the group previous to the publication of

Scoresby’s work. He sav^s
—“ Then follow' the Seven Islands.

We saw no ships go any further, neither could I understand that

ever any ship did go further, nor can they go so far every year,

towards the east, because of the danger of the ice. It is

unknown whether the Waygat goeth through the country

or no.”

But 35 years after the time of Martens, two Dutch captains,

named Cornelius Giles and Hutger Heps, made voyages to the

eastward, such as have never been equalled up to the present

day. Captain Giles, in 1707, passed more than a degree to

the northward of the Seven Islands without any hindrance from

ice, then sailed east for some leagues in an open sea, then bent

his course south-east and afterwards south. In latitude 80^ x. he

saw very high land about 25 miles to the east from North-East
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Land, which has since been known as Giles’s or GiUis Land. He
then ran along the side of North-East Land, entered Hinlopen
Strait, and anchored in Lomme Bay, where he took two whales.

This information was collected from Walig and other whaling
captains at Holder in 1775, and is given by Danes Barrington.

It exactly agrees, in all respects, with Van Keulen’s chart. Thus
the Dutch ascertained that the two inlets discovered and named
by the English after Sir Thomas Smith and Alderman Freeman
were in reality straits, and they called them Hinloper and
Walter Tymens respectively. Tlie Dutch also discovered the

Seven Islands, the east coast of Nortli-East Land, Giles’s Land,
and three islands off the east coast of Edge Island, which they
named Eijk Ys Islands. But they never saw the Wyche Land
of the English farther east, and that land was so clean forgotten

that both Scoresby and the captain of the Recherche in their

maps, put “ Wiche Land ” as another name for the Eijk Ys
Islands.

The Dutch knowledge of Spitzbergen is embodied in the chart

of the Van Keulens, father and son, which went through several

editions, and was the best authority on the subject through-
out the eighteenth century. A copy of the latest edition lies

on the table—a coloured tracing, procured for me at the Hague,
by Commodore Jansen. John van Keulen, the father, died in

about 1705, and the son, Gerhard van Keulen, issued his last

publication in 1728. The last edition of their Spitzbergen
chart was published after the return of Captains Giles and
Kutger Eeps, and shows their discoveries. Their names are on
its title. Dr. Petermann has written rather disparagingly of
Van Keulen’s chart, and has altered the position of Giles’s (or

Gillis) Land from 80° to 81° 30', referring to Barrington as his

authority. But the account in Barrington agrees exactly with
Van Keulen’s chart, and with the bearings taken by Tobiesen
in 1864, so that the alteration is a mistake. 3Ir. Foster, who
was one of the lieutenants in Parry’s expedition of 1827, gives
a very different estimate of the value of Van Keulen’s work.
He says :

—
“ We recognised distinctly almost every feature of

the lands delineated in the old Dutch chart;” and he adds
that several of the glaciers in Hinlopen Strait were faithfully
laid down.

The whaling trade of the Hollanders gradually came to an
end in the last half of the last century. Many names round
the Spitzbergen shores, and great numbers of graves, remain as
memorials ot their former hardihood. Treurenberg, the great
bay on the northern coast, is from treuren to mourn, and Parry
found numerous Dutch graves on every point, with dates from
1640 to 1738. It is a pity that the Dutch should not resume
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their Spitzbergen enterprises, and, reviving the memory of

former achievements, once more take their place among Arctic

explorers. Surely the countrymen of Barents, of Ivlaniingh,

and of Linsehoten have the old spirit left among them, and are

ready to assume their rightful part in the same rank with the

explorers of other countries who are now gathering and mar-
slialling their forces for an onslaught ujion the vast unknown
Polar regions.

Scoresby and the English whalers, in the second half of the

last and commencement of the present century, only frequented

the seas to the west and north of Spitzbergen, making no addi-

tions to our knowledge to the eastward ;
and the expeditions of

Tchitchekoff, Phipps, Buchan, C'lavering, Parry, and the

Pecherche confined their operations to the same direction.

Phipps did not go east of the Seven Islands, of which he made
a partial survey. Parry saw’ distant high laud to the east of

the Seven Islands, which must, no doubt, have been Cape
Platen or North-East Land, and the islands of Eutger Kep<,

Charles XII., and Broch and Eoyn to the north-east of it, the

two last discovered by Mr. Leigh Smith in 1871, Lieutenant

Foster surveyed a part of Hinlopen Strait, as far south as

79° 33' N., and gave the names of Cape Fanshaw’e and Foster

Islands to a point of land and a small group in that strait at

his furthest point.

All the knowledge that has since been acquired to the east-

ward of Spitzbergen has been due to the Swedish and German
expeditions, to the gallant enterprises of English yachtsmen,

and to Norwegian captains under the auspices of Professor

Mohn of Christiania, to whom geographers owe a large debt of

gratitude for his exertions. Professor Mohn has induced the

captains of Norwegian sealers to take observations, and to fm-

nish him with notes of their voyages ; and Iience the names and
discoveries of Johnseu, Tobiesen, Carlsen, Isaksen, Mack, Ulve,

Nilsen, Aarstrom, Mathilas, and Altmann have become known
to students of Arctic geography.

In 1861 Mr. Lament, an English yachtsman, was off the

south coast of Edge’s Land, and among the thousand islands,

extending his voyage as far as tjre Eijk Ys Islands of the Dutch,

which Scoresby had supposed to be \Viche’s Land. Mr. Birk-

beck also made a yacht voyage to Spitzbergen in 1862, accom-

panied by Professor Newton, of Cambridge, and Mr. Graham
Manner’s Sutton

;
and he hired a Norwegian sloop to accompany

him. The two vessels seirarated off Stor Fiord. Mr. Newton,
in the yacht, tried in vain to sail up the Fiord; while tire

sloop held on to the north-east as far as the Eijk Ys Islands,

and sighted distant land to the eastward, which must have
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been Wiche’s Land. But the sloop was stopped by the ice, and
had to return without doing as mueli as had been hoped.

The Swedish investigations in Spitzbergen have been con-

tinued, under Nordenskiold. in five consecutive expeditions

during 1858, 1861, 1864, 1868, and 1872. xllthough the valu-

able observations and collections of the Swedes were chiefly

confined to the south, west, and north-west coasts, yet they

pressed further east, on the north coast, than either Phipps or

Parry, and rounded Cape Platen, to the east of the Seven

Islands. They also, in 1864 and 1868, went down Hinlopen

Strait nearly to its south-eastern outlet, and sighted land to

the eastward, which is called “ Swedish Foreland ” on the

charts, but v hich they at first believed to be the Giles’s Land of

Van Keulen’s chart. Captain Koldewey, in command of the

German expedition, also sailed down Hinlopen Strait in August

1868, and sighted Swedish Foreland.

In 1870 Baron von Heuglin sailed for Spitzbergen in a

vessel commanded by the Norwegian captain Nils Isaksen, ex-

amining all the shores of Stor Fiord as far as Heley’s Sound,

which separates a large island (since called Barents’ Island)

from the main land of Spitzbergen. Von Heuglin also ex-

amined the whole extent of Alderman Freeman’s Strait,

(Walter Thymen’s Strait of the Dutcli) which divides Edge
Island from Barents’ Island. He rounded the north-eastern-

most point of Edge Island, which has been named Cape
Heuglin, From his extreme point, on August 16th, 1870, he
sighted extensive land on the eastern horizon, consisting of

a range of peaks half covered with snow, with land behind
them. He believed this to be a discovery, and to be a part of

a great continent, and named it “King Karl Land.” But it is

undoubtedly the Wiche’s Land discovered by the English in

1617, and re-discovered by Mr. Birkbeck in 1864, when it was
seen for the first time since the seventeenth century,—an
interval of 247 years.

It is to the hardy Norwegian sealing captains, and to Pro-
fessor Mohn who has collected their work, that much of our
knowledge of the eastern side of Spitzbergen is due. The
fishery has been carried on byiforwegians since about 1820,
but for many years they kept to the western side, and only by
degrees extended their operations along the northern coast.
They called the passage between the Seven Islands and the
north cape of JSorth-East Land the “Northern Gate,” and the
south-eastern outlet of Hinlopen Strait the “ Southern Gate,”
and both were usually blocked up with ice. Captain Carlsen
w'as the first to venture through the “Northern Gate” in 1863,
and he completed the circumnavigation of Spitzbergen during
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the month of August, in the brig Jan Mayen. On the 2n(i he
passed the Seven Islands, on the 14th he had rounded the
extreme point of Xorth-East Land, on the 16th he sighted
Giles’s Land, on the 18th he sailed along the coast of Barents
and Edge islands, and on the 21st he rounded Hope Island.

He thus completed the circumnavigation of the group
;
a feat

which has never been performed before nor since. For this

great nautical feat he has received a gold w atch from the Eoyal
Geographical Society.

In 1864 the Norwegians made a most important voyage,
passing through the “ Northeni Gate.” and returning in boats

by the Southern Gate,” thus completing the circumnavigation
of North-East Land

;
but they left their vessels behind.

Early in August 1861 Captain Tobiesen fell in with
Captains Aarstrom and Hathilas ofl‘ the beven Islands, and
they determined to pass the ‘‘ Northern Gate ” and round the
eastern point of North-East Land in company. On the 7th,

when about 12 miles x. by w. of that point, they sighted Giles’s

(Gillis) Land bearing S.E. by s. That unvisited isle, never
seen since the stout Dutch skipper discovered it in 1707, re-

mained in sight during the 7th and the whole of the 8th of

August; and in the following days a great number of seals and
walruses were secured on Great Island, the “ Great Hoog Eyl

”

of the Dutch. But when they tried to return by tlie way they
came, the Norwegians found so much drift-ice coming from the

north, and blocking up the passage at “ Walrus Islands,” that

escape in that direction was impossible. The three vessels

then tried to make their way to the southward, along the east

coast of North-East Land, which, as the Dutch described it, is

bordered by a continuous ice field. They could not reach the
“ Southern Gate ” in their vessels, so they were obliged to take

to their boats and abandon their valuable property, including

seals and walruses worth llOOf. The beats went up Hinlopen
Strait, and all along the northern and western sides of Spitz-

bergen to Ice Fiord, a distance of 700 miles, before they were
picked up,—Tobiesen by a sealing vessel, xVarstrom and
JMathilas by the Axel Thoresen of the Swedish expedition.

This remarkable adventure turned the attention of the

Norwegians to eastern Spitzbergen, as a new country abounding

in seals and walruses
;
and it was suggested that it would be

easier to reach it by sailing directly east from Bear Island,

instead of going round Spitzbergen to the Northern Gate.”

In fact it was said that such a voyage was made by a Hammer-
fest captain in 1854, who actually landed either on Giles’s or

Wiche’s Land. In July 1872 Captain Altmann sailed in a

north-easterly direction from the Kijk Ys Islands, and reached
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a land which he coasted along from the 28th to the 31st. The
capes overlapped, and he believed it to consist of three large

and five small islands. In the same year Captain Johnsen

approached this land I'rom the south, in the schooner Lydiana,

sighting it on the 16th of August 1872. It was found to be an
island about 44 miles long, and its south-eastern shore was

covered with enormous quantities of drift-wood, for 100 yards

up the beach. This island is the Wiche’s Land discovered by
the English in 1617, and sighted by Mr. Birkbeck in 1864, and

by Von Heuglin in 1870. Captain Nilsen, also in 1872, visited

the northern end of Wiche’s Land, and sailed thence to the

entrance of Hinlopen Strait. Captain Johnsen reports that the

three islands of Altmann are but one, and the Swedish Fore-

land is probably but the northern end of Wiche’s Land

;

possibly Giles’s Land also.

But the most interesting voyages of recent times are those

which have been undertaken by Mr. B. Leigh Smith, with a

view to attaining the highest possible latitude, and of exploring

the unknown lands to the eastward of Spitzbergen. In the

year 1871 he was accompanied by the Norwegian Captain

tJlve, and he was fortunate in finding a very favourable season

for his purpose. He saded down Hinlopen Strait in August,

and reached a position at its south-eastern outlet, where
Koldewey had been in 1868. He discovered this position,

formerly supposed to be a peninsula, to be an island, having
walked round it while out shooting, at one spell of eighteen

hours. It is marked on the map as Waygat or Wilhelm Island.

From this point he could see the land on the opposite shore,

stretching far aAvay a little north of east, and the farthest point

was named Cape Mohn. This discovery by Smith and Ulve
gives a considerable prolongation to the southern shore of North-
East Land. The eastern sea was blocked with ice as usual,

so Mr. Smith returned to the north coast, and visited the Seven
Islands in September. He then rounded Cape Platen, and
sailed about 40 miles to the eastward, where the coast of North-
East Land was still tending towards the east. The farthest
visible point has been named Cape Smith. His observations
have considerably altered the shape and enlarged the area of
North-East Land, both the southern and northern shores ex-
tending very much farther to the eastward than was previously
supposed. In 1872 Mr. Leigh Smith again sailed for Spitz-
bergen in his yacht the Sampson, but it was an imfavourable
season. His vessel was considerably injured by the ice, and he
Avas unable to get farther east, on the north coast, than Weyde
Bay.

In the spring of 1873 he sailed on a third voyage, and this •
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time he had a fine steamer, the Diana, capitally adapted for the

work, in which he intended to press still further to the eastward,

and complete the discovery of Giles’s Land, as well as to attain

a very high northern latitude. It would seem from the ex-

perience of last year, that when the ice is close down upon the

north-west coast of Spitzbergen, the sea is remarkably open to

the east, and also on the east coast of Greenland, so that Mr.
Smith had two chances of a successful cruize. But the season

was again unfavourable, and he retnrned in September 1873,
with valuable zoological collections and many interesting photo-

graphs, but without having achieved any geographical result.

He, however, advanced a considerable distance down Hinlopen
Strait and made some valuable observations. The Swedish
Expedition wintered in Jlussel Bay, on the north coast of

Spitzbergen, in 1872-73, and returned in the autumn of 1873,
having been unable to advance beyond the Seven Islands.

As—for the reasons explained at the beginning of this paper
—vessels have hitherto been able to attain a higher latitude by
sailing up the west side of Spitzbergen than on any other

meridian, this achievement has always had special interest for

explorers in that direction. In some seasons there is much
open water,—in September, after vast masses of ice have been
drifting south during the whole summer, and a very high
latitude might possibly be attained in that month; but the

nights are commencing, young ice is forming, and the di£B-

culties are increasing each hour. An unusually early season

—

in May—such as Scoresby found in 1803, probably offers better

chances of success.

The way in which the Scoresbys forced their way to the
north, early in the spring, is both interesting and instructive.

They entered the ice in the good ship Resolution on the 2Sth
of April, in latitude 76° n., and found it to be of extraordinary

width and compactness. The elder Scoresby pressed into ice,

which to ordinary apprehension was impenetrable ; but now
was shown the value of experience and intelligence. The ex-

perienced eye of the veteran ice-navigator alone discerned in-

dications of open water to the northward. There was a
strong “ice blink” along the northern horizon, which, to all

minds on board but one, precluded hope. But Scoreshy,

narrowly scanning this “ ice blink ” from the main topmast
head, discerned a bluish grey streak helovj the “ ice blink,” and
closely skirting the horizon. He knew this to be an indication

of water beyond the pack, yet it might merely be a transient

lane or pool and of no extent. But the watchful veteran

detected another sign. He perceived occasionally a very light

motion of the water in contact with lumps of ice near the ship.
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He knew that this could only arise from a distant swell, which
must proceed from an open sea either to the south or north.

The dxstance he had penetrated into the ice, and the unmixed
“ ice blink ” astern, convinced him that it did not come from
the south. With conviction came the resolution to push on
through the formidable body of consolidated ice still before

him. Every elfort was made, boats were hoisted and lowered

to break the ice ahead, channels were cut with ice saws, the

crews towed, tracked, and sallied the ship, by running in a body
from one side to the other. At length, in 80’ N., an open sea

was reached. It was bounded on the north, in about 82°, by
the solid Polar pack, but was 50 or 60 miles wide, and extended
for an unascertained distance from e.n.e. to w.s.w. The fact

was that, from reasons due probably to prevailing winds, a great

mass of ice had broken off from the main pack and drifted

south very early in the spring, before the main pack began to

move, thus leaving this broad open lane, which would of course

disappear when the main body began to move, later in the
season. Meanwhile, Scoresby sailed across it to the edge of

the northern pack, taking several whales ; and at midnight on
the 24th of May, a careful observation gave him a latitude of
81° 12' 42" N. Next morning his latitude by dead reckoning
was 81° 30' K. in 19° E., where the ice was fixed and solid to the
north, but there was an open sea from e.n.e. to S.E. with a
water sky.

The Swedish Expedition of 1868, in the iron steamer
Sophia, attained a latitude of 81° 42' N. in September

;
and in

1871, Mr. Leigh Smith reached 81° 24' N. in the same month,
both being nearly on the same meridian, about 18° E. [Swedes,
17° 20' E.

;
Smith, 18° 35' e.]

A great number of stories have been told of Dutch and
English vessels having attained still higher latitudes, most of
which were collected by Mr. Daines Barrington, after the return
of Captain Phipps’s expedition. I have carefully examined
them all, and find that the great majority are fabulous,
and that all rest on totally insufficient evidence. I have given
them in a tabular form in the Society’s ‘Proceedings;’ and
the list has just been amended and added to, and reprinted
with other Arctic papers.

Much has been said of late years about an open Polar basin
beyond the ice which floats south in the summer. I submit
that too much speculation is unprofitable, and that, for those
who are so fortunate as to be able to do so, it is far better to
go and see than to speculate. Still it may be as well, in con-
climion, to touch upon the principal arguments of those who
believe in a vast navigable ocean, free of ice, round the Pole.
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I believe no one really thinks that the Gulf Stream, after

passiag under many hundreds of miles of a cold superstratum

of water, emerges from the depths and reaches the surface at

so warm a temperature near the North Pole as to melt the ice

far and wide. The Gulf Stream slowly mingles with the Polar

current, and eventually its waters go south again along the

east coast of Greenland, on the surface.

But there are two other arguments which deserve passing

notice.

One is—that the sun, with greater power than it has at tlie

equator, pours its rays on the North Pole without intermission

for six months. Scoreshy answered this argument 50 years

ago. He pointed out that, in Northern Spitzbergen, the sun

also has greater power than at the equator, and shines for four

months without intermission. Yet in that region the average

annual temperature is 17’ Eahr., and ice terms on the sea

during ten months out of twelve. The ditference that the

other two months would make is inappreciable, seeing that

the four mouths of sun make so little. Speculators on this

question have left many points out of consideration. They
forget that the sun’s rays are more powerful at Edinburgh than
at Mauritius, as Buchan has mentioned; and this should at

once show them the absurdity of their argument. The dryness

of the Polar atmosphere is equally the cause of the great

heating power qf the sun’s rays, and, by reason of the more
rapid terrestrial radiation, of the excessive cold.

The other argument is much more generally adopted, and
appears, at first sight, more plausible. It is that the enormous
fields and floes of ice which drift away to the south during the

summer leave a w-Ide space of open sea round the Pole. By
way of proof it is'urged that, in the Antarctic regions. Sir James
Boss pushed through 800 miles of pack-ice, and reached an

open sea to the south of it, being the space whence it had
drifted. But the analogy is false, as Admiral Collinson well

pointed out at a meeting of the Society in 1805. The Antarctic

pack was drifted away from a solid line of immovable grounded
ice-clifis, and of course left open water in its rear, because there

was no moving ice further south to take its place. Unless
there is a continent, or a similar immovable line of ice-cliff at

the North Pole, the North Polar pack does nothing of the kind.

The exact analogy to the voyage of Sir James Boss is that of

Scoresby. The xlntarctic pack, in latitude 75’ s., is analogous

to the ice met by whalers in the early spring in 75’ to 76’ N.,

through which they can usually pass. TJie open water north

of Spitzbergen is analogous to the open sea found by Boss in

the south
;
and the Polar pack which Scoresby found bounding
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that open water to the north, from whence the ice he had
passed tlirough had drifted, is analogous to Boss’s line of im-

penetrable ice-barrier.

The reason that no open Polar basin exists is, that there is

no extent of land or grounded ice-barrier at the North Pole

from whence the ice could drift and leave an open sea. This

may be assumed for two reasons. One is, that the masses of

Siberian drift-wood on tlie Spitzbergen islands and elsewhere

would be intercepted if there was an extensive continent in

their way. The other is, that, as Parry advanced to his

extreme point in 82^ 45' n., he saw no flights of birds, but a

solitude
;
and the water north of Spitzbergen rapidly becomes

of very great depth. The North Polar land, if it exists, will

probably be found in islands stretching north of the extreme

north point on the west side of Kennedy Channel
;
and this is

one reason why the route by Smith Sound should be selected

for a Government Arctic expedition.

The North Polar pack, drifting south, according to Scoresby,

between Spitzbergen and Greenland, at the maximum rate of

8 or 10 miles a day, if there is no extensive land to the north,

of course extends to far beyond the North Pole, as far as is

formed on the other side, in 75° or 74°, a width of some 1000
miles. The open sea left by its drift would not be at the

North Pole, but on the coasts of Wrangell Land and Siberia,

where the drift commences. No doubt, in the summer thaws
there is a great expansion of the ice, which causes open lanes

and pools, at times of considerable extent
;
and other open seas

would be caused by winds and currents throughout the year;
but I submit that the above considerations lead to the con-

clusion that a great, permanent, open sea round the North Pok
is chimerical.

Nevertheless there is much that is interesting in the exami-
nation of the deep sea to the north of Spitzbergen. With a
good screw-steamer, ably commanded by an experienced ice

navigator, taking advantage of every opening, and knowing
when to charge the ice and when to forbear, a very much
higher latitude might (certainly be reached, in a favourable
season, than has ever yet been achieved. Observations might
then be made with regard to currents and sea temperatures,
and to meteorology. With such an open lane of water to the
eastward as Scoresby saw in 1800, much important exploration
might also be accomplished to the eastward of Spitzbergen.
But all of course depends upon the state of the ice, which
varies every year.

A Government Arctic expedition should go by Smith Sound,
because that is the direction by which the most extensive
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geographical discoveries and the highest northern latitude can

certainly be attained; and because by that route the most
important results in other branches of science can be secured.

But I have endeavoured to show that much valuable and
interesting work may, in a fortunate season, also be done in

the direction of Spitzbergen by private enterprise. Mr. Leigh
Smith (who is becoming a veteran Arctic explorer), with his

good steamer Diana, did all that skill and perseverance, com-
bined with experience, could achieve in a struggle with the

ice ; but he was unsuccessful in his attempt to go beyond his

predecessors. A season like that found by Scoresby in 1806,

or by the older Dutch navigator Giles in 1707, with Mr. Leigh
Smith in a powerful screw-steamer on the spot, might insure

the exploration of Giles’s Land and other unknown isles to the

eastward, as well as a nearer approach to the North Pole

;

but such seasons are of very rare occurrence.

VI .—Notes of a Journey in Southern Formosa.

By J. Thomson, f.r.g.s.

[Read, March 10th, 1873.]

The following is a brief account of one of a series of journeys

through China and Chinese territory, extending over a period

of two years, and undertaken with the object of obtaining a

collection of photographs of, and exact information regarding,

the people and provinces visited.

I left Amoy, in company with Dr. Maxwell, in the steamer

Formosa, on the night of April 1, 1871. We passed the Pes-

cadore Islands at daybreak on the 2nd, and anchored off Takow,

in Southern Formosa, at 2 o’clock on the same day. The
harbour of Takow is approached through a narrow cleft in a

bold ridge of rocks that forborne distance skirt the shore. The
channel over the bar is shallow, and can only be passed by
vessels drawing at the most 12 feet of water. This is a great

drawback to the rising trade of the place, as the majority of

ships visiting the port have to anchor about a mile off, and
discharge their cargoes in boats, an operation attended with

difficulty and danger, owing to the heavy surf that rolls in

upon the shore. We hired a native boat and landed in a

sheltered bay in the rocks, as the boat could not make the

mouth of the harbour. The rocks are of igneous formation,

and are built up of a multitude of cells, the whole mass

appearing to have been suddenly chilled while in a state ol

VOL. XLIU. H
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ebullition, presenting a series of jagged, flint-like edges, difficult

to ascend. Many of the cells contain a thin layer of sandy

soil, supporting a few dwarfed shrubs and grasses, and a dwarf

species of date-palm, producing a fruit that never reaches

maturity.

The sand along the shore is very fine, regular, and of a jet

black when wet with sea-water. A hill, over a thousand feet

in height, known to foreigners as Ape’s Hill, rises above the

northern extremity of the harbour. It derives its name from

the tribe of apes that find a home in its rocky heights. They
are of unusual size, and, viewed from a distance, bear some
resemblance to the “ mias,” or orang-outan of Borneo. Among
the variety of flowering plants on this hill I noticed wild

mint and minor convolvulus, with a small yellow flower climb-

ing in rich profusion about the rocks and stunted palms. I

obtained a commanding view' of the harbour from Ape’s Hill

;

it forms a shallow lagoon, over 6 miles in length by 2 in

breadth ;
bounded on the east by a richly-cultivated plain, and

protected from the sea on the west by an arm of sandy soil

which joins the rocks at tlie entrance and sweeps round to the

southern extremity in a green belt of tropical foliage. The
village of Takow, and part of the small foreign settlement, are

built upon this bank, which appears to have been indebted for

its formation to the combined action of a river depositing its

debris on the one side and to the action of the tide and surf

building up the land on the other. The river is at the south

of the harbour
; its deep channel is now nearly dry. During

the time of the Dutch occupation of Formosa, in the beginning
of the seventeenth century, it probably formed an important
approach inland, as it still bears the name of the Estuary of

the Red Haired Race, a name commonly given to the early

Dutch settlers.

The western portion of the island has been undergoing
recent and rapid physicid changes. I will be able to show,
from what has taken place at Tai-wan-fu, that it is perfectly
reasonable to suppose that the pi'esent harbour of Takow has
been formed within the last 200 years. The bottom of the
harbour of Takow- is formed of soft sand and clay, and with the
bar might be easily dredged and deepened to form one of

the finest harbours in the China Sea. Such appliances, how-
ever, as dredging-machines, so obviously of advantage to the
rapidly grow ing trade of the port, are still in advance of Chinese
policy.

Ihe imports of Takow consist of opium, cotton and woollen
piece-goods, raw cotton, hemp bags, nankeens, and prepared
tobacco

j
and the chief exports, of brow-n and white sugar.
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sesamum-seeds, rice, sweet potatoes (extensively used as food

by the natives), ground-nuts, lang-ngans, and turmeric. The
increase of the trade of Takow is shown in the following quota-

tion from the ‘Customs’ Gazette’ for the quarter ending

December 1870. The total dues and duties collected during

that quarter amounted to 15,189tls. 9m. Sc. 3c., compared
with 4,293tls. Cm. 4c. 5c. for the same period in 1868. This

enormous increase in trade and the corresponding revenue is

mainly due to the energy of the foreign traders, although

partly to the slightly more liberal policy of the Chinese Govern-

ment and to the rapidly developing resources of the island,

which is remarkable for its fertility.

I left for Tai-wan-fu, in company with Dr. Maxwell, on the

night of the 4th of April. Vie went on board the Formosa,

which started at daylight next morning, and anchored 2 miles

off the shore at Tai-wan-fu at 8 o’clock. The distance by sea

from Takow to Tai-wan-fu is 25 miles. The surf was running

high when we anchored. We, however, determined to land in

a native surf-boat or catamaran, composed of a number of

lengths of bamboo laslied together with ratan, so as to form a

raft, to which is added a mast and mat sail. There is, also,

a wooden tub placed on the raft for the accommodation of

passengers going ashore ;
these tubs are never fixed in any

way to the raft, so that when the raft is upset by a wave, a not

unfrequent occurrence, the passenger is washed ashore in tlie

tub. Thoroughly wet with the surf, we landed near the ruins

of Fort Zelandia, a strongholil built by the Dutch in 1633, on

an island, to protect the inner harbour.

In the Dutch accounts of Formosa* it is stated that Zelandia

was an island where a spacious haven was formed
;
and further,

that on April 31st, 1661, at break of day, Koshinga’s fleet

appeared before Taiwan, and ran into the spacious haven

between Zelandia and Provintia, and anchored between the two

forts. The two forts, Zelandia and Provintia, are separated by

a distance of over three miles
;
and the haven referred to, in

which the Chinese invader ancliored his fleet, is now a dry,

arid plain, over which there is a road, and several canals cut

to communicate with the old port of Tai-wan-fu. A small

portion of this plain is still flooded at high water. The water

off the fort is now so shallow, that vessels have to anchor about

2 miles out.

Tai-wan-fu, the capital of Formosa, is a walled city of 7T),000

inhabitants. The walls enclose a space 5 miles in circum-

ference, planted to a great extent with fields and gardens, and

' The Chinese and Japanese Bepositorj'.’ vol. i. p. i25.

H M
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still showing traces of the Dutch occupation in the ruins of

Fort Provintia, and extensive parks, shaded with fine old trees,

and groves of tall bamboo. The subiirbs are intersected bw
a multitude of green lanes, having walls of cactus, interspersed

with the brilliant flowers of the wild fuchsia and clusters of

major convolvulus, and shaded by hedges of bamboo, which
form a pointed arch over the path.

The inhabitants of this part of Southern Formosa are chiefly

natives of the Fokien province and Hak-kas, a hardy race of

emigrants from the north of China, who are daily carrying
their arts and agriculture further into the territory claimed by
the aborigines.

Dr. Maxwell and I left Tai-wan-fu on the 11th of April, on
a visit to the Pepohoans, the half-civilized tribes of aborigines

occupying the hill-country nearest to the central mountains.
Our journey for the first 10 miles was over a highly-cultivated

plain, dotted with farms and villages, surrounded with groves
of bamboo, bananas, and areca palms. Having crossed the
plain, we entered a hill-country, from which we could see the
central range of mountains much more clearly than from
the lower plain. These mountains are frequently invisible

from ships at sea and from the western shore, as they are
obscured by a veil of fine dust that rises from the plain and
from the broken and disturbed country upon which we were
just entering

; at other times they are shut out from view by
clouds of vapour rising from the land during the wet season.
Many of the bills over which we had to jJuss presented bare
surfaces of sand, clay, and limestone, supporting a scant herbage,
suggesting more the idea of mounds of ddbris from a quarry
than of the wood-clad hills I had expected to find in Formosa.
The heat was intense, causing painful blisters on the feet in
walking on the hot, baked clay surface of the pathway.
The land, in many places undermined by the mountain

torrents, bad fallen in, in great pits of irregular form. The
Hak-kas, who inhabit this broken country, erect very tempo-
rary dwellings of bamboo, and mud thatched with grass, trans-
ferring these huts and small farms, from time to time, to suit

the shifting nature of the soil, usually selecting the bottom of
the large pits, where the land, for the time, has found its

lowest level. We noticed many channels dried and abandoned
w’here rivers had formerly, during the wet season, tom their
way through the country, depositing, in their course, huge rock
boulders, affording evidence of the force and power of the
torrents by which they had been moved. We rested at Pao-be
for the night, distant about 20 miles from Tai-wan-fu. This
is the nearest settlement of Pepohoans. The villagers turned
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out en masse to meet and welcome the Doctor, who had done
much on former occasions to relieve their sufferings during
sickness.

The Pepohoans in colour, form of face, and general appear-

ance, resemble the Malays, although they seem to be a taller

and superior type of the race. The vocabularies of the dialects

of a number of the Pepohoan and mountain tribes show an
affinity to the Malay language spoken in Singapore and
Malacca, too striking to be the result of trading intercourse.

There are differences in the dialects, easily accounted for by
the division of the aborigines into tribes living apart from each
otlier in their mountain hunting grounds.

We left at daylight on the 11th for Paksa, about 26 miles

east of Tai-wan-fu. It is, however, a walk of about 10 miles

from Poa-be, over a hill country similar to that described. We
reached Baksa about 10 o’clock, where I obtained photographs

of the place and types of the Pepohoans. The hills here are

higher and more imposing, presenting in many places bold

crags of limestone. The valleys are highly cultivated with

rice, sweet potatoes, ground-nuts, and turmeric. Baksa Valley

is one of the most beautiful sylvan spots in the island. The
surrounding hills are well wooded, and the fiirm houses are

environed with groves of bamboo and fruit trees. On the hill

to the east of Baksa there is a huge mass of limestone, known
as the Hanging Rock of Baksa. The ascent is over masses of

broken rock, composed of hard, flinty cells, and covered with

luxuriant vegetation. There is a dark cavern beneath the

enormous mass of limestone which appears to be poised on the

hill with a few slender props of limestone. The natives who
accompanied me, whilst engaged in cutting a trailing vine,

narrowly escaped being bitten by^ three deadly-poisonous snakes

of a pea-green colour, with flat lozenge-shaped heads. We
; dislodged them from the vine, and killed them before pro-

ceeding to photograph the rock.

Next morning we left for Kasampo, a circuitous walk of

'26 miles over hills gradually increasing in height. I had hired

six Baksa Pepohoans as bearers of my instruments and baggage.

I thought that this walk would be a severe test of their powers

Jof endurance. After the day’s toil, however, they were able to

join heartily in the amusements of the villagers of Kasampo.

Chinese coolies could not have done the work. These Pepo-

hoan bearers were remarkable for their cheerfulness, good-

nature, and honesty
;
and these qualities appear to be charac-

teristics of the race, as in tlieir villages no precautions are

observed against theft. It is only where they have been mixed

up with the Chinese that they find it expedient to put locks
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on their doors. During the entire journey, my boxes were left

open and exposed day and night without my losing the value

of a cash. We halted to rest at the village of Kamana, about

8 miles east of Baksa. We had again to ci oss over a broken,

disturbed country, ascending and descending pits, of which the

photograph will convey some idea. We suffered from want of

water, as tlie streams were all dried up. The heat from the

midday sun vas intense, and uninterrupted by the shade of a

single tree. The liot relleetiou from the white walls t)f the

clav-pits made the air almost suffocating. Sliortly after noon

we halted, quite exhausted with the ascent of one of these pit

walls. Seeking the shade of some shrubs we sat down on a

rock, dislodging at the same time a nest of chocolate-coloured

centipedes vith bright yellow feet; they were of large size,

between two and three inches long. We were too fatigued to

move out of their way; fortunately they did not sting us. At
our next resting-place a noxious shrub was accidentally broken

by one of our party, and «as found to emit a perfectly putrid

odour. There is another remarkable trailing vine found in

this part of the island, called ‘•Ok-gue’’ by the Chinese. The
fruit or seed contained in a pod is used, wln n dry, for making
jelly. A small quantity of the seed placc'd in a coarse cotton

bag, and allowed to soak in .i cup of water, will transform the

water into a nutritious jelly, having the colour and appearance

of calfs-foot jelly. It may be mentioned, too, that the natives

not only gi'ow their tobacco, but they grow their tobacco-pipes

.around their huts, the jiipes being formed of the roots and
young stems of bamboo. Descending a high hill we entered a
vallev half eulti\ated and half eovereil with old forest. AVo
were now elo-o to the foot of the central mountain chain, and
could see the mountains rise range above range, and, above all,

the peak of Alcnint Alorison, of a deep blue colour. It has an
altitude of about 11,(H)(( feet above the sea-level. The aspect
of the country gradually became more grand and wild as we
advanced inland.

AVe crosseil the La-ko-li lliver to reach the small settlement
of I’a ah-liau. The bridge wv crossed was simply made of
three lengths of bamboio that spanned the stream, and were
supported by. and fixed to, a pile of boulders on each bank.
The bridge was raised about 12 feet above the river, so that a
slip of the foot in crossing- would have been serious. AA e, how-
ever, damped our straw sandals to make them more pliant, and
got over with safety. These primitive bridges are kept in
repair by the people in the neighhourhooii, who find the
bamboo on the bank, the ratau lor lashings in the nearest
thicket, and the boulders lor piers evervwhere around. The
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mountains, at the foot of which we were now passing, 'were clad

in forests of gigantic trees, the lower hunting-grounds of the

savage tribes, who, not content with their advantages, Tcak(!

occasional raids upon their less savage kinsnu'n of the plains,

as a means of clearing up old existing hnids. Tlie I’epohoans

of I’a-ah-liau have a much inori- savage bearing than those

nearer the coast, 'flmy are tall, straight of limb, robust, and

not so dark in eom[(le.\ion. The women had a very striking

a|)pearanet'
;
thev wei'i' all smoking bandxMi ]>i[ies ornamented

with brass rings, and having a small huithern bag attached for

holding tobacco. An old lady tried my cigar, which was

handed rouml the village to smoke, and afterwards ciirefully

returned. The w(jmen bind iij) their hair in a sort of cable,

which they surround with a spiral of red cloth
; the whole is

then bound round the head to form a natural di.idcm. The
drC'S is a short, tight-fitting jacket of blue calico, and skirt

of the same nuiti rial, with the ad<lition of a bright border

of red iunl yellow, falling to the knee.s. 'I'hi.s drc'S reminded
me of what I have seen worn by the Igios womeu in Siam
and f'atnbodia, ttud tdso of th<‘ cohnired woodcuts in Chinese
books illustrating the dress and habits of tint “3Iiau-tszo”

of tho moutitain regions on the mainland. The men share
the heail as tint Chinese do. Their dress craisists of a short

jacket and short tnjusei-s of etilico. The neighbouring
hills are covered with wild guava, which grows to great per-

fection.

Following the stream, I enjoyed, for the iinst time in the
East, a feast of wild raspberries. They were of a large size,

aud equal in tlavour to those of this country. A walk of

ti miles from Pa-ah-liau brought us to Kasanpo, where we
found rest in a native hut. The villagers had been engaged in

thatching a house, aud the owner had entertained them with a
wine feast. After dark a huge fire was kindled on the clear

space in front of the hut where wo lodged, and where the
villagers had assembled to have a dance. The old men and
women, the children, and a number of long prick-eared hunting
dogs, sat round the fire. As it blazed up, the red flare sported
among the quivering leaves of the bamboos ami the dark forms
of the surrounding palms; while, with the fitful flames, the
strange figures rouud the fire would burst into bold relief

against the black night, and again vanish into impalpable
shadows. ood and reeds were piled on until tho tiames rose
high, and with them the spirits of the party. The young men
and women clearing a space, crossed hands, formed into a
crescent, and danced to the time of a plaintive minor song; the
time becoming faster and faster, and with it the feet of the
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dancers, until the speed became furious, and the figures seemed
to flit like phantoms through the dust that had risen in a red

cloud around them; when the song was replaced by savage
yeUs that woke the echoes of the hills.

Next day our host furnished us with an armed guide to

proceed on to La-lung, a walk of 11 miles south. The guide

thought it necessary to bring another armed friend, as we had
to go through a dangerous pass in the mountains ; he further

enjoined us to observe strict silence. Tliis part of our journey
presented the grandest combination of mountain, forest, and
river scenery. We were overtaken by an armed party on a

fishing expedition, who, while we rested, amused themselves

by shooting fish in the stream with bow and arrow, and by
catching fresh-water crabs, which they devoured alive. Passing

through the forest on the heights above La-limg, we were
shown some fine specimens of the camphor-tree. We also

noticed quantities of ratan, and on a space partly clear of

underwood, a gigantic lily, standing about 8 feet high, having
broad bending leaves, and a large cone of pink and white
flowers. Above and around the trees were pendant with the

thick, muscular-looking stems of climbing parasitic plants,

passing from tree to tree, and forming a chaos like the con-

fusion of ropes on a Chinese junk. We had a view of Mount
Morison from the highest point of the ridge, where we met a

Pepohoan, who had crossed the mountain from the other side

of the island. He had to pay three bullocks as black mail to

the tribes inhabiting these regions, for which they gave him a
safe pass through their territory. He reported the existence

of a fine harbour at the foot of Mount Morison, on the eastern side

of the island, a harbour unknown, he said, to foreigners. La-lung
is on the right bank of a rapid stream that sweeps round
the foot of the mountains. This stream during the wet season,

which begins in May and ends about September, swells into a
torrent of about a mile broad, forming one of the great outlets

for the drainage of the southern mountains. La-lung is the
nearest settlement to the habitations of the savage tribes of the
mountains.

We rested at La-lung for the night. The son of our host
had just lost his wife, and had gone on a visit to a friendly
tribe in the neighbouring mountains to find another. Next
morning upon descending the bank of the river to obtain a
photograph, a large snake reared his head across our path. I
despatched him with a blow across the head from my bamboo
staff. He was about seven or eight feet long; too large to
bring away. I w’as anxious to cross the river, but was per-
suaded not to do so, owing to some existing feud, and the fact
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that a party of hunters had about a month ago killed two men
just opposite where we stood.

We started with our guides at 2 o’clock for La-ko-li, about
12 miles south of La-lung, where we expected to meet a party
of savages who had gone there on a trading visit. Our path
lay along what, during the wet season, forms the right bank of

the river, presenting at this time a continuous precipice of 200
feet fronting its dry bed. Here, too, one meets with a remark-
able combination of attractions in the scenery. At one place

a mountain stream leaping out of a dark chasm, tumbling and
foaming over the rocks, and again disappearing in the forest

and everywhere around, one was impressed wdth the sur-

passing grandeur of the mountains, their gigantic forms softened

and beautified with the luxuriant foliage of evergreen forests;

or charmed to find a modest world of microscopic beauty in the

minutest fissures of the surrounding rocks. La-ko-li was now
before us, its hedges of cactus enclosing the huts, with their

surroundings of palm, banana, laungan, and mango trees. It

was nearly dark when we reached the house where w'e intended

to rest for the night. In front, the house was adorned with

festoons of boar and stag skulls, hunting trophies. A young
man, over 6 feet in height, met us at the doorway; he was
accompanied by his wife, a woman from a neighbouring mountain
tribe. He looked savage and inhospitable, and referred us to

his old father, who was smoking opium in an outer hut. We
obtained shelter for the night, after some trouble. I had un-

fortunately to sit up till 1 o’clock, preparing my chemicals for

the remainder of the journey. The water of La-ko-li is very
alkaline

;
the banks of one or two streams were covered with

what appeared to be crystals of soda. This occasioned me
some trouble in photographing, until I discovered the cause,

and applied an acid remedy in Chinese vinegar.

In the dry beds of one or two streams I observed quantities

of slate and shale, and indications of the presence of coal,

W’hich is now forming an important article of commerce in the

north of the island, and which in process of time will enable

Formosa, as a great coal field, to contribute materially to the

development and progress of the East. The country we passed

throuo-h on our return route is much the same in its physical

aspect as that already described.

After mv return to Tai-wan-fu I travelled overland to Takow,

with the object of penetrating to the savage territory further

south. I was, however, stopped at Takow, as the mountain

tribes were fighting in the south of the island.
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* Keligion.

There are now among the Pepohoans over 1000 Christians,

who build their own chapels, and who, to some extent, con-

tribute to the support of teachers and schools. Their old reli-

gion, or fetishism rather, is dying out. It required a great

deal of persuasion to induce a family in a hut at Kong-a-nah to

show us their household god ; they appeared ashamed of it.

We found the strange object of worship in a small, dark apart-

ment, stuck in a corner against the mud wall. It looked like

a stunted May-pole. On the top there was a single stag skull,

while a garland of dried grass and flowers was twisted round
the pole. A small jar of water was placed in front and at the

foot of the pole. This constituted the goddess. Her spouse

was represented on her left by what I took to be a child’s chair,

made of bamboo. There is, I believe, a priestess employed in

the rites of worship, as is said to have been the ease before the

island was ceded to the Dutch, when the greatest sins of the

aborigines are described as the wearing a silk dress at certain

times, the building of houses, the collection of timber, or catch-

ing of oysters.* “ Their religious services consisted then in two
acts—in sacrificing and praying, which in their temples are

performed by priestesses. They place tlieir sacrifices before

pigs’ and stags’ heads, which are set up in tlieir temples for the

purpose.” t

Language.

The following vocabularies were chiefly furnished by Dr.
Maxwell and the Hev. Mr. Eitchie. They serve to show the
striking affinity which exists between the dialects of the Pepo-
hoans and tribes inhabiting the central mountain range and
the Malay language, and their closer resemblance still with the
languages of the Philippines, New Guinea, New Zealand, &c.
Por the purposes of this paper I will simply extract the
numerals of one or two tribes, which, with slight differences,

are common to the whole.

**TV’ithout attention to the songs of the biids.

t A translation from ' Old Dutch Works/ by Itev. Whobscheid, pp. 0-10.
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I VII.

—

Narrative of a Journey {hrough Western Mongolia, July

1872 to January 1873. By Ney Elias, Jun., Jledallist K.G.S.

[Itead, May 1873.]

Almost simultaneously with the date that enabled Europeans,

under the provisions,' of the treaty of Tientsin, to travel in the

interior of China and the Chinese possessions beyond the Great
Wall, the uprising of the Mussulman populations closed these

latter effectually to all intercourse from the north and east.

Not only were European explorers unable to visit them undis-

guised and under the protection of Chinese passports, but the

Roman Catholic missionaries, accustomed for years to live in

the neighbouring provinces in the garb of the country, and
knowing accurately the customs and language of the insurgents,

have found it up to the present day utterly impo.ssible to pene-
trate the country they hold, so great is their suspicion and
hatred of all who approach them from the side of China, though
towards the European, as such, they are probably not ill dis-

f

iosed. Our modern knowledge, then, of tliese countries is

imited to the extreme west, where English travellers have pene-
trated from India to Kashgar and Koten, and the Russians to Hi
and neighbouring portions of the Tian Shan ranges, leaving the

whole of the intervening regions as described and mapped by
ancient authors and the Jesuits of the last century, who, truthful

and laborious though they generally were, had not at their com-
mand the means jmssessed by modern travellers for obtaining
accurate geographical information. Thus t!ie ranges of the
Tian Shan and tlie countries to the north and south of them,
formerly Chinese colonies, the great Soutliern Desert, with its

buried cities and ancient roads, and also a great part of what
Europeans call Zungaria, may all be looked upon as regions
unexplored in the modern geographical sense.

In Mongolia, too, all to the westward of the well-known Peking
and Kiachta road has remained unexamined, with the exception
of the most north-westerly portion lying between the Russian
Altais and the Chinese settlement of Uliassutai, which has been
visited three times of late years by Russian expeditions with
more or less geographical success, besides by Mr. Atkinson, who
gives us but scanty information regarding the extensive tracts
he wandered over.*

There w'as thus an enormous field open to geographical
research in the summer of 1872, when I started from Peking on
my late journey, and the only question was as to which portions

* See Appendix, under ‘ Former Explorations.’
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^II.—Nartaiifve of a Journey through Western Mongolia, JiU/g

^ January 1873. By Ney Elias, Jun., Medallist B.G.8.
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* [Jiead, May 12th, ISTiJ.j

Almost simultaneously with the date that enabled Europeans^
under the provisions,’ of the treaty of Tientsin, to travel in the
interior of China and the Chinese possessions beyond the Great
Wall, the uprising of the Mussulman populations closed these
latter effectually to all intercourse from the north and eash
Not only were European explorers unable to visit them undis-
guised and under the protection of Chinese passports, but the
itoman Catholic missionaries, accustomed for years to live in
the neighbouring provinces in the garb of the country, and
knowing accurately the customs and language of the insurgent^
have found it up to the present day utterly impossible to pene-.

trate the country they hold, so great is their suspicion and
hatred of all who approach them from the side of China, though
towards the European, as such, they are probably not ill difr

E
jsed, Our modem knowledge, then, of these countries is

,

mited to the extreme west, where English travellers have pene-
trated from India to Kashgar and Koten, and the Bussians to Hi
and neighbouring portions of the Tian Shan ranges, leaving the ,,

whole of the intervening regions as described and mapped by
ancient authors and the Jesuits of the last century, who, truthful
and laborious though they generally were, had not at their com-
mand the means possessed by modem travellers for obtaining
accurate geographical information. Thus the ranges of the
Tian Shan and the countries to the north and south of them,
formerly Chinese colonies, the great Southern Desert, with its

buried cities and ancient roads, and also a great part of what
Europeans call Zungaria, may all be looked upon as regitms
unexplored in the modern geographical sense.

In Mongolia, too, all to the westward of the well-known Peking
and Kiachta road has remained unexamined, with the exception
of the most north-westerly portion lying between the Bussian
.^tais and the Chinese settlement of Uliassutai, which has been
visited three times of late years by Bussian expeditions with
more or less geographical success, besides by Mr. Atkinson, who
gives us but scanty information regarding the extensive tracts

he wandered over.*

There was thus an enormous field open to geographical
research in the summer of 1872, when I started from Pekmg on
my late journey, and the only Question was as to which portions

t

* See Appendix, under ‘Former Explorations.’
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liood of their destination is free from the rebels, recrossing the

Hobi to Barkul. The ordinary time occupied in this joTirney

is about 83 days from Kuei-Hwa-cheng for loaded camels, or

some 50 days for officials on horseback.

Before my departure from Peking I well knew that not only

was the old Kansu route entirely closed, but, even that if I suc-

ceeded by one of tlie others in reaching Barkul, that the journey
thence to Kulja would, under ordinary circumstances, be impos-
sible, for all the intermediate country was positively said to be
in the hands of the Mahomedans. I had heard, however, on
trustworthy authority that a Russian caravan, under a formidable
military convoy, was to proceed during the summer, from Kulja
to Urumtsi* and attempt to open a trade with the Tungani
inhabitants there, and I conjectured that the presence of a

powerful Russian party at this central point might enable a

traveller by one road or another to reach that place from Barkul

;

and if not at Kuei-Hwa-cheng, certainly at Uliassutai I expected
to hear news of its arrival and to be able to ascertain, with some
certainty, what would be the chances of success in attempting
to join it.

With these prospects, then, I started from Peking on the

22nd July, and proceeded to Kalgan, with a view of obtaining
camels there by contract for the whole journey, or, failing in this,

by purchasing them and getting, if possible,’ a driver known to,

and recommended by, the Fathers of the Belgian Mission near
that place, to take c’har-ge of them. In both of these arrange-
ments, however, I was unsuccessful, in spite of all the hearty
assistance these hospitable missionaries could render me

;
and

on the 1st August I left Kalgan to make a further attempt to

obtain baggage animals at another station of the same mission,
called Si-ying-sze, situated upon the table-land at about a
distance of 7U miles in a w.n.w. direction. At this station I

remained about a week, Mr. De Vos, the resident missionary,
-^,^^®dly aiding me in making every possible attempt to procure
l'»i‘*^!ff

mals and a driver from the neighbouring Mongols, but without
^l~S/>^cess

;
no one of them had ever been further to the westward

f

all feared, or affected to fear, travelling amongst
h»|^jes whose language or customs differed in any degree from
|fV'' *'dr own.

I
position of Si-ying-sze was approximately determined

/ a French traveller from Peking to lie in lat. 41° 03' 31",

114° 03' 00", and is distant from the great Chorchin Lama-

This tvirncd out to be tlie so-called “ Morozow ” caravan. It did not. liowcver,

I

.t from K.ulja, but trom Semipolatinsk, and proceeded, by way of X^akc Zaisan

. tbe Upper Irtish, to Uliassutai and llarkul, where it was unsuccessful iu
mug the trade.
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sery, mentioned by the Abbe Hue, about 10 miles in an easterly

direction. This lamasery I had an opportunity of visiting

during my stay at vSi-ying-sze. It consists of a temple in the
usual Chinese style, surrounded by little, regularly-built streets

of small houses, each in its own court-yard and each inhabited

by one of the resident lamas, who in summer occupies the house
and ill winter pitches liis yourt in the court-yard and lives in it,

using the house as a store or shed. There is no town or even
village at Chorchin—notlhng but the lamasery, built in a per-

fect square on the bare downs. The number of resident lamas
at the present day varies from 200 to 400, and, judging from
the size of the place, it cannot possibly accommodate 2000, as it

is said to have done in the days of Hue. It forms a fair example
of all the larger class of lamasery in Southern Mongolia, and
differs only from those in the north in being built of brick and
tiles, instead of wood and j)lastered clay.

The territory allotted by Home to the Belgian mission extends
from Kuantung, near Jehol, in the east, to the neighbourhood
of Kuei-Hwa-cheng in the west, and consists chiefly of the narrow
belt of Mongolia lying immediately outside the Great Wall,
whore the population is made up almost entirely of Chinese
emigrants from the neighbouring provinces of Chili and Shansi,
who cultivate the ground and build houses or excavate caves, as
in their native provinces, and have nothing whatever in common
with the Mongols, who, though frequently standing in the rela-

tionshi]r of landlords to the much-despised Chinese agriculturists,

invariably pitch their camps on uncultivated laud and breed
their horses and sheep beyond the reach of Chinese “ civilisa-

tion.” And besides this separation of mere residence, it is curious
to note how the nomadic natives of the soil have been, and
are still, receding before the steady advance of the settled and
industrial Chinese. The old border, the Great Wall, has been
long over.stcpped

;
a more recent one, consisting of a roadway

leading from east to west, almost parallel to the wallj and part
of which I followed on the way to Kuei-Hwa-cheng, is now®%'
some places many miles within the settled region, and thoi est

the nomad is to a great extent dependent on the settler for

necessaries of life, and is consequently brought into frequ
contact with him, yet no assiiuilation is observable in the eW
nomical condition of the two races—no intermarriage, no mefe
fication of manners, customs, or language

; facts sufficienhf

remarkable in themselves, but the more so when we consiq
how great is the power usually displayed by the Chinese
absorbing the little cultivated nations on their borders, as,

example, in the neighbouring country of Manchuria, where t^
process has been going on b^oth rapidly and steadily for maK
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years, in spite of the Manchoo being the conquering, and the
Chinese the conquered, race, and that a Manchoo Emperor, sur-

rounded by his national court, sits on the throne of Peking.
The agriculture in these settled districts consists mainly of

wheat, oats, millet, and poppy, the facilities for the cultivation

of the latter being the chief inducement to immigrants. Indeed,
in some of the villages, where men, women, and half-grown

children are all smokers, I was given to understand by many of

the inhabitants that their reason for leaving their native province,

where opium and land ^Yere dear, was in order that they might
cultivate sufiBcient for their individual smoking and be inde-

pendent of extortionate shopkeepers. It was impossible, during
a mere passage through the country, to obtain any trustworthy

figures regarding production or consumption, though it is said to

be consumed entirely in the neighbourhoods in which it is grown
and unmixed with the foreign drug, the price being generally

reckoned at 300 or 350 casJi per tael, or say lid. per ounce.
The tax which the growers pay to the Shansi authorities for

disobeying the law against the cultivation of poppy is, for land
of an average yield, 1000 cash per mow* & month, and for poorer
farms or more recently settled land, somewhat less. It is

admitted on all hands that opium-growing is the most profitable

trade in Mongolia, and that, in spite of the taxation and occa-
sional bad years, it continues to repay the growers handsomely.
It appears, too, that an increased supply in no way affects the
general profits, for the greater the quantity cultivated the greater
the number of growers and boilers, and as all, together with
their families, are smokers, supply and demand continue to
balance.

Having failed thus far in procuring animals and guides, it

was necessary to continue my westerly journey to the great
border town of Kuei-Hwa-cheng, distant from Si-ying-sze about
150 miles, and which I afterwards learned w-as the only ter-

minus/orlthe Uiiassutai and Tian Shan trades, as Kalgan is for

trade of Urga and Kiachta. The road to it from Si-ying-sze
oyer an elevated and somewhat mountainous grass land

j^y^dl within about 40 miles of the town, when, after crossing a

^

s some 5800 feet high, through confused masses or groups of
.^Is, a descent takes place into the head of a valley formed

^
a bifurcation of the elevated mass into two distinct ridges,
trending towards the west and the other towards the

; ath-west. On arriving in this valley, which slopes gently

-y wn towards the Tellow Hiver, the soil is found to be a species
loam or “ loess,” light and triable, of a yellowish-brown colour

About 26*. an acre.
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and full of rifts and fissures, sometimes 30 feet or more in depth,

the hills on each side being to a great extent composed of the

same material, and containing in their sides whole villages of

cave-houses, in which dwell the owners and cultivators of the

adjacent land. These cave-dwellings were met ^\ith in the
“ loess ” cliffs of Honan and Southern Shansi by Baron von
Hichthofen in 1870, who describes the inhabitants of some of the

most fertile valleys of these provinces swarming in their hill-

side caves like bees in a hive. Some of these dwellings are

large and commodious enough, aud are said to be warmer than
houses in winter, but they are extremely unhealthy and even

unsafe, especially in wet weather, when it is not an uncommon
occurrence for the whole face of the cave to be dissolved and
washed away. Those of the better class are composed some-

times of several rooms, and are plastered on the inside with a
kind of cement

;
they are fitted with doors, and the usual

Chinese window, consisting of a wooden grating covered with

paper.

Kuei-Hwa-cheng-was reached on the 17th August, and it

was not until the 8th September that I could succeed in con-

tracting for animals and that all could be got in readiness for a

start towards the desert. I will not weary my listeners with an
account of how those three weeks were spent, w ith details of the

obstruction, deception, and trickery it was necessary to wade
through, aud the never-ceasing watchfulness of wily and obtru-

sive spies it became a daily occupation to elude, ere I could

succeed in making people believe I iiad no evil intentions and
no secret understandings with the Mahomedans. The popular

suspicion ran chiefly on the contents of my packages and on my
observing work at night, which latter they had learned in some
way or other to connect with map-making, a pursuit they appear

to have an intense jealousy of in these regions, unlike in any
other part of China that I have visited, where usually no especial

hostility is evinced towards this, more than towards any oths'-^

unaccountable proceeding of the foreigner. Kuei-Hwa-cheijaus

consists of two separate cities, the old one situated in tfc®®*'

midst of the great open trading town, and the new one occi^^
pied entirely by the military and standing among the field

about a mile and a half to the eastward. In the latter live;®°

the Kiang-Chiin, or military governor of the two cities anijie

of the adjoining Mongolian districts, whilst the Foo, or civij*t

governor, resides in the old city. There is, by comparison,

large export trade at Kuei-Hwa-cheng in tea, flour, millet, anq
all manufactured articles used by the 3Iongols, such as cotton--'’

cloth, knives, saddles, pipes, &c., and from Mongolia are brought^^

live stock and skins, in what 1 conceive to be of about equal;

VOL. XLIII. I i

I
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value, for as the IVIongols have but little silver amongst them,

the trade is almost entirely one of barter.

A small stream flows from the head of the valley above

described past the neighbourhood of the town and falls into the

Yellow Eiver near Toto Cheng. This, however, is quite unnavi-

gable even for small boats above 10 or 15 miles from its mouth,

so that there is no water-communication with Kuei-Hwa-cheng

in this or any other direction. The chief characteristic of the

old city and open quarter, as well also to a great extent of its

inhabitants, is its Western-Asiatic air, and this is not only

noticeable amongst theilahomedan population and their mosques

and dwellings, but it pervades as a general characteristic the

whole town. Nor is it surprising that this should be the case,

as for hundreds of years it has been the eastern gate of the

desert, as Kia-Yii-Kuan was the western one—caravans from

the western Mahoinedan nations coming and going, and leaving

here traces of those distinctive peculiarities of their countries

which form the marked contrast to neighbouring portions of

China at present observable, and which a further passage into

the country would have easily destroyed. A large proportion of

the inhabitants, including many of the most influential towns-

people, is still Mahomedan, and though a Mahomedan war of

extermination is supposed to be raging in the neighbouring

province of Kansu, no animosity is shown towards these people

here, and they appear to be just as loyal and peaceable China-

men as the rest of their fellow-citizens. One constantly sees

amongst them men whose type of physiognomy stamps them as

of undoubted Western origin, though in language, as to all other

intents and purposes, they are Chinamen, in every sense identical

with the Dungens or Tunganis* of the Tian Shan settlements.

Few profess to come from further west than Urumtsi or Kulja,

though I believe the original contact of races to have occurred

chiefly in Eastern Turkestan and Kokand, and in the Chantu t

^ ^ ^evinces on the south of the Tian Shan. This conjecture, too,

borne out not only by history^, but by the style of architecture

'dSd^^ticeable at this very place, for in a large proportion of the

t

differs from anything generally seen in the interior of

hina, inasmuch as instead of the open wooden front, the houses
' jre built all round of stone or clay bricks, having narrow doors

/
* This name is never used, so far as I am aware, by cither Cliinese, Mongols,
.almucks, or Kirghis; certainly I have never found a person of any one of these

'aces to recognise it, however pronounced. We are, however, thoroughly en-
’^ghtened as to its meaning, for according to the late Mr. J. W. S. Wyllie it

ignifics “Remnant;” according to Mr, VambCry. “ Convert and according to

It. T. F. Wade, “ Military Colonist.”

t The inhabitants of the States on the south of the Tian Slian, and their lan-
nage, are called by the Chinese “ Chantu.”
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and long slits for windows placed high up from the ground, whilst

the roof, instead of being of the usual form—high pitched, and
of tiles—is flat and surrounded by a low castellated paranet.

Most of such buildings are in court-yards, though this is not

always the case, but when it is so there are generally little

gardens of creepers and flowers in pots before the entrance to

the chief buildings, which at first sigiit suggests the possibility

of confirming the identification of the place with Eashid-bTd<lin’s

toum, as quoted by Colonel Yule, to the west or north-west of

Peking, where the inhabitants have planted a number of gar-

dens in the Saraarcand style.” * The name of “ Tendue,” or

“Tanduc,” or any approximation to it, none of my interlocutors

could recognize, though in two cases these were men who knew
something of the history of the place.

When, after a stay of over a fortnight in Kiiei-Hwa-cheng, an
agreement for camels was concluded, and there remained only

the necessity of waiting for a lucky day in the Chinese calendar

on which to start, I took the opportunity to make a flying visit

to the nearest iioint of the Yellow Eiver. whicli is at the little

port of Hokou. only 2 miles from Toto ChOng, the latter place

being ilistant about 50 miles in a south-south-westerly direction

from Jiuei-Hwa-cheng. The country over the whole distance is

a plain, sloping very gradually towards the river-bed, which is

there, of course, of a natural formation and nnembanked. I

arrived at Hokou on the evening of the 2nd September, and
having caused one of the aneroids left at Kuei-Hwa-cheng
to be marked at .3 I’.w. (the time I expected to reach, ami
actually did reach, the river). I have, I think, a fair appro.xi-

mation of the ditlercnce in altitude of t!ie two places, viz.,

about 240 tect, making 3270 feet for tlic Yellow lliver at

Hokou above .'^a-Ievel. The fall per mile between this point

and its entry on the great eastern plain of China may now,
therefore, be approximately arrived at, lor in 1868 I. found

the level of the diverging point of the old and new beds at Lnng^
men-lvou to be about equal with that of the sea ; thus the wholest
of the above difference is contained wdtbin the space of soniiay

800 geographical miles, showing a fall per mile of over 4 feet**®

I was unable, on account of the wide mud haidrs at Hokou, tcng

get close to the watcr's-edge, and therefore can form no estimatf>«s

I only mentH’n t!ie existence of tlicsr* prarden^j (wliicli I know of, in a siinilaiQ^

form, in no other part of China) in connection with Coionul Yule’s quotation^j
(‘ Marco Polo.’ vol. i, p. 255), as a mere siis^s^estion ;

for, in tho first place, it is not

a sufficieiitlv characteristic fact on which to base the ulentificatioii
; and, secondly, »»

thoiish I believe, from my Chinese informants, that it is a TT>«h rn style of garden,tj.

yetd have no moans of aseertaininp; if it is the Samarkand stylo, or if that style ^
exists now in the same form as iii the days of Kashid-Uddin ; a Barkul or Urumtsi
style would, with equal aptness, be called *' Weiteru.'*
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of the velocity at that point; it must, however, be very con-

siderable, even at this date, judging from uhat I could discern

at a short distance of the current in a cut-off or loop to the
north of the main stream. In the height of the flood season,

with its volume increased to its greatest proportiou, and with
the whole of the above fall taking place before reaching the
great plain, some 400 geographical miles above its mouth, the
velocity with which its waters were propelled down the old

artificially embanked channel that conducted them to the sea

must have been one requiring the greatest skill and vigilance

to control, allowing little room for surprise at the constantly

recurring calamities recorded in Chinese history, and the ruin,

and devastation caused by them in consequence of the deficient

engineering knowledge and appliances at the command of the

rulers of the country.

Both Toto and Hokou are busy little towns, and I saw a great

deal of coal, especially at the latter place, mostly in very large

blocks, and of a hard, slaty nature, which is said to be mined in

the hills some SOO li to the north-west. The navigation of the

Yellow Eiver is almost entirely down stream in flimsy, square,

flat-bottomed boats or lighters, which are intended only to drift

with the emvent and to be broken up at the end of the voyage.
These boats are to be seen as low down as the Grand Canal
and the neighbourhood of Tsinan-foo in Shantung. The people
here, as at Kuoi-Hwa-cheng, were exceedingly suspicious of

map-making, and I had not arrived in the town half-an-hour

before the Foo of Toto sent to ask if that was my object in visit-

ing the place.

A point of some interest in the neighbourhood of this place is

an ancient earthen wall of great height and thickness enclosing

a square site of what was once in all probability the old city of

Toto, though possibly only a fortified granary or place of refuge.

It stands about o miles from the p)resent town of Toto, on
road to Kuei-Hwa-cheng, and being some 40 or 50 feet in

eight, forms a striking feature in the neighourhood. Mv short

'S/N_^bsence from Ivuei-Hwa-cbeng, however, afforded no oppor-
j^pMunity of examining it, nor could I obtain any information
yraf^egarding it worth recording from the natives. In Duhalde’s

•^/ jfv’ersion of Gerbillon’s sixth journey into Tartary we are told of

I
/ ruin, precisely at this point, of a town called Toto, though he

^
. . also mentions Toto afterwards as a separate place but iu the

l----^-'---close vicinity. If, then, there were two, the ])resent Toto was
’

*'~»at that time some 400 years old, and the ruins probably of

» much greater age, though, it must be confessed, there is an
1 appearance of confusion in the storv as we find it.*

• 22nd Aovember, 1G90.—“Aoiis 'vinines campe-r sur le Lord du Hoaugho ea
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At length the lucky day, the 6th of the eighth moon (8th

September), having come round, my little party was in readi-

ness and a start was eifected towards the evening, a march of

6 miles in a n.n.w. direction, bringing us to a small village

at the foot of the heiirhts which bounds the Kuei-Hwa-cheng
plateau on the north. Here it was necessary to remain over

nearly the whole of the next dav to complete certain final arrange-

ments regarding the camels, and it was not until the third day
that the pass was crossed at an elevation of 5050 above the

level of the sea, and that, after descending rapidly some 800
feet into a narrow valley or gorge, and again gradually ascend-

ing the bed of a mountain-torrent, that the open, down-like

country of the true Mongolian steppe was reached at a small

village near the Chinese settlement of Ku-ku Illikung, the last

of all tlie settled communities towards the desert. There are

two tracks from here to Uliassutai, as there are also two from
Kalgan to Urga, viz., an official track, or “Tai-lu”* as it is

called by the Chinese, and a caravan track. The fonner is

used by all Government officials and soldiers, and consists of

a string of Mongol villages or “ stations ” subsidised by the

Chinese Government to remain at certain positions along the

route, and to have constantly at hand a certain number of

camels and ponies ready to meet the requirements of whatever
officials or soldiers may present themselves at any time of the

day or night provided with the proper order for official trans-

port, The subsidy is paid to the station-holders, in most cases

I believe, yearly by the military governor of the border town
or settlement in whoso district the station lies, and it covers

not only the expense of animals and drivers or guides, but also

of the tood supplied to the passengers while at the station, viz.,

a leg of mutton or its equivalent from other parts of the sheep

for each traveller at each station, and a sufficient quantity of

water for cooking and drinking. Hy this mode of travelling as

Tin lieu noiume Houtan Hojo. . , . A dix lys du lieu ou nous campames nous
trouvames les restes d’une ville assez grande uommeo Toto dont ronceinte, qui est

de terre, subsiste encore
;
mais il n’y a dedans <iue fort pen d’liabitations. On y

avait fait un luagazin de riz qui eii conteiiait plus de dix mille Tafts.*' [A Tan is

133\ lb. avd,]

29f/t November .— On leaving the camp of the 22nd they commenced ascending
the Yellow River, and “ Apres avoir fait environ quinze ou vin,gt lys, nous pasaames
la petite riviere de Tourghen, qui se jette proche de la dans le Hoangho. Elle
coule au pied de la ville tie Toto, pres de laqutdle nous passumes. Cette ville est

quarre eomme cellos de la Chine; &es murailles no &5nt que de terre, mais dune
terre si bien battue qu’elle ne s’e&t eboulleo nulle part depuis trois ou quatre cent

ans, et plus, qu’elle est butie.”

* The word might be translated station road,” or *• post road but as “ road”
in any sense, and more especially •* post ” road, gives an incorrect idea of the insti-

tution as it actually exists, I prefer to call it “ official” track, in contradistinction

to ‘‘ caravan ’’ track or mai-mai-lu.”
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much as three marches or stages per day are frequently made
good by officials on horseback and two by loaded camels, each

stage averaging about 16 geographical nules, though some are

nearly double the length of others.

The stations, being merely encampments or villages of

yomrts, are, of course, easily moved, and the great difficulty the

Government has to contend with in maintaining the institu-

tion in working order is that of preventing the Mongol owner
from changing his position ; but, in spite of all efforts, it is con-

stantly done, and much time is frequently lost by the travellers

in searching for the stations.

The caravan track consists of nothing but a line of camel
and pony footprints, leading through the best grazing-grormds
of the neighbourhood and the most easily-traversed passes, and
consequently also past the wells or water-holes of the Mongols,
for though often nothing is seen of their encampment for

several days at a stretch, yet these are never far distant from
the wells

; thus it may be described as a track connecting
a series of Mongol encampments, near which pasture and water
are usually to be found, but it can in no sense be called a road.

In the case of Uliassutai this track lies considerably to the west
of the official or “ tai-lu,” and it being my object to cross the

desert as far to the westward as possible, I followed it in pre-

ference to the latter.

My party consisted of three besides myself, viz., my servant,

a native of Shanghai; a camel-driver from Kuchen, near
Urumtsi, who acted the part of owner, and was responsible for

the contract as well as for the animals ; and a native of Shansi,
who had lived for some years in Kobdo, and was said to have
been eight times across the desert, who joined as guide and
interpreter. The baggage animals consisted of three good
caravan bull-camels and four very inferior cows, one or two of

which were always very lightly loaded in order that they might
be ridden by the men. Besides these seven hired camels I had
always two ponies of my own for myself and servant to ride,

and which I changed with the Mongols from time to time
during the journey, as they became knocked up, giving some
tea, flour, or silver in addition for a fresh animal, for no money
is current in the countiy. The usual order of travelling was to
break camp at eleven in the morning, and, after spending about
an hour in saddling and loading, to start finally about noon, and,
with the exception of a halt for watering purposes where and
whenever it was found most convenient, to continue the march
until a^ut ten at night. In this way during the first few weeks
of the journey an average of about 18 geographical miles a day
was made good, though later on, when the camels became poor
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and weak, this average was reduced to 15 miles. The reason

for starting so late in the day is in order to secure time during

daylight for the camels to feed, for, besides the difficulty of watch-
ing them whilst grazing at night, it is a peculiarity of the

Mongolian camel not to be able to feed satisfactorily except

during daylight, and by adopting the above order of marching,

he is turned loose at dawn and easily watched whilst grazing

until the time of breaking camp.
It would be tedious as well as uninteresting in the extreme to

give a daily account of a journey through a country possessed of

so little variety of scene or geographical features, and of so little

change of incident as these dlongolian steppes present. I shall

proci^ed therefore to quote from my journal at moderate intervals.

Wednesday, Wth Sept .—Since leaving our encampment at

the three little salt lakes on the 12th instant, we have been
travelling on steadily but slowly .... through an open grass

country with low hills here and there. The grass, however, is

very sparse, and in many places there are patches of sand or

bed's of rocks cropping up, so that grazing ground for the animals

is not always easily found. M e see very little of even the few

Mongols whose settlements we pa'S, though my guide speaks

the language very fluently, and seems to be well acquainted

with all their peculiar manners and customs. Thus far they

are all of the Toumet tribe ; they appear to be much poorer and
more squalid in their habitations than those seen between Kalgan
and Kuei-Hwa-cheng. who are chiefly Chahars or Sunites, yet

they are tolerably civil and well disposed. Tlieir property mainly
consists of small flocks of sheep and goats and of camels, horses

and cattle being comparatively rare. IVe fnujucntly meet large

flocks of sheep, some of them numbering GuOU or 7000, and
mobs of ponies, with as many as 500 or 000 in a mob, on their

way from the Kobdo and XJliassutai districts to Kuei-Hwa-
eheng; these are the property of Chinese merchants of the

latter place, whose agents collect them during the winter by
bartering tea, cotton-cloth, drc., against them, and in the spring

they commence their march across the desert in charge of

Chinese drivers and shepherds, the sheep requiring usually six

to seven months from Kobdo and the ponies three to four. On
the afternoon of the Idth, in about lat. 42’ 0' and long. 110° 40',

we passed, at a distance of about 3 miles, the ruined wall of a

Chinese town, the name of wdiicli I have been as yet unable to

arrive at.* On the same day also, though some hours earlier,

* On Moyriac dc* Mailla’d iniipof Turtarv (‘ IIKt, Gaicrak* dc la Chine,’ vol. 10.

Paris, 177‘J), staue ruins aie siiowu m idjfiut lut. Iti- and long. 111° 28',

together with a small river liownig past them m u diiecti ni nearly e. by x. No
name is given to the ruins, but that of “ Sira iSloreu” is maiked against the liver.
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a blocked-up well was met witb, surrounded by a stone-coping

^ind troughs, near which were lying about some cylindrical

blocks of stone in shape like the Tibetan prayer-wheel, and
having what I take to be Tibetan or Baspa-Mongol characters

carved on them in low relief. 1 have been able to collect a few

specimens of the prevailing rocks* with which the ground is

in most places covered, and regret to be unable to do the

same with the plants, which appear to be full of interest. All

the smaller rocks and stones, especially in the most desert

tracts, have a worn and polished look, and glisten in the sun-

shine like burnished metal.

Tuesday, 2ith Sept .—We have now been for several days in

the true desert, or Gobi, as it is called by both Chinese and
Mongols. The aspect of the conntiy is that of low hills or

downs, with valleys and plains intervening, the whole of a rocky

or stony nature rather than sandy, though patches of sand do
occur every here and there. What little vegetation exists is

chiefly composed of weeds, “ scrub,” and heath, there being

scarcely any grass and only a dwarfed and stunted tree here
and there in the gorges or passes of those low rocky ranges
that, at uncertain intervals, cross the desert in almost parallel

lines from east to west. The “ scrub ” makes tolerably good
pasture for camels, but ponies fai'e badly The only game
seen has been an occasional hare and a few herds of “ huang
yang,” or yellow goats. I succeeded in bagging one of the latter

to-day at 200 yards
;
he was a buck, with horns about 8 inches

long and lyre-shaped, like those of the lyre antelope depicted
in Mr. Shaw’s ‘ High Tartary.’ t Though the head is some-
what that of a sheep or goat, the body and horns stamp it at

once as some species of antelope
;
and certainly “ antelope

”

conveys a much more accurate general idea of the animal
than the Chinese name of “ goat ” or “ sheep.” The Mongols,
I am informed, hunt them during the winter by digging a
hue of pits, in which they sit with their guns whilst a mounted
party surrounds a herd and drives it across the line
I find the situations of the Mongol villages or encampments
we pass are so otten changed that I have given up recording
them with the dead-ivckoning as a means of avoiding con-
fusion in the future. The whole of one of these places is fre-

quently carried olf on the backs of a few camels and put down
under the same name at some other spot, where either
pasture or water offers some advantage. Then, again, two

1
* See Appendix, for “ List of Specimens,” kindly described by Mr. James

1 Tennant.
r j i

• t It is not, however, the lyre antelope, but the Antilope fi"ttuTom, subgenus
i rocapra, as I am informed by Mr. Myth, the eminent naturalist.

1
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persons seldom agree as to the name of any place: thus,

yesterday I received five different names for one of them

—

two Chinese and three Mongolian—from as many different

informants.

The so-called wells are often little better than holes or pools

of water, and it frequently happens that v e arrive at one after

a flock of sheep or a mob of ponies has been watering there and
drunk it dry; in which case the only alternatives are to make a
forced march towards the next or to camp and wait for the water

to collect again. Tlie best wells are always to be found in or

near the rocky transverse ranges of bills mentioned above, the

water in them always being sweet, whilst in those on the plains

it is frequently somewhat brackish.

Monday, oOth Sept .—We continue to advance at the rate

of about IS geographical miles a dav. every now and then
falling in with a caravan of C'liiueso camels returning, without

merchandise, from Kobdo or Uliassutai, all having been bartered

against sheep and poni(‘S, numbers of which, chiefly from Kobdo
direct, we still frequently meet. These caravan people all tell

us of Kussian traders at Uliassutai and Kobdo, but none seem
to know anything about the state of affairs in the Tian Shan
districts, and have never heard of the arrival of Ilussians at

Urumtsi. The traverse or dead-reckoning, checked as it is

every few days by an observation for latitude, continues satis-

factory, and I meet with no obstruction of any kind in work of

this nature from the iMongols.

.... Neither of my men know tlie country, and we have
great trouble in finding grass and water; also at night, if there

be no moon, the “ guide ” coolly requests me to keep the track

for the camels. The camel-driver is not supposed to know the

road, but the other joined as guide, .and is more or less of an
impostor The fine autumn weather broke up on the

2Uth, since when it has been generally cold and blowy. On
the 27th, with a strong north-wester but bright sun, there was
ice of half an inch in thickness at It) in the morning.

Thursday, \(}ih October .—On the morning of the 8th we
arrived at the river Onghin, and remained there over the whole
of yesterday in order to obtain an observation for the longitude,

which I was able to do pretty successfully by a set of lunar

distances east and west. This will be an improvement on the
dead-reckoning longitude, though it would have been prefer-

able to have waited for an occultation at so important a position,

but none can take place for several days, and the season is so

far advanced that every week’s delay makes an important

difference, for in the most favourable case we cannot even now
expect to reach Kulja until late in December.
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Some 10 miles before arriving at the river our road joined

the “ tai-lu,” or official track, from China to Uliassutai, 'vid

Zaire Ussu, and my observation-point on the river is scarcely

half a mile above, or to the north-west of, the crossing. The
direction of the Ooghin for the 7 or 8 miles that I have been
able to see is from north-west to south-east, and the natives

assert that it continues to flow in the latter direction for a dis-

tance equal to about 80 miles. It there loses itself in the

desert near a lamasery called Ulansomo, but it does not form a

lake. The source, they say, is towards the north-west, but I

cannot arrive at any satisfactory estimate of its distance. All

the Mongols I caused to be questioned on the subject of the
river declared that in no part of its course does it reach to any-
where near Zaire Ussu (as shown in some modern maps),
which is, indeed, manifest from our having passed to the west-

ward of that place, and never nearer to it than about 200 li

(60 miles), and yet have never come upon the river until now.

The altitude of the Onghin at this point is 4740 feet above
the sea; it winds through a flat valley in several branches
or loops, and with a current, at this season of 3 to 4 miles an
hour. The bed is a loose shingle of chalcedony, and the water
clear and sweet, though a good deal of efflorescent salt is

observable in the soil of the valley. Thus far all my inquiries

regarding Karakorum, and they had been made at every
opportunity and in every imaginable form, had proved fruitless

—nobody had any idea of ruins existing either on the Onghin
or the Orkhon, though I was now told of an ancient city on the
banks of the Tui, distant only a few' days’ journey towards
the west, and which I determined to visit on the way to

Uliassutai, though had I then known the impossibility of its

being the remains of Karakorum, I should certainly have made
an efibrt to visit the Upper Orkhon instead.* ^Vith respect to

* The balance of eviJcuee in so overwliclniingly in favour of the site of these
ruins (if in exhtctiue) bjin^ on or near the Lpper Orkhon. that, intiie absence cf

^rect proof to the contrary, no other can be asbiune<l (see chiefly Abel Eemusat
in ‘ IMe'moires de I'Acadeinie des Inscription^ et Belles-Letties/' vol. vii. Paris,
1825; article ‘ Pecherches sur la Ville do Karakoriun, &c.’

;
and Ritter, in

‘Erdkunde von Aaieo,’ vol. it. p. 55fl regards the name, the only
suggestion I would make is that our Koriim has a gieat re&einblaDce to the Mongol
word Kuren, meaning an “enclosure*’ or an “encampment walled round,” or
sometimes a “camel pen,” and is used in these senses in common parlance, not
only by tlie Mongols, but by the Mongolian and Tian Shan Chinese, who have
adopted it, and 4\ho pionounce it Kulim or Jhdun. Tho native name for XJrga,
as is well known, is Ta Kurerij or “great walled encampment,” and it would not
be surprising to find the earlier Mongols giving a similiar name to their capital,
which, undoubtedly, was enclosed by a wall (see Kubruquis) unlike their ordi*
Dary encampments, and therefore sufliciently remarkable for the name itself to
^ntain a record ol the fact. The K of Kuren being pronounced H. by the
ixalkas, and possibly by other tribes also, would leave a word having as much
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the position of the latter hut little could he elicited here ;
from

my camp in lat. 5-1' 29
' and long. 103° 29', the hills forming

the eastern continuation of the Kangais, and 'which I believe

constitute the watershed between the two rivers, were distinctly

visible at a distance of about 16 to 20 geographical miles, extend-

ing from about N.w. to n.n.e.
; and the clircction of the Orkhon,

pointed out by the natives, was approximately N.n.w.
;
but the

distance 'was a subject of the usual vague statements, such as
“ not far,” “ two or three days’ ride,” a few marches,” cVc.

Until arriving at the Onghin our general course had been to

the north-west, but after passing the river the track leads on in

a westerly direction along the southern slopes of the rugged
Kangai Mountains, and across most of the streams they send

forth towards the south, to be absorbed, after a short course, by
the thirsty desert. The formation of these ranges, or masses of

mountains as they appear rather, to be, is chiefly red granite,

though in some places grey is met with, whilst the beds of the

rivers are mainly composed of loose pebbles of chalcedony, like

the Onghin.
On the night of the 11th, the day after leaving the Onghin,

I had the misfortune to lose iny guide and interpreter, who con-

trived most cleverly to get away during the night unperceived,

taking with him our strongest and freshest camel, about a

hundredweight and a half of flour and millet, and—what was
of greater consequence than either—leaving me for language
dependent on the Kuchen camel-driver, who could speak only a
few words of the most broken Mongol. Our strange-looking

party of four had from the first excited much suspicion amongst
the miserable Mongols, though we had, then at least, command
of sufficient language to give a satisfactory account of ourselves

;

but in our present plight few would have a word to say to us,

much less would any one venture to join such a vagabond party

as guide. Thus it became necessary to find my own way to

Uliassutai, a distance of nearly 400 geographical miles, and take
water and grass whenever I hapjasned to And it. A homeward-
bound Chinese caravan was occasionally met with, and from
these some information was usually obtained, though on the

whole to travel in such a country without guide or competent
interpreter is an uncertain and anxious pursuit. In some places

affinity to tlie Chinese IJo-l.in (meaning fire-grove, or wood) aa cither the
“ H&rin ” 'mountain) of Sir Henry Kuwliuson (see ' Itoyal Geo. Soc. Proceedings,’

vol. xvii. No. iii. }>. 192) or the Koriim (gravel) of Captain Strachey (sec ‘Royal
Geo. Soc. Journal,’ vol. xxiii. p. 20), and a much greater affinity than many
Chinese names have to those in use amongst the natives of the soil. Colonel
Yule informs me that the greater number of MSS. of Marco Polo have Cara-
coron with an n and further remarks, ‘‘The Chinese Holin certainly points
rather to Kuren than Korum.”
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the ill-will of the natives was shown in so decided a naanner that

it was only by a constant parade of arms and the most careful

vigilance by day and night that a collision with them was
avoided.

On the evening of tlie 14th October the Eiver Tatz "was

crossed, and on the 16th the Tui. The former is a small

mountain stream issuing from a rugged part of the Kangai, and
only some 30 yards broad and a foot deep where we passed it.

The latter has much the same characteristics as the Onghin,
viz., a broad, marshy-looking valley intersected by several

branches or loops and having a bed of similar formation. Within
a mile of the right bank of the Tui, and close to the track we
were following, I found the ruins of the ancient city or fortress

about which I had heard whilst camped on the Onghin. I

hardly know whether to call it a “city” in the Chinese sense or

a fortress, for it is too small for the former and scarcely of the

build of the latter. It consists of a mud-brick wall and moat
(now dry), and is, as nearly as could be estimated, stjuare, each
side being about 2-jO yards

; has two gates, one north and the

other south, and four bastions, one at each angle ; the gates are

like those of all Chinese cities, forming on the inside a sloping

way on to the top of the wall. Inside the enclosure are the

remains of several buildings, all made of mud bricks mixed with

small stones, like the outer wall; one of them, which had
apparently been a Yamen or temple, measured nearly 100 yards
long and 40 or 50 broad, and was divided into several yards or

courts. I could discover no stonework, or tablets, or inscriptions

of any sort, either inside or outside the wall. This ruin, as I

afterwards determined by inquiry at Uliassutai and Kobdo, is

that of a settlement and trading town of the Chinese, which
existed up to eighty or ninety years ago, when the difficulty of

obtaining fuel became so great that it was gradually abandoned,

and from it sprang the present Uliassutai and Kobdo. The
name was a puzzle to the most intelligent of my informants, but
from its position on the Tui it would seem to correspond with

the Pojihojo of Duhalde or the Pu-li-yai-che-she of the Chinese
maps, though the former only calls it a Kiamen,” or station

of yourts, and makes no mention of a town there or even a fort.

For many reasons it cannot be Kara-korura.
After ascending from the valley of the Tui and continuing

our westerly course for about a distance of 85 miles, the Eiver
Baitarik was struck, on the 20th October, in lat. 46^ 6'. This is

the largest and most powerful of the Kangai streams, being 60
or 70 yards broad where we passed it, and more than 2 feet
deep in many places, whilst in summer, as the banks plainly
indicate, it reaches to more than three times its present dimen-
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sions
;
the water is clear and sweet and the current very swift,

its general direction being from north to south. The country
for several days’ journey, both to the east and west of the
Baitarik, is extremely rugged and barren, and it is here that are

chiefly to be found the wild ponies and asses of Mongolia. The
former go in large mobs, and are sometimes hunted by the

natives on horseback and sometimes caught in pits made for the

purpose near their watering-places. The asses are somewhat
rarer than the ponies, but though they are excessively wild, I

was fortunate enough to obtain a view of some of them from
about a distance of 3U0 yards

;
they had in every respect more

the appearance of mules than of asses, and it is by this name
only that they are known to the Chinese, in spite of the fact

that they propagate their kind. Their colour is a light dun
with a (lark stripe down the back, and most of them I should
estimate to measure at least hands; they are short and
“ stilty ” in the forehand and usually hog-backed. Each of the

mobs seen numbered from 20 to 30, and when disturbed

they would go away together at a trot, and then dropping into

single file would break into a canter. The Mongols shoot them,
for the sake of their flesh, from behind rocks and in pits, this

being the only means they have of getting within range, for

none of their ponies can compare with them in point of speed.

Gerbillon describes* one that he saw killed on the 13th July,

1689, while on a hunting excursion in the suite of the Emperor
Kang-hi in Eastern Mongolia, and which I believe to be the
same animal, in spite of the great distance between the two
localities. He says :

“ They are called by the Mongols chitkey,

and are of a sort that propagate their kind. It was a female,

and seemed to be but a few months old
;

it had large ears, a
long head, a slender body and long legs ; its hair of an ash
colour, its hoofs and feet uncloven like our mules.” Dnhalde
also, in his ‘ General Description of Eastern Tartary,’ tells us
“ The wild mules go in small herds, and though the Chinese
name Yo-Io-tse signifies (wild) mule, this animal is not like the
tame one.s, nor can it be brought to carry burdens ; its flesh

also is different, being of an agreeable taste, and, in the opinion
of the Tartars, who feed much on it, as nourishing and whole-

some as the wild boar.” f I may mention that neither the asse&

or the ponies are ^er tamed by the Mongols.

On the night of the 25th October we camped on the left

bank of the Jabkan or Chagan-Tokoi river, as it is here called,

* Dnhalde. 'Descrijition of China,’ &o., vol. ii. p. S05. London. 17-tl.

t Ibid., p. 253. Since ray arrival in London, I have .-een the Tibetan Kyang at
the Zoological Society's Gardens, which is sahl to be the “ Dchigetai ’ of Pallas,

and therefore the same animal, though he has veiy little of the appearance of hia
nomadic brethren.
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in lat. 46'^ 32'. This stream takes its rise in a chain of rugged

mountains to the north of onr course, and after keeping a s.s.w.

direction for a distance of some 20 or 30 miles after issuing from

the hills, turns towards the west and flows parallel with a high

range of mountains, which ever since passing the Tui were

visible to the south of our route, at a distance generally of some

50 or 60 miles. As usual in this country, every separate person

questioned on the subject of these chains of mountains gives

them different names, I have, however, adopted “ Sirke ” for

the southern and “ TJreli” for the northern one, though I am
by no means convinced that these are correct. The Sirke forms

a most important geographical feature in this region, some of its

highest summits reacliing, I should estimate, from 3000 to

4000 feet above the general level. Proceeding from the Chagan-

Tokoi in a north-west direction for about a day’s journey, the

TJrch chain is found to bend somewhat ^towards the south,

and to lose itself in the direction of the Sirke before

arriving at the valley of the Jabkan. Beyond this again an

open down-country is traversed at a great elevation, and then are

reached masses of mountains with no general trend, which give

rise to the TJliassutai Eiver and another tributary of the Jabkan,

of somewhat greater length and volume, called the Buyantu.

On first entering these mountains a snow-covered pass was

crossed some 8000 feet above the sea, after which a steady

descent took place, for about two days’ journey, until arriving in

the valley of the Uliassutai River near its junction with the above

tributary, and at about 20 miles below the settlement, which
latter was reached on the 2nd November.

For some days befoi'e our arrival we heard reports from the

Mongols of the presence of the Olahomedan rebels in quarters

not far distant from Uliassutai, but took no serious notice of

them, as the direction generally indicated of these quarters was
to tlie east, viz., the Kangai Mountains and the neighbourhood

of Urga, to which places I well knew it was impossible for them
to have penetrated without crossing the road by which we had
come from China, and in such case we should certainly have

heard of them long ago. However, on the evening before

arriving here, in the valley near the mouth of the Uliassutai

River, I perceived a great muster of troops going on. Ponies

by hundreds were being brought together ftom all the neigh-

bouring hillsides, and camps were being formed by the men who
had just been sent down from the settlement. At the time I

could scarcely estimate the number of troops, as they were
scattered about over so large an area, but I was subsequently

informed that the whole force, including the garrison at

Uliassutai, numbered about 2000—viz., 1400 Amoor Tartar or
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Solon cavalry, and the remainder Chinese infantry. All the

officers we met could speak Chinese and were very civil ; they
were to start the next morning mth two bodies of the cavalry,

of 500 each, for some point about a couple of days’ journey

towards the east or south-east, where they expected to find a

large body of Hlahomedans preparing for an attack on the

place. Their information as to the whereabouts of the enemy
had been obtained entirely from the Mongols, the most un-

trust'' orthy of people, and to this circumstance, now that I have

witnessed the subsequent events I attribute the return of this

reconnoitring force, after about a week's absence, having
allowed the rebels to proceed unperceived towards Kobdo.
Had this force been supplied with better information, and
merely shown itself in the rear of the enemy, it is probable

Kobdo would never have been attacked, for it would have made
a show of “ the initiative.” a plan that seldom fails of success

amongst Asiatics. The alarm created by the dejiarture of the

troops from Uliassntai was serious enough, and it had the effect

of disturbing matters there very considerably. None doubted

but that the rebels were clo.?e at hand, and the only question

one heard discussed was, by what time and from what direction

an attack might be expected. All the Mongol owners of camels
and ponies who usually seek employment there had fled with

their precious livestock into the hill country towards the
north; outward-bound caravans had put off their departure

sine die, and whenever mention was made of continuing my
journey towards the south, it was received either with ridicule

at my rashness or with suspicion of my having secret under-

standing with the i\Iahomedans. All the inhabitants of, and
traders to, Uliassutai have a lively recollection of the sacking

and burning of the place in October 1870, when a small body of

Mahoniedans, from the neighbourhood of Urumtsi and Kutchen
in the Tien Shan, attacked the place and took it in a few hours.

It was then more populous and more wealthy than at present,

and the loss of life and property in that one day is described as

very considerable. It was the first year the Kussians had visited

the place under the new commercial treaty, a caravan of traders

under the direction of a consul, M. Pavlinoff, having arrived

only a few weeks previously
;
their houses w'ere plundered and

burned, and the whole party had to fly towards the north, arriving

eventually, and after much suffering, at IMinusinsk in Siberia.

There were at the time of my visit eight Kussians at

Uliassutai, three of whom were traders, and the others servants

or camel-drivers, and all natives of Bisk. A joss-house, outside

the town, had been allotted to them as a residence by the

governor
;
and here they all lived, keeping a sort of general
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store for the sale of English woollen manufactures, Russian
cotton prints, brass ware and cutlery, tobacco, sugar, &c.

These people were friendly enough
; but as the only foreign

language they understood was Mongolian, it was necessary to

converse with them through Mongol-speaking Chinamen
;
and

in this way but little information could be elicited, for, apart

from the inconvenience of the mode of communication, caution

was needful on both sides, and no subjects could be discussed

except those we were willing the whole town should hear.

Moreover, the Russians have an intense dislike to the Chinese,

and will scarcely tolerate them in their houses even as inter-

preters
;
their business in Mongolia is to trade with the Mongols,

they say, and they wish to have as little to do with the Chinese

as possible. The executive government of the province of Ulias-

sutai or Sanoin is administered by a Kiang Chiin, who ranks with

the Amban of Kobdo and the Kiang Chiin of Tchuguchak
;
but

superior to all these is the civil governor of the so-called “ Cha-
sa-ko,” or western provinces of Tartary, who now resides at

Eliassutai. The man at present filling this office is a Manchu,
named Tchekan, who was formerly attached to that band of

strolling diplomatists, known to residents in China as the “ Bur-
lingame Mission,” wdiich was condescendingly despatched to the
various Courts of Europe by the Peking Government in 1868.

During his two years’ travels in Europe, Tchekan had received a
certain whitewash of external civilisation. He was polite enough
to ask after the Queen, gave me a detailed account of the pre-

sentation of the “ mission ” at Windsor Castle, and showed me an
album full of crow ned heads and distinguished personages. His
yamen never having been rebuilt since the visit of the Tunganis
in 1870, he lives in a large and comfortable yourt pitched in what
was once the inner court of it; and strange indeed it was to see

in that barbarous dwelling even the few evidences of civilisation

he had been able to bring with him into this settlement of the
desert. His conduct towai'ds me was all that could be wished,
for I had brought with me, besides an official pass, a- letter of
introduction to him from one of the foreign Ministers at Peking.
He caused the Kiang Chiin to provide me with an extra Mongol
passport, and also w ith a guide for Kobdo when at last it w as
found impossible to proceed, according to my original plan,
towards the south. This guide, though doubtless supplied to
us in perfect good, faith knew absolutely nothing of the country,
and besides caused so much trouble to myself and camel-driver,
that it was necessary to abandon him at a point in the desert
about halfway between Uliassutai and Kobdo, thus for the
second time leaving me in the disagreeable position of having to
pilot my own caravan through a coimtry entirely unknown to me.
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Though the altitude of Uliassutai is not above 5736 feet, the

climate is admitted on all hands to be a very severe one, and
certainly during the eight days of my stay, thougli it was not

yet the depth of winter, the cold was excessive
;
the thermo-

meter seldom rose even to 20"’ Fahr. in the middle of the day,

and observing at night became a most trying pursuit. The
place is situated in a deep valley, having at its eastern end
a narrow opening or gorge, through which flows the Uliassutai

Eiver, ]iast the town and on towards the Jabkan, and the winds

that almost daily whistle through tliis river-valley render it

little bettor than a desert, well watered though it is. The
only cultivation that is attempted by the settlers is that of

cabbages and turnips for local consumption, and the only wood
that exists is situated in sheltered nooks on the northern slopes

of the hills, and consists of small and stunted luues, which are

used for building and fuel.’*

The business quarter of Uliassutai is about a mile distant

from the official, or walled, city, and is separated from it by the

bed of the river. It is a straggling, rambling, dirty little town,

composed chiefly of Chinese houses, built of wood and mud
bricks, but to a great extent also of Mongol yourts. It has

even now a burned-out and half-deserted air, and many of the

larger hongs and inns still stand charred and girtted, untouched
since the day of the Tunganis’ visit. In some of these, Mongols
have pitched their yourts for the sake of the extra shelter

afforded by what still remains of the walls, whilst others have
been turned into “ kraals ” for camels and cattle. Tlie trade, I

am informed by the Eussians, has greatly fallen off since the

event of 1870, before wdrich date it is said there were 180 mer-
chants’ hongs besides the shops, whereas now not half that

number exists. The only exports from the place itself are live

stock and skins, the large quantities of medicinal deerhorns
sent from here to China having been first brought by the

Eussians or Kalmucks from the Altai ranges to the border, or

to Kobdo, and there made over to Chinese traders. The chief

imports are naturally flour and millet, material for clothing and
cutlery as required by both Chinese and Mongols, and opium for

the former only. Everything is exceedingly dear, as, for instance,

flour, 3/. jier cwt. : opium, 7s. fleZ. an oz., and other things in

proportion. Sheep even, that forty miles off can be bought for

12s., are here sold for about 20s. Copper cash is not current,

and the lowest weight of silver in common use is the mace,
equal here to Scl. sterling.

* In all these northern mountains, inoludin" the Alt.iis. this fact of the northern
slope being woodeil, and not the southern one. is a striking fact. Tlie same thing,
I am informed, is noticeable far down into Turkestan beyond the Issikul.

YOL. XLIII. ’ K
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The resident population, excIusiTe of the soldiery, is at

present about 700 Chinese, though, as there are always cara-

vans coming and going, the number of Chinese at any one

time to be found there is probably nearly 200 more. The
number of resident Mongols in, and about, the town is said, in

peaceful times, to be even larger than that of the Chinese,

though I could obtain no trustworthy estimate of it in figures.

At the time of my visit, however, the greater proportion of these

had deserted the place, carrying with them their dwellings and

live stock, rendering it impossible to form an estimate for one’s

self. Thus, including the soldiery and the mandarins and their

attendants, some 4000 persons, in all, would seem to be the total

population of this remote and little known Chinese colony.

After a halt of over a week, seeing that, although the

Mahomedans were reported to have retired towards the south,

it was still useless to think of attempting a journey in their

very wake, I decided to start for Kobdo, the road to that place

being the only one open to me. I was still in hopes that from

there some means might be found of proceeding southwards,

though it must be confessed that, havingj been unable, while at

Uliassutai, to hear news of the arrival of the Eussians at Urumtsi,

I considered the chances in my favour but few.

The absence of the Mongols at Uliassutai had prevented me
from changing the four cow-camels, now mere walking skeletons,

for two fresh ones, as I had intended, or even from purchasing

new ones, and I weU knew that even if they contrived to

reach Kobdo it was as much as could be expected
;

but to

attempt a longer journey with them would be to court certain

disaster.

On the 10th November, then, we retraced one day’s journey

as far as the 'confluence of the Buyantu and Uliassutai rivers,

and then continuing on a general westerly course down the

valley of the Jabkau for eight days reached a Mongol station,

consisting of five yourts, on the official track, called Argalingtu,

where it is necessary to cross the river in order to reach Kobdo,
by skirting the southern shores of the Turgen and Kara lakes.

Before reaching this place I had heard indistinct rumours of

the rebels having been seen marching towards Kobdo
;
but as

my informants were all Mongols, I scarcely believed it, after

what had been reported at Uliassutai of their retreat towards

the south. Here, however, it was confirmed by meeting whole
families of fugitive Mongols passing across the river from the

south-west, with their flocks, herds, and houses, to take refuge

in the rugged chain of hills that boimds the river- valley towards
the north. After waiting a day at Argalingtu and receiving

rather more encouraging intelligence, we passed the river and
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proceeded towards the southern end of the Baka Lake, a small

sheet of sweet water, about 2 miles broad by 3 or miles

long, and, after crossing a range of remarkable sand-hills, came
upon the Turgen Lake the next day. This latter is called the

Kara, or “ black ” lake, on the maps
;
but I could hear of it by

no other name than that of Turgen.* It is a large and probably

deep lake extending towards the north and north-west, as far as

can be seen from the southern shore, and its water is sweet and
beautifully clear. The range of sand-hills which skirts the

eastern shore of the lake, and strikes far into the desert on

the south, is not, I believe, connected with the other similar

range running from the sources of the Bnyantu and Uliassutai

down the left bank of the Jabkan, to nearly opposite Arga-

lingtu. Both these ranges, however, form a most peculiar

feature in the country ; their height is not considerable, per-

haps never over 200 feet above the river ; but being composed
entirely of loose sand, are subject to very great changes both of

altitude and form. One of the ordinary Mongolian gales has

sometimes the effect, I am informed, of changing the whole

aspect of the exposed portion of the range, and a very incon-

siderable breeze is sufficient to obliterate the tracks of a large

caravan of camels almost immediately after it has passed. In

some places trenches, or gullies, have been hollowed out by the

wind to a depth of 30 or 40 feet, leaving almost perpendicular

sides
;
in others deep holes of a conical shape, excavated with

wonderful precision, are found side by side with conical mounds
of equally precise form

;
or alternate ridges and gullies of

great depth and extraordinary uniformity extend one' behind
another for a distance of many hundreds of yards. The passage

of these ranges of shifting sand is much dreaded by those

who travel with camels, and it rarely happens that the best

appointed caravans effect it without the loss of some of their

animals. Moreover, after any marked alteration of the line

generally traversed, it is exceedingly difficult to find the
way, and, as no pasture of any kind exists among the hills

themselves, it is almost impossible to camp during the passage
without serious danger of losing the camels for want of food.

Past the south-west and west of Lake Turgen runs a hold
chain of mountains in a direction nearly n.n.w. and s.s.E.,

terminating at its northern end on the shore of the southern
extremity of the Kara Lake. From the southern end of
Turgen two tracks conduct to Kobdo, one along the eastern
slope of this chain, and between it and the lake, and the

* Tlio Aral or Ike Aral of the maps is in realitj- the Kara, or Hara as it is
pronovmcL'il in these regions. There are islands, however, in the lake, and as
Aral signifies iflaml, the confusion is easily accounted for.
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other up the western slope after first crossing a pass iu

the chain itself. Along the western slope also runs the track

from Kobdo to Manas and TJramtsi. After leaving our camp
at the south end of the lake, thinking to take the route

across the pass, and having proceeded about S miles towards it.

we were met by a party of fugitive Mongols, who informed us

that the Mahomedans had taken Kobdo and burned it only three

days previously, that the)’^ had retired down the valley on the

west side of the chain and were then encamped at the western

end of the pass, intending to follow up their success at Kobdo
by making a raid upon Uliassutai. The poosition appeared
awkward enough

j
for to be caught in the open, in such feeble

force as I was, by so large a body as this was represented to be,

would have proved a hopeless case. However, on the next day,

after having spent an anxious night in watching the pass, it was
discovered that the rebels had left their camp, and, instead of

making a descent upon Uliassutai, were continuing their march
towards the south down the western valley. Two days later,

after skirting the eastern base of this chain and crossing it by a

pass near the shore of the Kara, we arrived at the southern end
of that lake and crossed it on the ice. The distance between
the nearest points of this and the Turgen is very inconsiderable

—

perhaps 1.5 to 20 miles—and the dividing land is comparatively
low ;* the water I believe to be sweet, for though all within my
reach was at that time solidly frozen, there were no evidences of

salt on the hanks, and as the formation and general character-
istics of its valley are similar to those of its neighbours, the
Turgen and Baka, the presumption is that, like them, this also

is a fresh-water lake. From the southern end, on a clear day.
and at an altitude estimated at about 200 feet, though high hill

tops were visible in all directions round it, the northern shore of

the lake was itself invisible.

A long day’s journey in a W.N.w. direction from the Kara now
brought our party, on the night of the 28th Xovember, to Kobdo.t
Todescriho it as shortly as possible, it is situated in a large otien
valley or plain, surrounded by rugged barren hills, and is reached
from the side of China and the Tian Shan by a track leading
across a pass to the south-east, and from the Eussian side b\" a

similar track, conducting across the hills on the west. The

* The Kitr.i is believed to receive the Jabkan Itiver, and its altitude is sonie
350 feet greater than the Turgen. Can the latter be fonuetl from the overhow of the
former? The a&iject of the dividing nevk of land would fiivour the supposition.

t A native name for Kobdo very generally used by Jloiigols, Kalmucks, and
Kussians, is San-lnn hofo. The Chinese seldom or never use it, aiiel I believe it

to TC purely Mongolian. Ilo-Ying, or “back settlement,” iu contradistinction tu
8?en- 1 fill;, or “ lorward settlement,” (viz., Uliassutai) is the geiicrallv used

term among the Chinese.
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plain itself is stony and entirely bare of all vegetation but a few
scattered weeds. At one time it is said to have been covered
with wood—the essential fact, indeed, that led to the establish-

ment of the place
;

this, however, has long since been exhausted,
and both wood and grass have now to be brought from other

valleys among the hills, and mostly from considerable distances.

The settlement consists of an official city or fortress, enclosed by
a mud-brick wall and moat, both of which are new and in perfect

repair, and of the open town or trading quarter lying imme-
diately to the south-east of the fortress. Beyond this again, in

peaceful times, is pitched a large and populous Mongol settle-

ment, consisting, it is said, of several hundred yourts, though at

the time of my visit there were not fifty remaining, the rest

having either been carried off by their owners on the first alarm
of rebels, or burned when the attack was made. The open town
is entirely Chinese ; it is regularly and solidly built of mud-
bricks, the streets are wide and comparatively clean, and in the

principal ones are rows of trees growing on either side, as in

some European towns.

We camped on the night of our arrival, without grass or fuel,

about a mile from tlie settlement, on the banks of a small and
dirty stream flowing through the plain towards the lake, and in

the morning obtained a view of the place and neighbourhood

—

a mere glance sufficing to confirm the reports we had heard
upon the road, and to testify to the plunder and slaughter that
had occurred only a few days previously. Though the Chinese
dead had already been buried, the IMongol bodies still remained
in the open amongst the charred remnants of yourts and clothing

which strewed the plain in every direction, for it is a custom of

the Mongols not to bury their dead, but to leave them in an
exposed position to be devoured by the dogs and the ravens.

>Some of these bodies were headle.^s, and others wantonly muti-
lated in other respects

;
and if this had taken place amongst the

Mongols, to whom the Mahomedans usually show no especial

animosity, the spirit in which they attacked the Chinese, their

ileadly enemies, can be easily imagined.
My tent was spied from the settlement at an early hour in

the morning, and I could see the groups of soldiers and others

examining us from off the wall of the fortress and the roofs of
the houses

;
not one would come near us, however, and when I

sent my camel-driver towards them to inquire about fuel and
grass, they would have nothing to say to him, but motioned him
to keep away. As the animals were starving, I was preparing

to send my servant unarmed and with the pasvports in his hand
to ride straight up to the city gate, when an old Mongol woman
made her appearance from under the ruins of a yourt close
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by and offered, for the consideration of a meal (for she, too,

was starving) to act as ambassadress between ns and the autho-

rities in the city, and procure the necessaries of life we were so

much in need of. In this way, a petty officer and some soldiers

were induced to risk the venture of a visit to us, bringing with
them a few armfuls of grass, and these, having accompanied
my servant to the Amban’s secretary, afterwards returned with
a message that I was to camp inside the settlement, as the rebels

were expected to return, and when there, I should receive as

much grass, fuel, and well-water as I required. In other words,

the mandarins would have me in the settlement, or would starve

me out altogether. The disadvantages, as regarded my geo-

graphical work, of lodging under th.e eyes of the authorities was
apparent enough, but at the moment there was no help for it,

so during that same afternoon we moved, with bag and baggage,
to the spot allotted to us by the Amban’s secretary, which
turned out to be the court-yard of a sort of custom-house close

outside the gate of the fortress. In compliance with an invita-

tion I visited the secretary, a Pekingese named Ming, later in the
day, at his yamen inside the fortress. Though excessively civil,

he would not allow me to see the x\inban, whose nerves, he said,

had been too severely shaken of late, and nho, at the best of

times, was a rather timid old gentleman and somewhat nervous
of strangers—facts that I had no reason whatever to doubt,
seeing that he had all the heaviest of the city artillery planted
in a semicircle round the front of his yamen and pointed at the
inside of the fortress gate. During this interview I was pro-
mised w'hatever necessaries of life I might want, as far as the
authorities were able to procure them, and official camels and
guides to take me to the border, than which I desired nothing
better, now' that all hope of a southern journey was at an end,
as long as I was not hurried away

;
here, however, was precisely

the gist of all the civility and care for my security, for in this,

and all the subsequent, interviews I had with Ming for the pur-
pose of urging reasons and excuses for remaining longer in the
place, the only answer to be got was, that I had come well
recommended, and that the Amban felt it his duty to send me
on as quickly as possible to the border, for if anything liappened
to me here he would be held responsible—the order for camels
would be got ready in two or three days.
The aspect of Kobdo at this time was one of almost entire

desertion
;
beyond the soldiery, who had obtained security by

shutting tbemsclves up in the fortress, there were not twenty
Chinese in the place, all the inhabitants not killed having bolted
into the hills for safety, with whatever valuables they could
carry with them. Most of the houses were burned to the bare
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walls, and all had been looted
;
there was not a shop remaining

or a single object or article of food to be bought ;
enormous stacks

of wood and grass, collected by the merchants from considerable

distances for the use of their caravans, had been burnt to cin-

ders, and there was scarcely a camel in the place available for

the collection of more. Such was the state of panic and excite-

ment existing amongst all classes, that executions were taking

place almost daily for mere trivial offences, and everybody who
had not a most plausible account to give of himself was suspected,

in some way or another, to be in league with the rebels.

The Eussians have a similar trade here to that at Uliassutai,

but it is of more importance, and there are more people usually

engaged in it. On the night before the arrival of the Tunganis
a large party of them started for the border, leaving two in the

fortress in charge of their merchandise and furniture, and as

these latter were eye-witnesses of the whole proceedings com-

nected with the taking of the place, so far as could be seen

from their place of refuge, it may be interesting, as a specimen
of Chinese warfare in Central Asia, to give a short account of

the affair as related to me by one of them through a Mongol
interpreter.

The Chinese force consisted of 500 Shansi soldiers from
Tatung-foo, armed with matchlocks, and 250 Chili men from
Kalgan, similarly armed, but partially drilled on the foreign

system. These 750 formed the infantry; the cavalry was
composed of 800 to 1000 Amoor Tartars or Solons. The
rebel party consisted of at the outside 300 persons, and of this

number a large proportion were women and children and poverty-

stricken Mongols, who had joined as guides or camel-drivers,

probably in consideration of their lives being spared. Of
grown-up fighting Tunganis my informant is positive there were
less than 200. Early in the day (18th November) they crossed

the pass to the south-east of the city and advanced on the town,
driving with them about a thousand loose camels to serve either

as cover or to make their force appear more formidable in the
eyes of the Chinese

; they were all_ mounted on camels with the
exception of a few of the chiefs, who rode ponies, and were all

armed with spears or bows and arrows except about twenty, who
had Chinese or Kussian matchlocks. The infantry formed the
front of the defending force and commenced the action by firing

a random volley at the advancing Tunganis long before they had
come within range and then retired precipitately on a joss-house,

standing at the head of the main street of the town, round which
a ditch and abattis had been prepared the day before. As the
infantry fell back the Tartar cavalry was sent to charge, but
after riding a short distance towards the enemy wheeled across
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his front, yelling at the top of their voices, and then “ con-
tinuing the wheel,” which carried them straight into the
fortress, left it to the Chinese to finish the engagement. The
latter made a short stand in the joss-house, but after a few
minutes of fighting appear to have become panic-stricken and to

have made a rush for the city, which they only gained after

losing about 150 of their number. Thus the Mahomedans were
entirely masters of the open town, but having no guns were
unable to touch the fortress ; they devoted all that afternoon

and part of the nfxt day to a systematic looting of all the houses
and shops, and the next evening deliberately set to work to

bum the place, women, and children, riding about from house
to house placing bundles of firewood and applying lighted sticks,

while the soldiers on the city wall looked on. On the 20th,

the town being in full blaze, the successful Tunganis took their

departure through the same pass they had crossed on their

arrival, not having lost, my informant declares, a single man
in killed, though some may have been wounded.
The trade of Kobdo is in every respect similar to that of

TJliassutai, but it is if anything somewhat greater. The popu-
lation immediately before the late irruption of Tunganis is said

by the best authorities I could question on the subject to have
been about 1100 resident Chinese, to which may be added about
100 for passing caravans (for these are less numerous here than
at Uliassutai, in spite of the trade being greater), 750 Chinese
soldiers, 900 Tartar cavalry, and perhaps 3000 llongols, making
a total of nearly 6000 persons.* The only agriculture consists

of cabbages, turnips, &c., and a little opium. All the fuel within

the radius of a day’s journey of Kobdo having been exhausted,

it is thought the place will increase no further
;
indeed, instead

of increasing, it had already begun to seek an outlet for itself)

the result being the foundation of a promising settlement about
two years ago near a large lamasery called Tsachar-Tsing, five

stages towards the south on the road to Ummtsi, and situated

in a populous and well-watered Jlongol district. The existence
of Tsachar-Tsing was a short one, for on the 12th November,
on their way to Kobdo, the Tunganis paid it a visit and left

not a stick of either lamasery or settlement standing.
On the 2nd December, having lived three days under the eyes

of the custom-house officials, I received an intimation from Ming
that the guides and animals would be ready next morning. A
southern journey was now out of all question, my five camels

—

* The total Mongol population of all Mongolia is said to have lieen estimated
by M. ravlinotf, after many years of inquiry, at six millions. But the accuracy of
any estimate on sucli a subject, however carefully compiled, cannot but be exceed-
ingly questionable.
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one had dropped just before arrival here—were almost the only

ones in the place besides those belonging to the oiScials, and
were incapable of going a stage further, whilst for the neces-

saries of life I was at the mercy of the Amban. There was
thus no course left open but to go, and on the morning of the

3rd we began our march across the Altais towards Suok, the

nearest Chinese border post, distant about 180 miles in a w.N.w.

direction. For the first three days confused masses of mountains
were crossed through passes generally between 7000 and 8000
feet above the sea, but not till the fourth was any appearance of

a chain noticeable, when a pass, called Hongorellen, was reached

of 8896 feet, with snow-clad peaks stretching both to the north

and south of it as far as it was possible to see. Within three

miles to the north of the pass was a peak I should estimate at

12,000 feet or more, its covering of eternal snow stretching far

down its rugged sides. After crossing tins range, and beyond
it again a number of lower parallel ridges abutting on the

valley of the Kobdo River, a small stream called the Hatto.

running through a wooded valley, was reached, and followed

down a short distance to its confluence with the Kobdo. This

latter is a narrow but fairly deep river originating in the Suok,
and another small stream on the same watershed as the great

Siberian Ob, and after keeping an e.s.e. course falls into the
Kara some little distance to the north of Kobdo.

Passing the Kobdo on the 9th, somewhat below the Suok
junction, and still holding a w.n.w. course, our party arrived two
days later at the Chinese border station of the latter name. The
Russians have no official post or settlement of any kind at Suok,
or indeed within several days’ journey of it. the nearest being
Ukek, three stages, or about GO miles, to the west across high
and difficult passes of the Altais. Kor have they any trading

settlement here either, though considerable encampments of

Russian Kirghis or Hassacks are usually to be found on the

river near the post, and even further within the Chinese border,

as for instance, in the wooded valley of the Hatto. The place

consists of about thirty yourts and the Chinese border officer, a
military blue button, with a petty officer and eight or ten
Mongol soldiers represent the government and executive. There
ar« no duties eitlier inwards or outwards, but passports are

supposed to be shown by all who come from the side of Russia,

though this is by no means always enforced, the Hassacks
coming and going as they choose, and the Chinese officer not
daring to interfere, for his force of ten ^Mongols would not face

one single Hassack. These border tribes give much trouble to

both Russian and Chinese authorities, and are the terror of

Mongols and Kalmucks wherever they come in contact with
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them; they are much mixed in race, and are of Kussian or

Chinese nationality, as the occasion happens to suit, and always

sheep stealers and camel lifters by profession.

The name of Eassack is applied by the Mongols, Kalmucks,
and Chinese to all the Mussulman tribes 'who wander into these

regions from the west, excepting the Tunganis or Chinese

Mahomedans. It is used in a general sense and irrespective of

race or nationality much in the same way as the words Tartar

and Kirghis are used by the Russians
;
thus a Tajik of Kokand

and a “ steppe ” or “ black ” Kirghis would both come under

the designation Eassack, though the first is of the undoubted
Aryan type and of Kokandi nationality, and the latter of the

Turanian type and a subject of Russia.

A temporary Russian trading settlement—temporary, that is,

in the sense of being occupied in summer and left in charge of

Kalmucks in the winter—stands on the river Chui on the

northern slope of the main watershed, and about 50 miles nearly

due north of Suok. The watershed in this direction is crossed

by a high but not difScult pass, and is altogether an easier road in

winter into Russian territory than the westerly one to Ukek
and Chingistai ; it was by this pass that I crossed the chain

and reached the Chui settlement four days after leaving

Suok. Ko boundary can be naturally more complete than
that formed by this east and west chain of Altais for Russia

and China; not only does it separate the river systems and
the northern pine forests from the barren rocky deserts of the

south, but it also constitutes the natural border line between
the Kalmucks and the Mongols, and since its fixture as the

political frontier some ten years ago the former have been
enabled to escape from their previous anomalous position of

owing allegiance to both States. They are now entirely under
Russian rule, and though being rapidly impoverished and
“ improved ” away by contact with civilisation, are still uni-

versally liked and respected for their simplicity, hospitality,

and honesty ; the condition of the mountain tribes of these

people is that of hunters and fishers, and though their langauge
has a Turkish root, they have little or no literature

;
their

customs are most primitive, and their religious ceremonies
grotesque in the extreme.* On the whole they are the m8st
respectable Asiatics I have ever come in contact with.

Arriving at the temporary settlement on the Chui on the
17th December, I fell in with the party of Russian traders who
had fled from Kobdo the night before the attack of the Tunganis,
and who wmre then on their way to Bisk. Arrangements w'ere

* The only name in use, in all these regions, for the Altai Kalmucks is Telitigit.
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made for me to join this party, and on, the 19th we started down
the Chui and Katune Talleys to the most forward permanent
settlement of the Eussians, a place of about twenty log cottages,

called Ongodai, on the Ursul tidbutary of the Katune.
From here to Bisb, the terminus of the post road in this

direction, we travelled through a more or less cultivated

country for the greater part of the way, and reached that place

on the 4th January, 1873.

Mote on the CoiiMruetinn of the Map to accompnng Mr. Elias's

Paper. By Mr. A. Keith Johnston.

The materials used for this map, besides the astronomical

positions and running Survey by Mr. Elias, have been :

—

(1) The positions determined astronomically by Fuss and
Bunge, on the route from Kiachta towards Beking ; by Fritsche,

in the ueighbourhoud of Peking and on the Mongolian Koute to

Zaire-Ussu
; by Lepissier, near the Great Wall of China

;
and by

Mirosnichenko (as stated by Matusovski), of >Suok.

(2) The native map of China, known as the Ta-tsing Atlas,

published at Woo-chaug in 1SG4, on the scale of about „ , u'u
—

u *

The whole of that portion of the map wliich lies south of Mr.
Elias’s Eoute is from this source, but the longitudes of the

Chinese map have been considerably altered to suit the astro-

nomical position of iMr. Elias and the recent determinations of

Kashgar and Yarkand. The position of Kami is a most im-
portant one in fixing the geography of the Eastern Tian Shan
region. No astronomical observation for longitude has yet

been recorded here, and tlie positions of Hami in longitude

given by the Jesuit travellers from calculation vary to the

extent of nearly two degree,s. Keckoning the distance travelled

from Liang-chau (the longitude of which was determined by
observation of an eclipse in 1708 to be 13^ .nC w. of Peking).

MM. Jartoux, Fridelli, and Bonjour, made the longitude of Hami
20“ 32' AV. of Peking, or 95' 5G' e. of Greenwich. In the 4th
.sheet of the map of Chinese Tartary in Du Halde, vol. ii.

Hami is placed, with their authority, in 22^ 23' 20" w. of

Peking, or in 94^ .3' 12" e. of Greenwich. Again, Pere Gaubil
(in Souciet *) gives the longitude of Hami as 93“ 39' e. of

Green\iich. In this map the longitude of 94“ 40' e. has been
adopted as agreeing most nearly with the distances to Hami
from all sides.

(3) The maps of the Eussiau and Chinese frontier by M.

• ‘ Obs. Alatlic'm.. &c., en Chine,’ vol. i., Paris, 1720.
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Veniukow, in the ‘ Mittheilnngen,’ Part ix., 1872, and in the

Journal of the Russian Geographical Society, 1873, have been
used for that portion of the country which lies between Mr.

Ehas’s Route and the Russian frontier.

(4) The Russian Topographical Map of the Mining District

of the Altai, by F. Meien, 1864, on the scale of been
reduced for the north-western portion of the map.

Appendix.

(1.) Former Exjilorations.

Previous journeys through portions of the region described in the foregoing

narrative have been four in number, though only one, M. Matusowski’s, can,

in any sense of the word, he called a geographical ex])loration. To atrange

them chronologically, they consist, firstly, of Mr. Atkinson’s Tartar rides,

undertaken for artistic purposes between 1S4C and 1853, and fully described

in his work, ‘ Oriental and Western Siberia,’ London, 1858. The discredit

thrown on this author’s stoiy by Piussian writers and others is well known, and

this is not the place to comment on their criticisms. I would only remark

that since my return to England I have carefully searched those portions of

Mr. Atkinson’s narrative descriptive of the regions of Mongolia 1 have per-

sonally a knowledge of, with the view of showing that some internal evidence

of its accuracy exists ; and though on the face of it this is actually the case,

yet I have been unable to find anything sufficiently clear and absolute to dis-

prove effectually the condemning a.ssertions of some of his critics. It must,

however, he borne in mind that Mr. Atkinson professes to have undertaken

his Mongolian wanderings solely for the purpose of sketching the scenery and
inhabitants, and when we consider what difficulty the avowed geographical

explorer finds in obtaining from Asiatics trustworthy information on the most
commonplace subjects, and the time and labour he must sjiend in stiblyingand

sifting every question he puts and every answer he receives, it is in no way
surprising that an artist should have ridden day after day over vast tracts of

steppe, in the company of savages whose language he scarcely understood, with
no thought of geographical matters in his head, and Ultimately have written a
narrative containing no accurate information, manj' geographical blunders, and
one easily criticised by anybody who chose to take the trouble. Yet, withal,

the journeys appear certainly to iiave been performed, and the story, so far as

regards daily experiences of travel and adventure, may be essentially a true
one.

2ndly. The mission of M. Andre Gifstavitch Prinz, a Paissian official from
the border station of ISuok to Kohdo in the year 18G3, undertaken by order of

bis Government, for the purpose of making a treaty of commerce with the
Chinese. The negotiations of this officer were unsuccessful, and as no geo-
graphical work was attended to by any of liis part}’, we need not refer again
to his expedition.

3rdly. The Kussian Government, in following up their object of concluding
a treaty of commerce to emhi-ace all the Cliinesc settlements in Mongolia, sent
in 18(18 M. Shishmaroff, the consul at Urga, to Uliassutai, there to treat with
the superior officer to the Amhan of Kohdo. The consul was forwarded by
the Chinese authorities of Urga by the official track, and provided with an order
tor a fresh pony at every stage. He followed the road to China for the first
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fifteen stages to the south of Urga, which brought him to Zaire Ussu, the

station where the China and Uliassutai tracks converge. Here he turned off

to the westward and followed the ofiicial track to Uliassutai, which runs con-

siderably to the northward of that taken by myself and laid down in the

accompanying route-map. Tliis journey maybe described as a rapid Tartar

ride, and is entirely barren, I believe, ot geographical I'esults
;
indeed, the im-

ixrssibility of its being otherwise is apparent when we consider that the distance

travelled was about 750 geographical miles, and the time occupied only
thirteen davs, viz., from 'd'Jud July to 4th August.

dthly. A\’e come to the only true exploratory journey ever undertaken in

these reeioiis. The partial success of M. Mii.shmaroft''s negotiations in ISCs
led tlieliUssian (Government to despatch an officer of higher rank in the summer
of 1870 to Kobdo and Uliassutai to complete and ratify the treaty, and with
instructions to t.ike up his residence in Ulias.sutai, if on arriving there he should
think it expedient. This officer was JI. Pavlinoir, formerly consul at C'hugu-

chak, and attached to his party was a Government topographer, M. Matu-
sowski, with eight Cossacks as assistants. The route taken by this expedition

was from the Upper Buchtarma tluough Russian territory to the border ]K)st of

Suok, and thence by the usual track acioss the Hongoiellen jiass to Kobdo,
which was reathed on the tenth day after leaving Ruok. From Kobdo
M. Matu^owski proceeded to Uliassutai, skirting the southern ends of the Kara
an'd Turgen lakes, and then following up tlie Jabkan and Buyantu rivers.

After a short stay at Uliassutai he returned to Russian territory by a Mongol
track leading nearly north-west to the upper waters of the Yenessei, in the
department of the Minusinsk.

AVhile at Omsk, in Januaiy last, I had the pleasure of meeting M. Jlatu-

sowski, when ho showed me his manuscript maps, and explained to me
that his method of conducting the survey was to make compass sketches of

the country along the track, sometimes sending his Cossacks to take bearings
from remarkable points, and when at important stations to make a local

triangulation. He had not the means of fixing his position astrononucally,

and the only instumient he was provided witli for the determination of altitude

was an aneroid. His rate of travelling, moreover, was sufficiently rapid, as

it was necessary for him to adjust his movements to those of the consul.

Labouring under such disadvantages, therefore, we have little cause to wonder
at the rather ecceiitiio geography he puts forth in his now map of North-
West Muinrolia, as published iii Pcterniann’.s ‘ Wittheilungen,’ of 30th January,
1873. The must striking feature of all is the great change he has made in

the latitudes of Kobdo anil Uliassutai, and of all the region situated hettveen

the two; for, taking the Russian map of Asiatic Riis.sia of 1866 and Keith
Johnston’s Asia of 1865 as bases, we find northing to the extent of from 0“ 40'

to 1° 10' has been a]'plkd to the whole line, 'llie change is the more
remarkable as VeniukotV.s maj) of the same district published in 1871 professes

to ho compiled chiefly from M. Matusowski's surveys, and his latitudes do
not difl'er materially from the old maps, and conseipuently are fairly correct,

for these latter were, considering the little known nature of the country,
remarkably accurate m resiiect of latitude.

Besides the above inaccuracies of position there are also many of topography,
though, on the whole, this branch of the work has been more successful. For
instance, it is difficult to account for the Hutto running into the Kobdo from
an E.s.E. direction, instead of from a southerly one, also for the great distance

intervening lictween the Kara and Turgen lakes, and many other similar dis-

crepiancics, which are more easily appreciated by comparing the accompanyin'i-

route sketch with M. Jlatusowski's map, than hy detailing them in words.

T'hough not an exploration of the region in question, it may not he super-

fluous to mention that the Greek Dr, Pitagos, during his four years ’ wander-
ings in Central Asia, visited Uliassutai in June 1871, having crossed the
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desert from Barkul in the company of a Chinese petty officer. His object

was to escape into a civilised country hy way of Peking or Siberia, hut arriving

as he did, without passports for either Mongolia or China proper, the Kiang
Chun obliged him to return to Barkul after a stay of only ten days in

Uliassutai. The geographical results of this portion of his journey may be
looked upon as nil.

2. Survey.

During the journey, of which the foregoing is a narrative, a traverse survey
was carried on along all the essential part, viz., from Kuei-Hwa-cheng, on tlie

Chinese border, to Suok, on the Russian border, a distance of nearly 1300
geographical miles. The starting-point on which to base this traverse was
Used for latitude and absolute longitude by a careful series of astronomical

observations, and the position of its terminating point is taken from the

boundary survey made by order of the Russian Government. The courses

were taken by a pocket compass, and the distances judged by the pace of

camels, the value of which was determined by observed diflerences of latitude.

All the courses, times, bearings of remarkable objects. Ac., were entered sys-

tematically in a log-book during travelling, but nothing was protracted or

drawn for fear of exciting the ill-will of the authorities.

The above line of 1300 miles is divided into 79 marches or stages, and,

besides the two terminating points, it is checked at 10 intervening ones by
astronomically determined latitudes, and at two by absolute longitudes.

At each of the 80 camps formed by the above marches, and at many other

intervening points of interest, from 2 up to 40 readings of two separate aneroids

were recorded, and three series of boilimr-point experiments. Beyond the

limits of the above 1300 miles, viz., from Kalgan to Kuei-Hwa-cheng on the

one hand, and from Suok to Bisk on the other, making an additional 600
geographical miles, divided into 27 additional marches, 2 to 16 readings of

each aneroid for several of the more important stations are recorded, and one
additional series of boiling-point experiments. The terminating points of this

1900 geographical miles, it may be mentioned, have both been accurately
determined by barometrical measurements.

In the accompanying map, constructed by Mr. Keith Johnston, the limits

of the exploration are indicated by the j>ink coloured expanse on each side ot

the red route-line. The route-line itself is laid down from the above observa-
tions, and the traverse is plotted in between the crucial stations, march by
march, and shows the number of each camp or station in figures for reference

to the section of altitudes in the margin. Mountains, rivers, and other features,

are inserted .as taken from the log-book; but nothing based on native in-

foimation appears v\ itliin the jiink expanse except in dotted lines.

3. Climate.

In the absence of exact data, there is but little to be s.rid on this subject.

IVhen preparing in Shangh.ai to proceed to Mongolia, I was unable to procure
thermometers to register the necessary dcurce of cold. One, a rough, ill-made
instrument, was divided down to Zero Fahrenheit

; but this I h.ad the mis-
fortune to break before requiring to use it, and the others registered only to
12°, being therefore useless in the open air on the latter part of the journey
even during the warmest hours of the day. And it is necessary to note that
the temperatures recorded with the aneroids in Appendix 7, form no guide to
the condition of the climate, but only of the air in which the aneroids w-ere
registered, and which was usually that of a heated tent or yourt. This, how-
ever, does not apply to the figures given for Kuei-Hwa-cheng.

In Southern Mongolia, between^ Kalgan and Kuei-Hwa-cheng (about la
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41°), at an average altitude of about 5000 feet, from August 2nd to 17th,

strong southerly winds were prevalent, with a great deal of rain.

At Kuei-Hwa-cheng, lat. 40° 48', long. 111° 47', altitude ,3506 feet, from
August 17th to September 8th, the wind was from all quarters, though seldom
from E., and usually light. Bain fell on six days, and there were occasional

thunderstorms. With an ordinary thermometer, it was almost impossible to

catch the times of greatest and least temperature. The following figures for

seven days, however,may serve as some slight guide. From 4 to 5 a.u. (16h

:

to 17 h ;) would here he the coldest period.

D.ry. Xight.

rf'mpcT.Ttiire. i Hour.
]

Ftniperdture.
j

Hour.

,

^ !

August 20 .. 74 2 62 16

, 23 .. 74 2 50 13

24 .. 72 2 o.") 13

1
26 .. 71 2 48 16

?
2S .. 68 2 54 14

September o .. 72
;

2 54 1.3

* )
7 .. 72 2 55 13

From September 8th to 21st (for altitudes sec map), the winds were variable

and moderately strong, the mean daily temperature probably some 10° below
that at Kuei-Hwa-cheng, and occasionally a slight dew.

From 21st to 24th, with southerly winds and a somewhat higher tempera-
ture, rain and thunder were experienced

; and on the night of the latter date,

a gale of n.w. wind springing up, the summer suddenly broke up, and the
winter, as rapidly, set in.

After this, and until arriving in the neighbourhood of TJliassutai (2nd
November), the day almost invariably broke clear and still, and remained so

until nearly noon, when a strong north-wester would spring up, and, with a
more or less clouded sky, continue to blow until about .an hour after sunset,

when it would die out and the clouds would roll away. During this period

no rain fell, snow only on two occasions, and no dew was perceptible. The
mirage during the hast half of September, and the first part of October, was
sometimes very striking on clear d.ays.

At TJliassutai (altitude 5736), from 2nd to 10th Xovember, remarkably
changeable we.ather prev.ailed ; the winds being from all quarters varying from
a calm to a gale, and the aneroid re.adings ranging over 0'73 in. The thermo-
meter seldom rose even to 20° during the middle of the day.

In the valley of the Jabkan (11th to 18th Xovember), strong westerly and
northerly wands were expenenced, sometimes with heavy snow-storms ; and
throughout the Altai regions, as far as the main w.itershed, long-continued

series of westerly gales were prevalent, but without snow' on the southern and
eastern slopes except at great altitudes.

At Kobdo the climate is somewhat milder than that at Uliassutai, and this

is not wholly occasioned by the mere difference of 900 feet in the altitude, but
partly, I conceive, on account of the proximity of the great lake (which is not
entirely frozen every year), and partly because the prevailing westerly wind
in winter is much less severe than the northerly so common at the latter place.
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4. Itineraries.

The following summaries of itineraries, though not all new, may possibly

be of some slight interest, from the fact that they have been gathered from

the mouths of camel-drivers and caravan traders, and not from the route-

books of the Chinese
;
thus in many cases I have no doubt they differ from

the published figures, but, on the whole, I believe them to be a better guide

to the time occupied in making each journey ;
for though the marches difier

greatly in length according to the nature of the country and other circum-

stances, yet they actually represent, as they are intended to do, the mean
daily distance made good by a loaded camel, pony, or mule

;
therefore each

march may be looked upon as one dav’s time. Out of China proper the li is

never used as a standard of distance by those whose business is travelling:, and

an attempt to have given the following in this measurement would have

resulted only in confusion.

Ko. 1 .—Peking to Uliassutai, by oEBcial track.

Peking to Kuei-Hwa-cheng ..

Kuei-Hwa-cheng to Zaire Ussu
Zaire Ussu to Onghiu Eiver ..

Oughin to Uliassutai

12 marches.

28 „
9 „
27 „

No. 2. Peking to Hi, by old official road.

Pekin to Si-ngan-fu

Si-ngan-fu to Suchau ..

Suchau to Kia Yii Kuan
Kia Yti Kuan to Kami ..

Kami to Barkul
Barkul to Kuchen ..

Kuchento Urumtsi
Urumtsi to Hi

26 marches

32 ,.

1 „
16 „
4

8 „
8 „
18 „

113

Ko. 3. Kuei-Hwa-cheng to Barkul by Ala-

sban road, about
Ko. 4. Kuei-Hwa-cheng to Kinn-hia-fu
Ko. 5. Zaire Ussu to Urga (official track)..

Ko. 6. Ulias.sutai to Kobdo (only track)

Ko. 7. Ulia.sbutai to Barkul „
Ko. 8. Uliassutai to KucbCn ,,

Ko. 9. Kobdo to Suok „

Ko. 10. KoMo to Chvgiiehak (only track).

Kobdo to Tsachar-tsing 5 marches.
Tsachar-tsing to Chuguchak 26 „

55 marches.

26 „
15 „
15 „
19 „
23 „
9 „

Ko. 11. Kohlo to Kuchen (only track).

Kobdo to Tsachar-tsing 5 marches.
Tsachar-tsing to Kuchto 10 „

?»15
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No. 12. Koldo to Manas (only track).

KoWo to Tsachar-tsing 5 marclics.

Tsachar-tsing to Manas 13 „

18 „

No. 13. Hi to Chugiicliak (official track) .. IS marclios.

No. 14. Kuchen to Turfau (trade track) 9 „

No. 15. Ilatui to (southern road).

Hami to Tuvfan 11 marches.
Turl'an to Urumtsi 5 „

1C marches.

Of the road from China to Kashgar and Yarkand I was never able to obtain

a satisfirctory itinerary; Baron von Bichthofen, however, was given the follow-

ing during his visit to Si-ngan-fu in January 1872 :

—

Si-ngan-fu to Lan-Chau-fu
Lan-Chau-fu to Suohau
Suchau to Hami ..

llami to I'idjau ..

Pidjan to Turfan ..

lurfan to Kuche ..

Ivuche to Aksu ..

Aksu to Yarkand..

1470 li.

1450 „
1500 ,,

980 „
•440 „
1090 „
090 ,,

1170 „

9250 li.

He remarks :
—“ It is not stated what kind of li i.s meant. If it is the

larger one (200 to one degree), then the distance from Si-ngau-fu to Yarkand
is 3198 miles (statute).”

He further gives the following distances (in similar li), .some of which,
being on roads known to recent e-xplorers, may serve as a test for the

rest :

—

Yarkand to Kashgar.. 490 li.

Yarkand to Koteu 050 „
Aksu to Ushi 240 ,,

Aksu to Hi (direct mountain ro.ad) 1040 „
Turfan to Urumtsi 490 „
Barkul to Pidjan 100 „

About the last of these distances I cannot but think there is some mistake.

5. Geoloijiml Specimens Qlescrihed by Mr. James T^nnnnt).

No. 1. Clay slate

2. Steatite

3. Sandstone, grey
4. Jlica, in garnet schist

5. Jasper

(i. Limestone, stalagmitic

7. A bresicated silicions sandstone

From heights bounding Kuei-Hwa-cheng platia i

on north.

Mongolian iilateau, alxiut lat 42°,

long. 111-.

8. 2 specimens, chalcedony or common agatelQ.. ,
,

,

9. Touchstone j

' '

I Mongolian plateau, al>out lat,

t 44°, long. 108.

10. Chalcedony
11. 2 specimens, argillaceous limestone

12. Claystone discoloured by iron j

VOL. XLIII.
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Ko. 13. Jasper
J

„ 14. Oxide of iron {Mongolian plateau, about lat. 45'’, long. 106°.

,, 15. Chalcedony j

„ 16. Chalcedony from bed of Onghin Eiver.

,, 17. Quartz with chloride, Altais, basin of Kara Lake.

„ 18. 3 specimens quartz. Yarious parts of Altais between Kobdo and
Russian border.

„ 19. Jasper, near Hongorellen Pass, Altais.

„ 20. Talcose slate, north slope of Altais, within Russian border.

6. Results of the Asthoxomical Observations made hy Mr. Key Elias,
in Western Mongolia, in the year 1872, calculated hy Mr. "Williaii Ellis,

F.R.A.S., of the Iloyal Observatory, Greenwich.

I.—Latitude of Kuei-Hwa-cheng.
1872. , , „

* Aug. 23. By meridian altitude of 8 Aquila?. South

,

,

23. By meridian altitude of a Aquilae. South

,

,

23. By altitude of Pole Star out of meridian

, ,
24. By meridian altitude of a Aquila;. South

,

,

24. By altitude of Pole Star out of meridian

, ,
24. By meridian altitude of ,3 Cephei. North

,

,

28. By meridian altitude of a Aquilie. South

,

,

28. By altitude of Pole Star out of meridian

Sept. 5. By meridian attitude of 3 Ceti. South

,

,

7. By meridian altitude of y Cephei. North

O
Concluded Latitude of Kuei-Hwa-cheng = 40

1S72.

11.—Latitude of Onghin River.

1872.

HI.—Latitude of Uliassutai.

40 48 20 North.

40 48 16
40 47 28
40 48 6
40 47 59
40 47 39
40 48 3
40 47 21
40 47 53
40 47 47

47 54 Korth.

0 II

45 54 16 North.
45 54 42

54 29 North.

o / n

47 46 34 North.

47 46 6
47 46 14
47 45 7

Concluded Latitude of Uliassutai = 47 46 0 Korth.

lY.

—

Longitude of Kuei-Hwa-cheng.

(a) By Lunar Distances.

1872.
0

Aug. 20. From distance between a Aquila; (west of]

moon) and moon’s far limb I[
112 6 45 East.

,, 20. From distance between a Tauri (cast of]

moon) and moon’s near limb i

[ill 37 15

* Observation marked “but middling.”
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— o / //

* Aug. 24. From distance between a Pegasi (west of) ,,, ir
moon) and moon’s far limb J

^

, ,
26. From distance between a Arietis (west ofi

moon) and moon’s far limb (

t ,, 26. From distance between /3 Geminonim (east) o q
of moon) and moon’s near limb .. .. j

Mean from Lunar Distances 111 53 is East.

(i) £ij OccuUiitions of Stars hy the Moon

.

1872. ^ , „

Aug. 23. By disappearance of | Arietis (3i magni-) ,,, oq oo -Pnat
tude) at the moon's bright limb . . .

. f

t ,, 23. By reappearance of ^ Arietis at the moon’s ) ,,, 07 ,-0

unilluminated limb |

^

,, 28. By reappearance of f Geminonim (3) mas-) 11

1

07 ,-0

nitude)at the moon’s unilluminated limb
j

00

Mean from Occultations of Stars = 111 38 12 East.

The close agreement of the separate result.s from occultations is probably

an accidental circumstance, but still the value found from the occultations is

likely to be more trustworthy than that given by the lunar distancts. The
mean of the two results is, however, taken, which gives for the

O / tl

Concluded Longitude of KuEi-HwA-cnfiNO = 111 47 0 East.

V.—Longitude of Onghin Eiver.

By Lunar Distances.

1872. o , „

Oct. 9. From distance betwoen a Scorpii (west of^ no 00 Eist
moon) and moon’s near limb )

'' ' ’

,, 9. From distance between a Piscis Australis (cast) r,, „„
of moon) and moon’s far limb J

^

O / It

Concluded Longitude of Onghin River = 103 29 0 East.

VI.—Longitude of Uliassutai.

By Lunar Distances.

18(2. o I n

Nov. 6. Prom distance between Venus (west of moon))
Qj. 45 Fa-t

and moon’s near limb j

,, 8. From distance between a Pegasi (east of moon))
gg

and moon’s far limb )

o / //

Concluded Longitude of Uliassutai = 96 42 30 East.

* “ Observations but middling : star very indistinct.”

t “Very uncertain: white clouds continually obscuring either the moon or

star.”

4 It is remarked that the time of reappearance “ may possibly be given 1’ or

2* too late.”

L 2
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In the reduction of the observations for longitude (both by Lunar Distances

and Occnltations) the error of the ‘ Nautical Almanac ’ place of the moon, as

determined from the Greenwich Observations, has been, in all cases, taken

into account.

VII.—CoxcLtJDED Table or Observed Latitudes and Longitudes.

Name of Place* '

' Latitude North.
j

Longitude East from
Greenwich.

Kuei-Hwa-cheng
1

o
40 47 54

o
111 47 00

1 42 04 00 ..

,, 9 42 29 00 ..

,.12 43 01 00

,,20 44 09 00 ..

» I 26 . . .
. 1

1 45 31 00

Onghin Kiver Crossing 45 54 29 103 29 00

/i\ No. 39 Baitarik Crossing .. 46 06 00 ..

, , 45 Chagan Tokoi Crossing 46 32 00

UUassutai 47 46 00
!

96 42 30

^ No. 63 Turgen Lake 47 34 00
1

••

7. T.—Memorandum on the Calculation of the Heights of Stations on
Mr. Net Elias’s Journey from Kalgan to Bisk, By Mr. Eichard
Stbachan, f.m.s. of the Meteorological OfiBce.

The hypsometer was faulty from the presence of air in the thermometer,
some of which doubtless remained in the bulb while experimenting, and
caused the boiling-iX)int to read too high. The thermometer was arranged
to be used in the horizontal position, and about an inch of the stem just above
the bulh was cemented in the brass collar or lid of the boiler, so that it wa.s

not possible for the observer to assure .himself that there was no air entangled
in the mercury. The observations from this instrument are always in dis-

accordance with the aneroid readings; and, for these reasons, they are not
trustworthy.

The small aneroid, without a name or number, gave very discordant read-

ings ; and its bad performance having been subsequently accounted for by
the unsatisfactory certificate it obtained at the Kew Observatory, the readings
from it are not considered worthy of being used conjointly with those from
Aneroid Cary 85. The error obtained for this instrument at Kew, in 18C6,
was — 0T5 at 30 ; and at this part of the scale was found to be the same at

the Meteorological Office in April 1873. The Kew certificate, dated March
1873, is given on next page.

Ihe means of the errors have been applied to the readings taken from
this instrument, and the heights calculated from them.

The following data have been selected, as the best available, for the
level;— *

sea-
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Month. Lat. N. Long. E. Mean Pressure. !Mean Temperature.

August .. 41° 110° 29 '65
September 43 105 29-80 65
October .. 46 100 30-00 45
November 48 95 30-20 20
December 50 90 30-25 5

January .. 52 85 30-30 — 5

The mean pressures have been obtaineil from Buchan s work on the

“Mean Pressure of the Atnrosphere,” and the mean temperatures from
Dove’s “ Distribution of Heat.” As no precise record was kept of the tem[>e-

rature of the air, Dove’s values have been mainly relied on.

The heights for Kalgan, Si-ying-sze, Kuei-Hwa-cheng,SaU Lakes, Station 23,

Tatz, Baitarik, Chagan, Tokoi, Station 48, Uliassutai, Stations .53, 56, 61,

62, 66, and all after, are based upon the sea-level data ; those for the other

stations have been computed from the differences of the aneroid readings from
station to station.

It should be stated that the aneroid is compensated for temperature, and
its errors have been found by comparing it with the standard barometer
reduced to 32° Fahr.

April 24, 1873.

II.

—

Kew Observatory.—Certificate of Examination.

Small Aiieroid Baromeltr hy Cary, London, Ko. 85.

Compared with the Standard Barometer (reduced to 32° Fahr.) of the Kew
Observatory, with the following results:—

Correction at 30 inches before the aneroid has beeni

subjected to reduced pressure

Correction at 30 inches after it has been down to

21 inches (observed about 3 weeks later) ..

—O’ 09 inch.

—O’lO inch.

Pressure.
|

Corrections to Aneroid, i

ith a Pressure
j

Diminishing. i

Corrections to Aneroid,
^itb an increasing

Pressure.

Inches, i

i

30 ;

- 0-09 4- 0-05

29 - 0-12
! + 0-02

28 - 0-08
i

4- 0-09

27 !
- 0-07

;

4- 0-10

26 - 0-07 i 4- 0-11

25 - 0-05
i

4- 0-10

24 - 0-06 4- 0-10

23 - 0-02
j

4- 0-08

22 0-00 4- 0-05

21 + 0-01 4- 0-01

Aote.—AYhen the sign of the correction is + , the quantity is to be added

to the observed scale reading, and when — to be subtracted from it.

Samuel Jeffery,
Stiperitdeiidenf.Kew Observatory.

March 1873.
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Small Ameboid Baeometeb by Gaby, London, Tested for Tempeeatube
COMPESSATION.

Kew Standard
reduced to

32° Fahrenheit

Aneroid, Xo. B5.

Mean of

Keadinge.
Errore.

1

1

j

Correction.
Temperature
Fahrenheit

29-90 29-94 -1--04 --04 32

29-90 29-97 “f- *07 -•07 42

29-90 30-00 -1--10 -•10 52

29-90 30-04 -b -14 -•14 62

29-90 30-06 -f -16 -•16 72

29-90 30-08 -f -IS -•18 82

29-90 30-09 -f '19 -•19 92

This instrument was tested here in March 1866, and the correction given

at 29 "7 inches = —O' 15 inches; but the time allowed for it to remain (two

days) was insufficient for a full and extended series of comparisons.

Samuel Jeffeby,

Kew Observatoey, Superintendent.

April 1873.

Ahte.—The tests applied by the authorities at the Kew Observatory to

the Prismatic Compass used for determining the magnetic declination, to the
Boiling-point apparatus, and to one of the aneroids, have proved these instru-
ments to be so defective that their results are not recorded.-^En.]

III.

—

Meteorological Tables.
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in. Meteoeological Register and Table op Altitudes.

Place and Elevation in Feet. Date. Time '
' Thenno-

,Carey. 85. - meter.

7 7

7 7

21

22

24

25

2G

27

28

29

0 a,m.
2 . 0 p.m.

7.30 p.m.
7.30 a.m.

1 • 0 p.m.

i 7.0 p.m.
[ 8.0 a.m.

;
2.0 p.m.

I
7.30 p.m.

j

8.0 a.m.

I
2.0 p.m.

I

7.0 p.m.
! 8.0 a.m.

I

2.0 p.m.
I 8.0 p.m.
.8.0 a.m.
*2.0 p.m.
' 8.0 p.m.

I
8.0 a.m.

I 2.0 p.m.
8.0 p.m.
8 . 0 a.m.

2.0 p.m.
8.0 p.m.
8.0 a.m.

2.0 p.m.

•3G
•30
•30
-.30

•28

•24
•12
•08

•17 i

• 2.}
'

•22
22 '

•28
i

•22
•2.5

•2.5

•22
:

20
•10

25-

98 <

2G^00 I

26-

lG I

13
,

•IG
,

••>.5

Kalgan, Chinese
i 1S7'>

j

;

-

J20I6

‘ 0

town Aug 2
,

7.0 a.m
1
27*15 78

Si i'iiig Sze 4665 ,, 5 Noon * 25^15 67
} > .. 0

,

8.0 a.m. 25 07
' 3.0 p.m.

;

-20
;

70
7 ; » 9.0 p.m. ' -25 G9

) J 7 , 8.0 a.m. •24 OS
;
9.0 p.m. •20 07

( >> 8 i 8.0 a.m. 1
-22 08

) > 7 i

2.0 p.m.
I

-15 70
y ? ;

7.0 p.m. 1 lO 70
» » 9 ' 8.0 a.m.

' -17 70
7 »

1

2.0 p.m. -10
;

72
) > . •

7 7 1 9.0 ]>.m. 10
1 71

J >
, , 10 7.0 a.m. •07 70

^ > » « • < •

Kuei-Hwa-cheng, 3500
> •

17
2.0 p.m.
C.30 p.m.

*05

1

20*14
1 72

:

70
1 IS 7.0 a.m. -13 70
»

» 7
2.0 p.m. •03

1

72
»

i ) » 7
8.0 p.m. •05 75

> y 19 7.30 a.m. •13 73
t

7 7
1.30 p.m. 13 73

> > 7.30 p.m. •13 72
«

>

, ,
•20 7.30 a.m. •IS 71

) f
f y

1 . 30 p.m. •IS 71
» y 7 ,

7.0 p.m. •18 73

IVind, &c.

,
heavy rain

S.

Calm

S. and variable

5V.

' Southerly

Calm and overcast

GO
\
Calm and overcast

70
!

70
,

70
1

1

70
I

> Southerly rain
09 I)

OS
71

I

Northerly

j

Calm

-Q Ij Northerly

OS
'

09
71

OS
70
09
07
C8
OS
04
09
08
04
Co
05
04
05

night,

Calm

N. tVesterly

jThunder.stcrr

5V.
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ill.—

M

eteobological Begisteb abd Table op Altitudes

—

coniinued.

Place and Elevation in Feet. Date. Time.
Aneroid.
Cir«y, 85.

Thermo-
meter,

Wind, &c.

1872.
Kuei-Hwa-chOng. 3506 Aug. 29 8.0 p.m. •30 64 ?

,, 30 8.0 a.m. *3t) ()3

2.0 p.m. •30 05
t

8.0 p.m. •30 64
8.0 a.m. •28 64 Easterly

2.0 p.m. •20 08 ,

8.0 pm. •20 07 ,

Sept. 1 7.0 am. -20 05 Calm
Ho Koo, Yell. Kiv. 3270 ,, 2 5.0 pm. •47

5

8.0 a.m. -.52
,

Kuei-Hwa-cheng .. 4 4.0 p.m. •37 69 Northerly

5 8.0 a.m. •40 07 y

2.0 p.m. 32 69 >

8.0 pm. •30 69 t

!! ’e 8.0 a.m. *37 07 i

, , 9 t t « 2.0 p.m. •30 72 [Thunderstorm
) 1

8.0 p.m. *38 70 j

> # 7 8.0 a.m. •49 67 N.W.
2.0 p.m. •49 68
8.0 p.m. •5o 68 N.

’s 8.0 a.m. •63 63
2.0 p.m. •62 68 »

/\ 1 foot of pass 9.0 p.m. •38 61 t

, ,
3.3oS 9 8.0 a.m. •42 60 ,

4.0 p.m. •37 05 ,

/\ 2,3'N. 30W.\
ofAi" 1 > »

9.0 p.m. 25-92 60 *

3891 10 6.0 a.Bi. •87 62
Top of Pass . . 5019 . . 8.0 a.m. 24-88 V V

A 3 Ho-tie-sze ,, 10 2.0 p.m. •87 67 V

» »
• • - T T 4 8.0 p.m. •84 06

, ,
. . 5001 11 C.O a.m. •8.5 55

Kukn lUikung .

.

Moon • 03 9

Ai .. •• -l^Tl ft 11.0 p.m. •60 4<J

,, 12 6.0 a.m. '53 52 s.

A5 T f ft 11.0 p.m. ‘15 55
4963 ,, 13 7.0 a.m. •03 53 S.5V

A « 8.0 p.m. 25 •32 62
4579 ii 7.0 a.m. •26 52 s.w.

A7 .. ,, 9.0 p.m. •48 65
t t

AV.4393 ft ] O 7.0 a.m. •47 63

A 3 (Salt lakes) ft 9 9 7.0 p.m. 26 -i:! 73 AV., rain at night

,, ,, .. 3641 t f 16 8.0 a.m. •18 73 N.

A9 f f f • 0.0 p.m. •09 05
i

3736 17 8.0 am. •(« 61

A 10 - 11.0 p.m. •30 56
3193 ,, is 8.0 a.m. •30 68

All .. .. 11.0 p.m. 25 ‘.»8 50 N., rain at night
3832 ,, io 8.0 a.m. •08 60 A^ariable.

A12 .. .. Midnight 26-05 50
3747 ,, 20 10.0 a.m. •07 68 S.E.

A13 .. .. . . Midnight •32 63
3428 >, 21 10.30 a.m. •38 74 SoutherlyA 14 .. ..

> » y * 7.30 p.m. |>3 73 , ,
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HI-—METEOBOLOGTCAii Eegister AND Table OF ALTITUDES

—

cmtimied.

Place and Elevation in Feet. Date. ^ Time. 1 Aneroid.
[Carey, 85

1872.
1

o

All .. 3417 Sept. 22 9.0 a.m. •43 ' GG J
Southerly, thunder

1 and rainA 15
> » » y 9.30 p.m. 97

' G5
, , .. 2S27 23

;

0.0 a.m. •02
I 55 Variable.

All: -
, , , ,

1 8.30 p.m. •S3 04 Variable, rain
2927 ,, 24 ’ 5.30 u.m. 80 01 Southerly, rainA 11 > » » » 9.0 p.m. 47 53 ,

, , ,, 25 0.0 a.m. 20-40 50 nAv.A IS , , , ,
;

8.0 p.m. •08 51
3018 20 8.0 a.m. 20 G2 i ir.

All* if * f 1
8.30 p.m. 25-53 42

1

» • • 4271 ,, 27
!

G.O a.m. r>G 47 N.W.
A'lo .. » > » » 11.0 p.m. 20-13 37

, , ,

.

3000 28 9.0 a.m. 23 71 Calm
A:ll J » 11.30 p.m. 25-70 37

4104 ,, 20 1 0.0 a.m. •70 39 SoutherlyA 2:1 ••
!

. . . . Midnifflit 2G*22 34
35So '

,, 30 10.0 a.m. - -23 G5

A 23 ..
!

Midnight 25-03 40
4187 ' Oct. 1 10.0 a.m. •G-> .7G xAv.

,,A 24 ..
! Midnight 37

4145 '

, , 2 .

J t • 3 Noon
1

•07 G5 N'ortherlv

» • • * 1 7 t 8.0 p.m. •G.> 54 N.W.
1

,

,

4 8.0 a.m. •07 40

A 25 » y t 7.0 p.m. •72 42
4032 » 1 ^ 9.0 a.m. •82 48 ?A 2(5 ..

'

* 1 ft 11.0 p.m. 48 33
if •• 4355

t t ^ 9.0 a.m. •44 5GA 27 .. 10.0 p.m. •12 35
4070 f »

~
10.0 a m. •20 01 X.4V.

A2« 11.

0

p.m. •13 30
4000 ,, 8 10.0 a.ni. ^ -22 54 X.A 29 OdsIiiu it ft 9.0 p.m.

j

10
! 34

4740 ,, 9 10.0 a.m. •17
,

45 xAv.
3.0 p.m. •11 i G8

J t * f
9.0 p.m. 10 '

,, 10 9.0 a.m. 24-98 1 00 s.A'.A 39 ft r » 4.0 p.m. 74 72

A 30 ..
,

,

10 9.0 p.m. *
/ / GG s.iV.

, , . , 5220 11 9.0 a.m. 24-t24 00

A 31 .. 10.0 p.m. 23-90 37
y t • . 0118 ,, 12 9.0 a.m. •88

: 52 xAv.A 32 .. 10.0 p.m. 50 22
0540 ,, 13 Noon .. •;>^» 54

A 33 3Iidnight •30 ' 27
0790 ,, 14 9.0 a.m. •28 3G Calm

A 34, Tatz 8.30 p.m. •08 41
0290 , ,

15
'

10.0 a.m. •77 5G iv.

A 33 9.0 p.m.
' •27 20

GG73 , ,
IG 10.

0

a.m. •50 42

A 3C-S' W. oil

Tui .. f
y • » f 10.0 I).m. •94 20 ,,

, , » • 0050 ,, 17 9.0 a.m. 30
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ill.—^Meteobolooical Begisteb ahd Table of Altitodes

—

continued.

Place and Elevation in Feet Date. Time.
Aneroid.
Carey, 85

1

Thenao-

j

meter.

1

^ Wind, &c.

1872.A 37 .. .. Oct. 17 Midnight 24-18 15 w.
5806 , , lb 10.0 a.m. •17 37

'

VariableA 38 .. .. Midniglit •10 15 1 , ,

5836 ,, 19 11.0 a.m. •20 46 N.W.
A 39 .. .. 11.0 p.m. 23-75 21

,, .... 6220 ,, 20 10.0 a,m. •82 37
Baitarik .. .. 4836 7.0 p.m. •24-98

A 40 .. .. Midniglit 23-97 17

,, .... 5910 ,, 21 11,0 a.m. •98 54A 41 .. .. .. .. Midnight ' *67 19
6252 22 10.0 a.m. *66 39 \V.A 42 .. .. 11.0 p.m. •51 17
64o5 ,, 23 10.0 a.m. -43 42

A43 .. .. 8.0 p.m. -68 27
6165 .. 24 10.0 a.m. •79 38 N.W.A 44 .. .. 11.0 p.m. -16 18 , ^

,, .... 6770
7 1

10.0 a.m. ••20 46 W.
A45 .. ., 10.0 p.m. •57 23

6338 ,, 26 11.0 a.m. •59 46 N.W.
(Chagan Tokoi) . . 6017 4.0 p.m. 23-77 , ,A 45 .. .. 11.0 p.m. *58 36

27 11.0 a.m. •62 41 W.
(Chagan Tokoi) .

.

2.0 p.m. •78 , ,

A 45 .. .. 11.0 p.m. •93 35 N.E.

,, 28 10.0 a.m. •96 42 Variable
(Chagan Tokoi).. 2.0 p.m. •24-11

A40 .. .. 10.0 p.m. 23-23 below12
,, .... 6638 29 10.0 a.m. •12 29 N.E.
A47 .. .. ,, ,, !l0.0 p.m. 22-63 20

7331 ,, 30 1 0.0 a.m. •63 35 Variable

A48 .. .. ,, ,, jll.O pm. 23-06 belowl2

6871 ,, 31 10.0 a.m. •03 37 E.A 49 .. .. 9.0 p.m. '85 32
6060 Nov. 1 10.0 a.m. •72 38 VariableA 50 .. ..

r
‘ 10.0 p.m. 24-31 29

5385 2 9.0 a.m. •53 32A 51 Uliassutai 7.0 p.m. •32 26
* *

, , b ( iiU
, > 3 11.0 a.m. •22 33 >

,, ,, 9.0 p.m. •18 46
77 11.0 a.m. •09 33 Calm and overcast

»

?

9.0 p.m. 08 44
»

»

,, 5 11.0 a.m. 23-93 32 Variable and stormy
,

,

9.0 pm. •SO 38
10.0 a.m.

1

•83 34 N.
> » 9.0 p.m.

,
•88 37

> 7 , , 7 10.0 a.m.

!

24-13 27 N.W.
> 7 9.0 p.m. 1 •26 28

,, 8 10.0 a.m.
1

•37 26 W.
7 7 , , , , 10.0 p.m. 45 24

9 10.0 a.m. 38 23 Variable\ 51 Uliassutai
, , 9 10.0 p.m.

1

•08 36
>> ,, 10 9.0 a.m.

i
24-08 32 w.

7 7 » 10.0 p.m.
;

*59 below'12
>. .... 5240 .. 11 9.0 a.m. *63

1

19 Variable
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III.—Meteorological Eegistee and Table of Altitudes

—

continued.

PL\ce and Elevation in Feet. Date. Time.
Aneroid,
Carey, 85.

Thermo-
meter.

\Vmd, &c.

IS-'2. c
^53 .. .. Kov. 11 11.0 p.m. •30 22 Variable

556/ 12 9.0 a.m. 28 25 N. Westerly

A5i !! !! 5
6.0 p m. 25 '05 26 ,

,

4705 13 9.0 a m. •07 38 W.

A 55 -• 11.0 p.m. •24-91 btlowl2 , ,

4877 ii 9.0 a m. •93 31 W., snowstorm

A 56 ,
8.0 p.m. 25-18 26 ,

,

4565 > 15 9.0 a m. •28 OO Variable, snow

A 57 i 5 9.0 p.m. •35 26 ,

,

4500 16 9.0 a.m. •23 28 X.E.

A 58 .. .. , ^ 11.0 p.m. 24- 32 21 1

5500 ij 9.0 a.m. 29 38 X.W.

A 59 •• 9 11.0 p.m. •98 15
1 »

4827
}

IS 10.0 a m. •94 27 Variable

A 60 Arsralinfrtu i 5 »
7.0 p.m. 25-17 25 ,

,

.. .« 4633 1
19 9.0 a.m. •10 27 Southerly

A 61 •• t
10.0 p.m. •19 29

4415 ,
20 9.0 a.m. •51 25 N.W.

A 62 ,, ^ , 9.0 p.m. •87 15

3852 i
21 9.0 a.m. •93 21 S.E.

A 63 on Turgen
)

9.0 p.m. •99 29

.. 3770 22 9.0 a.m. •97 32 W.

A 64 .. .. 8.0 p.m. •63 29 y ,

4150
]

2.3 9.0 a m. •74 32 s.

A 65 !! 1 y i
7.0 p.m. 24-43 43

» 1

5400 f t 24 9.0 a.m. •29 32 Calm

A 66 1
9.0 p.m. •08 29 ,

.

5766 25 9.0 a.m. 23-96 18 K.V.

A 67 .. 1 1
9.0 p.m. 24-32 16 »

»

5454 20 9.0 a.m. 24-32 30 w.

A 68 on Kaia.. 9.0 p.m. 25-68 18 >

»

4123 27 9.0 am. 60 26 \\ esterly

A 69 9.0 p.m. 24-72 24 Westerly, storm

4950 28 9.0 a.m. •89 :45 S.

A 70 Kobdo .. 9.0 p.m. •84 19 » »

4850 2U 9.0 a.m. •79 29 Southerly

9.0 p.m. 96 37 , ,

30 9.0 a.m. •94 34 S.W.
9.0 p.m. •93 33 , ,

Dec. ’i 9.0 a.m. •81 43 w.
9.0 p.m. •98 52 , ,

’2 9.0 a.m. •90 51

f $
9.0 p.m. •83 46 > >

I > >

’3 9.0 a.m. •73 46 ,

,

A71 6225
1 i

4 8.0 a m. 23-49 18 J »

A 72 .. .. 6672 5 7.0 a.m. •07 17 ,

,

A 73 .. .. 6924 0 7.0 a.m. 22-87 •24 N.W.

A 74 .. •• , ,
- 7.0 p.m. 21-13

;

35 ,

,

8896 7 7.0 a.m. •17
!

16 ,

,

A 75 .. .. 7.0 p.m. 22-08 34 .

,

7878
’

8
' 7.0 a.m. 22-00

,
28 w.

A 76 .. .. 7.0 p.m. 23-20 70 »

»

6648 ’d 7 0 a.m. •14 32 .

,

A 77 ;; f »
10.0 I).m. 22-53 32
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III.

—

Meteorological Begisteb and Table of Altititdes

—

conihmed.

Place and Elevation in Feet. Date. Time.
Aneroid.
Carey, 85.

Thermo-
meier.

Wind, ic.

1872.

A 77 .. .. 7392 Dec. 10 ^ 7.0 a.m. -52 •26 w.A 78 .. .. 0950 .

.

10.0 p.ni. •92 38A 79 Suok 11 7.0 p.m. 23-32 36 N.W.
,, ,, .. 0302 12 9.0 a.m. -28 32 w.
J * 7 * .. 9.0 p.m. •38 39
9 7 *9 • • ,, 13 9.0 a.m. •48 34 N.AV.

7 t » 7
• • 9.0 p.m. •51 34

.. ii 8.0 a.m. •48 29

Confluence , , 23 0.0 p.m. 27-50 10 to 15 9 7

1873.
Bisk Jan. 5 9.0 a.m. 29-63 59
,, 416

7 9 J 9.0 p.m. •96 58
7 f .. ^ 9.0 a.m. 30-12 55 Calm
9 7 9.0 pm. •08 50

,, 7 9.0 a.m. 29-95 53 N.E.

7 7 9 * 9.0 p.m. -93 52
,

,

8 9.0 a.m. •92 52
9.0 pm. •87 51

. . 9 Noon •86 52 Calm
7 7 9 9 10.0 p.m. *83 51
,

,

10 9.0 a.m. •84 51 N.E.
»» •• •• *• 9.0 p.m. •80 52
9 7 11 9.0 a.m. •81 52 E.
, , , , , , ; 9.0 p.m. •71 1 51

,, 12 9.0 a.m. •69
1

»

^ HI .—The Site of the lost Colony of Greenland determined, and
Pre-Columbian Discoveries of America confirmed, from XAth

Century Documents. By K. H. Major, f.s.a., Secretary r.g.s.

[Eead, Jane 9th, 1873.]

My object in the present paper is to bring before you two geo-
graphical documents, one Venetian, the other Greenlandic, of

the close of the fourteenth century : to demonstrate from in-

ternal evidence the authenticity of the former, which has been
donbted and even denied, and to prove by a geographical dis-

covery of my own the correctness of the latter, which had been
impugned on a very vital point; and, having established the
genuineness and validity of both documents, to determine from
them beyond all dispute the true site of the lost Greenland
Colony, and to show that at that period, which was a hundred
years before the great voyage of Columbus across the Atlantic,
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there still existed remains of the ancient Scandinavian colonists

in North America. The outline of the Venetian story is as

follows :—Towards the close of the fourteenth century (the pre-
cise date will be matter for special consideration presently),

Nicolo Zeno, a member of one of the noblest and most ancient

families in Venice, went at his own expense on a voyage, rather

of curiosity than of discovery, into tlie Northern seas. For a
long series of years before his time, the Flanders voyage from
Venice had been a matter of annual occurrence, but chance
gave to this voyage a very peculiar interest. Nicolo Zeno was
wrecked on what ho describes as the island of FrisJanda, and ba
and his companions were rescued from the wreckers by the
chief of a neighbouring principality, named Zichmni, wlnj hap-

pened to be there, and into whose service he entered in the

capacity of pilot of his fleet. .Vfter remaining^ with this chieftain

a year or so, A'icolb Zeno wrote home to his brother Antonio,
inviting him to join him, which he did. Kicolb survived his

brother’s arrival four years, and died in Frislanda. Antonio
remained ten years more in the service of Zichmni, and then
returned to Venice, where he died, as far as we may judge from
the annals, about the year 1405 or 1406. It is from the above-
mentioned letter of Nicolb to Antonio, and subserjiient letters

from Antonio to a third brother. Carlo (a very distinguished

man in Venetian history), that the narrative of the movements
of the two brothers is derived.

After Antonio’s arrival the two brothers accompanied Zichmni
in a victorious attack on what can be clearly shown to be the

Shetland group, altliough named Eslanda. Tlie narrative, how-
ever, fortunately treats at greater length on two much more
important subjects ;

viz., a visit by Xiculu Zeno to Greenland,

which he calls Engroneland. and the observations of some fisher-

men in two parts of North America, called respectively Estoti-

land and Drogeo, showing the existence at that period, more
than a century before the time of Columbus, of the remains of

those old Scandinavian colonists mentioned by Adam of Bremen
in the eleventh, and Ordericus Vitali.s in the twelftli, century,

and about whom we have learned so much in tlie jiresent cen-

tury from the I tanisii antiquaries C. C. Kafn and others. The
whole Storys had been written out by Antonio Zeno, but a de-

scendant of his, named Nicolb Zeno, born in 1513, when a bo}%

not knowing the value of these papers, tore them up, but, some

of the letters surviving, he was able from them subsequently to

compile the narrative and publish it, as we now have it, iu the

year 1558. He found also iu the palace a map, rotten with

age, illustrative of the voyages. Of tliis he made a copy, un-

luckily supplying, from his own reading of the narrative, what
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he thought 'was requisite for its illustration. The first to do
himself honour by vindicating the truth of the Zeno story was
the distinguished companion of Captain Cook, Johann Reinhold
Forster, in his ‘History of the Voj’ages and Discoveries in the

North,’ published in German, Frankfort, 1781, English, Lon-
don, 1786, Ito

;
but the value of his dissertation is marred by

many wild conjectures. Eggers, in his well-known prize essay

on the ‘True 8ite of the Old East Greenland,’ Kiel, 1791, 8vo,

was another advocate of the truth of the narrative. Early in

this century Cardinal Zurla wrote a lengthy Avork in favour of
the voyages, but was so far from realising the fact that the
Frislanda of the Zeno was the Freroe Islands, as is plainly de-

monstrable from internal evidence, that he concluded that it

represented some island since submerged. Zach, Buache, Malte
Brun, Walckenaer, de la Eoquelte, and the Polish geographer
Joachim Lelewel, have all been advocates of the narrative. In
1815, the Danish antiquary, J. H. Bredsdorlf, wrote a valuable
paper on the subject in the third volume of ‘ Gronland’s His-
toriske Mindesmaerker,’ and has been more accurate and judi-

cious than any of his predecessors in his conjectures and com-
mentaries on difficult points. But what is wanted is not
conjecture but demonstration, and Bredsdorff, in common with
all the rest, has failed in detecting those simple facts connected
with the history of the document which would have led to in-

evitable conclusions in its favour. The deniers of the authen-
ticity of the document have been numerous, and even so late as
the present year, the distinguished Professor Konrad Maurer
has printed his opinion that the Zeno narrative is a compilation
of Nicolo Zeno junior’s from a variety of sources. But of all

those Avho have throv n disci-edit upon the document, the most
conspicuous is Admiral Zahrtmann, the late Hydrographer to
the Danish Admiralty, who, in the year 1836, published in the
fifth volume ut our Society’s Journal, an article of the most
learned and elaborate character translated from the Danish, the
object of whicn is to prove that the whole story is “ false ” and
‘‘a tissue of fiction,” emanating from the pen of Nicolo Zeno
junior, in 1.558. It Avas said Avith great truth by a writer in the
‘ North American Review’ for July 1838, after speaking of
the various distinguished persons avIio have disputed or A’indi-

cated the credibility of this narrative ;—“ The most formidable
assailant of the \ enetian title to the discovery of the New
World is yet to be named. The essay of Captain Zahrtmann

Danish navy, originally published in the Transactions of
the Royal Antiquarian Society of Copenhagen in 1833, and sub-
sequently communicated to the London Geographical Society,
IS by far the ablest attempt ever made to shake the authority
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of the voyages of the Zeni. We must say that our first im-

pressions after perusing that masterly production, were so strong

against even the possible truth of the account, that we well-

nigh resolved to abandon the matter as beyond all hope of sur-

f
ery without bestowing another thought upon it. The writer

rings such a mass of p'ima facie proof to bear upon the sub-

ject, and discovers so many loose points and apparent incon-

sistencies in the story, that the argument comes upon one with

the force of demonstration. At the same time, the perfect

freedom of the paper from vituperative remark, and the ad-

mirable coolness as well as skill with which the operator dissecta

his victim, are far from diminishing the effect produced upon
the mind. A more careful examination, however, of this ela-

borate effort from the pen of so profound a scholar has suggested

several ideas that detract, to some extent, from the conclusive

character of the argument, and leave a ray of hope to the san-

guine admirers of Venetian prowess.” I trust that, if the reader

will be pleased to follow me through this paper, it will be found
that this “ ray of hope ” has now expanded into noon-day light.

The result of my investigation has been to prove Admiral
Zahrtmanu, either in his facts or his deductions, wrong on every

point, and to convict him of throwing upon an honourable man,
occupying no less distinguished a position than that of one of

the Coimcil of Ten of the Kepublic of Venice, a series of asper-

sions of the most ungenerous character. The ‘ North Ameri-
can ’ reviewer just cpioted commends Admiral Zahrtmann for

refraining from vituperative remark. “ Falsehood” and “ tissue

of fiction ” applied to different parts of the narrative, are tole-

rably strong expressions, but, if true, would be justifiable in

criticism. How different was the verdict of the illustrious and
far-seeing Humboldt, who, with his usual large-mindedness,

although he had perceived the difficulties attaching to the

narrative of the Zeni, said, “ On y trouve de la candeur et des
descriptions detaillees d’objets, dont rien en I’Europe ne pouvoit

leur avoir donne I’idee.”

—

(Examen Critique,—tom. ii. p. 122.)

True, the complications and difficulties which surround this

narrative are such as amply to justify very serious doubts in the

minds of those who have never made a special analysis of the

subject. Admiral Zahrtmann, however, has devoted very special

attention to such an analysis, and yet has failed to perceive the

facts which should have averted such opprobrious epithets. Not
the least important of these is, that, in fixing the localities

written down by a Southerner, from the lips of Northerners,

it is requisite to follow strictly the words of the narrative, and
to see what names in the route tally, not in form, but in sounds
with those written down. This has never been done.
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Admiral Zahrtmann summarises his examination of the sub-

ject into the four following conclusions :

—

“ 1. That there never existed an island of Frisland
;
but that

what has been represented by that name in the chart of the

Zeni is the Feroe Islands.
“ 2. That the said chart has been compiled from hearsay in-

formation, and not b}' any seaman who had himself navigated

in these seas for several years.
“ 3. That the ‘ History of the Voyages of the Zeni,’ more par-

ticularly that part of it which relates to Nicolb, is so replete

with fiction, that it cannot be looked to for any information

whatever as to the state of the north at that time.
“ 4. That both the history and the chart were rao.«t probably

compiled by iVicolb Zeno, a descendant of the Zeni, who for

brevity’s sake may be called ‘ Nicolb Zeno junior,’ from accounts

which came to Italy in the middle of the sixteenth century, being
the epoch when information respecting Greenland first reached
that country, and when interest was awakened for the colony

which had disappeared.”

These propositions, and the arguments on which they are

based, I propose to deal with in such order as sliall seem best

calculated to bring the series of details clearly before the mind,
and will commence by transcribing the first projwsition and its

arguments en Hoc just as they emanate I'rom Admiral Zahrt-
mann’s pen. The proposition stands thus :

—

1st. “ That there never existed an Island of Frisland, but that

what has been represented by that name in the chart of the Zeni
is the Ferbe Islands

;

” and the following is Admiral Zahrtmann ’s

argument ;

—

“ 1. The first point has already been proved by Buache,
Eggers, and Malte Brun, by arguments which I shall not
repeat, nor shall I relate the voyage itself,—a task already
performed by various others. I shall only add a few remarks
on the subject.

“ Of the identity of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Scotland,
there cun be no doubt

; as not only their relative positions, their
outlines, and the names of many places in them, but also their
proper names in Latin, are decisive proofs of this. Of the five

groups, Greenland, Iceland, Shetland, the Ferbe Inlands, and the
Orkneys, we recognise the proper names of the three which end
in ‘land’

; whereas the two last, called in those days Fmr-evar
and Orkn-eyar, are not to be found, these sounds being difficult

to Italianise, or even to be at all caught or retained bv any
Italian ear. The name Gronlandia is applied, it is true, to
quite a wrong place, where no land is to be found

;
but that the

Engroneland in the chart, which in Antonio Zeno’s account is
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moreover called Gronlandia, corresponds witli the present

Greenland, is proved so evidently by its shape, that I cannot

conceive how Eggers could entertain a moment’s doubt on the

subject, or could believe that it was land on the opposite side of

Baffin’s Bay
;
the more so, as it is now ascertained that in that

bay there is no St. James’s Island in existence. The identity

of Iceland is proved not only by the name ‘ Islanda,’ but further

by the names of the bishops’ sees, Scalodin and Olensis ; that

these two names, in particular, should be so easily recognised,

and should bear so close a resemblance to the Latin names of

the places, seems to indicate that the accounts respecting them
were drawn from ecclesiastical sources. Though Shetland is

called Estland, yet, in the first place, this is only a trifling trans-

position of the name in the spirit of the Italian language, and
not exhibiting any greater deviation than is found in the

other appellations given at different times to these islands, such

as Hialtland, Yealtaland, Yetland, Zetland, and Hetland; and
besides, we recognise so many names here, that we are almost

tempted to believe that this was precisely the part of the chart

best known to the author. We find, for example, Cledere, i.e.,

Queendal, Sumbercouit (Sumbergh Head), St. TIagnus (St,

Magnus Bay), Scaluogi (Scalloway), Bristund (Brassa Sound),

Itlant (Fetlar), Lonibies (Lambness), Onlefort (Olna-Firth),

and Oloford (Onge-Firth). And, further, the placing of St.

^lagnus and Scalloway on the east side instead of the west side,

naturally leads to the inference that these names were not

copied from any other chart, but laid down from verbal depo-

sitions. These points being admitted, the Orkneys must
naturally be looked for between Shetland and Scotland

;
and

this Eggers has done, but iu my opinion not in a very satis-

factory manner. He supposes that the name Contanis may be

assumed as Continent, or, in other words, 3[ainland, the largest

of the Orkneys. I, on the other hand, consider beyond all

doubt that it means Caithness (formerly called Katanes), the

most northern county in Scotland, a province which, from the

evidence of the ancient code of laws called the Gragas, we know
belonged in the Middle Ages to the Crown ofNorway. The only

name I find to have a resemblance to any name in the Orkneys
is Podalida, not unlike Pomonia, the principal island in the

Orkneys, or Pentland (formerly Petland), the name of the strait

which separates them from Caithness. Podalida corresponds

with Pomonia in this respect also, that it is represented as a
large island surrounded by several smaller ones. This, however,

is not quite satisfactory : we have, therefore, two groups
remaining unaccounted for, viz., the Orkneys and the Feroe
Islands, one of which must of necessity be Frisland : unless we

VOL. XLIII. M
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would suppose that a seaman, who had for several years navi-

gated the northern sea in all directions, should have remained

ignorant of the existence of the Orkneys and the Feroe Islands,

and at the same time known and laid down a country which has

since disappeared, and of which, moreover, all the inhabitants of

the north in those ages had ever remained in utter ignorance ;

this appears to me so very highly improbable, that we may
safely pronounce it to be impossible. If we subsequently com-

pare names and positions, we shall find that Frisland can be

nothing else than the Feroe Islands; as the Eock lllonaco, at

the southern point, exactly eorres^mnds to the jjosition of the

Rock Munk, in respect to the Feroe Islands, as the names
Sudero Colfo, Streme, and Andefard must of necessity be con-

sidered homonymous with Sudero Sound, Stromoe, and Andefer

;

and, finally, as the absolute geographical position of Frisland

corresponds better to that of the Feroe Islands, than is the case

with almost any of those places on the chart concerning the

identity of which no doubt can be entertained. The south end

of Frisland, for example, is placed in the latitude of the Feroe
Islands, whereas the northern extremity of Scotland is placed

2^, and all places in Greenland, Iceland, Shetland, Norway, and
Denmark, are placed about 6’ too far northward. In like

manner, the eastern e.xtremity of Frisland is laid down exactly

as much to the westward of the Naze as the western extremity

of the Feroe Islands is distant from that point
;
whereas Iceland

is placed 10’, and Cape Farewell 20’' of longitude nearer to the

Naze than they really are. This was, therefore, the place which
Antonio Zeno, wlio knew as little about Frisland as we do, would,
according to his brother’s description, be most likely to fall in

with when he w'ent in search of him. It is further mentioned,
that Estland (Shetland) lies between Frislaud and Norway,
which is its relative position to the Feroe Islands

;
and, finally,

it is expressly stated that Frisland was subject to the King of

Norway
;
but as we know with certainty, from the Gragas Code,

that no other islands were in this predicament than those now
known to us, it follows that the country in question was the
Feroe Islands.”

With trifling exceptions, I freely accept all that Admiral Zahrt-
mann here says as true : true, but not as a proof of the falsehood
of the voyages of the Zeni, but of exactly the contrary. It is

quite true that there was no such island as Frislauda, but, from
the names adduced by Admiral Zahrtmann himself as identical

in Frislanda with those of the Faeroe Islands, it is equally obvious
that the Faeroe Islands trere represented by the Frislanda of the
Zeno narrative and map. We must take things as we find

them
;
and while imperfect geography on a map of the fourteenth
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or even of the sixteenth century, is no necessary proof of its

inautlienticity, the occurrence of names thereon, which can be

found in no other contemporary map or document, but which

agree with the known geography of to-day, is a very strong

proof indeed of its authenticity. But I have still further evi-

dence to adduce in proof that the Fmrde Islands and Prislanda

were identical. A description is given in the text of a voyage
made by Nicolb Zeno to Frislanda to meet Zichmni on his

return from a victorious pi'ogress tlu'ough the country. By
carefully following the text, we shall with great facility trace

the route on a modern map, and realise the several points visited,

and thereby, for the first time, remove the difficulties which
have arisen from (;onjectures as to what those places could be,

as represented by the cpiaint and distorted spelling given to

them both in the ancient map and in the narrative. It is one of

those cases which show that apparent trifles may prove of great

moment. A more iusignificaiit transaction than the passage

which we are about to trace on the map of the Fmroe Islands

could scarcely be found in history, and yet it will go far to settle

a difficulty which has perplexed the minds of some of the most
distinguished literati of different countries in Europe. We
commence the route without even a shade of uncertainty. The
words of the narrative are, “Tliey sailed to the westwards”
(whence is not said, but the following words render the omis-

sion of no importance), “ and with little trouble gained posses-

sion of Ledovo and Ilofe, and other small islands, in a gulfcalled

Sudero.” The adjoining map will show beyond all question

that Sudero Gulf, or as ^re call it Suderoe Fjord, lies between
the islands of Suderoe and Sandoe, and the islands described as

Ledovo and Ilofe, Ac., must of necessity he Lille Dimon, Store
Dimon, and Skuoe

;
and we have no difficulty in understanding

how the Venetian Zeno, hearing Lille Dimon uttered by a
northerner, should give to the sound which he heard the form of

“Ledovo.” A very good suggestion has been made by Breds-
dorli' in his article on the Zeno voyages in ‘ Grdalands His-

toriske Miudesmmrker,’ that tlie “ I ” in Ilofe has been mistakenly
written by Nicolb Zeno, junior, for an “S,” and thus we may see

that Skuoe easily becomes, when written down by the southerner,

Slofe. The text goes on to say, tliat “ in the Gulf of Suderoe,
in the harbour of the country called Sanestol, they captured
some small barks laden with fish.” The harbour of Sands-
bugt, in the island of Sandoe (Sanestol), corresponds exactly
with the position and description of this unnamed harbour. The
track thence is thus described : “ Making their course still west-
wards, they came to the other cape of the gulf,” which cape cor-

responds with the south-west point of Sandoe, as seen in the
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modern map
;
“ then turning again,” that is, rounding the capo,

and consequently proceeding northwards, “ they fell in with cer-

tain islands and lands which they brought into possession of

Zichmni. This sea was in a manner full of shoals and rocks.”

The course being now northwards, it is obvious that “ the sea
”

mentioned is that between Sandoe and Stromoe, in which lie the

small islets of Trothoved, Ilestoe, and Kolter. After passing

these, “ the captain determined to land at a place called Bou-
dendon,” and the track which the fleet was now taking leads
straight into the harbour of Xorderdabl, the name of which
there is no difficulty in supposing transmuted by the Venetian
into Bondendon. There they awaited Zichmni’s arrival

;
and

after the recital of what occurred when he arrived, the narrative

states that “ departing thence they went in ti’iumphant manner
towards Frislanda, the chief city of that island, on the south-
east of it, lying inside a bay in which there is such great abund-
ance of fish, that many ships ai’e laden therewith to supply
Flanders, Britain (England, Scotland), Norway, and Denmark,
and by this trade they gather great wealth.” Now, knowing as
we do the custom which obtained in the Middle Ages of giving
to the capital of a country the name of the country itself, we
can have little doubt that Frislanda was not the capital of the
island only, but of the country to whicli that name was given

;

that is, the whole Ftcrue group; and in it we accordingly recog-
nise Thorshavn, the position of which on the island of Stromoe
precisely tallies with that of Frislanda in the narrative. Nearly
every man in riiorshavn is a fisherman

;
and it is a A’ery curious-

and significant fact that, whereas we know that in old times a
considerable amount of commerce was carried on wdth Iceland
from the English ports of Bristol, Scarborough, &c., we have
here an indication that the Fa)roe Islands, which lay on the
route from England to Iceland, w ere not omitted from that inter-
course at the close of tlie fourteenth century. Even if Admiral
Zahrtmann had not already satisfactorily shown that Frislanda
and the Fauoe Islands were identical, from the occurrence of
such names as Andefjord, Stromoe, iMonaco, &c., that fact
would be conclusively established by the track which we have
now been following

;
for even although any one should be dis-

inclined to accept the suggested versions of tlie intermediate
names, their individual and relative positions would nevertheless
remain in harmony with the language of the text, while the
entrance into the Gulf of Suderoo from the east at the com-
mencement ot it, and the position of Frislanda, the capital of
the country, as the point of arrival at its close, correspond so-
^actly with the modern map as to leave no room for doubt.
Ftow, when we turn from the Faeroe Islands of the modern map
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to the Frislanda of the Zeno map, of which the copy here given
is a photographic facsimile, we find indeed a single island of
j)repo3terous size, possibly because it had to receive the largest

number of names
;
but it will also be seen that, in spite of the

abnormal deliueation of the island, the places indicated in our
route-track occupy exactly corresponding positions thereon.

As to the word Frislanda, as Admiral Zahrtmann, himself a
Dane, tells us that in old Danish these islands were called

Feerdislaud, the transmutation is by no means difficult, llean-

while, the inevitable fact remains that the Fiercie group ivas

represented by Aicolb Zeno, senior, in the fourteenth century,

by the word •Frislanda,” and that the process, whatever it may
have been, must have been easv, is jtroved by the fact that
another Italian, the illustrious Christopher Columbus, wrote
the same word down in exactly the same form in a note pre-

served by his son Ferdinand in his father’s biography, where he
says that, ‘‘ in February 1477 I sailed a hundred leagues

beyond the island of Tile, the southern part of which is not, as

some will have it, sixty-three, but seventy-three, degret.'s from
the equinoctial line. It lies much more to the west than the
western meridian of Ptolemy. This island is as large as Eng-
land, and the English, especially those of Bristol, go there with
their merchandise. At the time that I was there the sea was
not frozen, but the tide runs so high as in some places to rise

and fall twenty-six fathoms. It is true that the Tile mentioned
by Ptolemy lies where he says it does, and this is called by the

moderns Frislanda.”

Now it is quite useless to spend time in discussing the many
geographical blunders embodied in tins short note. It is quite

sufficient that Columbus gives the word ‘‘Frislanda ” in exactly

the same form as Zeno does, and even mentions it as a generally-

recognised name, and since it has already been demonstrated

that Frislanda and the Fserde Islands are identical, even though
in Columbus’s blundering note some sort of confusion has been
made between Iceland and the Fmroe Islands, his blunder does

not do away with that identity. Jleanwhile, the fact that he
alludes to, of the men of Bristol carrying their commerce into

those seas (it is well known that they traded with Iceland),

presents to those who approach the inquiry in the spirit of

seeking how the commutation of the word can possibly be ex-

plained, instead of how it cannot be, a very reasonable explana-

tion of the difficulty
;
but as it has been objected by some that

Columbus may have picked up the name from Zeno, it is

necessary to state that not only were the three men—Nicolb

Zeno, senior, of the close of the fourteenth century
; Christo-

pher Columbus, of the close of the fifteenth century
; and
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Nicolo Zeno, junior, the editor of his ancestor’s work in the

middle of the sixteenth century—perfectly independent of

each other personally, but no one of them had the means of
knowing the name as coming from any other of them. The
Zeno story lay in the Zeno jialace, unknown to anybody and
unTalued, until found by Nicolb Zeno, junior, when he was a

boy. He was born in 151.5, and Columbus died in 1500.

IXicolo Zeno, junior, published his ancestor’s “Frislanda” in

1558, long before anybody had heard of Columbus’s allusion to

the same name ;
for the statement of the great navigator in

which that name was mentioned was not given to'the world till

1571, when the Italian version of his son Ferdinand’s biography

of his father was first printed.

But, in the above quoted arguments of Admiral Zahrtmann,
ve have seen not only names adduced which identify Frislanda

with the Fawoe Islands; but also similar evidence amply sup-

plied from the map—but, be it observed, not from the narra-

tive—of names establishing the identity of Estland with the

Shetland group. There is also very good reasoning, indeed,

respecting the Orkneys and Caithness, the correctness of wdiich

must be fully acknowledged. But to these reasonings I would
wish to add some corroborative observations of my own.

It will have been observed that Zichmni is styled Lord of

Porlanda and Duke of Sorano. The language of the text is,

“ He [Zichmni] was a great Lord, and possessed some islands

called Porlanda, near to Frisland, on the south
;

” and “ be-

sides the said smalt islands, he was Lord of the Duchy of

Sorano, lying off the laud and facing towards Scotland.” If

we look to the Zeno map, we find the name Porlanda placed

against some islands between Suderoe [which means the
southern island] and the Monk. How, not only do no such
islands exist

; but, as Zichmni sails from Porland, his own
domain, to attack Frisland, it is clear that the former was not
in Frisland, but has been placed there by Hicolo Zeno, junior,

under a misapprehension of the meaning of the statement of
the text that *• it lay near to Frisland on the south.”

We have to look elsewhere, then, for Porlanda
;
and the nar-

rative tells us to look southward from the Faeroe Islands and
towards Scotland, where Sorano, another property of Zichmni,
lay, and this points us direct to the Orkneys, which, it will be
observed, arO not laid down by their proper names, as w e should
have expected them to be on the Zeno map. We do, how-
ever, find ‘’Podanda,”* which is placed in the very direction

* The cross-stroke of the *‘<1 *’ in tliia word is broken in the map, and loolcs like
*' rl,” and was so read by Admiral Zalirtmann ; but it is really “ d.'*
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indicated, and there can be little doubt that the “ Podanda ” of

the map and the “ Porlanda ” of the text are identical, the

rl ” of the one being easily mistakable by Nicolo Zeno, junior,

for the “d” of the other. And now we shall see how this

fits in with other 'facts. It is to the learned Johann Eeinhold
Forster that we are indebted for the valuable suggestion that

Ziehmni is the Venetian Zeno’s rendering for Sinclair. It

was in 1379 that Henry Sinclair of Roslyn was invested by
Hacon VI., King of Norway, with the earldom of the Orkneys
and Caithness. The declaration of Sinclair’s fealty to the

King is given entire by Torfaeus in his ‘History of the Ork-
neys,’ p. 174. It will now be seen how Ziehmni, Lord of

Porlanda, is Sinclair, Lord of the Orkneys. But why Porlanda
for Orkneys ? In the absence of certainty I venture on a sug-

gestion. Throughout the narrative this chieftain is never men-
tioned by his title, but alway^s by his surname. When once,

therefore, Zeno had made a note of the territorial possessions of

this chief as they might chance to be commimicated to him, there

would arise nothing in daily intercourse to correct such memo-
randum if it were either inaccurate or inadequate. We wiU
suppose, therefore. Zeno cruisingin the Pentland Frith, which lies

betwixt Sinclair’s lordships of Orkney and Caithness, and he is

informed by tlie sailors that he is now in the midst of the

domains of his lordship. He thereupon takes note from their

lips of the names of those domains as they lie respectively on
the north and on the south. On the north he would have Pent-

land, which by misspelling, misreading from the old writing, or

by Venetian transmutation, becomes, finally, Podanda or Por-

landa
;
we have the island of Swona in the Pentland Frith (in

exactly the position indicated by the text :
“ fra terra posta

della banda verso iSeotia”), wliich becomes written down in the

text Sorano, and on the south we have Contanes, which is

beyond all question Caithness, for it is found under that form

in several other documents. It is necessary to dwell on the

exact correspondence of Swona with the position of the Sorano

of the text, in order to establish its identity in spite of the

ridiculous epithet of “ Duchea ” which is attached thereto.

Whether the use of the word originated in ignorance, or bom-
bast,* or both, we must remember that the portion of the text

in which it occurs was a compilation by Nicolb Zeno, junior, from

the letters of his ancestral namesake
;

that the latter was
ignorant of the language of the north, and would pick up his

information with difficulty
;
and that epistolary correspondence

* Tlie grandiloquence wiiicli could enlarge a rocky islet into a Duchy is a
characteristic of the narrative which will be treated of more specially presently.
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can scarcely be expected to embody the severe accuracy ot

history. The acceptance by many commentators of this most

rmquestionable blunder of placing Porlanda in the Faeroe

Islands has led only to confusion ; whereas under this new sug-

gestion a variety of unquestionable facts are brought into har-

monious combination. But now that we have seen that the

Zeno map possesses the merit of containing a variety of names

of places in the Faeroe group which we might hope in vain to

find in any other map, even of the comparatively late period

(1558) when it was engi-aved and published—places recognis-

able by the light of modern geography—let us turn and see

what absurd blunders it exhibits in the misplacement of locali-

ties through the want of that light by Xicolo Zeno, junior, the

very man to w'hom we are indebted for the document itself. It

may be asked on what ground these blunders are attributed to

him. The answer is very simple. They are all of the most

preposterous character, unlike anything else on the map. Tliey

consist of those names, and those only, ivhich occur in the narra-

tive, and as the hearings in the narrative agree with modern
geography, it follows, beyond all doubt, that the blunders have
arisen from the misreading of it. The narrative gives an ac-

count of a second victorious campaign, this time directed

against Estland, which it describes as lying upon the coast

between Frisland and Norway, and which unmistakably, there-

fore, is Shetland. “ Here they did much damage ;
but hearing

that a fleet of the King of Norway’s was coming to oppose
them, they departed, but with such a gale of wind that they
lost several ot their vessels, and the rest were driven on a large

hut uninhabited island, called Grislanda, lying to the south.
Isicolo Zeno, junior, misreading Esland for Iceland, places
Grislanda off the south coast of that island, and, in pursuance ot

the same mistake, endows Iceland with a cluster of seven
islands on its eastern coast, which will presentlv be seen to

belong to ^Shetland. Now south of Shetland lie the Orkneys,
the Mainland of which is called Hross-ey or Gross-ev, and just

as the ian de Islands or Ficrdisland became to Italian ears Fris-
anda, so would Gross-ey or Gross Island become Grislanda, and
tliat this, whatever the process of derivation may be, is really
correct we shall immediately have proof. News came that the
enemy s fleet had been entirclv wrecked in the said storm, and
Zichmiii seeing that the Slietlands (already described as Iving
between tlie I teroes and Norway, and called in the Italian

'• le

islande in the plural, consequently not Iceland, but evidently
the bhetlands ”} lay not far of to"the northward (exactly their

posi ion with respect to the Orkneys), resumed his purpose,
ihe nrst place that he approached was called Islands, and
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just as we have seen that the word “Frislanda” was used for

the capital of Frislanda or the Fasroe Islands, so we must infer

that “ Islanda ” is here the capital of the “ Islande ” or Shetland

Islands, wherever that may have been. Lerwiclc did not then
exist. He found it so uell protected that he removed his

attack to the other islands in those channels, called the Sliet-

lands, seven in number ; Talas (Yelli), Broas (East and West
Barras), Iscant (Unst), Trans (St. Honan’s Isle), Mimant (Main-

land), Hambere (Hamna), and Bres (Bressay). He took them
all, and built a fort in Bres, where he left iMessire Nicolb with

some vessels and men and stores, and he himself returned to

Frisland. Kow, there is no doubt that “ Islanda ” was a proper

form for Iceland, and therefore eminently calculated to mislead

Nicolb Zeno, junior, but it is hoped that from the position of the

islands in question, between the Ftcrbe Islands and Norway,
from their descrijition as Ivin" “ in those channels,” from the

correspondence of the individual names with the islands, and
the plural generic name “le Islande” for the group, no doubt
uill be left on the reader’s mind as to the “ Islande ” being the

Shetland Islands and not Iceland, and that Grislanda occupies

the position of Grosscy in the Orkneys, the wild coast of which
would give it the aspect of being uninhabited to any one driven

on it in a storm. Yet it will have been seen that while the

narrative is consistent with itself and with modern geography,

the map places Grislanda to the south of Iceland, and the

islands which have been identified with Shetland are engrafted

on the east coast of Iceland. In this fact we have a proof that

Nicolb Zeno, junior, the restorer of the map, is the cause of all

the perplexity. But while this is a proof of his ignorance of

the geograpliy, it is the greatest proof that could be desired

that he could not possibly have been the ingenious concocter of

a narrative, the demonstrable truth of which, when checked bj^

modern geography, he could thus ignorantly distort upon the

face of a map.
Ignorance of the geography of the North in the middle of the

sixteenth century cannot be looked upon as a reproach to him,

but it had its consequences, and I dwell upon them because

I claim the argument as a demonstration, now advanced for

the first time, of the authenticity and truth of the original

documents.

I venture to maintain that this proof is so conclusive that

it could not be invalidated, even if we were unable to find a
solution of some of the puzzles which the narrative and map
present to us. Such, however, is happily not the case. We
shall find that all of them can be met with explanations, based

not on mere fancy or opinion, but on solid and substantial
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arguments and facts
; and the result is, that when we have once

been able to detach that which is erroneous from that which is

coiTect, we find that those portions of the ancient story which
have not been m'arred by misreading, exaggeration, or unintel-
ligent interference, are, with one exception, which will be
spoken of hereafter, in harmony with the knowledge which we
possess in the present day.
Bnt we must not yet quit this subject of the attack upon

Shetland, which the narrative would lead us to understand
involved a conflict with the King of Norway.

Zahrtmann says on this subject :
“ As to the war asserted to

have been waged between Ziclimni and the King of Norway,
this assertion is the less entitled to belief, from the circumstance
that there was no king in Norway, that country being at that
period under the government of Queen Margaret. Forster’s
opinion, that Zichmni might have been Henry Sinclair, Earl of
the Orkneys, is altogether destitute of foundation

;
as that lord,

on whom the said earldom was bestowed in 1380 [say rather
1379] by King Haagan, both in 1388 and 1389—as a Norwegian
Councillor of State—signed the act by which Eric of Pomerania
was acknowledged true heir of the realm, and therefore at that
time could not have been in rebellion against the Crown.
Neither is there any reason for supposing that his earldom,
which comprehended Shetland, was in the meantime attacked
and completely ravaged, and yet the Danish history make no
allusion to^ any such circumstance

; more espiecially when we
agiun, in lo9(, find that Jonas, Bishop of the Orkneys, signed
in Calmar the coronation act of Eric of Pomerania, which shows
that the connection between the islands and the mother country
had continued without interruption.”

This criticism ot Admiral Zahrtmann’s is perfectly just and
reasonable from his point of view, a point of view most certainly,
jyrimd facie, sanctioned by the language of the text. But is
there no possibility that that language itself may not be
perfectly correct ? M e have already seen how the editorial
intervention of Nicolo Zeno, junior, introduced inaccuracies into
the map, which have been a jierplexity and a trap to com-
mentators ever since. Now, no one can read the text without
perceiving that while he has fortunately given us entire pieces
of original matter, he has himself supplied the cement which
binds the whole together.
Me have also seen by the example of the map that he was

capable of incorporating into his publication his own views of
the facts related in the documents which he had before him

;

and yet there is no legitimate reason to doubt that this was
done conscientiously. Now, as we shall presently see, the
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narrative, as we have received it from him, exhibits beyond
all contradiction a quality excessively misleading to the critic

who takes each word aii pied de la lettre, and that quality is

hyperbole
:
yet no one it may be hoped, who is aquainted with

the genius of the Southern mind, would condemn a tendency to

a certain amount of hyperbole, especially in the record of the

deeds of an ancestor, as involving any conscious want of in-

tegrity. At the same time, it is even quite possible that some
or all of the inflation of the language may have existed in the
original letter. Of this we have no means of judging. Nicolb
Zeno, junior, we do know; Nicolb Zeno, senior, we do not, in

regard of the sophistication, however blameless, of the matter
which has reached our hands. But that hyperbole has been
indulged in by the early ISicolb, or the later, or both, may be
judged from the following sentence. When Xicolb’s fleet

reached Bondendon (Norderdahl), “they heard to their great

satisfaction that Zichmni had fought a great battle, and put to

flight the army of the enemy
;

in consequence of which victory,

ambassadors wore sent from all [larts of the island to yield the
country up into his hands, taking down their ensigns in every
town and village.”

It would be difficult to find in all literature a more striking

example of grandiloquence and bombast in the description of so

petty an occurrence. And yet it would be as unwise to condemn
the reality of the scene, on account of the vividness of the
culoirring, as it would be to utter a sweeping condemnation of

the hospitality of a Spaniard, because he places his house and
all that he possesses at our disposal. Nevertheless, under the
rigid exactness of criticism, this hyperbole has exposed the
document to the gravest suspicions, simply because all hyper-
bole is a deviation from strict truth. Not only is the scantiness

of towns and villages and population in the Faibe Islands

utterly at variance with the strict letter of the above descrip-

tion
;
but the known gentleness of the people would lead, and

to my own knowledge has led, to a denial of the truth of the
story of the attack on Zeno, when first wrecked on their shores.

I object to this denial on the grounds already advanced, and
submit that as we have already had unanswerable proof of the
general authenticity of the story, we must accept the exaggera-
tions as merely the husk which surrounds a real and genuine
kernel. Now it must be acknowledged that the elder Nicolb
Zeno ran a great risk of imperfectly apprehending facts in the
simple circumstance of his ignorance of the language of those
amongst whom he moved. Whatever may have been the
character of Sinclair’s so-called triumphant expeditit)n in the
Foerbe Islands, it appears piretty certain that there has been
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great misapprehension on the part of Nicolo Zeno, senior, as to

the motives of Sinclair’s movements in the Shetland Islands, or

else there have been both misreading and exaggeration on the

part of Kicolb Zeno, junior, in dressing up the story.

Exaggeration is patent enough in the statements that “ hear-

ing that the King of Norway was coming against them with a

great fleet to draw them off from this attack, they departed

under a terrible gale of wind,” and that ‘‘ the King of Norway’s
fleet being cauglit in the same storm, was utterly wrecked.”

We can scarcely suppose the king to have acted in such a

movement in person, or that his whole fleet was wrecked, and
yet so notable an event be unrecorded in history. Exaggera-
tion, however, is not the only difficulty in the way of our

comprehending this attack on the Shetland Islands. Admiral
Zahrtmaiin truly states that Sinclair’s “ earldom comprehended
Shetland.” Sir William Douglas tells us in his ‘ Peerage of

Scotland,’ p. 337, that the earldom had come into the family

by the marriage of IIenr\^ Sinclair’s father. Sir William Sinclair

of Koslyn, with Isabelle, one of the daughters and co-heiress of

Malise, Earl of Strathern, Caithness, and Orkney. The last

Scandinavian lari was Slagnus, the father of Malise’s first wife.

Among the charters of Robert III., King of Scotland, is one
confirmitig a charter dated the 23rd of April, 1391, by Henry
de Sancto Claro, Earl of Orkney and Lord of Roslyn, to David
de Sancto Claro his brother, of the lands of Newburgh and
Auchdale in Aberdeenshire, “ pro suo homagio et bono servitio

nobis iinpenso, et pro toto tempore vitte sum impendendo, ac
etiam pro suo jure et claraeo alicjuali in partibus Orcadiro sen
Schetlandiie sibi ratione Isabellm de Sancto Claro, matris sine,

aliquo modo contingente.”
By this we see that Shetland was included in the earldom,

and we also see the ambiguous position in which Henry Sinclair
stood with reference to the two sovereigns of Norway and
Scotland.

® ^

It was from the King of Norway that Henry Sinclair had
^ceived in 13(9 the recognition of his claim to the Earldom of
Orkneys, but his investiture was burdened with severe conditions.
He was hound to serve the King with a hundred well-armed

required, upon a notice of three months; to
defend the Orkneys and Shetland against any invasion, not only
with the native force, but with the whole power of his house;
to assist tlie King when he attacked any foreign State

;
not to

build any castles or ports in the islands without tlie royal cou-
feent, ana to assist the King against the Bishop of Orkney, who
belonged virtually to the Scottish Church, with other clauses
winch need not here be enumerated.
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We have in the ‘ Orcades ’ of Torfajus, pp. 174-7, Sinclair’s

own Declaration of Fealty to the King of Norway, in which all

these pledges on his part are fully detailed. If, therefore, we
took the Zeno narrative an j)ied de la lettre as regards tliis

attack upon Shetland, and understood it as a real contlict with
the King of Norway, we should find ourselves in a dilemma
trom which it would ho next to impossible to escape, for by such
a transaction the earldom would be forfeited.

Now there is very strong reason for suspecting that, in the
present case, exaggeration, employed only for the glorification

of the occasion, has, from a foreigner's liability to misapprehend
the true state of the case, led to the introduction of a false

element into the storjx Only let it be assumed that the same
bombastic style of description which introduced armies and
ambassadors and taking down of ensigns in every town and
village of the poor and scantily peopled island of Stromoe, has
with equal accuracy, in the present case, brought the King of
Norway with a large fleet upon tlie scene of action, and our
difficulty will disappear. I have an historical incident to adduce
which will not only present a reasonable explanation of the
mistake into which, under this assumption, Zeno vould have
fallen as to the political nature of the conflict, but it tallies both
in time* and place with the Zeno story, and involves no infringe-

ment of Sinclair’s fealty to the King of Norway. In Sinclair’s

Declaration of Fealty (Torfmus, ‘Orcades,’ p. 170) occurs the
following passage ;

“ We also promise that, since we have been
already promoted by our Lord the King himself to the earldom
and lordship aforesaid, our cousin Ilalise Sperre must cease from
his claim aud altogether lay aside his very claim itself, if it is

decided that he has any, to the said lands and islands, so that
our Lord the King, his heirs and successors, shall endure no
vexation or annoyance from him or from his heirs.” t Then, at
page 178 of Torfoeus occurs the following entry :

“ Anno iicccxci..

Comes Orcadensis occidit 3Iallisium Sparrium in Hialtlandia
cum septera aliis. Juvenis autem quidam cum sex aliis, navem
sex (sic) scalmorum nactus in Norvegiam fuga evasit.” “ In the
year lo91 the Earl of Orkney slew ilalise Sperre in Shetland,
with seven others. A certain youth, however, with six others,

procured a vessel at Scalloway and escaped to Norway.” We

* The question of date will be fully dealt with a few pages farther on.

t Item promittiiuus quia ad comitatum, et ad dominium soepefatum, per ipsum
Dominum nostrum Regem sumus jam promoti, quod consanguineus uoster
Malisius Sperre ccssare dubet a jure suo, ct ipmm jus suum omniuo dimittere, si
quod ad ipsas terras et insulas habere dignoscitur, ita quod Dominus noster
Rex, hmredes sui vel successores, nullam ah eo, aut ab ejus hreredibus voxa-
tionem vel molestiam sustinebunt.
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have seen how the earldom passed by marriage from the old

Scandinavian yarls into the house of Sinclair, and the name of

Sinclair’s cousin, Malise Sperre, is suggestive that he was of the

Norse side of the family, and that in that capacity he put in

the rival claim to the inheritance, of which Sinclair himself

speaks. Torfeus does not inform us of the immediate cause of

the conflict in which Sperre was slain by Sinclair in Shetland,

but there can be little doubt that that cause was the disputed

lordship of Shetland, and that Sinclair, in the incident recorded

by Zeno, was taking ])ossessioii de facto of that wliich he already

possessed de jure, while his contests with his Norse rival would
easily bear to Zeno’s intelligence the aspect of a conflict with

Norway. It must be borne in mind that the authenticity of the

Zeno document being now fundamentally established, we are

not called upon to do more than show the possibility of any of

the facts related, but in the incident just recited it must be

allowed that we have a case not of possibility only, but of the

liighest probability.

We now come to Admiral Zahrtmann’s second proposition,

which is couched in the following terms :
“ That the said chart

lias been compiled from hearsay information, and not by any
seaman who had himself navigated in those seas for several

years.” The last clause of this proposition, of course, must be

understood to mean, “ was not laid down from actual survey.”

Quite true. Now, seeing that it was compiled from hearsay
information; that it supplies us ivith names of places in tlie

Shetland group, and in the Faeroe Islands, &c., remarkably in

advance of what is laid down on any map, even of the compara-
tively late period of Nicolb Zeno, junior’s, publication in 1558

;

what could we ask for more in harmony with the statement of

the latter in that publication, viz. ; “ Of these north parts I have
thought good to draw a copy of the sailing chart, which I find

that 1 still have amongst our family antiquities, and although it

is rotten with age, I have succeeded with it tolerably well ” ?

When Admiral Zahrtmann recognises that “ the old forms of

rmr-eyar and Orkn-eyar, which are not found on the map, are
difficult to Italianise or even to be at all caught or retained by
any Italian ear, and that names are transposed in the spirit of

the Italian language,” and when he draws the just inference that

these names were not copied from any other chart, but laid down
from verbal depositions, how can that inference be other than
confirmative of the fact that the map, rotten with age,” con-
tained these names as they were received from Northern tongues
by the Zeno of the fomdeenth century, and written down by him
or them after being distilled through the alembic of a Southern
mind ? If this map had been a compilation of Nicolb Zeno,
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junior, from any other chart or charts, this phenomenon would
not have been exhibited, but the names would have been copied
from the Northern sources in their native Northern form. But
it must never he forgotten that the old chart was “ rotten with
age,” that Nicolo Zeno, junior, had “drawn a copy of it,” and,

as he flattered himself, “ had succeeded with it tolerably well.”

It is clear that in this attempt, having a desire to remedy the
damages of the old chart and to make his copy as complete as

possible, he had recourse to the narrative for guidance; but,

unhappily, not possessing maps at that early period which could
set him right when he misread the narrative, his very laudable
effort resulted in the most deplorable confusion, and has, in fact,

been the cause of very nearly all the donbts and discussions and
disbelief to which this ill-starred document has given rise.

Hence, we have on the face of the same map two opposite
realities—good geography, in advance even of the period at

which it was published, side by side with the most preposterous
blunders. But the explanation is manifest, the good w as of the
fourteenth century, gathered by the ear on the spot

;
the had

was of the sixteenth century, misapprehended from the ancient
narrative.

We now come to Admiral Zahrtmann’s arguments on his

second proposition :
“ That the said chart has been compiled

from hearsay information, and not by any seaman who had
himself navigated in those seas for several years.”

“ As to the second point,” he says : “ it is in the first place
hardly credible that a seaman acquainted with the navigation of
the Northern Seas should have assigned so incorrect a relative

position to the tlifferent places. For example, that Shetland
(from which may be seen the Orkneys, lying close under the
coast of Scotland) should be represented as situated near Nor-
way, far distant from Scotland, and without any intermediate
islands. The same fault, however, is found, to a greater or less

degree, in all the maps published in the sixteenth century,
which shows that the chart of the Zeni is, in this respect, a copy.
We are perfectly acquainted from the Landnama-Book with
every particular of Iceland in the thirteenth century, and we
know that it was then just the same as now; how, then, is it

possible that a seaman, who had resided there for so long a time,
should represent it like an archipelago of several considerable
islands ? How could he have remained ignorant of the native
names of the places, particularly of the harbours, aiid have only
learned the Latin names of the island and its two dioceses ?

How could he give it a shape which, though it is called by
Make-Brim, in his Precis de la Geographic universelle, “ bonne
a I’exception de la partie Nord-Ouest,” in truth resembles any
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other place as much as Iceland? How could he lay down to

tlie north-east of Iceland a continent upon which he pretends to

have been, when we know that in that direction there exists no

continent, but only the island of Jan Mayen ? And finally, how
could he have been in the Feroe Islands, and yet represent them
as one large inland surrounded by some smaller ones? The
whole chart bears the most palpable marks of having been com-

piled by'a per.'On who had never been at the places themselves,

and who knew nothing of cither the language or the history of

the North : for the Sagas and Sailing Directions prove that in

those days the inhabitants of the North had much juster ideas

of the relative position of places, and that they knew, for example,

that a line drawn from P.ergen, between Shetland and the Feroe

Islands, would pass about 60 geographical miles to the south-

ward of Iceland. The chart is dated 1380, an epoch at which

Znrla has proved that both Nicolo and Antonio Zeno were in

Italy; which shows that they had not drawn the chart at the

places themselves,—for as to the possibility of their having ante-

dated it, it is to bo presumed that in those days there was as

little inducement as there is now for the framer of a chart to

publish it as older than it really was. Finally, the comparative

correctness of the delineation of Denmark and Norway is the

best proof that the chart was not drawn in 1380, but about the

middle of the .-ixteenth century. Znrla himself mentions that

in the Isolario of llcnedetto Fordone, published at Venice in

11531, Norway and Greetdand are very erroneously laid down,

—

a topic to which we shall have to return hereafter. The exiled

Arcldiisliop of Upsala, Glaus 3Iagnus Gothus, ])ublished at

Venice, in l."):’)0. a map of tlie three Scandinavian kingdoms,
which I have not seen, as it .appears doubtful whether any copy
of it remains in cxistema' ; but undoubtedly this map, and those

published at Antwerp, particularly those of Ortelius, were the
first that gave a tolerably correct representation of these

countries, an accurate knowledge of which it was impossible for

the Zeni to have jiroeured at any of the places visited by them,
viz., Frisland, Estland, Iceland, and Greeidand.

”

AVith what has been already written present to his mind, the
reader will be able, it is hoped, to see how, with the exception

of the (late, which will be dealt with presently, answers can be
given to the obi( ctifuis here brought against the authenticity of

the map. lie will be able to see, what Admiral Zahrtmann did

not see, that Iceland is, in truth, not brought into question at

all in the part of the narrative under review, but that Nicolo
Zeno, junior, through misreading the name, mistook Shetland
for Iceland, and added to the latter the names belonging to the
former. AVe caimot answ er for how much of the map may be
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due to his handiwork, hut of this we may be sure, that informa-

tion therein, which was in advance of the knowledge of his day,

and coincident with the knowledge of our own, was derived

from the early visit to the spot, while deviations from correct-

ness, even though not his own, are no proof of inauthenticity in

a map of the fourteenth century.

The remainder of Admiral Zahrtmanu’s facts, comments, and
insinuations, are not so categorically arranged, but I have ana-

lysed them all, and for the sake of clearness have groujjed them
in the order in which they bear upon the narrative and its

publication.
“ It cannot be denied,” says Zahrtmann, “ that the story has

been composed with great ingenuity, but still it contains con-

tradictions. We may ask, for example, how was Nicolo Zeno
informed that Antonio spent fourteen years in Frisland, when
no mention is made of this either in the last complete letter,

or in that fragment which was the last discovered, and in which

he says he has only made some alterations in the style and the

obsolete expressions, but not in substance ? If it was from the

dates of the letters, he certainly could not mistake ten years in

fixing the epoch when the voyages were perl'ormed. Neither is

it to be believed that in a family like that of the Zeni, where
not less than three, viz., Jacopo, Nicolo, and Pietro, each in his

century, published descriptions of the ex()loits of their ancestors,

the children should have been suffered to destroy the family

archives, or that records similar to Antonio’s description of the

North should have been left unnoticed and unpublished for

more than a century—at a period, too, when Columbus’s trans-

cendent discovery attracted universal attention to the West.
That the family could not have been ignorant of their contents

is proved by the circumstance of Nicolo knowing what he had
desti’oyed, which, as he himself was a child at the time, he could

only have learned at a later period from his parents. Allowing,

however, that Nicolo, when a child, did really destroy the w'ork

of his own direct ancestor, Antonio, it still remains to be ex-

plained how he had it in his power to destroy several of the

letters, they being all addressed to Carlo, the most respected

of the brothers, who survived all the rest, and whose direct

descendants did not become extinct till a whole century later

:

viz., in 1653. Even supposing that the whole of the family

archives were deposited with the senior branch, the chance of

their falling into the younger Nicolo’s hands remains as unlikely

as ever, inasmuch as he was descended from Antonio, the second

son, whose elder brother’s lineage was not extinct before the

year 1756.”

The reply to all which is, that whatever part of American
VOL. XLIII. N
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soil may be referred to in the Zeno narrative, it was in no sense

connected by Nicolo Zeno’s ancestors with the idea of a trans-

atlantic world, for it had been only regarded as a continuation

of Europe. We could ask no better proof that his parents did

not attach this extreme value to these papers than the fact that

they did not secure them from being torn up by a child, and it

is clear that neither then nor afterwards could they communi-
cate to him what they had no idea of themselves. Compara-
tively unimportant, however, as these papers would, therefore,

in this sense, be to them, it is most easy of belief, and most
natural, that Nicolo’s father or grandfather should have received

from a cousin, one of Carlo’s descendants, the letters addressed

to Carlo, simply as describing the exploits, whatever their value,

of his own direct ancestor. When, however, Nicolo Zeno ap-

proached manhood, North America began to be known, and
hence the recognition by him of the value of the papers which

had lain hitherto neglected in the palace. That family papers,

more or less important, may fall into a child’s hands and be
destroyed or damaged, is too certain to need of argument ;

and
the chances and changes of this mortal life have not, we may
suppose, been sent to all God’s creatures to the single exclusion

of the Zeno family.

Admiral Zahrtmann raises a great question as to which of

three Nicolb Zenos mentioned in the Venetian Annals at the close

of the fourteenth century was the hero of the voyages. There
need be no question at all on the subject. Nicolb Zeno, junior,

tells us in his genealogy at the beginning of the narrative that

his own direct ancestor Antonio, and Nicolb the Cavalier, the
heroes of the voyages, were brothers of the famous Carlo, who,
in 1382, saved the Republic, and thereby so much increased the
reputation of the family. This Nicolb the Cavalier was, for

distinction’s sake, called “ quondam Ser Dracone,” and in Mura-
tori’s ‘ Rerum Italicarum Scriptores,’ tome xxii. p. 779, we find

him mentioned by this same designation as one of the three
syndics who were elected on the 14th December, 1388, to take
possession of the city of Treviso. After this date, however, no
mention of him occurs in the Venetian Annals, and as we are
told in the Zeno narrative that he died while out in the North,
a victim to the climate, Cardinal Zurla very justly says that
this silence respecting him in the Annals is in conformity with
the fact that he was away from his country and engaged in the
voyages as represented. We have, therefore, no room left for

doubt as to his identity. But, this being so, it is evident that
the date of 1380, given both in the text and on the map, must
be erroneous, and we shall presently see from other evidence
that such in very truth is the case, and that the date has really
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to be placed ten years later. In dealing with this discrepancy

of ten years in fixing the epoch when the voyages were per-

formed, Admiral Zahrtmann’s indictment against Nicolo Zeno,

junior, takes the following shape.

“According to Cardinal Zurla,” he says, “Nicolo cannot have

left Venice till 1390, and it is certain that in 1406 Antonio was

already dead. Of that interval Antonio is said to have spent

fourteen years in Frisland. There remain, therefore, scarcely

two years for Nicolo to have completed his perilous voyage, to

have been wrecked, to have made his first brilliant campaign,

ending in the conquest of Frisland, and to have rejsorted it

to Antonio (whom he actually induced to perform the voyage

from Venice), and finally to have died there, and all within the

interval of two years. Even nowadays this would scarcely be
possible.”

I cannot but express my amazement at such an assertion.

Suffering shipwreck is usually not a lengthy process. The
brilliant campaign in Frisland, which we have followed in the

preceding pages, must have been a very lazy operation if it

occupied a week
;
so that if we deduct these events from two

years, there will be left “ ample space and verge enough ” for

the two voyages out and the transmission of a letter between,

and a great deal of time to spare into the bargain. To call the

crowding of these events into two years an impossibility is

simply absurd. On the strength, however, of such assumed
impossibility Admiral Zahrtmaun proceeds to say :

—

“ Yet it is on the authority of Antonio’s letters, which Nicolo

Zeno, junior, pretends to have had in his possession, that he has

written this narrative. From the same letters he must have
drawn his dates, and a solitary error in this respect could easily

have been detected, as there were several letters. Now, as the

dates of these letters correspond exactly with the time at which
Zurla has clearly proved that the brothers were in Italy, it

follows that the letters from Frisland were either fabrications or

that they never existed.”

The date of 1380, it is true, stands in Eoman numerals on
the Zeno map, and is written out in full in the narrative. But
facts are stubborn things, and if we conscientiously and indus-

triously resort to them instead of to preconceived conclusions,

we shall generally arrive pretty near the truth at last. Admiral
Zahrtmann elsewhere shows his perfect knowledge of a remark-
able fact, which, if he had been as anxious to find where Zeno
was right, as where he might be made out to be wrong, would
have rectified the above error of 1380, and neutralised all the

arguments that he founds upon it.

A relative of the family, named Marco Barbaro, wrote, in

N 2
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1536, a copious work, entitled ‘Discendenze Patrizie,’ on
Venetian noble families, and in the genealogical table of the

Zeno family makes the following entry under the name of

Antonio Zeno. ‘ Scrisse con il fratello Nicolo Kav. li Tiaggi dell’

Isole sotto il polo artico, e di quei scoprimenti del 1390, e che

per ordine di Zicno, He di Prislanda, si portb nel continente

d’Estotilanda nell’ America settentrionale, e che si fermb Id
anni in Prislanda, cioe 4 con suo fratello Hieolb e 10 solo.”

“ He wrote with his brother, Nicolb the Cavalier, the voyages

of the islands under the Arctic Pole, and of those discoveries of

1390, and that by order of Zicno, King of Frisland, he went to

the continent of Estotiland in North America. He dwelt fourteen

years in Frisland, four ith his brother Nicolb and ten alone.”

Cardinal Zurla first mentioned this fact, and I have verified it,

by procuring an extract of the entry from Venice, through the

kindness of my distinguished friend IMr. Rawdon Brown.

Admiral Zahrtmann adverts to it, solely to make the following

insinuation :

—

“ It must be observed,” says he, “ that this work is a manu-

script, and that it is therefore impossible to decide when or by

whom any article in it was written, and as the families of Zeno

and Barbaro were related to each other and on most friendly

terms, Nicolb Zeno, who was the firstborn of the family, might

very well have been intrusted with the drawing up of the family

genealogy ”—implying thereby that little trust was to be placed

in a statement possibly drawn up by one whom he. Admiral

Zahrtmann, had mentally condemned as an impostor. But here

he overshot the mark. There is little doubt that Barbaro did

derive this statement from Nicolb Zeno, who had so nearly, but

not quite, destroyed, when a boy, the old papers on which it

w'as based. But in drawing up the said statement Nicolb Zeno

showed that he was cognisant in 1536, two-and-twenty years

before the Zeno narrative and map were prmted, of that true

date of 1390, which coincided exactly w ith the evidence of the

annals of his country.

If both the dates 1380 and 1390 emanated from him, one was

clearly a mistake, and as w e can have no doubt which was the

erroneous one, we have in the error itselti whether made through

carelessness in either one or both cases by Nicolb, or by the

printer, or by the engraver, a proof that Nicolb w as not at least

the subtle and ingenious concocter of falsehoods that Admiral

Zahrtmann would represent him to be. Nicolb Zeno held the

high position of Member of the Councd of Ten of the Republic,

and had all his country’s annals at his command. As the

historian of his family, he had those annals intimately within,

his own cognisance. Hid it never, therefore, strike Admiral
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Zahi-tmann, that if Zeno had been the cunning and laborious

impostor he would make him to be, there was nothing he would
more carefully have avoided, or could have avoided with greater

ease, than the lapsus of giving an enemy the opportunity of

proving an alibi against his ancestors in the matter in question ?

The conclusion is evident therefore that 13S0 was an error, and
when it is considered that this date is written above the map in

Homan numerals, thus : JICCCLXXX, it will be seen how easily V
that easiest of all delinquencies either of the author, the editor,

or the engraver, viz,—the dropping of a final x, may have
occurred. The short sentence in the narrative this was in one
thousand three hundred and eighty,” most certainly occurs in a

part written by Xicolo Zeno, junior, and the legend at the top

of the map is manifestly by him also, so that there is a common
origin for both. How the blunder may have occurred, however,

is all conjecture, hut enough has been said to prove that it was
a blunder; and it may veil be asked whether, on the strength

of such an accident, a nobleman of high and ancient lineage,

the members of whose family had many of them so eminently

distinguished themselves in the history of their country as to

stand in no need of falsehoods to add to their glory, himself

a Member of the Council of Ten, is to be branded as a concocter

of falsehoods ?

That there is reason in my suggestion about the possible

dropping of an “ x ” in the date is shown by a remarkable

fact. The great Antwerp geographer Ortelius, in recording

this very narrative, copied the Eoman numerals as they stand

at the top of the map, making 1380, yet when our Hakluyt
produced the same story on the authority of Ortelius, he gave
the date of 1390, thus proving by a converse blunder how easily

this kind of error may occur.

But now that we have 1390 for Nicolo Zeno’s arrival in the

Faeroes, and 1391 for the exploits in the Shetland Islands (see

ante, page 173), in which Antonio was present, there are but

three transactions to be accounted for in the interval, the attack

on the Fmroes, the transmission of Nicolb’s invitation, and
Antonio’s voyage out, and to say that a year and a half, and
possibly more, was not sufficient for all this, would be an
absurdity. With these dates also before us, we see that ample
time is left for Antonio’s sojourn of fourteen years in the North,

his return to Venice, and death before 1-106.

We will now pass on to another example of the manner in

which the truthlulness of Nicolo Zeno, junior, is impugned by
Admiral Zahrtmann. Most geographers have heard of the

famous collection of Voyages and Travels made by the illus-

trious Kamusio. Now because the Zeno narrative, which was
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pubL’shed in 1558, was not inserted in the first edition of the-

second volume of Eamusio, published in 1559, Admiral Zahrt-

mann would insinuate that this showed a mistrust in Zeno’s

probity, but as Eamusio died in 1557, it is difBcult to see in

what earthly way this omission could imply any want of confi-

dence on his part.

“ In the third edition of 1574, however,” says Zahrtmann,
“ the voyages are adopted to their full extent, together with

their splendid descriptions of the riches of Estotiland, which
last part of the story, however, it was thought fit to leave out

of the fourth edition, published in 1583, Frobisher having in

the meanwhile performed his voyages and, as we all know,
without finding any gold.”

Now although Frobisher mistook Frisland for Greenland, and
assumed the existence of a strait which his subsequent voyages
showed to be a mistake, this was not Zeno’s fault, and what
Zahrtmann says of the consequent alteration in Eamusio is

simply not the fact. Instead of the omission in the 1583 edition

being an intentional one, as it would have been if it emanated
from the editor, it is merely a case of a whole line, neither more
nor less, having fallen out by the printer’s carelessness, the full

page in the 1574 and 1583 editions exactly tallying, with the
exception that the former has 54 and the latter only 53 lines,

in consequence of the accident in question. The absence of

intention is shown by the utter nonsense, resulting from this

omission, in the sequence of the language. The passage runs-

thus, the line in brackets being that which was printed in the-

previous edition of 1574 and in conformity with the Zeno text,

but which has fallen out in the 1583 edition :

—

“Hanno lingua e lettere separate, e cavano [metalli d’ogni
sorte, e sopra tutto abondano d’oro, e le lor pratiche sono in

Engroneland] di dove traggono pellereccie e zolfo e pegola.’'
“ They have a separate language and letters. They dig up
[metals of every kind and abound in gold. Their commerce
is with Greenland] whence they receive furs, brimstone, and
pitch.”

Let the reader join the two lines between which the omission
occurs, and judge whether the editor of Eamusio adopted that
mode of showing his mistrust of the Zeno narrative. It is true
that Admiral Zahrtmann adopts this mare’s-nest from the words
of Mr. Biddle, the American author of the anonymous memoir
of Sebastian Cabot, but it is difficult to believe that one who
was so anxious to show that Eamusio mistrusted Zeno, and who
was so intimately acquainted with the editions of Eamusio’s
work, should not have had a copy of that work by which he
might verify the point for himself. One thing is certain, that
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it was a bounden duty, both in Biddle and Zalirtmann, before

putting forth this insinuation against the credit of Zeno, that

each should have made sure for himself that it was founded on
a right basis, whereas the reader has seen that the proof of the
exact contrary lay open to riew on the very surface.

But I must not here detain you with the different attempts
that Admiral Zahrtmaun has made to impugn the truth of

Nicolb Zeno. A refutation of them all will be found in the volume
which I am editing on the subject for the Hakluyt Societ}\ I

will merely here remark that one of Admiral Zahrtmann’s prin-

cipal endeavours was to show that Nicolo Zeno was mistrusted

by his fellow-citizens.

In one place, however. Admiral Zahrtmann says that Zeno
was so great a proficient in geography, that his own country-

men looked upon him as the greatest geographer of his time
;

but here the writer in the ‘ North American lleview,’ who was
so impressed nith Admiral Zahrtmann’s “masterly production
that he well nigh resolved to abandon the matter as bevond all

hope of surgery, takes courage, and very justly says : “We
shall not allow our nautical critic to blow hot and cold in the
same breath ;

in one passage to give the noble Venetian the
benefit of the respectability he enjoyed as a man of science, and
in another, when it better suits the drift of his argument, to

deny him the favourable estimation of learned men among his

contemporaries.” Of the estimation in which Nicolo Zeno was
held for probity there can be no doubt. That his geographical

knowledge may, for the period in which he lived, have been
very respectable, is quite possible, and the really valuable map
which came down to him from his ancestors may have enhanced
his credit in that respect

;
but in very truth, he had no means

from without, except the narrative, whereby to check the geo-
graphy of the map, and none at all whereby to check his own
misconceptions of the geography of the narrative.

After the affair in Shetland, Earl Sinclair left Nicolo Zeno
in a fort which he had built at Bressay, with some small vessels,

and men, and stores
;
and in the following summer, Zeno re-

solved to try his fortune in a voyage of discovery. He fitted

out three small barks in the month of July, and sailing north,

arrived in Engroneland or Greenland.

Here he found a monastery of Friars Preachers, and a church

of St. Thomas, close by a volcanic hill. There was also a hot

water spring, which the monks used for heating the church and
the entire monastery, and by which they cooked their meat and
baked their bread. By a judicious use of this hot water, they
raised in their small covered gardens the flowers, fruits, and
herbs of more temperate climates, thereby gaining much respect
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from their neighbours, who brought them presents of meat,

chickens, &c. They are indebted, the narrative says, to the

volcano for the very materials of their buildings, for by throw-

ing water on the burning stones while still hot, they convert

them into a tenacious and indestructible substance, which they

use as mortar. They have not much rain, as there is a settled

frost all through their nine months’ winter. They live on wild

fowl and fish, which are attracted by the warmth of that part

of the sea into which the hot water falls, and which forms a

commodious harbour. The houses are built all round the hill,

and are circular in form and tapering to the top, where is a little

hole for light and air, the ground below supplying all necessary

heat. In summer time they are visited by ships from tlie

neighbouring islands and from Trondheim, which bring them
corn, cloths, and other necessaries in exchange for tish and skins.

(Some of the monks are from Norway, Sweden, and elsewhere,

but most of them from Shetland. The harbour is generally full

of vessels, detained by the freezing of the sea, and waiting for

the spring to melt the ice. The fishermen’s boats are like a

weaver’s shuttle ; they are made of the skins of fish, and sown
together with fish bones in such a manner, that, in bad weather,

the fisherman can fasten himself up in his boat and expose him-
self to the wind and sea without fear, for they can stand a good
many bumps without receiving any injury. In the bottom of

the Doat is a kind of sleeve tied fast in the middle, and when
water gets into the boat they put it into one half of the sleeve,

close it above with two pieces of wood and loose the band
beneath so that the water runs out. The friars are liberal to

workmen, and to those who bring them fruit and seeds, so that

many resort to them. Most of the monks, especially the prin-

cipals and superiors, speak the Latin language. And this is all

that is known of Engroneland, as described by Messire Nicolb
Zeno.

This interesting story brings us to the much-vexed question

of the site of the old Icelandic settlements in Greenland.
Until the first quarter of the present century the almost uni-

versal opinion was in favour of the east coast opposite Iceland.

There was much to encourage this conclusion. The names of
the two settlements, Ostrebygd and Westrebygd, easily led to
the supposition that the former was seated on the east and the
latter on the west coast of Greenland. The prevalent idea too,

on the part of Icelanders in general, that this was the case, as
well as certain expressions in the ancient itineraries, when sepa-
rately considered, seemed to lead very forcibly to the same con-
clusion. The story of the Icelandic colonisation of Greenland
may be summarily stated as follows : In the beginning of the
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tenth century, Gunnbjorn, the son of Ulf Krake, a celebrated

Xorwegian rover, discovered at some distance due west from
Iceland some large rocks, which he named after himself, Gunn-
hjornarsker

;
and, in the same voyage, he also discovered still

further to the west an extensive country, but on which he does
not appear to have landed. No attempt to explore this region
was made for a very long time, but the report of the discovery

was preserved in Iceland, and at length Erick the Ked, son of

Thorward, a Norwegian Jarl, who, together with his father, had
some years before been compelled to flee to Iceland, after his

father’s death was himself outlawed for murder, and resolved to

seek the land which Gunnbjorn had seen, and promised to return
with tidings if he discovered it. In 1)82 ho sailed west from
Sneefeldsnaes and found land, which from its height he called

IMidJokul, near the place afterwards known as Blaeserk or Blue
Shirt. Thence he sailed along the shore in a southerly direc-

tion, seeking for the nearest habitable land. The first winter

he passed in Erickseya, near the middle of what was afterwards

called the Ostrebygd or eastern colony. Tlie following year
(.A..D. 983) he came into Ericksfiord, where he fixed his abode.

The same summer he explored the western desert and gave
names to many places. In 985 he went to Iceland, and in the
summer of 986 began to settle the land which he had disco-

vered, which he called Greenland, because he said that the
people would not like to move thither if tiie land did not have
a good name. Colonists followed in considerable numbers, and
the chiefs gave their own names to the bays and capes which
they occupied, following the example of Erick, who dwelt at

Brattahlid in Ericksfiord. In the year 999, Leif, Erick’s son,

sailed to Norway, and passed the winter at the Court of King
Olaus, who was zealous in propagating the Cliristian faith. Leif
received baptism, and the next spring introduced Christianity

into Greenland, taking with him a priest and several monks to

Brattahlid. In course of time churches were built, and in the
twelfth century the number of Christians had multiplied to such
an extent, that they resolved to endeavour to obtain a bishop
of their own, and in 1126 Bishop Arnold came to Greenland,
and set up the episcopal seat at Gardar. From the Gripla we
learn that Gardar w’as at the bottom of Ericksfiord, in the East
Bygd, and there was a church there dedicated to St. Nicholas.

Tliere w'ere twelve churches in the East Bygd and four in the
West Bygd. The Episcopate continued till the beginning of
the fifteenth century. Professor Finn Magnussen having shown
that Andreas, the late Bishop, ofliciated in the Cathedral at

Gardar in 1409 ;
hut after this period, communication with

Norway and Iceland seems to have been almost entirely given
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up. An event, however, had occurred in 1349 of great interest

to our subject, not only as regards the fate of the colony, but
the information with respect to its position, which we derive

from a contemporary chronicler. In that year a descent was
made by the Skrelliugs, or Esquimaux, upon the West Bygd,
and it so happened that Ivar Bardsen, a Greenlander, who had
been for many years steward or lay justiciary to the Bishop of

Gardar, was sent to convey succour to the sister colony, and to

drive away the Skrellings. He found, however, on arriving

there, neither Christian nor heathen, but only some cattle run-
ning wild, which his people took on board their vessels and re-

turned home. Of this occurrence, Ivar Bardsen has himself
left a record in a document of very great importance, of which
more will have to be said presently.

There is yet another document extant which throws light

upon the subsequent fate of the abandoned colonists. A letter

of Pope Nicholas V. to the Bishops of Skalholt and Holar in

Iceland, dated 1448, discovered by Professor 3Iallet early in

this century in the Papal Archives, tells us that the Christian^
had maintained for many centuries the Christian faith, esta-

blished by King Olaf in Greenland, and bad erected many
churches and a cathedral, until, about thirty years ago {i.e.

about 1418), some heathens from the neighbouring coasts came
upon them vith a fleet, and laid waste the country and its

holy buildings with fire and sword, sparing nothing but the
small distant parishes, which they were prevented from reach-
ing by the intervening mountains and precipices. The inha-
bitants of both sexes they carried away into slavery. What
became of the remnant of the colony of the East Bygd is a
mystery. Either like their brethren of the West Bygd, they
may have been exterminated by the Skrellings, or may have
mingled with the Esquimaux, and adopted their manners and
customs. At any rate, the consequence was that Greenland
was for a long time forgotten, until at the beginning of the
sixteenth century, Erick Walkendorf, Archbishop of Trond-
heim, took pains to collect together all the ancient accounts
concerning it that he could, and submitted to the Government
a proposition for the re-discovery of the lost colony. Un-
lortunately, however, before his plan was developed, he fell
into disgrace with the King, and was banished to Borne,
but subsequently died at Amsterdam, in 1523. Since his
time a great many expeditions have been sent out by the
Kings of Denmark in search of the colony. In the reign of
Frederick II., Magnus Heinesen went out in 1578. In the
long reign of Christian IV., from 1588 to 1648, were sent out
the expeditions of Godske Lindenow, and Carsten Kickardsen,
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and Jens Munk : but all these attempts were fruitless, as far

as concerned the discovery of Greenland to the east of Cape
Farewell. The voyages of David Danell, in the reign of

Frederick III., however, furnish some useful data about the

East Coast. At length, in the beginning of the eighteenth

century, Hans Egede, a Norwegian clergyman, regardless of

ridicule or hardship, pei-suaded Frederick IV. to send him out

as the missionary priest of a new colony to be established in

Greenland. His judicious conduct secured him the confidence

of the natives of the West Coast; but being convinced that

they could not be descendants of Europeans, he determined on
visiting the East Coast, and set out for that purpose with two
barges on the 9th of August, 1723, but for want of sufficient

necessaries was obliged to put back on reaching lat. 6(1° 20'.

Between the GOth and 61st degrees of latitude he discovered at

Kakortok, in what is now called Julianashaab, a remarkable
ruin which proved that the Icelanders hail formerly been there.

In 1728 Major Paars and Captain Landorf wei’e ordered to

ride on horseback from the West Coast to the East, but, as

may be supposed, with little success. In 1732 Peter Olsen.

Valloe with four other Europeans in a Greenland skin-boat

explored several of the fjords in the district of Julianashaab,

and gave a description of some of the many ruins to be found

there. He succeeded in reaching the southern shores of the

East Coast in lat. 60° 28'. The expeditions of Lovenorn in

1786, and of Paul Egede and Eothe in 1787, were equally uu-

successful in attaining the desired object. Not more successful

than the Danish voyagers were our own great navigators, Davis,.

Hudson, and others, who aimed at the solution of this problem.

The attempt to approach the land on the east appears to have
been abandoned as hopeless, until Captain iScoresby showed
that even in such high latitudes as between 70° and 75° x., the
coast was not altogether unapproachable. Indeed, Scoresby

effected more for geographical science in a few days than had
been done in that direction for centuries. His voyage appears

to have been the stimulus which roused the Danish Govern-
ment to the exertion of sending out a very able naval officer,

of perseverance, intelligence, and courage, not exceeded by the

most enterprising officers of any country. Captain Graah sailed

from Copenhagen the 31st of March, 1828, and returned in

September 1831, but it was not till 1837 that we were able to

read in English that excellent narrative with which most of us

are so well acquainted.

'The now well-known fact that the ruins of churches and
other buildings have been found in the district of Julianashaab,

on the south-west coast of Greenland, may lead some to suppose
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that the question is thereby settled ; but it should be remem-
bered that there is nothing in the ruins themselves, apart from

the testimony of ancient documents, to show that they may
not have been those of the West Bygd, whereas the point at

issue is the site of the East Bygd, far and away the more im-

portant of the two, and the seat of the bishopric. It is true

that Captain Graali believed the East Bygd to have been

situated in Julianashaab, and laboured to prove it; but I

can conscientiously assert that, after a careful study of his

book, I was still of opinion that the East Bygd was on the

east coast; and tliat I was not the only one unconvinced by
Captain Graah’s arguments will be seen by the following quo-

tation from a valuable work, entitled ‘ Iceland, Greenland, and
the Faroe Islands,’ published in 1844, by Harper, of Hew
York:—

“ The voyage of Graah, which has been regarded as settling

the dispute, is by no means decisive. The difSculties he had
to encounter prevented him from surveying the shores with the

requisite accurac}’, and the interior of the fiords, where the

ruins of the colony might be expected to occur, were almost

imvisited. Moreover, he himself acknowledges that before

going out he was ‘ thoroughly convinced that the East Bygd
w’ould not be found on the east coast,’ a state of mind not

the best fitted to ensure success or encourage exertion. While
these things lessen tlie value of his evidence against its exist-

ence on the eastern coast, some facts stated by him tend rather

to favour the opposite conclusion.”

And, after having well weighed Captain Graah’s arguments,
he says:—“For these reasons we are disposed to regard
this point not only as still undecided, but one on which,

without more evidence, it would be premature to come to any
conclusion.”

It will have been observed that I have not allowed myself
to pause upon the details of any of those explorations, uhich
occupied some three centuries, and with good reason. The
point in dispute has been an object of inquiry not for the keel

and the compass only, but also for the pen, and Danes and Ice-

landers have for centuries studied old Sagas and chorographies,
in the hope of arriving by dint of comparison, analysis, and
digestion at the solution of a mystery which seemed always to

slip away from the grasp of certainty; and yet the whole of
that time they had the best possible means of settling the ques-
tion witliin tlieir possession.

That same Ivar Bardeen, so many years steward or justiciary

to the bishopric of Gardar in the East Bygd, was sent out by
the bishop with succours to the West Bygd when the latter was
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attacked by the Skrellings. Now this man has left us sailing

directions for reaching the East Bygd, both from Bergen in

Norway, and from Iceland, and he has also left us a choro-

graphy of Greenland itself; and as he was himself a Green-
lander, and long a resident in the East Bygd, knowing perfectly

all the places of which he speaks, I hold his testimony to be of

the highest value and not to be lightly disputed.

There is in Purchas a copy of this document in English, the

result of many translations, which belonged to Henry Hudson.
It was translated from a German translation into Dutch by
William Barentz. The Dutch belonged to Peter Plancius, who
lent it to Hudson, and he had a fresh translation made into

English expressly for himself. A more interesting group of

names in connection with one document could scarcely be pro-

duced. Fortunately, the learned Danish Professor C. C. Eafn
has given us in his extremely valuable ‘ Antiquitates Ameri-
canse,’ published in Copenhagen (1837, 4to), the text of an
early copy of the document found in the Fteroe Islands, with a

Latin translation, by which I have been able to correct the

defects of Hudson’s mongrel copy.

Captain Graah, of whose gallantry as an explorer and
ability as a writer I would never willingly speak without the

deepest respect, is scarcely consistent when he speaks of this

valuable document. He at one time says that ‘ the Choro-

graphy of Ivar Bardsen is the only one we can at all depend
on in deciding the position of the Ostrebygd ’ (see p. 155)

;

and when he mistakenly supposes that it does not sufficiently

answer his purpose, he says (p. 175), that “ His sailing direc-

tions are at best apocryphal; that they have been written

down from oral tradition, and collected and put together by
Archbishop Walkeudorf a century after all intercourse with

Greenland had ceased.”

I am reluctantly obliged to say that this assertion is not

compatible with common sense. How could oral traditions,

collected by Archbishop Walkendorf in 1516, be made to be
one and the same thing with a consecutive description of the

topography of the country more ample in detail than any other

that exists, derived from Ivar Bardsen, who flourished in the

fourteenth century, and which, as will be presently shown,

proves the East Bygd to be on the south-west coast, while

Walkendorf and all those whom he consulted were convinced

it was on the east coast 'I

Captain Graah has given us another very remarkable proof

that his critical treatment of Ivar Bardsen cannot be blindly

accepted. In his sailing directions Ivar Bardsen tells us that,

“in sailing from Iceland to Greenland, you first shape your
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course due west till you come to Gunnbiom’s Skerries, wliicli

lie midway between Iceland and Greenland, and in the ancient

times this westerly course was followed to Greenland, but now
the ice has drifted down from the north, and set itself fast so

near to Gunnbiorn’s Skerries, that none without peril of life

can follow it. You then sail to the south-west until you have

got past all the ice lying at and about Gunnbiorn’s Skerries,

and must then steer to the north-west for a day and a night,

which will bring you to Hvarf.”

On this downward drifting of the ice Captain Graah remarks

(p. 158) :
“ This can scarcely have been the real cause, for the

ice along the east coast of Greenland was in all likelihood

much the same in the tenth century as it was in the fourteenth

and is now.”

This, to me, unintelligible remark, reads oddly by the side

of the following expression of the Danish hydrographer. Admiral
Zahrtmann. “We learn,” he says, “from Captain Graah,*

that the ice is continually on the increase along this coast,

thereby necessitating its thin population to emigrate to the

west side, where this increase of ice and decay of the monu-
ments of antiquity are also keeping pace together.”

Having thus disposed of the ice round Gunnbiom’s Skerries,

•Captain Graah dealt with the Skerries themselves in the

following manner. iNot finding them where Ivar Bardsen
places them, midway between Iceland and Greenland, he says

that “the firct is disproved not only by the experience of

the Icelandic traders and fishermen, but by that also of the
English and Dutch whalers,” and, j)roprio motu, he applied
the name of Gunnbiorn’s Skerries to some small rocks close off

the coast of Greenland, in lat. G5° 30', an artificial mode of

making Ivar Bardsen’s sailing directions lead to the site where
Captain Graah assumed the East Bygd to lie. By such a
route to Julianashaab, it is clear that Captain Graah cannot
claim to be following the guidance and authority of Ivar
Bardsen, but simply his own conclusions. These conclusions,

though very natural, threw discredit on the value of Ivar
Bardsen’s guidance, and yet, as we shall see, Ivar Bardsen was
a faithful guide who would have led him unerringly to the
desired spot.

Gunnbiorn's rocks, to have answered Ivar Bardsen's descrip-
tion, could have been of no insignificant size, and yet it is

quite true that they were not to be seen where Ivar Bardsen

{

daces them. Captain Graah, therefore, was in no sense to
dame for the conclusion that he came to, but at the same time

* ‘Eojal Geographical Society’s Journal,’ vol. v. p. 102.
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Ivar Bardsen was not at fault either. It has been my good
fortune to make the discovery of a fact with which neither

Captain Graah nor any of the disputants in this case have been
in the slightest degree acquainted, bnt which entirely vindi-

cates the integrity of Ivar Bardsen’s directions, and will, it is

hoped, help to remove from the long-vexed question of the site

of the East Bj’gd those remains of doubt which Captain Graah,
with all his great merits, has still allowed to rest on the minds
of many on this subject.

In the 1507 edition of Ptolemy is a most valuable map of
the world, made by a German named Johann Euysch, a map
which would he eminently remarkable as an engraved map if

only for its very early date, but it is pre-eminently so from the
fact that it is the first engraved map on which America is laid

down. Now, for more than a quarter of a century, I have been
aware of the fact that on this map was a legend recording the
destruction by a volcanic eruption, at an early date, of an
island somewhere up in the north, and I recollect many years

ago pointing out the fact to Sir John Kichardson
; but no

special line of study had at that time led him or me to the re-

cognition of what this island might be. When, however, the
subject of which I am now treating began seriously to occupy
my attention, the existence of this legend came hack to my
memory, and, on recurring to the old map, I found midway
between Iceland and Greenland, as Ivar Bardsen had described

the position of Gunnbiorn’s Skerries, though rather nearer to

Iceland than to Greenland, a large island, against which stood

this inscription—“ Insula hmc anno Domini 1456 fuit totaliter

combusta.” “ This island in the year of our Lord 1456 was
entirely blown u]) ;

” and, in confirmation of the fact, I found
on later maps the shoal formed by the remains of the explosion

laid down in precisely the same locality with the name of
“ Gombar Scheer,” a name which it is impossible not to recog-
nise as a sailor’s version of Gunnbiorn’s Skerries.

On one of these maps, entitled “ Pascaert van Groenlandt,”
by Jan van Keulen, without a date, but about 1700, I had the
pleasure to find soundings on the reef. The shoal was repre-

sented as full sixty miles long from north to south, and about
25 miles broad from east to west. The soundings at the north
and south ends were both 25 fathoms, while the nearest

soundings northwards were 70, 80, and 100 fathoms. It has
been stated, that while this shoal lies essentially in the position

described by Ivar Bardsen, midway between Iceland and Green-
land, it is, if anything, somewhat nearer to Iceland, a fact

which will, I conceive, from a nautical point of view, give
additional weight to the correctness of Ivar Bardsen’s direc-
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tions
;

for the more easterly the point at which the sailor
began to set liis south-west course, the more likely would he
be, under^ the influence of the strong south-west current, to
make sufficient southing to bring his vessel into a position
to make Cape Farewell by a subsequent tack to the north-west.
But now that Ivar Bardsen’s sailing directions are restored

to their integiuty, let us see what his chorogi'aphy says. Of
course only such extracts are given as are necessary. He
biings us by sea to a highland named Hvarf, a word w'hich
means a turuing-point, and is the same word which, in the
north of Scotland, has taken the shape of Cape Wrath.
From this point Ivar Bardsen takes us first eastwards, and

by long leaps brings us to two flords, quite uninhabited, named
lespectively Berefiord and Oellum-lengri, which means “the
longest of all. It is so long that he says “ no one ever saw
the end of it.” It may very easily be Franz Joseph Fiord,

Payer, in Captain Koldewey’s expedition in
the Germaniu in IbiO, ascended for 70 miles, and then from
the top ot a peak, 7000 feet high, saw it still stretching inde-
hmtely westward. “Further to the east,” Ivar Bardsen savs,
IS a great mountain of ice named Finnsbuda, and further still

an island named Kaarsoe, beyond which nothing can be seen
on sea or land but ice and snow.”

back to his starting-point Hvarf, and
thence leads us westwards, describing seriatim the different
lords

^

and localities in the East Bygd, about whose names
there is no manner of doubt, as several of them are mentioned
in the bagas and the other chorographies. And now what
follows IS deserving of special notice. After leading us from
place to place gradually westwards to a fiord called Ericksfiord,
lie says :

‘ A orthwards irom Ericksfiord are two arms of the sea,
named Idrevig and Indrevig. Hext, noHhioards, lies Brede-
hord; thence to the north, is Evrarfiord

; and so on to
Isefiord, winch is the most westerly fiord in the East Bvgd.”
He then says, tliat between the'East and the West Bygd was a

space of twe ye nautical miles of entirely uninhabited Country,
and finishes his chorography by saying that the West Bvgd had
been utterly depopulated by the Skrelliufvs.
Now it does not need m'uch reflection^to see that this series

of places running westwards from Hvarf cannot possibly be on
the east coast, for let us place Hvarf on that coast wherever
i^e may—say for argument’s sake, where the old Icelanders

takfta'tii'^
^

’f
63’—every step we then

take to the west, 1 . to our left hand, leads us more and more

in the sen?’
" “ ® “'ikes the last-named placesin the series go more and more to the north. It is needless
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to say that on the west coast the case is exactly reversed. If,

therefore, we take Hvarf to be, as its name would suggest, the
“ turning-point ” of the east and west coasts, the description is

in harmony not only with common sense, but with the real

trending of the land first west, then north, as later geographical

research has shown it to be, and thus, beyond all question, we
have the East Bygd in the district of Juliauashaab, nhere
Captain Graah, by more circuitous but less conclusive processes,

strove to prove it to be.

This simple exposition is my strong point for the final settle-

ment of tlio site of the East Eygd, and I believe it to be
unanswerable. It may not unreasonably be regarded as a
matter of surprise that au argument so conclusive as this

should have escaped the attention of all the distinguished

commentators who have sought the solution of this question,

from Archbishop IValkendorf in 1516, and the learned Torfaeus,

downwards to the present day. A higher authority than Ivar
Bardsen could not possibly be desired; a more explicit and
lucid description could not be wished ; the conclusion from it is

utterly inevitable
;
and yet Captain Graah himself, whose whole

heart and soul were in the subject, and whose very words are
“ that the chorography of Ivar Bardsen is the only one we can
at all depend on in this matter,” wrote a most able and learned
appendix of twenty-one octavo pages in small tyj)e to prove his

point by ingenious arguments on the application of almost every
other ancient passage but the one which would have placed
unanswerable demonstration between his fingers.

It may be suggested that iu the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries they had no maps sufficiently trustworthy to help
them to such a conclusion. There remains, how'ever, another
process of reasoning, equally simple, which leads to the same
result without the need of a map. If the series of places east-

wards from Hvarf brings us to where one can go no further for
the ice and snow,” which are characteristics of the north, and if

the series of names westwards terminates also with places more
and yet more to the north, it stands to reason that Hvarf itself

must be a point at the south between the two, and, conse-
quently, the East Bygd, by Ivar Bardsen’s showing, must of
necessity have lain immediately to the west of the southern
point of Greenland. Although neither of these lines of thought
seems ever to have occurred to any commentator for the last

360 years, they are not the less conclusive for all that.

And now let us see how far Ivar Bardsen’s and Zeno’s descrip-
tions are confirmative of each other.

After enumerating a few places west of Hvarf, Ivar Bardsen
brings us to a place called Petersvig, near which is a great

VOL. XLIII. o
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monastery dedicated to St. Olaus and St. Augustine. He also

says that “in the inner recess of a neighbouring fiord, called

Eafnsfiord, is a cloister of Sisters of the Order of St. Benedict..

Within the bay are some small islands half belonging to the

cloister and half to the cathedral. These islands abound in

water, so hot in winter as to be unapproachable, but in summer
temperate enough to be used for washing and for the healing of

the sick.”

We hare a corroboration of this fact in the hot springs of

Ounartok, near which some remains of the buildings of the old

colonists have been found. Captain Graah, who visited these,

tells us that there are three springs close by one another at the

north-east corner of the island of Ounartok. The one nearest

the sea is insignificant, its temperature being only 26° ofReaumur
(91° Fahr.). The second, a few paces irom it, forms a lake of

about 48 feet in circuit; its temperature was 27° (93° Fahr,)
The third is still larger, being about 70 feet in circuit, and its

temperature from 32 to 33^° Reaumur (104 to 108° Fahr.) The
Grreenlanders state that the water is much hotter in winter than
in summer : an effect which probably arises from the air being
much colder in winter, and the contrast accordingly more per-

ceptible. This must be acknowledged to be, incidentally at

least, a very remarkable confirmation by the old Greenlanders
of Zeno’s interesting story of the monastery. That he makes
no reference to the ingenious applications of the hot water need
occasion no surprise, for they may not have existed at the time
W'hen he wrote, which was considerably before Zeno’s period ;

and even if they did, they were items of detail which would not

necessarily be inserted in a mere chorography. The difference

between the names of St. Olaus and St. Tomaso, given by the

two to the same monastery, is easily explainable. The Northern
name of St. Olaf would be as strange as Sanscrit to the mind of

the Venetian, and its Latinised form of St. Olaus would sound
to his ear like nothing so much as San Tomaso. As regards
his describing the monks as Dominicans instead of Augus-
tinians, we have no alternative but to accept it as a misap-
prehension on his part, bearing no influence upon the question

either one way or the other.

Professor Eafn, to whose learning and untiring industry we
are so deeply indebted for the great amount of enlightenment
that we now possess on the movements of tlie old Scandinavians
in Greenland, has endeavoured to fix the localities of the
ancient settlements on the face of a modern map, and, as far

as may be judged from Ivar Bardsen’s chorography taken by
itself, the Professor’s map appears most admirably and judi-
ciously drawn up. A sketch map of the district from a Danish
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Admiralty chart corrected to 1871, with Kafn’s adaptation of

the ancient names, is here given. At the time that I had the

I

!
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Admiralty chart corrected to 1871, with Eafn’s adaptation of

the ancient names, is here given. At the time that I had the
honour of reading this paper before the Royal Geographical
Society, I was easily tempted to conclude that the hot springs

referred to by Ivar Bardsen, which seemed to tally with those
of Ounartok, visited and described by Captain Graah, were also

identical with the soirrces of the hot water used in the monas-
tery described by Zeno. Subsequent reflection has caused me
to alter this opinion. The only monastery mentioned by Ivar
Bardsen is the Augustinian one dedicated to St. Olaus, and as

far as I am able to form an opinion from Ivar BarJsen’s choro-

graphy alone, I see no reason to differ from the conclusion of
Professor Eafn, who places its site near the lake which lies on the
right-hand side of the inner recess of the Pjord of Tessermuit, in
lat. 60° 26', in almost the same latitude, it is true, as Ounartok,
but separated therefrom by two fjords, at the mouth of the second
of which Ounartok lies. Moreover, the description of the
islands of Ounartok does not tally with that of the site of the
monastery, which, according to Ivar Bardsen, was near a lake,

a condition realised in the position adopted by Eafn.

It is true that Dr. Eink, the late Inspector of South Green-
land, has obligingly written to inform me that he knows of no
hot springs in the district of Julianashaab, besides those of

Ounartok ; but there is enough capriciousness in volcanic action

to make that fact far from conclusive as to the non-existence

of hot springs in another proximate locality five centuries ago.

Moreover, there is a remarkable explicitness in the description

of a phenomenon which our knowledge in the present day shows
to be perfectly accurate. The text says that “ where the warm
water falls into the sea there is a large and wide harbour, which,
from the heat of the boiling water, never freezes all the winter,

and the consequence is that there is such an attraction for sea-

fowl and fish, that they are caught in unlimited quantity.”

In this description we have a picture of far greater volume
and activity in the hot spring than is conveyed by Captain
Graah’s description of the shallow pools, nowhere deeper than
a foot, at Ounartok. Yet this volume and this activity of the
thermal spring are requisite for the effect described, viz., the
attraction i:>f the fish, so that we are compelled to assume the
former existence of a spring near the monastery, now no longer
known.

The mention of the employment of the pumice and calcareous

tufa in constructing buildings, and making the mortar which
bound them together, would also seem to imply greater abund-
ance of material than could be looked for in the pools at

Ounartok. In any case we cannot but regard the account of

0 2
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the monastery as one of those “ descriptions detaillees d’ohjets

dont rien en I’Europe ne ponvoit leur avoir donne I’idee,” for

which Humboldt commends the Zeno narrative ; wliile the
existence of the Ounartok hot springs in the neighbourhood at

tlie present day, and the mention of such hot springs by Ivar
Bardsen about the same locality, are evidences quite sufficient

to warrant our acceptance of the credibility of the Zeno account.
But the monastery was not only near a lake according to Ivar
Bardsen, but according to Zeno it was near a hill which vomited
tire like Vesuvius and Etna, and whether it be an extinct

volcano or not, there is on the Danish map, in a position corre-

sponding with that fixed by Rafn, a hill named Suikarssuak.

Closely connected with this subject is one to which I at page
170 promised to recur. It is to be noticed that both in the
map and in the narrative there are two names, “ Grolanda,” or
“ Grolandia,” and “ Engrouelanda,” which the text shows to

mean only one country. In one place, the word Grolanda is

applied by Antonio Zeno to the country discovered by his brother
Eicolb, whereas on a previous page that same country is called

Engronelanda, and w-e have the clearest possible proof in the
Zeno map, that that country is Greenland. From an extract
from Antonio Zeno’s letter, in the text, we gather that the re-

markable delineation of Greenland on the map is derived from
Sinclair, since the language takes the following shape :

“ I have
written the life of my brother, the Chevalier, Messire Nicolb,
with the discovery which he made, and all about Grolanda. I
have also written the life and exploits of Ziclimni, a prince as
worthy of immortal memory as any that ever lived for his great
bravery and remarkable goodness. In it I have described the
discovery of Engroniland on both sides and the city that he
founded.”

The combination of these two expressions in one sentence
leads to the inference that the discovery of Greenland on both
sides was due to Sinclair. On page 170 I wrote as follows:

—

“ Those portions of the ancient story which have not been
marred by misreading, exaggeration, or unintelligent inter-
ference, are, with one exception, which will be spoken of here-
after, in harmony with the knowledge which we possess in the
present day.”

A\ e now come to speak of that exception. As has been just
said, in the description of Vicolb Zeno’s visit to Greenland it is
staO d (p. 12). that “ he found a monastery hard hy a hill, which
vomited fire like Vesuvius and Etna,” and then the account coes
on to speak of the spring of hot water with which the church

V the chambers of the friars were heated.
o,\ although we know of thermal springs in Greenland, and
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in the veiy district which has been demonstrated to be the site

of the ancient colony, we have never heard of any active volcano

there. Nevertheless, we have at the close of this very nanta-

tive a corroboration from an independent source of this state-

ment respecting a volcano. When Sinclair reached Gremi-
land, after an adventure off Ireland, to be detailed presently,

he entered a harbour, from which, Antonio says, “ we saw
in the distance a great mountain that poured forth smoke.”
The harbour they called Trin, and whether rightly or wrongly,
that is to say, whether so standing on the old map or inserts
haphazard by Nicolb Zeno, junior, the promontory of Trin is

placed at the extreme south point of Greenland. A hundred
soldiers sent out from the harbour of Trin to explore the
country, returned after eight days, and brought W'ord that
“ they had been up to the mountain, and that the smoke was
a natural thing proceeding from a great fire in the bottom
of the hill, and that there was a spring from which issued a
certain matter like pitch, which ran into the sea.”

This twofold testimony to the existence at that time of a
volcano in the south of Greenland, of which we know nothing
at the present day, seems to place the subject out of the range
of those puzzles which have originated from Nicolb Zeno
junior’s misreading or misapprehension. Although no one
yet, as far as I am aware, has detected the existence in this
locality of either an active or an extinct volcano, it must be
conceded that in a country like Greenland the existence of an
extinct volcano may very easily elude observation, both from
the denudation ot its peak by glacial action, and from the snow
and ice concealing what lies below them. Meanwhile, the
known existence of thermal springs in the neighbourhood
favours the reasonableness of our accepting as acciuate the two
statements of the text.

So much for the confirmation of Zeno by Ivar Bardsen • w
now come to the confirmation of Ivar Bardsen by Zeno.* I
spite of all the ridiculous blunders implanted on it by Nicol
Zeno junior, from misreadings of the narrative, the Zeno mai
was based on a genuine old map made by his ancestor. A
such it IS a most remarkable phenomenon in geographica
history, for it contains geography far in advance not only cwhat was generally Imown at the time when it was firstLdown in the fourteenth century, but in advance even by genera
t ons of what was known at the time of its publication in th

t nn
^
5
® approximate accuracy in the deline*

t on of Greenland under the name of Engroneland has beethe subject of repeated notice. The reader’s attentionimvited to the word « Avorf ” on that map near its south poim
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It is a yaluable word, for it proves a very great deal. There
can be no doubt that it is the “ Hvarf ” of Ivar Bardsen and
all the chorographies. In fact, in Bjorn Jonsen’s chorography,
where it is spelt ‘‘ Hafhvarf,” the identity is still more apparent.

Near it also is the name of ‘‘Af Prom,” which is doubtless a
second mode of writing the same thing, viz., the promontory of

Hvarf, by the maker of the old map. The position of this

name on this map is a most remarkable evidence from a quarter

where one would least expect it; viz., from the chance visit of

a Venetian to the spot at the close of the fourteenth century,

of the true site of the lost East Bygd. Its spelling is another

example of the mode in which a Northern word can be repre-

sented by a 8^outherner, and its accordance with the native

description of Ivar Bardsen is another proof of Nicolo Zeno
junior’s ignorant reading of the text when he places the con-

vent of St. Thomas in the preposterous position in which we
see it, on the remotest shores of the Frozen Ocean. Having
first mistaken Bres, or rather Bressay, where his ancestor’s

brother wintered in the Shetland Islands, for a place in Iceland,

and finding that in the spring he goes north to Engroneland,
he places him up there.*

Another notable fact is that, in the Zeno map, all the settle-

ments lie on the west and not on the east coast. While, there-

fore, these facts corroborate Ivar Bardsen’s chorography and
the site of the East Bygd derived therefrom, they also, in the
most conclusive manner, prove the genuineness of the original

narrative and map of the Zeno, and that the chief cause of the
doubt of their authenticity has been Nicolo Zeno junior’s

blundering readings of the narrative represented upon the face

of the map. This being so, we find ourselves in possession of an
interesting description of the prosperous condition of the East
Bygd, between the period of the destruction of the West Bygd
and its own disappearance from man’s knowledge, which we
possess in no other document whatever. The description of
the fishermen’s boats and their contrivances for safety in those
dangerous seas is truly admirable. The mode of constructing
their houses in this strange country, related to us by an eye-
witness, five hundred years ago, and the use of potstone, a true

* One of Adniirnl Zahrtniaim s in^'intiation-s entirely iin>ujtjiorted l>v evidence,
ia that Nicolo /eno may li.ive derived I'rom priests in Kome information about
Greenland which they hatl rtcoived tr*>ni Archbishop Wulkcndorf during his
exile. It is not likt ly, for M alkrndorf tlied in Aiu.''tt_rdaia when Zeno was eight
years old. IIis main object was to learn the way to flie Ka.-,t Bygd, and Ivar
Bard&en s directions and chorography stood first and most important among the
documents that he secured. It, then, Nicolo Zeno by any process gained posses-
sion of Walkemlorfs informatton, it w’as quite impossible that he should place
tne monastery of St. Thomas where ho has done on the map.
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'Greenlandic product, in their domestic utensils, have about
them an interest of a very rare character

;
and the plp,n of

heating their dwellings and cooking their victuals with the
water of the natural hot springs, is but a curious early example
of what has been done in later times at Chaudes Aigues, in the
department of Cautal, where the water from the Par fountain

conveys heat to some hundreds of houses, and is made other-

wise serviceable for domestic purposes.

After the death of Nicoli), Sinclair would not allow Antonio
to return to Venice, but being determined to make himself lord

of the sea, wished to send him out to the westwards to verify

the report of some tishermen who had discovered some rich and
populous countries in that direction, which wo shall presently

see to be America. The narrative, which was embodied in a letter

from Antonio to his brother Carlo, is in brief as follows.

Six and twenty years ago four fishing-boats put out to sea,

and encountering a heavy storm were ilriven over the sea in

utter helplessness for many days, and at length came to an
island called Estotilanda, lying 1000 miles west of Frislanda.

One of the boats was wrecked and its crew of six men were
brought by the natives into a large and populous city and taken
before the chief, who sent for many interpreters to speak with

them. Only one of those, who spoke Latin and had also been
cast by chance upon the island, could understand them. On
learning who they were and where they came from, the chief

desired that they should stay in the country, which they did

perforce for five years, and learned the language. One of them
in particular, having seen much of the island, reported tliat it

was rather smaller than Iceland, but much more fertile, having
in the middle a high mountain, whence flow' four rivers which
water the whole country. The inhabitants are very intelligent,

and possess many arts. In the King’s library were found several

Latin books, which were not at that time understood. The
people had their ouu language and letters, and in the south

there was a great and populous country very rich in gold. Their

foreign intercourse was with Engroueland, whence they imported

furs, brimstone, and pitch. They sowed corn and made beer,

which is “ a kind of drink that uorfh people take as we do wine.”

They had w oods of immense extent and many towns and villages.

They built small boats and sailed them, but knew nothing of

the compass. Hence these fishermen were held in high estima-

tion, and were sent southwards with twelve boats to a country

called Drogio. They arrived there after a perilous voyage,

but the inhabitants being cannibals, most of the crews were

eaten. Tlie fisherman and his companions were spared because

they could catch fish with nets, and they were so much prized
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on this account that a neighbouring chief made war on their

master to get possession of them, and being the stronger, suc-

ceeded. In this way they spent thirteen years, being fought

for and won by more than twenty-five chiefs in that time, and

in the course of his wanderings the fisherman gained much
information. He describes the country as very large, and, as it

were, a new world, the people very rude and uncultivated.

They go naked and suffer from the cold, but have not the sense

to clothe themselves with skins. They live by hunting, but as

they have no metal, they use lances of wood, sharpened at the

point and bound with strings of hide. They fight fiercely, and

afterwards eat the conquered. They have chiefs and laws which

differ in the several tribes. They grow more civilised towards

the south-west, where the climate is milder, and they have cities-

and templ.es to their idols, in which they sacrifice men and after-

wards eat them. In those parts they have knowledge of gold

and silver.

At last the fisherman determined, if possible, to return to his

country, and finally succeeded. He worked his way to Drogio,

where he stayed three years, when some boats from Estotiland

came to the coast and received him on board as interpreter.

Finally, he returned to Frisland, and gave an account of this

important country to Sinclair.

This appears to have been, for the close of the fourteentli

century, a pretty good description of the state of things in

America as far down as Mexico. It is evidently a resume of the

knowledge acquired by the Northmen in their expeditions to

the west and south-west. In addition to the information gathered

by the fisherman during his own long stay in the country, he
would, on his return to Greenland or Iceland, hear much from
those who kept up mercantile connection with America, to add

to the store of knowledge which he communicated to Sinclair.

One of the first achievements of the Greenland colonists was
the discovery of North America by Lief, son of Eric the Hed, in

the year 1001. The tracts of country there discovered were
called Helluland. i. e., yiate Land, supposed to be Newfoundland

;

Markland, i.e, Woodland, supposetl to bo Nova Scotia; and
Vinland or Yiueland. There is much uncertainty about the

situation of the two former, but the site of Yiuland is less pro-

blematical. One of the old writers says that on the shortest day
in Yinland the sun was above the horizon from Dagmaal to

Eikt, and as Dagmaal is known to have meant half-past seven
o’clock A.M., and Eikt half-past four o’clock p.m., it follows that
the length of the day was nine hours, which gives the latitude
of 41°. This deduction is confirmed by a curious coincidence.
Adam of Bremen, writing in the eleventh century, states on the
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authority of Svein Estridson, King of Denmark, a nephew of

Canute the Great, that Yinland got its name from the vine
growing wild there, and for the same reason the English re-

discoverers gave the name of Martha’s Vineyard to the large

island, close otf the coast, in latitude 41° 23'.

The old documents also mention a country called Huitra-
mannaland or lYhiteman’s Land, otherwise Irland it Mikla or

Great Ireland, supposed to include North and South Carolina,

Georgia and Florida. There is a tradition among the Shawanese
Indians, who emigrated some years ago from Florida and settled

in Ohio, that Florida was inhabited by wliite people who pos-

sessed iron instruments. It is further recorded in the ancient

MSS., that the Greenland Bishop Erick went over to Yinland
in the year 1121, and that in 126(1 a voyage of discovery to the
arctic regions of America was made under the auspices of some
clergymen of the Greenland Bishopric. The next recorded

discovery was made by Adalbrand and Thorwald Helgason, tw'o

Icelandic clergymen, in the year 1285, tlie country found being

supposed to be New foundland. Tbe last record preserved in the

old Icelandic iltSS. relates a voyage from Greenland to Mark-
land, performed by a crew of seventeen men in the year 1347.

The account written by a contemporary nine years after the

event speaks of Markland as a country still known and visited

in those days, and it was, until now, the latest document that

spoke of the maintenance of intercourse between Greenland and
America. In the Zeno document, however, we have the very

latest evidence know n in literature of the continued existence

of that intercourse down to the close of the i’ourteenth century,

a hundred years before the time of Columbus ;
for although the

valuable Codex Flateiensis, preserved in Copenhagen, was com-
pleted at a period exactly contemporary wdtli that of the Zeni,

it does not record such late details on this interesting subject.

The descriptions of the old Icelandic MS8. sufficiently ex-

plain how Latin books, which had been taken over by the

priests, should be foimd in the chief’s possession. The woods

of immense extent tell their own story. The importance of

catching the codfish w ith nets, the description of the natives and

their habits, the report of a country to the south ricli in gold,

are points in the Zeno narrative in harmony with our present

knowledge and tbe testimony of the Icelandic records. Perhaps

the most interesting, as showing the existence of Scandinavian

people and customs in America at that peri(^d, is the statement

of their making beer, which, as Zeno says, is “ a kind of drink

that Northern people take as we do wine.” Of the antiquity ot

beer-drinking in the North, we have proof from Smmund the

Learned, who in the eleventh century made that collection of
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poems known as “ the Poetic Edda.” In the “ Lay of the Dwarf
Alvis ” occurs the expression, “ Ale it is called by men, but by

the ^sir (gods) biorr.” In the Copenhagen Museum are horns

used of old by the Vikings for drinking beer. We have already

had remarkable evidence that an inflated bombastic style may
be used in the narration of a true story. When therefore in

the description of a more remote country like America, we meet

with such expressions as “ the king’s library,” and “ cities and

temples,” which might awaken misgivings as to the soundness

of the story, we may revert to Zeno’s account of the conquest of

the Fteroe Islands, and, recognising the same inflated style as

common to the stories, acknowledge that it would be unreason-

able on that score to throw more doubt upon the one than upon

the other.

It will be observed that in the Zeno narrative “ Estotiland
”

is described as an island and “Drogio” as a country. The
former was somewhat less than “ Islanda,” and as the description

of it very fairly agrees with Newfoundland, I have here ren-

dered the word Islanda “ Iceland ” and not “ Shetland ” as it is

translated in those other parts of the narrative, where the latter

was obviously meant. That I am justified in this selection of

the larger of the two localities bearing the name of “ Islanda
”

to meet the comparison with Newfoundland as to size, will be

seen by an expression near the end of the text, where it is

shown that the book prepared by Antonio Zeno, but torn up
by Nicolb Zeno, junior, contained descriptions of boi/i Iceland

and Shetland, although the former is left unnoticed in the text

as we now have it, wliicli was put together from the surviving

letters of the ancient voyagers. Drogio, subject to such so-

phistications as the word may have undergone in its perilous

transmission from the tongues of Indians via the Northern
fisherman’s repetition, to the ear of the Venetian, and its sub-

sequent transfer to paper, appears to have been a native name
for an extensive tract of North America.
At length the expedition is organised for the verification of

the fisherman’s statements, and as the story of its adventures is

that part of the narrative which has caused the greatest per-

plexity, it is here given in full ;

—

“ Our great preparations for the voyage to Estotiland were
begun in an unlucky' hour, for, three days before our departure,
the fisherman died who was to have been our guide

;
neverthe-

less Zichmni would not give up the enterprise, but, in lieu of
the fisherman, took some sailors that had come out with him
froin the island. Steering westwards, we discovered some islands
subject to Frislanda, and passing certain shoals, came to Ledovo,
where we stayed seven days to refresh ourselves and to furnish
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tlie fleet with necessaries. Departing thence we arrived, on the
1st of July, at the Island of Ilofe ; and as the wind was full in

our favour we pushed on
; but not long after, when we were on

the open sea, there arose so great a storm that for eight days we
were continuously kept in toil, and driven we knew not where,

and a considerable number of the boats were lost. At length,

when the storm abated, we gathered together the scattered boats,

and sailing with a prosperous wind we discovered land on the

west. Steering straight for it, we reached a quiet and safe

harbour, in which we saw an infinite number of armed people,

who came running furiously down to the water side, prepared to

defend the island. Zichmni now caused his men to make signs

of peace to them, and they sent ten men to us who could speak

ten languages, but we could understand none' of them, except

one that was from Shetland. He, being brought before our

prince, and asked what was the name of the island, and what
people inhabited it, and who was the governor, answered that

the island was called Icaria, and that all the kings that reigned

there were called Icari, after the first king, who as they said,

was the son of Dsedalus, King of Scotland, who conquered that

island, left his son there for king, and gave them those laws

that they retain to the present time ; that after this, when going

to sail further, he was drowned in a great tempest; and in

memory of his death that sea was called to this day the

Icarian Sea, and the kings of the island were called Icari

;

that they were contented with the state which God had given

them, and would neither alter their laws nor admit any stranger.

They therefore requested our prince not to attempt to interfere

with their laws, which they liad received from that king of

worthy memory, and observed up to the present time : that the

attempt would lead to his own destruction, for they were all

prepared to die rather than relax in any way the use of those

laws. Nevertheless, that we might not think that they alto-

gether refused intercourse with other men, they ended by saying

that they would willingly receive one of our people, and give

him an honourable position amongst them, if only for the sake

of learning my language and gaining information as to our

customs, in the same way as they had already received those

other ten persons from ten different countries, who had come

into their island. To all this our prince made no reply, beyond

inquiring where there was a good harbour, and making signs

that he intended to depart. Accordingly, sailing round about

the island, he put in with all his fleet in full sail, into a harbour

which he found on the eastern side. The sailors went on shore

to take in wood and water, which they did as quickly as they

could, for fear they might be attacked by the islanders
;
and
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not without reason, for the inhabitants made signals to their

neighbours with fire and smoke, and taking to their arms, tlie

others coming to their aid, they all came running down to the

seaside upon our men, with bows and arrows, so that many were

slain and sereral wounded. Although we made signs of peace

to them, it was of no use, for their rage increased more and more,

as though they were fighting for their own wery existence.

Being thus compelled to depart, we sailed along in a great

circuit about the island, being always followed on the hill-tops

and along the sea-coasts by an infinite number of armed men.
At length, doubling the northern cape of the island, we came
upon many shoals, amongst which we were for ten days in con-

tinual danger of losing our whole fleet ; but fortunately all that

while the weather was very fine. All the way till we came to

the east cape, we saw the inhabitants still on the hill-tops

and by the sea-coast, keeping with us, howling and shouting

at us from a distance to show their animosity towards us.

We therefore resolved to put into some safe harbour, and
see if Ave might once again speak witli the Shetlander,

but we failed in our object ; for the people, more like beasts

than men, stood constantly prepared to beat us back if Ave

should attempt to eoiiie on laud. Wherefore Zichmni, seeing

that he could do nothing, and that if he Avere to persevere in

his attempt, the fleet Avould fall short of provisions, took his

departure Avith a fair Avind and sailed six days to the AvestAvards

;

but the Avind afterwards shifting to the south-Avest, and the sea

becoming rough, avo sailed four days Avith the AAind aft, and at

length discovered land.”

Icaria has been supposed by many commentators to repre-

sent some part of America. Johann Eeinhold Forster was the

first to suggest that it meant Kerry, and I am convinced that

he was right, although for reasons that Forster has not adduced.

The name, the point of arrival, the conduct of the natives, and
the movements of the fleet after leaving the island, all lead to

this conclusion. The expression in the original “ scoprimmo da
Ponente terra ” is susceptible of Iavo meanings, either that they
came upon an island “ to the westAvard ” or “ upon its western
side.” But as, AA'lien repulsed by the natives, they sailed rouud
about the island, and came into a liarbour on its eastern side,

it is manifest that the harbour Avliich they first entered Avas

on the west, and in a position Avith w hich that of Kerry exactly
corresponds.

The signals by fire and smoke, the pursuit along the hill-tops,

and the howling of the strangers off the coast, are Irish all over.

The sailing of the fleet six days to the westward Avith a fair

Avind after leaving the north point of the island without seeing
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land, is a fact wliicli accords with the situation of Ireland, but
not with any part of America or any other country otherwise
answering the conditions.

Admiral Zahrtmann says; “As to the fabulous parts of the
narrative, it is difficult to select one passage in preference to

another for refutation, the whole being a tissue of fiction.”

Now it happens that there is no room for selection in the
matter, for there is only one piece of fable in the whole story,

and one cannot form a tissue out of a single thread. That one
piece of fable (it must be understood that mere exaggerations
of real events are not fables) is the story of the Kings of Icaria

being called Icari after the first king, who was the son of Daida-
lus, King of Scotland, in memory of whose death by drowning
that sea was called to this day the Icarian Sea. I am strongly

of opinion that this excrescence on the narrative is the handy-
work of Nicolo Zeno, junior, and for the following reason. The
form of the name Icaria w'as a very reasonable one for a
Southerner to give to the Korthern name of Kerrj^, but the
Kortherners from whom Zeno received it, would be little likely

to tell him such a story as that which we here have of Dcedalus

and the Icarian Sea, which manifestly takes its origin from
the form which the word had taken under the Southerner’s

pen. On these grounds I suggest the reasonableness of the

conclusion that Nicolo Zeno, junior, found in his ancestor’s

letter the name Icaria only, without the fable. But as, during

the very time that intervened between his discovery of the

letters Avhen he was a boy and his publication of them, his

fellow-citizen, Bordoue, brought out two editions of his “ Isolario,”

in which that well-known fable is told of the island of Nicaria

(plini Icaria) in the ^Kgean Sea, it seems highly probable that this

suggested to his mind the grafting of the story on the name which

he had found transmitted by his ancestor under the same form.

After the fleet had sailed six days to the . westward from Ire-

land, the wind shifted to the south-west and carried them to a

harbour in Greenland. To this liarbour and the headland near

it they gave the name of Trin, and here Sinclair, being taken

with the pureness of the atmosphere and the aspect of the coun-

try, conceived the idea of making a settlement, or, as Zeno calls

it, “ founding a city.” As, however, his people were anxious to

get home, he merely retained the row-boats and such of the

men as were inclined to stay with him, and sent all the rest

away under the command of Antonio. After twenty days’ sail

to the eastward and five to the south-east, Zeno found himself

on Neome—a locality which I need not trouble myself to

speculate upon—and in three days reached Frislaud or Thors-

havn, and so ends the story.
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Now the question may be asked : Cui lono all this toil of

analysis and research devoted to a document so unimportant in

size and of such limited contents ? The facts may answer for

themselves.

1. If the realities which have been here laid bare had been

detected any time during the last three centuries and a quarter,

so that the site of the lost East Colony of Greenland had been
proved to demonstration instead of being a matter of opinion,*

the Kings of Denmark would have been spared the necessity of

sending out a great number of unsuccessful expeditions : and
2. A number of learned disquisitions by some of tlie most

illustrious literati in Europe would have been rendered super-

fluous.

3. The Zeno document is now shown to be the latest in exist-

ence, as far as we know, giving details respecting the important
lost East Colony of Greenland, which has been so anxiously

sought for.

4. It is the latest document in existence, as far as we know,
giving details respecting the European settlers in North
America—although a century before Columbus’s great voyage
across the Atlantic—and showing that they still sm’vived at

that period.

5. The honour of a distinguished man, whose only faults as

regards this ancient story, fruitful in mischief as they have
been, were that he did not possess the geographical knowledge
of to-day, and that he indulged in the glowing fancies and diction

of his simny country, has been vindicated : and
6. The book which has been declared to be “ one of the most

puzzling in the whole circle of literature ” will henceforth be no
puzzle at all.

IX.—Recent Sim’eys in Sinai and Palestine. By Major C. AV.

Wilson, e.e.

[Bead, June 23rd, 1S73.]

Theke are few countries in the world which, within the same
area, present so many features of general interest as Sinai and

* There can be no better proof of the correctness of this statement than tho
fact tliat while the true site was correctly believed in by Eggers in 1794,
Captain Graah was sent out in 1S2S to learn, if possible, whether the site were
on the east or the wcct coast : and even though he himself correctly believed in
the true site, his pleas, on behalf of his convictions, were so inconclusive, that
the learned author of ‘let land, Greenland, and the Faroe Islands,’ in 1849. after

well weighing tho arguments, says :
“ For these reasons we are disposed to

fegard this point not only as still undecided, but one on which without more
evidence it would be premature to come to any conclusion.”
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Palestine, yet it is only \vitliin the last few years that any attempt
has been made to submit them to that thorough and systematic
examination which is alike demanded by the geographer, the
geologist, the archaeologist, and the Biblical student. This
work has been undertaken by the Palestine Exploration Fund,
and other kindred societies, and the following paper has been
prepared with a view of drawing attention to what may be
called the geographical results of their labours, and more
especially to the progress of the Trigonometrical Survey which
was commenced in 1871.

The field of operations may be said to. extend from Mount
Hermon, inlat. 33° 26' 10" n., on the north, to Has Muhammed
in lat. 27° 43' 20" N., on the south, and from the Mediterranean
on the west, to the longitude of Damascus, 36° 18' 24" E., on
the east—an area of 40,000 square miles.

For the present, however, various considerations, principally

those arising from want of funds, have induced the societies to
confine their attention to Palestine proper, which includes an
area of about 12,000 square miles.

At Eas Muhammed the great fissure of the Eed Sea branches
off to the right and left, one arm forming the Gulf of Suez, the
other, under the several names of the Gulf of 'Akabah, the
'Axabah, the Ghor, and the Bukaa, stretching northwards to
the vicinity of Antioch. At the southern extremity of the
peninsula of Sinai rise the Sinaitic Mountains, a vast crystal-

line mass, similar in character to the adjoining mountains of
Africa and Arabia

;
on the east they descend abruptly to the

Gulf of 'Akabah, whilst on the west they are flanked by an
arid plain, which extends almost without interruption to the
Mediterranean, and, for some distance north of Tur, is separated
from the Gulf of Suez by a low range of hills of tertiary sand-

stone. Northward, a broken sandstone district, sometimes
known as the Debbet er Eamleh, separates the Sinaitic Moim-

*

tains from the limestone plateau of the Tih, a dreary desert,

that falls gradually towards the north, and is chiefly drained
by the great Wady el Arish, the Eiver of Egypt of the
Bible.

To the plateau of the Tih succeed, on the north-east, the

limestone hills of Judma, rising near Hebron to a height of

2840 feet. This mountain range, which has been aptly called

the “ backbone ” of Palestine, runs north to Esdraelon, with

slightly varying altitude, and then, after throwing out a spur

westward to Carmel, is linked to the Lebanon by the Hills of

Galilee, which attain their culminating point in Jebel Jer-

muk,4000 feet high. West of this central range extend with

varying breadth the maritime plains of Philistia and Phoenicia,
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whilst on the east lies the depression of the Jordan, forming a

natural separation between Palestine and the great eastern

plateau, which stretches away almost to the Euphrates.

The peninsula of Sinai has been well described as a “ desert

of rock, gravel, and boulder, of gaunt peaks, dreary ridges, and
arid valleys it is extremely wild and nigged, and is inter-

sected by one of the most complicated systems of drainage in

the world. The great crystalline mass which forms, as it were,

the “core” of the peninsula, is split up into innumerable

peaks, that attain a considerable altitude—Jebel Zebir, 8551
ieet; J. Katerin, 8536 feet; J. Umm Shomer, 8449 feet; J.

Miisa, 7375 feet ;
and J. Serbal, 6734 feet—and present views of

the most grand and impressive character. The sandstone dis-

trict, rich in antiquities and mineral wealth, is broken up into

quaint forms, which, combined with the rich covering, give a

peculiar charm to the scenery ; in the cretaceous and tertiary

districts, on the other hand, the features are devoid of interest,

and the scenery is monotonous, except when lighted up by the
rich glow of the rising or setting sun. The wadies, or valleys, are

deeply cut, and descend rapidly to the sea ; they frequently

take their rise in open plains, or “ fershs,” that lie at the foot

of the peaks, and form one of the most interesting topogra-
phical features of the interior. The valleys appear to have been
formed by the action of water, and in many places along tlieir

sides are lofty banks of alluvium, which, according to some
writers, mark the existence, at a remote period, of inland lakes.

The w'ater supply is more abundant than has generally been
supposed, anct in the mountain districts, especially in the
vicinity of Jebel Musa, there are several small perennial streams,
and numerous springs ofgood water. The sandstone and limestone
districts are badly supplied, and the water found in the latter is

brackish and has a purgative effect, t There is one hot spring
at the foot of Jebel Hammam Far'un

; the temperature is

157°

The vegetation is sparse, but there are not wanting indica-
tions that it was formerly more plentiful

;
even now there is, at

certain seasons of the year, a considerable amount of vegetation
on the upland plains, and in addition to the well-knowii"oasis of
Feiran there are several others scattered over the peninsula.
The climate is very variable; in the higher districts the cold in
winter is severe, and the peaks are frequently covered with
snow

; in the lower districts the heat is intense, and, when the

* Capt. lalmcT, in ‘Ordnance Survey of Sinai,’ vol. i. p. 17,

.
^ This arises from the large quantities of carbonate of soda and other salts heldm Eoluaon.
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khamsin blows, almost unbearable. The air is dry, clear, and
bracing, and there is always a great difference between the

night and day temperature ; the average rainfall is small, but
the country' is subject to local storms of great violence, which
produce the “ soils,” or floods, so much dreaded by the Bedawfu.
One of these has been graphically described by' an eye-witness,

Mr. Holland ;* it will suffice to mention here that on this oc-

casion the bed of the great Wady Feiran was at one place

washed out to a depth of 8 feet ; and that in the gorge of Wady
Sigilliyeh the water rose to a height of 30 feet, and then, after

running nearly 20 miles over the dry desert of El Ga'ah, entered

the sea near Tur a broad river from 3 to 4 feet deep.

One of the most striking features of Palestine proper is its

natural division into four parallel strips—the Coast Plain, the

Hill Country, the Jordan Valley, and the Eastern Plateau. The
Coast Plain, from 10 to 20 miles wide, extends without a break

from the desert on the south to Mount Carmel on the north

;

beyond Carmel lies the Plain of Acre, about 20 miles long and
4 to 6 wide, and this again is separated from the narrow Plain

of Phcenicia by Has en Nakurab, better known as the Ladder
of Tyre. The greater portion of the plain is fertile and culti-

vated, but north of the Nahr Aujeh there are low hills of ter-

tiary sandstone, which check the drainage from the mountains,

and give rise to several large swamps ; these ^vere formerly

drained by tuimels or drifts cut through the hills, which are

now choked with rubbish. The Hill Country commences about

50 miles south of the Mediterranean, and, interrupted only by
the Plain of Esdraelon, traverses the country from south to

north. The hills are broad-backed, and there is no marked
grandeur in their phy'sical features, but every here and there

rounded summits rise above the general level of the range, and
afford striking panoramas of the surrounding country. The
average altitude may be gathered from the following heights :

—

Hebron, 2840 feet
;
Mount of Olives, 2665 feet ; ilfeby 8amwil,

2900 feet; Jebel Hazur, 3165 feet; 3Iount Ebal, 3029 feet;

Jebel Fukua, 1716 feet ; Neby Ismail (Nazareth), 1790 feet

;

Jebel Jermuk, 4000 feet.

The main road from Jerusalem to Nablus, Nazareth, and

Banias follow's the line of w-ater-parting, and in close proxi-

mity to it were the most important cities of Judah and Israel.

On the east the hills descend rapidly to the Jordan, and are

furrowed and cleft by deep, wild torrent beds; whilst on the

west they fall, at first abruptly, and then pass, by a series of

low, undulating hills, the “ Shephelah,” or ' low country of

* ‘ Eoyal Geographical Society’s Journal,’ toI. xxxviii. p. H8.

VOL. XLIII. ^
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Scripture, to the Maritime Plain. The valleys for the most

part take their rise in small upland plains, and, preserving gene-

rally an east and west direction, debouch, after an infinite variety

of windings, on the Coast Plain and the Jordan Valley.

The Jordan Valley runs nearly parallel to the coast from the

base ofMount Hermon to the Dead Sea, which occupies its deepest

portion. South of the Dead Sea the valley rises gradually for

about 68 miles to the water-parting which, at an altitude of

781‘4 feet, separates the waters of the Dead Sea from those

of the Gulf of 'Akabah. This water-parting, which links the

Tib to Arabia, is, according to M. Lartet, a cretaceous barrier

separating in the most complete manner the two slopes of the

district. The cretaceous strata are covered with their own
debris, and show no trace of any water-course in the direction

of the Eed Sea.

The Eastern Plateau attains its greatest altitude at Es Salt,

2771 feet
;

it is tolerably uniform in its characteristics, and
maintains, as far north as Banias, a general altitude of about

2000 feet. At this point the grand peak of Hermon rises to a
height of 8700 feet, and forms the commencement of the range
of Anti Lebanon. On the north the great plateau is covered
by the basalts of the Jaulan, and east of them lie the volcanic

hills of the Hauran and Ledja.

The one great river of the country is the Jordan, a river

which, as Hitter justly observes, is wholly unique : “There is

no other like it on the whole face of the earth
;
a purely inland

river, having no embouchure on the sea, and closing its course
at the very deepest part of the Old World, and far below the
level.of the ocean.” After the junction of the three streams,
which rise respectively at Hasbeiya, Tell el Kady, and Banias,
the Jordan spreads out into the lake El Huleh, and thence
descends rapidly to the Sea of Galilee; from this lake it

follows for 66 miles a tortuous course, wholly below the level
of the Mediterranean, to the Dead Sea. From Tell el Kady
to El Huleh there is a fall of 328 feet in 11-9 miles, from El
Huleh to the Sea of Galilee a fall of 898-75 in 11-1 miles, and
from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea a fall of 665-75 feet in
65-9 miles. From the Dead Sea to the water-parting there is a
rise of 2073 feet in 07-9 miles, and from the water-parting to
the Gulf of 'Akabah there is a fall of 781 feet in 40-7
miles. The Jordan has several tributaries, of which the most
important are the Yarmuk and Zerka on the east, and the
streams in adies Jalud and Feria on the west; in addition
to these, W adies Kubadiyeh and Hammam discharge their
waters into the Sea of Galilee, and Wadies Zerka Main, Mojib,
Kerak, and Ahsi into the Dead Sea. There are also several
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streams running westward to the coast, as the Litany (Leontes),

Nainan (Belus), and the Kishon, north of Carmel ;
and the

Belka, Zerka, Akhdar, and Aujeh, to the south. There are

numerous springs of good fresh water, and several hot springs,

of which the principal are those near Tiberias (132-2° to 142-2°),

those near Umm Keis (Gadara), 110°
;
and those at Callirrhoe,

in W. Zerka Main, 120°.

Palestine was evidently at one time thickly covered with

forests, but they have entirely disappeared, except in a few

places on the mountains and along the sea coast, and the only
existing traces are the roots, that form one of the principal

sources from which charcoal and firewood are obtained. The
plains and rocky hills are, in spring, carpeted with herbaceous
plants, but they soon disappear under the burning sun of sum-
mer, and the country then assumes a dreary, monotonous aspect.

Though most of the country lies waste at present, it was at one
time highly cultivated, and the art of “ terrace culture ” seems
to have been brought to a state of great perfection. On every
hill, remains of the ancient terraces can be traced rising one
above the other, and even far to the south of Beersheba, Professor

Palmer found long swathes of stones on the hill-side, marking
the presence of former vineyards.

From the peculiar formation of the country, there is a great
variety of climate ; that of the Lebanon may be compared with
that of the Alps

;
that of the Hill Country with Italy, and that

of the Jordan Valley with the tropics. In summer, from local

causes, the towns and villages are subject to fever, but the
climate is generally healthy, and the bracing air of the Lebanon
is always within easy reach. The most unhealthy periods of

the year are May and October, when the country is visited by
the khamsin winds, w Inch frequently last for several days at a
time. In connection with tliis wind. Dr. Chaplin has noticed

the fact that it is entirely destitute of ozone. The rainy season

commences at the end of October or beginning of November,
and lasts till March

;
it is not a continuous rain, but a suc-

cession of heavy showers, with intervening periods of fine

weather. The average rainfall at Jerusalem during the seven
years from 1860 to 1867 was 19-62 inches, the maximum being
22-9 inches in 1860-61, and the minimum 14-8 in 1864r-5.

There are occasional falls of snow, and one at Jerusalem in

April 1870 was 2 inches to 5 inches deep, and lay on the
ground for three days. The country is still subject to those

sudden storms which are so frequently alluded to in the Bible, and
they are accompanied by a sudden fall in the temperature

; on
one occasion the temperature fell in a few- minutes from about
75° to below freezing-point. In summer the dews are verv"
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heary, penetrating the tent, and wetting everything within it.

There does not appear to have been any great change in the

temperature, to that, at the date of the kingdoms of Judah and
Israel

; there may have been a slight decrease in the rainfall,

but the existence of the conduits, pools, and cisterns for the

water supply of Jerusalem, and the numerous aqueducts and
cisterns for irrigation, show that there must always liave been a

deficiency of water, and the fact that the fruits grown at the

present day, are those mentioned in the Bible would seem to
confirm it.

Such are the principal features of the country in which the
operations of the British and American societies are being
carried on. Before, however, alluding to their labours, it

will be well to give a brief account of the results obtained by
previous travellers.

The publication, in 1835, of Berghans’s map (“ Karte von
Syrien ”), with an accompanying memoir of great value, may be
said to mark the commencement of a new era in the geo-
graphical investigation of Palestine, for it was the first serious

attempt to classify and portray in a careful and systematic
manner the results obtained by the earlier travellers of the
present century.*

The winter of 1836—7 is marked by Von Schubert’s travels, and
his account of them contains much that is new, relating to the
natural history of the country, as well as some vivid descriptions
of the scenery.

In 1838 Eussegger travelled through the eoimtry, and collected
a mass of information, especially with regard to 'the geological
character of the districts he passed through.

In 18.38 also, Eobiuson and Eli Smith made their first journev
through Sinai and Palestine, and the former published the result
of their labours in a \\ork, ‘ Biblical Eesearches in Palestine,’
which still forms the text-book of all students of Scripture geo-
graphy. Eqbinson was the first traveller who conceived the
idea of writing such a book from personal observation on the
ground itself. He prepared himself for his work by a course
of arduous study, extending over a period of fifteen years, and
reaped his reward in a series of important discoveries, which

once placed him in the foremost rank of travellers in the
Holy Land. Provided only with a large compass, his nume-
rous and careful bearings, and his strikingly accurate measure-
ments and topographical descriptions, afforded such voluminousu^a that Professor Kiepert, of Berlin, was enabled to construct

Bey, Seetzen, Burckliardt. Eichter, Irby and Man"-les Le»h

WelUt^More“byrie^^“'’
Manuont. LabordeT KuppSllI
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a new map, whicli almost entirely superseded tliat of Bergliaus.*

Commencing at Sinai, Dr. Robinson travelled northwards to

Damascus, collecting information at every step, and keeping a
minute itinerary of his route, whilst his companion. Dr. Eli

Smith, supplied lists of Arabic names, which have been of the-

greatest service to Biblical students.

In 1852 Dr. Robinson paid a second visit to Palestine, and
was again accompanied by Dr. Eli Smith. Landing at Beyrout,

they passed through Galilee to Acre, and thence through Galilee

and Samaria to Jerusalem
;
from Jerusalem they turned north-

wards to Beisan, the Sea of Galilee, Hasbeiya, and Damascus,
w'hence they crossed the Lebanon to Beyrout. Their route on
this occasion passed through those districts which had not been
previously examined, and an account of their journey was pub-
lished in the ‘ Later Biblical Researches in Palestine,’ which con-

tained a new map by Prof. Kiepert.

In 1841 Lieut. Symonds, B.E.,was enabled to make a triangu-

lation of the country between Jaffa and Jerusalem, and thence

to the head of the Dead Sea, on the soirth
;
and from Cape

Blanco to Safed and the Sea of Galilee on the north
;
these

two main series of triangles being connected by intermediate

triangles. By this triangulation the level of the Dead Sea was
hxed at 1312'2 feet, and that of the Sea of Galilee at 328*9

feet below the hlediterranean. The triangulation was made
with an 8-inch theodolite from bases measured near Acre and
Jaffa, but there were no astronomical observations. Some por-

tion of the details of the northern sheet was filled in, but the

whole was in too fragmentary a state for publication. For this

service Lieut. Symouds received the Patrons’ Gold Medal of the

Royal Geographical Society in 1842.
From sketches made in 1840-41 by Scott, Robe, Wilbraham

and Symouds, Major Scott prepared a map in three sheets
; in

this, however, Symonds’ triangulation underwent much modifi-

cation, instead of being used, as it should have been, as the
basis for the construction of the map.

In 1846 Lepsius visited the peninsula of Sinai, and in

addition to his archaeological researches, collected much
valuable information on the topography of Jebels Miisa and
tSerbal.

In 1847 Lieut. Molyneux, e.n., made an adventurous

descent from the Sea of Galilee to the Dead Sea, which unfortu-

nately terminated in his premature death from exposure to the

fierce rays of an autumnal sun.

* Prof. Kicpert’a- map was accompanied by an excellent memoir, which ia

published in vol. iii. of the ‘ Biblical itesearches.’
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In 1848 Lynch descended the Jordan from the Sea of Galilee

to the Dead Sea in two boats, and spent fifteen days on the

latter lake. The results of his expedition were, a sketch of the

course of the Jordan, which, considering the manner in A%'hich

it was executed, is of great accuracy, and has never been

superseded ;* a very exact chart of the Dead Sea, with soimd-

ings, and the determination of its depression, by a line of levels

carried up Wady en jN^ar to Jerusalem, and thence by the

ordinary road to Jaffa. The sketch of the Jordan showed that

in a direct distance of 60 miles, the length of the river was 200

miles, whilst the soundings gave the Dead Sea a maximum
depth of 1308 feet, and the levels fixed its surface at 1317 feet

below the Mediterranean. The instrument used in levelling

was one of Troughton and Sims’ spirit levels.

In 1850-51 M. de Saulcy visited the western and southern

shores of the Dead Sea, Kerak, and Moab, and travelled north-

ward through Palestine, collecting material which was embodied
in a map published to illustrate his travels.

In a second journey, made in 1863-4, M. de Saulcy was ac-

companied by Capt. Gelis of the £tat Major, and the route

sketches made by this officer from Jaffa to Jerusalem and
Hebron, and from Jerusalem northward by Jifna, Mozare,
Tibneh, Nablus, and Jenin to Nazareth form a valuable con-

tribution to Palestine topography. The account of the journey
was also accompanied by special plans made by Capt. GMis, of
Ebal and Gerizim, Jericho, Amman, Hesban, Arak el Emir,
&c.

In 1851-2 Van de Velde travelled througli Palestine, and the
result was his first map published on a scale of Van
de Velde used a 7-inch compass with two levels, a cross-

threaded plunging telescope, and vertical semicircle
; he had

no aneroids or other means of determining altitudes. The map
was based on Symonds’ triangulation, and compiled from
bis own observations, with the compass bearings, itineraries,

and astronomical observations of others; it was accompanied
by a memoir, containing a rich store of authentic and well-
arranged data.

After a second visit to the country in 1861-2, Van de Velde
published a new edition of his excellent map, which, until the
recent publication of Mr. Murray’s Atlas, was the best map of
Palestine.

In 1853, and again in 1862, Dean Stanley visited Palestine,

* The accumry of Lynch’s work lias sometimes been questioned, but the
^sihon of one important imint, the embouchure of Wddy Zerka, which Van do
\ tide considered to be in error, was found to be quite accurate by Lieut. Anderson
and mysvlf.
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and published the result of his travels in a book, ‘ Sinai and
Palestine,’ which has perhaps created greater interest in

Biblical geography than any work that ha? appeared on the

subject.

1850-55.—In his work ‘ Five Years in Damascus,’ Mr.
Porter gives a map embodying the results of observations made
during his five years’ stay in the country. The map contains

much new and interesting information on the Ledja, Hauran,
the Lebanon, and the water system of the Plain of Damascus,
but unfortunately a mistake was made in the application of the

variation, so that the relative positions of places are somewhat
distorted. Bearings were taken with a compass, and altitudes

with an aneroid.*

1855.—In a paper read before the Royal Geographical Society,

Mr. Poole communicated the results of an examination of the

western and southern shores of the Dead Sea and the Lisan.

He made the depression by aneroid 1313‘5 feet.t

1857.

—In a paper read before the Royal Geographical

Society, Mr. Cyril Graham gave an account of his travels in

the Hauran and the district of El Harah, which had not pre-

viously been visited. His paper w'as accompanied by a route
map containing a large number of new names of towns and
villages4

1858.

—An important journey in the Hauran and Ledja was
made by the Prussian Consul atDamascus, Herr Wetzstein, who
published an account of it in 1860, which was accompanied by
a map by Kiepert. The instruments used by Wetzstein were a
7-inch sextant, a box chronometer, and a Schmalkalder’s compass;
his latitudes are from observations of the pole-star and circum-

meridians of the sun
;
and the map contains much authentic

information of the districts that he visited, which were pre-

viously little known.
In 1860-61 advantage was taken of the presence of French

troops in Syria to make several reconnaissances, which were
afterwards embodied in the “Carte du Liban,” a beautifully

executed map, published on a scale of oo- detailed

features of tlie country are correctly given, but the lati-

tudes of many of the places are in error, and the work bears

the appearance of being a series of military reconnaissances

fitted together
;
unfortunately no memoir was publislied with

tlie map, from which its claim to accuracy might be judged. To
the same period belongs M. Renan’s expedition to Phoenicia,

the account of which is accompanied by some beautiful topo-

* ‘ Eoyal Geographical Society’s Journal,’ toI. xxvi.

t Ibid., vol. xxviii.
t Ibid., vol. xxvi.
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graphical maps and plans by Captain Gelis and other French

ojfficers.

In 1860-62 ad Admiralty Survey of the coast of Palestine

and Syria was made by Captain Mansel, R.N., assisted by

Masters Hull and Christian, and a triangulation nas carried

over a portion of the country. During the progress of the

Survey, Alexandria was connected with Malta for longitude by
electric telegraph, and by 8 or 9 meridian distances by 13

chronometers carried round from Malta to Beyrout, Jaffa, and
Alexandria, the results being most satisfactory. An astro-

nomical base was measured between Hassan Cove, Beyrout,

and the south point of Jezireh Island, Saida. The longitude ol'

Beyrout was fixed from 3 chronometric meridian distances

between Alexandria and Beyrout, and that of Saida from 4
chronometric meridian distances between Beyrout and Saida.

The latitude was in each case fixed with the sextant by nume-
rous observations of stars north and south of the zenith. The
northern minaret of the Great Mosque at Damascus was con-

nected with Hassan Cove, Beyrout, for longitude, by electric

telegraph, and the latitude of the minaret fixed with the
sextant. This placed the minaret in lat. 33^ 30' 30" N. and
long. 36° 18' 24 " E. In addition to the accurate delineation of

the coast line, and the preparation of charts on a larger scale

of the harbours, a large number of points in the interior were
fixed by astronomical observations and triangulation; the
variation of the compass was carefully observed, and numerous
altitudes were determined by barometer and angles of elevation
and depression.

In 1863-4 Dr. Tristram visited Palestine, and published the
results of his travels in the ‘ Laud of Israel,’ which was accom-
panied by a general map of the country, and a special map of
the Dead ^ea, that adds much to our knowledge of the topo-
graphy of its western shores. In 1872 Dr. Tristram again
visited Palestine, and spent some time in an examination of
Moab

;
his account of his journey is now in the press, and the

map which is to accompany it will give many new details of
the topography of that district.* Dr. Tristram was fortunate
enough during his visff to discover the remains of a remarkable
palace at Umm fehittah, not far from the Damascus Haj
route.

In 1863-4 the Due de Luynes conducted an expedition to
PMestine, the entire cost of which Avas defrayed from his own
private means. He was accompanied by Lieutenant Vignes of
the French Navy, and an accomplished geologist. Monsieur

• This work has since been published under the title of ‘ The Land of Moab.’
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Lartet. These two gentlemen spent a month—8th March to

7th April 1864—in examining the Dead Sea, with the aid of a
boat carried in sections from Jerusalem. They afterwards

passed up the Jordan Talley to Jisr Damieh, and thence passed

by way of Amman, Hesban, Moab, and Petra, to the ‘Arabah,

which was carefully examined. Owing to the lamented death

of the Due de Luynes a full account of the expedition has not

yet been published, but we already have an excellent map by
Lieutenant Vignes, of tlie Dead Sea and its vicinity, including

the ‘Arabah, on a scale of 24 0*0wo > Lartet has pub-
lished a work on the geology of Palestine which is of the

highest value. His paper on the Dead Sea treats the whole
question of its origin, and the geological formation of its basin,

in the most able manner, and his examination of the water-

parting in the ‘Arabali has shown that there is no ground for

supposing that the waters of the Jordan ever entei’ed the Gulf
of 'Akabah.

In 1867 the Eev. F. W. Holland spent some time in

exploring the peninsula of Sinai, and communicated an account
of his journey, as well as of a former one in 1861, to the Eoyal
Geographical Society in a paper published in Vol. xxxviii, of

the ‘Journal.’ Mr. Holland’s journey was performed on foot

and alone, and he was enabled from his itineraries and numerous
compass-bearings from the peaks, with barometrical and hypso-
metrical observations of their altitudes, to construct a map of

the entire peninsula, which is inserted in Vol. xxxix. of the
Society’s ‘Journal.’ This map, when tested afterwards by
the closer examination of the Survey of 1868-69, was found to

be very accurate, and was of great use to the expedition ; it

was the first map upon which any attempt had been made to

show in detail the peculiar topographical features of the
peninsula, and is remarkable as the work of a single, unaided-
explorer.

In 1870 Captains Mieulet and Derrien, of the French Etat-
Major, proceeded to Palestine with a view of constructing a
map of the country ; they commenced operations on the 10th
May and worked till the lOth August, when they were recalled

to France. A base line W'as measured on the plain of Acre,
and from this, 21 stations were fixed by triangulation with a
theodolite

; the altitudes of 500 separate points were fixed, and
more than 1000 square miles surveyed. The field sketches

were made on a scale of i-oo*ooo» contain all towns, houses,

tombs, ruins, wells, springs, woods, &c. ; the hill features are
shown by contour lines, and the names are written in French
and Arabic. The map is at present being prepared from the
field sketches.
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In 1871 Captain Burton and Mr. Drake made an exploration

of the Tulnl el Safa, the volcanic region east of Damascus, and

an account of their journey by Captain Burton has been pub-

lished in No. 2 of Vol. xvi. of the ‘ Proceedings ’ of the Eoyal

Geographical Society. A fuller account was published under

the title ‘ Unexplored Syria,’ with a map by Mr. Drake, which

adds much to our knowledge of the Trachonitis.

In 1871-2 an Admiralty Survey of the Gulf of Suez was

made by Captain Nares, r.n., in H.M.S. Neivport, and the

first sheet, extending from Tur to Bas Muhammed, has already'

been published.* In addition to the hydrographical features

the charts show many new and important topographical

details, especially with regard to the coast range running

northwards from Tur, and the hills in the vicinity of Wady
Gharandel.
The present year has been marked by the publication of the

northern sheet of Mr. Murray’s new map of Palestine, which is

beautifully executed, and contains information derived from the

most recent surveys and expeditions.

This portion of the subject can hardly be closed without

alluding to the works of Thomson, Tobler, and Bitter, as well

as to the articles by Mr. Grove in the ‘Dictionary of the

Bible,’ all of uhich have largely contributed to our knowledge
of the physical features of Sinai and Palestine.

I now pass to the more accurate surveys which have recently

been made, commencing with that of Jerusalem, which may in

some measure he said to have given rise to the subsequent
operations. Early in 1864 the sanitary state of Jerusalem
attracted considerable attention, and several schemes were pro-

posed for its improvement by providing an adequate supply of

pure water for the inhabitants. The Baroness Burdett Coutts,
having been informed that it was necessary in the first place to
obtain an accurate plan of the city, at once placed a sum of
500f. in the hands of a committee of gentlemen interested in
the subject, for that purpose. The committee requested Lord
de Grey', then Secretary' of State for War, to allow a survey to
be made by a party of Boyal Engineers from the Ordnance
Survey under the direction of Sir Henry James, and obtained a
favourable answer. It was, however, stipulated that Govern-
ment should be put to no expense, and that an officer should
accompany the party at his own cost, as the funds were not
sufficient to defray his expenses. The survey was made by
myseh and five non-commissioned officers of the Boyal Engi-
neers, and on our return to England the cost of publication was

The remaining charts of the Ited Sea have since been issued.
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defrayed by a ^ant from the Treasury, which has been more
than repaid by the sale of the plans, photographs, &c. The
jDlans are now so well known that it will be sufficient to mention
here that they were made on the same scale and with the same
accuracy as the Parish Plans of the Ordnance Survey,

Before the party left England, some doubt was entertained as to

the possibility of making a close-contoured survey, which neces-

sitated constant trespass on private property, of a town in which
there was such a large Moslem population ; but with a little care

and management the difficulties soon disappeared.

The ground covered by the survey was triangulated with a
7-inch theodolite, and a chain survey then made of the whole,
a 5-inch theodolite being used to lay out the longer and more-
difficult lines. The base was measured three times with a
standard chain, and the mean of the three measurements, which
had a range of half a link, was used for calculation. A traverse

survey was made of the city and Haram Area with a 5-inch
theodolite. The chain survey was plotted at Jerusalem, and
traces made of the work, which were carefully examined on the
ground, any inaccuracies or omissions being at once corrected.

The ground was contoured at 10-foot intervals, with the ex-

ception of the city itself, in which the streets were levelled, and
bench marks were cut at frequent intervals. The hill features
were then sketched in on the ground, and plans of the most
important buildings made. Such of the subterranean passages
as were accessible were examined, and a few excavations made
at important points. The plans were brought home in a
finished state, and consisted of

—

2-^0 plan of Jerusalem and vicinity, -with 10-foot contours
-

io^oQ ditto -with hill features,

plan of Haram Area.

2^ and yL plans of Church of Holy Sepulchre and other buildings.

Whilst at Jerusalem I was requested to carry a line of levels

from the Mediterranean to the Dead Sea, and from Jerusalem
to Solomon’s Pools, the funds in one case being provided by the
Royal, and Royal Geographical, Societies, and in the other by
the Syrian Improvement Society. After a careful recon-
naissance of the intervening country, the line selected, as that
which would give the best results, was one following the camel
road up Wady Suleiman to Jerusalem, and thence the usual
road to Jericho and the Dead Sea. As the expense of rimning^
two independent lines of levels would have been very great it

was decided to run a single line with two instruments and two
observers. The back and forward staves were read twice by
each observer, and the results compared on the spot

; if they
lay within a certain limit, the instruments were moved to
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anotlier station, if not, the readings were taken again. From a

comparison of the two sets of levels, it is certain that the limit

of error in the ascertained depression of the Dead Sea does not
exceed 4 inches. The rate of levelling varied according to the
nature of the ground

; the average number of stations in a day
was 89, and the greatest interval between the staves was
8 chains, 4 on each side of the instrument. 35 bench marks
were cut between Jaffa and the Mount of Olives, and 18 be-

tween the latter place and the Dead Sea, where a stone was
sunk in the sand. These bench marks have been connected
with the triangulation of the survey now in course of jirogress,

and have enabled the surveyors to check the altitudes of many
of their trigonometrical points. The party suffered considerably
from the intense lieat and the bad Avater. The depression of

the Dead Sea was found to be 1292T3 feet on the 12th March
1865, hut it was ascertained that in earlv summer the level of

the sea is at least 6 feet lower
;
this would make the depression

1298 feet, and it is probably never greater than 1300 feet.

An examination of the drift-wood on the shore of the lake
showed that the water had stood 2J feet higher during the
winter, or at 1289‘6 feet; there is thus a range of 10‘4 feet, but
whether it is an annual variation, or not, we had no means of
ascertaining. This represents an enormous amount of evapo-
ration, and it is to he hoped that advantage may he taken of
the^ present survey, to establish a gauge by which we may
arrive at the annual rise and fall. The Jordan is subject to
two annual freshets, one during the rainy season, the other when
the Lebanon snows melt, and at this time the supply far
exceeds the evaporation

; the highest level of the lake would
probably be in January, the lowest towards the end of October.
It may not be uninteresting here to give the results obtained
by previous travellers ;

—

Feet. Feet.
Ordnance Survey, by levelling . . 1292-13 Russeg-er, barometer . . . . 1430
Lynch, by levelling* .. .. 1310*7 Von Wildenbnich, barometer 1441
bymonds, by triangulation . . 1312-2 Schubert, barometer . . . . 638
Lieut. Vignes, by barometer ..12SC'15 Bridges, barometer .. 1367
Be Bertou, barometer ,, ..1377' Poole, barometer 1316

The success which attended the Jerusalem Survey showed
that the time had arrived when it would be possible to carry
out a systematic examination of the whole countrv, and at a
meeting held on the 22iid June 1865, an association Avas

was run in May. and from indications in his map the

shown of land

tlinL;^ by wa“erG orfftTdtp"
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formed for this purpose under tlie name of the Palestine

Exploration Fund. Her Majesty graciously consented to

become the Patron, and a committee was appointed to arrange

matters of detail. A prospectus was prepared by Mr. George
Grove, the indefatigable Honorary Secretary, to whose unceasing

exertions much of the success of the Fund is due, and in this, the

object was said to be the examination of the archa3ology, the

manners and customs, the topography, the geology, as well as the

botany, zoology, meteorology, Ac., of the Holy Land. The com-
mittee decided that, in the first place, an expedition should be
sent out “ with the view of making such a general survey of the

country as would enable the promoters of the Fund to fix on
particular spots for further examination, and also to collect such
special information as was compatible with the larger purposes of
the Expedition, and would throw light on any of the points men-
tioned in the programme of the Exploration Fund.” The com-
mittee did me the honour to oiler me the command of the
Expedition

;
and, accompanied by Lieutenant, now Captain,

Anderson, r.e., and one sergeant B.E., I left England in November
1865. Landing at Beyrout we proceeded to Damascus, and after

determining the position of the lakes to the east, proceeded to

Banias; thencewe travelled southwards to Hebron, and afterwards

made an excursion along the Maritime Plain to Athlit. In some
excursions which I had made from Jerusalem in 1864-65 1 had
been much struck by the character of the country as affecting

its survey
;
the clearness of the atmosphere and extensive views

from many points offer great facilities to the surveyor, whilst

on the other hand the deep transverse valleys prevented free

movement over the country, and the absence of spires or pro-
minent points in the villages, combined with the uncertain

character of the population, made it diflicult to establish fixed

trigonometrical stations. As under the circumstances of the
Expedition it was impossible to carry out a satisfactory trian-

gulation, I determined to make a reconnaissance of the country
passed through, observing at the principal stations for time and
latitude, and connecting them by azimuth lines with some
known point. The results of the Expedition, which remained
in the country about 6 months, were briefly as follows : Obser-
vations for time and latitude at 49 different stations

;
a line of

azimuths from Banias to Jerusalem giving independent deter-

minations of longitude for the points used, Mansel’s position for

the Dome of the Bock at Jerusalem being adopted as a fixed

point; a reconnaissance on a scale of 1 inch to a mile of a
district extending from Banias to Hebron, and embracing the
whole backbone of the country; a reconnaissance of a large

portion of the Maritime Plain ;
special surveys of the Sea of
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Galilee and vicinity, Samaria, Beisan, and Mounts Ebal and
Gerizim

; an examination of the French map of the Lebanon,
in which many errors were found

;
more than 50 plans of syna-

gogues, churches, temples, tombs, &c. ; and a number of tenta-

tive excavations at various points which yielded good results.

A large number of photographs were taken, and two questions
of some importance to the geography of the country were
settled : one the point at which the stream from Wady Zerka
enters the Jordan, the other the correct course of Wady Surar.
There is not space to enter into the details of these and other
results which have been published from time to time by the
Fund. The method of conducting the reconnaissance will be
best understood from a short description of its commencement

;

the latitude of Banias was carefully fixed by astronomical
observations, and a similar determination was made of the
junction ot the Jordan and Banias streams, about 5 miles
dista,nt. These two places having been connected by compass
bearings, a base was obtained on which to frame the trian-
gulation to the mountains on both sides of the valley. Explo-
rations on horseback were made in different directions over the
valley, and the position of all the important points fixed by
eompass bearings to points previously determined. From
Banias an azimuth line was observed, with a 5-inch altitude
and azimuth instrument, to a prominent peak about 10 miles
distant on the west side of the valley, and the latitude of our
camp, pitched close to this peak at the village of Hunin, was
determined astronomically, and the connection accurately made
with the different places visited during the exploration in the
valley, including the last camp at Banias. At Hunin we were
on the water-parting, which was explored about 8 miles further
north, to the great bend of the Leontes. From Hunin the
water-parting was followed to Jerusalem, and this afforded
great facilities for topographical reconnaissance, as a clear view
was always obtained to great distances both on the east and
west, and all important places visible within 8 or 10 miles fixed
by triangulation. From Hunin the line of azimuths was
rarried to Jerusalem^, the principal points used being Banias,
Munm, Alma, feasa, Safed, Nazareth, Jebel Diihy, Mount Ebal,
lount Gerizim, Jebel Hazur, Jerusalem. At every camp the

chronometers were carefully rated and compared; for latitude
10 observations of a north and 10 of a south star were made,
and tor tune o observations of an east and 5 of a west star

; the
sun was rarely used as we were generally reconnoitring or
excavating during the day; the azimuth lines were run witha o-mch dt. azimuth instrument, and the principal triangu-
lation made with the sameJ Heights were determinedV
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aneroid * The observations at Banias are given as an e:^p&
for latitude and time,t and an example from the Sinai Surv^

is given for the method of reducing the azimuths-p

reconnaissance was carried out by Captain Anderson. The

constant day and night work was very trying, but a sbOTt rest

at Jerusalem soon restored the party to perfect health.

On our return to England I submitted a scheme for a regular

survey of the country, but the committee, taking into am-

sideration the extreme interest felt by everyone in JerusalCTU,

determined to devote their attention, for the time being, to

excavations in the Holy City. In accordance with this decision

an expedition was sent out in January 18b7, under Captain

Warren, e.e., neither Captain Anderson nor myself being able at

the time to return to Palestine. The difficulties which Captain

Warren had to encoimter and the remarkable results which he

obtained by his excavations are well known, and they hardly

come within the scope of the present paper. He was, however,

able whilst in Palestine to carry out some important reconnais-

sances, which have added much to our knowledge of the topo-

graphy of the country. The reconnaissances of Captain Warren
(since embodied in Ulr. Murray’s map of Palestine) were made
at intervals during the excavations at Jerusalem, and were con-

ducted in the same manner as those of the Expedition in the
previous year.

They consisted of about 650 square miles in the Plain of

Philistia, about 300 square miles on the west bank of the
Jordan to the north of the Dead Sea, and about 1050 square
miles to the east of the Jordan, as far as the Haj route in the
desert. In addition, a sketch of the hills about the Jordan
Valley was made as far as the Sea of Tiberias, including the
plain of Beisan, a geographical description of the western
side of the Dead Sea, also an account of Mount Hermon, together
with plans, &c., of all the temples in Cmlo-Syria as far as at
present known.

Capt. Warren was usually accompanied by a photographer
(Sergeant Phillips, b.e.), or by other non-commissioned officers

of Eoyal Engineers, and plans were made of all the ancient
buildings and ruins met with; among others Nebo, Amman, and
Jerash, together with photographs both archaeological and geolo-
gical, and illustrative of the manners and customs of the people.

* The Expedition was but poorly furnished with instruments, the only ones
supplied being 1 8-inch sextant; 1 5-inch alt. azimuth instrument; 1 large
azimuth compass : 1 prismatic compass ; 4 pocket clironometers

; 2 chains 1
syphon barometer; 3 aneroids; 2 mermometers; 1 hygrometer. Three of the
chronometers proved to be reliable instruments, and were found to have accnmu-
lated only errors of 2 and 3 minutes in 7 months.

t Appendix I. t Appendis II,
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I may mention photographs of the mins of Marsada, Amman,
and Jerash, also the hill desert of Sacha, and about the Dead
Sea. Advantage was taken of Jacob-es-Shellaby’s presence on

Mount Gerizim to photograph the Samaritan colony, both in

camp and when assembled for prayer on the evening before the

Passover. These are the only photographs of the Samaritans

known to exist.

Captain Warren came to the conclusion that, taking cost for

cost, the results of reconnaissances in a country like the Holy
Land (where every ruin is of importance) was not to be com-
pared with the results to be obtained from a systematic trigo-

nometrical survey, forming at the very least a skeleton outline,

the substance of which could be filled in at any future period

;

and he urged upon the Committee the necessity for the survey
which has now happily been commenced under such good
auspices.

In Philistia, Kamleh being taken as a fixed point, a triangu-

lation by means of true bearings and latitudes was carried down
to Gaza, and as far east as Neby Samwil, thus checking the

longitude of Jerusalem.

The priucipal heights and latitude and longitude of about
300 villages and ruins in this plain were obtained, and pub-
lished in the papers of the Palestine Exploration Fund. It was
observed that this fertile plain is being thi’eatened by vast sand-
hills, gradually advancing from the sea, put in motion by the
prevailing surface wind ; whole villages have been engulphed,
and instances have been found where some landowners, more
industrious than the rest, have from year to year patiently car-

ried the advancing sand away from their plots of ground, until
at the present time they are situated far below the surface of the
sand, and entirely surrounded by it. The only chance of arrest-
ing the advancing enemy is united action on the part of the
inhabitants, and the planting of pine trees (as at Beyrout).

In making this reconnaissance of Philistia, the existing
maps were ot no assistance, for though externally accurate in
parts, with regard to the relative position of certain ancient
towns one to another, the general positions were entirely wrong

;

thus clearly showing the necessity for a correct outline of the
country on which the ancient ruins found from time to time by
travellers could gradually be filled in.

Three separate expeditions were made when filling in the
1350 square miles about the Jordan Valley. The recon-
naissances extend from the edge of Captain Anderson’s survey of
the water-parting between Jerusalem and Nablus to the Jordan,
and Aen across Gilead to the elevated Plain of Arabia, as far as
the Haj route, being from north to south 30 miles, to east of
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Jordan 30 miles, to west 15 miles. The greater portion of

the country had not been mapped on the ground before, the

portion to east of Jordan, shown in Van de Velde’s map, having

been constructed by him at Jerusalem from the itineraries irf

travellers and information obtained from natives.

This work was performed by Captain Warren at a time when
the Bedawin he was with, were up in arms against an invading

Turkish army—a price being placed on the head of the Sheikh
who accompanied him. They were obliged to retreat suddenly

from Jerash, the Turkish troops occupying that ruin on the

following day.

The ruined town of Nebbeh, close to the Springs of Moses,

was discovered ;
it is near the mountain of the same name, and

thus helps to settle the site of Nebo, discovered independently a

year or two previously by three distingm’shed explorers.

The heights of several hundred places have been obtained

and published, together with a list of Arabic names met with

;

the latitudes and longitudes have also been woiked out, but it

has not been considered necessary to publish them, as the

American Expedition is in possession of the reconnaissance *

sheet, and will be able to work out the positions with more ac-

curacy by a trigonometrical survey, than they could be, obtained

astronomically with the instruments used. Captain Warren is

the first who has been enabled to examine and describe the whole
Jordan Valley from Tiberias to the Dead Sea (Lynch’s survey,

having been of the river and its banks). In February 1868
he, with a party, traversed the western side as far as the Jisr

Mejamia, returning by the eastern side, and continuing as far as

Callirhoe
;
he was arrested in the journey to Kerak by the illness

nnd death of one of the party. The overflowing of the banks
of the Lower Jordan nas witnessed, by which operation whole
tracts of corn were irrigated and the land fertilised.

The excursion to Marsada and Jebel tJsdum was made in mid-
summer, under a tropical heat, the thermometer on one occasion

registering 110° after sunset; nevertheless some good photo-

graphs were taken, and the Serpents’ Path at Marsada, described

by Josephus, was discovered and scaled.

In the Lebanon, the old idea that Mount Hermon was the

Kibleh to which all the temples were turned, was disproved, it

being ascertained beyond doubt that the entrances of all the

temples were eastward. A plan was made of the summits of

Hermon, together with the sacellum and ancient ring or towaf.

In 1868 a fund w as raised, principally by the exertions of the

late Mr. Pierce Butler, for an examination of the peninsula of

•Sinai, and Sir H. James was requested to undertake the direc-

tion of the Survey. The premature death of Mr. Butler when
TOL. XLIII. Q
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on the eve of starting for the East, caused some delay, but eveTy-

thing was arranged by the 24th October 1868, when a party,

consisting of Captains Wilson and Palmer, e.e., Rev. E. T\ .

Holland, and five non-commissioned officers Royal Engineers

from the Ordnance Survey, sailed from Southampton. The
Expedition was joined in Egypt by Mr. E. H. Palmer and Mr.

Wyatt, the former an accomplished Arabic scholar, the latter a

naturalist. The Expedition was actively employed in the

desert for five months, with the following results :

—

At 36 encampments there were 83 sets of observations for

determining the time, 3 for longitude and 201 for latitude. The
direction of the true meridian was determined at 6 different

stations, and miscellaneous observations for azimuth and mag-
netic variation were taken at 24 points of the survey.

Two special surveys, upon a scale of 6 inches to a mile, the

one of .lebel Miisa and its vicinity, the other of Jebel Serbal

and its vicinity, and respectively 17 and 13J square miles in

extent, were completed, and the plans drawn. In the execu-

tion of these surveys, two base lines were measured, and the

relative positions and altitudes of 68 trigonometrical stations

determined by triangulation. The stations, 5.5 of which were
observed from, ranged up to an altitude of 2700 feet above the
base line at Jebel Miisa, and 4800 feet above that at Jebel

Serbal.

The special surveys likewise comprised 63 miles of traversing,

45 of levelling, and 4|- of contouring, and were completed by
hill sketches. They were connected by a traverse survey
29 miles long, and accurate models have since been made from
them.
The relative position and altitude of 56 mountain peaks were

determined by triangulation from 25 selected points. A series

ot barometrical and hypsometrical observations were taken at
Suez, and at the camps of the Expedition, as well as on many
of the peaks themselves, so as to enable their levels to be
referred to that oi the Red Sea. Seven hundred miles of route
Piuyey were made, extending over many parts of a district
which may be roughly described as bounded at its four extreme
points by Suez, Ain Hudherah, Jebel eth Thebt, and Tur, and em-
bnrcing an area of 3600 square miles—about twice that of Kent.

Ihe instruments used in the special survmys were the 5-inch
theodolite and 8-inch spirit-level

; the hill sketching was filled
in with 25-inch prismatic compasses and small aneroids. Eor
the general survey 8-inch and 6-inch sextants, a 6-inch altitude
azimuth theodolite, one box and three pocket chronometers, a
•J-inch prismatic compass on stand, 5-inch theodolites, pocket
compasses, barometers, hypsometers, &c.
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The maps which have been published, are, special surveys of

Jebels Musa and Serbal, on a scale of 6 inches to a mile, in out-

line, and with hill shading
; a map of the general survey, on a

scale of 2 miles to an inch
;
and a map of the peninsula, on a

scale of 10 miles to an inch.

The difficulties of carrying out a chain survey in a country
such as Sinai, with lofty mountains of bare rock, were of no
ordinary cliaracter

;
cairns had to be erected on the summits of

peaks so difficult of access that it was sometimes a good day’s

work to get to and from a single station, and on a few occasions

the instruments had to be hoisted up the steep ledges by ropes.

Nor was the actual observing an easy matter, for often after

reaching a cairn, in a violent perspiration from the intense heat
of the sun in the sheltered valleys, the lingers became so numbed
by the keen wind on the heights that they could hardly work
the screws of the instruments.

On reaching Suez it was at once apparent that the labour

and expense of connecting Suez with the Sinaitic Mountains by
triangulation would be very great, and it was decided to adopt

a similar plan of operations to that followed in the Palestine

Survey of 1865-6, viz. :

—

1st. To establish the position of at least one series of selected

peaks between Suez and Jebel Musa by observing the latitude

of the peaks, and their reciprocal true bearings from one
another

;
this—Jebel Serbal being one of the 2)eaks as well as

Jebel Musa—would give the true position of the special surveys

and of several points between them and Suez.

2nd. From the points thus fixed, and also from the principal

trigonometrical stations in the special surveys, to extend a
triangulation as far as possible right and left of the main line of

peaks.

3rd. To fill in the topographical details by route and recon-

naissance surveys, checked by bearings to known points, and
observations for latitude at the camirs. This plan was adhered

to throughout.

The mode of determining the difi'erences of longitude between

the points in the series between Suez and Jebel Mtisa is given

in Appendix II.

The altitudes of the two permanent camps at Jebels Musa and

Serbal were determined by a careful comparison of a long series

of observations made at them with a Gay-Lussac barometer,

with a series made at Suez by Mr. Andrews, of the P. and O.

Company
;
and to these altitudes all other observations in the

peninsula were referred. The instruments used in the field

were 1 Gay-Lussac barometer, 8 aneroids, and 3 hypsometers

;

and a comparison of the 9 barometers was made by myself

Q 2
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every morning and evening when the regular meteorological

observations were made
;
the aneroids were also compared by

the officers using them on leaving and returning to camp. As

I believe it to b.e one of the most complete series of barome-

trical readings which has been made on an expedition of this

kind, I have given in Appendix III. a note on the subject by

Captain Palmer, B.E., taken from the published account of the

survey, which is not within every one’s reach.

jileteorological observations were made at Suez, and at the

camps at Jebels Miisa and Serbal, and the results are published

in the account of the survey.

In addition to the survey, special plans were made of all

ruins met with, the numerous cells and tombs examined, impres-

sions and photographs taken of the Egyptian remains and in-

scriptions, and several small excavations. Geological, botanical,

and natural history specimens were collected, and, thanks to

Mr. Palmer, the native names and traditions were obtained in

the most authentic and complete manner. Mr. Palmer was

also able to set at rest for ever, the questions connected with the

Sinaitic inscriptions, and by the discovery of several in bilingual

characters, to form a complete alphabet. The inscriptions throw
little light on the history of the peninsula, but are of great

value to philologists; they date from about the 1st century
before Christ to the 3rd and 4th a.d.

On the return of the Expedition to Egypt, careful measure-
ments were made of the Kilometer and the base of the Great
Pyramid.

In November 18G9 Mr. Palmer was sent out by the Fund to

explore the Desert of the Tih and part of Moab, and he was
accompanied on his journey by Mr. C. F. Tyrwhitt Drake.
Leaving Suez, Mr. Palmer proceeded, in the first instance, to

Jebel Musa, and thence to Ain Hudherah
; from this point he

proceeded up Wady Byar, and ascending the Tih by a pass not
previously known crossed over to Nakhl. From Nakhl Mr.
Palmer travelled northwards to Beersheba and Hebron, visiting
en route El Aujeh, S baita, Khalasab, and other places of which
little was previously known

;
plans of these places were made,

photographs taken of the ruins, and a large amount of valuable
information collected. From Jerusalem Mr. Palmer travelled
southwards to Hebron, and thence for the greater part of the
way by an entirely new route through the Negeb to Petra; on
this occasion he was fortunate enough to discover the ruins of
Abdeh, the ancient Eboda, and came upon several traces of the
old Roman road from Gaza to Petra. From Petra, near which
a new rock-hewn town was found, he proceeded up the ‘Arabah
to the Dead Sea, and after an examination of the Lisan
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ascended by Shihan to Moab
; here he spent some time

examining the country with a view of discovering inscriptions,

and then crossed the Jordan to Jerusalem. The whole of Mr.
Palmer’s journey was accomplished on foot in native costume,,

and a careful sketch of his route was made with a prismatic

compass, and by pacing; the accuracy of tlie work may be
judged from the fact that on closing on Hebron the amoimt of

error was only miles. The geographical results of the
journey are \erj valuable, and the discovery of traces of

extensive cultivation, principally vine culture, in former days
to the extreme southern limit of the Negeb is especially in-

teresting. Of great value also, is the collection of the correct

nomenclature and native traditions, a work for which Mr.
Palmer was so eminently qualified; and his account of his

journey is one of the most interesting and valuable papers
which have been contributed to the quarterly publicaticn of the

Fund.
Having failed to obtain permission to excavate in the Haram

Area at Jerusalem, the attention of the Committee was turned
to the survey

;
it was felt that Biblical research had reached a

point at which an accurate map was indispensable for its

further progress, and that the strong tide of Western civilisation

which had recently set in, would sweep away for ever many old

names, traditions, and relics of the past, if they were not

rescued by the speedy completion of an accurate and systematic

examination. A resolution was therefore passed at the Annual
General Meeting of the Fund in June 1871, that immediate
steps should be taken to complete the survey of Palestine.

At the same meeting it was announced that a Palestine

Exploration Fund had been formed in America to co-operate

with the English Fund, and that an arrangement had been
made by which the English party was to survey the country

west of Jordan, whilst the Americans took the east.

Captain Stewart, e.e., was appointed to the command of the

English party, and two non-commissioned officers, good ob-

servers and surveyors from the Ordnance Survey, were selected

to accompany him. Mr. Tyrwhitt Drake, who was at the time

in Palestine, also consented to join the party and take charge

of the nomenclature, traditions, natural history, &c.

The objects of the Expedition, as embodied in Captain

Stewart’s instructions, were briefly:

—

1. To obtain an accurate map of the country, on which, in

addition to the topographical features, should be laid down the

sites of all towns, villages, roads, &c.

2. To collect, as far as possible, the native names and tradi-

tions connected with the various places.
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3. To make tentative excavations where necessary.

4. To carry on a series of meteorological observations.

5. To make such notes as might be possible on the geology

of the country, its botany, zoology, &c.

6. To take any opportunity which might offer of making

excavations at Jerusalem which would, lead to decisive results.

7. To examine and make plans and drawings of interesting

archteological remains in the country.

8. To carry out generally the scheme which had been

proposed in the several prospectuses issued by the Committee.

The scale approved by the Committee for the general map
was 1 inch to a mile, whilst plans of localities having a special

interest, and of important buildings, were to be made on such

larger scale as circumstances might require.

The projection selected was Sir H. James’s Eectangular Tan-

gentive Projection, and a series of sheets were prepared by
Captain Bailey, R.N., embracing the whole country. Each
sheet contains 20' of lat. and 30' of long. As the same pro-

jection and arrangement of the sheets has been, I believe,

adopted by the Commander of the American party, there will

be no difficulty in combining the results of the two surveys.

The coast line was laid down on the sheets from the Admiralty
Survey, and Captain Hansel’s longitudes of Jaffa, Acre, and
Beyrout were taken as correct.

'The instructions for the survey pointed out the vicinity of

Ramleh, on the plain east of Jaffa, as the most suitable locality

for the measurement of a base, and recommended the con-

nection of the base as early as possible with a common point of

the Admiralty Survey at Jaffa, and with the triangrdation

of the Jerusalem Survey. When this was completed the trian-

gulation was to be carried northwards and checked by the
measurement of a second base on the plain of Esdraelon.
Under ordinary circumstances the whole country would have

been triangulated, and the points laid down before the survey
was commenced

; but in the present instance it was, for several
reasons, deemed advisable to fill in the details as the trian-
gulation proceeded. The instruments supplied for the triangu-
lation were one 7-inch and two-o inch theodolites.
Some years previously, meteorological observatories had been

established by the Eund at Beyrout, Nazareth, Jaffa, and Gaza,
whilst an observatory under Dr. Chaplin’s care had been in full
work at Jerusalem since 1864. A full set of instruments, with
a portable observatory designed by Elliott and Co., were sup-
plied to Captain Stewart, and he was requested to make
arrangements with the other stations for making, as far as
possible, simultaneous observations.
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Mr. Glaisher very kindly undertook tke direction of the
meteorological work, and has contributed some valuable papers
on the results already obtained, to the quarterly publication of
the Fund.
On the 8th Xovember 1871, Captain Stewart landed at

Jaffa, and he and his party immediately set to work on the
necessary preparations for the conduct of the Survey. A camp
was established at Kamleh, a base line measured, and the first

points for the triangulation selected, when, on the 25th Xo-
vember, Captain Stewart was unfortunately attacked by a
severe illness which compelled him to return to England.
In consequence of Captain Stewart’s sudden illness, the duties

connected \vith the Survey devolved ujion the two non-com-
missioned officers he had taken out with him—Serjeant Black
and Corporal Armstrong—and I would take this opportunity of
speaking in the highest terms of the general accuracy of their

work and of the judgment shown in the selection of points for

the triangulation. On the 17th December Mr. Drake arrived

from Damascus, and taking over the charge of the Survey from
Captain Stewart, joined the camp at Kamleh. The varied
nature of the duties which Mr. Drake was suddenly called upon
to perform, may be gathered from the programme of the Survey,
and the Committee are deeply indebted to that gentleman for

the able manner in which he carried on the work, and for the
readiness with which he undertook the responsibility attached
to it. On the resignation of Captain Stewart, which followed

his return to England, Lieutenant Conder, e.e., was appointed
as his successor, and assumed the charge of the Survey on his

arrival at Xablus on the 17th July 1872. Since this date the
progress of the Survey has been rapid and steady, and some
idea of Lieutenant Condor’s exertions since he joined, may be
gathered from the fact, that, in addition to many beautiful

sketches, we are indebted to him personally for the delineation

of the hill features of the area surveyed, and for a geological

map of the same district.

The base selected near Kamleh was measured three times
with a common chain which had been compared with a stand-

ard
; the three measurements agreed well together, and gave

a mean length of 22183'8 feet, or 4‘2 miles, the accuracy of

which was tested by one of the usual methods. The position

of the base with regard to the meridian was determined by
observations of Polaris, and a series of observations for latitude

were made at Kamleh, giving results which agreed excellently

with those derived by triangulation from the Admiralty latitude

of Jaffii.

By the end of January, Serjeant Black was able to report that
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the triangulation had been carried away from the base line in a

series of well-shaped triangles extending over 100 square

miles, that 80 square miles had been surveyed and laid down
on the sheets, and that a connection had been made with a

common point of the Admiralty Survey at Jaffa, and with

a bench mark on the line of levels from Jerusalem to Jaffa.

During February and March, 100 square miles were triangulated

and surveyed, and a complete connection established between

Jaffa and the triangulation of the Jerusalem Survey.

Mr. Drake, very justly deeming it unadvisable to expose men
new to the climate, to the great heat of the maritime plain in

summer, determined to push the triangulation northwards over

the hill country towards Nablus, and by the 17th July, when
Lieutenant Conder arrived to take charge of the Survey, 560
square miles, partly of the most difficult country, had been

triangulated, surveyed, and drawn on the sheets.

In September a second base, 23810 feet, miles long, was
measured on the flattest portion of the great plain of Esdraelon,

and connected with the triangulation. It lies within 4° of

north and south, and its ends have been marked in a most
durable fashion by cairns of stone set in a sort of mortar of

fresh-slaked lime. This base was also measured three times, and
further checked by observations from its ends and from a point

near its centre. Considering the many difficulties attending
the work the calculated length of the line agrees well with the
measured one.

From this base tlie triangulation was extended to the north
and west, picking up several points used in the reconnaissance of

1865-6, and by the 20th January of this year (1873), Lieutenant
Conder was able to report, that the triangulation had been carried
to Haifa and Carmel, and that 1250 square miles had been com-
pleted and drawn on the sheets. The diagrams which I ex-
hibited to the Society shou ed the principal triangulation and the
area which has been surveyed and plotted

; the original plans
were in Palestine, but the tracings sent home by Lieutenant
Conder were lent for inspection by the Palestine Fund.
The Survey is now in progress between Carmel and Jaffa, and

Lieutenant Conder hopes before the hot weather sets in to
complete this portion of the work.*

In addition to the triangulation, observations for latitude
ha\ e been made at the principal places, and it is satisfactory to

* The Survey now extends over 1800 square miles, ^ths of the whole area of
Palestine wliilst the monthly rate has been increased to 180-89 miles, being an
inorease o nearly 3i) per cent, on the maximum attained before Lieutenant Conder

^ special aurveys have also been made of important
localities, and the geolo^cal map has been continued.
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find that where these can be compared they agree well with
Captain Mansel’s observations, and that the position of Acre, as

derived from tlie triangulation, differs but slightly from that

laid down on the Admiralty chart. The altitudes are deter-

mined by reciprocal angles of elevation and depression, as well

as by aneroid barometer, and frequent observations are made
for variation. On the original maps the hills are properly

hachured according to a scale of shade, the principal slopes

being taken with an Abney’s level. Lieutenant Conder and
3Ir. Drake are not, however, content with making a mere
modern map

;
they are intent upon making a thorough exami-

nation of the whole country. To these additional labours only

a brief allusion can be made here.

Not only is every ruin, however small, visited, but a descrip-

tiou of it is written on the spot, plans and sketches made of it,

if of sufficient importance, and occasionally slight excavations.

The result of this is a mass of most interesting plans and papers,

some of which have already been received in England; the
greater portion, however, are still in Palestine, Lieutenant

Conder being unwilling to trust such valuable documents to the

post ofiSce
;
but it is hoped that Mr. Drake, who is expected

home shortly, will bring them with him. In connection with

this subject it may be mentioned that the old Roman roads
through the country are carefully traced out and laid down on
the map, and from this source alone we may hope to recover

many lost sites.

Meteorological observations are made at all the camps under
instructions supplied by Mr. Glaisher, and at times, as nearly as

possible, the same as those of the fixed observatories. This will

give valuable information on the climate of Palestine.

Geological specimens are collected, and a geological map of

the country is being prepared, by Lieutenant Conder
; amongst

the results already obtained are the discovery of several basaltic

outbreaks previously unknown, and some ancient mines in the

vicinity of Carmel.

The names of all ruins, valleys, hills, and other natural

features are collected by Mr. Drake, whose long residence in

the country, and familiarity with the native character and
Arabic language, renders him peculiarly well fitted for this

important and difficult task. He has already succeeded in

identifying several lost Biblical localities, and we may expect a

rich harvest from his exertions.

Mr. Drake also collects all native traditions, and is a close

observer of the existing manners and customs of the people.

He is also engaged in forming a collection of botanical and
zoological specimens.
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The difSculties which the surveying party have had to

encounter have been by no means inconsiderable ; the work has

been carried on in one of the most trying climates in the world,

and in the midst of a turbulent population with but slight

support from the local government ; cairns have been pulled

down as soon as erected, and in some places the opposition of

the natives has taken the form of open hostilities. The results

which have been obtained are largely due to the tact which the

officers have shown in their dealings with the natives, aud
under such control we may hope for a successful completion of

a work which has well been described as “ a new phase in

geographical research.”

In conclusion it may be mentioned that, according to the

latest reports from Beyrout, Lieutenant Steever, of the United
States Engineers, had completed the outfit of his party and had
left for the country east of Jordan. We may thus hope to

obtain at an early date interesting details of the progress of the

American Expedition.*

APPENDIX L

Camp XII.—Basias, December 31, 1865,

South Star, “ Sirius,” for Latitude.

Observed Meridiem
Double Altitude. Observed Times.

o / II H, M. S.

80 28 30 9 30 21-6
80 28 20 9 30 26-0
80 28 20 9 31 29-6
80 28 20 9 31 38-0
80 28 20 9 32 36-0
80 28 10 9 33 08-0
80 28 0 9 33 47-6
80 28 0.7 9 31 19-6
SO 28 00 9 34 32-4
SO 27 oo 9 35 29-2

''American party liad measured a base line on the

areh-eolo-wi
100 s^piaic miles had been triangiUated and filled in. The

suctS^fui
^ ^ i^cientifio departments of tlio expedition had also been very
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ZsTorth. Star, “ Polaris,” for Latitude.

Observed Double Altitude. Observed Times.

o H. 31. s.

C7 31 23 8 40 20-4

67 30 50 8 41 03-6

67 30 25 - 8 41 30-6

67 30 00 8 42 18-4

67 29 23 8 42 52-4

67 28 50 8 43 34-4

67 28 20 8 44 12-4

67 28 10 8 44 48-0

67 27 25 8 45 26-4

07 27 00 8 40 18-4

o / //

South Star .. 33 14 38-4

North Star .. 33 14 53-1

Mean determination ..

O

33 14 45-8

“ Prccyon” for Time (West Star).

Observed Double Altitude. Chronometer Times,

o , a M. S.

103 50 0 8 32 56-4

104 0 0 8 33 28-0

104 10 0 8 33 59'2

104 20 0 8 34 29-(l

104 30 0 8 35 01-2

“ Aldebaran ” for Time (East Star).

Observed Double Altitude. Chronometer Times,

o , « S-

105 0 0 8 49 57-2

104 50 0 8 50 22-0

104 40 0 8 50 47-0

104 30 0 8 51 12-0.

1C4 20 0 8 51 36-4

II. M. s.

West Star, Chronometer slow .. 2 25 40'43

East Star „ „ .. 2 25 42-02

H. M. S. H. M.

Mean Chronometer error = 2 25 41-23 at 11 38 M. T.

235
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APPENDIX II *

Longitude.—^The differences of longitude between the points selected a-

initial stations of the Survey were determined as

follows ;

—

Let A and B be two stations on the surface of the

spheroid visible from one another, A P = i/r, B P =
their observed colatitudes, the angles A and B their

reciprocal true azimuths, and APB the required

angular difi'erence of longitude. Then, by spherical

trigonometry,t

which determines P.

But, as the angles at A and B may not have been
measured with perfect accuracy, it is necessary to

compute the small quantities by which the observed
azimuths must be corrected. The following method
of doing so has been kindly suggested by Lieut.-Col.
A. K. Clarke, c.b., n.E. :

—

Let X be the latitude of A, X' the latitude of B, the
angles A and B the true azimuths, n n' the normals
at A and B. Also let k be the chord line joining the
two stations A and B, and g, g the angles made by
this chord with the normals at A and B, so that” 90° — g, 90” — g are the
mutual depressions of those points.

Then, Irom formula (7), page 231 of the ‘Account of the Piincipal Trinii-

gulation of the Ordnance Survey,’ in which a ^
A correspond respectively

to A B, n n' in this statement of the problem, and o> is the difference of
longitude, we get

—

sin /I sin A n' cos

sill jn' sin B n cos \ '

But, from the two last equations ou the same page,f it may he proved that

g and g are so nearly equal, that we can put —A — p without appreciable
siu g

error. Hence,

sin A 7i' cos
= m (say). (2)bin C « cos \

.
*

. sin A = w sin B. (3)

Suppose <1 and 0 to be the observed azimuths, and let a: y be the corrections
to be applied to them. Then, by (3),

sin (a + a:) = m sin (0 + y') ;

and, since x and y are small,

sin o + X cos o = m sin /3 + m y cos j8

= m sin 3 +
sin a cos 5

sin /3

• From Ordnance Survey of Sinai,
t Equation (1) is true for the spheroid as fur the sphere.
I .-ee also examples, lines 9 and 10, page 235 of the same work.
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, .
sm /3 , „

.
*

. 1 + a: cot a = m + y cot p
&ia a

sin $
X cot a — !/ cot 0 = W —

:

1.
Sin a

(4)

From this and + y-, a minimum, x and y are to be obtained. Or, by
logarithms,

log sin (a + ar) = log m + log sin (/3;+ tj). (J>)

Tlie following case is given as an example of the reduction :

—

Example .—At Jebel Bishcr (A), in latitude 20'^ 40' 1.5" x., the azimuth of

station on Jebel Hammam Far'un (B), in latitude 29° 11' 0" x., was observed

to be 178° 34' 24", the observed azimuth of A from B being 358’ 35' 30", or

X. 1° 24' 30" w. Eequircd the ditference of longitude.

Here,

= 29° 11' 0", A = 29° 40' 1.5".

By (2),
11 COS A

m =
n cos A.

log n' = 2-OOGG1801
A. C. log a = 7 • 0933704/

cos a' = 9 • 9410461
A. C. cos A = 0-0610384

,
log 111 = log

° \ 11 cos A /

Geodetical Tables, Ordnance Survey.

0-0020738 = log 111 .

Now, by (5),
log sin (a + ai) = log iii + log sin ($ + i/)

.-. log sin (178° 34' 24" + x") = -0020738 + log sin fl° 24' 30" + y")

.-.8-3961550- -0000845 1= -0020738 + 8-3905391 + -0000856 i/

.-. 845 a: + 856 2/
= 35421.

It will be sufficiently correct to substitute for this equation the following

—

x + y = 42,

and the values of * and y will be, a: = 21", y = 21", and the observed azimuths,

corrected with the smallest possible corrections, will become

—

and, by (1),

whence

A = 178° 34' 45", B = 1° 24' 51" (the true azimuths)
.-. i (A + B; = 90° - 12":

cos 60° 34' 22"
^

cos 0 14 3 1

P = 49".

It is obvious that, in determining differences of longitude by this method,
the smaller the angle at which the line connecting the two stations is inclined

to the meridian, the more independent will the result be of any small errors in

latitude. In the Sinai Survey, these angles were sufficiently small to promise
good results,* and the extreme clearness of the atmosphere was very favourable

both to the azimuth observations and for accurate determinations of latitude

;

while, from Jebel Hammam Far'un southward, there was an abundance of
well-marked peaks to select from. The longest line used in these observations

was that connecting Jebel Hammam Far'un with Jebel Serbal, a distance of

about fifty-five miles.

'fhe longitudes of the survey are all expressed in relation to Commander

* Jebel Musa bears about s. 40° e. from Suez.
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Mansel’s longitude of Suez Hotel, 32° 33' 29" e.
;

this was found by tele-

graph, and depends upon the longitude of Alexandria Lighthouse being
29° 51' 40" E.

Three values for the difference of longitude between Suez and Jebel Miisa

were obtained by the method described above
;
they are,

BifFerence of LoDgitnde. Longitude of Jebel Musa.

1st Value . . 1 25 30 E. equivalent to 33 58 59 E.
2nd „ .. 1 25 32 „ „ 33 59 1

3rd
,, .. 1 25 34 „ „ 33 59 3

Mean .. .. 1 25 32 „ „ 33 59 1

This value was checked by observations from Jebel Musa and Jebel Abu
Mes’iid to Jazirat Tiran in the Gulf of ‘Akabah, with the following results :

—

Difference of LfOngitnde. Longitude of Jebel MiisiL

O i n 0/1/
1st Value .. 0 33 35 E. equivalent to 33 59 5 E.
2nd „ .. 0 33 27 „ „ 33 59 13

Mean .. .. 0 33 31 „ „ 33 59 9

For final result,

.
Longitude of Jebel Musa,

O / 1/

Mean from Suez 33 59 IE.
„ „ Tiran 33 59 9

Mean longitude of Jebel Musa .. 33 59 5 E.

This value has been adopted, and it is probably within 5" of the truth.

APPENDIX III.

Determination of Altitudes.

The altitudes of a large number of points in the peninsula—214 in all

parts of the country, besides the 68 trigonometrical stations in the specail
surveys—have been determined by various means and with various degrees
of accuracy. The greater number of the results are contained in the Tables

;

all of them, v ith three or four exceptions, have been written on the maps and
plans. The datum-level, to which all the heights refer, is that of mean tnlo
at Suez. One mountain barometer and two Gay-Lussac barometers, eight
aneroids, and three hypsometers, were used in the "determinations. One Gay-
Lussac was left, with other meteorological instruments, at Suez, and registered
daily, a.m. and p.m., by Mr. Andrfcw.s, of the Peninsular and Oriental Company.
The mountain barometer wa.s unfortunately injured beyond hope of repair, on
the way from Suez to Jebel Miisa, by the conduct of a refractory riding-camel,
which succeeilcd in bringing the instrument and the corporal carrying it, to the
ground. The Gay-Lussac liappily suffered no harm, and became the standard
at our permanent camps, to which, in connection with the Gay-Lussac at Suez,
all other barometric readings were ultimately referred. The whole of the
bari^etric and hypsometric observations have been reduced at Southampton
by Quartermaster James Steel, b.e. He has brought great experience to
bear bj^n the subject, and we are indebted to him for a laborious and, as lar
as could be, successful analysis of a very puzzling and complicated mass of
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figures. I will endeavour to indicate the naeans by which the various results

weie arrived at, and the general conclusions to he draw'n from them.
1. The Gay-Lussac barometer was kept stationary at the special survey

camps—six weeks at Jehel Miisa, followed by ten weeks at Feiran, and then
a second period of five weeks at Jebel Miisa. It was registered daily, at times
to correspond with the registers at Suez, and all aneroids in camji were con-
stantly compared with it. The altitude of each permanent camp was thus
concluded from a comparison of long series of readings of the two standards.

The formula used in the reductions was—
H = 60345-5

I
[log B - log 6 (1 + 0000S97 (t - t')] x [1 -0010602 (t + O]

X [1 + -002G95 cos 2 0]|,

where H represents the dilference of height between the two stations, the
latitude midway between them, and B 6, t t', 1

1

', the heights of barometers,

temperatures of mercury, and temperatures of air, at the lower and higher-

stations respectively.

In the reductions of the aneroid readings taken in the course of the general

survey, it was considered sufBcieutl}- accurate to use a mean latitude (0), a
mean pressure (B), and mean tempei-aturcs for the ivhole. A table of altitudes

for every of pressure, from the sea level to 8,500 feet above it, was
calculated with these data. The aneroid readings were corrected for index

error, and for any deviation at the_timo of reading, from the mean pressure

both at Suez and at the permanent camp, and the altitudes were then obtained

from the table by interpolation.

2. The lines of levelling and the computed relative heights (by vertical

angles) of the trigonometrical stations in the special surveys were all referred

to the levels of the respective permanent or special survey camp.s, and their

true altitudes thence obtained. Tlion, Irom these trigonometrical stations, we
determined by vertical angles the altitudes of the greater nunjber of the peaks

of the general triangulation, the cluster about each sjjecial survey being com-
puted separately.

3. During the geographical survet', aneroids had mainh- to be depended on.

They were observed at our camps and latitude stations, at the crossings and
mouths of wadies, at watersheds, and on all the peaks we ascended. The
registers of the different instruments were at first very perplexing and did not

seem likely to lead to good results. The readings of throe out ol the eight for

some time defied all attempts to harmonise them
;
but it was at length dis-

covered, on close investigation, that their index eiTors had been effected by a
uniform law. The Gay-Lussac had been the means of Ir.rnishing trustworthy

altitudes of the two permanent camp.s, and a comparison of the index errors of
the three aneroids at these stations with their errors at the sea level pointed to

the conclusion that these errors varied in direct proportion to the pressure.

This was verified by a scratiny of the aneroid readings at the higher trigono-

metrical stations (of known altitude), when the same law was found to hold
good. It thus became possible to compute a sliding-.^cale of approximate
index error for each instrument, by which its reading at any altitude from the

sea-level to 8500 feet could be corrected. The errors did not all increase in

the same direction. Two aneroids gave the low ]ilus value at the sea-level,

the high value on high ground ; but, with the third, the error varied in the

contrary direction, and so tended to correct the others when used in connection

with them. The results from these three aneroids served to check those from
the other five, the index errors of which, did not a]ipcar to have been regulated

by any known or discoverable law.

By this means fair determinations were no doubt obtained in the majority

of cases. The value to be attached to them was tested in several instances by
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referedce to the aneroid readings at points of known altitude.* In eight out
of twelve such comparisons it was found that the results, after being corrected

by the slidir^-soales of error, agreed pretty closely with the trigonometrical

heights, the differences varying only from + 48 to — 34 feet. In the other

four instances the discrepancies were larger, but this was probably owing to

the fact of the weather having been on those occasions stormy or unsettled.

4. Hypsometers were tried on many occasions, but nearly always with dis-

cordant and unsatisfactory results. Out of thirteen comparisons of hypsometric
heights with those found by the Gay-Lussac and vertical angles, in two only
was there close agreement. In the remainder the hypsometric values varied

from 54 to 133 feet below, and from 1S4 to 383 feet above, the true altitudes.

They diflered in the most irregular and unaccountable manner, and no weiglit

has been attached to them.
It will have been seen from the foregoing description that the opportunities

this survey afforded of testing the v.alues of aneroids and hypsometers for

determining altitudes have been more thau usually numerous and favourable.

The iustrument.s were by the best makers, and good of their kind
;
there was

a fair supply of them
;
they were used in a systematic manner, and tried over

a considerable range of heights. The series of results is very numerous, and
perhaps more comprehensive in its character than any yet given to the public.

The conclusions to be drawn from them, cannot hut be valuable. These con-
clusions appear to be—(1) that at high altitudes hypsometers are not to be

dejjended on, for any but the roughest approximations
; (2) that aneroids are,

per se, almost worthless for absolute determinations, and are only of service

when used, as at Sinai, in direct connection with standard mercurial baro-

meters at various heights, or for filling in details of a survey between datum-
JX)ints of known altitude. If it had not been for the data at Feiran and Jebel

Musa aftbrded by the Gay-Lussac, the sliding-scales of index error could never
have been hit uiwn, and the correct reduction of the aneroid readings would
have been hopeloss ; aud, as it was, the index errors of five aneroids out of
eight could not he depended on, when they were carried to any great height
above tlie highest Gay-Lussac datum in Wady cd Deir, It is difficult to say
whether, if taken independently—that is, without the incidental help of the
Gay-Lussac—the aneroid heights would have been move or less trustworthy
on the whole, than those given by the hypsometers. But there can he no
iloubt that our best determinations are those of the two permanent camps and
of the trigonometrical points in and about the special surveys.

X .—Recent Elevations of the Earth's Surface in the Northern
Circumpolar Regions. By Henry H. Howokth.

Among the phrases we owe to the ancients, there are few we
use more frequently than that of terra firrna ; and among the
prejudices common to untutored man there are few more justi-

tiable perhaps than that of the stability of the solid earth when
compared with the mobility and restlessness of the water. Yet
at a very early date the inhabitants of some areas of the world
must have been impressed that there were considerable excep-
tions to the rule, that in the neighbourhood of Etna and Vesu-

• The highest point where aneroid observations were made is about 8,52G feet
above the sea.
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vius and Santorin there were causes operating that played
tricks with the solid ground as the wind plays with the waves,

and in fact we know that from the days of Homer these im-
pressive &cts were known and appreciated. It was reserved for

modern times, however, to greatly extend the notion, and for

the geologists and physical geographers, of this century espe-

cially, to prove that there were many areas far removed
from the palpable signs of recent disturbance that exist

in Southern Italy and in other volcanic regions which were
undergoing movements, some of a rapid, others of a very slow,

character. Sir Charles Lyell has especially aided in this work.

But notwithstanding such investigations, the whole subject has

been but little studied. The maps of the world which show
according to the latest researches the areas of upheaval and
subsidence, such as those contained in M. Eeclus's book and
in Murray’s ‘Distribution of Mammals,’ are not only full of

blunders, but they show how empirically the subject has been
approached. These areas are, in a great measure, scattered with

little order about the earth’s surface, like plums in a cake, and
are treated as purely local. I have long felt that this was
unsatisfactory, and with very great deference venture to offer

some matter which I hope wdll aid in further solving this

problem. The general result of my researches is that the phrase,

like so many other phrases in constant use, does not represent any
fact in nature. I hope to prove, as far as materials allow, what
has been often theoretically held, that every portion of the so-called

Solid earth is moving, swelling here and sinking there
;
that the

chief difference in the mobility of sea and land is one of degree

only and relative
;
and further that the areas of elevation are

perfectly continuous and arranged in such an order that some
very important problems in terrestrial physics seem explainable

when read in connection with them. Especially does this dis-

tribution throw light on the theory of earthquakes and volcanoes.

Before entering upon the details of the subject, I would say a few
words to point out its very great importance both to theoretical

science and to practical problems of daily life, which may bespeak
for it your sympathy and perhaps more active assistance. To
the physical geographer, who has to deal with the distribution

of land and sea and the general orography of the earth, it is

needless to suggest the interest of the problem. Geologists who
have been so eloquently taught by Lyell and others, that if they
are to know the former history of the earth they must examine
the causes operating now, and whose special province it is to study
the successive layers of marine and terrestrial deposits which
embalm the world’s history, need not be told that the solution

of this problem is absolutely necessary to the most elementary
YOL. XLIII. B
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knowledge of the deeper laws of the earth’s change. In eth-

nology (my own subject) it was the difficulty, if not the impos-

sibility of imderstanding the migrations of certain tribes, such

as the Esquimaux, &c., without postulating some important

changes in the distribution of land and water, that first made me
study this subject, and so I mi^t go on with the other sciences.

Now for practical problems, those dear to modem Philistinism.

In making canals, especially such canals as the Suez and that

across the Isthmus of Darien, it is surely very necessary to

inquire whether the land is rising or sinking ; the same in

choosing sites for harbours; the same also in laying cables

across sea bottoms which may be cracking and sinking in a
dangerous manner

; and so I might proceed, but I have said

enough to show the very great interest and importance of the

problem. This being so, it does seem very strange that so

little has been done towards its solution; that while diligent

astronomers have been eagerly examining the moon’s surface to

try and detect some change in progress there, no systematic

examination of the earth has been made in the same direction.

The following is necessarily a very crude and miserable be-

ginning only. It is beyond the power of one individual to do
the work properly. It requires the assistance and perseverance

of many students in many parts of the world, and if I succeed

in interesting other students in the work and gaining their co-

operation, if I could above all persuade the department over
which Admiral Richards presides with so much skiU and so

wide a reputation to undertake the collection of some facts, I

should be more than repaid. I have preferred to quote the
various authorities in their own words. In some cases the
'evidence has perhaps been misread. It is not always easy to
distinguish the silting up of an estuary from the rise of the land,
.Jaut 1 believe the majority of the instances quoted are reliable.

It is no small credit to the Geographical Society to find the
extent to which we are indebted to it for our facts.

I shall begin with the northern hemisphere, and first trace
out the area of upheaval. Greenland is a good point to start

with. It is well known that Greenland is subject to a move-
ment of oscillation, the northern portion of it being in process
of elevation, and the southern of depression, the axis of the
movement being variously placed between the parallels of
74 and 77. I wiU quote a passage from Dr. Kane’s travels

:

“ The opportunity I had to-day of comparing the terrace
and boulder lines of Maij River and Charlotte Wood Fiord
enables me to assert positively the interesting fact of a secular
elevation of the crust commencing at some as yet undeter-
mined point north of 76°, and continuing to the great glacier
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and tlie high northern latitudes of Grrinnell land. This eleva-

tion is connected with the equally well-sustained depression

of the Greenland coast south of Kingutak.” * Again :
“ The

depression of the Greenland coast which I had detected as

far north as Upernavik is also going on here (i.e., the Crimson
Cliffs). Some of the Esquimaux huts were washed by the sea

or torn away by the ice that had descended with the tides. The
turf too, a representation of very ancient growth, was cut off

even with the water’s edge, giving sections 2 feet thick. I had
noticed before such unmistakable evidence of the depression of

this coast. Its converse elevation 1 had observed to the north of
Wolstenhohne Sound. The axis of oscillation must be some-
where in the neighbourhood of latitude 77^.” f M'Cliutock says

:

“ It has been abundantly proved by the existence of raised

beaches and fossils that the shores of Smith’s Sound have been
elevated within a comparatively recent period.” He then goes on
to show that this elevation has probably ceased in the very latest

times, and concludes at Upernavik the land has sunk, as is plainly

shown by similar ruins, over which the tides now flow.” J

Crossing Baffin’s Bay to the American coast, we have little

difficulty in proving that the axial line previously spoken of

extends into that continent. Thus, in regard to Labrador:
“ From all the indications noticed casually by us, such as the

portion of beaches apparently very recently raised above the

sea level, so as to be just beyond the reach of the waves, the

land is slowly gaining on the sea. The Keverend C. C. Camp-
bell, minister at Caribou Islands, in the Straits of Belle Isle,

also informs me that this is his impression, gained both from
his observations and information given by the settlers. To this

last source Mr. J. F. Campbell is indebted for the statement in

his ‘Frost and Fire ’ that the Coast of Labrador is slowly rising.”!

In Chimmo’s account of his visit to the north-east coast of

Labrador, he mentions many reefs, &c., not marked on the

maps.
II

These were probably, therefore, recent elevations.

In regard to Newfoundland Mr. Moreton says “that there is

much bare protruding rock in all parts of the island presenting

everywhere a rounded, worn, and water-washed appearance, such
as can only be produced by their having once been part of the
ocean-bed. Large boulders of stone of different character from
all the rock around are lodged in all parts. Some of the most
remarkable are on the highest lands. A recent, and I suppose

* Vol. ii. p. SO. f Op. cit. p. 277. See also ‘ The Open Polar Sea,’ p. 402.

t ‘ M'Clintock’s Journal,’ pp. 76, 77.

§ Packard’s ‘ Glacial Phenomena of Labrador,’ &c., ‘ Memoirs of Boston Nat.
Hist. Society,’ vol. i. part 2, p. 229.

P
‘ Journal of the Koyal Geographical Society,’ vol. xxxviii. p. 258.

K 2
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still proceeding, uprising of the whole island from the sea is

very observable, and many proofe of it have been brought to

my notice. For instance, a narrow tickle at the head of Greens-

pond Harbour, in which the water now is scarcely deep enough
for a punt passing, was in the memory of aged people suflScient

for the passage of large fishing-boats called shallops. At Pur-

chard’s or Pilchard’s Island and in Twilling-gate Harbour, rocks

now above water are remembered as formerly sunken rocks, over

which it was possible and usual to row small boats. In many
places, from the same causes, the fishermen cannot now let their

boats ride in the same water where their fathers were wont to

moor them. I have been told of similar changes in Trinity

Harbour.”* Going somewhat further south, Mr. Hopkins says:
“ Two hundred and fifty years ago Sir Francis Drake sailed into

Albemarle Sound through Koanoke Inlet, which is now a sand-

bank above the reach of the highest tide ; only seventy years ago
it was navigable by vessels drawing 12 feet of water.” t

It is clear, however, from Lyell’s observations,! that we are

here on the borders of an area of subsidence which extends along

the United States coast as far south as Florida, an area which
I shall describe more particularly in a future paper. I will now
adduce the facts which make it clear that the elevatory move-
ment is shared by the whole arctic border-land of America.

In Franklin’s voyage in 1819, 1820, and 1821, he mentions
having found much drift wood in the estuary of the Copper
Mine Hiver. He also picked up “ some decayed wood far out of

reach of the water.” He adds that the Copper Mine Hiver itself

brings down no drift wood.§ In his second voyage along the Arctic

Sea he describes the coast from the Mackenzie Hiver to the Eocky
Moimtains as very shallow and full ofshoals and reefs. Inside some
of the latter was brackish water, as was also the water in pools

at some distance inland
;
piles of wood were also thrown up far

from the coast.
||

While Franklin surveyed the coast westward.
Dr. Richardson did the same to the east. The latter says :

“ On
the coast from Cape Lion to Point Keats there is a line of large
drift timber, eviclentlijthroicn up bythe waves, about 12 feet in per-

pendicular height above the ordinary tides.” He shortly after-

wards mentions that in the Polar Sea when cumbered with ice such
waves are impossible, and as his journey was in the hot season,
and the sea was then crowded with hummocks, the inference that
the drift wood was thrown up by the Maves is inadmissible, and
the line of drift wood 12 feet above the sea level is only a

*
‘Journal of the Royal Geographical Society,’ vol. xxxiv. pp. 264-5.

t ‘ World before the Deluge,' p. 22.
+

‘ Principles of Geology,’ 11th edition, toI. i. p. 563.
§ -Xarrative,’ p. 357.

||
Ibid., p. 134.
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parallel to the numerous other cases. The vast sheet of shallow

and brackish water, 140 miles long and 150 broad, which is

separated from the Polar Sea by low banks and spits of sand,

and is called by Dr. Richardson Esquimaux Lake, formed, there

can be little doubt, very recently, as that traveller suggested, a
bay of the Polar Sea, and is an example of the creation of

huge brackish lakes by a sea which is constantly contracting,

such as are familiar in the eastern borders of the Caspian.
“ ]VI‘Clure found shells of Cijprina islandica at the summit of

the Coxcomb Range, in Baring Island, at an elevation of 800
feet above the sea level. Captain Parry has also recorded occur-

rences of Venus (probably Gyprina islandica) in Byam Martin
Island, and in the recent voyage of the Fox, the surgeon found

the following sub-fossil shells at Port Kennedy, at elevations of

100 feet to 500 feet :

—

Saxicava rugosa, Tellina proxima, Astarte

arctica (borealis), Mya Uddevallensis, Mya truncata, Cardium, sp.

Buccinum undatum, Acrnea testudinalis, and Balanus Uddeval-

lensis.”
*

Speaking of the eastern part of Melville Island, Parry says

:

“ One of the Seda's men brought to the boat a narwhal’s horn,

which he found on a hill more than a mile from the sea, and
which must have been carried there by the Esquimaux or by
bears (!!).... Sergeant Martin and Captain Sabine’s servant

brought down to the beach several pieces of fir-tree which they
found nearly buried in the sand at the distance of 300 or

400 yards from the present high-water mark, and not less than

30 feet above the sea level. We found no indication of this

part of the island having been inhabited unless the narwhal’s

horn above alluded to be considered as such, t Again, speaking

of the northern part of Melville Island, near Point Nias, two
pieces of drift wood were also found on the beach 10 or 20 feet

above the present level of the sea, both of pine, one 7^ feet long

and 3 inches in diameter, and the other much smaller. Both
were partly buried in sand and their fibres so decayed as to fall

to pieces on being laid hold of.| Again, speaking of the west of

Melville island : The land gains upon the sea, as it is called, in

process of time, as it has certainly done here from the situation

in which we found the drift rvood and the skeletons of whales.§

King William Island is rather low, the western shore ex-

tremely so, and bears evidence of a gradual and tolerably recent

upheaval from beneath the sea.
||

These extracts from the

Arctic voyages might be extended, but they will suffice to show
what is generally recognised, that the archipelago north of the

* ‘ Appendix to M'Clintock's Narrative.’

t ‘ Parry’s Voyage in 1819-20,' p. 68. t Ibid., p. 193. § Ibid., p. 235.

11
M’CIintock in ‘Journal of the Koyal Geographical Society,’ vol. xxx. p. 10.
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|,American continent shows, wherever examined, signs of current

j

*

elevation. We may now continue our survey along its western

coast.

So long ago as 1778, Captain Cook makes the following

remark about the coast of Behring’s Straits, near Cape Denbigh :

—

“ After breakfast a party of men were sent to the peninsula for

brooms and spruce It appeared to me that this peninsula

must have been an island in remote times, for there were marks
of the sea having flowed over the isthmus. And even now, it

appeared to be kept out by a bank of sand, stones, and wood
thrown up by the waves. By this bank it was evident that the
land was here encroaching upon the sea, and it was easy to

trace its gradual formation.” *

In describing the journey of Captain Krenitzin and Lieu-
tenant Levashef in 1768-69, Coxe says: “The St. Catherine

wintered in the Strait of Alasca, and was drawn into shoal

water. The instructions set forth that a private ship had in

1762 found there a commodious haven, but the captain looked
for it in vain On surveying this strait and the coast of
Alasca many craters were observed in the low grounds close to

the shore, and the soil produced few plants. May not this

allow the conjecture that the coast had undergone considerable
changes, even since the year 1762?”t

In Whymper’s account of his journey to Alaska, I find the
following passage:—“The island of St. Michael’s is covered
with moss and berries, resting sometimes on a bed of clay, but
more commonly on a porous lava rock. The formation appa-
rently extends to the loukon. The Indians have a tradition
that the island was upheaved from the sea, an occurrence at
least possible. A large rock in the chain of the Aleutian Islands,

known to the Russians as the Bajaslov Volcano, rose from the
sea in 1796. Zagoskin says :

“ That the spot where the fort {i.e.,

Rort Toukon) now stands has been covered by the sea within the
memory of the Indians living at the date of his visit in 1842
and 1843.” Again :

“ The entire country is sprinkled over
with remains of Pliocene Mammals, Elejphas ?, Ovibos moschatus,
&c. Beds of marl near Port Youkon contain fresh-water shells
still living in the vicinity.” + Mr. Grant tells us that in Van-
couver’s Island a raised sea-beach with scanty sandy soil is

mentioned as extending with a breadth of from 300 to 500
yards all along the north-east end of the harbour of Port
St. Juan.§

* ‘ Cook*3 Voyages/ edition of 1842, vol. ii. p. 344.
t ‘ Coxc’s Russian Di&coveries/ p, 251.
X ‘ Journal of tlie Royal Geographical Society/ vol. xxxviii.
§ Ibid., vol. xxvii. p. 285.
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In a paper on the Beaches of British Columbia, by Mr.
Begbie, I find the following paragraph :—“ Changes of level

are now going on in a gradual way in some parts of the colony.

At a point near Frazer River, 13 miles south of Quesuelle, and
again on that creek an affluent of Bonaparte River, I have
noticed beaver-dams on a slant, abandoned dams, of course.

A beaver-dam is never known to give way, never liuilt on a

stream that rrms dry in summer, and is, of coui'se, as level as

the surface of the water it is meant to retain. There had been
no violent commotion, for the dams rvere all quite perfect. No
water was now running there. The old watercourse still visible

and many cotton-trees still growing, perhaps 30 years old, but

no signs of living beavers.”*

To prove that this movement of the northern coasts of

America is shared by the interior of the country, we must
examine the great series of lakes that form such a notable

feature in the physical geography of that continent.

Captain Back says that the country from the Great Slave

Lake to the Polar Sea is strewn with boulders, &c., and is

evidently not long reclaimed from the sea.t

The country forming the Hudson’s Bay Territory is covered

with erratic boulders, and many patches of pleistocene deposits,

containing marine shells of the present Arctic species {Mya
truncata, Saxicava rugosa, &c.) The whole country is too flat

for these boulders to have been the debris of glaciers. They
were most probably left by floating ice and icebergs when the

land was submerged. The cliffs of Lake Winnipeg contain

fresh-water shells still living in the lower waters, such as Unio,

Helix, Pu;pa, Ac., often raised more than 100 feet above the

present levels of the streams, and appear to be ancient lake or

river terraces, leading to the belief that the existing series of

lakes from the St. Lawrence northward were once united in

one or more vast fresh-water seas. A subsidence of lOO feet

would make Lake Ontario discharge its waters by the Mohawk
and Hudson into the Atlantic, convert Lake Champlain into a

maritime strait, and form islands of the States of New York,
New England, and jMaiue, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia; a

subsidence of one-fourth of tliis would carry the waters of the
3Iissouri and the upper Churchill and Mackenzie rivers into

Lake Winnipeg, and convert the plain country bordering the

Rocky Mountains into an inland sea. The raised beaches of

Lake Superior are 100 feet above the present level. J

*
‘ Journal of tlio Royal Geographical Society,' vol. v. p. 132.

t Ibitl., vol. vL p. 1.

X Isbister’s ‘ Geology of Hudson’s Bay Territory,’ ‘ Journal of the Royal Geo.
graphical Society,’ vol. xi. p. 407.
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“ On Lake Superior in Canada deposits face the lake in the
shape of bare earth -banks and terraces. They are all the pro-
duce of the lake when standing at a higher level On
Lake Huron are successive belts of water-worn erratics of large
size, one above another, with a few yards interval between each.

On the summit of a cliff 100 feet high, Colonel Delafield informs
me there is a range of water-worn stones regularly strewn as
on a beach for 200 feet in length. These instances of remains
of ancient deposits might be greatly multiplied, as they are
very usual in this lake when the vegetation permits them to
be seen.” 1 have extracted this passage from a very interest-

ing paper by Mr. Bigsby on Canadian Erratics, in the seventh
volnme of the ‘ Geological Journal,’ which describes similar
traces as existing in nearly all the lakes of North America.
His resume of the evidence states that “ the Canadas, in com-
mon with all the western and northern parts of the United
States, are mapped out by irregular concentric rings of terraces
and ridges, sometimes hundreds of miles in circuit, which
enclose the beds (with or without water) of lakes and ponds
more or less closely. The mouths of rivers here and there
break through these rings, and the rivers themselves are also
bordered with terraces The terraces are the margins of
former bodies of water much loftier and larger than those now
existing. These ancient lakes have been more or less emptied
by the elevation of their beds, an elevation taking place per-
haps very extensively, slowly, and variously.” *

Having shown by the evidence of the lakes and rivers (those
gauges of level by which alone we can test the change of level
that is progressing in a country) that the interior of the northern
part of the American continent is rising as well as the coast,
we will now pass on to an examination of the remaining half of
the northern circumpolar regions comprised in Europe and Asia.
The remarkable changes that have taken place in Scan-

dinavia, in illustration of our subject, are among the elementary
facts of geology. They have given rise to an extensive litera-
ture, somewhat fierce in its controversial bitterness. The ques-
tion has been complicated by a difficulty which arises in many,
other districts, namely, that we seem to have arrived at a critical
turning-point in the world’s history, where areas which have
long been rising have become quiescent or even begun to sink
again. I cannot enter into the details of the Scandinavian con-
rtoversy which have been collected by Sir Charles Lyell, in his
Bakerian Lecture on this subject and elsewhere, but will con-
tent myself with quoting the more striking authorities, with

Op. cit. p. 236.
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Avhom I agree. Early in the last century Celsius expressed his

opinion that the waters both of the Baltic and Northern Ocean
M’ere gradually subsiding, and from numerous observations

inferred that the -rate of depression was about 40 Swedish inches

in a century. In support of this position he alleged that there

were many rocks both on the shores of the Baltic and of the

Ocean known to have been once sunken reefs and dangerous to

navigators, but which were in his time above water
;
that the Gulf

of Bothnia had been gradually converted into land, several

ancient ports having been changed into inland cities, small

islands joined to the continent, anil old fishincf-groimds deserted

as being too shallow or entirely dried up. He also maintained

that in the time of the ancients Scandinavia w-as what they

described it to be, namely, an island, and that it became a
peninsula some time between the days of Pliny and the ninth

century.* This view was opposed by several writers. Playfair,

in 1802, accepted the views of Celsius, and argued that the

change was due to the rise of the land. In 1807 Von Buch, /

after returning from a tour in Scandinavia, announced his con-

'

viction that the whole country from Frederickshall in Norway
to Abo in Finland, and perhaps as far as St. Petersburg,

was slowly and insensibly rising. He was led to these con-'

elusions principally by information obtained from the inhabit-

ants and pilots, and in part by the occurrence of marine shells

of recent species which he had found at several points on the

coasts of Norway above the level of the sea. He also mentions

the marks set on the rocks.f These discoveries induced several

Swedish philosophers to have certain rocks grooved at the level

of the water in calm weather, with the date of each added. In
1820 and 1821 the marks were examined by the officers of the

pilotage service, who reported to the Royal Academy of Stock-

holm. From this Report it appeared that along the whole

coast of the northern part of the Gulf of Bothnia the water

was lower than formerly. New marks were at the same time

made. In 1834 Sir Charles Lyell made an elaborate survey of

the district, and published the result as the ‘ Bakerian Lecture
’

in the ‘Philosophical Transactions’ for 1835. He reports that,

in the interval between 1821 and 1834, the land appeared to

have risen in certain places north of Stockholm 4 or 5 inches,

and he convinced himself during his visit to Sweden, alter con-

versing with many civil engineers, pilots, and fishermen, and
after examining some of the ancient marks, that the evidence

formerly adduced in favour of the change of level, both on the

* Lyell’s ‘ Principles of Geology,’ 0th edition, p. 520.

f Trans, of ‘ Biich’s Travels,* nuoted in Lyell, op. cit.
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coasts of Sweden and Finland, was full and satisfactory. Inter

alia he mentions rocks and boulders strewn over the shoals,

which have been observed to increase in height and dimensions
within the previous half-century. Some formerly known as

dangerous "sunken rocks are now only hidden when the Avater

is the highest. Similar points have grown to long reefs, while

others have been changed from a reef annually submerged to a

small islet on which a few lichens, a fir-seedling, and a few
blades of grass attest that the shoal has at length been fairly

changed into dry land. Long fiords and narrow channels, once
separating wooded islands, have been deserted by the sea within
the memory of living witnesses on several parts of the coast.

It is Avell known that the southern extremity of Scania is

sinking; the proofs will be collected in another paper. On
the eastern or Baltic side of Sweden Sir Charles Lyell found
the first unmistakable evidence of rising at Calmar, in 56^ 41'

N. lat. The foundations of the castle there, which had originally

been subaqeuous, Avere found to have risen 4 feet in four cen-
turies. At Stockholm there Avere found striking proofs of
change since the Baltic acquired its present tenants—Testacea,
found there 70 feet above the sea-level, being identical with those
noAv found in the adjacent sea at Sodertelji. A little further
south, strata of sand, clay, and marl, more than 100 feet high,
and containing shells ',of species now inhabiting the Bothnian
•GuK, were found. The three lakes of Husar, Ladu, and Uggel,
which formerly (temp. Charles IX.) constituted the Gulf of
Fiskartorp, had grown much shallower, and in part become
dry land. At Upsala, 40 miles n.n.w. of Stockholm, brackish-
water plants were found in meadows Avhere there are no salt-

springs
;
proof that the sea has recently retired. The Marsh at

Gregrud, 40 miles north of TJpsala, had risen 5^ inches in the
interval since 1820. At Gefle, 40 miles to the N.w., are Ioav

pastures, where the inhabitants’ fathers remembered boats and
even ships floating. At Pitea, in the Bothnian Gulf, the land
had gained a mile in 45 years; at Lulea, a mile in 28 years

; and
at Tornea it Avas advancing rapidly, according to M. Beclus,* at
the rate of 5 feet 3 inches in a century.

These facts, Avhich might be multiplied, suffice to show that
the Baltic coast of SAveden, north of about the 56th parallel,
has been recently rising from the sea.
M. Eeclus argues that the Baltic communicated but recently

Avith the North Sea by a Avide channel, the deepest depressions
of Avhich are noAv occupied by the Lakes Malar, Hjelmar, and
VVener, considerable heaps of oyster-shells being found in

* * The Earth,* vol. ii. p. 622.
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several places on the heights commanding these lakes. Similar
beds are found round the Gulf of Bothnia.* From Baer’s re-

searches it would seem that oysters cannot live and grow in

water holding more than 37 parts in a thousand of salt, or less

than 16 or 17 in a thousand. The waters of the Baltic now do
not contain more tlian 5 paids in a thousand, and yet the beds
of oysters prove that both the Baltic and the inland lakes

were once as salt as the North Sea. M. Beclus argues this

saltness could only come from some former strait n liich occupied

the depressions in which the Swedish engineers have dug out

the Trolhatta Canal. Besides, he says, when the sluices were
being constructed, there were found not far from the cataracts,

and at a height of 40 feet above the Cattcgat, various mai'ine

remains mingled with relics of human industry, boats, anchors,

and piles.! Sir Charles Lyell says similar oyster-beds have
been found further inland on the borders of Lake Wener,
50 miles from the sea, at an elevation of 200 feet near Lake Rog-
varpen. Similar beds have also been discovered on the southern

shores of Lake Miilar, at a place 70 miles from the sea. J So
that we may take it as proved that the great Swedish lakes are

the remains of a very recent marine strait, separating Scania

from the mainland. The shores of the Cattegat aflbrd ample
evidence of upheaval.

The greater part of Denmark is either stationary or sinking,

but, according to Forchhammer, the terminal point of Jutland,

bounded by an ideal line tending obliquely from Fredericshavn

towards the north-west, rises 11-70 inches in a century. The
amount is here probably exaggerated.

We will now turn to the coast of Norway. Here we approach
evidently a boundary-line between rising and sinking land.
‘‘ Professor Keilhau,of Christiania,” says Sir Charles Lyell, “ after

collecting the observations of his predecessors respecting former-

changes of level in Norway and combining them with his own,

has made the fact of a general change of level at some unknown,
but, geologically speaking, modern period (that is, rvithin the

period of the actual testaceous fauna) very evident. He infers

that the whole country from Cape Lindernas to the North Cape,

and beyond that as far as the fortress of Yardhuus, has been
gradually upraised, and on the south-east coast the elevation

has amounted to more than 600 feet.” The same author tells

us that marine fossil shells of recent species have been collected

from inland places near Drontheim. On the other side Mr.

* These beds of shells have since been traced by Erdmann to Sinde, at the head
of a lake of that name, 130 miles west of .Stockholm, at the height of 230 feet

above the sea. t Heclus. op. cit. vol. ii.

+ Lyell, op. cit. 527-0.
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Everest has shown that the island of Munkholm, an insulated

rock in the harbour of Drontheim, has remained nearly sta-

tionary for eight centuries. Brougniart and Sir Charles Lyell

both found beds of recent shells raised 200 feet above the sea at

Capellbacken, all the species being identical with those now
inhabiting the contiguous ocean. The former also found balani

adhering to the rocks above the shelly deposit, showing that the

sea had remained there a long time. This was verified by

Lyell in 1834, at Kured, about 2 miles north of TJddevalla, at

a height of more than 100 feet above the sea. He says these

barnacles adhered so firmly to the gneiss, that he broke off

portions of the rocks, with the shells attached. Similar deposits

of shells are found at the island of Orust, opposite Uddevalla.
Between Gothenburg and Uddevalla, and on the islands of

Marstrand and Gulholmen similar proofs may be studied,

proving that we are here on the borders of a doubtful line.

In 1844 M. Bravais showed that in the Gulf of Alten, in

Finmark, the most northern part of Norway lying to the north

of Lapland, there are two distinct lines of upraised ancient sea

coast, one above the other.f
From Finmark we may naturally step across to Spitzbergen,

an island which is notoriously rising from the sea at a rapid

rate, I find the following passage as early as 1646 :—These
mountains (twenty-two mountains of Spitzbergen) increase in

bulk every year, so as to be plainly discoverable by those that

pass that way. Leonin was not a little surprised to discover

upon one of these hills, about a league from the seaside, a small
mast of a ship, with one of its pulleys still fastened to it. This
made him ask the seamen how that mast came there, who told

him they were not able to tell, but were sure they had seen it

as long as they had used that coast. Perhaps formerly the sea
might either cover or come near their mountain, where some
ship or other being stranded, this mast is some remnant of that

wreck.J Parry, in an account of his journey towards the Pole,

page 126, refers to the vast quantities of drift-w'ood stranded on
the Spitzbergen coast above high-water mark.

In the 16th volume of the ‘Transactions of the Geological
Society,’ Mr. Lament tells us that he found great quantities of
drift-wood on all the thousand islands, as well as on the south
coast of the Spitzbergen main—some of it much worm-eaten,
much of it lying at least 30 feet above high-water mark. He
nowhere found any wood in situ. On all parts of Spitzbergen
and its islands, visited by him, he found numerous bones of

• Lyell, op. cit. passim.
t Lyell, ‘Principles,’ 11th eilition, 194.
: ‘Account of Greenland,* by La Peyrere, in ‘ Churchill’s Voyages,' vol. u.
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whales far inland and high above high-water mark. One large
piece of a jawbone, found by himself in October 1859, was dis-

covered 40 feet above the sea. It was part of an entire skeleton,

which lay half buried in moss, about half a mile from the sea,

in Walter Thymen’s Straits. There was also a terrace of trap-

rocks higher than the moss intervening between the latter and
the sea. On one of the thousand islands he counted eleven very
large jaw-bones, along with many bones forming other parts of

the whale’s skeleton, all lying close together in a slight depres-

sion, about 10 feet above tlie sea level. On the same island he
saw what he took to be a further proof of the recent upheaval
of the land. This was a sort of furrow or trench, 100 yards

long by 3 or 4 feet deep, and 3 or 4 feet broad, ploughed up
among the boulders, and presumed to be done by icebergs. It

was on a gentle slope, about 20 feet above the sea, and extended
from north-east to south-west, exactly the run of the current ice

at the present day.*

The German expedition of 1869 also found heaps of drift-wood

20 feet high above high-water mark on the south-east shore of

Spitzbergen. The seal fishers told Sir. Lamont that the land

was rising, and that the Eight whale had forsaken the Spitz-

bergen seas, which had become too shallow for it.

East of Nova Zembla Captain Mack, who made a journey
there in 1871, found the barren and sandy islands known as the

Gulf Stream islands. In the spot where these now are, the

Dutch, in 1594, found and measured a sandbank in soundings of

18 fathoms, showing an upheaval here of 100 feet in 300 years.

In the same year Captain Nils Johnson landed in the country

called Wiche Land in the map of 1617, situated about 30^ east

longitude and 78° north longitude. He says that the shores

there, to a distance of 100 miles inland, and to a height of about
20 feet above high-water mark, are covered with drift-wood.t

We may now return to the mainland of Europe, and continue

our survey eastwards.

Pennant long ago observed that the White Sea and the Baltic

were but recently joined together by a strait. He says the
lakes Sig, Onda, and Wigo form successive links from the lake

Onega to the White Sea. The Lake Siama almost cuts Finland
through from North to South. Its northern end is not remote
from Lake Onda, and the southern extends very near to the
Gulf of Finland, a space of nearly 40 Swedish, or 260 Eng-
lish miles. These were probably part of the bed of the ancient

Streights (sic) which joined the White and Baltic Seas.]: Great
* ‘ Journal of the Geological Society.’ vol. xvi. p. 128.

t
‘ Ocean Highways,' pp. 217 and 292.

j
‘ Appendix to Arctic Zoology,’ p. 2J.
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portions of Finland, which is known to the natives as Suomenia,
or the land of swamp, has all the character of a recently-

emerged land. It is sprinkled over with lakes separated by
flats of sand covered with moss. The level of some of these

lakes is rapidly falling, which means that the land is rising. We
are told this especially ofthe River Vosca and the Lake Sarnia,

of which it is the only feeder. In the spring of 1818, Lake
Souvando, on the west of Lake Ladoga, broke down the isthmus
that separated it ;

its waters were lowered 5026 fathoms, and
much land was left dry.

Sir Charles Lyell tells us, that on the coast of Finland, as

on that of Sweden, the fishermen have traditions that what is

now dry land was in their fathers’ days water. The surface of

Finland generally is covered with traces of a prodigious diluvial

revolution in recent times.

MM. de Keyserling, Murchison, and de Vemeuil have found
at points 250 miles to the south of the White Sea, on the banks
of the Dwina and the Vaga, beds of sand and mud containing
several kinds of shells similar to those which inhabit the neigh-
houring seas, and so well preserved that they had not lost their

colours.*

In some Notes on the Ice between Greenland and Nova
Zembla, by Captain Jansen,t he says, quoting an experienced
navigator called Thenius Ys: “Drift-wood, though there is

plenty on the beach, is found far above this mark, and so remark-
ably high, that I do not understand how it is brought there.”
Again, speaking of Captain Wm. de Vlaningh, who sailed along
the north and north-east coasts of Nova Zembla in 1664 : At a
considerable height he found on a rock on the smallest of the
three Islands of Orange a very large tree that three or four
naen could not lift. This tree was rotten. The tree lay much too
high to have been brought there by water, perhaps by a water-
spout he says.

The two islands of Nova Zembla are each divided from north
to south by a prolongation of the Ural Mountains, but they
consist chiefly of a marshy moss-clad plain. It has lately been
found that there are saline lakes in these islands.^

M. de Middendorf states that the ground of the Siberian tundras
is in a great part covered with a thin coating of sand and fine
clay, exactly similar to that which is now deposited on the shores
of the Frozen Ocean. In this clay, too, which contains in such
large quantities the buried remains of mammoths, there are

* Beclus, op. cit. toI. ii. p. 627.

t
Boyal Geographical Society,’ vol. ix. p. 163.

t MaUebnm : Geog., voL ii. p. 394.
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also found heaps of shells perfectly identical with those of the
adjacent ocean. Far inland, besides, traces of drift-wood are seen,

the trees which once grew in the forests of Southern Siberia ^

these trees, having been first carried into the sea by the current
of the rivers, have been thrown up by the waves on the former
coast, which are now deserted by the sea.* Our chief authority

for the shores of the Arctic Sea is Von Wrangel, and from his

travels I shall quote freely :
—“ In 1810, Hedenstrom went across

the Tundra direct to Utsjansk. He says, on the Tundra,
equally remote from the present line of trees, among the steep

sandy banks of the lakes and rivers are found large birch-trees,

complete with bark, branches, and roots. At first sight they
appear well preserved, but on digging them up they are found
to be in a thorough state of decay. On being lighted they glow,

but never burst into flame ; the inhabitants use them for fuel

;

they call them Adamoushina,' or, of Adam’s time. The first

living birch-tree is not now found nearer than three degrees to

the south, and then only as shrubs.” Again, in 1811, Samukof
reports that he found the skulls and bones of various animals in

the interior of Kotelnoi Island, and that both there and in

New Siberia he found large trees partially fossilized. These
islands have apparently all been recently submerged, for it is

reported that the greatest stores of mammoth ivory are now got

from the sand-banks which are constantly appearing near the

Bear Islands
;
the barren surfiice of the latter, a conglomerate of

bones, stones, and ice, has all the character of a recently recovered

sea bottom. Wrangel tells us, that ribs of whales are often found
on the west coast, and that whales are now very seldom seen on
the Siberian coast, while in the 18th century their appearance
there was much more frequent. The only cause for this deser-

tion that I can suggest is that assigned by the Spitzbergen

fishermen, namely, that the sea is becoming too shallow for the
whale. “The shores of the Polar Sea, from the Lena to

Behring’s Straits, are for the most part low and flat. In winter it

is hard to say where land ends and sea begins. A few versts

inland, however, a line of high groimd runs parallel tviih the

present coast, and formerly no doubt constituted the boundary of

the ocean. This belief is strengthened by the quantity of drift-

wood found on the upper level, and also by the shoals that run
far out to sea, and will no doubt become dry land.f Again

:

“ At several places along the coast we found old weathered drift-

wood at the height of two fathoms above the present level ofthe

sea, while the fresh drift-wood lay on a lower level. This indi-

* Eeclus, ‘ The Earth,’ vol. ii. pp. 627, 62S.

t Yon Wrangel, Sabine’s translation.
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cates change of lend" Again : “ Captain Sarytschew says the

winter dwellings erected by Laptef on the bank where his

vessel was driven on shore lead to the belief that the channel

must formerly have been on that side. At present there is no

water there for a vessel of any size, and even a boat can only

approach at high water. At low water the shoal runs 3 versts

out to sea.” * Ciomed Island, described by Chalavrof in 1760,

and by Laptef at a later date, no longer exists : it now forms a

part of the main. The same voyagers describe the east coast of

the Swatoi Moss as very sinuous : it is now very straight, the

sinuosities having meanwhile disappeared. These facts will

suffice to prove that so far as we have any evidence, the

whole Siberian coast, as far as Behnng’s Straits, is rising from

the sea.

In Mr. Grieves’ translation of the ‘ History of Kamtchatba,’

I find it stated, in the description of Behring’s Island and
the adjacent island, that, 30 fathoms higher than the sea-

mark, lie wood and whole skeletons of sea animals which
have been left by the sea.t He speaks of one of the rivers at

Ochotsk as being now dry
;
this is probably caused by upheaval.

And in describing the Penschinska Sea, he says he had seen

“trees which are not to be found in the country hanging
out of the earth, and more than 7 feet below the surface

;

whence (he says) it may be concluded that aU these barren,

boggy places, where at present there are no woods but
shrubs and stunted sallows and birches, were once covered with
water, which has decreased by degrees here, as it has on the
north-eastern coast, j;

(iuite recently Eussian travellers have discovered on the coast
of the great island of Saghalien heaps of modern shells, lying
not far from the shore on beds of marine clay, and also former
bays, which are now converted into lakes or salt-marshes. In
hke manner it has been proved that the regions of the Amur
are gradually being upheaved, for, in order to maintain its level,

the river has constantly to hollow out its bed between the cliffs,

and on the plateau by the river-side semicircular sheets of water
may still be seen, which are evidently former windings of the
Amur. §

According to the accounts of the Chinese and Japanese
chroniclers several volcanoes have risen from the bed of the sea
on the coasts of Japan and Corea during the historical period.
In the year 1 007 a roar of thunder announced the appearance
of the volcano of Toinmoura or Taulo, on the south of Corea,

* Von Wrangel, Sabine's translation, cvii. t Page 54.
+ Ibid

, pp. 5'J-Gl.
§ Keclus, vol. ii. p. GbO.
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and then, after seven days and seven nights of profound dark-

ness, the mountain was seen. It was no less than 4 leagues in

circumference, and towered up like a block of sulphur to a

height of more than 1000 feet. More than this, the celebrated

Fusi Yama itself, the highest mountaui in Japan, is said to have
been upheaved in a single night from the bosom of the sea

21^ centuries ago.*

I have alluded to the constant occurrence of dry beds of

streams, which have all the appearance of having once been
filled with water to a height of 0 to 10 feet above the present

water-level, and which now in the rainy season are barely wet.

I cannot help connecting this circumstance with precisely

similar phenomena I have obser-ved in the Bay of Shantung, on
the opposite shore of the Gulf of Pecheli. I find also from the

journal of an officer who travelled from Tientsin to Chefoo, that

the same thing is noted in that quarter. So that the whole

coast of the Gulf of Pecheli and Liautung, covering a space of

over 200 miles from north to south, and nearly 300 from east to

west, is cut up by dry beds of watercourses, many of them in

the vicinity of mountains being strewn with smooth round
pebbles. The two great alluvial plains, which for convenience

I may call the valleys of the Peiho and the Liau-ho, present

every appearance of having been recently under water. I say

nothing of the tract of country extending from the Peiho south-

ward and eastward to the mountainous coast of Shantung, not

having myself visited this part. But the mud flat in the neigh-

bourhood of Taku at the mouth of the Peiho, extending from
the coast-line several miles inland to the limits of cultivated

ground, and barely elevated above the sea-level, is barren and
marshy, the water brackish, and the smooth surface, caked and
cracked by the sun, is covered with a thin scurf of salt. These
characteristics are, perhaps, more strongly marked in the

northern valley, extending north and west from Newchang
The soil is barren, the surface caked, with only a little thinly-

scattered coarse vegetation here and tliere, supporting a few horses

and cattle. The margins of pools and watercourses are whitened
with salt, and between Yin^ze and the coast the whole surface

has this white appearance in dry weather. In connection

with this subject I would also mention that we were informed at

Yingtze that the town of Newchang was in former tinaes the sea-

port ; that subsequently it had been abandoned for Taitze, a
town some 20 miles inearer the mouth of the river, and that

within the present century Taitze was in turn abanrloned in

eousequence of the shoaling of the water, and Yingtze established

VOL. XLIII.

* Beclus, op. cit. vol. ii. p. 571.
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as the seaport, as near the mouth of the river as soil could be
found sufficiently firm to support buildings.*

Mr. Wylie, speaking at the Geographical 'Society in 1869,

said :
“ It is asserted by the Chinese, and he believed it was con-

firmed by geologists, that the bed of the Gulf of Pecheli, with

the adjoining coast-line (and the mainland, to what extent from

the sea is not known), was gradually rising at the rate of 6 feet

in a century.” t
I owe the following to the courtesy of a correspondent,

Mr. Eowland Hamilton ;
—“ In 1860, when going in a house-

boat from Ningpo to Shanghai, we w'ere driven by stress of

weather to a group of volcanic rocks, called the Hugged Islands.

On one of these there was vegetation enough to support a small

fiock of goats, but the others were mostly barren. Around them
the sea-bottom is rapidly silting up. On a sandy beach of the
largest island there was a volcanic rock, composed, if I remember
rightly, of seori® and ashes, of about the hardness of freestone,

soine 10 to 20 feet above high-water marh, most clearly tide-worn.

I also remember climbing along a ridge (5" trap-rock, some
80 feet or so high, sloping at an angle of about 40^ to the sea,

the face of which ^vas water-marked, though not so palpably,

. . . . The liills about 16 miles from Shanghai have been a
group of islands, though now entirely surrounded by cultivated

alluvial soil instead of water.”

I have now coasted round the shores of Europe and Asia to
about the same latitude as that which limited our survey of

the American continent, and found signs and proofs wherever
we have any evidence that the elevation of the lands is shared
by the coast-line of the older continents. I must conclude the
inquiry with the evidence of the lakes, &c., of Central Asia,
which prove that the movement of elevation is not confined to

the coast, but extends far into the continent. The Abbe Hue
tells us that, according to tradition, the Kokonoor Lake formerly
covered the spot where Lhasa now is, and that one day it

abandoned its former site for its present oue.^

In describing the country of the Chakar tribe of the bordered
blue banner in Jlongolia, the Chinese account, translated by
Klaproth, says :

“ There was formerly in the territory of this

banner a salt lake, into which the River Vore Shoria emptied
itself. This lake was 30 li in length from east to west, and
20 li in breadth from north to south. At present neither lake
nor river are to be seen.§

* ‘Journey from Tientsin to Mukden,’ by A. Micliie, ‘Journal of the Eoyal
Geographical Society,’ vol. xxsiii. p. 153.

t ‘ Proceedings of the Koyal Geographical Society,’ vol. xiv. p. 36.
t • Hue's Travels.’ § ‘Timkowsky’s Travels,’ vol. ii. p. 262.
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Pallas describes tbe plain surrounding the Sea of Baikal as

formed of a low bed of flints, adding that this is a proof that
the Baikal \vas formerly much higher than the present level.*

It was held by some of the Greek geographers, and notably
by Strabo, that the Caspian communicated with the Js^orthern

Ocean by a strait, and there are traces everywhere in the

intervening country of an immense desiccation vhicli might
favour such a notion. Tlius Levchine, the historian of the
Kirghiz Kazaks, writes, there are many bare sandhills to the

north and north-east of the Aral, among which are salt-marshes

and lakes. This seems to show the Aral has considerably

diminished in bulk. This supposition is strengthened by the

hills of Sary Boulak and Kouk Tornak, up to which the sea

extended only forty years ago as the Kirghiz affirm. Kow it

is 60 versts off. These hillocks are bare of vegetation, and
covered in places with shells and fish remains.

Further north we find that the lakes Aksakal Barbi in the
middle of the last century formed only one basin over 200
versts in circumference, and reported to he deop.f The Itussian

engineers have shown of late years that it is shallow and very
full of reeds. Pallas, the Baron IMcyendorf, Pander, and
Eversmann all agree that the south-nest part of the Kirghiz
Steppe is the dried bottom of some sea.

Levchine says, everywhere in the steppes are evidences of

their having only recently risen from the sea. Most of the

travellers here have noticed it; the proofs are— 1st, the great

number of salt lakes, salt-marshes, and salt and clay bogs
;
2nd, the

sea shells everywhere found
;
3rd, the gradual shallowing of all

the lakes
;
4th, the salt taste of the rivers

;
5th, ditto of plants

and herbs; 6th, the encrustation of salt on all the plants
;
7th, the

undulating surface, evidently caused by wave.«. People worthy
of credit assure us the space between the Lakes Avlia and the

River Sara Tourgai must have once been under water. Lakes
Naurzoum and 4'chouksa are the deep pits of this reservoir.

The edge of a plateau stretching from the River Tchiili to the
mountains Koifalmoura form its western bank or limit. On
the east there is a similar plateau. Nearly all this stretch of

land is sterile, chiefly covered with salt. The steppe “ Mouss
Bil,” between Lake Aral and the Lakes Aksakal-Barbi, has the

same character, it produces nothing, and shells are scattered

everywhere. $
Humboldt, in the ‘Nouvelles Annalesdes Yoyages’ for 1830,

* ‘ Pallas's Travels,’ vol. iv. p. 407. ‘ Isbister on the Geology of the ITutlson’s

Bay Territory,’ the ‘ Journal of the Koyal Geographical Society,’ vol. xi. p. 497.

t ‘Eytchkof on the Topography of Orenburg,’ in Lcvcliiue. X Ibiil. 33.

S 2
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has the following remarks :—“ Among the lakes are Bale Koul,

51° 30' N. lat., and Koum. Koul, 49° 45' N. According to the

ingenious hypothesis of M. Hense, the tract covered with lakes

formed one vast reservoir, between which and the lakes Aral and

Aksakal there was once a communication. This place resembles

a vestige of the Deluge, going north beyond Omsk, between

the Ichim to the Dtysch by the steppe of Barabine, which is full

of lakes, further north beyond the Ob to Sourgout by the land

of the Ostiacks of Beresof to the marshy borders of the Polar

Sea. An ancient tradition, preserved by the Chinese, on the

existence in the interior of Siberia of a great lake traversed

by the Yenisei seems to point to this channel, whereby the

waters of the Caspian and the Aral found their way to the

Polar Sea.

What is true of the country north of the Aral is true also of

that to the north-east. The vast sheet of water, called Lake
Balkash, is bounded on the north-east by very extensive reedy

marshes, these are doubtless the signs of the encroaching land.

North-east of Lake Balkash are the two lakes Sacyk or Alaktu
Koul and the Ala KouL They were formerly probably joined

together, the isthmus between them being very saline. The
separation is probably recent, for the Chinese maps made by
order of Kien Lung by the European missionaries figure only
one lake. In the map of Ounkowsky, made in 1722 or 1723
from the reports of the Kalmuck chief, it is represented without
the isthmus under the name of Alak TougouL*

If we now turn to the country east and south-east of the Aral,

we find it occupied by the great sand wastes of Kara Kum and
Kizil Kum, in some places threaded with the forsaken channels
of rivers, and everywhere evidencing the tremendous desicca-

tion that has taken place.

I have recently made a detailed examination of the question
of the desiccation of a large portion of the frontier lands of

Persia. Prom it I extract a short paragraph or two. The
xVral Sea is bounded on the west by the plateau of list Urt.
The scarped edge of that plateau is called the Tchink by the
Kirghiz Kazaks. The Kussian traveller Butakoff says ; “ On
some of the cliffs of the Ust Urt and the Isle Nicholas are
evidences of the action of water on heights to which the waves
of our days cannot attain in the most violent storms.” The
southern shores of the Aral are low and flat, and we are not
surprised to find in maps, &c., that there are traces of its having
extended much more to the south and south-west in recent
times, and in fact the evidence is overwhelming that in the

* Levchine, op. cit.
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days of tte Greek geographers the Caspian and the Aral were
one sea. Pliny, who relates circunastantially the route of Indian
commerce down the Oxus into the Hjrcanian Sea, and across

that to the mouth of the Cyrus or Kur
; Strabo, who gives a

similar account
;
and Patrocles, who seems to have navigated the

sea itself, could hardly have invented the tale, and flie dried

channels, shrinking salt-lakes and other debris of a recent

sea which strew the terrible Turkoman desert between the
Tchink and the frontiers of Khorasan, are to my mind
indisputable traces of the strait recently connecting the two
seas ;

while we have abundant evidence of pilots, &c., that

the land has been gaining very largely on the sea along
the eastern shore of the Caspian. That the watei-s of the
Caspian are receding is a very familiar fact, a comparison of

Woodroofs map attached to Hanway’s travels which contains

elaborate soundings, tVc., with recent maps is very instructive

on this point. The huge Gulf of Balkanskoi, which is carefully

traced and sounded in Woodroofs map, and there contained

three or four islands, no longer exists, but is replaced by two
small inlets, and two at least of the islands are now joined

to the mainland. The sea at the former date washed the foot

of the Little Balkan. It is now 30 miles from it, the inter-

vening space being occupied, as described by Yambery, who
trespassed upon it, with dangerous salt morasses covered with a

thick white crust. This salt crust is a marked feature of the

low shore of the Caspian. Places formerly covered with 5 to

8 feet of water are now dry. Lieutenant Wood was told at

Asterabad that the Caspian had retired very considerably

during the previous hundred years, and Woodroof was told

that the water still flowed in his day in the channel connecting

the Caspian and the Aral.

Levcliine thus describes the process of desiccation of the

northern borders of the Caspian. For 100 versts from the mouth
of the Ural to that of the Emba the shores of the Caspian are

crowded with reeds ; interlacing by their roots they form islands

which retain the sand and thus become solid. Thus, wherever
the shore is reedy, the sea is crowded with small islands. These
islands increase in size and join the banks, and eventually form
gulfs and bays, &c. This labyrinth of bosphoruses, gulf-banks,

and islands forms here in fact the shores of the Caspian. Thus
the land gains on the sea. Again the gulfs of the sea are closed

by a barrier of reeds, and become salt lakes. Crowded with

aquatic plants, they diminish in size, grow into salt-marshes, and
eventually into dry land. This gain of the land upon the sea,

this gradual diminution of the water which enables the reeds to

encroach, is therefore true of the northern Caspian. Let us
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continue. I quote from Pallas, the desert of the Gaik (or Ural),

as well as those of the Kalmuks, and that of the Volga are

covered with shells exactly like those found in the Caspian.

The soil uniformly consists of sand or a yellow loam, generally

impregnated with salt. There is no black soil or turf. .... It

is probable that the high country between the Don and the

Volga and along the Sarpa, as well as the heights between
the Volga and the Jaik, now called Oblahei Sirt, have been the

old banks of the Hyrcanian Sea, for there we meet with hori-

zontal strata, no salt, and plenty of turf. Further up in the

mountains of the Volga are large banks of shells, but different

to those now found in the Caspian It is very probable,

nay almost beyond a doubt, that the low country of Ulagami,
Terink, Alabrya, and Byeloe is the old bed of the strait con-

necting the Caspian and the Sea of Azof. Even to this day the

Caspian, when swelled by tempests, easily overflows the low-

country just mentioned. The sandhills which intervene between
them and the Manytch originate from sandbanks thrown up by
the Caspian. These banks have choked the mouth of the Kama,
which formerly had a free current into the Caspian.*

A stage of desiccation may be noticed in the pages of the

Byzantine historian Priscus, who tells us that the Huns in

invading Persia crossed first a steppe, then a morass, and lastly

the mountains.

Hecatasus supposed the Caspian to be connected with the
Euxine by means of the Kiver Phasis. Strabo refers to this

notion as one invented by the geographers of Alexander’s

expedition, but he himself affords evidence in the size he gives

the Maeotis, of its probable extension as far east as the mouths
of the Volga in earlier days. Polybius even foretold, from
changes going on in his day, that it would be speedily choked.
Scylax makes it one-half the size of the Euxine, Herodotus
still larger. The evidence comes down to our own day, for the

map of the Maeotis draw n up by the Russians in 1773 shows,

we are told, many banks and tongues of land which are con-

stantly appearing in it. These extracts and notes will suffice.

I have now completed a rough and slight survey of the great

mass of land that surrounds the North Pole, and have shown
that, so far as we have any evidence, that great mass is under-
going a general movement of upheaval; or, to be perfectly

correct, we find on it traces in all directions that there has

been a movement of upheaval since there was any subsidence

;

and in those areas, w’hich are accessible enough to enable us to

experiment, as in Scandinavia, &c., we find that the movement is

Pallas’s ‘Travels in Southern Eussia.’
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going on now at a greater or less rate. This general moTement
of Circumpolar land having its focus apparently near the Pole,

has no doubt been coincident with a corresponding revolution

in other physical phenomena, such as climate, the distribution

of magnetism, &c. I shall revert to this in a future paper if

the Society does me the honour of accepting this one. There
is one fact which is very obvious upon which I hope to enlarge,

and that is that in the vast area over which we have shown
that there are traces of upheaval, there is not, so far as I know,
a single volcano. If the ancient theory that volcanoes are due

to the eruptive forces of the earth be true, this fact requires

explanation. I believe tliat theory to be entirely false, and
that the researches I have been making, of which this paper is

the first fruit, enable me to offer a much more reasonable theory

of volcanoes.

XI.—Notes on M. FedehenJco's Map of Maghian.

By E. Michell, Esq.

The accompanying map by M. Fedchenko is copied from the
original in the ‘ Proceedings of the Eussian Society of Natural
Science, Anthropology, and Ethnography.’ It has been for-

warded by the author, together with a brief account of the

Maghian Bekship, written from data collected by him during a

short journey from Samarcand to Urgat, and thence to Maghian
and back to Samarcand by the Zarafshan Eiver. To be more
particular, his route was as follows :

—

On the 16th of September, 1870 (N.S.), he was at Urgat

;

on the next day, crossing the Sangy-Djuman Pass, he reached

Farap. On the 18th he traversed the Firkok Pass, and was in

Maghian. From Maghian, IM. Fedchenko made two excursions

:

one up the Maghian defile to Vachekhna Pass, and another to

the Bilga Mountain. On the 21st of September he descended

the Maghian Valley to Kastaratch village. On the 22nd he
reached Pendjkend, and on the 24th he was again in Samarcand.
It was during this short excursion that M. Fedchenko gathered

the materials for the accompanying map, showing the hydro-

orography of Maghian.

1. Maghian, the central point on this sketch-map, is situated

direct to the east of Farap, and almost directly south of Pendj-

kend, on the Zarafshan, from w'hich it is separated by a chain of

mountaina From the lands of Pendjkend Maghian is separated

by a mountain, locally called Ulkan-tagh. On the western side

Maghian is conterminous with the lands of Farap and Shar-i-
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Sabz
; on the south with the Bekship of Hissar, and on the east

with that of Kshtut,
It is, at present, impossible to define the line of boundary in

the direction of the Emir’s territories in this quarter. It is said,

however, that this boundary passes along the watershed, and
that the Bekship of Maghian includes the entire basin of the
Maghian-daria, with the exception of the mouth of the river,

where there is a settlement called Sudjana, which belongs to
Pendjkend. The basin of the Maghian-daria embraces two
large streams : the Maghian and the Shin. Both these streams
have their sources in the snow-clad mountains dividing the
Maghian lands from those of Hissar.

The Maghian-daria takes its rise in a locaLty called Hazar-
Chashma, or thousand springs. This river’s course, which is

about 33 miles, is unknown. M. Fedchenko ascended it only
8 miles from Maghian to the Vachekhna Hill. This hill is only
a small spur of the Chumakha Mountain ; it obstructs the river,

and divides it into three streams. Ascending this hill by the

road which leads over into Hissar, M. Fedchenko could see

about 5 miles further up the valley
;
beyond that it was hidden

behind a mountain projection. M. Fedchenko was told that the

river flows direct north all the way to Vachekhna from the
Chumakha Mountain. From the Vachekhna Hill the river

turns abruptly to the west, and continues running in that direc-

tion up to within about 3s miles of its confluence with the

Gurdak. Through this extent of its course the Maghian
tumbles in a series of cascades through a precipitous defile.

The road lies between immense boulders scattered along each
side of the stream, and passes repeatedly from one bank to the
other over small bridges. Above Vachekhna the defile is

equally narrow, but the road appeared to be better and softer.

After receiving the Gurdak streamlet which issues from the

foot of Hazret-Sultan, and joins it on the left, the Jlaghian-daria

turns to the north, with an inclination towards the west. Here
it enters a more open country

;
its right bank is flanked by the

high and rugged Dairitch 3Iountains, and along its right bank
is an undulating surface, on which is situated Maghian, with its

gardens. This locality represents a hollow', surrounded on three

sides by high and rocky mountains, and on the fourth, or western

side, by hills of an insignificant height. There are three peaks

in the mountains on the south : these are Chumakha, the eastern-

most
;
Bilga, and Khirghazan, on the W'est.*

• This is what M. Fedchenko observes in a note about the Hazret-Sultan
Mountain :

—“ Hazret-Sultan elevates his head behind the middle peak or Bilga.

The side of this mountain facing Maghian is a perpendicular wall ; towards Shahr-

i-Sabz (west) it is sloping, and the Djiny-daria and Ak-daria issue from its
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Further on are the spurs of the Shum-Eabhna, and beyond
these the passes of Zirak and Pordan, with the intervening

Chakyl Mountains. On the north lie the Ulkan-tagh, and on
the east the Dairitch Mountains. The hollow thus formed is

filled with hillocks detached from the main ranges. Those
forming the offshoots of the eastern range of mountains stretch

in a regular series as far as the river, and terminate in denuda-
tions of various-coloured clays, and of red clay in particular,

exactly similar to those tertiary clays so familiar to me in the

upper valley of the Zarafshan.

There are three rivers flowing between the mountains above
named and the hillocks ; the largest of these, to which the

natives extend the name of Maghian-daria, and which I shall

call the Little Maghian, issues from the base of Hazret-Sultan,

and flows at first through a defile between the mountains Bilga

and Khirgazan. On emerging from this defile it receives an
affluent in the Iziam stream, which takes its rise in the vicinity

of Shum-Kakhna. M. Fedchenko did not explore this corner

of the hollow in question. In its general features he believes

his description to be correct, though there may be a great many
particulars which will have to be tilled up. After receiving the
stream above mentioned, the Little Maghian turns to the north-

east, and falls into the Maghian-daria a little below the Kurgan.
The third river flows from the Pordan, and falls into the

main stream at the village of Khurmi.
From Maghian the main river somewhat alters its course.

It turns off a little to the east, and pursues that direction for

about 3 miles. It then deflects further and further to the east,

and, passing by the village Geisan, flows direct east, but, having
passed this village,, it turns again to the north-east, and finally

disembogues into the Shin.

All M. Fedchenko’s information concerning the Shin was
gathered from natives, so that it is very superficial. The Shin
takes its rise in the same mountains from which the Maghian

gorges on that side. I believe the accounts of its height to be exaggerated ; and,
judging by the surrounding elevations, think that it does not rise higher than
15,000 feet. On its northern side its covering of snow seemed to be light and
fresh. There had been rain below the day before, and snow had fallen on the
heights

:
yet it may be that the perpendicularity of the northern side of the moun-

tain prevented any great deposit of snow upon it. I failed in my attempt to ex-
amine the mountain closer. With great trouble I ascended the Bilga to a height
of 9700 feet, when approaching darkness obliged me to turn back. There is no
roail from Maghian to Hazret-Sultan, and those who make pilgrimages to the moun-
tain proceed up the valley of the Djiny-daria. There is a road leading from Farap,
but it passes through the Shahr-i-Sabz village of Shirat, which is likewise on the
Djiny-daria. It is believed by the natives that a Saint Hadja-Sultan-Hadja-Daria
once took refuge in the mountain, and that he is alive there still. Owing to this
legend, the mountain is held in esteem by the peoide, who go to worship on it.”
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issues, and rans a course of 40 miles before its junction with

the latter. It runs for the most part through a very narrow
uninhabited defile, but beginning from within 14 miles of the

river’s junction with the Maghian there are smooth places

suitable for habitation. About 2 miles above this extent

begins a series of lakes, produced by the gigantic rocks which
obstruct the river. These lakes are eight in number, and
bear the collective name of Shtu-kul

;
some of them, however,

are called Eashna-kul and Kuli-Margazar, after settlements

in their vicinity. The size of these lakes is insignificant, the

second of them going up stream is less even than a third

of a mile in length. The views which M. Fedchenko obtained

from the Bilga Mountains and from Charbak induce him
to believe that several snowy peaks rise along both sides of

the defile about this part of the river’s course. About 31

mdes above the junction of the Shin with the Maghian, the

former turns away towards the west. The river increases very

considerably. Up to Kastaratch, for more than 3 miles, it

flo^TS through a narrow defile; at this settlement the rocky

mountains terminate and the river runs between undulating

hills composed for the most part of conglomerate. A little

above Charbak the river enters a wide valley between the

undulating hills, from which it emerges at Sudjan, where it

empties itself into the Zarafshan.

The Maghian Bekship embraces about 1500 square versts, or

about 215 geographical square miles, but a very small portion

of it is suitable for permanent habitation ; these habitable parts

are the hollow about the Kurgan or foot of Maghian, the small

terraces by the Maghian, Shin, and Yish-darvar rivers and

the valleys in the undulating steppe. Owing to the lack of

cultivable lands the people of Maghian migrate to the neigh-

bovuing bekship of Farap, to sow the luxuriant fields in which

that bekship abounds.

The following are the names of the towns, villages, and settle-

ments in the bekship of Maghian :

—

1. Maghian, with a fort built upon a rising ground, which is the

place of residence of the Bek. The tovm is situated on the left

bank of the Maghian Kiver at its junction with the Little

Maghian. Although Maghian was the central point of three

bekships, its appearance in no respect differs from that of the

poor villages in the mountains. It has no bazaar ; not even a

single shop. The Mesjid is a common hut made of clay. The
altitude of Maghian is 4700 feet.

In the vicinity of Maghian the small villages are called :

—

2. Kishlaki. , 3. Kshtuti. 4. Fani.

These are not appellative nouns. “ Kishlak ” or “ Ksihlak,”
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which means simply village, signifies in this case a certain com-
mnuity. What the derivation of the word is, the natives them-
selves are unable to explain.

The Kshtuti and Fani are settlements of people from the

bekships so-called.

The gardens and fields surrounding these settlements are also

collectively called Maghian
;
they are scattered over a wide

extent, and stretch along the entire courses of the Little

Maghian and Iziam rivers.

b. KJiurmi is situated at a point where the Maghian receives

a small tributary. The places above that point of the river

are :

—

6. Sor.

7. Geisan, divided into two groups of settlements (Geisani-

bal and Geisani-pain) by a small spring, situated on the right
banh

^
^he Maghian.

8. ± uiichamaJc, opposite the confluence of the Maghian and
Shin on a high hill on the left bank. This is a small settlement
composed of four' houses, established several years ago by
Kurali, a taksobd (colonel) in the service of the Emir of Bokhara.
The old man, then 84 years of age, settled here with his kin

;

he cultivates the ground, attends to his little gardens, and but
rarely presents himself in Maghian.

9. Kastaratch, immediately at the point of the issue of the
Maghian-daria from the rocky Kishlak defile.

10. Filmandar, 2 miles lower.

11. Charbah, a large settlement in the wide valley of the
Maghian-daria, only oj miles from the junction of the river
with the Zarafshan.

All the other settlements or Kishlaki, with the exception of
Andar (see further on, 19), lie along the courses of the Shin
River and its affluents.

12. Vagashtan, the first Kshilak on the Shin, 2~| miles above
the confluence of the Shin and 3Iaghian.

13. Shin, 6 miles higher up
; a large settlement of about 100

houses, situated on both banks of the river.

14. Eashna, a large settlement of 70 houses, 54 miles above
the last named. Beyond Rasbna the settlements are very
small, being composed of only two or three houses

; they

15. Patruf

;

IG. Nafin

;

17. Marguzar. These are in the
vicinity of the lakes above referred to, and are the southern-
most points of settled life in the Shin Valley.

The following settlements occur in the mountains, along a
small stream which flows into the Shin at Vagashtan :

IS. Gish-darvar, a settlement of 80 houses.
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And 19. Andar, by a small stream running to Yarsikanda.
This village is 8 miles to the north from Gish-darvar, beyond
the Karabel Pass.

The inhabitants of these settlements are said to number
about 3000, i.e. 2000 in the Maghian settlements and 1000 in

those of the Shin.

Filmandar, though situated among the Maghian settlements,

is classed with those of the Shin ; it was probably established by
people from the Shin Yalley.

The inhabitants of the bekship of Maghian are all Tadjiks.

2. The bekship of Farap occupies the upper waters of the

Bashir-su Eiver, which runs into the Shahr-i-Sabz province.

This bekship extends 10 miles from east to west, and between

9 and 10 miles from north to south, consequently it embraces
about 94 square miles of territory. Its limits are considered

on the north the Tuniurliuk Mountains, rising to a height of

8000 feet, which separate this bekship from the Urgut territories.

On the south a range of mountains, not 7000 feet high, beyond
which, in the valley of the Djiny-daria, are the lands of Kitab.

On the east and west this bekship has no natural limits; on
the side of the Kitab lands it is bounded by a locality called

Bursi-Kazi. Obi-Kishlak, situated immediately opposite, 2^
miles west of lower Musa-Bazar, is also considered its farther-

most limit.

On the east the Farap lands do not extend as far as the pass,

but only up to the junction of the Khundy and Kandy-Bas
streams.

The character of the Farap bekship is very distinct from that

of the neighbouring bekship of Maghian, It may be said to

occupy a table-land of an altitude of about 6000 feet, with undu-
lating hills covered with a soft rich soil. Several streams flow

between these hills, which ultimately unite into one stream,

called Farap-daria, within the limits of the bekship and Bashir-

su, lower down in Shahr-i-Sabz. The main head branch of this

river is the Obi-Khundy, which issues from the Shum-Eakhna
mountains, 4 miles to the east of Farap. This stream first runs

to the north, and then turns Avestwards : soon after this turn it

receives the Kandy-Bas, which is sometimes called Khudja-
Mansur, after a Saint who was buried in the neighbourhood.
After receiving the Kandy-Bas, the river continues to flow in

the same direction, and passing Farah receives a considerable
tributary in the Karatam. Below this it is joined by the Utch-
kal and Karateghin-su ; the last-named river flows from the
Sangy-Djnman Pass.

only two settlements in this bekship, Farap and
i usa-Pazar. The last-named is composed of Upper and Lower
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Musa-Bazar. Upper Musa-Bazar is at the mouth of the Utch-
kal : the lower one is about 2 miles distant. Farap is also

divided into Upper and Lower.
The inhabitants of Farap are Tadjiks ;

those of Musa-Bazar
are Uzhegs. The Tadjiks are nicknamed Akkia (crows), from

the fact that a member of this community when in the Shin
Valley peached upon one of his three brothers who had stolen a
goat. For this he was called Akkia (crow, or bird of ill-omen), a
sobriquet which attached itself to the three brothers, and which
caused them so much annoyance that they removed to Farap.
The Uzhegs are of three tribes : Balias, Kallatai, and Musa-
Bazar. Musa-Bazar is called after the latter. There are Uzhegs
of this tribe in Shahr-i-Sabz and in the Djiny Valley, where there
is another Musa-Bazar KighUan or settlement.

The Farap settlements consist of a very condensed group of
clay buildings, with small courts for cattle

;
they have no gardens,

only a few scattered willow-trees. The inhabitants are said to
number about 1500.

We pass now to Urgut, the third component part of the
Maghian dominions.

All that M. Fedcbenko has to say on the Bekship of
Kshtut is contained in a list of the settlements in that bekmiip

;

these are :

—

1. Zir Hissar

2. Sari-Kulol

3. Nignat
4. Pendjrut .

5. Artutcli .

(5. Madora .

7. Forbin
8. Pagna .. .

9. Zintut

10. Tin, or Tinga:
11. Guitan
12. Gazza.. ..

13. Toru .. ..

14. Chashkat ..

15. Tnrdjin ..

16. Ogiliakon..

17. Zauran
18. Varzikanda

Kshtut proper is only a kurgan, or citadel, in
which the Bek dwelt, called Kalei-Kurgan,
with the three settlements here bracketed.

On the Artutch River.

Up the Torn River, Guitan is in a side valley
opposite Tin. Toru is a large settlement.
The distance from Toru to the pass to Hissar
is 3 tash.

Down the Turdjin River, at its junction with
the Zarafshan.

On a small river flowing from the Karabel Pass.

The houses number 1000. The inhabitants are all Tadjiks,
except in Turdjin and Ogiliakon, where they are Uzbeers or
Toorks of the Kaltatui tribe.

°

Roads.

The most important road in Maghian is that which leads to
Fendjkend : for as there is no bazaar in Maghian, Pendjkend
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is the centre of trade to which the people of Maghian take all

their produce, and where they buy their bread. The road is

open at all times of the year except for four or five days in the
middle of winter. When there is a great accumulation of snow
on the river side, they pass over the Vachekhna Mountain.
From Maghian the road passes first along the left bank of the

river, but at the extremity of the village it crosses over to the
right bank. The river is here fordable, but there is a small

bridge. It is possible, however, to proceed further along the
left bank, as far as Khurmi. Along the right bank the road
lies over a very even surface. A road branches off on the right

to Shin and to Geisan. The road does not continue long by the

right bank, it crosses over to the left side, and following all the
bends of the river, passes by Geisan, after which, north of Geisan,

it leads to a ford, and emerging again on the right bank, ascends
the Yachekhna Mountain. The river here flows in a torrent in

a very narrow and rocky bed. The ascent of the Vachekhna is

somewhat steep only in one part ; on the whole it may be said

to be easy. After descending the mountain, the road soon emerges
on the Shin at its junction with the Maghian, where it passes

over a small bridge. Farther on, as far as Kastaratch, the road
runs through a narrow defile along the banks of the river, which
is here both deep and rapid. At Kastaratch the road enters a more
open country, and passing by Filikandar Settlement, comes out
upon Charbak. There, tliere is a bridge, and the road leads over
to the left bank

;
it runs for two miles through a vale, and

ascending, stretches across an open steppe to Sufian. At this

place it forms the Araba road to Sudjana.

There is a more direct road than this to Pendjkend, over the
Kubi-Chinar pass. It is only 20 miles long, while the first one
is 26§ miles

;
but it is practicable only in the summer, and used

exclusively by asses. Besides the road above described there is

another road to Shin, passing up the river of that name from its

mouth.
The most frequented and convenient road to Kshtut runs

through Kastaratch. At this place a road branches off from the
one above described, and turning to the Penjkend settlement,
called Hudja-Mahomed-bashara-mazar, proceeds to Zauran,
which is a village of Kshtut. From Shin there is another road
through Gishdarvar over the Karabel pass, and through Andar
and Zauran.

It is possible to proceed from Maghian to Kshtut by another,
although a very difficult road. This road from Maghian first
trends to the south along the Maghian River as far as the base
of the Vachekhna (upper) ^Mountain, where it crosses by a
bridge to the left bank of the river and ascends the valley to
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the Charraga pass. From this pass it runs down to Kashna
Settlement, crosses the Shin Kiver, and opposite to Patrut it

again ascends a defile to the Angari-mash pass, whence it

descends to the Yoru rivulet through the Archamaidan and
Sarmat defiles.

There is a road from Maghian leading to the Hissar terri-

tories, through the defile of the Maghian-daria. The pass over

the water parting is, however, very difiScult : the road descends

to the Hissar fort, or Kurgan, called Seri-djui. There is also

from Shin a road to Hissar over the Sibisrukh pass, whence it

leads to Khorat. Both these routes are extremely difficult,

owing to the passes and to the bad condition of the roads in

the narrow gorges, w'here they are obstructed by immense frag-

ments of rock. For this reason they are used exclusively for

driving cattle purchased by the people of Hissar in Maghian.
The road from Kshtut to the Voru defile, and over the double

Dugdan pass, which emerges on the Hissar village of Karatagh,

is, on the other hand, described as a very easy one. It is used by
the people going to the bazaar in Bash-Hissar (the capital town
of the Hissar Bekship), where the people of Kshtut buy their

bread.

The following are the roads into Farap, known to M. Fed-
chenko :

—

1. From Urgut through Sangy-djuman (or Booking Stone).

This is the main road of the inhabitants of Farap
; it takes them

to the bazaar at Urgut. It leads from Urgut through Gous and
by Gish-duvau. From the latter place it leads up an easy
ascent of a small mountain spur

; it proceeds up and down over
this spur, and at last runs up a most difficult ascent, zigzagging

over bare rocks. Further on, the road again, along the skirts

of the mountains, descends to a rivulet, and approaches the
principal pass. Although the ascent is steep, it is not difficult.

The road leads across a very coarse sand, between sand-mounds
scattered over the mountain-slope. At the foot of this last

ascent, a track leads directly off to Maghian. The Sangy-
djuman pass was but lately considered the point of limitation

between the Farap Bekship and the country occupied by the

Eussians; the people of Farap maintained a picket here. The
descent is very sloping and leads down a spur on the right side of

the Karateghin ravine. Approaching the Farap-daria the road
crosses the Karateghin-su. From here it is not more than two-
thirds of a mile to Upper Musa-bazar. The road proceeds for

about two-thirds of a mile more along the Farap-daria
;

it then
runs over a bridge across the Karatash and leads uphill,

descending again into the valley to Farap. In its present

condition this road is practicable only for horsemen and pack-
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horses, but it might easily be made suitable for wheeled
carriages.

2. From Pendjkend over the Arzanpai pass, which is very
difficult for horses

;
asses alone are driven over it.

3. From Etal over the Cha pass to the south of Farap.
This road is very easy, and the inhabitants consider it a distance

of only one task (5 miles ?) to the first Kital settlement.

4. From Kital to the Bashir-su valley.

5. From Maghian over Pordan pass.

6. From Maghian over Zirkak pass. From Farap the ascent

is insignificant and (only 1000 feet) gradual. The descent to

Maghian is at first steep, it then runs down a small spur, and
along the bottom of a vale, in front of Maghian, the road

emerges on an open place. This road is, on the whole, very

easy.

XII.—Notes on Seistdn. By Major-General Sir H. 0. Kawlinson,
K.C.B., President E.G.S.

[Read, January 27th, 1873.]

The province of Seistan is so little known, and is of so much
political interest at present as a debateable land between Persia
and Afghanistan, that I venture to supifiement Sir F. Goldsmid’s
paper by a few notes on the ancient history and comparative
geography of this part of the East.

It has been well stated that, “if we look at the character
of the physical geography of Central Asia, we observe every-
where a conflict, as it were, of the forces of nature, which mav
well remind us of the struggle between the principles of good
and evil that was the dominant creed of the old inhabitants of
the country. The desolation of the desert is brought face to
face with the beneficent influence of the mountain-ranges.
Where the streams bring down the mountain detritus, and
deposit a thin coating of soil, the sandy waste withdraws for a
space before advancing cultivation

; but it re-asserts its supre-
macy immediately the influence of irrigation is withdrawn.” *

Seistan is a good illustration of this law of nature. It is

dependent entirely on the Eiver Helmend. The alluvial soil,
duly supplied with w ater, is fertile in the extreme

; but, if the
water from the river is cut off, the country becomes a barren
waste, and is soon again covered with sand. In ancient times,
when the Arian colonists first settled along the Helmend, it is

•
‘ Quarterly Review,’ Xo, 240, i). 487.
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probable that they consumed all the water of the river in irri-

gating their fields, so that there was no residue to form a lake

;

for, in the earliest geographical list—that contained in the

Vendidad—the country is not called from the lake, as it after-

wards was, but from the river. Haetumat, which is the original

form of the modern Helmend,* follows Haraqaiti, or Arachotia,t

as the eleventh coimtry created by Ormazd, and that the country

thus indicated is really the Seistan of modem times, is proved

by another peculiarity of local nomenclature. In Persian

romance universally, and not unfrequently in standard works
of history and geography, Seistan is known by the name of

Nhnriiz, that is '• mid-day ” or “ meridies,” the South
; but Seistan

is not south of modern Persia. It is north-east of the great

seats of later Persian royalty at Persepolis and Susa, and the

title has thus often been remarked on as a misnomer. If we
take the primitive Iran, however, such as it is marked out in

the Vendidad, then Seistan will be^ found to be really the

extreme southern limit of the empire, and the title of Nimruz
becomes most appropriate.

The earliest mention of the lake-title occurs in the enumera-
tion of the provinces of the empire in the inscriptions of Darius
Hystaspes, where Zaraka is joined in one list with Aria (Herat),

and in another with Arachotia (Candahar). Zaralca simply
means "the lake country,” Zarayo in Zend, and Zare in

Pehlevi, being the original of the Peisian Zdr in Neizdr, “ a
reedy swamp,” Murghzir, " a place for wild-fowl,” &c.t In the
time of Darius, therefore, which Avas, perhaps, one thousand
years after the first Arian colonisation, there must have been a
lake, and this lacustrine title has appertained to the region
ever since, although, with the exception of the possible appli-
cation to the lake of Seistan of Ptolemy’s name of Aria Palus,
there is no direct notice of so remarkable a feature of physical
geography by any Greek or Latin author.

From the original name of Zaraka, which, by a law of old

* Bournouf, in his ‘ Commentary on the Ya^na,’ has an exhaustive note (p. 93)
on the etymology and application of the name of Helmend. He quotes apd
explains all the various forms of Setumat (Sans.), Haetumat (Zend), Itomand
(Pehlevi), ’^TVfiavSpos, or Alru^aeSoj, ’Epe/iaySoj, Hermandus, Hindmend, Her-
mend and Helmend, and decides that the original meaning of the name was,
having bridges or causeways.” See Ya^na, ‘Notes et Eclaircissemens,’ p. 93.
t Haraqaiti, in Zend, is equal to Sarasrali, in Sanscrit “ having water,” and

refers, no doubt, to the irrigation of the Arghand-cib. which is indeed the same
name. In Achajmenian Persian the name is written Hara’uiratis. which was cor-
rupted by the Arabs into Arrukhaj. The original capital ascribed by the Greeks
to Semiramis, was at Oldn Hobat, midway between Candahar and Cabul ; the
later capital was at Fenjwdi on the Arghend-db below Candahar.

t Zarayo or Zard,“ a lake,” and dariya, “ the sea,” both come from the Sanscrit
hari, “ green.” See BoumouTs ‘ Notes to Yagna,’ p. 98.

VOL. XLIII. -n
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Persian orthography, becomes Zaranj, all the Yarious Greek
and Latin titles of the province have been formed. Herodotus
calls the people Sarangians, and joins them with the Sagar-
tians, who were a kindred Arian tribe. The historians of

Alexander usually corrupt the name to Drangae and Hrangiana,

the z being often hardened to a u! in Persian ; while Pliny has
both forms of Drangae and Zarangae, and the Arabic ortho-

graphy of Dharanj is midway between the dental and sibilant.*

The Greeks had a very early tradition, acquired in the

country apparently at the time of Alexander’s expedition, that

Cyrus, being reduced to great straits in his Scythian war,

received most valuable aid from a tribe named Agriaspae, or

Ariaspse, residing in the southern part of Drangiana, in acknow-
ledgment of which aid he gave them the honorary title of

Euergeta?, or “the benefactors.” t There is no doubt some
foundation for this story, the Scyths with whom Cyrus was at

war being—not the nomades beyond the Jaxartes, but the

Turanian tribes who held both the Hazareh Mountains and the

arid plains of the modern Beliiehistan, thus threatening the

Zarangian Arians on the north and south. The Agriaspae were
probably the extreme outlying Arian tribe who held the city

of Agriaspa on a canal derived from the Helmend, which ex-

tended three stages from Zaranj on the road to Kerman, this

site of Agriaspa being afterwards occupied by the Sassanian

city of Kam-Shaharistan. The Greek story refers certainly to

the same period of history, and, in all probability, to the same
series of events, which furnished Persian romance with the
noble and stirring tales of Gershasp and Sam and Eustum
leading the forces of Seistan to fight against the foreign enemy
Afrasiab in the service of the Kaianian kings4 It is hardly,

* Bournouf discusses the name of Zarangia in continuation of his remarks on
the Hthnend, and leaves nothing for further controversy. See ‘ Notes to Yacjna,’

p. 96. For an abstract of all the classical notices, see ‘ Cellarius,’ vol. ii. p. 723.

t See Arrian, ‘ Exped. Alex.,’ lib. iii. cap. 27, and Quint. Curt., lib. vh. cap. 3 ;

anil for explanation of the name of ’OpoaaYyai, said by Herodotus to answer in

Persian to the Eiepyfrai of the Greeks, consult Eawlinson’s ‘ Herodotus,’ vol. iii.,

p. 331, note 8. Bournouf also (‘ Ya<;na, Notes tt Eclair.,’ p. 99) compares Mount
Hmtguer or EtiJiairya of the Zend books with the Greek term. It is certainly

singular that the tribes of Shigndn and Oroshdn, north of the Oxus, should be
associated geographically, very much as the Saxai and ’Opoadyyai were in anti-

quity ; but this is probably a mere coincidence. Bournoufs matured views on the
etymological connection between dtpyeTai and opo(Tdyyai are given in the ‘Journal
Asiatique’ for 1845, p. 261, note 2. I am rather inclined myself to believe in a
conne.xion between the Agriuspx and Orosangx on the one side, and the brother-
wan iors of Seistan on the other, who are named Gershasp and Vrvahhsh or
I'ruhhsh.

I Slim and Gershasp belong to a very early period of Arian development, being
often mentioned in the Zenel books, and having their prototypes in Puranic
mythology. Curiously enough Sam has the title of sevislo, or “ the benefactor.”
See ‘Journal Asiatique ’ for 1845, pp. 251 to 262, In later times the romances of
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indeed, too bold an idea to suggest that Gershasp, who is stated

to have founded the primitive capital of Seistan, personifies the

tribe of Agriaspas, who gave their name to the city in question.

To those who know how completely the legendary history of

Eustum has entered into the soul and spirit of the Persian

people, and how largely it has helped to form the character of

the nation, it must, then, be of interest to reflect that a germ
of historic truth thus lies at the root of the whole fabric of

romance
;

that, in fact, there really was a native Arian aris-

tocracy, in the sixth century B.c., struggling against the Tura-
nian invaders from the East ; that the loyal service of the

Seistanis was acknowledged by some special marks of royal

favour
;
and that these honours were treasured in tlie country,

and gave rise to a school of romance, wliich, after 800 years of

strictly local cultivation, was ultimately grafted into the national

system by the Sassanian kings, who became identified with the

Seistanis in consequence of renewed conflict on the eastern

frontier between the Persians and their Scythic enemies.

Alexander the Great traversed Drangiana in his passage from
Aria or Herat to the Indian Caucasus. It was in the northern

capital, to which the Macedonians gave the name of Prophthasia,

but which was known in the country as Frada or Fra,* as it is

at present, that Philetus, the son of Parmenio, was arrested and
executed for conspiring against the life of the king ; and it was
from the same spot that messengers were despatched bearing

the death-warrant of Parmenio, who was then Governor of

Ecbatana or Hamadan^ these messengers, who were mounted
on swift dromedaries, passing from one city to the other, a dis-

tance of 700 or 800 miles, in eleven days-t On Alexander's

return from India he also sent a light column from the Indus
by way of Arachotia, Drangiana, and Choarene; that is, by
way of Candahar, Seistan, and Kharan, to unite with the main
body in Carmania or Kerman ; and these troops followed, pro-

bably, the exact route which ISir F. Goldsmid has described as

leading from Bam to the lake.

After the break-up of Alexander’s empire, the history of

the Sdm-ndmeh and Gersliaap-ndmeh furnished Ferdusi with materials for his
great epic. Sam’s fort is still known in Seistan, and the old canal which once
flowed to Edm-shaharistdii retains to the present day the name of “ Jui-Gershasp.”
Hamdullah tells us that Gershasp* founded the capital of Seistan, meaning, how-
ever, probably Zaranj. The Siim-nameh was chiefly taken up with an account of
the three expeditious of Sam against the Sakasardit (a Scythian race), by order of
Feridun.

* Cellarius has collected most of the ancient notices of Drangiana in vol. ii. lib.

iii. cap. 23, see. iii. Isidore mentions ^pa, as the name of the chief city of Anabon,
which joined Aria to the south, and Stephen ipuotes the same author for the identity
of 'PpdSa, as he w'rites the name, with the Macedonian Prophthasia.

t See Strabo, lib. xv. sec. 8.

T 2
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Drangiana becomes somewhat obscure. A number of inde-

pendent principalities were established under Greek or native
chiefs in the countries intervening between Persia and India, and
the ethnography of the whole region became very sensibly

affected by the continued immigration of Scythic hordes, who
overthrew the Bactrian kingdom in about B.c. 120, and subse-
quently spread over Northern India and Eastern Persia.

The Sacje and Massagetae, who must be identified with the
Sai and the Greater Yuechi of the Chinese, are joined by the
Greek geographers of this period witli the Arachotians,* and can
be shown, therefore, to have occupied the mountains at present
held by the Hazarehs between Cabul and Herat. Here, then,

I think we must place the Sacastane of Isidore (who wrote
within two centuries of Christ), and not in the lake country to
the south. The name, indeed, merely signifies the country of

the Sacae ;
and that it was a mountainous region is shown bv

its synonym of Paraetacene, from Parwat, a mountain.! The
names of towns, moreover, assigned to this province show,
I think, that these Sacao were of the Turkish, and not of
the Hunnic, or Ugrian family,—the name of Palacenti, for

instance, having a pure Turkish termination, and Min, another
of the Sacan settlements, being the Turkish equivalent of
the Persian Hazai'eh—“a thousand.” Late numismatic re-
search, indeed, compared with Chinese history, shows that
the Sai, or Saka Scythians, being driven out of 'Bactria by the
Tochari in about 130 B.C., conquered and occupied the* Ha-
zareh mountains under their king Yonones.t Their original
seats were probably along the Upper Arghendab and Helmend
rivers, in a country called Kipin by the Chinese and Cophen
by the Greeks

; § but in process of time they spread their
conquests over the whole mountain region, and gave it the
name of Sacastene. At what particular time they descended
from the mountains to the plains, and, following down the bed
of the Helmend, imposed their name on the country of Dran-
giana, cannot be positively shown

; but we know from Agathias,
as well as from the Persian writers, that Yararanes II., towards
the close of the third century of Christ, was engaged in war
with the Saga.sfanis, and, to commemorate his successes, gave to

^

* Eratosthenes, quoted by Strabo, lib. xi. sec.'d ; and compare Stephen in toce
Apax&jcria. ^

t SaKao'Trji'Ti, XaKoin ^KveH-y, S) Hal UpairaKTu/ri. Min. Gcog. Is. Char. p. 8.
, wneral Chnniugliam a ' Memoir entile Iiido-Scythians,’ in las Archteological

iieport tor 1803-04, p. 43, may be consulted for this peiiod of history. I do not
debiils, but his general accuracy is undoubted.

S
,

no doubt, derived from the Persian Kup. *• a mountain,’' and it is

r of Aiachosia, called Cophe or Cophen by the
Greeks, still retain the Mogul name of Oldn Piobiit, “ the niotiiifain castle.”
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Ill's son the honorary title of Sagan Saa, or “ King of the Sacse.”
*

Now these Sacfe were assuredly Scythians, and not Persians

;

but whether the scene of conflict hetween the Saca? and
Vararanes was in the Hazareh mountains, or about the lake, is

nnceiiain. The most natural explanation is, however, that the

Sagan, or Sacae, being driven out of the mountains in the third

century of Christ by succeeding hordes of nomades (not impro-

bably of Arian descent ), descended on Drangiana, from whence
they were again expelled by Vararanes, with the assistance of

the native Arian inhabitants; the remains of this Scythic

nation being met with a few centuries later by the invading
Arabs, under the names of Kaikan, Jhikan, Turan, and Kiisan,

in the ari<l jilains between iSeistan, Kerman, and the valley of

the Indus. It has been sometimes suggested that the Brahiii-

Behich may have sprung from these fugitive Sacm
;
but, con-

sidering the very antique character of their dialect, it is, I

think, more probable that they are the remnant of an earlier

immigration.

It is surprising that the Sacm, who could hardly have dwelt on
the lower Helmend for more than a century, should have given
their name for ever to the country of Seistan, but the fact is

undoubted. The Sacastane of Isidore, at the close of the second

century of Christ, is in the mountains, and is quite distinct from
Drangiana, with its two cities of Parin and Korok

; while the
Sagestan of Vararanes, a century later, is assumed by all the

early native writers to have been Seistan. The derivation,

indeed, of the name of Seistan, or Sejestiin, from Sagastan, the
country of the Sagan, or Sacm, is not doubted by a single writer

of credit, either Arab or Persian,! though at the time of the
Mohammedan conquest there does not appear to have been a
trace of these Scythian colonists in the province, I assume,
then, that the city which had the Sassanian name of Eam-
shaharistau! was built by Vararanes, after he had expelled the

* oZv Kal rh Twv SeyeiTTaywr tQvos Ovapapdyrj, rovSe Trarpl

^5e5ouA.«To, et/c(Jrws dpa 6 Trais 'Xwyavtrad- itrcovoptitTro. Agatliias, edit. Dindorf.

p. 2G1. Compare also Hamzeh Isfahiini, p. :!7 ; Iba Athir, tome i. p. 2S0, Ac.
The Orientals sometimes say that he was ruler of Sagestan while his father was
alive, sometimes that the title was merely honorary. I have never seen any
account of Bahram’s wars with the Segan or Sacm, except the brief notice in
Agathias.

^ Sagan is said by Hamzeh, .as he is cpinted by Yaciit, in vnec Sejestdn, to be
equivalent to the Ar.djic Jiind, “a body of men,” or “a legion,” and a similar
indication is given in the Cuneiform Inscriptions,where the Persian Sal;a for Xdicat
is always rendered in Assyrian by Gimiri, not the Cimmerians or Cymri, as I think,
hut simply the oi toXXoi like the modem Uliiss. Compare “ the whole.”

J It is very strange that in the copious notices of the buildings of the old
Persian cities, copied from the Seir-el-Muluk by Hamzeh, by the author of the
Mujmel-et-Towiirjkh, and by others, there should be no mention of this citv.
liittle, however, seems to have been known of the life of Bahram III.
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Sacae, on the site of the old Agriaspa, to hold the nomades of
the south in check

;
and I would further suggest that it was this

episode in history which brought the Persian nation, represented

by its king and court, into direct relation with the local legends

of Seistan—for shortly afterwards the Armenian historian, Moses
of Chorene, for the first time mentions Kustum as the chief

figure in the heroic poetry of Persia.*

The comparative geography of Seistan is rendered especially

difficult by the constant changes in the lower course of the

Helmend, changes which are common to the deltas of most
rivers

;
but w’hich occur with all the greater frequency when,

owing to the very slight difference of level, there is no defined

basin to receive the waters that are discharged. In Seistan,

the so-called lake formed by the residue of the waters of the

Helmend, the Khash-riid, the river of Farrah, and the Hariit,.

has shifted its position at difterent periods over an extent of

country measuring perhaps a hundred miles in length and fifty

in breadth ; and the feeding streams have, of course, heen cur-

tailed or prolonged in the same proportion. The Helmend,
with which we are principally concerned, is shut in by high
ground on its left bank (except at one point) as far down as the
Band-i-Kohek, the new boundary between Persian and Afghan
territory

;
but below the Band there is quite a radiation of

beds, each of which probably at some time or other has held
the main body of the river. In very early times a large canal
was taken off from the river as high up as Kiidbar

;
the works

required for damming up the main stream and diverting this

branch to the left hand having been apparently, from M.
Perrier’s description of the rums, of the most colossal character.f

This canal, the bed of which is still known by the name of Jiii

Gershasp,X followed the course of the river at a somewhat higher

* It is remarkable that Moses of Chorene in this passage (lib. ii. cap. 8) giv^
to Kustum the title of Sah~jik, or ‘‘ the Sacan,” although the hero in reality t3fpified..
the Arian race as opposed to the Turanian. This shows that the local nomencla-
ture had displaced tlie ethnic distinction as early as the 5th century of Christ.
The Arabs used the ethnic titles of Sak~zt, “ a Sacan, Meru-zi^^ “ a man of Merv/^
JRd'zi, ‘‘ a man of Key,” &c., wliere the suffix probably represents the Persian
formative in chi.

t Caravan Journeys,’ p. 410. “Near the spot on which we were encamped
(Kudbur) there was an old dyke, the bottom of which was in the stream. It was
con^ructed of bricks of the same form and size—a yard square—as those of Furrah.A little behind this dyke, and on each side of the Helmend, are high and ancient
walls, also of brick, connected with some mounds on which formerly there were

T^* i
pro^hility, fortifications; of these there are now scarcely any remains.”

l.ieut: Pattinson, who visited Kiidbar, under my instructions, in 1841, gave me
of the ancient dyke, and General Pollock has recently again

visited the ^t. It was probably this same dam which, under the title of “ La
uigue de Kustoun,’ is described as having been destroyed by Timiir in his passagetromTaktoPost.—Hi8t.de Tim., i. 370.

'
J J t' &

X General Pollock notices this name, wMch he learnt from the natives of the
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elevation for about 50 miles before it found an opening in the

southern plateau through which it could penetrate, and here—^at

the point where the Helmend changes its course from west to

north—the work was supplemented in later times by another dam,
called the Band-i-Kamal, the canal from this point running off

at right angles through the plateau to a position laid down in

Major Lovett’s map as Ram-rud, and which I suppose to mark
the site of Agriaspe or Eam-shaharistau.*

At the Band'i-Kohek, where the first great bifurcation occurs,

our difficulties commence. General Goldsmid, after a careful

examination of the locality, had no hesitation in determining the

right-hand branch to be the main stream of the Helmend, and
the left-hand branch to be the artificial canal, and this accord-

ingly is the hydrographical distribution adopted in the new
map of Seistan

;
but although such an arrangement is no doubt

justified by the present appearance of the river-beds, and is

moreover of much convenience for the purpose of territorial

demarcation, we must be cautious how we accept it as the nor-

mal delineation of the physical geography of the district. For
it is quite certain that when Captain Christie visited Seistan in

1810, this right-hand branch of the river below Band-i-Kohek
must have been entirely dry, as he passed to the right bank of

the Helmend a little below Kudbar, and then reached Jellalabad,

travelling on from that point by Peshaweran to Jowein, with-

out again crossing the river or being impeded by its inundations.

Captain Conolly, indeed, who was in Seistan in 1839, learnt on the

spot that the Helmend first broke into its present bed nine years

before, or in 1830,t the main stream previous to that date

having probably passed by Kimmak and Chilling to the lake in

the vicinity of Koh-i-Khoja. And if we go still further back,

and attempt to trace the marches and routes of early times, we
find the same conflicting indications with regard to the course

country, in his ‘ Journal.’ “ The first ruins are those of Piishti Gao, close to

Kudbar. Amongst them is traced the course of a great canal, called the Jiii

Gershasp. It is said in ancient times to have irrigated the southern half of the
Seistan plain.” (Bellew, p. 206.) It is, of course, the same canal which ’Obad
followed up in his march from Zaranj to Kudbar, the title which it then bore

being the Jut Kohneh, or “ old stream.” (Beladheri, p. 431.) M. de Goeje does
not venture to read this Persian title, though the name is reproduced by Yaciit,

in voce Kandahar.
* “ From Charburjak we followed for some miles along the course of a very

ancient canal, which formerly, it is said, irrigated Traku and all the country to

the town of Zirrah. It is called Jin' Gershasp, and is said to have been excavated
by Gershasp, the grandson of Jamshid and ancestor of Kustum.”^

—

Bellew, p. 212.

t ‘ Asiatic Society’s Journal,' No. 130, p. 715. “ About nine years ago an
unusually large inundation changed the whole face of the country. The main
stream of the Helmend deserted its old bed, and cutting for itself a wide
channel out of that of the small branch which went otf from Khwajeh Ahmed,
carried the greater part of its waters to the Duk-i-Teer.”
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of the river. At the time of the Arah conquest, for instance,

the river must, I thint, have occupied the bed which passes by
Zahidan, Kasimabad, and Burj-i-Afghan, for it certainly flowed

to the west of Zaranj or JelMlabad, and at no great distance

from that city, as the army having reached Zalik from the south

without crossing the river, first touched it on their subsequent

march to the capital, crossing, it is said, at the same time the

canal of Karak, which probably watered the adjoining district

of Karkiiyeh.* I have laid down Eabfs march conjecturally

on the Seistan map, and find that if Jellalabad marks the site

of Zaranj, as seems to be almost certain, then the great canal of

Sina-nid, which was crossed between that city and Karnein,

must be necessarily General Goldsmid’s Helmend
;
and this

agrees sufficiently well with the indication of the geographers

that the Sina-nid was the largest canal of Seistan, that it alone

was navigable by boats, and that it passed within a farsakh of

Zaranj.

When we examine, however, our next authoritv in point of

time, Ibn Dusteh, who wrote in about A.H. 290, we find the name
of Helmend applied to this same eastern arm of the river, which
was previously called the Siua-rud, the description indeed of

the road from Jowein to Zaranj answering very accurately to

the modern geography of the district as delineated by General
Goldsmid. From Jowein the traveller thus passed by an easy
stage to Kuring, the headquarters of the Seistan Kharijis, which
I propose to identify with Peshaweran, as the ruins of that place
contain the tomb of Mir Ikbal, who is said to have been a
Khariji saint.f The next stage from Kuring ordinarily led by
water for 12 miles to Hisanik across the inundations which
connect the eastern and western lakes, and along the line of a
canal, which seems to have been called in those days the Serdt,
or “ road but there was an alternative land line which circled
round the eastern lake, and crossed, firstly, the Nishk River, or
Khash-rud

; and secondly, the Helmend itself, six miles from

* The reading in Behtdheri is AV*-, but Goeje, comparing all the authorities
in ‘ Istakhri,’ p. 244, note b, decides in favour of Kazak, which, no donbt, was
Yaciit’s reading of the name. I prefer Karak (leaving out the dot), as the canal
must have flowed to Karkwjeh, It wa.s, in fact, the last remaining water of the
Helmend, and was crossed on the road from Zaranj to Herat, after passing Kar-
kiiyeh. I understand, therefore, in Beladheri’s account that the Karak and the
Helmend are, in fact, the same. ZalUc has left no trace of its name, but must
Jiave been to the left of the road from Bunjar to Peshaweran.

of Kuring that it was the native place of Ibn ’Aiif, the Eaa-
esh-k^erat, or “head of the heretics;’ and Yacut, who has however con-
lounded the place with Karkiiyeh, says that the inhabitants were all Khariji

no - I- -
called KurinJ by the Arabs, and sometimes Kuriin

count^^**^”^’
^ ‘lool't if there is at present any trace of the name in the
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Zaranj, probably at the spot now known as the Burj-i-Alamdar.

Hisanik, which seems to hawe been ten or twelve miles from
Zaranj, I compare doubtfully with the Aishkinik of Conolly, the

low marshy tract into which the Khash-nid empties itself, and
more certainly with the Hisiin ofthe Arab campaign, which must
have been to the north-east of Karkiiyeh.* The date of

Istakhri, from whom all the other standard geographers ser-

vilely copied, was not more than ten or fifteen years after Ibn
Dusteh

;
yet his description of the Helmend evidently applies

to the left-hand rather than the right-hand branch of the river,

either because he followed some earlier authority, or because

the river had really resumed its old bed in the interval between
A.H. 290 and 305. Istakhii’s narrative, which uas reproduced

with more or less exactitude, by Jyhani, Ibn-Haukal, Mokad-
dasi, Edrisi, and others, states that the first canal derived from
the Helmend was the Team, which ran up to the northward
towards Nishk, i. e. the Khash-rud. It seems, therefore, to have
follovved the line of the Alamdar Canal of Conolly, and it fer-

tilised such a large extent of territory in antiquity, that the

south-eastern gate of Zaranj, leading to this grain district, was
called the Bab-et-Te’am.j There is some difficulty about the

second canal, which was called the Hash-rud
; because, accord-

ing to Istakhri and his followers, it left the Helmend above the

mouth of the Sena-riid, whereas, according to the Arab march,
the villages of Nash-riid and Shtrnadh, which must have been
on the eanal, were to the west of the Sena-rud, and appa-
rently not far from Zaranj or Jellalabad.j: The third canal of
Istakhri, which was the great Sena-nid itself, must be repre-

sented, as I have before said, by General Goldsmid’s Helmend,
the water in this canal having been pretty well exhausted in

the irrigation of the districts around the capital, when the main

* Yaciit, summarizing the geography of Seistan from Beladheri’s account of
Uie original Arab conqncbt, says that the chief towns of tile prorinoo were Zalik,

Karkiiyeh, Ilisiim, Zaranj, and Riisht, but the name had apparently passed away
in the time of Istakhri, as ft is not included in his list, and never afterwards
appears in history.

t Team signifies “ wheat ” in Arabic, and the name seems to have been given
to the canal on account of the large quantity of grain wdiich w.is grown on the
lands that it irrigated; the Team gato being thus said to lead from the city to
the “ rasdtik,

’

or “ producing districts,” par excellenre.

J It is by no means certain that the second canal of Istakhri is the same as the
Xdsh-rikl of the Arab campaign, though they were certainly in the same vicinity,
and Goeje ( Istakhri',’ p. 243, note m) has compared the names. Goeje himself
prefers the reading of Bashter, and follows Anderson in supposing the eanal in
question to penetrate as far as Bashter, one stage north of Peshaweran ; but this
is quite impossible (see ‘ Istakhri,’ p. 248, note i). The station beyond Kar-
kiiyeh, on the Her.it road, I read as Basher, which I suppose to be the origin of
I’eshawenin. It must have been close to Kuring, and at least 50 miles from
Kiish-riid.
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body of the river flowed to the westward.* In fact, we mnst
bear in mind that the canal and the river were liable to change
places in antiquity, as they do at present ;

and that, although

the normal distribution gave the name of Helmend to the

western and of Sena-rud to the eastern division, yet that the

nomenclature was occasionally reversed, as in the time of Ibn

Dusteh, when the main river occupied its present eastern bed.

The fourth and fifth canals, called by Istakhri the Sha’abeh and
the Mili, must have been the large streams of which one now
passes between Bunjar and Nasserabad, and the other waters

the districts of Dashtak and Chilling, and even penetrates as

far as Si-koheh. Istakhri’s sixth canal is the Zalik, which must,

I think, have left the river north of Burj-i-Afghan, and have
passed to the extreme north-west limits of the cultivated

ground, as Zalik was the first inhabited district which the

Arabs reached marching from the south-west, on Seistan. The
remaining or seventh stream, containing the residue of the

Helmend water and named by Istakhri the Karak, watered no
doubt the district of Karkiiyeh, and is the same stream which
was passed by the Arabs between Zalik and Zaranj, and was
also crossed by a bridge on the high road from Zaranj to Herat,
between Karkiiyeh and Basher, the modern Peshaweran.f

I will now consider the old cities of Seistan, and endeavour
to fix their modem representatives. Ptolemy notices the two
capitals of Prophthasia to the north, and of Ariaspe or Agriaspe
to the south, besides several smaller towns which are hardly
woi-th inquiring into.t Prophthasia, which was a title imposed
by the Greeks, is certainly xarrah, the native name of ^pd or
^pdSa having been preserved by Isidore of Charax. Pliny says
that it belonged to the tribe of Zariaspse (“ having yellow
horses ”), and this ethnic title is still perhaps retained by the
neighbouring town of Sabzar, properly Asp-zar.^ The name of

* Yacut, in his notice of the Sena-rud, follows generally the account of Istafehri,
but confounds apparently the canal witli the river, in adding, “what remains of
the canal fafter irrigating all the districts around Zaranj) flows into the bed of
the Beni Karkar stream (the Karak of Istakhri), where a dam has been con-
structed to prevent the residue of the water from falling into the Lake of Zireh.’’
Hamdullah repeats the statement that the great canal from the Helmend which
waters the town of Zaranj was the Sena-rud, but it is doubtful if the name was
really continued to his day (about a.d. 1330).

t
with all necessary explanations, is given further on.

t there names, however, are evidently Arian rather than Turanian, Buda
( rom rud, a “ river :

” compare Sid^dr), Arisada, Xarxiare, Pharazana,

1? u
town,” of which A-arfe-riid may be a relic, and Urana, may

a be explained by Persian etymologies, though there are no similar names at
country. Parin, also, of Isidore, which doubtless repre-

K
of the province, is a complete puzzle.

‘Cellarins,’ ii. p. 721, and compare Isidore in ‘ Min.
graph, and Stephen m voce *p6Za. Curiously enough, there are no traditions
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Bagoas also, wliicli Ptolemy gives to the northern hills, may be
recognised in the districts of Bah-wa, of Bag-ni (Baghnein of the
Arabs), and Bag-rdm, between Parrah and the great range to

the north.

Agriaspe, the southern capital, I propose to identify with
liam-shaharistan, and to place it at the spot marked as Kam-
riid, in IMajor Lovett’s map. The account of this place by
I^takhri is as follows :

—“ It is said tliat the ancient capital of

the province, in the time of the first Persian dynasty, was on the
left of the road from Sejestan to Kerman, as you go to Dareb,
opposite to Easek,* at the distance of three stages from Zaranj,

its foundations and many of its buildings remaining to the
present day. The name of this city was Bam-shaharistan, and
the canal of Sejestan flowed to it

; but owing to the bursting of
the dyke in the Helmend, the water of this canal was lowered
and cut off from it, so that its prosperity diminished, and the
inhabitants removed from it and built Zaranj.”

At what exact period this catastrophe took place cannot be
ascertained, but it must have been before the Slahomedan era,

for when the Arabs invaded Seistan in a.h. 3U, Zaranj was the

capital of the province, and is described by the early writers as

already a city of great extent and exceedingly populous. There
was an inner and an outer city, the former containing five gates,

and the latter thirteen, and the inhabitants were celebrated

throughout all history for their extraordinary courage and en-
durance. Indeed, in the original Arab conquest, as well as in

the wars of Chenghiz and Timiir, no city of Central Asia gave
the invaders gi-eater trouble than Zaranj, and it becomes therefore

of some historic interest to determine its modem representative.

The indications to this end are sufficiently numerous and of
great weight ; but, unfortunately, in some cases they are con-

fusing, and in others contradictory. The distance of three easy

stages, or about 45 miles, is given in two independent routes by
Ibn Dusteh and Istakhrf, as the interval between Jowein and
Zaranj, and this protraction points out the ruins of Jellalabad

as the approximate site of the ancient capital
;
while the mea-

surements of nine stages from Bost and of 80 farsakhs from
Fohrij ofKerman are both sufficiently appropriate.j It occurs to

connecting Farrah with the romantic history of Seistan, though the site is undoubt-
edly ancient. Fcrrier, indeed, says that he found among the ruins of the citadel
of Farrah, “ bricks nearly 3 feet long and 4 inches thick, tcith inscriptions
on them in the cuneiform character.” ‘ Caravan Journeys,’ p. 393. Credat
Judmus

!

* In the itineraries Darek is distant 2 stages from Zaranj on the road to
Kerman, and Easik is the fourth station on the same road. Compare ‘Istakhri,’

p. 2ol, aud ‘ Edrisi,’ i. p. 431. The names are now apparently lost.

t General Goldsmid calculated the distance from Fohrij to Sikohch roughly at
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me also that the nomenclature of the gates corroborates the

identification, and shows that the capital must have been at least

as far north as Jellalabad, instead of, as has sometimes been

surmised, in the southern portion of the province about Dashtek

or Chilhng
;
for the northern gate leading to Herat was called

the Bab-Earkuyeh, from a town of that name, 3 farsakhs distant

to the north
;
the eastern gate leading to Bost was called the

Bab-Nishk (from the Mshk Kiver or Khash-riid) ; and the south-

eastern gate was called the Bab-et-Te am, from the Te’am Canal,

which, as already explained, must have left the river above the

Band-i-Kohek, flowing northwards towards the Khash-nid.* The
routes again, whether described by Beladheri, or Ibn Husteh,

or Istakhri, are all consistent with this position, the only dis-

crepancy indeed that I am aware of being the statement in

Beladheri that Obad crossed the Sena-riid from Zaranj, in order

to reach the Jiii-kohneh, or old stream (that is, the bed of the

Gershasp Canal), along which he marched to Errd-bar, whereas
in reality he, in passing from Jellalabad to the canal in question,

must have crossed both the Sena-rud and the Helmencl.t A
more serious difliculty, however, arises from the name "which

Christie gives to the ruins of Jellalabad. This traveller who
rode across to the ruins, a distance of four miles from Burj-i-

Alamdar (which must liave been on the old Sena-rud), had no
doubt from their appearance and enormous extent (covering, he
says, as large a space as the modern city of Ispahan, about 10
square miles), that they represented the site of the ancient city of

225 to 230 miles. JelliilulMil is about 30 miles further to the north, and the 80
farsaths of Istakhri at SJ miles to the farsakh, which is the usual rate of con-
version, will be 360 miles, the two authoiities thus exactly agreeing.

* Istakhri is the original authority for the Zaranj gates^ and he was followed by
Ibn Haukal, Edrisf, and the other geographers. The two other inner gates which
led southward to Fars and Kerman, were called the old and new'. The 13 gates
of the outer city, commencing from the soutli, and circling round by tljo east to
the north, were as follows;— 1. Miiui; 2. Jurjiin; 3. Sizak (?) ; 4. Sariik ; 5.

Shu’ib; 6. Nukhik(.',; 7. Alkiim; 8. Kishk; !). Karkiiyeh
; 10. I&tris; 11.

Ghanjerch; 12. Nustiin (compare ‘Nostaua’ of Ptolemy-Yacut writes Xisnan);
and 13. Kiid-geran. The orthography of many of these names is doubtful, but the
list is curious, as indicating the position of the various towns and villages which
surrounded the capital. Tiie great buildings in the city were—1st. The great
mosque, at the southern or Fars gate of the inner town; 2nd. The court-house
in the outer town, between the Te am and the Fars gates; 3rd. The prison in
the inner town, near the mosque ; 4th. Anotiier c jurt-house at the back
of the mosque, near the prison

; 5th. Uctween the Te’am and the Fars gates,
the palaces of Ya’cuk and of ’Amrii. sons of Leith

; and 6th. Inside tlie city,
l^tween the Karkiiyeh and the Kishk gates (that is, at the north-east angle of
the^ city) the celebrated citadel called the Arh, iu which was the treasury, built
by Amrii, &oii of Leith. A dcscrijdion follows of the bazaars, inosr[ues, hosjiitals,
markets, interior canals, and reservoirs, &c., whicli it is hardly worth while
to translate.

j Arab marches is given from Beladheri at the
^ua of this paper, with a few explanatory notes.
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Zaranj
;
but lie adds that they were then known by the name

of Booshdhh, and this name, as far as we know, was a title which
never applied to Zaranj, although it did appertain to one, or
perhaps two, cities in the vicinity. Dooshakh simply means
“• two horns,” being the Persian translation of the Arabic Kar-
nein, but there is a strange confusion in the geographers as to

the applicability of the title.* The city of Karnein was the most
celebrated in Seistan after Zaranj. It was traditionally the
residence of Eustiim, and the capital of his kingdom, and some
remarkable ruins in the vicinity were supposed to mark the site

of his stable, being mentioned in the account of the original

Arab conquest, and by all the later geographers. The city

became afterwards especially famous as the native place of the
four sons of Leith, who with their descendants, under) the title

of Suifarians, or “ the Coppersmiths,” dominated Persia for half
a century between a.d. 800 and 900, and it would be inte-

resting, therefore, to fix its exact site. The name, however,
appears to be now entirely lost, and I can only approximately
point out its position. Karnein must have been near the Khash-
rud, probably to the north of the river, about where Conolly
remarked an old pillar in the district of Kaddeh, several places
which are named in the immediate vicinity, admitting of positive

identification, such as—firstly, the town of Khash, mstant from
Karnein one stage, or about 20 miles

;
secondly, the Ahhiir, or

“manger” of Eustiim, marked Go in Conolly’s map; thirdly, the
fort of Xishk (duly laid down in Lovett’s map), wmich formerly
gave its name to the river (the Khash-nid) and the whole
adjoining district

;
fourthly, Hariiri (64 of Conolly), the next

stage to Suruwar, on the road from Zaranj to Bost; and
fifthly, the passage of the river between ISuruwar and Haruii

* The identification of Karnein is of so much interest that I venture to
translate all the passages regarding it seruitiin et rerhatiin. Yaciit, in voce Kar-
nein, says :— It is a village in the district of Nishk, in the province of Seistan.
Ahmed Ibn Sahal el Balkht rcirorts that it is a small town with dependent
villages and districts, one stage from Scjestan, to the left of the road leading to
Host, and distant 2 farsakhs from Suruwar. The SottUrians arose from this place,”
&c. Istakhn' and Ibn Hankal have the very same words that are quoted by
Yacut from El Balkhi. The passage in Edrisi (where, however, Jaubert, with
his usual carelessness, has read the n.ame El-Fars) adds that “ this place was
formerly the abode of the hero Eustura, and the seat of his government, and
traces of his horses’ mangers are still to he seen there.” In the same way,
Beladheri says, p. 394, that “Eabi crossed the Sena-rild from Zaranj and came
to Karnain, where the traces are to be seen of the manger of Rustiim’s horse and
Y’aciit repeats the last phrase fin voce Sejestau), where he summarises the geo-
graphy of Beladheri, but without mentioning the name of Karnein. With regard
to position, Istakhn' says that Khdsli is one stage from Karnein, and a farsakh to
the left of the road leading from Zaranj to Bost ; also that Farrah is 2 stages from
Karnein, the intermediate stage being Jizeh, which is 3 stages from Zaranj. The
MSS., however, vary much as to these distances, and the numbers therefore are
not much to be depended on. See ‘ Istakhri,’ p. 252, note 0.
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(65 of Conolly) in Istakhri’s route. As a further indication I

may note that Karnein was to the left of the road from Zaranj

to Bost, at the distance of six or seven miles from Suruwar,

the latter place being, perhaps, about Pinkisri, near the modern
Chakhdn-sur, with which name it may be connected, if, as

I think almost certain, the old bed of the Khash-rud was
considerably more to the south than at present.* Karnein,

as I have stated, means “the two horns,” and the reason

of this remarkable name is given at some length by Kasvini,

though by the strangest of jumbles he applies his description to

an entirely different locabty, namely Karkiiyeh, which lies to the

north, and not to the east of Zaranj. “ Karkiiyeh,” we read in

Kasvini, “is an ancient city of Sejestan, where there are two
lofty cupolas about a mile apart, and each surmounted by a

horn, which resembles the horn of a bull. They are reported

to belong to the age of Eustum, and have remained from that

time to the present as objects of wonder. And beneath the

two cupolas is a fire-temple of the Magi, which would seem to

show that the King had built near his dwelling-place a temple
wherein he might worship. The fire of this Pyrseum has never
been extinguished, for the servitors who are told off to the duty
of keeping up the flame sit down, at the distance of 20 cubits

from the fire, and covering their mouth and breath, take with
silver tongs bits of tamarisk-wood of the size of a span, and
when the flame languishes and threatens to be extinguished,
throw them upon the fire, stick after stick

; and this Pyrgeum is

one of the most celebrated of all the fire-temples of the Magi.”
Now I cannot help suspecting that Kasvini has here mixed up

in one account the description of two distinct places. The palace
of Eustum, with its two-horned cupolas, must have been at
Karnein ; but the great fire-temple of Seistfo was at Karkiiyeh,
Yaciit having a valuable notice to that effect in his ‘ Geogra-
phical Lexicon,’ and Massiidi having also recorded that the
third most ancient of the fire-temples of Persia was at Karakii,

* Chakhan-sur (or rather Chaghau-sur), the present capital of Afghan Seistan
is so named from a tradition of the marriage at this place of Gi'v to the daughter
of Eustum (S«r, “marriage,” and Chaghdn, old Persian for “a mound°” or
"teppeh,” and often used in names of places). Conolly writes the name
Chuknasoor, and Perrier, still more corruptly, Sheikh Xasoor! Major Lovett
found it to the south of the Khash-nid, though Conolly placed it to the north of the
rwer, marking it as Xo. 21 in his sketch map. The river must, however, have
changed its course at some period of history, running further to the south than
at present ; otherwise it is impossible to understand how the road from Zaranj
to Bost could have crossed the river from north to south in the third stao-e
between Suruwar and Harun', where Conolly, No. 61, marks the Goozari-Khash,
OT P^sage of the Khiish.” Observe, however, that in the direct route of IbnUu^h both the Khash and the Helmend occupy the same beds as at present,^ke the orthography of Suruicar from Yaciit ; Istakhri and his foUowers usuaEy
writing the name as Siruzan.

^
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in Seistan,* whicli may also perhaps be the reading of a name
given by Birnni to a town north of Zaranj.f Karknyeh is laid

down by Istakhri in the route from Zaranj to Herat as the first

stage from Seistan, distant 3 farsakhs, or about 10 miles, and
the site therefore must be sought for among the extensive but

nameless ruins which have been remarked by all travellers

in that vicinity. (Compare Conolly’s 45, 46, and 47.) Kar-
kiiyeh w'as also noted as being a great Khariji settlement, and
is thus confounded by Yacut with Kuring or Kuriin, which
was in reality 10 or 12 miles further to the north, forming a
part probably of the extensive ruins which are more generally

known under the name of Pesheweran.J

With regard to Christie’s name of Dooshakh, there can be no
doubt but that it refers to the two-horned palace of Kustum,
and the title may possibly have been transplanted to Zaranj

from Karnein after the ruin of the latter place
; no such name,

however, as far as I can ascertain, is known in the country at

present, and it is not preserved in any historical or geographical

work that I have seen, so that, pending further research, I must
question Christie’s authority for assigning the name of Dooshakh
to the ruins of Jellalabad.

Of the other cities of Seistan there is not much to be said.

* See ‘ Massoudi,’ tom. iv. p. 73 and 462. The printed text has Karakerkan,
but I prefer the variant reading of Karaku given in some of the MSS. Yacut's
notice is to the following effect ;

—‘‘ Karkiiyeh is a city in the province of Sejestan,

where there is a fire-temple, most celebrated among the Majiis ” (Magi or Zoro-
astrians). Massoudi assigns the foundation of the temple to Bahman, son of
Isfendiar, whose warlike exploits in Seistan are recounted by all the Persian
iraditionists, following the authority of the Seir-el-muluk

; but I have never
found any other notice of his having built this particular Pyrseuni.

t Binini’s name, which occurs in the map No. 12, constructed by Sprenger
on the authority of the Kaniin for his Reiserouten, is perhaps to be read Gowein
for Jowein, as a similar form occui'S in Mokaddasi. See Istakhri, p. 252, note e.

But I think it more probable that the real form of the name is Kurin, which is

the title given by Istakhri and his followers to the district at the northern
extremity of Lake Ziieh, and which may thus be meant for Kuring or Kuri'm,

& town situated amongst the present ruins of Peshaweran. The lake is always
said by the geographers to extend for 30 farsakhs, about 100 miles, from Kurin
north, on the road to Kohistau to the bridge of Kerman, south, on the road to

Pars, this bridge being, according to Istakhri, no bridge at all, but a rohdt, built

by ’Amrii, son of Leith, about 4 stages south-west of Zaranj.

t The words of Yacut, in voce Kuring, are as follows ;
—“ A small town, dis-

tant 3 farsakhs from the capital of Sejestan, the inhabitants of which are all

Kharij i weavers. It is a pleasant and floiuishing place, and by some people is

called Kurun.” From Kiuing, according to Ibn Dusteh, the traveller to Zaranj
passed by water for 4 farsakhs to Hisanik, and it must thus mark the northern
extremity of the lake, exactly answering in this respect to the position of Kurin.
Goeje suggests the reading of Gowein (equal to the Arabic Jowein) for the
doubtful word in Mokaddasi', because Yaciit says the people of Khorassan called
their own town of Jowein Guydn; but I have never heard of any such corrup-
tion of the Jowein of Seistan, which, indeed, fc probably a pure Persian word
•derived from Jui,

“ stream.”
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Hisn-et-Tak, which after Kamein and Karkiiyeh was the chief

of the district towns, I should place at Amiran, where there is

still a very old minaret, as it is said to be at the back of one
going from Zaranj to Khorassan, a stage distant from the former
place, and nearly in a line with Karnein.*

Of Hisiin or Hisanik there is no record since the time of Ibn
Dusteh, but it must have been to the north of Zaranj or Jella-

labad, on the skirts of the inundated land, called Aishkenik by
Conolly, where extensive ruins are still to be seen.

The great difficulty, however, seems to be to find names for

the numerous ruined cities, many of them of great extent and
exhibiting signs of ancient strength and splendour, which are
scattered over the face of the country. Kil’eh Path and Puliki,

between Eud-bar and the head of the delta, must have been
places of great importance at some period of history

;
and there

are remains of buildings at Nadali and at Zahidan, which pro-
bably date from the time of the Sofiarians. I have never, how-
ever, succeeded in finding any detailed notice of the geography
of Seistan since the fourth century of the Hejira. The standard
writers of later times merely follow the old geographers, and local
histories are, I believe, unknown. I will merely then add a few
remarks on the ethnography of Seistan and the adjoining countrj-,

which is fully as interesting as the comparative geography.
There are at present three races in possession of the land,

—

Persians, Afghans, and Beluchis. The true Seistanis are Persians
of the purest Arian type. In fact the only true representatives of
the old Arian race probably to be found in Persia are the Seistanis,
and the Jamshidis of Herat, the language, physical appearance,
and general characteristics of the Persians of the Acheemenian
period being better preserved in this outlying comer of the
empire than in any other locality

; and this is the more remark-
able, as the region has a Turanian name, and was actually held
at one time by a Turanian race. No doubt the traditional pride
taken by the Seistanis in the exploits of Eustiim, who from a
local became a national hero, has been mainly instramental in
preserving their purity of blood. The ruling family until very
lately retained the title of Kaiani, claiming to descend from the
Kaianian or Achmmenian kings,t as the Mirs of Badakhshan lay

* The St.'indard notice of Kt-Tiik, repeated by Ifctakhri, Ibn Haukal, Yaciit, &c.,
IS simply that “ it is a small city of Sejestan, at the back of one who travels
from Zaranj to Khorassan

;
one of its districts supplies grapes to all the people

of the province.” It is also said in one passage to be a stage distant from Zaranj,
and m another to be on the road from Zaranj to Kish (south-west of Candahar),
at a distance of T) farsakhs from the former place. It may be noted also that the
place was destroyed by Timur on bis march from Zaranj to Bost. I take its posi-
tion on the map from Biruni.

t The author of the ‘ Haft Akh'no,’ who wrote at the end of the 16th century.
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claim to descent from Alexander, and throughout the province

almost every river, or remarkable physical object, is connected

with some legend of the heroic days.* As the Kaianis indeed of

the present day refuse to contract alliances with Afghans or

Beliichis, so, probably, in the time of the Sacan occupation, did

the native aristocracy stand aloof ;
and to a feeling, therefore, of

national pride are we indebted for so remarkable a preservation

of a pure ethnic type.

The Afghans again are an Arian offset, but of a very degraded
type, and showing a large admixture of foreign blood. His-

torical evidence and their own traditions show that, 800 years

ago, the Afghans were merely one of a multitude of tribes who
inhabited the mountains which bound the Indus on the west.

By degrees, however, they have imposed their name and lan-

guage over the entire region stretching from Seistan to Cashmir,

and have no doubt swallowed up a host of independent and
more ancient nationalities. They have never obtained any
general footing in Seistan, though detached Afghan colonists

are here and there to be met with, and though politically they
have of late years been paramount in the province.

It has been the object of the recent arbitration to draw a line

of demarcation between the Persian and Afghan dependencies in

Seistan, but it has been found impossible to suggest any frontier

which shall combine geographical and ethnographical propriety

with political rights
;
and, indeed, notwithstanding the skilful

diplomacy and very meritorious exertions of Sir F. Goldsmid,

it seems doubtful, after all, if the settlement which he has pro-

posed, and which has been adopted for the present, wiU be
permanently respected.

There are two other races, the Beliichis and Hazarehs, adjoining

Seistan, whose ethnographical relations are a complete puzzle.

The Beliichis, as far as physical characteristics are concerned,

resemble Arabs much more nearly than either Persians, Turks,

or Indians, and local tradition is unanimous in asserting that

they crossed at the mouth of the Persian Gulf from the Arabian
Peninsula into Mekran;t but, on the other hand, it is neither

says that the governor of Seistan, in his day, was Malik JelLil-ed-dm, who claimed
to be the hereditary representative ofKai Khusrii. It is from this chief, I believe,

that the town of Jellalabad derives its name.
* Thus there are the forts of Ziil and Sam, the canal of Gershasp; Dak-i-tir, so

called from Eustum’s arrow
;
Chakhantur, so called from the marriage of his

daughter
; the manger of Kustum’s horse at Karnein

;
his dyke at End-bar ; his

palace and fire-temple, according to Kasvini, at Karknyeh, &c. Dr. Bellew,
who accompanied General Pollock’s mission, also found traditions of Kai-Kliusni
and Kai-Kobud attaching to ruins between Eild-bar and Charburjak. (P. 207.)

t The Arabs name the original immigrants, who are supposed to have crossed
over to Persia in the lifetime of the Prophet, Kufs. and they seem to consider the
Beilis as an independent tribe. Subsequently the two tribes became incorporated

VOL. XLIII. U
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possible that a small colony of immigrants should have thus

spread over all south-eastern Persia, nor is there a trace of

Arabic to be found in any of the Beluch dialects. I believe the

ethnic type of the Beluchis to be that of the Eastern ^Ethiopians

(or Cuslutes) of Herodotus, who were probably of the so-called

Dravidian family
;
but during the twenty-three centuries that

have since elapsed, they must have absorbed a vast number of

indigenous or immigrant tribes,—Semites from the south-west,

Arians from the north, and Turanians from the north-east and

east. The great bulk of the Beluch nation now speak an old

Persian patois, not very dissimilar to the Seistani, but the

Brahuis have an independent and most remarkable dialect, which

has been shown to be of the Tamul or Dravidian family, and

which very possibly may be a remnant of the original Cushite

dominion. There is, perhaps, no part of Asia over which a

greater variety of tribes have spread than the modem Beluchi-

stan, the overflow of the immigration, which streamed in from

beyond the Oxus for 1000 years before and after the Christian

era, having been forced down into this region in the line of least

resistance ; but I believe that at the present day no trace of any
of the Turanian dialects which must once have prevailed here

is now to be found in the desert country between Seistan, Ker-
man, and Sinde.

I must now say a few words on the Hazarehs, who occupy the

mountains where once dwelt the Sacee. The physiognomy of

this race is distinctly Calmuck or Tartar, and they have even
partially communicated their peculiar features to their neigh-

bours the Afghan Ghilzyes; yet their language is good old

Persian, and, as far as I have had an opportunity of judging, it is

singularly free from any admixture with the Turkish. The
question then arises—What is the real ethnic type, and are we
to follow the physical or linguistic indication ? How I do not
pretend to decide such a point authoritatively; but remem-
bering, as I do, that this mountain region, though enclosed on
every side by Arian races, is not included in the primitive

scheme of Arian settlement, as given in the Yendidad, I hazard
the conjecture that from time immemorial it was held by
Turanian tribes, whose type of countenance still remains. Por
five centuries, at any rate, after Alexander—how much earlier
we know not—the Sacae or Massagetae, or Sai and Greater
Yuechi of the Chinese, were certainly in possession of the moun-
tains, and about the time of the Blohammedan era we know of

v'
called Kufs and Beliis for in Persian, Kuch and Beluch), and their

habitat is described by Vacdt in voce^ Kufs, almost within the same geographical
limits which now apply to the Brahiifs and Beldchis,
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an extensive settlement, on the southern skirts of the range, of

Turkish Khellej, while, later still, detachments of Mangu Edian’s

army are said to have been cantoned in the country, and to

have given to it the name of Hazareh. This latter derivation,

which rests only on the authority of Abu-1-Fazl, I doubt ex-

tremely, thinking it more likely that Hazareh is the translation

of the Sacan Mm, “ a thousand,” a name mentioned by Isidore

in his notice of Sacastene ; and I would further suggest that

if any remnants of the army of Chenghiz Khan were • settled

in the mountains, they were the progenitors of the Moghul-
speaking tribes, who still dwell in the hills of Ghur, south-east

of Herat
;
yet there is no denying that this constant influx of

kindred blood from the east may have done much to confirm

the Turanian type. The question, however, still remains—How
and when did these Turanian mountaineers acquire the Persian

language? My conjecture, then, is, that the Arian dominion
commenced at the close of the third century of Christ, when the

Sacje were driven down to the Lower Helmend, and the Shar of

Gharshistan became paramount ruler of the mountains.* At
any rate, in early Arabic geography the names of places in the

mountains, such as Kif and Zuf, and Surmin and Beshir, are aU
Persian aud not Turkish, and the Khellej are specified as a

foreign Turkish tribe. The subject, however, is one of very
great intricacy, and is chiefly of interest in the warning which
it holds out to ethnologists, not to attach too much importance
to language, but merely to consider that as one of the elements
of inquiry in determining the ethnic relations of a tribe or

people.

[Extracts relating to Seistan.]

Beladheri, p. 393. Geographical Abstract.

A detachment under Eahi was sent from Shirjan of Kerman against

Sejestan in a.h. 30. They first came to Fohrij, whence they crossrf the
desert, 75 farsakhs (230 miles), to a district called Zalik, 5 farsakhs from
Sejestan. This place was attacked and plundered on the feast of Mehijan
(many stories about Zalik. See Yacut in voce). Then they came to a village

called Karkuyeh, 5 miles from Zahk. which submitted -without resistance.

Afterwards they reached a district called Hisiin, the people of which also

remained quiet and submitted ; then they returned to Zalik and took guides (?)
for Zaranj, going on till they reached the Hindmend, and crossing a canal
named Niik f (or probably Karak), which was filled from it, and then at last

* The name of Gharshistan is always said by Persian authors to he derived from
Gharsh, signifying “ a mountain ” in the language of the country. Gharsh is of
course the Zend gairis (Sans, girt), Gharshist^ being thus allied to the old
names of Kipin or Cophen, and the npaiTaKn*"! of Isidore.

t Yaciit, who transferred all Beladherfs Geography to his own Lexicon, seems

"to have read this name as Kazak O’A , which form also occurs in some MSS, of

u 2
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ai riving at Eusht, which was only a third of a mile from Zaranj. The inhK>-

hitants came out and fought a great battle, and inflicted some loss on the

Moslems, but Eahf turned again and fought till he conquered and drove the

enemy back into the city Then Eabi’ went on to the village of Nashrud,

where he gained a victory, ... . and afterwards passed on to ShiTwadh,* which

he also took
;

. . . . and then, after killing great numbers of the people, he laid

siege to the city of Zaranj, the Marzaban (or governor) of which, Aharwiz by
name, at length yielded and was admitted to terms, giving as tribute ICXX) slaves,

each with a golden goblet. Eabi’ then entered the city, and afterwards»went

on to the canal of Sena-rtid, and passed over it, and came to Kamein, where

was the manger of the horse of Eustiim.t There he gained another victory,

and then returned to Zaranj, where he remained two years.

Eabi’ was succeeded by Ihn S.amureh, who, after again conquering the

Marzaban of Zaranj, and obliging him to pay a ransom of 1,000,000 dirhems

and 1000 slaves, reduced all the country between Zaranj and Kish belonging

to India, and also subdued the districts along the road to Arrokhaj as far as

the land of Dawer; and on arriving at Ddwer he pui-sued the enemy into the

hills of Az-Zor, where he subdued them and exacted a heavy ransom.

Az-Zor is the name of a golden idol with rubies for eyes, and Ihn Samureh
cut off its hand and took out the ruby eyes, saying to the Marzaban, “ Take
the gold and jewels : I merely wished to show you that this was a thing

which could neither help nor harm one.’’j: And he afterwarils reduced Best

andZabiil.
**»•**•*

Page 434.

’Obad Ihn Ziyad was sent against the frontiers of Sind from Sejestan.

Firjit he came to the Sena-nid, and then he took his road by the old stream

{Jill Kuhneli) as far as Eudbarof Sejestan on theHindmend, and came to Kish,

Irom whence he struck across the desert till he reached Kandahar. He slew

Istakhn, as the name of the bed containing the last remnant of the Helmend. If

then we read instead of we are able to connect the name with the

adjoining town of Karkuyeh, and with the Kopox of Isidore.

* The names of Nashrud and Shirwadh are duly repeated by Yaciit, but
without any indication as to their position. They must, however, I think, have
been near the capital, and between the Helmend and Sena-rud.

t In the printed Beladheri this name is written Kariyetein, and M. de Goeje
says the name must be different from that of Kamein, whence sprung the Soffarians

;

but he could hardly have entertained this doubt if he had remembered that Edn'si
distinctly placed Kustiim’s manger at Kamein like Beladheri. Yaciit had somo
doubt probably as to the name, and therefore left it out in his summary of the
Arab campaign, though he mentioned the manger of Kustum’s horse. The ruins
of this latter building are still to be seen at the present day.

X Dawer is the modem Zami'n Diiwer, and the hills of Az-zor are the outer
range of the Haziireh plateau. Yaciit names the idol both Azzun {in voce Dawer),
and Az-zor. in voce. I have no clue to the name of Az-zor, but it might belong
to one of the Indo-Scythian gods of tlie period. If, however, Az-Ziin be the true
form of the name, meaning as it does in Assyrian, Hebrew, and Arabic, “an
image ” or “ idol,” it may be a mere translation of the vernacular Baga, “ a god,”
which occurs in the Greek Bayoas, applied to the mountains in question, as well
as in the hill districts of Bagni and Kagrdm above Zamin-Dawer. Baga, “ the
god ’ (or Bhagwiin), was afterwards used for any idol, as the name of Buddha in
modem Persian became But. I have heard reports of the mins of an old temple
in the hills, north of Zamin-Dawer, which may be the scene of ^Obad’s icono-
clastic zeal, though no European has visited the spot, Ferrier not having come
further Muth than Zemi in Ghiir. The name of Diiwer, I compare with the
Aaon of Nonnus, from whence came the Zdicul or Zdbul of romance.
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the inhabitants and defeated them, and i)Ut them to flight after they had
inflicted some loss on the Moslems. Here they observed the long caps

(kelanis) of the natives. ’Obad established his government in the city, and

called it ’Obadiyeh.

IsTAKHBi, p. 242 (compare Ibn Haukal, p. 300).

The lar<^est river of this region is the Hindmend, which rises at the back

of the country of Ghur, and conies out on the borders of Ar-rokhaj (Arachotia)

and the district of Dawer. Then it goes on to Bost,* and finishes in Sejestan,

where it falls into the lake of Zireh, and this lake of Zireh increases or

diminishes in size according as a greater or less quantity of water falls into

it. Its extreme length is about 30 farsakhs from the district of Kurin, on

the road to Kohistan to the bridge of Kermdn, on the road to Fars, and its

breadth throughout is about the distance of one stage. Its water is sweet, and

it produces fish in abundance, and reeds, and there are villages all round it

except on the side which faces the desert. The Hindmend flows in one single

bed from Bost until it arrives within one stage of Sejestan, where canals begin

to be taken off from it. The first canal which is derived from the river is the

Team, which waters several districts till it arrives at the borders of Ki'shk.

The second canal is the Nashrud,! which also irrigates many districts. Then
is taken off the Senil-rild, which flows to within a farsakh of Sejestan (or

Zaranj), and this is the stream on which boats ply from Bost to Sejestan

when the river is in flood; for at that season only is the river practicable to

boats, and all the streams of the city of Sejestan are derived from this canal of

Sena-rdd. Then, as the Hindmend descends, the canal of Sha’abeh is taken

off from it, which waters some 30 villages
;
and after that the canal of Mill

branches off, which irrigates many districts. Lower down the canal of Zalik

is also taken off’, which furnishes water to a large tract of country
;
and what

remains of the Hindmend goes on in a river-bed which is named the Karak ;t

and here there is a bund, or dam, to prevent the residue from falling into the

Lake of Zireh, except in time of flood, for when that arrives the dam is of

course broken down and the overflow falls into the lake. And on the Hind-
mend, at the gate of Bost, there is a bridge of boats, such as we see on the

rivers of Irak. There also falls into the Lake of Zireh the overflow of the river

of Farrah, and of the other streams of that region. The river of Farrah rises

near Ghur, and, after watering the region through which it passes, the residue

falls into Lake Zireh; and the river of Nishk (Khash-rud) also rises near Ghur,

and, after irrigating various districts, a small portion of the overflow reaches

Lake Zireh.

CojirABATiv E Route from Hekat to Sejestax (Zaraxj).

Istakiirt and Ibn Haukal.

1. Herat.

2. Jamiin.

3. The black mountain.

( Ibn Dusteh.

1. Herat.

2. Kabak—running water.

3. Sinun—aqueducts.

* The Bost of the Arabs is now called Kileh Bist, about 30 miles below the

Giriahk. The ruins are extensive, and there are still some fine architectural

remains. Pliny, wlio calls it Beste, has preserved a tradition of its being first

built by Serairamis, which merely indicates immemorial antiquity. In the Peu-

itingerian map it is entered as ** Bestia desellutta,”

t The printed text of Istakhri has Bashter-rud^ and the 3ISS. all vary, so that

the form of Nash-rud is not much to be depended on. ..vat
: The printed text has Kazak, which is the reading followed by Tacut, but I

have already given my reasons for preferring Karak.
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Comparative Eoite from Hekat to Sejestan (Zaeanj)—continued.

Istakhrf and Ibn Hautal. Ibn Dusteh.

4. Aqueduct of Sari. 4. Khan-i-Jabir—wells and aque-
ducts.

5. Khashan of Isfezar. 5. Aqueduct of Sari.

6. Kiisar—enter Seistan territory.' 6. Isfezar—a running stream.
7. Darah. 7. Kusar— aqueducts.

8. Farrah. 8. Kanis— aqueducts.
9. Bridge of the Farrah Eiver. 9. Murghabtin—aqueducts.

10. Sirishk. 10. Sirishk.

11. Kafkhan. 11. Kafkhan—aqueducts : the famous

musical sandhill, a farsakh to

the right of the road.*

12. Basint (?). 12. Farrah Eiver.
13. Jowein. 13. Jowein : cross a river-bed with

running water ;
the place is full

of Kharijis.

14. Basher—pass on the way to Kar-
kiiyeh, by a bridge, the residue
of the Helmend water.

14. Kuring or Kurinj—running water.

Abu ’Aiif, thejKhariji leader, a

native of this place.

4 farsakhs to

15. Karkuyeh, 15. Hisanik.
,

3 farsakhs to

16. Zaranj. 16. Zaranj.

“ In passing from Kuring to Hisanik, if you are bound for the capital (Zaranj),

and there is vater in the Serat (the road), you are obliged to pass in a boat for

4 farsakhs to Hisanik, this being the regular track ; but if you do not choose to

take a boat, and prefer to pass from Jowein to the capital by tlie deseit route to

the left-hand, you need not cross any river or waters at all, except the river

of Nishk ; for you leave the Scrat and the Hindmcnd to the right-hand and at a
point below where you would come out from Hijanik, but 2 farsakhs before

reaching the capital, you cross the Hindmend and another river called the Wadi
Abras, and so go on to Sejestan.”—27m Dusteh MS.

I’oute from Sejestan to Bost
;
from Istakhri and Ibn Haukal :

—

1. Zanbuk (a very doubtful name).
2. Suniwar, a largo royal village (near Chakhan-sur).
3. Hariiri, a flourishing place; in this stage you cross the Nfshk Eiver

by an arched bridge of brick. (Compare Earriri of Conolly, on the

Khash-rud, and passage of river, Guzar-i-Klidshi.')

4. Dehak; halt at the Kobat; desert from here.

5. Kobat Ab-i-shur.

G. Kobat Karudin.
7. Kobat Kohistan.

8. Kobat Abdullah.
9. Eost ; all desert from the Kobat-i-Dehak to within one farsakh of Bost.

* The author of the Haft Aklim describes this natural phenomenon in detail,
placing the scene at Kil’eh Kah, in the district of Aiik (modem Oke). General
Goldsmid also visited the spot, which is like the Eig-rewtin at Kabul, and the
Jebel Xokareh in the Sinaitic peninsula, and gives a good account of it in his
official report. See also Bellew, p. 284.
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XIII.

—

Eefort on the Country around Aden. By Captain

G. J. Stevens.

[Communicated by Major-General C. W. Tbemenheere, Political Eesident, Aden.]

On the 23rcl Xovember last, accompanied by Captain Ducat,
E.E., I marched with 1 native officer and 49 men by the coast

; . route to Ivbobt, a distance of 27 miles of furlongs.

The next day we proceeded to Kumfor, where I was much
lisappointed to find that Sooltan Ali bin Ahmed, under whose
^uspices I had hoped to pay a visit to El Gharra, the Yaffaee

ipital, had been called away on emergent business, and that,

^ therefore, an onward move of any importance was out of the
qtiestion. The following morning we made the ascent of a
fllnestone hill, called El Joobail, close to the village, where we

and the ruins of an old and extensive fort, said to have been
*ilt by the Turks. Erom this eminence the guide of the

^^
Quartermaster-General’s Department, attached to the troop,

' enabled to cut in Hurroor, Khoa and other villages, which
itherwise could not have been included in the map this year.

The day of our arrival at Kumfor I received a very kind
etter from Sooltan Hydra the Eoudeli, with whom I had com-
nunicated, welcoming me to his part of the country, and
informing me that he had sent instructions to all his headmen
to render me every assistance in the event of my caring to visit

their villages. He also proposed that he should come down
from his hill residence at Sooreea, some 50 miles off, to escort

us in person, but this courteous offer I, of course, declined.

I determined to take advantage, however, of his invitation, to

see what I could of such parts of his territory as I had left

unvisited last year
; so, after halting a day at Kumfor, I moved

on on the 27th November to Durjadj, a very thriving village

4 miles 4J furlongs north-east of Kumfor. AVe were very
hospitably received here by Saif bin Teyseer, the sheikh of the
place, and his brother Saleh.

The next morning, under the guidance of the latter, and with
an escort of 20 sabres and a few of the Arab levy. Captain
Ducat and I paid a visit to Missana, a small Syud village,

6 miles 6 furlongs distant to the N.N.w. of Durjadj, and situated
at the foot of the range of hills called Althala, and at the spot
where the “ Bunna ” finds egress into the plain. Above this

point the river is mountain bound, and there being no arable

gnW on its banks, it is never interfered with by the few
who inhabit the hills lying in its course, but allowed to

•Wthout intermission throughout the year. AA^e rode up it

about 2 miles, and then returned to bivouac under the
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shade of some trees near the village. Past this spot ran a little

watercourse, which we naturally supposed had its origin in the
river close by, but we were afterwards surprised to learn that it

was a perennial spring. A walk to its source showed other-

channels similar to, but larger than, the one we had seen, and
discharging a considerable volume of water. Captain Ducat, I

believe, is of opinion that the spring is of artesian character.

The water, as far as could be judged, seemed excellent. This
spring, together with the land in its neighbourhood, is called
“ Misehgeem,” and is the property of two brothers of the Jiffar

family, to whom it has belonged for many generations. The
name of one of them is Ali bin Ahmed bin “ Jiffar,” that of the
other I have, I regret to say, forgotten. These people are too
few and too poor to guard themselves and their property from
the attacks of hostile tribes, so they pay tribute to, and place
themselves under the protection of, now one, now another of the
neighbouring chiefs, the result being that they are robbed and
ill-treated by each in turn. At the present time they are

supposed to live under the protection of the Sooltan of Mher,
and one of the brothers resides in that place.

Some short distance up the river from Missana, the Foudeli
are in the habit each year, with the consent of the Yaffaee
chief, of constructing a bund, by which water is diverted for the
irrigation of the country lying between Missana and the plain

to the west of Teran, known as Turea. Were it not for this

bund, the tract would mostly lie fallow, as, although in closer

proximity to the River Hussan, it owes its fertility chiefly, if

not wholly, to the Bunna. For the privilege of using this

water the Foudeli pay the Yaffaee 100 dollars per annum.
Formerly the charge was assessed at a mere nominal sum—
about 25 dollars a-year—but the Yaffaee took advantage of the
trouble that the Foudeli got into in 1866, to exact the present
impost, and this conduct on their part has much embittered
the relations between the two tribes. I must not forget to

mention that during our short halt at Missana some of the
Dharee tribe, living in the hills in the near neighbourhood of
the place, hearing of our arrival, sent a deputation to wait on
us. On entering the village, however, their hearts failed them,
and they would not present themselves before us, but sent the
head Syud of the village to prefer their request, which was that
Government should no longer treat them as outlaws, but admit
them into Aden in common with other tribes. They professed
to be tired of their present lawless life, and made promises of
future good behaviour.

In the evening we returned to Durjadj. The road between
the two places is good. On leaving Durjadj, it lies for some
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two and a lialf miles through fields, then over a tolerably level

plain, covered with pebbles, until fields are again reached close

to Missana. The hamlet of Aburshubr is passed a short distance

to the right, a mile or so ont of Durjadj.

On approaching Missana, a break in the hills is perceptible

about two or three miles to the right front. Through this

gorge lies the road to El Gharra. This town is said to be some
22 miles distant, to the n.n.e., from Missana. The road is

described as very bad ; no villages to be met with, and only

occasionally a Bedoin’s hut ;
nor do the scattered inhabitants

of this region enjoy a very enviable reputation.

From a point on this road, between my camp and Missana,

the Foudeli village of Mher was pointed out to me. It is

situated farther up the valley than Missana, and nnder the

hills to the right. There is only one Foudeli village higher

up, called Nab. Of the country beyond I conld obtain no
information further than that it nas wretched in the extreme,

and inhabited by a Bedoin tribe called Oudheli. The inha-

bitants of this locality were the people who wounded the late

Foudeli Sooltan, Ahmed bin Abdoola, and killed his younger
brother, Mehtar bin Abdoola, consequently there is bitter feud

between them and the Foudeli, and their road to Aden is

thereby barred.

It had been my intention to visit the two villages above
named, but I was deterred from doing so, on hearing that a
i'atal epidemic had been raging amongst the horses in that part

of the country.

On the 28th of November I marched to Teran, 3 miles 3J
furlongs, along a fair road through fields, passing El Khour,
situated on a small isolated hill to our right, just before arrival

at our destination.

Assala was the next march, a distance of 6 miles 6 furlongs.

The road is good, for the most part over a plain almost devoid
of vegetation. It runs through the hamlet of El Jadee, situated

on a little eminence less than half way. Assala, a rather well-

built and somewEat closely packed village of about 600 houses,

is the largest in Abien, and represents the market-town of the
district. It does not, however, seem to thrive in proportion to

its size, and many of the houses destroyed by our force in 1866
remain as they were then left. There is no cultivation in the
neighbourhood, and forage and supplies have to be brought
from a distance. The water also is scanty. A number of
traders from Hadramaut are settled here, and carry on, for so
small a community, considerable business operations with Aden
and the interior.

2 miles 3^ furlongs s.s.E. of Assala there is a small collection
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of huts called Misaijid. This, I believe, was the ancient Assala,

once a thriving seaport. The establishment of a port at Shugra,
as less exposed to attack by the Yaffaee, led to its being
deserted, and it was then that the village or town above
described was built and named after it Assala.

On the 1st of December I marched homewards, 9 miles to

Ahmodea, and from thence the following day 6 miles 7f fur-

longs, in a south-westerly direction, to El Koais, a short distance
from the sea. On this last march we passed the villages of El
Khore, Missaimeer, and El Kod, also the ruined hamlet of

Jawalla, where I halted to water my horses, the supply at El
Koais being insufficient. This place, like many other localities

in Abien, has been nearly deserted ever since the visit of our
troops in 1866.
The Arabs seem averse to- repair the bnildings rendered un-

inhabitable by our Engineers on that occasion, but their restora-

tion by Government, which could be effected at very trifling

cost, would, I feel sure, be highly appreciated, and could not
fail to have a most excellent eflect. From El Koais I returned

on the 5th December, to my Lines at Khor Muxa, a distance

of 27 miles .5| furlongs, along the sea-shore. This route,

if made use of when the tide serves, is excellent ; but at

other times most trying to horses, as the sand at high-water-
mark is extremely heavy. There is, moreover, no escape
there, from the country along the shore being a region of sand-
drift.

This completed my trip to the westward.
Some weeks later, on the 9th January, I left Lahej, where I

had been encamped some time, and proceeded, with 1 native
officer and 55 men, to Shuka, the nearest point in the How-
sbebee territory, a distance of 11 miles 2 furlongs. On this
occasion, I was accompanied by Captains Ducat and Chad-
wick, Koyal Engineers, and Mockler, 5th Eegiment N. L. I.

8ooltan Ali bin Mana, the Howshebee chief, who had come to
Lahej to meet me, follow'ed us and escorted us the next day to
Dar Shaiban, one of his villages, 15 miles 4 furlongs on the
direct road to Saib, in the Allowee country, which was my
destination, and some 5 miles from Kaha, his own capital.
Leaving fehuka, we had to cross the bed of a mountain torrent,
then dry, called Sylbet Billay. On occasions of heavy rain in
the hills, its waters flow as far down as Eioosh. A branch of
hiis torrent also runs into the river Tobun, about a mile above
fShuka. I should here mention that the river hitherto styled
uie Zaida River, is called the Tobun as far as the bifurcation
below Zaida, whence the Huswa and Eioosh branches are
'nown as the W adi Kubeer and Wadi Sugghair respectively.
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The Tobun is generally to be found ruuning at Zaida, but this

cannot be always depended upon.

After leaving the torrent bed above mentioned, our road lay

for some seven miles over undulations of heavy sand, forming

the north-western portion of the tract that separates the

Foudeli from the Abdalli territory, and extends from the Kiyer

Tobun to the sea. At the point that we crossed it, it is at its

narrowest.

The next few miles of our march was between hills and over

stony ground, frequently intersected by watercourses and dotted

here and there with stunted trees and thin jungle, and then for

some three miles or more up the dry bed of the River Saibee,^

to Dar Shaiban. The jungle hereabouts, more especially in the

river-bed, is somewhat thick. Amongst other shrubs I noticed

two or three varieties of cactus, which I do not remember to

have seen growing wild before.

The Saibee takes its rise in the mountains beyond the Ameeri
coimtry, and is fed by innumerable mountain torrents in its

course through the Allowee and Howshebee territories. When
in flood, it waters the country about Hurrore and Khobt, reach-

ing sometimes even so far as El Koais and El Mehjar in Abien.,

The village of El Mijibah lies on the right of the road to Dar
Shaiban, and that of Nimarah to the left. Raha, the How-
shebee capital, is situated about two miles south-west of El
Mijibah. I did not make it my halting-place, as it is sur-

rounded by jungle, and possesses no suitable encamping
ground.

Dar Shaiban is a small village consisting of three mud build-

ings and several huts. There seemed to be a fair amount of

cultivation in the neighbourhood.

Sooltan Ali bin Maua slept in our camp that night, and on
the following morning attended us as far as the hamlet of

Saifur, 1 mile 6^ furlongs, where he left us, promising to be
there early on the morning of the 13th to escort us back again.

Skirting the Allowee village of El Hajur, where we were
saluted by a fire of matchlocks, we arrived shortly at the viUage
of El Khorebeh, and here we found Sheik Saif and his nephew
Sheik Said, with a large gathering drawn up to receive us..

After the usual formalities had been gone through, we all

moved on under [a salute of matchlocks, and preceded by a
band of “ tom-toms,” to Kusba or Saib, the chief village of the
place. Here a further ceremony awaited us in the shape of a
military display.

The Allowee territory is situated in a fertile valley, and
appears to be eomprised in an area of some 20 square miles.
Most of the land is capable of cultivation, though at the time of

«
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our visit, owing to the late scarcity of rain, there were compara-

tively few standing crops. The villages are some seventeen in

number. Most of them will be found in the new map accom-

panying this Eeport ; but a few have unavoidably been left out,

owing to want of leisure to visit them. This little territory

seems better governed than any I have yet visited, and the

inhabitants go about, within its limits, unarmed. We noticed

several men wearing thick iron rings on the leg under the knee,

and were informed that they were criminals, and that to such

people rings of different degrees of severity are allotted, accord-

ing to the measure of each offence. On my interceding for one

of these men, to whom I had rather taken a fancy, the Sheik

begged me not to press the matter, as the culprit had been

guilty of a grave misdeed, that of having, in a lit of passion,

drawn his dagger on a fellow-villager; and tliis, he added, was

an offence which he never passed over lightly.

In the neighbourhood of Saib there are several villages built

during the Turkish era, but now totally deserted and in ruins.

Tradition has it that considerable treasure is buried in these

ruins, and the children of the place turn out, after heavy falls

of rain, to search in the torrent beds for anything that may be

washed down from these deserted villages, which are situated

chiefly on the summits or slopes of hills. I myself saw a gold

coin which had been picked up in this way, and which was said

to be of very ancient date.

On the 13th of January, taking leave of Sheik Saif, who had
pressed us to stay longer, and professed much regret at our

departure, and delivering to him the present sent by you, I

marched for Shuka, a distance of 21 miles 3^ furlongs, by the

road that we had come. Sooltan Ali bin Mana met us on the

borders of his territory, and accompanied us the whole way.

Whilst at Saib, I received a visit from Eaga Mowda, one of

the Dharee chiefs, and two or three leading men of the Dhum-
buree tribe. They preferred a similar request to that made by
the Dharees at Missana, but at the same time they expressed
an undying hatred towards our ally the Sooltan of Lahej. This
feud is owing to the Sooltan having ordered the head of a
Dharee, killed in fight, to be cut off and exposed on the point
of a spear.

On the 15th the officers before mentioned and I, escorted by
some of my men, and attended by Sooltan Ali bin Mana, pro-
ceeded on an exploring expedition up the Eiver Tobun.

Skirting its left bank and crossing the branch of the Sylhet
Bilhay which runs into it, we arrived, at a distance of two miles,
at the small village of El Anut, standing on rising ground to
the left ol the road. Just below this village, and situated on
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a rock in the bed of the river, are the remains of a Turkish

fort. We were much struck by the large size of the blocte

of stone of which it is built, measuring, as some of them did,

11 feet X feet x 2 feet, and which, judging from the absence

of any similar stone in the immediate vicinity, must at least

have been conveyed from some little distance.

At about this point, with the exception of a few small crops

grown in the bed of the river, near the different villages, for

home consumption, cultivation ceases and the country begins to

assume a sterile character. From El Anut the road lies for

some few miles over a rocky plain, with here and there a few

stunted bushes. The hamlet of Nobut Mehdi is passed at a
distance of 2 miles from El Anut, and 2 miles furlongs further

on that of El Heroghat or Nobiit Dukaim, both on the left of

the road. A little beyond this the hills are entered, the river

becomes much narrower, with higher banks, and signs of vege-

tation are almost if not entirely at an end.

From this point to Jol Mudrum, our destination, the space

between the ranges of hills on either side of the vaUey scarcely

exceeds a mile. Jol Mudrum is a small village situated on
high ground on the left bank of the Tobun and 13 miles north-

west of Shuka. Just before reaching it, we crossed a deep and
somewhat impracticable ravine, its sides covered with bomders,

and then descended into the bed of the river, and halted for

two or three hours, in some fields of Indian com, immediately
below the village.

I was informed that the Howshebee limit, in the direction of

our march that day, extends to a little beyond a very high
wooded hill called Jebel Wurwa, some 25 miles distant from
Jol Mudrum, and that the undermentioned hamlets, or villages,

lie between the two places.

From Jol Mudrum to

Missaimeer . . about 2 miles.

Akan 4
Hubeel Em Swader 2
Mishaighur
Mureeb • >>

Missaimeer bin Obeid H
Mukedeem 2
Jaodoon 2
Hubbeel Mijjir • » 2
El Lijma * 44
El Kama * 14 55

Total distance . . .
. „ 25 miles.
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The peak of Jebel Wurwa, which was pointed out to me, can,

at a great distance, be seen looming over the summit of other
high ranges of hills in the foreground, and, if the above in-

formation, as to its remoteness, is correct, must, I think, be
fully 3500 feet high. Sooltan Ali bin Mana promised to send
in specimens of the wood growing there, but they have not
yet reached me.
At 3 P.M. we started on our return to Shuka. The road

between El Heroghat and Jol Mudrum can only be described

as bad. This fact, and that of our having been over the same
ground so recently, made our march homewards somewhat
uninteresting.

That night Sooltan Ali bin Mana came to take leave of us,

as he purposed proceeding to Raha early the following morning.
He expressed himself much gratified at our visit and with the
present you sent him, and said he hoped that on some future

occasion he might have an opportunity of showing us much
more of his country.

After halting two more days to enable Captains Ducat and
Chadwick to carry out their investigations with regard to the

river Tobnn, I left Shuka on the 17th of January for Lahej, and
the following morning marched into quarters at Khor Muxa.

• I had hoped, later in the season, to make a reconnaissance of

the road to Shugra, and the comparatively unknown country

in that direction, and I much regret that the malarial fever

which we contracted in the course of our late expedition,

and which attacked nearly the whole of my men and myself,

immediately on our return to the Lines, put an end to all

further operations for this year. I trust, however, that what
has been done may be productive of good results. I mean
chiefly as regards intercourse with the Arabs. It is a source of

much gratification to me to mention that their reception of us
everywhere continues to be all that could be desired. In some
places, especially those previously visited, it was most cordial,

and I was much amused to see the villagers seeking out
amongst my men old acquaintances and renewing friendships

of last year.

I beg to enclose a Tabular Statement giving a description of
the new localities visited this season.
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, projected Railway Route over
the, from the Argentine Republic,
VIr. R. Crawford, C.E., on a, 46 et scg.

Andrews, Mr., 227.

Angari-iiiash Pass, 271.

Annaka, magnificent cryptomcria of, 63.
Anti-Lebanon, Rungt* of, 210,
Antitope guttuTvm, 120 note.
Ape’s Hiil, 98.
Aquila Iri^tata^ 5.

Arabab, tbe, 207.

Arachotians, the, 276.

Aral Sea, 260.

Arctic Expedition, Government, three

essential requirements for, S3.

Argalingtu track, 130.

Ana Pains of Ptolemy, 273.

Armstrong, Serjeant, 231.

Arnold, Bishop, 1S5.

Arroyo Pota-mayim, Valley of the, 52.

Artiitch settlement, 269.

A.sama Yama Volcano, 62.

Assala Village, 297, 303.

Assam Valley, 1.

Atashipa Village, 24.

Atkinson, Mr., 9, lOS.

Along Guros, clan of, 14.

Atuel River, 54
Aujeh stream, 211.

Awadzu Village, 55.

Axes, skill of the Kliasi in the use of, 4.

Azizabud Village, 68 ; Elver, 68.

Azufre rivulet, 47, 51.

Bab-Karkiiyeh Town, 284.

Back, Capt., 247.
Baduri Village, 28, 29.

Bagboli, 6.

B,igoa3 Hills, 283.

Bahramabad Town, 73.

Baikal, Sea of, 259.

Bailey, Capt., K.x., 230.

Baitarik River, 121.

Bajistan Town, 79.

Baka Lake, 131.

B.iksa, 101 ; Valley, beautiful scenery

of, 101.

B.ile Koul Lake, 260.

Bulkanskoi, Gulf of, physical change iu

the, 261.

Balka.sh Lake, 260.

Balpukram Hill, 19.

Baluchis, tribe of, 74.

Bam, 67.

Bamaiigaon, 7.

Baiidar-Ahbas to Mash-had by Sistan,

Journey from, by Major-General Sir F.

J. Goldsiiiid, Co et eeq.
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Eand-i-Kohek, 27S, 279.

Bunias, 221, 222.

Bao Tith Kivcr, 19 ;
coal iu, 20.

Barbaro Marco, 179.

Barents, IVilliam, interesting relics of,

85.

Barrington, Daines, SS, 94.

liash-Hissar Town, 271.

Beavan, Lieut . 3, 5, 0, 10, 22.

Begbie, Mr., 2+7.

Beiiriiig's Island, upbearal of, 250.

Beke, Lir., 85.

BeUdheri, Geographical Abstract, 291.

Belka stream, 211.

Belletty, Mr., 9, 10, 27, 28.

Beluchis, the, 289.

Bengali impediments to surveying, 25.

Berghaus, Memoir and Map of tiyria,

by, 212.
Ecyrout, 210.

Bhorolee River, 40.

Bhutan Himalaya, 40.

Biddle, Mr., Memoir of Sebastian Cabot
by, 182.

Bigsby, Jlr., 248.

Birkbeck, Mr., 89.

Bisk, 139.

Bir Ghudur -well, 303.— Hyoo hamlet, 303.— Xama rvell, 303.

Birjand Town, 75, 70.

Biwa, or Omi, Lake, 54.

Black, Serjeant, 231.

Blaeserk, 185.

Bonaparte River, 247.

Boiideiidon, or Xorderdahl, 171.
Boiig-kong Giri Village, 33.

Bust, ruins of, 293 note.

Bothnia, Gulf of, shell-beds iu, 251.
Boumouf, 273 note, 274 note.

Bower, Quartermaster-serjeant, b.e., 07.
Brahmaputra River, 1, 2, 40.
Bravais, M., 252.

Bredsdortf, J. H., Danish antiquary,

158, 163.

Bristol, commerce of, with Iceland, 104.
Brongniart, AI., 252.
Brown, Mr. Rawdon, ISO.
Buk&a, the 207.
Bunna River, 295.
Burdett Coutts, Baroness, 218.
Burj-i-Alamdar, 281.

Burj-i-Alam Khan Town, 71, 73.
Burt™, Capt

, 218.
But.ikolF, 200.
Butler, Mr. I’ierce. 225 ; death of, 225.
Buyantu River, 126.

Callirrhoe, hot springs of, 211.
Campbell, Rev. C. C., 243.
Caixllbacken, shell-beds at, 252.

Caribou Islands, 243.

Carlsen, Capt., 85, 90.

Caspian, receding of the waters of^ 261.

Cave-dwellings, 113.

Celhirius, 275 and note.

Celsius, 249.

Ceiro Rayen, reported minerals of, 54.

i.'eri-us campestris. 50.

Chadwick, Capt., 298, 302.

Chakhansiir District, 74 ; Town, 74

;

tradition of, 286 note.

Champlain, Lake, 247.

Chantu Provinces, 114.
'

Chaplin, Dr., 211, 230.

Charbak Village, 267, 270.
Cliarboii River, 73.

Charraga Pass, 271.

Cliashkat settlement, 269.
Chatar, 2.

Chiudes Aigues, waters of, used for

domestic purposes, 199.
Clielling Town, 73.
Chibok River, 33.

Chibong Giri, 44.

Cliicbira stream, 37.

Chikmung, resting-place of the souls of
the Giiros, 8.

Village, 14, 18, 44.

Chikubu, wooded island, 56.

Chinese, Russian dislike of the, 128.
warfare in Central Asia, mode

of conducting, 135.

Chinqueco River, 51 ; Valley, 54.
Cliorchin lamaserv. 111.
Christie, Capt., 279, 284, 287.
Chui River, 138.

Ciegos River, 51.

Coal-beds of the Garo Hills, 22, 43.
Coal-field of Formosa, 105.
Coast Plain of Palestine, 209.
Code.v Flatciensis, 201.
Collinson, Admiral, 95.
Columbus, Christopher, 165.
Conder, Lieut., k.e., 231, 232, 233.
Conoily, Capt., 75, 279.
Cook, Capt, 246.
Cophen, 276 and note.

Copper Mine River, 244.
Crawford, Air. R., c.E., on a Projected
Railway Route over the Andes, from
the Argentine Republic, 46 et seq.

Cuneiform inscriptions, 277 note, 283
note.

Cunningham, General, 276.
Cijpseluis infumatm, 37.
Cyrus, 274.

Dairitch Alountains, 264.
Diiwa, 29.

Dal Ahmerl Village, 304.
Dauibo Village, 38.
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Danell, David, voyages of, 187.

Daugurung sandstone crags, 14, 44.

Daokikha Kiver, 21, 42.

Daolat-abad. 66.

Dar Harainee hamlet, 304.

Mobekee, 304.

Shaibaii Village, 298, 299, 304.

Sowda Hill, 305.

Darakljsli, carpet manufacture at, 77.

Darius Hystaspes, inscriptions of, 273.

Daroo Giri Hamlets, 36.

Dasht-i-Biaz Village, 79.

Dasht-i-Sangbar, rugged tract of, 70.

Dat Eiver, 39.

Diiwa, 28.

Debhet er Eamleh, sandstone district,

.
207.

Deer pitfalls of the Garos, danger of, 35.

Deh-Bakri Pass, 06, 67.

Delafleld, Colonel, 248.

Desert of Despair,” 75.

Deshtak Town, 73.

De Keyserling, M., 254.

De Veer, Geriit, 85.

De Vos, Mr., 110.

Diamente Eiver, 54.

Diana, Arctic exploring steamer, 97.

Dilmagiri Village, 34.

Diomed Island, disappearance of, 256.
• Discendenze Patrizie ’ of Marco Bar-

baro, 179.

Doobri Hill, 46.

Dooshakh ruins, 285, 287.

Dorengo, station on Giiro Hills, 27, 28.

Dosari, 66.

Douglas, Sir M’illiara, 172.

Drake, Mr. C. P. Tjrwliitt, 218, 228,

229, 2.32, 233.

, Sir Francis, 244.

Drangiana, 274, 276.

Drogio, 202.

Drontlieim, marine fossil .shells at, 251.

Duc-at, Capt
,

it e., 295, 296, 298, 302.

Duhalde, 116 and note, 125 and note.

DurjaJj Vill.ige, 295, 305.

Durith Villngo, 75.

Ebal, Mount, 209,

Echigawn, 55.

Edge, Capt. Thomas, 86 ;
Island, 86.

Egede, Hans. 187.

Eggers, 158, 160, 161,

El Anut Village, 300, 305.— Aujeh. 228.
— Gliarra Town, 297.
— Hajiir Village, 299, .305.— Herogliat.or Xobut Duk.aim, Village,

305.
— Hota, or Dhnnceb, Village. .305.— Huleh Lake, 210.— .ladee hamlet, 306.

K1 Joobail, limestone hill of, 295.— Khore Village, 306.
— Khorebeh Village, 299, 307.— Koais hamlet, 306.— Kod Village, 306.
— Mahal Village, 307.— Mijibah Village, 299, 307.— Millah Village, 307.

Elias, Ney, jun.. Esq., Xarritive of a

Journey through Western Mongolia,
108 et seq.

Emdung Village, 25.

Engroneland, or Greenland, 157.

Erick the Ked, 185.

Erickseya, 185.

Ericksfiord, 185.
Es Stilt, 210.

Evergreens, forest of, 105.

Euergeta;, 274 and note.

Faeroe Islands, 162, 165.

Eahraj Village, 08.

Fairy blue-biid, Irena puella, 6.

Fani Village, 267.

Fanshawe, Cape, 89.

Farah End Eiver, 72, 75,

Fiuap Bekship, 268, 269.

, roads into, 271, 272; river. 268.

Fedchenko, M,, Micliell's Notes on Map
of Maghian by. 263 et seq.

Feiran, oasis of. 208 ; Wady, 209.
Ferrier, M., 278.

Filmandar Village, 267.

Finnshuda, ice mountain, 192.

Fish poisoning, Garo practice of, 12, 23.

Fiskartorp Gulf, sh.allowing of, 250.
Forchhammer, M., 85, 251.

Formosa, Philijipines, &c., comparative
table of the languages of, 107.——, Southern, Notes of a .Tourney

in. by J. Tlinm.son, f k.g.s., 97 et seq.

Forster, .Johann Eeinhold, 158, 167, 204.

Foster, Lieut., 88, 89; Island.', 89.
Foinleli, the, 296.

Fraila, or Fia, 275 and note.

Franklin, Sir John, 244.

Franz .Josejih Fiord 192.

Frazer Itiver, 247.
Friars J’reachers. Monastery of, in

Greenland, 183.

Frislanda, Island of, 157, 158.

Frobisher, 182.

Fuji Mountain, height of, 60.

Fukuit, Jehel, 209.

Fukusliima Town, GO.

Fu-ai ji, temple of, 61.

Fuahimi, 58.

Fiisi Yama, sudden upheaval of. 257.

Galdee, Sea of, 210.
Gardar, 185,
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Garo Hills, geology of the, 42 et seg.

, Major H. H. Godwin-Austen
on the, 1 et seq.

tribes, area inhabited by, 2.

Gaubil, Pure, 139.

Gazza settlement, 20!).

Geisan Village, 207, 270.

Gelis, Capt., 214.

Gerard, Hessel, SO.

Gcrbillon, 116, 12j.

Gershasp, 275.

Gharandel, Wady, 218.

Gharshistan, Shar of, 291 and note.

Ghiuk Village, 76.

Glior, the, 207.

Giles, Capt. Cornelius, 87.

Giles’s, or Gillis, Land, 88.

Gilliigora, 7.

Girimanj Village, 79.

Gish-darvar Village, 207.

Glaishor, Mr., 231.

Gobi Desert, 120.

Godar-i-Baidar Pass, 81.

God\vin-An.steii, Major H. H
,
on the

Giiio Hills, 1 et seq.

Goldsinid, Major-General Sir F. J., 27.‘>,

279, 281, 289; Journey from Bandar
Abbas to Mash-had by Sistau, 05 et

seq.

Gonassery Eiver, 8, 12, 13, 14, 44.

Gouripur Village, 10.

Graah, Capt., 187, 188, 189, 190, 193,

194, 195, 200 note.

Graham, Mr. Cyril, 215.

Grant, Mr., 240.

Great Hoog Eyl, 91.

Greenland, Oscillation of, 242.

, Site of the lost Colony of,

determined, and Pre-Columbian Dis-
coveries of America confirmed, by It.

H. Major, f.s.a., Sec. b.g.s., 150 else*/.

Greenspond Harbour, shallowing of,

244.

Grieves, Mr., 250.

Grove, Mr. G., 218. 221.

Guitan settlement, 209.
Gulf Stream, the, 84.

Gunabad “jiilg.ih,” 78.
Gunnbjom, Norwegian rover, 1S5,
Gunnhjorn’s Skerries, 190.
GurJaic Eiver, 204.

Gurg, Fort of, 69.

Haagan, King, 170.

Hackiman, temple of, 55.

Hadja-Sultan-Hadja-Daria, 265 note.

Haji IMirza Mahmud, 81.

Hak-kas race, 100.

Hakluyt, 181.

Hamilton, Mr. Eowland, 258.
Hamnuim Farun,Jebel,hot springof. 208.

Hamlin expanse, 70, 71.

Haraqaiti, or Arachotia, 273 and note.

Harht Eud, the, 75.

H,issacks, the, 137, 138.

Hatto stream, 137.

Hauran, volcanic hill of, 210.

lI.izar-Chaahma,or‘‘ThousandSprings,'’

204.

Haziirehs, the, 290.

Hazret-Sultan Mountain, 264 note.

Haznr, Jebel, 209.

Hebron, Mount, 209,

Hecatieus, 202. ,

Helmend Eiver, 70, 72, 272, 273 note,

278.

Hense, M., 200.

Herat to Sejestan, comparative route

from, 293.

Heimon, Mount, 207, 225 ;
peak of, 210.

Hermoso Valley, 51 ;
copper-mine of

tlie, 53.

Herodotas, 202, 274.

Heuglin, Baron von, 90.
‘ High Taitary,’ Mr. Shaw’s, 120.

Hikawu-no-Jinga shrine, 04.

Hdl Country of Palestine. 209.

Himalayan system, the, 1.

Hinlopen Strait, 87.

Hisim-i-Sultanah, 71.

Hisn-et-Tak, 288.

Hisan, or Hisanik, 280, 281, 288.
Hiyeizan, Mount, 54.

Hjelmar, Lake, 250.

Hokou, Port of, 115, 116.

Holland, Eev. F. W., 209, 217, 226.

Homagatake, Mount, 60.

Hongorellen Pass, 137.

Hope Island, 86.

Hopkius, Mr., 244.
Houghton, Colonel, 24, 34.

Howorth, Mr. H. H., on Eecent Eleva-
tions of the Earth’s Surface in tlie

Northern Circumpolar Eegious, 240
et seq.

Hue, Abbe", 111, 258.

Hudjk-JIahomed-basbara-mazar settle-

meat, 270.

Hudson, Henry, 86.

Hudson’s Bay Territory, erratic bouhlcra
of, 247.

Humboldt, 159, 190, 259.
Hunin Village, 222.
Huri Sing, 31.

Huron, Lake, 248.
Husaimibad Village, 75.
Hvarf highland, 192, 198.
Hydra, Soolt.iii, the Foudeli, 295.

Ibn Dusteh, 280, 281.
Ibukiyama Slountain, 56.

Icaria, Island and Sea of, 203, 204, 205
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Iceland, English trade with, 164.

Ike Aral, 131 iwte.

Ilampur Village, 3 ;
extensive fish-dry-

ing at, 3 note.

luuyama, castle of, 57.

Irrawadily Biver, 1.

Isidore, 275 note, 276, 291 note.

Ismail, Neby, 209.

Isomura Village, 56.

Istakhri, 281, 283, 284 note, 293.

Ivar Bardseu, 186, 188, 189, 191, 192,

193, 197, 198.

Iziam stream, 265.

Jabkan, or Ohagan Tokoi, Eiver, 125.

Jadukatta range, 3.

Jafir Khan, 67.

Jafran Village, 307.

Jahanabad Village, 71.

Jahangir Khan, 66.

Jan Mayen, Island of, 176,

Jansen, Capt., 254.

Jaulan, basalts of the, 210.

Jawalla, ruined hamlet of, 298, 307.

Jebel Hussan, or Little Aden, Promon-
tory, 307.

JeUalabad, or Zaranj, 280.

Jerash, ruins of, 224.

Jormuck, Jebel, 207, 209.

Jerusalem, rainfall at, 211; siu'vey, 218.

Jikioku Pass, 59.

Jinul VUlage, 307.

Johnsen, Capt., 92.

Johnson, Capt. Nils, 253.

Johnston, Mr. A. Keith, Note on the
Construction of Map accompanying
3Ir. Elias’s paper on Western Mon-
golia, 139.

Joksangram Hill, 9.

Jol Mudmm Village, 301, 308.

Jonas, Bishop of the Orkneys, 170.

Jordan] Kiver. uniipneness of, 210;
freshets of the, 220.

, Valley of the, 210.

Jill Gershasp, canal-bed, 278.

Julianashaab, 187.

Kadah Town, 74.

Kaian Town, 76, 77.

Kaiani', alleged descendants of the
Aehsmeniau kings, 2SS.

Kaklik Village, shnne of Sultan 3Iu-
haraed at, 79.

Kiilah-i-kazi, 05.

Kalah-i-Nao Village, 70.

Kalat Village, 79.
Kalg.in, 110.

Kamana Village, 102.
Kandy-Bas Eiver, 268.
Kane, Dr., 242.
Kau6, 57.

Kara Kum, sand waste, 260.

Lake, 131, 132.

Karabel Pass, 270.

Karak, canal of, 280 ; stream, 282.

Karatagh Village, 271.

Karatam Eiver, 268.

Karateghin-su, 268.

Karkiiyeh, 283, 287 note.

Karnein, identification of, 285 and note.

Karuizawa, 63.

Kasampso Village, 101.

Kasanpo Village, 103.

KasatoritOge, ‘‘ Take your hat off” Pass,

62.

Kastaintch Village, 267, 270.

Kasvi'ni', 286.

Katerin, Jebel, 208.

Katkliuda, chief and athlete, 80.

Keilhau, Professor, 231.

Keyserling, M. do, 254.

Khafc-i-3Iuhamad Darwesh, wells of, 70.

Khalasah, 228.

Khamsin winds, 209, 211.

Khanikoff, 75.

Khanu Village, 66.

Khash-rud, or Ni'shk, Eiver, 72, 2S0.

Khasi iron, excellence of, 4.

tribes, 2.

Khobt, 295.

Khor Muxa, 298, 302.

Kliinmi Village, 267.

Khuspas River, 72.

Khwtijah Ahmad Village, 71.

Kia-Yii-Kuan, 114.

Kiepert, Professor, 212, 213.

Kilagli Ab, 69.

Kimmak Town, 73.

King Karl Land, 86, 90.

William Island, 245.

Kioto to Vedo, Journey from, by C. W.
Lawrence, Esq., 54 et seq.

Kishlaki Village, 266.

Kishon stream, 211.

Kisogawa Eiver, 57, 58.

Klaproth, 258.

Kizil Kum, sand waste, 260.

Kobdo, 132, 134, 143; trade of, 136;

River, 137.

Koh-i-Khwajab, 70.

Koiqalmoura Mountains, 259.

Kokonoor Lake, changed site of, 258.

Koldewey, Capt., 90, 192.

Kntehioi Island, fossils of, 255.

Kouk Tomak Hill, 259.

Koum Koul Lake, 260.

Krenitziu, Capt., and Levashef, Lieut.,

surveys of, 246.

Kruk Village, 68.

Kshtut Beksbip, 269.

Kshtuti Village, 267.

Kuaauou-toje, rock-cut temple of, 58.
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Kubi Chinar Pass, 270.

Kiiei-HwaKiheiig, 109, 112, 11.% 113.

Ku-ku Illikung settleuiLUt, 117.

Kulja, New, 109.

Kumano Guo, oath-paper, C3.

Kumfor, 295.

Kiinchung Village, 12, 13, 44.

Kuring. 2S0.
Kusha, or Saib, Village, 299, SOS.

Kusatou, 55.

Kfitchii, deserted village, grand sccncrv

of, 39.

Kyah partridge, Orlygornis GuJaris, 7.

Kyang, Tibetan, 125 note.

Kylas, peak of, superstition of the

Gurus respecting, 8 ;
ascent of, by

Major Godwin- Austen, 15.

Eidge, watershed of the, 14.

Labrador, upheaval of, 243.

Lahej, 29S.

, Sooltan of, 300.

La-ko-li Eiver, 102 ;
Town, 105.

Lalung, 104.

Lament, Mr., 89, 252.

Landnama-Book, 175.

Laor, 3.

Lartet, M., 210, 217.
La.sh Juwuin, or Hokat, District, 74;

Fort, 75.

Lawrence, C. W., Esq., Journey from
Kioto to Yedo by the Nakasendo
Eoad, 54 et teg.

Ledja, volcanic hill of, 210.
Leif, mission of, to Greenland, 185;

discovery of North America by, 290.

Lenkra stream, 36.

Leuksram, 29, 44.

Leonin, M., 252.
Lepsius, 213.

Levehine, 259, 261.
Lily, gigantic, 104,
Litany stream, 211.

Llano Blanco, 51 ; Pass, 52.

Lomme Bay, 88.

Lovett, Major, b.e., 67, 74.
Lukhipur, 10.

Lung-men-Kou, 115.
Luynes, Due de, private Palestine ex-

ploring expedition of, 216, 217.

Lyell, Sir C., 241, 244, 248, 249, 250,

251, 252, 254.
Lynch, Mr., 244 and note, 220 note.

JIadora settlement, 269.
Micotis, Russian map of the, 262.
Maghian Bekship, towns, &c., of, 266-

268.

, Notes on 51. Fedchenko’s
Jlap of, by R. Jliehell, Esq., 263
et teg.

3Iaghian stream, 264 ;
Town. 260,

5I,mhian-daria, I'asiii of th,‘, 204.

Slagi, tiru-toinpU's of the. 2S0.

M.iguusscn. I’rolc.-sor Finn, 185.

ilahudco hili-streaiii, 7, 25, 43 ;
Valhy,

18.

5Iah.isir. specir-s of Barhut. 13.
“ JLiichan,” tree-top aur\i-ving station,

21 .

^lairain .-.tri am. 20.

Major, 11. H., E-q.. f.-

P

ro. r. G.s.,

on the trite of the lo-t Colony of

Ciieenland, ie., 156 et si g.

5Ialar Lake. 25U. 251.

JIaIhe Speire. 173. 174.

5[allet, Profes.sor, 18il.

Malte limn. 160, 175.

Jlandii River, 3r. 45.

Slanuers-Suttoii, Mr. Graham, 89.

5I.insol, Capt.. 216, 233.

Jlaolangten Hill, 3.

5Iaom.lsi Village. 5, 42.

Miiraugth.ing. in
;
jiodc, 2.3, 24.

Slarguzar Village. 267.

Jl.irkhani. C. 1!., I'bq., c.n., on Dbeo-

vories E..st of 8i)itzbi igeii and Ap-

proaches towards the North Pole on

the Spitzbergen 5Ieridian, S3 et teg.

Jlarsada, ruins of. 224, 225.

5I,»rtens, Fredi rick, 87.

aiatusowski, 51., explorations of, 140,

141.

5Iash-had, special sanctity of, 82.

5Iask, Capt., 253.

5Iaurer, Professor Konrad, 158.

5Iaxwell, Dr., 97, 99, 100, 106.

5I‘Clintock, 243.

5l'C'lure, 245.

5IoiUnos, or sand-hills, 4S.

5Iedlicott, 5Ir. H. B., 42, 44, 45.

5Ii jamia, Jisr, 225.

5lejolgiu 5'illage, 37.

5Itkura 5'illage. 23.

5Llville Island, 245.

5Iercedes, 49.

Meruhi caetanen. 19.

5Icsama, 5Iount, 59.

5Iher 5'illage, 297.

5I'an Deh 5'illage, SO.

5Iias, or ourangauit.in of Borneo, Js.

5riau-tsZO. the, 103.

Slichell, I! . Esq.. Notes on 51. led-

chonko’cs Miip -bL» tt

Midaeuilorf, M. dc.

MLculfct aud Derneii, Capts., Map of

Palestine by, 217.

5tigam, or Langam, clan, -.

5Iiii Canal, 282.

5Iiiiianrani Point. 27.

5Img, Secretary of the Amban, 134.
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Mir Ikbal, tomb of, 2S0.
Misaijid, deserted village, 298, SOS.

Misehgeem spring, 296.

Missaimeer hamlet, SOS.

Missaiia Village, 295, 296, 308.
Mitake', 58; River, 61.

Mithans. Bos fTontalis, 17.

Mitono, 59.

Mockler, Capt., 298.

Mod Village, 75.

Mohn, Professor, 89, 90.

Molyneux. Lieut., e x., 213.
Monaco Rock, lt;2.

Moreton, Mr , 24;j.

Moriac de Mailla, 119 note.

Morison, Mount, 102, 104.

Morijama Village, 55.

Moses of Chorene, 278.

Moimghe, 17.

Mousa Bil Steppe, 259.
Muhammad Husain, 75. ,

Mukamiyama Mountain, .*5.

Mungrhi Mountain, 17, 29, 45.

Munkholm, insulated rock of, 252.
Murchison, Sir E. I., 254.

Musa, Japan, 55.

Musa, Jebel, 208, 226, 227, 228.

Musa-Bazar, 268.

Mussel Bay, 93.

Mutohi Ghat, pool, 26.

Nab Village, 297.

Nafin Village, 267.

Naimabad Village, 68.

Naizar recd-beci, 70, 72.

NakasendO River, 55.

Nakatsugawa Town, 59.
Nakhl, 228.

Naman stream, 211.

Nares, Capt., n.x., 218.

Nslsh-rud Canal, 281 ; Village, 281.
Nauehamak Village, 267.
Naurzoum, Lake. 259.

Nazirpur, 8, 9, 11.

Nebbth, ruined town near *• Springs of
Moses,” 225.

Nebo, Mount, 223.

NegmnnJid River, 33.

Nemonng.itari, 57.

Newchan.g once a seaport, 257.
Newfoundland, upheaval of, 243.
Newton, Professor, 89 .

Nezamenosato, tradition of, 60.
Nignat settlement, 209.
Nilsen, Capt., 92.
Nimaiali Village, 299. 309.
Nimbuluk "julgah,” 78.
Nimruz, or “ nieriiUes,” 273.
Nobut Mehdi hamlet, 301, 309.
Nojiri, 59.

Nongkulang Ridge, 5, 42, 45.

Nongmen Village, 18, 19, 20.

Nong-shing-riang Village, 4.

Nongsopba Village, murder at, 41.

Nongsram Village, 38.

Nongstoin, Seem of, 2.

Nordenskiold, M., 90.

Norek Village, 30.

North Pole, Approaches towards the,

on the Spitzbergen Meridian, C. R.
Markham, Esq., c.b., on, 83 et seq.

Northern Circumpolar Regions, Recent
Elevations of the Earth’s Surface in,

Mr. H. H. Howorth on, 240 et seq.

Nur-u-Din, 67.

Nusratabad, 68.

Obi-Khundy River, 268.

Ochiai Town, 59.

Ogiliakon settlement, 269.

Oiaono Mori, temple of, 56.

Oiwake Town, 63.

Ok-gue vine, jelly from seeds of, 102.

Ohms Magnus Gothus, map of, 176.

Olives, Mount of, 209.

Onghin River, 121, 122.

Ongodai, Russian settlement, 139.

Oni-no-Kubidzuka, robber burial-place,

58.

Ontake San, sacred mountain of, 60.

Ontario, Lake. 247.

Oobdakalee River, 7.

Orange, Islands of. 254.

Ordericus Vitalis, 157.

Orkhon River, alleged ruins on, 122
and note.

Ortelius, maps of. 176, 181.

Ostrebygd and Westrebygd, 184.

Otsu Town, 54.

Oudheli tribe, 297-

Ounnkovvsky, map of, 260.

Ournatok hot springs, 194, 195, 196 ;

islands of, 195.

Pa-ah liau settlement, 102.

I’xciloiiteris repanda and rittaria,

magnificent ferns, 5, 13.

Pagna settlement, 269.

Pajanalcs,” 52.

Palestine Exploration Fnnd, objects of,

221 ; operations under, 207 et seq.

, recent Surveys in, by Major
C. W. Wilson, R.E

,
206 et seq.

Eastern Plateau of, 210.

Pallas, 259.

Palmer, Capt, e.e., 208 note, 226, 22-'.

—
, Professor, 211, 226.

Pampas, description of, 48.
Pang-gam Vil.age, 23.

Panjali Plateau, 2U,
Pao-be settlement, 100.

Parasitic climbing plants, chaotic, 104.
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Parmenio, Governor of Eebatana, 275.
Parry, Capt., 245, 252.

Patroeles, 261.

Patrut Village, 207.

Pattinson, Lieut,, 276 note.

Pavliiioft', Consul, 127, 126 note. 141.

Payer, Lieut., 192.

Pechili Gulf, upheaval of its bed, 258.

Pendjkend, 269.

Pendjrut settlement, 269.

Pennant, Mr., 253.

Pe'ischinka Sea, altered levi l of, 2.76.

Peixilioan Tribe, 100, 101, 103 ; house-

hold god of, 106.

Pescadore Islands, 97.

Peterraann, Dr., 87.

Petersvig Monastery, 194.

Petra, rock-hewn town near, 228.

Petroa, or Planchon, Volcano, 48.

Phasis River, 262.

Philetus, son of Parmenio. 275.

Phillips, Serjeant, e.e
,
223.

Phoenicia, Plain of, 209.

Phyllornis chloroeephahts, 18.

Pilchard’s Island, upheaval of, 244.

Pitagos, Greek doctor, 141.

Planchon Pass, 46. 47, 50 ;
highest

point of the, 49, 50.

Platen, Cape, 92.

Playfair. 249.
Pliny, 261, 274, 282, 293 note.

Podalida, 161.

Polar Stream, the, 84.

Pollock, General, 278 note.

Polybius, 262.
Polyplectron pheasant, 6.

Poole, Mr., 215.

Poppy, cultivation of, in Western Mon-
golia, 112.

Porbin settlement, 269.

Pordan Pass, 265.

Porlanda, 166.

Porter, Sir., ‘ Five Years in Damascus,’

215.
“ Potreros ” of the Cordillera, .73.

Prinz, M. Andre Gustavitoh, 140.

Prisons, Byzantine historian, 262.

Prophthasia Cit}-, 275, 282.

Provintia Fort, 99, 100.

Ptolemy, 165, 273, 282.

Pnna Tith, 3 and note, 4.

Pundengroo Hdl, 22, 42. 45.

Purchas, 85, 86, 87, 189.

Purjonkha, 6.

Rafn, Professor C. C., 1.77, 189, 194, 195.

Rafnsfinrd, 194.

Eaga Mowda, Dharee Chief, 300.

Eaha City, 299.

Ram-rud. 279.

Eam-Shaharistan City, 274, 277, 283.

Eamnsio, ‘Voyages and Travels’ of, 181.
Eangap River, 32.

Eils Mnhammcd. 207.

R.is cn Xakiirah, or “ Ladder of Tyre,”
209.

Itashid-Fdilin, 11.7 and note.

Ilashna Village. 267.

RawUnson, Sir H. C., President e.g.s.,

Notes on Seidati. 272 et step

Reclus. M., 241, 2.70. 2.71.

Reg-i-Eu\van, moving sand, 82.

Re'musat. Abel, 122 note.

Renan, 51.. 215.

Iteps, llntger, c7.

Ribai, 17.

Richards. Admiral. 212.

Richardson, Dr., 24 1.

RHitliofen, Baion von, 113, 14.7.

Rijk Vs Islands, 88.

Rilang River, 4.

Rindan Village, 70.

Rink, Dr., 195.

Riusenji, temple of, 60.

Rio Chico. 47.— do los Ciego.s, 47.

C'laro, 51.

(loloiado, 47.

del Cobre, 47.

de las Cuevas. 47.

Grande, 46, 47, 51.

Quinto, 49. 52.

dc Santa Helena, 47.

de las Vaea.s, 47.

Ritchie, Rev. Sir., 106.

Ritter. 122 note. 210.

Robinson, Dr., 212. 213.

Rokugawa River, .77.

Rong-kai Gorge, 39.

Rong-reng Village, 37, 08.

Girl Village, 31, 3.7.

Rongsiang hill-stream, 7, 22, 23.

Ross, Sir James, 95.

Rossetti, Se-nor, 47.

Ruzario, Mr., 6.7.

Rudklianali-i-DuzJi. “River of Roh-

berv.” 65. 66.

Rugged Inlands, volcanic group, 25.'^.

limn Village. 76, 77.

Rundall, iMr., 85.

Riingnu River, 13. 18, 44.

Rungrhi River, 18.

Rnngshii Village. 1.7. 10, 40, 44.

RCingiidu River, 44.

Eungilt stream, 36.

Riissegger, 212.

Ru.stnm, legendary history of, 2(.'.

Ituvsch, .Tohann, map of, 191.

Kywuk Village, 27.

Sabzar Town, 282.

Sacje, the, 290 ;
and Jlassagetoe, 276.
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Sacasfane, 276, 277.

Sacyk, or Alaktu, Lake, 260.
Sagan Saa, 277 and note.

Sagas, the, 170, 192.

Saghalien Dland, upheaval of, 256.

Saibee Eiver, 299.

Saif bin Teyseer, Sheik, 295.

Saifur hamlet, 309.
Sakht-dar Pass, 67.

Salado Kiver, 19.

Samad Khan, 75.

Samagai honjin, or halting-place, tra-

dition of, 56.

Sarnia Lake, 254.

Samwil, Neby, 209.
San Rafael, 52.

Sand-hills, Mongolian, singular changes
of. 131.

of Palestine, encroachment
of, 224.

Sangbar Hill, 72.

Sar-Bishah Town, 75.

Sardar Ahmad Khan, courtesy of, 75.

Sari-kuloli settlement, 269.

Sary Boulak Hill, 259.

Sarytschew, Capt., 256.

San'loy, M. de, 214.

Sawara, 60.

S’baita, 228.

Scandinavia, geological changes of, 24S.

Scarborough, commerce of, with Iceland,

164.

Scoresbys, the. 89, 93, 95, 187.
Scott, Major, 213.

Scvlax, 262.

Seh-Dch Village, 76, 77.
Sehwan, 72.

Seiotan, Notes on, by Major-Gen. Sir H.
C. Eawlinson, k.c.b., President b.g.s.,

272 et sell.

Seju Village, 40.

Sekigahara, famous Japanese battle-

field, 56.

Sekuha, modern capital of Sistau, 70,
71.

Sen River, 22.

Serba!, Jeliel. 208, 220, 227, 228.
Seri-djui Fort. 271.
Serpents’ Path of Josephus. 225.
Seta bridge, trailition relating to, 55.
Sha’abeh Canal, 282.
Shantung, Bay of, 257.
Sharifabad, 82.

Shemshang Eiver, 33, 35, 39.
Sliepbelah, or Low Country ^ of the

Bible, 209.
Shimamura silk, 64.
Shimonosuwa hot springs, 62.
Shin stream, 264, 265, 270, 271.

Village, 267.
Shiojiri Village, 61.

ShishmaroiF, M., 140, 141.

Shokadilm Hill, 31.

Sbtu-kul Lakes, 266.

Shugra, 302.

Shuka, 300.

Shnm-Rakhna Range. 265.

Shumsooden hamlet, 309,

Shushang Raja, raids of the retainers

of, 11.

Sigilh'yeh, 'Wady, 209.

Sinai, Peninsula of, 208.

Sinai and Palestine, Determination of

Altitudes in, 238 et seq.

, Recent Surveys

in, by Major C. W. Wilson, B.E., 206
et seq.

Sinaitic inscriptions, 228.

Sina-riid, canal of, 280.

Sirke chain, 126.

Sishosan Mountain, 61.

Sistan Proper, 70, 71 ; Outer Sistan,

73 ; Canal, 72 ; Lake, 74.

Sivalik Hills, 7.

Si-ying-sze station, 110.

Skrellings, the, 186.

Smith, Mr. B. Leigh. 84, 92, 97.

, Dr. Ell 212, 213.

, Major Bean, 65.

, Major Murdock, B.E., 66.

Smith Sound, 83.

Soormah Eiver, 2.

Sor Village, 267.

Sorano, 166.

Souvando Lake, 254.

Southern Formosa, Notes of a Journey
in, by Mr. J. Thomson, r.B.G.s., 97 et

seq.

Spitzbergen Archipelago, opposing cur-

rents in, 84.

, Discoveries East of, and
Approaches towards the North Pole,

on the Spitzbergen Meridian, C. E.

Markham, Esq., C.B., on, 83 et seq.

St. Olaus, monastery of, 194.

Stanley, Dean, ‘Sinai and Palestine,’

215.

Steel, Mr. J., E.E., 238.

Steever, Lieut., American party of

Palestine explorers under, 234.

Stevens, Capt. G. J., Report on the

Country around Aden, 295 et seq.

Stewart, Capt., r.e., 229, 2.30, 231.

Stockholm, geolo^ of, 250.

Stones, monolithic, Khasi custom of

setting up, 2.

Strabo, 259, 261, 262.

Styrhris rujiceps, 3.

Sudero Gulf, or Suderoe Fjord, 163,

164.

Sudjana settelment, 264.
Suez, 227, 228 ; Gulf of, 207.
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SufFarians, or ‘‘ Coppersmiths,” domi-
nant in Persia, 285.

Sudan, 270.

Su Hileng stream, 22.

Suikiirssuak Hill, 196.

Sumessary Biver, 9, 16, 20, 25, 26, 29,

33. 39, 41,43, 4.5.

Sumidaga-sva Biver, 64.

Suok, 137.

Snomenia, the “Land of Swamp,” 254.

Superior, Lake, 24S.

Surar, Wady, 222.

Surrampliang, annual market at, 34.

Suwa, Lake, 61.

Swang-giri Village. 39.

Swatoi Moss, change in the coast of,

256.

Sylhet BiUay, mountain torrent, 208.

Symonds, Lieut., k.e., 213.

Tadjiks, the. 269.
“ Tai-ln,” ofBcial track. 111 and note.

Taitze, shoaling of the water of, 257.

Tai-wan-fii, 98, 99.

Tafcamiya. hempen cloth of, 56.

Takasiiki Town, 64.

Takashima Town, 61.

Taklit-i-kushkoh Village, Go.

Takow, harbour and village of, 97, 98,

105.

Tumhagawa Biver, 61.

Tanakakurayemon tea-house, 56.

Tarui, shrine at, 57.

Ta-tsing Atlas, 139.

Tatz Biver, 124.

Tchckan, the strolling diplomatist, 128.

Tchiili Biver, 259.

Tchouksa Lake, 259.

Te’iim Canal, 281.

Tennant, Professor, Western Mongolian
geological specimens described bv,

145.

Teno Valley, 51.

Tenriukawa Biver, 61.

Teian, 207.

Tcssermuit Fjord. 195.

Thaneeb Village, 309.

Thtnius Ys, the navigator, 254.

Thomas, Mr. Gerard, 0.5.

Thomson, Mr. J., Notes of a Journey
in Soiitliern Formosa, 97 et eeq.

Thorshavn, 164.

Tiberias, hot springs of, 211.

Tientsin, treaty of, lOS.

Tigasio, 17, 20, 21.

Till, plateau of the, 207.
Tile, Island of, 165.

Tobiescn, Capt., 91.

Tobnn Biver, 298. 300, 302.

Todogawa Biver, 64.

Toinmoura, or Taulo, Volcano, 256.

TGkaido Biver, 55.

Tomomi, temple of, 55.

Tordillo Biver, 47, 51.

Torfieus, 167, 173-

Toriinioto, 56.

Toto Cheng, 114, 115, 116.

Toumet tribe, 119.

Transandine Baihvay, 46.

Treurenberg Bay, SS.

Treviso City, 178.

Trin headland, 205.

Trionyx Gangeficus, 4.

Tristram, Dr., 210.

'I’saehar-Tsing lamasery, 136.

Tohiyaina, temple of. 55.

Tsuikari Pass, 56.

Tui Biver, ruins on, 122, 124.

Tiim-i-reg camp. CS.

Tunganis, or Dungcns, 114 and note.

Tuniurliuk Mountains. 208.
Turbat, Desert of, 80; Town, 81.

Turbat-i-HiiiJari, or Turbat Isa Khan,
81.

Turiljin settlement, 269.
Turca plain, 296.

Turgen Lake, 131.

Turkoman, or Alaman, raids, 78.
Turshab, 69.

Twillingate Harbour, upheaval of, 244.

tJjikawa Biver, 55.

Ulausomo lamasery, 122.

XJliassutai Biver, 126, 129; garrison,

126, 143.

TTlkan-tagh Mountain, 263.
Hive. Capt., 92.

Um Blay Biver, 3, 5, 42.
•—

• Ktinchiang Elver, 42.

Ning Elver, 3.

Tiingkiit Biver, 22, 42.

Unim Keis, hot springs of, 211.

Shittah, palace discovered near,

216.

Shomer, Jebel, 208.

LTnuma. 57.

IJpsala, 2.50.

Urch chain, 126.

L'^rumtsi, 109, 110.

Usdum, Jebel. 225.

Ust Urt plateau, 260.

Usuigawa, Valley of the, 63.

LTsmtogO Mountain, .shrine of. 03.

Utch-Sangy-Djuman P.iss, 26S.

Vachekhna Mountain, 264. 270.

VagaJitan Village, 267.

Valenzuela rivulet, 47.

Vamberv. M., 114 riofe, 261.

Van dc Velde, 214, 225.

Van Keuien, Jan, and Gerhard, Maps
of, SS, 191.
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A’araranes, 277.

Varzikanda settlement, 209.
Vatra stream, 52.

Vemlidad, the, 273, 290.

Veniukotf, 31., map of, 141.
Verneuil, De, 254.

\ignes, Lieut.. 21G, 217.

Vin, or Vingam, settlement, 269.
Vinland, 200.

Vlaningli, Capt. IVilliam dc, 254.

Vogelsang Point, 85.

Von Buch, 249.

A'onones, Kins, 276.

3'ore Slioria Eirer, 2.18.

3'oru rivulet, 271 ;
settlement, 269.

A'osca Kiver, 254.

AVade, 3Ir. T. F., 114 note.

AVady el Arish, “ Eiver of Egj pt " of
the Bible, 207.

AVajong Korong Hill, 9.

AValkendorf, Erick, Archbishop, 186,

189, 193, 198 note.

AValter Thymen's Strait.s, 253.

AVarren, Capt., n.E., 223, 224, 225.

AVaygat, the, 87.

AlTcner, Lake, 250.

AVestem Mongolia, Narrative of a

Journey through, by Ney Elias, .inn.,

108 et seq.

;

Note on the Construc-
tion of the Map accompanying 3Ir.

Elias’s Paper, by Sir. A. Keith John-
ston, 139. Appendix: Former Ex-
plorations, 140; Purvey, 142; Cli-

mate, 142 ; Itineraries, 144 ; Geo-
logical Specimens described by Pro-

fes.sor Tennant. 145; Calculation of

.Vstronomical Observation.s, by Mr.
AT. Ellis, 146 ; Memorandum on the

Calculation of Heights of Station.^,

by Mr. E. Strahan, 148 ; 3Ieteoro-

logical Eegi.ster and Table of Alti-

tudes, 151 et seq.

ATitzstein, Herr. 215.

AVhitemaii’s Land, 201.

AV’liobscheid. Eev. 31., 106.

Aniympcr, Mr., 246.

AViche’s I.and, 86, 253.

AVilhelm Island, 92.

AVilliamson, Capt AV. J., 2, 24, 25, 26,

28, 31, 33, 35, 37, 38, 40.

AVilloughby, Sir Hugh, 85.

AV'iLon, Capt., 226.

, Blajor C. AV., e.e , Eecent Sur-

veys in Sinai and Palestine, 206 et

seq.

AVinnipeg. Lake, 247.

AVood, Lieut., 261.

AVrangel, A on, 255.

AVurwa, Jebel, 301, 302.

AVyatt, 3Ir., 226.

AVylic, 3Ir
,
258.

A'aciit. 281 note,, 287 note.

A'amarhira Gobo, temple of, 54.

A'arinuk stream, 210.

A'asugawa Elver, 55.

A'ellow Eiver, 114, lift.

A'ingtze, seaport, 257.

A'o-lo-tse, wild mules, 125.

A'uro, waterfall of, tradition as to, 57.

A'ufiinesawa torrent. 59.

Yule, Colonel. 115 nnd note.

Yunsi or Oonsby, SO
;
tradition as to

Jonah, 80.

Zagoskin, 246.

Zulda Eiver, 298.

Zalik Canal, 282.

Zaire Ussu, 141.

Zaraka, or “ Lake Country,” 273.

Zaranj City, 28:4,

Z.irtinann, Admiral, 1.58, 159, 160, 162,

170, 174, 175. 177, 178, 183, 190, 198,

205.

Zaiiran settlement, 209, 270.

Zebir. Jebel, 208.

Zelandia, Foit, 99.

Zeno, the bitithers, 157, 165, 166, IGS,

171, 178, 196.

Zerka stream, 210, 211.

Zeze', castle of, 55.

Zibad A’illage, 79.

Zicbmni, or Sinclair, Lord of the Ork-
nev.s. 157, 163. 166, 167, 170, 171,

196, 197, 203. 204.

Zintut settlement, 269.

Zir Hissar settlement. 269.

Zirab Lake, supposed, 72.

Zirak Pass, 265.

Zornat Pass, 66.

Zurla, Cardinal, 176, 178, 179.

END OF A'OLt'ME XLIH.
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